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BANK OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE INTERNA
TIONAL (BCCI) INVESTIGATION— PART 1

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1991

House of Representatives,
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs,

Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in room 2128,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry B. Gonzalez [chairman
of the committee] presiding.
Present: Chairman Gonzalez, Representatives Annunzio, Neal of
North Carolina, Hubbard, LaFalce, Oakar, Vento, Barnard, Schu-
mer, Frank, Erdreich, Torres, Kleczka, Kanjorski, Kennedy, Hoag-
land, Neal of Massachusetts, Waters, LaRocco, Orton, Bacchus,
Moran, Cox, Weiss, Slattery, Ackerman, Wylie, Leach, McCollum,
Roukema, Bereuter, Ridge, Roth, McCandless, Stearns, Paxon,
Duncan, Campbell, Hancock, Riggs, Nussle, Armey, Thomas, John
son, and Sanders.
The Chairman. The committee will please come to order.
The Chair will advise that it will adhere strictly to the rules as
soon as the two witnesses have been seated, and are prepared to
read the testimony. I will ask that in the strict accordance with the
rules photographers that are immediately in front of the witnesses
will have to move from between the witness table and the commit
tee seats.
We will protect to every extent possible the rights of witnesses,
the rights of the Members, and all concerned as set forth by the
rules of the committee and the House of Representatives, so I
wanted to advise that as soon as we reach the point where the wit
nesses will be presenting their testimony that I will insist that the
gentlemen there crouched in front of the witness table move from
between the table and the dais.
This morning we open the first of a series of hearings, and I
want to emphasize, this is going to be like the preceding hearings.
The committee has not completed the series of hearings that it
began in 1989. We have yet to issue a final report with respect to
our investigation on S&Ls and this committee is acting under rule
X, and rule XI in an investigatory capacity, and I will refer to that
later as I outline the rules of the game to my colleagues.
This is the first of a series of hearings on how the Bank of Credit
and Commerce International, which is tantamount to a racketeer
ing bank, gained a foothold in the United States and how regula
tors and bank officials failed to detect or understand or report the
invasion. We have long been critical of jurisdictions like Panama,
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the Cayman Islands, and other offshore countries for their loose
banking regulations and their willingness to become havens for
outlaw financial entities that fuel drug cartels, tax evasion
schemes, and other illegal activities. Now we find BCCI on our
front steps despite our vaunted, expensive, and far-reaching regula
tory system.
The criminal shenanigans of BCCI are still unfolding around the
world, but already we know of extensive money laundering
schemes, allegations of connections with the infamous Medellin co
caine cartel, charges of massive fraud and involvement with
Middle East terrorists. For many on this committee, and I say "for
many", not all, the existence of another foreign bank entity en
gaged in criminal activity comes as no great surprise.
Last year, and beginning actually the year before, this commit
tee, with plenty of vacant seats in the press section, spelled out
how an agency of the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro, operating in At
lanta, GA, was able to defraud the U.S. Government and move bil
lions of dollars of goods, including military technology, into the
hands of Saddam Hussein.
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro became Bagdad's banker in the
United States before our regulatory companies at the Federal Re
serve could locate Iraq on the map. In the case of the Bank of
Credit and Commerce International, the Federal Reserve would
have us believe that BCCI was a stealth banking operation, unde
tected on the regulators' radar screens. Like the Federal Reserve,
our witnesses this morning, Mr. Clark Clifford, Mr. Robert Altman,
profess ignorance about the depth of BCCI's involvement in First
American or its holding company, Credit and Commerce American
Holdings.
If we accept the stories put forward by the Federal Reserve and
the two gentlemen I just mentioned, an icy chill should go through
the American public. If U.S. banks can be so easily invaded by for
eign operators, and if the takeovers can be kept secret so success
fully, what protection exists in our banking system? What other
foreign entities or criminal elements are secretly in control of U.S.
banks at this very moment?
That is a question I have been raising for 2 years. Obviously, we
cannot expect the Federal Reserve to know if its performance in
BCCI is an example of its investigative skill. The role of "hear no
evil, see no evil, smell no evil" is not suitable for regulators, power
ful law firms, or big bank executives; the people who occupy these
positions are expected to know.
It is their responsibility, and neither this committee nor the
American public should accept bland statements that they just
didn't know. The Federal Reserve was conned in 1981 by a group of
Middle East investors who we now know were front men for BCCI
in the takeover of CCAH, the holding company for First American.
During the next decade, the Federal Reserve's gumshoes took it
easy, ignoring tips or at best asking CCAH and First American for
assurances that all was well.
Invariably, the answer came back, no BCCI here, and the Federal
Reserve was happy. As in the Salomon case, now much in the
news, the attitude was "trust me". The Federal Reserve's lack of
vigor is inexcusable.
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However, it is true that our financial regulatory system does
depend on full and truthful reports from banks and their users, di
rectors, and legal counsel.
Our witnesses this morning provided the key assurance to the
Federal Reserve in 1981 that the Middle East investors were oper
ating on their own and not on behalf of BCCI. As the top official in
First American and as legal counsel for the bank, the Clifford/
Altman team was in a unique position to know about BCCI's in
volvement.
Apparently, some key decisions, such as who was to run First
American's affiliate in New York, were made only after consulta
tion with BCCI.
Mr. Altman turned up consistently at international conferences
of BCCI insiders in Vienna, London, and Luxembourg. If Mr. Clif
ford and Mr. Altman did not understand BCCI's role in the takeov
er of First American, they did have an appreciation of the value of
BCCI's money.
On three different occasions in 1986, 1987, and 1989, Mr. Clifford
and Mr. Altman purchased large blocks of shares of Credit and
Commerce American Holdings, financed by $15 million in lines of
credit from BCCI.
In March 1988, Mr. Clifford sold 3,200 shares, and Mr. Altman
dumped 1,600 shares at the inflated price of $6,800 per share, three
times what they had paid for the shares less than 2 years earlier.
Gross profits for Mr. Clifford apparently totaled at least $11.3 mil
lion and for Mr. Altman, $5.6 million.
To complete the BCCI money loop, the purchaser at the $6,800
per share price was none other than another BCCI front man.
These lucrative inside stock transactions were not the only insider
games that profited these gentlemen.
Since I have been chairman, I have consistently underlined and
stressed the importance in the breakdown of the system of bank
board of directors.
Anybody who wants to follow the course of action I have outlined
for this committee will see that this is the common thread in every
one of these investigations. If these board members look upon their
board membership as opportunities to use these institutions as
their personal piggybanks, the system is broken down.
As soon as they assumed the executive chairs of CCAH and First
American, legal business started flowing from the bank to the
Washington law firm, Clifford and Warnke. We are still trying to
determine the exact amount of the fees, but some reports suggest
they may have exceeded the stock profits.
Aside from the millions that flowed from the bank to the law
firm this arrangement created the potential for serious conflicts of
interest, by depriving the bank of ongoing objective legal advice.
It is a practice that I saw and, I repeat, I have criticized in the
case of every other financial institution we have looked into. Bank
insiders cannot serve one moment in a decisionmaking capacity in
the bank and in the next moment don their legal caps to give sanc
tion to these same decisions.
It is an unsafe and unsound practice, regardless of the personal
ities involved. It is something that the Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency and the Federal Reserve Board should have stopped



long ago, and, in fact, as long as I have been on this committee, I
had always assumed that they were on top of that.
With the headlines and the obvious prominence of our witnesses,
it will be difficult to keep these hearings on track, particularly
since the unfortunate release in this morning's newspaper here of
material that, at least, as far as the majority is concerned, we had
preserved intact.
Journalists and press sources repeatedly requested the material
and we had said no, wait until the hearings, and I regret that, but
that is something I will take up later on with my distinguished
member, Mr. Wylie.
I hope the Members on both sides will be cognizant of this com
mittee's jurisdiction and the need to develop the facts that will
help us to prevent another BCCI from walking secretly into the
U.S. banking system.
We have a significant section in H.R. 6 reported from this com
mittee in June dealing with the regulation of foreign banks. As we
move through the testimony and as we go into these hearings, I
hope Members will watch carefully for evidence that will support
that section and possibly strengthen amendments.
These hearings are called pursuant to the jurisdiction, as I said
before, assigned to the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs Com
mittee in rule X, and I might say also rule XI of the Rules of the
House of Representatives.
With that, I defer to our minority leader, Mr. Wylie.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gonzalez can be found in the ap
pendix.]
Mr. Wylie. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to com
mend you for holding these hearings today and applaud you and
your staff for the cooperation you have exhibited during the BCCI
investigation and in developing any and all information surround
ing this scandal.
I also want to commend the Federal and State agencies which
have been most cooperative with the staff during the course of the
committee's investigation in providing information. I had originally
called for an investigation of BCCI at an April 24 committee hear
ing, and we both agreed at that time to let no stone go unturned in
examining the activities of this criminal institution.
This has truly been a bipartisan effort, and I believe that we
begin today to let the chips fall where they may as we explore the
causes behind the BCCI scandal.
The BCCI scandal is one of the greatest worldwide financial scan
dals that has ever occurred. I have been continually startled by
new revelations concerning this renegade foreign bank. I have been
particularly startled by the stories of the links that BCCI had in
this country.
With our witnesses today, Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman, this
committee begins its inquiry into BCCI's links in this country and
the regulators' responses. Many of us have read and heard in
painstaking detail the affairs of First American Bank in its rela
tionships to BCCI. I hope our committee investigation will provide
much more detail as to that relationship.
I must say that much of the information has been quite surpris
ing to me. The information appears overwhelming that Mr. Clifford
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and Mr. Altman almost certainly had to be aware that First Amer
ican maintained an extensive relationship with BCCI.
Based on the witness' submitted statement and your opening
statement, Mr. Chairman, I must ask the question, were our wit
nesses amiable dunces or were they sophisticated financial king
pins?
I believe that it is important for this committee to evaluate their
knowledge and determine whether they intentionally deceived the
regulatory system. Only then can we judge what legislative solu
tions may be appropriate.
As this committee continues its consideration of additional fund
ing for the RTC and recapitalizing the BIF, it is clear that we
cannot tolerate a system that permits banking directors to deceive
the regulators.
Even if you accept their arguments that they had no knowledge
of any BCCI link to First American, should Mr. Clifford and Mr.
Altman have had a duty to investigate possible wrongdoing at their
institution?
Is it possible that Clifford and Altman knew but ignored their
duty to such an extent that it appears to be scandalous? Before we
authorize more money for Federal Deposit Insurance, our duty is to
be sure that the regulators have the necessary tools to deal with
malfeasance, misfeasance or nonfeasance of directors.
Finally, I would like to reaffirm my strong support for the legis
lation concerning the supervision of foreign banks that you and I
have introduced, Mr. Chairman. I refer to the provisions adopted in
H.R. 6, the Deposit Insurance Reform bill. H.R. 6 would provide for
cooperative regulation of international institutions such as BCCI.
The Fed never learned concretely about First American's links to
BCCI until it obtained documents from Abu Dhabi.
In regulating foreign institutions, our regulators need greater
powers, and I believe H.R. 6 is a necessary first step in that direc
tion.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I look forward to hearing the tes
timony of our witnesses today.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
The Chairman. Thank you. Mr. Annunzio.
Mr. Annunzio. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I again want to con
gratulate you for calling these hearings today. BCCI has a notori
ous history as a money laundering financial institution. Almost 2
years ago, BCCI entered into a plea agreement regarding its money
laundering activities in the United States.
BCCI agreed to forfeit $14.8 million in assets which had already
been seized, and to agree to cooperate in the prosecution of various
low-ranking BCCI employees. Other than that, BCCI suffered no
penalty as a result of its convictions. I was shocked by the liberal
terms of the plea.
On January 23, 1990, I introduced legislation to provide for the
death penalty for money laundering institutions. That legislation
passed the House last year by a vote of 406 to zero, but the Senate
failed to act upon the bill. At the end of the session last year, the
House again unanimously passed a similar money laundering bill
that I introduced, but the Senate failed to act.
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I reintroduced similar legislation this year, not only providing
for the death penalty for money laundering financial institutions,
but giving the Federal Reserve explicit authority to shut down the
operations of money laundering foreign banks and agencies in this
country. This legislation passed the House on June 11 by the iden
tical 406 to zero margin by which last year's bill passed. Still, the
Senate has not acted on money laundering legislation.
Mr. Chairman, in the past 2 years the House has voted by a com
bined vote of 812 to zero for legislation providing the death penalty
for money laundering banks.
Three times the House has unanimously passed money launder
ing legislation to shut down the BCCIs of the world. Still, the
Senate delays. It has included a money laundering title in its bank
ing reform bill, but we know that the fate of that bill is cloudy.
Law enforcement will not benefit by having money laundering im
provements delayed by inclusion in a controversial reform legisla
tion.
I hope that the Senate will realize that this country needs
stronger money laundering laws now and it will act appropriately
to take up the Annunzio death penalty for money laundering
banks legislation. Maybe these hearings will send a message to our
colleagues in the other Body.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. The Chair will recognize any member who has
an opening statement. Mr. Leach, for 2 minutes each from here on
out.
Mr. Leach. I will be briefer than that, Mr. Chairman.
I just would like to underscore that I think there are a number
of issues before us today. Three stand out. One is, as banking be
comes more internationalized we are dealing with a rogue bank
that stands alone, is there an issue of regulation we should be deal
ing with?
Second, as banking becomes more homogenized, are there tie-ins
with the American thrift industry that we ought to be looking at
with the BCCI problem. And third, and probably most tragically,
whether international wheeler-dealers have traded on the reputa
tion of high-ranking American political figures, and whether there
is an issue of revolving-door ethics in this particular circumstance.
And because of all this, and because of the internexus of the ties
here in Washington, I would just like to underscore that this is a
very sad day for the committee.
Thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Leach.
Mr. Hubbard.
Mr. Hubbard. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I join my colleagues in commending you for holding this impor
tant series of hearings on the Bank of Credit and Commerce Inter
national. BCCI has engaged in a long list of alleged wrongdoings.
It has reportedly defrauded customers of billions of dollars, as
sisted organized crime, bribed public officials, made false represen
tations about its financial condition and ownership, and laundered
money for drug dealers, arms dealers, and mobsters.
If these allegations are true, then BCCI is perhaps the greatest
international outlaw in financial history. Indeed, the BCCI scandal



is unfolding like a suspense novel filled with international intrigue,
famous personalities, allegations of crimes at the highest corporate
and government levels.
In trying to piece together what exactly happened, BCCI is be
coming the Watergate of international finance, a whodunit in
which we find ourselves asking who knew what and when did they
know it.
Mr. Chairman, I applaud the committee's efforts to try to get to
the bottom of this controversy, and I am confident that we will suc
ceed. Of the many issues about BCCI that need to be addressed, one
in particular stands out.
If, as it has been alleged, foreigners can confound our banking
regulators, finance illicit drug traffickers, and obtain political in
fluence in the United States, then I believe the American people
deserve an explanation as to how these things can happen.
Only then can we take steps to make sure it doesn't happen
again. We do welcome our witnesses, Mr. Clark Clifford and Mr.
Robert Altman. They have submitted a complete package of testi
mony to our committee. We look forward to their testimony.
The Chairman. Thank you, sir.
Mrs. Roukema.
Mrs. Roukema. Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief.
I want to associate myself with the remarks that you made and
certainly our ranking Member made with respect to not only our
witnesses today, but the need for regulatory reform. I guess there
are two questions here before us. Can these people be either so
naive or so cunning as to have helped perpetuate this scandal for
some years?
But the larger question, of course, as you have adequately point
ed out, is the question of why did our regulators fail us for so long?
And that leads us, of course, to our bill, H.R. 6.
And as a member of the Barnard Task Force, where we were
unable to come up with a comprehensive reform of the regulatory
system, I think we should be revisiting that. And on the basis of
the testimony, as these gentlemen reveal it to us today, gain useful
insights as to the direction we should go, both with foreign regula
tion as well as domestic.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Well, thank you, Mrs. Roukema.
Yes, Ms. Oakar.
Ms. Oakar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and your staff for an excel
lent job in preparing us for this hearings. I would like to ask unan
imous consent to submit my entire statement for the record and
just make a few points.
I think what is very disconcerting to me about the whole situa
tion with BCCI is, again, the lack of Federal regulation in the over
sight responsibilities of the Fed and other agencies.
In addition, one of the areas that I think we ought to look into is
the communication and the support system that international
agencies have with our country's regulators.
The Chairman. The Chair will again have to remind the staffs
that it is against the rules to congregate over on that end. For
some reason, that end seems to constantly cause the various Mem
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bers sitting on that extremity to complain, so I am going to ask
that we insist on the rules and not stand up against the wall and
conduct audible conversations in the proximity of the members.
Ms. Oakar.
Ms. Oakar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What I am concerned about, in addition to the failure of our reg
ulators in the Fed in terms of the proper oversight of this institu
tion's activities, is what their relationship is with international
agencies of other countries that have responsibilities similar to
ours.
Was there any communication in what has become this interna
tional fraud? I think that kind of question is very imminent in my
mind, and I hope in the future meetings, you will invite regulators,
not only from our own country, but from other countries where
BCCI operated.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, to our witnesses, I am glad they showed
up, and I am glad they are here to clear the air about their respon
sibilities. And I wanted them to know what one of my major con
cerns in this issue was, the many types of loan line items that you
gentlemen personally got from BCCI.
So those will be the kinds of questions that I am going to try to
ask you and whether or not there was, in fact, any type of incestu
ous relationship between BCCI and the institutions that you had
oversight over.
Thank you very much.
The Chairman. Without objection, the gentlelady's prepared text
for opening remarks will be in the text at this point.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Oakar can be found in the ap
pendix.]
The Chairman. Mr. Bereuter.
Mr. Bereuter. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I join you and other members in commending yourself and Mr.
Wylie for proceeding with this investigation, for the staff work that
has preceded it. I am anxious to proceed and therefore will not
extend my remarks, but only to say that as, I believe, the only
crossover member from the Intelligence Committee, I will be
pleased to provide assistance to you and Mr. Wylie on information
about our Intelligence community's knowledge of BCCI and the re
ports that were made to the executive branch and the nature of
those reports.
Thank you.
The Chairman. Mr. Vento.
Mr. Vento. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I look forward to the hearing and to the exploration of the prob
lems associated with BCCI and its affiliated and holding company
actions in this country.
The thing that strikes me as being paramount in this issue is the
entire fabric of international banking and our reliance upon, and
agreements with, the many other nations that we have and do
extend banking privileges to and financial activity with our
Nation.
It seems to me that that fabric is a very fragile one, one which
should not rely on other nations as we have in the past, unless
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there is a substantial effort to regulate, and provide standards and
regulatory controls that are necessary.
The entire economy, the global economy, now is holding up as an
example of the free enterprise system, the banking and financial
systems of the Western world. I think we are pointing out some of
the fundamental weaknesses in that foundation and how insidious
it can be and has been in this particular instance.
In fact, in many respects, I think that unless there is a substan
tial improvement, we will really find ourselves building an econo
my, an edifice in a swamp. I think that American businessmen and
others that rely upon foreign credit and the regulatory structure,
the Grand Cayman Islands or Luxembourg, are going to find them
selves with really very, very serious problems.
These, of course, show up in our own economy. Many of the indi
viduals that are involved, we expect—every time that a problem
occurs, someone suggests that we need new laws, we need new reg
ulations.
The fact of the matter is, I think what we really need is police
men to enforce those laws. If nobody is watching the candy store
first they take the gumdrops, next they walk out with the cash reg
ister, and that is, I think, an example, a corollary to what really is
occurring in this particular case. No one was watching or minding
the store in the 1980's. Hopefully, in the 1990's, they will be mind
ing the store.
The Chairman. Mr. Roth.
Mr. Roth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and Mr. Wylie, I want to compliment you for the
professionalism you have displayed in this ongoing investigation.
Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman, I have looked at the facts present
ed to this committee and studied your statements, and it pains me
to say this: others may believe your story, but I must say I don't
believe a word of it. I have looked at this case and my conclusion is
that you knew and that you made millions.
This is a case where Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman, by their ac
tions as lawyers and as banking officials, allowed a vast criminal
enterprise to gain a foothold in the United States, a worldwide net
work charged with money laundering, financing drug smuggling,
acting as banks to the terrorists and defrauding depositors and
many other crimes.
This is really a question of ethics and morality, not a question of
regulations and whether we have enough policemen. When you
have a total breakdown of morality, there aren't enough laws,
there aren't enough policemen in this country. Mr. Clark Clifford,
a man with your reputation, the regulators relied on you.
It seems clear you used your stature to protect BCCI. The sum
total of this committee's investigation is that you have been in bed
with BCCI for at least 10 years and you are telling us all you got
was a back rub.
You were BCCI's lawyers at the time you were trying to take
over First American. BCCI lent you $15 million to buy this bank,
and later BCCI bought back this stock, which you already con
trolled, at an inflated price.
No one can believe a story like that. You both made millions in
the deal, and yet you tell us you didn't have a clue that BCCI was
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controlling your bank's stock, while you reported to BCCI regular-
ly.
It would take a lot of naivete to accept your defense which is, in
essence, that you, Clark Clifford, are exactly what you called
Ronald Reagan, an amiable dunce. And Mr. Clark Clifford, I don't
believe that you are an amiable dunce.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Roth. Your time is up.
Mr. Barnard.
Mr. Barnard. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, as you very well know and some other members
of the committee, this subject of the BCCI goes back a long way as
far as the history of Congress is concerned. Back in September 30,
1982, the subcommittee of which some of us have been on, the Com
merce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee held a hear
ing under the chairmanship of Congressman Ben Rosenthal.
One of the subjects of that hearing was the acquisition allegedly
by individual foreign investors of shares in the Financial General
banking shares, later known as First American Bank.
Contained in the printed record of that hearing is a transcript of
the informal closed meeting at the Federal Reserve Board held on
April 23, 1981, at which our witnesses today testified concerning
the proposed acquisition of shares in Financial General.
One of the subjects of great concern to the Federal Reserve at
that time was the role of BCCI in the acquisition. This, of course,
raises a lot of doubts in some people's mind that the record, even
then, discloses that BCCI had put together the investors' agree
ment.
So this morning, when I have an opportunity, I do want to ask
our witnesses some very pertinent questions about the hearings of
1982 and the meetings with the Federal Reserve.
Let me say this: I think that the regulators, the Federal Reserve
in particular, because of those hearings and because of their infor
mal meetings with the principals likewise should have been some
what suspicious of the involvement of BCCI in the Financial Gener
al acquisition, but there are a lot of questions that need to be an
swered in that regard, Mr. Chairman, and I will reserve my ques
tions until that time.
Thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. McCandless.
Mr. McCandless. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
These hearings will begin to untangle a web of lies and deceit
and criminal acts. Our purpose, even though we may be tempted, is
not to try the case or convict the guilty. Our purpose is to deter
mine how our regulations and regulators have or would be evaded.
In our effort to determine the facts, we are going to have to ask
some tough questions, and we must be prepared to allow the chips
to fall where they may. We must examine the involvement of some
very important, prominent citizens. Many strong political connec
tions are involved.
We need to know who did what, when they did it, and how they
did it. We must also examine whether political connections were
used to further the BCCI scheme. The actions and inactions of the
regulators must also be explored. What could or should they have
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done to discover this scheme earlier. Are our laws strong enough to
prevent something like this from happening again? These will be
very difficult but important hearings.
Mr. Chairman, I want to conclude by thanking the ranking mi
nority Member and the minority staff for a very fine report which
has brought all of this together in one package and very helpful to
those of us who are going to participate in the hearings.
I yield back the balance of my time.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. McCandless.
Mr. Schumer.
Mr. Schumer. Mr. Chairman, I would first like to congratulate
you and the committee staff for putting together this important
hearing.
The BCCI scandal is truly the mother of all banking swindles.
Completing this exhaustive review so quickly was no small feat.
While this committee has been examining the actions of bank regu
lators, my crime subcommittee has been reviewing the role played
by Federal law enforcement agencies in identifying and investigat
ing BCCI.
Some disturbing similarities are apparent. Bank regulators, like
Federal law enforcement agencies, fell down on the job and failed
to aggressively pursue obvious evidence.
Over the coming months, I hope we can discover why BCCI
wasn't a higher priority in the U.S. Government until it was too
late. What regulators knew and when they knew it is a crucial part
of this inquiry.
However, the main question before us today is whether Mr.
Altman and Mr. Clifford knew about BCCI's relationship with First
American and its pyramid of holding companies.
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Altman and Mr. Clifford are asking us to be
lieve that when their house was on fire, they didn't smell the
smoke, feel the heat, or hear the alarms. They claim they were
duped. I have followed this scandal closely. I have examined the
substantial and steady stream of evidence which flowed through
the Government throughout the eighties.
In light of this in the close business and lawyer/client relation
ships between BCCI's shareholders, its officials and Mr. Altman
and Mr. Clifford, I find it hard to believe they didn't know more
about BCCI's interest in First American than they are admitting
given the strong indications that Federal agencies had, as early as
1984, of widespread criminal activity by BCCI. I find it equally dif
ficult to accept that our two witnesses didn't even question the mo
tivation and activities of their business associates.
That assumes a high degree of naivete and disinterest that is out
of character of men with such business acumen.
Their explanation strains credulity to its breaking point.
Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, these are two men of great accom
plishment and integrity. I would truly like to believe their version
of events.
I hope their appearance today sheds more favorable light on
what, until now, are rather dubious stories.
The Chairman. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Stearns.
Mr. Stearns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The scandal involving the Bank of Credit and Commerce Interna
tional has the potential to be a worldwide disaster for financial in
stitutions, their operations, and the trust that people have put in
them. As the investigation widens, so does the shadow this scandal
casts on the U.S. financial system. It is vitally important that this
committee understand the nature of BCCI's involvement in the
management of several American banks and the extent to which
U.S. banks, CEOs, and their directors knew of any illegal foreign
interest.
We are all aware that the United States has laws that prohibit
certain levels of operation by foreign banks in the purchase and op
eration of U.S. domestic banks. There are laws that require upfront
explanations of the role a foreign bank will play when purchasing
interest in a U.S. bank. These laws aren't obscure or inconsequen
tial to people involved with financial services.
Therefore, it is critical that we understand what the bank offi
cers of First American knew about BCCI and its relationship with
the First American Bank. It is also critical that we, my colleagues,
investigate the regulator oversight performance of the Federal Re
serve Board in this case to make absolutely certain that proper
procedures for the monitoring of these bank operations were ad
hered to.
I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for conducting these hearings.
We must start at home and begin to clean up this mess. Ignorance
or mismanagement is no excuse. I look forward to the witness' tes
timony, and I want to commend them for their cooperation.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Stearns.
Mr. Torres.
Mr. Torres. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to echo the comments of my colleagues here today in com
mending you and Mr. Wylie for calling these hearings. I know the
staff has spent considerable time with their exhaustive research
into the operations and ownership and numerous interrelationships
have come to light pursuant to their revealing documents subpoe
naed by this committee.
I would want to echo the same comments made by Mr. Annunzio
in saying that I have a particular interest in the revelations uncov
ered in the BCCI case regarding the use of domestic banking sys
tems in international money laundering schemes, specifically, Mr.
Chairman, how are U.S. banks used, how were the schemes uncov
ered, and how can we prevent any further abuse.
Are the antimoney laundering provisions that were approved by
the House earlier this year and are currently included in the
Senate Bank Reform bill sufficient to do the job? I am not sure
they are, Mr. Chairman, and I think we need to take another look.
I would like to continue in the statement that I have, Mr. Chair
man, but in light of time, I would ask unanimous consent that my
statement be entered into the record and I yield back the balance
of my time.
The Chairman. Without objection, the gentleman's statement
will be in the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Torres can be found in the ap
pendix.]
The Chairman. Yes, Mr. Campbell.
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Mr. Campbell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, to Mr. Altman and Mr. Clifford, I think everyone here re
spects that you are entitled to make your defense and no one
should be prejudged and that this is not a court of law, so I, for
one, look forward to hearing your explanation with no prior com
mitment of my mind to it.
I thought, however, the point made by my colleagues, Mr. Vento,
and Mr. Stearns, is quite right, for the purpose of our committee,
and I would address this to all my colleagues, perhaps the most im
portant question is why did the Federal Reserve not realize that
this major bank in Washington, DC was controlled by a foreign in
stitution? I think our focus today and in our subsequent hearings
must certainly be on the failure of the Federal Reserve at least as
much as of individuals, and last, as we draft legislation responsive
to this crisis, bear in mind that if we impose obligations on foreign
investment in this country, we will likely be hit with reciprocity by
other countries against us.
If the problem is that our regulators are not doing their job, then
the solution is to improve our regulation, not necessarily to impose
additional barriers of a structural nature on foreign activity in the
United States. You are not guilty until proven the opposite, and I
look forward to hearing your responses.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Campbell.
Mr. Kleczka.
Mr. Kleczka. I have a short statement for the record and I
would ask unanimous consent that it be placed in the record.
The Chairman. Without objection, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kleczka can be found in the ap
pendix.]
The Chairman. Mr. Duncan.
Mr. Duncan. Mr. Chairman, I have a formal opening statement.
I will simply say that some of us feel that we have allowed our
Federal Government to become so big that it is really out of control
today. When you have an economy with too much government con
trol, those with influence within the government make millions
while those who do not have influence get the leftover crumbs or
nothing at all, and I think that is a point that I hope we will give
some consideration to during the course of these hearings, and I
look forward to hearing from the witnesses.
Thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Kennedy.
Mr. Kennedy. Mr. Chairman, thank you, and let me join my col
leagues in commending you for holding these important hearings.
They demonstrate, once again, your willingness to take a cold look
at the problems of our banking system and your determination to
fix what is broken.
I also think that we owe a debt of gratitude to Senator Kerry of
Massachusetts. For years now he has worked tirelessly to unearth
the evidence of corruption at BCCI.
These hearings are important for a number of reasons. BCCI
scandal, in many respects, defies description. Rarely, if ever, has
the world witnessed such a monumental display of arrogance and
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corruption. BCCI not only operated outside the law, it had com
plete disdain for the law or for any principle that stood in the way
of its founders' ambition to create a worldwide banking empire.
Quite simply, there was nothing BCCI would not do to expand its
greedy global reach. Terrorists like Abu Nidal and dictators such
as Manuel Noriega could count on BCCI to finance their missions
of violence and drug laundering. BCCI lost billions in phony lines
to sheiks, shysters, and crooks, just to buy influence. It set up a
special department whose sole mission was to falsify documents to
hide lost billions.
Many people, from Hong Kong factory workers to officials at the
banks it controlled, became victims of BCCI's maniacal pursuit of
power. Today this committee begins its efforts to understand what
happened and to take steps to ensure that this kind of scandal is
never repeated.
The central question for us is how can foreign interests complete
ly subvert American law and dupe American regulators to gain
control of some of the country's largest banks?
For surely if they can control American banking assets almost at
will, as they seem to have been able to do in the BCCI case, then
not only is the integrity of our laws at risk, but so is the stability of
the entire banking system. To help us answer these questions, we
have one of the greatest public servants in modern American histo
ry, Mr. Clifford. His record of courageous service to our country is
legendary and needs no introduction.
We are, as well, joined by his partner, Mr. Altman. Much has
been written in recent weeks about what these men knew of BCCI's
activities and when they knew it. Today we look forward to hear
ing, for the first time, their side of the story.
Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Kennedy.
Mr. Hancock.
No statement? All right.
Mr. Neal of Massachusetts. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want
to applaud your efforts for the prompt scheduling of this hearing
and commend the efforts of your staff for the invaluable back
ground information that has been compiled. Like most of you, I
was shocked to hear about the BCCI scandal.
It sent tremors through the banking community, and it also had
rippling effects on the economy as a whole. There is never a good
time for a scandal, but I think this scandal came at the worst time
possible.
The American people are genuinely concerned about the future
of our banking industry. Consumer confidence has been at an all-
time low in parts of the country, such as New England. This com
mittee has been faced with the task of reforming the banking
system, and this scandal is evidence that banks are in desperate
need of reform and it almost makes one hesitant about granting
banks standard powers.
As each day went by, this tangled web of deceit took on new
twists and turns as more prominent individuals were linked to the
scandal. Hopefully, today we will start to untangle this far-reach
ing web by determining the roles of Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman.
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As time goes by, we will also scrutinize the role of the Federal Re
serve.
One aspect of the scandal that I find disturbing is that respected
men, such as Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman, became involved in
such a scandal. From their written testimony, they were unaware
of BCCI's involvement with First American Bank.
I plan on pursuing this issue in my questioning. Both of them are
well respected professionals, and I would have thought that they
would have been concerned about potential conflicts of interest,
conflicts according to the ABA model of code of ethics and conflicts
that relate to their fiduciary responsibility for a corporation that is
governed by law.
Even if a specific conflict did not occur, they were placing them
selves in an extraordinarily awkward position. I look forward to
their testimony and the questions that will follow.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you. Mr. Nussle.
Mr. Nussle. No statement.
Mr. Chairman. Well, all right. Mr. Armey.
Mr. Armey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me, too, congratulate
you, and Mr. Wylie, for holding these hearings.
Mr. Chairman, we should question the adequacy of regulatory
laws and even the application of these laws as we conduct these
hearings, but even more we should question how politically well-
connected and guileful people circumvented the laws, purposely
evaded regulations, and systematically misled the regulators. This
is not a question of the failure of the system, but of greed and the
failure of integrity by the witnesses before us today.
Mr. Chairman, let me say at the outset as we go forward with
these hearings, they will not find me either to be amiable or a
dunce.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Mr. LaRocco.
Mr. LaRocco. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for
holding this hearing. I think our central objective today as Banking
Committee members must be to learn whether United States and
Federal banking regulators have appropriate tools to monitor and
control foreign banks' relationships with American banks and have
learned whether those have been used appropriately and aggres
sively in this case.
This hearing goes beyond learning what Mr. Clifford and Mr.
Altman knew and when they knew it. We must learn what our law
enforcement officials and regulators knew and when they knew it.
We need to determine whether the actions we took in H.R. 6 at
the request of Chairman Gonzalez and the Federal Reserve regard
ing foreign banking were sufficient.
If they were not, we need to find the best ways to strengthen
them. We need to look at the larger question of whether U.S. regu
lators can adequately cope with foreign-owned banks, operating in
the United States when information from overseas is hard to verify
and extradition treaties are often inadequate to allow foreign viola
tors to be penalized.
BCCI is like an octopus shaking hands with itself, and we need to
untangle this mess. I am sure the Members will address these ques
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tions as this week's hearings progress, and I appreciate the Chair
man's actions in calling them.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, sir.
Yes, Mr. Thomas.
Mr. Thomas. Mr. Chairman, I am kind of anxious to hear the
witnesses. We might want to move forward. There is certainly a
role of regulators that needs to be looked at, but certainly the play
ers also have a responsibility in this thing, and the bankers, the
lawyers, and the consultants.
I look forward to the testimony.
The Chairman. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Orton.
Mr. Orton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to acknowledge your role in conducting these hear
ings. I, too, with the people of the world and the United States find
myself shaking my head in disgust as I see illegal activities and un
bridled greed. I think it is important that we remember this morn
ing as a legislative body not being a grand jury or a prosecutorial
body that it is our role to determine the facts of what happened
and then to apply those facts and try to determine whether any
changes in legislation or regulation are necessary and whether
they would, in fact, prevent this from happening in the future, so I
look forward to the testimony.
Thank you.
The Chairman. Mr. Johnson.
Mr. Johnson. Not at this time.
The Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. Bacchus.
Mr. Bacchus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I agree with every word that has been said this
morning in the opening statements, and I won't add much to it. I
would simply like to say a personal word to Mr. Clifford.
Sir, I have admired you for many years, and I have looked for
ward to the day that I would have an opportunity to meet you, and
I regret that it is today in these circumstances. I am very saddened
to see you here.
I especially regret this event, given recent events in the world.
This ought to be a time in your life when you could celebrate a sig
nificant accomplishment. You were, indeed, present at the creation,
and a year or two before I was born you helped establish and im
plement the containment policy that has at long last finally suc
ceeded for the United States and freedom. As we have watched the
passing away of the Soviet Union, I reflect on the irony, the sad
irony that we have also watched the unfolding of the sad tale of
BCCI.
I am saddened that you are here today. I do not prejudge anyone,
I agree with my colleagues that our role here is to find out better
ways of making more effective banking regulation.
I look forward to your testimony, sir.
The Chairman. Mr. Moran.
Mr. Moran. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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My close friend, Mr. Bacchus, has said much of what I would
have liked to have said, as well, and I am glad he spoke first be
cause he said it more eloquently.
I also share a very high level of respect for Mr. Altman because I
am aware of what these two gentlemen have meant for the Wash
ington area, Mr. Chairman. As you know, I represent a great many
constituents who have deposits in First American Bank. I don't
take exception with much of what has been said.
In fact, I am aware of the Price Waterhouse study that showed
that BCCI may never have been profitable during its entire history,
and it is entirely possible that the way they survived was by illegal
activity and bribery and fraud and money laundering and influ
ence peddling.
As long as no one probed too deep, BCCI was able to cover up its
shaky banking operations by manipulating the accounts of its cus
tomers' deposits, but it is our job, Mr. Chairman, to find out why
no Federal agencies were willing to probe deeper and why those
who tried were discouraged from doing so. Mr. Chairman, we have
to find the truth, but we also have to take something else into con
sideration.
In early June, bank regulators in other countries seized BCCI
branches and froze their assets. This action generated massive
panic as depositors in Europe and Asia attempted to collect their
money.
Had there been a bank named BCCI in this country, we may
have seen a repeat of what occurred in Europe and Asia. I am very
much concerned that as we investigate possible links between BCCI
and First American or any other financial institution we do so in a
responsible manner that does not generate undue anxiety on behalf
of the depositors at these institutions.
It should be stated for the record, Mr. Chairman, that today
there has been absolutely no evidence that any First American
banks in the Washington area were involved in any of BCCI's ille
gal activities. The public must know that their deposits in First
American are safe and are protected by the Federal Government.
The actions taken by the Federal regulatory agencies and by for
eign governments have not affected the operations of banks owned
by First American Bankshares and First American Bank, in par
ticular.
I would hope that the media covering this hearing will provide
assurances that people's deposits in these banks are safe, and I
know that Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman have that as their primary
concern, the safety of their depositors' money and conduct them
selves in that regard in very appropriate and professional fashion.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. Cox.
Mr. Cox. I, too, commend you for holding these hearings in such
a timely fashion, and I have a complete statement that I would like
to ask unanimous consent to place in the record.
The Chairman. Without objection, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cox can be found in the appen
dix.]
Mr. Cox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I do have just a couple brief comments.
As a new member of this committee, and having had to deal al
ready with some extremely important legislation with regard to
the financial community in the United States, and with sitting
here today looking out at two witnesses of the stature of these two
witnesses in the banking, financial, legal and governmental com
munity in this country, I can assure you two gentlemen that I, at
least for one, have no intention of finding you guilty without a
trial, and I think it is extremely important to know what you knew
and to hear from you what you had to say with regard to what you
know.
But it may be even more important to determine what you
should have known and what you should be accountable for with
regard to such important facts as you chose to endeavor upon as
leaders in this country.
We have been requested to look at real reform in the financial
community in the United States and where concentrations of cap
ital are being recommended and where smaller numbers of institu
tions are coming from even without bank reform with the assist
ance and encouragement of the government of the United States it
is extremely important that we not undermine the faith that the
American people have in that financial system.
I think that is at risk today. You may be part of what is creating
that loss of faith and I think it is extremely important what we
hear from you and what we conclude from these hearings to deter
mine how we go forward.
I commend you, Mr. Chairman. I hope these hearings proceed in
a responsible way and we, as a committee, are able to come to some
reasonable conclusions as to what in fact this government can, if
anything, do about assuring that the future of the banking and fi
nance in their country goes on in a sound and stable fashion.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Mr. Slattery.
Mr. Slattery. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I join my colleagues also in commending you. I will be brief be
cause we are anxious to hear from the witnesses today.
Let me say that from my perspective there are two questions in
volved, one broad and one narrow. The narrow question is what
was the role of Bob Altman and Clark Clifford in their capacity
with regard to BCCI and First American? Needless to say, our wit
nesses today have tough and difficult questions to answer. We are
all looking forward to your explanations.
The broader question and the more serious question that I think
all Americans should be focused on is the question of how in the
world could the CIA, the DEA, the Department of Justice, the Fed
eral Reserve, the Department of the Treasury be unable or unwill
ing to pursue evidence that was clearly in their hands with regard
to BCCI's involvement in the American banking industry? It is un
thinkable for this member to realize that the CIA apparently had
very, very clear evidence as to the role and the involvement of
BCCI in all of the shenanigans outlined this morning, but for what
ever reason was unwilling, unable to share that information with
other agencies of the Federal Government.
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These are some of the questions that I think that this committee
and other committees of the Congress should focus on, and I think
that this investigation should ultimately be expanded to include
Mr. Webster at the CIA, Mr. Brady at the Treasury, and ultimately
the President, because the President of the United States in the
final analysis the last time I checked is the chief law enforcement
officer in this country and responsible for the conduct of the agen
cies of the Federal Government.
Where was the White House? Where was the chief executive offi
cer of this country from supervising the agencies that are charged
with the responsibility of defending and enforcing the laws of this
country?
So, Mr. Chairman, I commend you again and I view this hearing
today as only the introductory discussion of this very, very impor
tant issue.
Thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. Ackerman. I would like to reserve this space in the record to
put my opening statement in and suggest we get on with the hear
ing.
The Chairman. Without objection, your prepared remarks will
be in the record at this point.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ackerman can be found in the
appendix.]
The Chairman. Mr. Neal, do you have any opening statement?
Mr. Neal of North Carolina. I would like to hear the wit
nesses.
The Chairman. Ms. Waters.
Ms. Waters. Mr. Chairman, I have a formal statement to submit
for the record. Let me just say that as a new member of this com
mittee I am thoroughly disgusted with the high and mighty, with
the privileged, with those who have been in charge of major re
sources of this country who have literally dishonored the people of
this country, the citizens who have deposited in banks, people who
have trusted them.
I don't hold anybody in a such high regard and high esteem that
I am not prepared to send them to jail for misconduct and for un
dermining the banking system of this country.
I come from a district where people are poor, where people are
struggling, where people go to jail when they steal a loaf of bread.
They are shot by cops if they dare to make a wrong move. And so I
am struggling with how we develop a domestic policy, how we deal
with helping poor people, how we bring about some justice and
equality in a society where there appears to be very little these
days.
The high and the mighty and the rich are getting away with un
usual criminal activity and I am anxious to be involved in these
hearings.
I do not intend to be nice to anybody. I do not intend to suffer
any longer the so-called highly esteemed, the learned, the intelli
gentsia coming before this committee making excuses about its be
havior, so let's get on with the hearing, Mr. Chairman. I am pre
pared to do the people's business.
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The Chairman. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Maxine Waters can be found in
the appendix.]
The Chairman. As the Chair indicated, the committee is proceed
ing under rule X in legislative investigatory capacity so the Chair
at this time will ask the witnesses to stand and raise their right
hands.

[Witnesses sworn.]
The Chairman. The Chair will also announce that it must insist
on compliance with the rules and ask the gentlemen congregated
directly in front of the witness table to please step aside. I know
space is congested in this room—it is something we can't help—but
we have to observe the rules and have to give the witnesses every
recognition of their rights under our rules.
Our rules do provide explicit rights to our witnesses, and I think
that the decorum and dignity of these provisions must be main
tained at all times and that includes the respectful observance of
the rules that affect not only the witnesses but each one of us
Members of this committee. So I thank the gentlemen photogra
phers for observing the rule.
At this point the Chair will recognize Mr. Clifford.

STATEMENT OF CLARK M. CLIFFORD, ESQ., PARTNER, CLIFFORD
& WARNKE, AND FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, FIRST
AMERICAN BANKSHARES

Mr. Clifford. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate the invi
tation that you and Mr. Wylie extended to us to appear before your
committee. We come voluntarily and we come in the hope that we
may be able to be of some assistance to the committee as you meet
your legislative responsibility.
We bring another side to this problem, and we present it because
we believe that it will be helpful to you to know the other side of
this particular situation.
From the time that the Federal Reserve first announced in Janu
ary that they were conducting an investigation, we have cooperat
ed at every stage with our government. We appeared before the
Federal Reserve for lengthy examinations there before their coun
sel. That took days.
We have appeared before a Federal grand jury here in Washing
ton. That took days on the part of each of us.
We appeared in New York before the staff of Mr. Morgenthau.
That also took days. We have answered every question that has
been asked.
Now, the reason we have done that is that our consciences are
clear. And we are here today because we voluntarily chose—under
the law we might have avoided it—we chose not to avoid it. We
chose to come before you so that we can tell you what has hap
pened in this phase of the matter that could bring us into the case,
and it has been mentioned before that we are experienced profes
sional men—what could bring us into the case, persuade us of the
legitimacy of the investors' actions and have us continue through
the process.
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For 9 years, we have operated First American Bank. I have been
chairman of the board. I want to explain how that occurred so that
you all will understand it.
As I listened to each of you gentlemen, I understand your atti
tude. I have also read all of the pieces about BCCI. I understand all
the charges that are made. And yet, as far as we are concerned, we
are not involved in that. We have not been guilty of not only any
legal infraction; we have not been guilty of any misconduct.
I am not conscious of being guilty of any impropriety upon our
part. This comes as a surprise to many of you as I listened to you,
but it is our hope that as we speak to you that you will begin to
understand not only our participation but how this operation could
conduct itself in such a manner that it could escape the surveil
lance of the law.
Now, I recognize as I listen to you, gentlemen, we have a formi
dable task in persuading many of you of our innocence in this. But
I approach it willingly. I approach it with a desire to have this
hearing. Each of you at some time in your career has been at
tacked, and you have recognized the difficulty with how you re
spond to the attack. You don't own a newspaper through which you
can speak and neither do we. You don't have persons who will rise
to your defense, and neither do we. The whole atmosphere of the
public, all of the proceedings that have taken place, all would be
against us. And yet we appear here so that you can hear our side.
And I suggest to you that it is my deep conviction that when you
have heard us, you will at least in some way have a different atti
tude.
Let me briefly give you my background, very briefly, which has
some impact upon what we are to discuss. I come from St. Louis,
MO. I came to the bar there on June 1, 1928. I went with one of
the leading law firms and practiced for 15 years and then things
were going badly in the Second World War and I went down and
volunteered for the Navy and sent my wife and three daughters
back to her parents in Boston.
I was active in the Navy during the war. I ended up at the White
House when Harry Truman became President, first in the Naval
Aide's Office. There, I got to know him intimately for a year. And
at that particular time in early 1946, he asked that I leave the
Navy and become counsel to the President. So I served for 4 years
as counsel to the President, those enormously exciting and vital
years of the Truman doctrine, the Marshal plan, NATO, Point
IV—it was an enormously great privilege to me to be involved in
that.
I learned a great deal about our government. I learned a great
deal about honesty and decency under Harry Truman, for whom I
have the deepest regard and the deepest affection.
Later on after those years in the Navy and the White House
where I served for 5 years, the time had come for me to go back
into the practice and I formed a firm here in Washington at the
beginning of 1950. I have had that law firm here now for 41 years.
It has proved to be a successful operation. It has been a very inter
esting pursuit of the law, which I love, and in addition to that it
has placed me in a position where I could return to the Kennedy
administration, where I served as Chairman of the President's For
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eign Intelligence Board, an important function it was at that time.
I served in that capacity for 7 years.
I then came to serve in the Johnson administration as an advisor
and ultimately as Secretary of Defense during a very critical time
in the Vietnam war.
Under President Carter, he used me as a traveling Ambassador
to Greece and Turkey and Cypress and India and other places. So I
have that government background.
I have prided myself upon the service that I was able to render. I
felt that it was an enormous privilege that was extended to me.
I have taken a number of oaths like I did today. I have taken an
oath as a lawyer, as a Naval officer, as counsel to the President, as
Chairman of the Intelligence Board, and as Secretary of Defense,
but what I tell you today will be the total and the complete truth. I
shall not equivocate in any way because I observe the solemnness
of this oath and the other oaths that I have given.
I want to tell you the story. It is a personal story, rather particu
larly personal story, but I must tell it that way in order that you
understand it.
Now, I will begin to tell it. I will tell it in narrative form because
I believe that it will that way be more interesting to you and easier
for you to assimilate.
At some point when I have taken the majority of our time, which
the chairman has generously allowed us, my partner, Mr. Altman,
will take the few minutes at the end of it. And then—I do not look
with concern upon your questions. I welcome your questions.
Nine long months now we have been put through this process—
day after day, you wonder in the morning what else is going to be
said about our participation. So we have waited for this day a long
time. We welcome the questions so that the thoughts that have
bothered you, we will be given a chance to answer.
I know that some of you apparently have reached conclusions. I
would hope that even though we may not change your conclusions,
it would be my hope that we might modify your attitude. But the
ultimate aim and purpose of our being here is to assist you in your
task.
You wonder how BCCI could come into this country, and we read
that they obtained possession of a substantial amount of stock of
First American. And you wonder, what is the relationship between
BCCI and First American; how can that happen?
It is my hope that after we have concluded the day and done
whatever we can to be of assistance to the committee that it will
help you in the legislative burden that you carry.
I will now turn to the story and tell it, and I hope that it will
hold your interest, because it is of such vital importance to me. Let
me say it is of such vital importance to me, because many of you
are lawyers. I have been a practicing lawyer for 63 years and in all
that time there has never been a cloud placed against my name
until now. And this gives me some opportunity to attempt to
remove that cloud in addition to meeting the much more important
responsibility of helping you men with your legislative task.
Let me turn now to the very beginning, and I will tell you the
story as as it unfolded.
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In December 1977, a former client of ours, Bertram Lance, who
we had represented at the request of President Carter when he had
a problem with the banking committee in the Senate, he called and
said that he had a friend from abroad that he would like to bring
in to meet me just on a social basis. He brought in a man named
Agha Hasan Abedi. I had never heard of him before. He was a man
of quiet demeanor. He spoke intelligently. His English was perfect.
He was Pakistani. He was a banker. He was a man of considerable
charm, nothing about him was entrepreneurial and promoting in
his conduct.
We had a visit together. It was a very pleasant visit and came to
nothing.
Then in the weeks that followed, I learned that Mr. Abedi and
Mr. Lance and others were interested in acquiring an interest in a
rather obscure bank holding company in Washington named Fi
nancial General Bankshares.
After a while, four individuals had acquired each an interest of
approximately 4% percent. They were just under the 5 percent lim
itation. And when the information came to the attention of Finan
cial General that these four individuals —they were Arabs—had ac
quired a total of 18 percent, that gave them deep concern that pos
sibly this might be the beginning of a takeover move.
They go to the SEC with the information. First then, Financial
General called in very experienced counsel from New York and
filed a suit against these four individuals. And they included BCCI,
which had acquired the stock in behalf of the individuals.
And they included Mr. Abedi as one of the defendants, also, in
the case. Shortly thereafter, the SEC started an investigation to de
termine whether these four individuals might constitute a group.
It began to appear to the SEC that possibly the investors did con
stitute a group. This was a field in which we were not experienced
as lawyers, the takeover field. Usually the best experts are in New
York, so we brought a firm in to assist us, the firm of Wachtell,
Lipton, which has been very active in all of the takeover matters.
So when the suit was filed, we came into it as counsel, and we
brought them into it with us.
Now, I might say that as the matter developed at that particular
time, the question would naturally occur to you men, now here is
BCCI, we have accepted them as a client. Now, how would we at
that particular time, in the light of all that we know now, why
would we have accepted BCCI, now known as the bank of crimes
and criminals?
Well, I ask, if you will, to go back 13 years with me and see if
you could open your mind to what might have existed 13 years ago.
So in come now Mr. Abedi and some of his associates, and they
seek our assistance, and they employ us because the litigation had
been filed.
What do we find about this BCCI at that time? In the first place,
what impressed us was that the Bank of America owned 30 percent
of the stock of BCCI and had from the beginning.
The Bank of America at the time was not only the largest bank
in the United States but I think, perhaps, the most highly regard
ed.
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And the fact that the Bank of America had looked at BCCI and
had decided to invest, and again a 30-percent interest in our minds
placed an imprimatur of approval upon that operation.
A second interesting development that occurred that was there
was at that particular time there appeared an article in The Econo
mist magazine in Great Britain, a highly accepted magazine, and
let me read a sentence or two at that time.
It says, it was devoted to the Bank of Credit and Commerce—
"The Bank of Credit and Commerce International, (BCCI) is the
fastest growing bank to hit London since the early 1970's. . . . The
man with all the answers is Agha Hasan Abedi, founder and presi
dent of the bank. He is highly regarded in the banking world.
"The Bank of England is prepared to vouch for him. He made his
reputation building up the second largest bank in his home coun
try, Pakistan. When it was nationalized, he pulled out to start
afresh, taking a lot of his top management with him."
That was impressive to us. It gave an impression of it. We are all
familiar with The Economist and the standing it has in the United
Kingdom.
Also, we are advised by him and learned that he had arrange
ments already established with three very important banks in the
United States. One was the Security Pacific Bank; one was the
Bank of America; and one was American Express. It had been
doing business for years with them; and in each of those banks,
they had extended large credit facilities to BCCI.
Then, interesting enough, along about that time, not much time
had gone by, BCCI chose to offer an issue of notes, we would call
them debentures. And they offered a $50 million issue, and the fol
lowing American companies became underwriters for this issue of
BCCI which was being offered to the American people.
And these following companies at that particular time offered to
their customers these securities and vouched for the safety and the
respectability of the company that was offering them.
And the American underwriters who participated were Bank of
America, Credit Suisse, First Boston Limited, Kidder Peabody,
Lehman Brothers, First Chicago Ltd., Prudential-Bache, and Mer
rill Lynch.
So again, that gave an impression of respectability and character
to BCCI at that particular time.
As we followed it and as we worked with them, there came along
another development. This has an ironical twist to it which you
will understand.
In December 1985, they had been operating here in this country
in a number of places—they had representative and agency offices,
they had one in San Francisco, one in Los Angeles, one in New
York. And those had been granted.
During that period of time, they were expanding in different
parts of the world, and I think they got up to the point where they
were operating in 70 different countries.
They were being accepted. They were being invited. And that is
what this item here is, the Comptroller of the State of Florida, who
is head of the Department of Banking and Finance, writes a per
sonal letter to Mr. Abedi, the one that we have read so much about
in the paper.
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And he says, "Dear Mr. Abedi, I am happy to have this opportu
nity to share with you my firm conviction that Florida is the most
commercially attractive and viable State for you to locate and
expand your bank's U.S. activities . . .
"Between January and June 1985, more applications for national
bank charters were approved and more charters issued in Florida
than in California and New York combined."
The rest of the letter is a build-up of why it is so advantageous to
do banking in Florida, the taxes are low and the State is growing
and so forth.
But I am attempting to give you some feel of what is the situa
tion that existed at that time. This is what we learned.
The only one criticism in all our different contacts that we heard
about BCCI was some banks looked with some concern upon the
fact that they did not have one strong central regulator.
That would be of great interest, of course, to this committee be
cause you are going to want to face up to that as you look at legis
lation.
But most of the banks in this country did business with them,
but there were some who were concerned about that one particular
item.
When these men came in and we got to know them, I came not
only to believe what they were saying but as I expected, they car
ried through on commitments to us. When they told us something
and we looked into it, it proved to be true.
And so, they made a very favorable impression upon us. And
what they told us was that they were engaged in acquiring stock in
this company, Financial General Bankshares, because they be
lieved that it had a great future.
Now, one important individual through the story is a Saudi Ara
bian named Sheikh Kamal Adham. He was a very important busi
nessman, related by marriage to the King of Saudi Arabia. He is
still today one of the leading businessmen in Saudi Arabia, and he
was part of the group that we became acquainted with during this
particular time.
And they said that we wish to acquire this stock. It first came to
the attention of these men when a letter was written by a local of
ficial in the Saudi Arabian Embassy to Kamal Adham saying he
had been reading in the paper about this bank holding company
named Financial General that was splitting into cliques and groups
and warring tribal constituents among shareholders.
And he had looked into it and thought Kamal Adham should
look into it. Apparently the Saudi Arabian Embassy here served to
a certain extent as financial advisor to prominent men back in
Saudi Arabia.
Kamal Adham then turns to Abedi, the head of the BCCI bank.
Abedi was the investment advisor to a substantial number of very
prominent and wealthy Arabs. That was one of his main functions.
He had gotten his original financing to start his bank from
Arabs, and they had been exceedingly generous in that regard. So
that we were then informed by Kamal Adham and by Mr. Abedi
and occasionally as we met others of the investors, that they had
become interested in this stock.
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After Abedi had investigated it
,

he concluded it would be an ex
cellent buy, that they had a splendid charter, and he was right in
that because they were the only bank holding company east of the
Mississippi that was granted the right to operate in more than one
State.
Under the old Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, you couldn't
operate in more than one State if you were a bank holding compa
ny unless you had been operating before the act of 1956.
And Financial General Bankshares had, so they were grandfa
thered. And they had a bank in New York, and they had a bank in
Washington; they had a bank in Virginia and Maryland and Ten
nessee, and that appealed to these foreign investors.
So we understood what the situation was and complied with
their wish that we represent them.
Now, as the matter developed the question came about who were
these different investors? We had already checked carefully into
BCCI and found that they constituted a respectable, credible oper
ation. Now we wanted to find out more about the investors, and we
did find out quite a lot about them.
When the time came when we ultimately had closed a deal with
Financial General and had ended the litigation and had agreed to
purchase all the stock for cash, we then went before the Federal
Reserve for a hearing.
We had been before all of the States, also. Discussing the matter
with the Federal Reserve, we learned a good deal about the inves
tors. We got information of our own and passed it on to the Federal
Reserve.
Let me refer to a kind of compendium of the information that we
obtained about them, because not only was it important to us that
our bank client, BCCI, be a respectable client; but it was important
to us that these investors be respectable people.
The whole arrangement was a matter of importance to us. I

might say that we have followed the practice during the 41 years
that we have had our firm check with care clients when they came
in to see us to see if we couldn't learn as much about them as we
could before we accepted them.
In many instances, we have chosen not to represent clients. I

think that has helped us retain the standing and the reputation
that we have had.
But as we made inquiry to find out about these investors, we
found out— let me give you these quick points in a row. They were
persons of reputation, wealth, and stature. They were willing to
come over from the Persian Gulf and testify before the Federal Re
serve, and four of them did and gave their testimony.
Also, because now there has been so much evidence about wheth
er they were really shareholders or whether they were just nomi
nees—we have all read that over and over and over again—we did
not know they were nominees. We accepted it that they were legiti
mate shareholders.
And there were a number of reasons why. For 9 years that we
have run First American, every year we sent out proxies to the 14
shareholders, and every year the signed proxies would come back.
Also, almost every other year, we went to our shareholders with
a rights offering. Our bank was growing. We had to get out new
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stock and bring in more capital under the rules that prevail in this
country.
From time to time, we were notified of stock transfers that took
place between these shareholders. These were signs of legitimacy,
and we accepted them for that.
Also, what we did, out of an abundance of caution, if I was going
to take on the task that I later took on, I wanted to know that for
sure the investors were going to be behind me for a period of time.
So the man who was working most closely with me at the time
was Senator Symington who was an old friend of mine and who
was retired from the U.S. Senate.
We got up a document, and we referred to it as the Symington
Voting Trust Agreement. It was agreed by the shareholders that at
least 60 percent of them would sign this trust agreement, and it
would exist for 5 years. That would give us 5 years in which we
could demonstrate our ability to do the job. So we had that to forti
fy us.
All during the first 5 years, 60 percent of the investors were on
the Symington Voting Trust. Other little incidents that hap
pened—the bin Mahfouz family in Saudi Arabia is the best known
banking family. One of their principal officials is Khalid, K-h-a-1-i-
d. He wrote us and said he was coming to the United States and
would like to see the banks of which he was a partial owner.
We met him, had lunch with him and took him around to the
banks. He was particularly interested in seeing our new data proc
essing center that we had just put into existence. It was really the
best, I think, in the country. It was the cutting edge of the newest
scientific advance in data processing.
He was fascinated with it and asked if he could send over a team
to go through it.
One other psychological factor that had some impact on us was
that in the presence of these important Arab investors, Mr. Abedi
was deferential, almost to the point of being obsequious. So it just
would not enter a person's mind that these individuals were being
used as dupes or nominees. His whole attitude was that of a man
who was in contact with his superiors.
The best analysis of the type of investigation that was made by
our government—and this also is of great interest to you— is a
letter that the chairman of the New York banking council or com
mission wrote to Honorable Benjamin Rosenthal, who at the time
was chairman of the Commerce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs
Subcommittee of this body. And Chairman Rosenthal had written a
letter saying, I want to know why it is that with different rumors
around, why it is that you fellows in New York who are so sophisti
cated, why you chose to agree that these people could come in and
acquire a New York bank.
I want to read two or three paragraphs from that letter. They
are very revealing.
"Dear Congressman Rosenthal, at the public hearing held by
your committee on September 30, you requested that the New York
State Banking Department supply you with information concerning
the investigation of the investors who applied for permission to ac
quire control of First American Bankshares, Inc. (First American),
formerly known as Financial General Bankshares, Inc."

46-783 - 92 - 2
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I might say that after we obtained control, Financial General
Bankshares meant nothing, either in this country or abroad. We
changed the name to First American Bankshares, a much more ap
pealing name and particularly a more appealing name as we used
it abroad.
Just two or three more paragraphs: "The material submitted
under CB 117 was further supplemented by a long list of additional
information which we subsequently requested and obtained from
applicants. This included interim financial statements, additional
bank and non-bank references, further details on their business
connections, elaboration of significant items on their financial
statements and background data on the home countries of the ap
plicants."
Then they did something rather interesting, the New York Com
mission did. "We also worked closely with the staff of the Federal
Reserve Board, who were investigating the same investors, and ex
changed information with them continually. They, of course, had at
their disposal the vast investigative resources of the Federal Gov
ernment. Through them we established contacts" with the various
departments of government.
"Finally," he says, "we utilized the resources of multinational
banks in New York City, in particular Morgan Guaranty Trust
Company, Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company, Irving Trust
Company and Citibank. Middle East specialists at these banks
knew the major investors, were able to confirm the accuracy of
much of the information we have received, and were able to supply
us with additional information as well."
Then he reaches this conclusion: "From none of the foregoing
sources of information did we ever receive any derogatory informa
tion about any of the investors. On the contrary; all the informa
tion we received indicated that the investors were prestigious and
reputable people."
This we found impressive. We had the feeling that we were rep
resenting a bank that was well-recommended. The Bank of Eng
land had given its approval, and we looked into the investors and
they have been checked.
I thought at that time when he said we have looked into these 14
people and we have received no derogatory information about any
of them—I tried to think about 14 people that I might know in this
country that we could investigate about whom there would be no
derogatory information, so it was quite impressive.
Finally, the litigation was over. And when it was over Mr. Abedi
and Kamal Adham from time to time as we would see them began
to suggest to me that they would like me to have a continuing rela
tionship with the bank.
We had been through 3 years of litigation and it was pretty bit
terly fought. We had all been through it together for some time;
sometimes you win battles and lose battles. Ultimately, we won the
war. We got to know them well and I might say they came to have
confidence and trust in us. So that as they were faced with the
future of how they were going to run the property that they now
owned, they began to speak to me more and more.
A custom had started during the litigation whereby at 3 or 4
month intervals we would go to London and keep these men in
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formed of the progress. Abedi and Kamal Adham served two impor
tant functions.
They were the investment advisors to these investors, although
they had a continuing interest in maintaining close contact with
the investment so that they could keep their customers fully in
formed as to what was going on.
Kamal Adham, he would refer to himself as the informal chair
man of the investors. He was known to all of them and was highly
respected throughout the Middle East.
Finally, the day came—I sensed it was coming some time— in
London, when Abedi and Kamal Adham said, Mr. Clifford, we want
you to come in and take over the operation of First American
Bankshares and the eight banks that they own; we have come to
know you; we know that you can go out and get the best banking
talent, but we want somebody to head it up; we would like you to
be chairman of the board.
Now, this is very personal. I was 75 years old at the time. I had
been practicing law for over 50 years. The routine practice had
been interesting to me, but there was nothing particularly exciting
going on at the time, and this offer was a challenge to me.
I was well. I was strong and I was vigorous. I had friends who
had retired and the story I got from them was a pretty sad one. I
had a former head of General Electric tell me one time—I saw him
in Florida. I said how do you like being retired, and he shook his
head sadly and said, you know, there is one thing—you won't real
ize it—but he says being retired ruins your weekends. It was a curi
ous remark. Every day is kind of a weekend and when you have
worked all your life to suddenly retire, there isn't anything.
I have worked all my life. That is what my life has been, just
work. It has kept me alive and, I hope, able and vigorous. I didn't
want to retire. I didn't want to just sit on the porch and rock and
wait to die.
I said, here is a challenge; this is a real test. I wonder if I could
do this. I wonder if I could take this obscure company and built it
into something important and big and impressive. So I asked a few
questions and I said now, these investors, are they going to call me
on the phone and say, Mr. Clifford, the ABC Co., is a friend of mine
and I would like you to make a loan. No, they said, they are pas
sive investors. They have only invested because they think it is a
good investment.
We settled a number of questions. One is, I said I would not like
to pay any dividends; I would like to plow the dividends back into
the company. They said, I am sure that would be satisfactory to the
investors.
So after clearing up a number of those matters, I accepted the
position of chairman of the board to see if I could take the task on
and succeed at it.
I then organized a board of directors, and I submit it is about as
impressive a board as I had ever encountered in my corporate law
career.
First, I brought in Senator Symington. He became vice chairman.
Other board members included former General Jim Gavin, the
man had a wonderful war record. He became our Ambassador to
France, and afterwards headed Arthur D. Little, Inc., a business
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advisory firm. I also brought in former General Quesada, who with
David Rockefeller, had planned the L'Enfant Plaza development
and made it such a success.
We brought in men of that stripe, older men, men with wide
business experience. We brought in four men from the old board so
that we could have continuity. Then we started in and went to
work on it.
In reaching the agreement that I had with Mr. Abedi and Kamal
Adham, who were representing the investors, I explained the back
ground. I told them how old I was. I said why I am taking it on; I
am taking it on as a challenge; I am not looking for a job; I don't
want a job; and I will take it on this basis; I will take it on if you
and I have the understanding that I will have full responsibility,
and at the same time I will have full authority.
Now, I had learned that lesson in government. If you want to
find a way to end up in total disaster, take a job in which you have
the responsibility but you do not have the commensurate authority.
So I said if I have the total authority, I will then accept total re
sponsibility.
They said that is perfectly all right. It is your choice; take it on
that basis.
I explained that to the board, that they and I would do this job
together, and on that basis we started out.
Let me just turn now to what we did with this company.
When we took it over the assets of the old Financial General
were $2.2 billion. By 1989, after we had been in charge of the com
pany, the assets reached $11 Vz billions. The deposits had been less
than $2 billion and we developed those deposits to the point where
they became just about $10 billion, showing the confidence of
people under the new management of the bank.
In the first 4 years, net income from the operation doubled. In
the second 4 years, it doubled again, so that the early profit was a
little under $20 million that year, and in 1988, the profit of the op
eration was $81 million, so that we made those changes in this
company.
The number of employees grew from 3,500 to 6,200. A new spirit
took place in the bank. Before there wasn't any spirit. Now, they
belonged to the First American family.
Now, this was not done sitting in an ivy tower back here in
Washington. I got out and I went to each bank, and I worked with
each bank and I got to know the directors and the officers and the
top employees. And we went in to them; we had an audit made of
each bank. We knew exactly how each bank operated.
Then, we went in and we analyzed the capital. A number of
them were undercapitalized and we began to strengthen the bank.
We would get additional funds from our people and we began to
build up our bank.
Our banks began serving the communities infinitely better and
we made the success that we did. I must say, however, so you get
the full picture, every year we increased the assets, the deposits,
the income, until 1990. Then I regret to say that we ran into the
collapse in real estate values which all other banks in this area
did, and we had our first loss that year, deeply regrettable and
deeply painful to us after each year of progress.
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But the bank is soundly constructed. It is soundly structured.
The people in it are trained. Over the years we have changed the
chief executive officer of every one of our banks and substantially
upgraded the management of each one of our banks. So the bank
will ride through this well.
It is so soundly built, I believe, that it will ride through and per
haps a good deal better than most of the others.
Now, let me turn to another subject. I am watching my time.
When I took on this task—this is, again, a personal part of the
story—when I took on this task and I visited with the board, the
board said, all right, now we want to set your compensation. I said
I have been thinking about that. I want only very modest compen
sation. I am not in this to handle a job and be paid a salary. I am
in it really to see if I can make a success of it, so I suggest to you
that I be paid $50,000 a year.
Now, I believe that with banks of that size you would ordinarily
find that the compensation of the chairman of the board might be
from $250,000 to $300,000, something of that kind. For instance, the
banker that we brought in as president and CEO, we paid $225,000.
So I said, let's just keep it that way. And in my mind was the
thought that if we could develop the bank the way I thought we
could with the potential that it had, that some time I would like to
acquire stock in the bank and I would like to be rewarded for my
efforts, for my ability to increase the value of the stock. And that
seemed fair to me and it seemed reasonable to me and it does to
this day.
So I went on as this bank grew from a bank of assets of $3 billion
to $4 billion and $5 billion and up to $11 billion. I continued to re
ceive $50,000 a year from the bank with the thought in mind that
ultimately I would gain my reward from acquiring stock in the
bank.

I let 4 years go by before I did anything about it because I

wanted to see whether or not we could make a success of it. And in

4 years, I might use a slang expression, we had gotten over the
hump. I could see that we had made it; we had gone from $2 billion
in assets to $7 billion; we had gone in deposits from under $2 bil
lion to $6V2 billion in deposits. We had doubled the net profits from
the operation. It was then that I mentioned to Abedi and to
Adham, who knew of my plan all along, I would like to acquire
some stock in my own company.
What I wanted to do was buy stock in my own company. It is so
customary in this country for top officials to own stock in their
own company. They are given stock options. They want to attract a
top officer. He won't think of coming unless he was going to par
ticipate in the stock. This was my idea. I get impressions from
reading newspaper stories that they thought I was acquiring stock
in some other company. It was my own company, the one that I

had put so much of myself in to, to build.

I said I want to acquire stock. I thought they might say, we will
get the shareholders to contribute stock to you, but nobody suggest
ed that or we might have some kind of a stock dividend plan.
Nobody suggested that either.
What they came up with was an idea that was appealing. They
said when the time comes for us to offer new stock rights to our
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shareholders, if there are any rights left over that are not sub
scribed to, you can come in, Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman, and ac
quire stock at the same price as the shareholders.
I said alright, that sounds right. The bylaws of CCAH, that is the
top holding company of First American, provided for that very ar
rangement. So in 1986, we had a very large stock offering of $150
million. It was not fully subscribed, so that gave me the chance to
come in and acquire $9 million worth of the stock and Mr. Altman,
half of that.
I won't keep referring to him because he got half of what I did at
the time. We bought it at the same price as the other shareholders.
We bought it under the bylaws of the company. We got the consent
of the other directors of CCAH; just to be sure, we got it in writing
so it would be there in the record. So we acquired that first holding
of stock.
Now, in attempting to work out the details of it

,

again an area in
which we were not too familiar, we turned first to a bank in
France that we knew, the Banque Arabe et Internationale d'lnves-
tissement, called BAIL
The reason we knew them was because they had made a loan of
$50 million to the investor, that is CCAH, at the very beginning of
the purchase of the stock. We have since paid that loan down now
to where it is only $10 or $11 million.
Mr. Altman had gotten to know Mr. Bradshaw of that bank in
working out all the details. We brought in our New York counsel,
as we did from time to time, the Wachtell, Lipton firm and said,
see if you can work out an arrangement with BAII in Paris. We
would like to borrow the money to make these stock purchases.
Our New York counsel advised us that under the circumstances,
particularly at my age, because this was 1986 and I was 80 then,
and they said, Mr. Clifford, let's see if we can't make a loan with a
nonrecourse note. It doesn't make any sense for you at your age to
enter into a situation where you acquire a rather substantial debt
and then it is left to your estate, your expectancy is very problem
atical, and I understood that.
So they tried to work that all out with BAII, and BAII had some
ideas that weren't appealing at all. They wanted a big payment on
their loan at the very beginning, which didn't appeal to us.
When our New York firm was unable to work out the deal with
BAII, I then spoke to Mr. Abedi and said we would like to borrow
the money to pay for the stock, you know, that Mr. Altman and I

are acquiring.
And we are acquiring it at book, and it seems to me that the
value is there, and I think you would be totally protected if you
were to lend us the money based upon the value of the stock. He
says "that would not bother him at all, I have no qualms about it. I

know the stock, I know the number of inquiries that I get from
others, from other shareholders."
Is there any stock for sale? He says "I have no trouble with that.

I would be glad to make that kind of loan." So we borrowed the
money at that time to pay for the stock. I borrowed mine, Altman
borrowed his, and we gave the notes which were prepared by the
New York firm and approved by their own counsel over in London.
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Then 1 year later we made another offering, a small offering,
and we wished to participate then as shareholders because we had
certain rights since we had become shareholders. On that second
loan, I borrowed $2 million and Altman borrowed $1 million, again
from BCC under the same circumstances.
All during this time, First American was getting stronger and
stronger and more valuable. So in 1988, the market in bank stocks
was strong, strong in this country, strong worldwide, and we said
at that time we think that with the very substantial interest
amounts we are carrying, we should sell some stock because before
we made the second loan, we had to pay off out of our own funds
close to $1 million in interest to get the second loan.
And by that time, Abedi had become ill, we talked to the number
two man, Mr. Naqvi. He said—in fact, I wrote him a letter in Feb
ruary 1988 and said we would like to sell something in the neigh
borhood of half of our stock.
In conversations that I had had with Naqvi after that, and he
said what do you expect to get for it? I said, we would like to get
for our stock what is the going rate here now in this country be
cause there is a lot of interest in bank stocks, and they are selling
for two and a quarter times book value, even some banks are sell
ing for three times book value. I said, if we could get two and a
half times book value, we would be pleased with it.
About a month went by, and he advised us that he had found a
purchaser, and the purchaser would pay the price that they had
agreed upon, 2.6 times book value. I was perfectly satisfied. We re
ceived the price of $6,800 per share for the stock.
Now, sometime in that same period of time, there had been a
very substantial purchase of stock by the bin Mahfouz family in
Saudi Arabia, and they had paid $6,100 per share for the stock, so
what we were getting for ours was in that general neighborhood.
The book value had increased since they had bought theirs, so it
was in the general neighborhood of that particular transaction. So
the deal was closed, the purchase price was funded to us, we paid
off all the loans that we had obtained from BCCI, we paid off all
their interest.
BCCI charged me a commission of $1% million for making the
sale. They charged Mr. Altman $750,000 for making the sale. That
was the conclusion of that. We still own the balance of the stock, I
still own about 2,000 shares and Altman still owns around 1,000
shares, something of that kind.
But we continued to have confidence in First American, so in
1989, we subscribed again as shareholders and in 1990 we sub
scribed again as shareholders because we felt that the value is
there.
Now, in an interesting way, and again there is a certain irony
here, all this took place after all these years of the work that we
put into First American. We did not go into it on a basis of it being
a moneymaking opportunity. That was not it.
I have explained to you why I really went into it as a test of
myself. We waited for years before getting into a stock situation.
Now, the value that we had brought to the investors was exceed
ingly substantial.
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They put in about $200 million into the company at the begin
ning, then in various stock offerings they put in another $300 mil
lion, so that they put in something around $500 million.
It may have exceeded that sum. We felt that at the time, that we
were in the process of making the sale of our stock, that the value
of First American had grown from the half a billion that they had
put into it to over $1 billion in value.
Now, that is easy to say, but there is an interesting test of that
because in the spring of 1990, even after the bloom was off the rose
of bank stocks, I get a letter from Hugh McColl of North Carolina
National Bank, called NCNB Bank, and he said, Mr. Clifford, we
have made an analysis of First American.
We have been studying it for some time, and we are interested in
acquiring First American, and I would be glad to come and visit
with you about it. He said in order to demonstrate to you that we
are serious about the matter, I will tell you at this time that we
will pay you $1 billion for your bank.
Now, I immediately translated that $1 billion, in my own mind,
into $2, $3, or $4 billion, because nobody ever makes his best offer
first, but he said at that time, to show you how serious I am, we
will offer you $1 billion for your bank.
My guess is it was worth $1% billion. So that would have been
substantially three times the investment that our people had in it.
That is why we have been perfectly comfortable about the profits
that we made in the transaction. We had increased the value to
these owners at least double and possibly more.
Putting it in dollars, we had increased the value by a minimum
of $500 million, and more likely, a figure that would be between
$500 million and $1 billion that we had increased it in value so
that the profit that we made on it compared to the service that we
had rendered to our people, we felt, was not only fair, but we felt it
was really quite modest.
I am getting near the end. I would like to make this point. When
we came into the bank, we talked to the board, and then I talked
to the employees, and I got to know them all. I said, this bank is
going to be operated at the highest level of ethical standards.
We are going to watch carefully, we are going to obey every
ruling, we are going to obey every order, we will comply with every
law and every regulation. And that was emphasized to them, and
we have operated the bank honestly and successfully for 9 years.
Now, all during that time, as we had read stuff or wondered
about it, all during that period of time, that 9 years, at no time did
BCCI exert any control whatsoever over First American.
At no time did they even make an effort to do it because Abedi
and Kamal Adham, who still continued in charge of the proceed
ing, were the ones who made the agreement with me that I was to
have total responsibility and total authority, so at no time has any
decision been made for First American by BCCI.
You have my word for it. I give you my word under oath, at no
time did we turn to them for a decision. We were always willing to
hear anybody. If Abedi had a suggestion, if Kamal Adham had a
suggestion, if any shareholder had a suggestion, we were always
glad to hear from them.
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We would continuously consult with banking experts, Golembe
and Associates, others, perhaps. We were always glad to get any
kind of a thought that anybody had, but in the end, the Board of
First American and I made the decision. Because there has been so
much conversation about the possibility of there being some control
by BCCI of First American, let me turn now to this, if you please.
Here is the testimony of Virgil Mattingly. It is very brief. I am
not going to belabor it, but it gets right to the point, and so the
record may show it, it appeared before—he appeared before the
subcommittee of the Banking Committee in the Senate on May 23,
1991, and he was questioned closely and rather caustically about
the impact that BCCI had on First American.
His answer: "The acquisition was consummated April 19, 1982.
Mr. Clifford assumed control of all of the corporations. In the years
following the acquisition the Board looked at this. This Board mon
itored the commitments to make sure they were being complied
with.
"There was no evidence to suggest that the statements made to
the Board or to the other regulators were not being honored. No
dividends were taken out of these banks. And in fact, hundreds of
millions of dollars were injected into the banks by the shareholders
to support their operation.
"Both Federal and State examinations indicated no irregularities
in any dealings between BCCI and First American, which were re
ported to be limited."
Then he said, he made a reference to Mr. Bailey. Mr. Bailey was
the Commissioner of Banking in Virginia and had been opposed to
us from the beginning, not because it was BCCI, but because he did
not believe in foreign ownerships of banks.
And Mr. Mattingly went on to say, "I might add that Commis
sioner Bailey has recently reported that his State"—our biggest
bank is in Virginia, that is Bailey—his State "has no criticism
whatsoever of the management of that bank, and they have no evi
dence of attempts by Middle Eastern investors to influence in any
way the policy of First American.
Mr. William Taylor, with whom you men are acquainted, he is
the director of the Division of Banking Supervision and Regula
tions of the Federal Reserve. Here is just a short paragraph of Mr.
Taylor when he was testifying before the Senate.
"I guess I would add that our first reaction, along with all of our
colleagues at the State and other Federal regulators, was to look
carefully, as Mr. Bailey indicated, to look carefully at the U.S. enti
ties here and see what kind of involvement there was and was any
of it detrimental to the banks here.
"And over the years, we have not had one single report of such
an instance." So over the 9 years—that was in 1991—over the 9
years that we had run the bank and they had combed through it,
particularly when the word broke that BCCI had in its vault this
secret stock that they had bought, I will call it First American
stock.
When that happened, the Federal examiners arrived by bus at
every one of our banks, our holding company, our law firm, and
they combed through it. Those are in addition to all the—they
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thought, ah, now we have got something, now that BCCI has been
holding this stock secretly.
Again, it was after all that had been done that Mr. Taylor said
we had not had one single instance in which they saw any improp
er deal between BCCI and First American. I am now going to con
clude.
On a personal note, let me say, I went into this with that
thought in mind, I am going to test myself. I think it has been good
for me until this last year. Maybe it has kept me alive for 9 more
years.
I would not, under any circumstances, jeopardize the reputation
that I built up with such care during 63 years of the law practice to
go into any matter and jeopardize that reputation.
I did not need any earnings from it. I have had a successful law
practice all these years. I have invested conservatively. My wife is
here. I have taken care of her and the three daughters comfort
ably. They will never have to worry. I wasn't in this to try to make
some money.
Later on, when we built it up, I saw no reason why these wealthy
investors should not compensate us for what we had done in build
ing up the value of their company, but that wasn't the reason that
I went into it.
I went into it to test myself. What we learned, I believe, as we
watched all this and what the committee will have to go into per
haps is in BCCI, there were really two banks. There was this out
side facade bank. That is the one we dealt with.
In all these years, we didn't encounter a single suspicious cir
cumstance. I think the reason is because they had that second
inside bank, and there is the one that was engaged in what we
have read about so much in the papers all during that particular
time.
Were we deceived? Apparently we were deceived. I don't know
that it is any comfort, but the Bank of England was deceived year
after year. The Bank of England had the right to go in any time.
They conducted their examinations at routine intervals, and the
Bank of England didn't act until July 5, 1991.
They had the former Prime Minister on their payroll, Lord Calla
han, for years. He was totally and completely nonplused when the
story broke. They had the same auditor, Price Waterhouse, all
during those years.
Year after year after year, Price Waterhouse gave them a certifi
cate at the end of the year, and found nothing wrong with the op
erations of BCCI. Recently, I saw where Price Waterhouse had
given them a report covering the years 1987, 1988, 1989, and they
attached that British expression, they say, "We find all accounts
true and correct." That was that.
So, they were deceived. Up and down the line, it has been embar
rassing to former President Jimmy Carter. He got to know Mr.
Abedi well. They traveled together a good deal, particularly in
Africa. They had a joint interest in trying to raise the level of soci
ety, particularly the health of the underprivileged there at that
particular time.
My judgment is questionable. I guess I should have learned it
some way. I have been in this business a long time. It has been a
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very active life. You learn a good deal from government. I guess I
should have in some way sensed it.
I did not. Others perhaps should have sensed it. I don't know
what happened within our government. I read about what all the
different agencies knew. I know that you gentlemen will want to
give a lot of attention to that.
None of that was ever imparted to us. I would give a lot if some
body had told me back in 1984 that this operation was the kind
that it was. I would have given anything if I could have avoided
what I have gone through this past year.
Still, however, I face it, and I face it in a manner that would in
dicate that I shall continue to do everything I can to be helpful to
the government. To know how this could happen. I want to know
how it can be prevented in the future, and that is a main aim of
mine.
In the process, also, I am going to work as hard as I can in an
effort to try to preserve my good name. Thank you. You have been
very attentive, and I appreciate it.
Now, I would like Mr. Altman to take a few minutes, if you will
grant him that time.
The Chairman. Thank you very much. Mr. Altman.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. ALTMAN, PARTNER, CLIFFORD &
WARNKE AND FORMER PRESIDENT, FIRST AMERICAN BANK-
SHARES

Mr. Altman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. May I say that the prepared statements that you
gave us prior to this meeting will be printed in the record, if you so
desire, now you may proceed as you deem best.
Mr. Altman. Thank you, Chairman Gonzalez, Mr. Wylie, and
members of the committee. Together with Mr. Clifford, I am
pleased to appear before the House Banking Committee this morn
ing to assist in your inquiry concerning First American and BCCI.
I started working on this nearly 14 years ago, when I was a
much younger lawyer, and with this background, I hope to share
with the committee my knowledge of the facts and circumstances
surrounding these events.
I am familiar with the many allegations about BCCI, and of
course am familiar with the charges about BCCI's secret ownership
of First American. In this regard, there has been a good deal of
press coverage on these subjects which has featured us, Mr. Clif
ford and I, often inaccurately.
I regret that anyone may have reached conclusions about this
before they have had the chance to hear from us, and I thank those
who have an open mind about the matter. I personally appreciate
the chance to appear before the committee and, openly and public
ly, attempt to set the record straight.
I am comfortable in the knowledge that this committee and the
American people can hear from us directly and you can reach your
own conclusions about the events under review.
Mr. Clifford has provided the committee with a lengthy chronolo
gy of events, and I do not intend to burden the members with the
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repetition of those facts. Rather, it might be helpful, I thought, if I
could address two items.
First, given the extensive number of charges and allegations, I
thought it would be useful to ensure that a few fundamental points
do not become obscured in the volume of detail and commentary
that this matter has generated, and I would like just to hit a few
highlights, if I might.
Second, as some of the members in their opening remarks indi
cated would be useful, I would like to provide the committee with
an explanation of what we did when we first began to hear serious
questions about BCCI and its relationship with the investors who
we believed owned First American.
I might say, there remains considerable confusion about what
has taken place at BCCI, and the facts about BCCI's ownership of
First American remain unclear. We are certainly aware of the alle
gations that have been leveled by the Federal Reserve, and we
have great confidence in the Federal Reserve's investigatory abili
ties, but we believe that there should be some caution exercised
before allegations are equated with factual determinations.
Whatever happened at BCCI, the first point I want to make is
that First American, the banking organization that we headed for
9 years, was operated honestly, and it was operated ethically.
There was meticulous compliance by the company and its officers
with all U.S. laws and regulations.
We had a code of ethics that was provided to each of our employ
ees and was practiced. The record establishes, and both internal
and regulatory audits confirm, that at First American, there were
no financial improprieties, there were no fraudulent lending prac
tices, there were no account manipulations.
Mr. Annunzio had asked about money laundering. At First
American, there was no money laundering. We have an excellent
record in that regard, which I would be pleased to detail for the
committee.
This is not a case where, at First American, there were lavish
executive perquisites. This is not a case where management lived
royally with federally-insured deposits. There was no lack of regu
latory supervision over the operations of First American. Most im
portantly for this committee, particularly given some of the other
matters which you have been supervising, at First American no de
positor ever lost a cent.
The second point that I want to make about First American is
that First American was not controlled by BCCI in the manage
ment decisions that were made. Rather, First American has been
managed and controlled by prominent American Boards of Direc
tors and experienced American bankers.
As Mr. Clifford has explained, the full authority over First
American was reposed in him by the shareholders, and together
with the Boards of Directors, that authority was exercised. It was
my responsibility essentially to ensure that those board policies
were faithfully implemented.
I believe if this committee could take the time and talk to every
First American director and every First American officer, they
would confirm for you that the control of First American resided
within the American boards. Control did not not reside at BCCI.
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The third point that I would make concerns the financial record
at First American under our stewardship. I submit to you that
First American was not only honestly run, it was well-managed.
During the 9 years that we headed the property, a unique retail
banking franchise was created that stretches from upper New York
State to Miami, Florida.
That company now employs over 6,000 Americans. It offers first-
rate banking services. It is a well-capitalized, solid institution, and
despite the setbacks suffered by First American in 1990 with oper
ating losses due to the collapse in real estate, First American re
mains unique, and it remains uniquely valuable.
Fourth point: At no time prior to this controversy did we become
aware of any secret ownership of First American stock by BCCI. I
think this committee can appreciate the practical impossibility for
management to know what any shareholder does with his stock
once it is purchased, particularly when the stock and the share
holders reside in the Middle East. And here the ability to detect
any secret transfer of shares seems particularly unlikely when the
auditors and the foreign regulators who had direct access to BCCI's
books and records, and—more than direct access—they had a spe
cific duty to supervise that institution, they were apparently un
aware during this entire time period of any such ownership.
It is important also to recognize that there are a number of
shareholders of First American who apparently are not being chal
lenged as bona fide owners. The Federal Reserve, in its notice of
charges, indicates that 40 percent of the stock is held by bona fide,
legitimate shareholders.
For our part, there was no way for us to differentiate between
bona fide shareholders and those who are alleged to be nominees.
We had no suspicion that there were two groups of shareholders or
that they should be treated differently.
When we met with Mr. Abedi, we met pursuant to the clear dis
closures and understandings that had been made during the course
of the regulatory proceedings.
Mr. Abedi, we were told, had been selected by the shareholders.
He was the investment advisor for these shareholders, he was the
communications link between us and the shareholders. That is not
surprising. A number of wealthy people use investment advisors.
This did not appear to be anything unusual. In working with Mr.
Abedi, to keep him informed and having meetings with him so that
he would stay apprised of the investment, and in turn could com
municate that information to the shareholders—that link appar
ently was a successful arrangement insofar as the bona fide share
holders were concerned —those who are not being challenged by
the Federal Reserve as to their legitimate ownership.
I understand that the committee has documents that they wish
to ask us about in terms of our knowledge of any secret ownership.
I welcome those questions, I look forward to receiving them. I
would also say to the committee that there are volumes of docu
ments—they are at First American, they are board minutes, they
are offering memoranda, they are proxy statements —voluminous
records that show we have operated for 9 years with the clear
belief that First American was owned by the Middle East investors.
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The last basic point that I would like to address goes back to the
regulatory proceedings in 1980 and 1981. Again, whatever the truth
is relating to BCCI's alleged ownership of First American, I would
say to this committee that every reasonable effort was made by
counsel to ensure the accuracy of the representations that were
made to regulators during those proceedings.
It has not been given much attention, but the fact is that in addi
tion to our law firm there were two other law firms that worked
actively together during the course of these regulatory proceed
ings—experienced, sophisticated, able counsel. All of us believed
that the information we were presenting to Federal regulators and
to State regulators was accurate, and we were bolstered in this
belief by certified financial statements from the shareholders, by
sworn testimony from the shareholders, by bank references from
the shareholders, and by other kinds of inquiries that were made.
This belief, it seemed to me, was a justified belief as to what our
clients had been telling us.
One other aspect of these regulatory proceedings in 1980 and
1981 deserves comment. I have worked with Mr. Clifford now for
some 20 years and have witnessed first-hand his legendary legal
abilities. Nonetheless, these oft-reported descriptions of the 1981
regulatory proceedings —that suggest that Federal Reserve approv
al was granted largely on the basis of some general assurances
given by Mr. Clifford that this deal seems "okay"—are totally re
futed by the factual record.
This regulatory proceeding followed very high profile litigation,
and the regulators looked at this matter very carefully. There was
a voluminous administrative record that was compiled, and the de
cision by the regulatory body was based on that administrative
record.
Moreover, as the letter to Mr. Rosenthal makes clear, in addition
to the information that we had gathered and presented to the Fed
eral Reserve and the other regulators, there was also substantial
independent investigation, matters in which we had no involve
ment. Information was gathered from the State Department, from
the Commerce Department, from the FBI, from the CIA and vari
ous other agencies, and after this prolonged and exacting scrutiny,
the regulators came to the same conclusion that we did—that these
investors were wealthy, reputable individuals who were buying
First American as a personal investment.
I would note for the committee that in the same hearings that
Mr. Rosenthal was conducting, during the course of those hearings
Mr. Henry Wallich, a member of the Federal Reserve, appeared
and testified before the committee.
If I could just read a couple of sentences from that testimony, I
think it might be enlightening.
Mr. Rosenthal asked, "Mr. Wallich, can you tell us just a little
bit how you checked to verify the backgrounds, the character, the
integrity, the financial resources of the individuals?"
Mr. Wallich's response: "The Board worked very hard at this be
cause, as my testimony says, this is a crucial matter. We used all
the resources of the U.S. Government, not only those of the Feder
al Reserve Board, and we developed information from a very broad
informational source. We also, of course, obtained bank statements.
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We obtained the financial statements of the individuals, and these
were certified by local accountants who in turn were certified by
familiar named accountants of the Big Eight. So we did what I
think is humanly possible to develop detailed information on these
individuals."
That is the kind of investigation that was done. This was not a
casual proceeding where approvals were gained based on assur
ances from counsel, no matter how able or prestigious.
I turn to the second issue, which some of the Members have indi
cated they would like to have explained. What did we do when we
first received serious indications that the ownership of First Ameri
can might not be what we had understood?
I would say to the committee that I submit we behaved properly.
We behaved responsibly. We pursued these issues, and at no time
did we get any confirmation that the facts were other than as we
had originally understood.
I might say when we first heard these allegations, we didn't be
lieve them. We didn't think they were well founded because we
knew what the facts were. We knew there was confusion. The
shareholders of First American also owned stock in BCCI. You had
our dealings with Mr. Abedi as the communications link and in
vestment advisor. We thought perhaps there was confusion and
people didn't understand it

,

But we didn't blind ourselves to what was happening. There has
been much talk about the Tampa indictment of BCCI, the money
laundering case, and arising out of that there has been reference to
a taped undercover conversation that was conducted with one of
the BCCI officers, a man named Mr. Awan. It has been reported
rather extensively that in that taped conversation Mr. Awan ad
vises the undercover officer that First American is owned by BCCI.
It is reported and has been reported as a fact. And I can under
stand if that came to your attention you would wonder why we did
not think something was amiss.
When we first learned of that evidence, which we did after it was
produced by the government, we asked for a copy of the tape tran
script. We secured that transcript and we studied it.

It is true that on that transcript Mr. Awan says, "We own a
bank, uh based in Washington, it's called the First American
Bank." What has not been given much attention to but what ap
pears in the transcript and puts that remark in context, however,
are the comments Mr. Awan made that precede those statements.
Mr. Awan says the following— I am quoting. "I have, I have totally
different, uh, uh, assessment of the situation. And it might be far
fetched, it might sound stupid, but my assessment is, that we own a
bank in Washington."
So when we read this, it was plain that Mr. Awan was speculat
ing. We pursued it, nonetheless. We asked that counsel in the case
speak to Mr. Awan and his counsel, and they did.
Mr. Awan reported and his counsel reported that this was a
rumor, a speculation. Mr. Awan had no factual basis for it. But we
did not rest with that.
We then went to the top management of BCCI. I went together
with some of the other defense attorneys who were representing
BCCI.
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I might say that we pursued the issue rather aggressively, and
all of us believed that the denials we received, which were emphat
ic, were credible.
In addition to going to senior BCCI management, we also had dis
cussions with Price Waterhouse as kind of independent check.
Some of the attorneys went to Price Waterhouse and said, we have
heard this allegation. Is there anything to support it in the file?
You have access to the files.
Price Waterhouse advised counsel that there was no evidence in
the record that BCCI had financed the original acquisition or had
an ownership interest in the property.
We pursued this also in direct discussions with the shareholders,
and we pursued it increasingly aggressively as the allegations
became increasingly in focus.
I would be glad to detail for the committee, if the committee
wishes to pursue it during questions, what we did.
I can say to you we made a thorough investigation to the extent
we had the power to do so, and we received back assurances, in
cluding assurances directly from the shareholders, that these alle
gations were entirely without merit. And no one from the Govern
ment ever suggested to us that they had information that would
contradict it.
Let me conclude. Like many others outside of the BCCI manage
ment group, we can't separate what is true from what is not. What
I can say is that we are proud of our accomplishments at First
American, and we are secure in the knowledge that whatever con
cealed interest BCCI may have had never translated into actual
control over First American's operations.
First American was honestly and capably run throughout the
tenure of our management, and it prospered under our leadership.
We will continue to cooperate with all of the relevant inquiries by
Government agencies, and we greatly appreciate the opportunity
the committee has afforded us to set forth the facts on the public
record.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Messrs. Clifford and Altman can be
found in the appendix.]
The Chairman. I thank you both and appreciate very much that
you have willingly cooperated with the committee. We also want to
honor the commitment at the request of your counsel to allow Mr.
Clifford to have his 2 hour period of rest, and we are prepared to
honor that before we go into the interrogation.
I could get my questions out of the way before noon, but I think
in fairness to us all that we recess for 2 hours to honor your re
quest and allow Mr. Clifford to get his rest.
So we will recess until 1:50 p.m., 10 minutes to 2, exactly 2 hours.
[Recess.]
[Afternoon session.]
The Chairman. The committee will please come to order.
I believe that light indicates that my time is already running, so
I want the timekeeper to watch that. We will try to address the
questions succinctly and within reason, and therefore expedite the
proceedings.
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Mr. Clifford, Mr. Altman, of course, I have read the testimony
you gave us. I wanted to thank you for giving it to us so we had
time to have review read and study it.
I also listened this morning avidly with almost total absorption
to the excellent oral chronological recounting of events.
Our purpose is not to try to impeach a witness. We are not a
prosecutorial body; we are not a judicial body. I think, Mr. Clifford,
you stated fairly well there at the end what the main underlying
basic objectives of a legislative committee such as this one are and
should be.
We are not attempting to impeach and prove that the statements
you gave us, both in writing and verbally, were inaccurate or with
the intention to distract the committee from what the truth might
be. You have already begun the process of answering questions
about the extent of BCCI ownership in First American. You stated
you have gone before a grand jury, you have gone before the regu
latory body, before a prosecutor, and that is their area. However
reluctant and anguished some of us have been to see prominent
people of your status involved, it does add to the rather sad and
very tragic history that we have seen develop on this level for the
last 5 or 6 years.
I think if there is any conclusion I were to draw, it would be, Mr.
Clifford, that in your zeal to accept the challenge and then depart
from the traditional profession, you might have forgotten that old
saying, that the law is a zealous mistress. But so is financing; so is
banking. So that in attempting to satisfy that challenge, which I
can understand, and particularly as you related it at this point in
your life, I can see where judgments could be clouded.
Scripture says we can't serve two masters well. Much less could
we serve three, four, five, or even six.
In the case here of both of you, gentlemen, you have worn sever
al hats in your capacity as directors or shareholders or lawyers, at
torneys, or chairmen. The biggest concern I have had for some time
even preceding this crisis was the fact that almost imperceptibly
after the war we had a metamorphosis in our institutional ap
proach to such things as banks, say, chartering a bank. In that
process, a substantial corpus of tradition was lost. To be a member
of a board of directors of trustees was a trust. It seems to me that
the litany of indictments we have had, S&Ls, banks, big and small,
that has been lost sight of.
So in the zeal perhaps your judgment became a little clouded.
There is both or there have been both in the local DC rules and
regulations governing professional conduct and also the rules sup
posedly governing members of board of directors in banking insti
tutions, fairly explicit rules of expectations and responsibility.
Now, there are a lot of issues that are going to come up any way,
but one of these that I think is the most important is to review the
function and the basic structure and make sure that we haven't, in
effect, vitiated the traditional structural responsibility and expecta
tion from a board of directors.
As an attorney and board director, what happens when the attor
ney director's professional judgment conflicts with his own person
al business interest? Sometimes these things can be so subtle and I
think I detected that, Mr. Clifford, in your testimony, where you
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felt that it was justified to go and ask for the loan to enable you to
buy the stock that you felt you were entitled to because you had
promoted the interest of the bank so well that it had become so
profitable, if I understood the recitation correctly.
In your case, Mr. Altman, in reviewing documents and all, I see
how sometimes almost to the point of absurdity you have a situa
tion where we have a letter from you to you, and you know—I have
it here—it is dated June 9, confidential and from Robert A.
Altman, 815 Connecticut Avenue, to Mr. Altman.
You say, we look forward to your reply prior to the close of the
offering of June 30. Attached for your examination is a memoran
dum explaining the purposes for a two-stage offering of new right
shares approved by the managing directors of Credit and Com
merce American Holding, NV, the company, for 1989.
So then the second paragraph, the first right shares offering fur
nishes the opportunity for you personally to purchase an additional
75 shares of the company at U.S. $2,774 per share for a total price
of U.S. $208,050. The purchase price reflects the book value per
share of the company stock as of December 31, 1988. We enclose for
your signature.
The only place I have seen where anybody can be two places at
the same time is on Star Trek, where you have this energizer and
all of a sudden you have these folks appear somewhere else and
they come back.
But this also is troubling because it means that what the rules,
even the common law rules as explained in various court decisions,
there is a higher degree of standard of responsibility when you
have these dual or triple roles, and the traditional common law li
ability of directors, as explained in one decision is if nothing has
come to the knowledge to awaken suspicion that something is going
wrong, ordinary attention to the affairs of the institution is suffi
cient.
If, on the other hand, the directors know or by the exercise of
ordinary care should have known any facts which would awaken
suspicion and put a prudent man on his guard, then a degree of
care commensurate with the evil to be avoided is required.
Any lack of that care makes them responsible. Directors cannot
in justice to those who deal with the bank shut their eyes to what
is going on. It had to show up one way or the other.
Not whether what you, Mr. Clifford, call this dual aspect of
BCCI, where you had an exterior and interior, but whether it was
people involved in the exterior or the interior; they were the same
people.
On the other hand the point is that somewhere, though, in this
priority of loyalties either, one, to your own interests or as the
chairman of the board to the bank or as a shareholder, had to come
in.
Now, what I am going to ask Mr. Altman, because in your recital
you have stated that the First American has been run most compe
tently beyond any question.
Did you not at any time prior to this year receive a cease and
desist order or an improvement or a change in management, for in
stance?
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Mr. Altman. Mr. Chairman, you have made a series of com
ments and I don't know how much of that you would like me to
address.
The Chairman. Please don't limit yourself. Use your judgment.
If you want to address my statement ad seriatum as you best recall

it
,

that is fine.
Mr. Altman. Thank you, sir.
As I heard your comments, and I think that I understand them
and I understand what lies behind them. I appreciate the chance to
respond to the points that you made.
It is true that in connection with our involvement here we did at
times wear different hats. I suppose that is not uncommon given
complicated financial transactions. We were counsel to the compa
ny. We also served in management positions and what that sug
gests is that there is a need to be particularly sensitive to any con
flicts that may arise.

I might say that I am unaware of any conflicts that did arise. At
all times we acted in the best interests of First American to protect
the interests of that company and to ensure that it remained a
sound institution.
You made a reference in that regard to our obtaining loans. The
loans we obtained to purchase the stock, of course, were not loans
that we obtained from First American. Those loans were financed
by BCCI and, of course, repaid to BCCI.
Insofar as our sensitivity to these issues, I think I addressed in
my opening statement this morning. We did not shut our eyes or
become insensitive to the kinds of issues that are now being ex
plored in these hearings.
When we received indications, even though we thought that they
were probably unfounded, we investigated them and pursued them
rather vigorously. So I don't think that it would be fair or accurate
to suggest that we closed our eyes to these matters. We looked into
them.
We talked to our shareholders. We talked to the senior manage
ment of BCCI. We talked to the counsel representing Mr. Awan as
to his comments. We talked to auditors. At no time did we get any
confirmation of these allegations. Everyone we talked to indicated
to us that the allegations were untrue and, of course, we didn't
have access to the books and records of the company, that is of
BCCI.
You talk about the letter, and I suppose it is amusing. It is a
valid observation about a letter that I signed and was listed as the
recipient. It should be understood that that was a letter that was
sent to all shareholders of the company and it was enclosing an of
fering memorandum in connection with efforts to raise additional
capital for First American. The company needed in its records a
document that showed that the offering memorandum had been
sent to all shareholders so the letter that was signed was simply
the same copy of a letter that was sent to all shareholders.

I think that is an interesting document for another reason, one
fairly fundamental to the purpose of this committee. That is your
inquiring about the issue of the secret ownership of First Ameri
can. And in that regard, the reason we were sending out offering
memoranda is because we were informed that the shareholders of
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the company wanted information that would support or justify our
request for additional capital investment.
And I think it should be understood when you are looking at
what was in our minds and how we were operating, that memoran
dum suggests to you, I think fairly clearly, that we were of the
belief that we were sending this to the shareholders who then had
to make a decision as to whether to invest.
But your comments relate to conflicts or matters about which we
were certainly sensitive. And without prolonging the answer, let
me make one final observation.
It is true that we acted as counsel to the company and it is true
that we were also involved with management. But it should also be
recognized that this was a privately-held company. This was not a
publicly-owned company. And the shareholders had specifically
asked that we serve in these capacities.
I have here a letter that was written by our largest shareholder.
It is written by Kamal Adham, dated March 8, 1985. It is addressed
to Clark Clifford, Chairman of the Board.
If I could read two or three sentences of it I think it would be of
interest to the committee.
"Dear Mr. Clifford, I wish to thank you for the information you
have sent to me which reflects the progress that First American
has made in 1984. The other shareholders and I are gratified at the
continuing success of the holding company and the member banks.
"At the time we gained control of the company I expressed to
you that it was the will of the shareholders that your law firm
should take over the legal representation of each of the member
banks. You suggested that this be delayed until a reasonable period
had been allowed for the transition from the old ownership to the
new.
"It is now almost 3 years since we gained control and we see no
reason for further delay in complying with our wish in this
regard." So the capacities in which we were acting in this private
ly-owned company were at the express request of and, of course,
known to the shareholders as well as our boards of directors.
The Chairman. What about that last question about whether or
not you ever had any cease and desist notice?
Mr. Altman. Thank you for reminding me.
In connection with the 1990 break in the real estate market and
the financial downturn that that created and the pressure it cre
ated on a number of banks, the regulatory agencies came in and
investigated our banks and looked at them rather thoroughly. In a
couple of instances where we have national banks, one in Washing
ton and one in the State of Georgia, the regulators asked that im
provements be made and that certain changes be made in their op
erations to ensure that those banks remain sound. Those were the
subjects of regulatory agreements; I believe they were cease and
desist orders. They may have been formal agreements ultimately.
There were regulatory agreements reached to ensure that the
banks remained in good operating condition.
The Chairman. I am going to ask unanimous consent to place in
the record at this time an outline, sources of payments to Clifford,
Altman and related parties. The BCCI connection, through the law
firm of Clifford & Warnke, one, pays Clifford as managing partner;
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two, pays Altman as partner; three, receives fee income from repre
senting Bert Lance during confirmation hearing in 1977; four, re
ceives fee income from representing Bert Lance in sale of National
Bank of Georgia; five, receives fee income from representing Credit
and Commerce Holdings, Netherlands Antilles, (CCAH, N.V.) a for
eign bank holding company that owns Credit and Commerce In
vestments (CCAI); six, receives fee income from representing CCAI,
a Netherlands foreign bank holding company that owns First
American Corp.; seven, receives fee income from First American
Corp., a bank holding company that owns First American Bank-
shares; eight, earns fee income from representing Adham, Al-Fulaij
Mohammad in takeover of Financial General Bankshares in 1978
and 1982.
First American, one, pays the law firm of Clifford & Warnke as
main outside legal counsel for FAB; two, pays Clifford as chairman
of FAB; of course, we have heard the modest amount; three, pays
Altman as director and president of First American Corp., the
holding company for First American Bankshares; four, pays Mr.
Altman as director of FAB, New York, FAB-Metro Corp., and FAB-
Georgia.
The Bank of Credit and Commerce International, one, pays C&W
as main U.S. lawyer, including head of BCCI legal defense fund
after BCCI indictment in Tampa in 1988; two, grants loans to Clif
ford for purchase of CCAH shares in 1986 and 1987; sale of a por
tion of these shares results in a gross gain to Clifford of
$11,333,143. Mr. Clifford still owns remaining shares of CCAH that
were made possible with BCCI loans; third, grants loans to Altman
for purchase of CCAH shares in 1986 and 1987; same thing there;
four, gives C&W the power to appoint other attorneys for BCCI.
For example, C&W frequently uses Milbank, Tweed as attorney for
many BCCI transactions; five, paid Bert Lance to assist with BCCI
with U.S. investments; six, pays nominee shareholders to purchase
CCAH which in turn owns First American.
I just have one basic question, I would like to have your com
ment on, given the record of the relationships here, how do you
think the American people feel about your rather inextricable asso
ciation with the senior international banking activities that are
now so much in question? Would you not expect the public to be
skeptical?
Mr. Clifford. I missed a good deal of the early part of the ques
tion. I think perhaps, Mr. Chairman, the answer
The Chairman. Let me put it this way. Why should it be unfair
to the American public to conclude or believe, given the many
direct and indirect relationships with BCCI and their stockholders,
that both of you had your objectivity somewhat affected and that
your good judgment was thereby clouded in doing business with
BCCI and their stockholders?
I know how excruciating, particularly after so many years, that
in 1 year that very sacred thing in public life known as credibility
would be in question.
In public life, as you well know, Mr. Clifford, we can tell 1,000
truths and then get caught in one lie and it is very hard to repair
and restore the credibility.
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In this case I am not inferring that you are lying. I am saying
that any objective reader or member of the general public would—
would you not believe that there would tend to be a skepticism as
to how prudent you were in exercising your judgment as a member
of the board of trustees of a bank as well as the legal counsel for
that bank in your relationships with this international bank?
Mr. Clifford. I had not been conscious of any conflict of interest,
Mr. Chairman. We served in a capacity—let's take, first, as chair
man of the board. I started right in it at the very beginning back in
May 1982, with the company, and learned the position, learned all
of the facts regarding the banks and a very important part of me
went into that particular endeavor.
Now, when I took that position, we had already been involved for
some 4 years in representing the parties that were involved in it.
So we had an excellent background of knowledge. We had all of the
facts in it. So, for instance, when the old Financial General became
First American, and we became counsel, we had a background that
really no other lawyer or lawyers would have had, and that back
ground was very useful to us, and we started in at once and over 9
years the firm really became the legal department for First Ameri
can and we grew up with it. It was a small company and it got
larger. So we knew that well.
Now, it was not much of a transition from serving in that capac
ity to moving over and becoming chairman. In fact, it might well
be argued that the knowledge that I gained in our legal work for
the company that that was an advantage to, of some help to me in
serving as chairman.
I was very close to the board in this instance. We brought in men
that I had known and worked with for many years. And these men
were men of good judgment and value.
For instance, Senator Symington is regarded I think, just as a
Senator, but for many years he served as president of the Emerson
Electric Co., out in St. Louis, which was the largest employer in
Missouri, and he had a fine business background. He brought that
skill with him onto the board.
And in my serving as chairman of the board, I was conscious of
no conflict in my capacity also as counsel.
Now, when we were asked to represent BCCI, that offered, I
must say, no real problem to me at the time. Many times in the
past, or certain times in the past, we have represented companies
in the same industry that were not in competition with each other.
I know of a number of law firms that will represent two banks at
the same time, and they will be in different areas. These two banks
could hardly have been more different. One, an American bank,
First American, engaged in local commercial banking for various
localities. The other, an international bank which ultimately oper
ated in 73 countries, was engaged in international banking. So I
felt no conflict in representing—being one of the lawyers for First
American and being one of the lawyers for BCCI.
The Chairman. I wonder, would it be possible, and would you be
willing to provide for the record your legal memos in that respect?
Mr. Clifford. Yes. Yes, we shall so provide. Will you make a
note.

[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
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The Chairman. Thank you very much.
I am going to recognize Mr. Wylie now.
Mr. Wylie. I would like unanimous consent to place those in the
record.
The Chairman. I will do so.
Thank you.
Mr. Wylie. Mr. Clifford, I must follow up on what the chairman
said about skepticism and I won't say anything behind your back
that I won't say to you personally, but a reporter asked me as we
left the meeting this morning what I thought about your testimony
and I said that I thought you did extremely well; your presentation
was most impressive, sir, and I mean that. I said for me, though, it
did not pass the "so-called" straight-face test.
To say you represented all the persons involved in the acquisi
tion of First American Bank by BCCI, collected millions of dollars
in fees, made money on business transactions and did not know
what the boss was doing is a little bit hard for me to believe. I am
sorry, I think that you knew or should have known the goings on
between BCCI and First American.
Now, with reference to the National Bank of Georgia and a
follow up on that, Mr. Altman, I want to discuss the purchase of
National Bank of Georgia.
On May 8, 1986, you wrote a letter to Mr. Naqvi of BCCI, stating
that one potential option for the acquisition of the National Bank
of Georgia should be discouraged because it might disclose the link
between CCAH, Credit and Commerce American Holdings, and
BCCI.
What did you mean by your statement in the memo?
Mr. Altman. Could I see a copy of the document to which you
make reference?
Mr. Wylie. We have one at the desk. It is on page 4 of that docu
ment.
"In addition, the proposed structure may focus unwelcome atten
tion on the relationship between CCAH and BCCI and raise ques
tions as to whether BCCI has acquired control of NBG." That is on
page 4; it is 8181 in your transcript.
Mr. Altman. Yes.
Mr. Wylie. Second full paragraph, second sentence.
Mr. Altman. Yes. I would be happy to comment on this docu
ment.
This arises from First American's effort to acquire the National
Bank of Georgia. The National Bank of Georgia was one of the last
independent major banks in Atlanta, and First American was in
terested during this time period, 1985, 1986, in expanding. The Na
tional Bank of Georgia offered to us a particularly attractive oppor
tunity, one which we pursued.
The matter, however, was one which involved a number of com
plex regulatory issues, and as a result of that we retained outside
counsel to advise us. We wanted to be sure that the transaction
was in complete compliance with U.S. law.
This memorandum is a memorandum that was prepared by the
law firm of Milbank, Tweed. It was not prepared by us. It was pre
pared by Milbank, Tweed. They were offering advice, and on what
is marked 180 of my document, it is page 2, it specifically states
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that "in connection with the proposed transactions we offer the fol
lowing thoughts in structuring the option and escrow arrange
ments so as to avoid violation of the Bank Holding Company Act
and the regulations of the Federal Reserve Board adopted thereun
der."
The specific language to which you make reference does not con
cern the issue that we have been talking about here this morning,
that is the relationship between First American and BCCI and
whether there is some secret ownership.
Rather what this involves is a fairly complicated and technical
issue. It relates to the stake-out guidelines that were promulgated
by the Federal Reserve during this period when banks were seek
ing to expand beyond their existing borders.
When they are talking here about the relationship and about
questions as to whether BCCI has acquired control of NBG, that
isn't control of First American and it doesn't relate to any of the
issues we have been addressing this morning.
Mr. Wylie. You said it "may focus unwelcome attention on the
relationship between CCAH," which is a holding company, "and
BCCI." What supposed links were you trying to hide there? It looks
like you were suggesting that this might not be the right time to go
ahead with that because it might focus unwelcome attention on the
relationship between CCAH and BCCI. I am trying to find out ex
actly what that means here.
You signed the letter—maybe someone else prepared it, but it
was sent out over your signature and that of Mr. Clifford, at least
the one I have here. In addition, in the final paragraph it says: "In
connection with the proposed transactions we offer the following
thoughts in structuring the option and escrow arrangements so as
to avoid violation of the BHCA and the regulations of the Federal
Reserve Board adopted thereunder."
Am I making my point any better than I did the first time?
Mr. Altman. I can understand your concern about the language
as it arises in the current context, but what is, I think, confusing
you, Mr. Wylie, is the fact that this language is being misinterpret
ed in the current context. But it really is not applicable to the
issues that we are now describing.
You say you used the language. I didn't draft this memorandum.
This is not my language.
Mr. Wylie. But you signed it.
Mr. Altman. No, sir. I signed a cover letter which transmitted it.
The language deals with a fairly particular issue. The issue is
the stake-out guidelines that the Federal Reserve had promulgated.
Subsequently in the document, what is marked page 191, it talks
about an argument could be made perhaps that— it follows with
very similar language.
Mr. Wylie. It is pretty clear. Did you read the opinion before you
sent it?
Mr. Altman. I am sure that I did. I don't recall, but I would
think that I certainly did.
Mr. Wylie. Then you sort of ratified the thought.
I would suggest that you read it first and then sent a letter
transmitting it. That is more of an observation than a question.
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The next question, Mr. Altman, is about assertions that you
made to the Federal Reserve Board in 1990. On December 13, 1989,
William Ryback of the Federal Reserve Board wrote you asking
about BCCI loans to initial or subsequent investors. When you re
plied to him, you never mentioned your own stock deal or the fi
nancing you had received from BCCI.
I might ask, why not?
Mr. Altman. In order to be properly responsive, Mr. Wylie, I
would have to trace for you some of the conversations and corre
spondence that I had. If you would indulge me, I would try to ex
plain that exactly.
In December 1989, we received an inquiry from Mr. Ryback
asking in a very broadly worded letter about loans that may have
been made from BCCI to the CCAH shareholders. I might say, this
was at the time we were also doing some of our own inquiries.
We received that letter, and upon its receipt, I talked to Mr.
Ryback. In fact, I talked to him more than once. I wanted to under
stand exactly what it was that he was seeking by way of informa
tion. Because the letter was so broadly worded, I thought it might
be quite burdensome and quite difficult to respond expeditiously.
Mr. Ryback informed me that he was seeking two specific areas
of information, and this was what he would like us to focus upon.
The main focus of his inquiry was whether the representations
that were made to the Federal Reserve in 1980-1981 were—and
those representations were to the effect the BCCI was not financing
the purchase of shares in the tender offer—he was wondering
whether those representations had been observed.
He had a secondary inquiry, and that inquiry related to whether
there were any outstanding loans to CCAH shareholders, because
that could raise a specific issue under the Federal statutes.
Mr. Wylie. Outstanding loans of yours?
Mr. Altman. Well, sir, at the time we had no outstanding loans;
at the time this letter was written, our loans had long been repaid,
and the information about our loans was not responsive to this in
quiry.
I would be glad to go on with what we did in responding to Mr.
Ryback, if you would prefer.
Mr. Wylie. You might want to have the opportunity to supply it
for the record, if that is all right with the chairman.
The point I would make is in the letter from Ryback it says: "it
would be helpful if you would provide information on any loans ex
tended to the original or subsequent investors, either directly or in
directly, by BCCI or any of its affiliated organizations," and I don't
believe that you included that in your reply to him, at least Mr.
Ryback says you didn't.
In retrospect, I wonder if you should have.
Mr. Altman. You have the first letter. There are other letters
that were transmitted in connection with this inquiry, and perhaps
you don't have all of the correspondence. Let me trace for you the
chronology of what happened, if you want me to explain.
When I received the inquiry from Mr. Ryback, I talked to him.
He had a very broadly worded inquiry about virtually any loan
that would have been made, and he directed me to the specific
areas of interest. The primary area of interest was the original fi
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nancing representation, and then, second, he was wondering about
any current loans that were outstanding, because they might raise
an issue of controlling influence under the Federal statutes and
regulations.
Mr. Wylie. Right.
Mr. Altman. In response to that, we sent out a letter to all
shareholders, asking for this information; but in dealing with these
Middle Eastern investors, it was generally a fairly slow process in
getting responses. The only one I recall who wrote back right away
was Kamal Adham. It was easier to communicate with him, be
cause he was often in London.
He wrote back and said he did not finance his purchase of Finan
cial General in 1982 with monies from BCCI. We talked, however,
to BCCI and obtained a letter from the top manager at BCCI that
also confirmed that BCCI did not finance the original acquisition of
the company, and suggested there were other loans to CCAH share
holders that were outstanding. But no detail was provided on those.
Mr. Wylie. In Ryback's letter he said, however, in subsequent
years some of the shareholders borrowed substantial funds from
BCCI because of a slowdown of their business interests in the
Middle East and the fact that Financial General was not paying
dividends.
These are notes from a phone call—I'm sorry. These are notes
from the files of BCCI, dated January 9, 1990.
In that—I see—it is notes from Ryback's file and a phone call to
you. Maybe that needs to be addressed or clarified.
Mr. Altman. There was some more information that perhaps
would be useful if I were to present it to the committee, because
this was not the end of our discussions with Mr. Ryback. There
were a series of them.
Mr. Wylie. Did he ask you about information as to your own
loans from First American or BCCI?
Mr. Altman. My own loans from First American?
Mr. Wylie. Yes.
Mr. Altman. The purchase of stock, of course, was financed by
BCCI. The only loan that I have had from First American is a
mortgage on my home, which, of course, is well known to the regu
lators. It was treated as that kind of transaction.
He was not inquiring about loans from First American.
Mr. Wylie. Just from BCCI?
Mr. Altman. From BCCI, yes, sir. And the loans that Mr. Clif
ford and I each had, which had been repaid in full, and were no
longer outstanding, were not responsive to his inquiries.
There was certainly no intent not to disclose it. In fact, the fact
that we had purchased shares had been reported to the Fed each
year.
Mr. Wylie. You are saying there were no outstanding loans from
BCCI at the time on which you could report then? Is that correct?
Mr. Altman. No, sir, that is not correct either.
Mr. Wylie. What is correct?
Mr. Altman. What we were told—and I cannot say today wheth
er we have been told this accurately; I can only report what we
were told and what we passed on—was that the acquisition of what
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was then called Financial General, renamed First American, was
not financed by BCCI.
That information was provided to the Federal Reserve in writing
in a letter from the head of BCCI, and Mr. Ryback asked if the
head of BCCI would authorize that letter to be shown to other reg
ulatory authorities, I believe the Bank of England, so that it could
be confirmed. He did not indicate that he wanted us to do anything
further, because this was the focus of his inquiry, and we obtained
permission for him to circulate that letter to other regulatory au
thorities to confirm its accuracy.
On June 11, I wrote Mr. Ryback a letter in which I confirmed
this understanding and asked if he wanted us to try to obtain infor
mation about other loans from BCCI to CCAH shareholders, he
should so advise us. I could provide you with more detail about
this, and I would be happy to.
Mr. Wylie. I will have you supply that for the record.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
Mr. Wylie. I would ask, why did you change the name of the
bank to First American Bankshares after it was acquired by for
eign interests?
Mr. Altman. I think Mr. Clifford addressed this, Mr. Wylie, in
his testimony this morning.
The company had been named Financial General Bankshares.
We did not think that name had much appeal in the market. We
were trying to build up a strong American institution, one that was
owned by foreign investors, but run by Americans, employed Amer
icans, and served Americans; and we thought that the name First
American had a lot of appeal.
Mr. Wylie. I think it does, too.
Thank you.
The Chairman. Mr. Annunzio.
Mr. Annunzio. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Altman, when you resigned from First American Bank, what
was the last CAMEL rating that your bank received from the regu
lators? As you know, the ratings go from one to five, with one
being the best.
Mr. Altman. Are you talking about the holding company, sir, or
the various banks? They each have different ratings.
Mr. Annunzio. The various banks.
Mr. Altman. That could be supplied. That information is gener
ally treated as confidential. The regulatory reports are filed, but I
don't recall offhand what each bank's rating was; and of course,
they change over time. The ratings have been lowered in light of
the 1990 operating losses with the collapse of the real estate
market, but I couldn't be specific, sir, as to ratings, because I just
don't recall them.
Mr. Annunzio. Do you agree with my statement that all of the
ratings were pretty bad?
Mr. Altman. No, sir, I don't think that is true across the board.
Mr. Annunzio. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that Mr.
Altman supply for the record the ratings of these banks. Prior to
doing that, will you tell me, were the regulators happy with your
banks, First American?
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Mr. Altman. First, Mr. Annunzio, it would be difficult for me to
supply you with the CAMEL ratings that are now available as we
have resigned from the company in mid-August, but I am sure that
the company would be happy to supply you with that information,
and we would pass on that request.
Mr. Annunzio. I would appreciate anything you can do for the
record.
The Chairman. I believe, Mr. Annunzio, if you would yield, there
may be some question as to the legality of the ability to comply
with that request. So I would say, let's wait until we have the regu
lators Friday, and see what we can get from them, if that would be
possible, for dissemination.
Let's put it another way; were the regulators happy with what
they found? Did they send you a bouquet of flowers?
Mr. Altman. I am sure you have learned by your long experi
ence in banking that no banker is going to tell you regulators are
happy.
They rarely come in and give compliments to bankers. It is their
job to criticize, and I think by and large they do it rather well.
It is fair to say that regulation and regulators have gotten con
siderably tougher with all of the problems that are being experi
enced in the banking industry, and First American was no excep
tion.
Mr. Annunzio. They got tough when the problems began to sur
face. The reason we have these problems is because they were
never tough, they didn't exercise their responsibilities, they didn't
do the proper examinations, they didn't do the surveillances of the
banks. That is the reason we are in this mess.
Mr. Altman. I am not going to sit here and question your judg
ment, sir. You are more expert than I in terms of how the regula
tory system is operating.
Mr. Annunzio. I am not an expert, but I do know that the bank
ing industry is in very bad shape. Somebody should have gotten to
this point sooner than what we are doing now.
Mr. Altman. I would observe, Mr. Annunzio, because I think it
needs to be put on the record, that insofar as First American is
concerned, it meets all the capital tests. It meets all of the risk-
based capital/asset ratios. There has been compliance with the cap
ital requirements that the regulatory bodies have imposed in order
to ensure stability.
Mr. Annunzio. I heard that testimony. BCCI had a very close as
sociation with the First American Corp., one of the First American
holding companies.
It is my understanding that BCCI had accounts at First Ameri
can New York. Mr. Altman, as President of First American Corp.,
did you examine those accounts in relation to the BCCI money
laundering indictments and convictions?
Did you order a review of the operations of those accounts? Did
you check whether any banks owned by First American Corp. had
BCCI accounts?
Mr. Altman. The answer to your question—and I am happy to
address it and would like to expand on it—the short answer to your
question is yes; we absolutely did.
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When the indictment was returned against BCCI in Tampa, FL,
a query was made because we knew that BCCI's business was pri
marily conducted through First American Bank in New York for a
review of those relationships; and that review was provided.
Subsequently, when the chairman looked into the matter, Mr.
Clifford, he also asked that every bank in our system review its
money laundering control procedures; and that was done.
Every CEO had to respond to Mr. Clifford in writing to ensure
that our procedures were tough and effective. He also asked our
audit group to check our compliance procedures to see if they had
any recommendations for improving our money laundering con
trols, and some suggestions were made. And those were adopted
and implemented.
In 1990, when there were increasing questions being raised about
the BCCI-First American relationship, a comprehensive audit of
First American was conducted. And in that regard, I have here a
copy of the audit report—at least the cover to it.
And it reads in part, "The review began in May 1990 to facilitate
your efforts to render legal advice to First American and in antici
pation of any litigation concerning First American's business rela
tionship with BCCI.
"On approximately May 1, 1990, the Audit Division began a
review to determine the nature and extent of the business relation
ships which BCCI has with all subsidiary banks of First American,
and to review those relationships for the purpose of identifying sus
picious activity, if any.
"Another objective was to determine if there is any reference to
Panama General Manuel A. Noriega in the records of the banks." I
will read the conclusion reached.
"We found no reason to believe that dealings with BCCI were not
normal, legitimate, and conducted as arms-length business transac
tions. Nor have we found any reason to believe that any First
American Bank was being used by BCCI, or its customers, to facili
tate money laundering."
I might note that this review started in the spring and wasn't
completed until September; and it involved the expenditure of ap
proximately 3,500 man hours.
And it was not simply the review that was conducted internally
that confirms the conclusions we have offered the committee this
morning. The FDIC has also come into First American and has con
ducted a review of our operations, particularly looking for money
laundering.
I will quote to you from a memo prepared based on an interview
with the head of that FDIC audit team. "Examiners have now com
pleted their review of these areas and have indicated verbally that
no violations were noted, and the bank is in full compliance in both
areas."
They were particularly complimentary of the bank's systems and
procedures related to the Bank Secrecy Act and the identification
and reporting of large currency transactions.
Examiner Dave Dawson offered the following comments in this
regard: One, the bank's policies and procedures were well docu
mented and probably the best he had ever seen. He mentioned that
he wanted to retain copies of our program manuals and internal
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policies and procedures as models, and that he might share these
with other banks experiencing problems with compliance. He
would do this on a no-name basis since the manuals are not copy
righted.
Two, in his opinion the bank is "squeaky clean" concerning
money laundering issues. He was encouraged by this finding since
he had been told to look very carefully at this area and find any
improprieties that may exist. None were found.
I would be happy to offer these documents.
Mr. Annunzio. Without objection, I move that that last state
ment be made part of the record.
Mr. Wylie. Reserving the right to object. Is that a signed docu
ment that you have there, so that we can identify
Mr. Altman. It has the name of the author on the document.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
Mr. Annunzio. You know my position on laundering of money.
Twice our committee and twice the Congress passed legislation we
call the "Death Penalty" bill for banks. What is your feeling about
shutting a bank down if the bank is found to be laundering money?
That was my original bill, but then we amended it to include
that before we shut the bank it could have a hearing before the
Federal Reserve Board and take it in combination as to whether
the charter should be revoked. How do you feel about that? Do you
think it is too tough?
Mr. Altman. I am familiar with your proposed legislation, and I
fully understand and support what leads you to offer that kind of
legislation.
Money laundering is a very serious problem. They talk in terms
of hundreds of billions of dollars that get laundered every year. It
tends to facilitate this scourge of illegal drugs, so I understand
taking a very tough stance.
The problem that I have with your legislation does not relate to
the bill as such. Rather, it relates to some unique concepts that we
have under U.S. law.
Under U.S. law under the doctrine of vicarious liability, a corpo
ration is held liable, criminally responsible, for the acts of its
lowest employees. If a teller makes a deal with a drug dealer and
gets paid and in return for that launders money, that bank can be
put out of business because it could be held criminally liable. And
all
Mr. Annunzio. The bank could be put out of business only when
that bank has had an opportunity for a hearing before a proper
board.
Mr. Altman. What I am suggesting, Mr. Annunzio, is that you
have thousands of depositors at that bank, you may have thou
sands of employees that may be rendering excellent service to the
community, and there needs to be adequate safeguards before that
kind of decision is reached.
Mr. Annunzio. I have one more question on Mr. Noriega. Do you
have any knowledge of this letter to Mr. Yolles dated December 4,
1990? Do you know about this letter?
Mr. Altman. We have trouble hearing you, Mr. Annunzio.
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Mr. Annunzio. Do you know about this letter? James E. Lewis
wrote the letter, Senior Vice President, Director of Audits, First
American.
Mr. Altman. If I heard you correctly, is this a letter from Mr.
Lewis to Mr. Yolles dated December 4, 1990?
Mr. Annunzio. That is right.
Mr. Altman. Yes, sir, we have a copy.
Mr. Annunzio. Please, read on the last paragraph for the com
mittee.
Mr. Altman. At the very top of the page under D?
Mr. Annunzio. We have found one reference.
Mr. Altman: At the top of the page, it says First American Bank
of Maryland has no account relationship with the BCCI, the
records of the bank contain one reference to the name Noriega, an
Arthur Noriega paid off an installment loan in December 1985.
This loan does not appear to be suspicious or unusual.
Mr. Annunzio. Would you read the top of the page 4 now.
Mr. Altman. Where, sir?
Mr. Annunzio. Page 4.
Mr. Altman. Page 4? Yes. "We found one reference to the name
Noriega in the records of First American Bank of New York. On
February 24, 1986, Amjad Awan, a former BCCI employee, cashed a
$50,000 check drawn on a BCCI account at First American Bank of
New York. The Currency Transaction Report ("CTR"), which was
properly filed with the IRS, indicates in part II that the individual
for whom the transaction was completed was 'M.A. Noriega' of
Panama."
Mr. Annunzio. Thank you very much.
The Chairman. Mr. Leach.
Mr. Leach. Thank you, sir.
There is one procedure which I would like to address first. The
committee sent the two of you 13 questions, and the response came
back very detailed, signed by three distinguished lawyers, and my
question to the two of you is, because in my time here, I have
never had a response from the law firm. I have only dealt with re
sponses of people to whom one is sent questions.
Have the two of you reviewed the law firm response, which is
this document here, to the letter dated September 10 to Henry
Gonzalez? And is it the response of the 13 questions that the com
mittee sent to you?
Mr. Clifford. I believe, sir, the answer is that the lawyers trans
mitted the answers, but the answers are Mr. Altman's and mine.
Mr. Leach. Fair. That is appreciated for the record. Then let me
just reference one which relates to the crux of some of the debate
at this point in time, if we go to question 6, there are several sen
tences here.
One, it says until the most recent allegation regarding the secret
ownership of First American by BCCI, Messrs. Clifford and
Altman, and Clifford & Warnke did not have any knowledge nor
did they have any reason to suppose that BCCI may have owned or
controlled any shares of CCAH stock.
You have several times today indicated no reason to suppose.
The reason I raise and emphasize this reason to suppose, because
we are dealing here with the credibility of very thoughtful attor
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neys and men of the world. In the aforementioned memorandum
that Mr. Wylie raised which Mr. Altman sent to the number two
leader, Mr. Naqvi of BCCI and which you, Mr. Clifford, sent to Mr.
Abedi, the president of BCCI.
There are two references to a circumstance. One is on page 4 of
the memorandum which Mr. Wylie read in which you said the pro
posed structure may focus unwelcome attention on the relationship
between CCAH and BCCI, and that is a very clear-cut statement.
Then at the end of the memorandum, the statement is made, a
bigger problem, however, arising from BCCI's involvement in the
transaction is that it might focus closer attention on the relation
ship between CCAH and BCCI. And so there are two references in
a memorandum that each of you sent to the leadership of BCCI
citing the possibility that CCAH and BCCI are interlinked.
A reasonable, prudent person might suppose that you might have
suspicion that there was a relationship based upon this memoran
dum. I have several questions. One is, you indicate another law
firm drafted the memorandum. Did they draft the entire memoran
dum or did you make any modification to it

,

either of you?
Mr. Altman. There may have been minor modification, but it

would not have been of consequence. This language you are focus
ing on was language that they had drafted.
Mr. Leach. But you have indicated you read it. Mr. Clifford, did
you read it as well before you sent it to Mr. Abedi?
Mr. Clifford. I am sure that I looked at it. I can't remember
whether I read it in detail. It was prepared by regulatory counsel.
It had to do with a very technical field, and I am sure I would not
have given it my very close attention, but would have passed it on.
Mr. Leach. Well, the reason I raise it is that a very serious
matter was raised in 1986, that is 5 years ago, in a memorandum
that you transferred which indicated that there could be reason to
suppose some sort of linkage between BCCI and First American's
holding company.
In that regard, part of this whole memorandum also deals with
forthrightness from an attorney perspective. It appears that Mr.
Altman, that there are recommendations that one ought to ap
proach a potential purchase of a Georgia bank without making full
disclosure to the Federal Reserve Board. That strikes me as some
what at variance with your earlier testimony about full coopera
tion with the Fed.

I think you are very aware of just how that relates to the memo
randum. I would like to ask, just because you are dealing with a
law firm, a bank, and leadership of America's political elite. It ap
pears that there are certain memorandums that tie some of your
activities to Centrust Savings Bank in Miami.
For example, there is a desk calendar, Mr. Altman, that says
that Mr. David Paul from Centrust indicated that you had an 8

o'clock meeting with David Paul and Gaith Pharaon on June 24,
1988 at First American Bank. Is that right?
What were your relationships with Centrust? Did you ever dis
cuss the possibility of doing business with them, serving a client to
help buy them? Or were you interested in buying them? Was there
any relationship with sub-debt purchases which BCCI was involved
in? Were you and Mr. Clifford involved in any of that?
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Mr. Altman. Mr. Leach, I have seen the reports in the newspa
per that apparently Mr. Paul had my name on one of his diaries.
To the best of my recollection, I have never met Mr. Paul. To the
best of my recollection, I have never talked to Mr. Paul, and in
that same regard, to the best of my recollection, I have never had
any discussions with Centrust.
I believe, on that date, I had a meeting with Dr. Pharaon, and it
may well be that Mr. Paul was meeting Dr. Pharaon, and he was
indicating to him where he was going to meet him or pick him up
or something to that effect. I am speculating here, but to the best
of my recollection, I have never talked to Mr. Paul.
Mr. Leach. Mr. Clifford, have you had any relationship with
Centrust, with David Paul, Dr. Pharaon on the whole issue of Cen
trust dealings with BCCI?
Mr. Clifford. I have had no contact of any kind with Mr. Paul. I
had no relationship of any kind with Centrust, and all that I know
about that is what I read in the paper.
Mr. Leach. I appreciate that very much. Thank you.
Mr. Altman. Mr. Leach, if I could just say for the record, so that
there is no confusion, as far as this memorandum on the National
Bank of Georgia is concerned, I want to be clear, this was a memo
randum that was prepared by another law firm.
This language, although it is now being seen in the context of
the current controversy to relate to other issues, really related to
this particular transaction, not the question of ownership of BCCI
by
Mr. Leach. But the references were very strong, and it was
transferred by both of you separately to the two top officials with
out reference to being prepared by anyone else. And there are col
lective uses of pronouns like "we, and it looks like a very person
ally concerned memorandum, just read in the abstract.
Mr. Altman. I can understand how you would be reading it, sir.
What I am saying to you is that it was a memorandum that was
drafted by another law firm, that is their language, and it related
to that specific transaction, not the larger issue that we have been
here discussing.
And insofar as disclosures were concerned, the disclosures to the
regulatory agency were handled by that law firm. I just wanted
that to be on the record so that there was nothing left unanswered.
Mr. Wylie. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. Leach. Of course, I would be delighted to yield.
Mr. Wylie. Maybe part of the confusion comes from the minutes
of a meeting which was held on Monday, October 2, 1989. It says
the meeting began at 2:45 and was attended by the following; Mr.
Robert Altman, Mr. J. Griffin Lescher, Mr. Imran Imam.
During the meeting, Mr. Clark M. Clifford, CMC, attended for a
short period of time. The second paragraph in that memorandum
says that Mr. John Weinberg of Goldman Sachs, who was a friend
of CMC, added that besides Barnett, there are other banks such as
Centrust, NCNB, and Maryland National in the southeast region
who have also expressed their interest in the merger with FAB.
Maybe there wasn't any connection or you have no relationship
with them. Did you discuss that possibility with Mr. Gaith Phar
aon, the possibility of merger?

46-783 - 92 - 3
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Mr. Altman. Merger with Centrust? To the best of my recollec
tion, no, sir. We never had any discussion about a merger with
Centrust. It is true that we had been approached by Barnett and
some other banks, but I don't recall ever a discussion about Cen
trust.
Mr. Wylie. Maybe this is an unfair question of you, but how do
you explain this document, which was found in BCCI's files?
Mr. Altman. Obviously, I can't explain a document from their
files. This is a document that, prior to the current investigation, we
had not seen. This may well be information that the author of the
document had that perhaps he had talked to Dr. Pharaon about
some interest of Centrust, but to the best of my recollection, that
has never been raised with us.
Mr. Wylie. We will have to follow up on that, but it does add to
the confusion.
Mr. Altman. Yes, sir, I can see that it would.
The Chairman. Mr. Hubbard.
Mr. Hubbard. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One of the major arguments which Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman
put forward in their defense is the fact that there exists no evi
dence that BCCI ever had any influence over the management of
First American.
Many of us find it difficult to believe that the chairman of the
board and the president of a major Washington bank, especially
men of your stature and reputation in the business world, didn't
really know who was controlling your bank.
Mr. Altman, there are reports that you regularly submitted fi
nancial information to BCCI so that the bank could evaluate First
American's condition. Is that accurate?
Mr. Altman. It is.
Mr. Hubbard. Why did you do that?
Mr. Altman. Mr. Hubbard, when we went through the regula
tory proceedings, it was explained to all parties that BCCI had a
continuing role. BCCI's continuing role was, as we have described,
they were a communications link for us to communicate with the
shareholders given the logistical problems in communicating with
people scattered in the Middle East. And second, they were the in
vestment advisor.
There were other relationships, as well, that were disclosed. In
our Federal Reserve application, it specifically says that it is con
templated that BCCI is going to continue to provide these services.
Mr. Hubbard. Why would they provide these services?
Mr. Altman. In this case
Mr. Hubbard. Good friend or did they have control?
Mr. Altman. No, sir. I am sorry?
Mr. Hubbard. Was it a friendship relationship or was it control
of First American that caused them to advise you periodically?
Mr. Altman. There was no control relationship, sir. No, that is
not what led to our dealings with BCCI. As I say, we disclosed in
our written application and oral discussions that there was going to
be a particular relationship.
The investors here were people of very substantial means. Sever
al of them were rulers or members of ruling families who were
making an investment. They were passive. It seems quite natural
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for us that they would have someone who would follow the
progress of that investment, and BCCI was expressly designated to
have that function.
In the tender offer document, which was distributed to the world
when the company was bought, it states expressly in that docu
ment about this role of BCCI. So everybody knew that BCCI had
this role.
Now, in that regard, for us to provide financial reports on the
health and progress of First American we always understood would
be consistent with that understanding.
Mr. Hubbard. May I ask if you know Mr. Shahid Jamil of BCCI
or Mr. Agha Soheb of BCCI? Do you know either one of them?
Mr. Altman. I am sorry, would you repeat the names?
Mr. Hubbard. It is not like Smith or Jones, but Shahid Jamil, J-
A-M-I-L or Agha, A-G-H-A, S-O-H-E-B, Agha Soheb?
Mr. Altman. The second name is not familiar. The first name I
do know. He was a former officer in BCCI.
Mr. Hubbard. Did you have discussions with him from time to
time about First American Corp.?
Mr. Altman. Many years ago. I haven't had them in a number of
years. This probably would have been back in the early 1980's, but
Mr. Hubbard, I just want to make one point.
When you ask questions about control, I think we have tried
very hard to make clear to the committee that the control of this
company did not rest with BCCI. The control of this company
rested with Mr. Clifford and with the board of directors.
Mr. Hubbard. I don't remember having said that. Let me ask
you if you are familiar with a document from Shahid Jamil, whom
you may know.
Mr. Altman. I have met him.
Mr. Hubbard. You said you met him in the early 1980's. Looking
at a document dated July 27, 1984, it is from Shahid Jamil to S.
Naqvi, who was the number two man at BCCI. He says in type,
"Please find enclosed a review of the First American Bankshares
for the half year ended June 1984. The bank has achieved the
budget figure for deposits and exceeded that for loans."
It goes on to say, "Perhaps Mr. Altman may require some assist
ance and guidance in enabling him to reach the budgeted income
figures in the second half of 1984 without further increasing their
loan portfolio and raising the loan deposit ratio beyond existing
64.72 percent."
Now, in the P.S., handwritten, it says, "I have since discussed the
half yearly results of FAB with Mr. Altman to draw his attention
to the areas in which the group's income is falling behind budget
on a pretax income basis."
Why would Shahid Jamil write to Mr. Naqvi and discuss these
issues that I have read, both in typing and handwritten?
Mr. Altman. Mr. Hubbard, I can't give you the motivation of
Mr. Jamil in writing this, but I can explain to you what our under
standing was of these dealings. I would state it simply—the links
between First American and BCCI in terms of this investment ad
visory role were well known.
These investors were important clients of BCCI. They were pre
sumably paying the bank for that investment advisory service.
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Mr. Hubbard. Paying which bank? Which bank was paying
which bank?
Mr. Altman. No, sir. The investors, the Middle Eastern owners
of First American, the ones we thought had owned First American
had used BCCI as an investment advisor. They had invested hun
dreds of millions of dollars in this property, in First American, and
they had advised us they wanted to keep BCCI, as their investment
advisor, informed of the financial progress of the company. And
that was disclosed to the regulators at the time we had the regula
tory proceedings. And that was the practice that we observed.
Mr. Hubbard. Do you know Mr. Amjad Awan, A-W-A-N?
Mr. Altman. I do, sir.
Mr. Hubbard. Would you agree that he is an officer of BCCI who
has been convicted of money laundering?
Mr. Altman. Yes.
Mr. Hubbard. There is a transcript of a September 1988 conver
sation between Mr. Amjad Awan and a Federal undercover agent
in which Mr. Amjad Awan states that, number one, Mr. Altman
and Mr. Clifford are BCCI's lawyers; number two, BCCI owns First
American Bank; and three, Mr. Altman advised Mr. Awan to be
transferred to Paris in order to avoid a subpoena to testify before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
Would you care to comment on the truthfulness of these state
ments?
Mr. Altman. I would very much like to comment.
There are two issues I think that are raised by your question,
Mr. Hubbard. The first I touched upon this morning. That is, Mr.
Awan's comments that the First American banks were owned se
cretly by BCCI. I think that I read into the record this morning
what else Mr. Awan had said about it to the effect that "this may
be far-fetched, it may sound stupid, but this is my guess"; and I
have explained to you that even though we thought what Mr.
Awan said was inaccurate, we pursued it.
We asked counsel in that case to talk to Mr. Awan and his coun
sel, and we were informed that there was no factual basis for the
statements, that they were speculation on his part. Then we fol
lowed up with other inquiries to the management and auditors of
BCCI and to the shareholders who we understood to own First
American. So we pursued that rather vigorously.
I don't think I have to detail that again, although I would be
glad to.
Mr. Hubbard. One more question, and then I will close, Mr.
Chairman. Documents provided to the members of our committee
indicate that BCCI approved tens of millions of dollars in loans to
both Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman.
Is that right?
BCCI approved tens of millions of dollars in loans to both of you?
Mr. Altman. I am sorry. I am not sure I follow.
Mr. Hubbard. BCCI approved tens of millions of dollars in loans
to both of you, Mr. Altman and Mr. Clifford. The proceeds of the
loans were used to buy stock in First American's holding company.
Are these correct?
Did BCCI approve loans to both of you, just yes or no?
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Mr. Clifford. We discussed that this morning, if I remember cor
rectly, that there were two instances, one in 1986 and one in 1987,
in which Mr. Altman and I each made a loan from BCCI to buy
First American stock.
Mr. Hubbard. Would this not represent a conflict of interest?
Mr. Clifford. It did not. I do not know what conflict of interest
was involved there. I am not conscious of any conflict of interest.
Mr. Hubbard. Mr. Altman, would you answer that?
Mr. Altman. I would agree. I can see no conflict of interest, Mr.
Hubbard.
Mr. Clifford. There is one question you asked Mr. Altman that
he didn't get a chance to answer, and that is something about a
comment Mr. Awan said.
Mr. Altman. If I could answer that.
Mr. Hubbard. Right. Mr. Awan indicated Mr. Clifford and Mr.
Altman are BCCI's lawyers. Is that true?
Mr. Clifford. That is true.
Mr. Altman. If I might comment on the issue about Mr. Awan
leaving the country, which you had also raised. I would like to
trace for you the chronology of what happened.
I can do it fairly quickly. Subpoenas were issued by a Senate sub
committee in July 1988 and we were asked as counsel to BCCI if
we would handle the response to these subpoenas. I, together with
other lawyers from our law firm, traveled to Miami where the sub
poenas were served.
One of the subpoenas was issued to a Khalid Awan, K-H-A-L-I-D.
It was an error. The subpoena should have been issued to Amjad
Awan.
Now, it has been suggested that when we learned of efforts to
serve Mr. Awan with a subpoena, we took efforts to ensure that he
did not testify.
The fact is when the Khalid Awan subpoena was discovered to be
in error in mid-August, we immediately notified the Senate sub
committee that the proper party was Amjad Awan, and I would
ask that the committee place this document in the record of these
proceedings.
Further, Mr. Awan was interviewed by us. Mr. Awan, contrary
to what is being suggested, had testimony to give based on what he
had told us that was very favorable to BCCI. He told us, among
other things, that there were no money laundering practices at
BCCI. It was testimony that we very much wanted the Senate com
mittee to hear.
Now, Mr. Awan also said in that transcript, the transcript that
has been referenced on September 9, that he was terribly con
cerned about his personal safety from Mr. Noriega, and he says in
the same transcript that is being quoted, quote, "The reason being
that if I say anything about Noriega and it's reported by the press,
I'm dead. He's gonna kill me." Close quote.
In response to this, the management of BCCI was going to trans
fer Mr. Awan to Paris so that he would have a lower profile and so
that he would avoid or lessen the likelihood of injury, but this was
not attempted as an effort to prevent him from testifying. As a
matter of fact, on the very day that Mr. Awan gives this undercov
er taped conversation, September 9, by coincidence we had a meet
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ing with the Senate subcommittee staff. We advised the Senate
subcommittee staff on that date that Mr. Awan may be transferred
to Paris.
This was not secret. We suggested to the staff that what they
should attempt to do, if they really wanted to understand the BCCI
organization, and we were getting information from BCCI's officials
that was quite inconsistent with the allegations that were being
made about money laundering, that they should interview the very
top officials of BCCI in London. Those officials had indicated to us
that they were willing to have those interviews.
What we suggested to them was that if they would go to London
for those interviews and if Mr. Awan were transferred to Paris,
Mr. Awan could come to London and give his interview there, so
that they could get the testimony. And that was very agreeable to
the staff.
They were very interested in going to London, and there were a
number of discussions back and forth about how the staff would
make these arrangements. Now in point of fact, Mr. Awan subse
quently—shortly thereafter—resigned from BCCI. He had other
plans in mind, unknown to BCCI, and he retained separate counsel.
It happened to be an attorney that was recommended to him, it
is my understanding, by the Senate subcommittee staff. He gave
his testimony. In that testimony, he did as he had with us, stated
that BCCI was not engaged in money laundering.
Obviously, this was sworn testimony that he had given, so his
testimony when he had separate counsel was consistent with what
he had told us. There was no money laundering activity.
In short, there was no effort to prevent Mr. Awan from giving
his testimony. This whole issue about his transfer to Paris was in
relation to the concerns he repeatedly expressed —including in that
very conversation—about his personal safety.
And I might also note, as a matter for the record, that under the
United States Code, Mr. Awan, as a resident of the United States,
was subject to subpoena in Paris in any event. But I wanted to
clear this up for the record.
Mr. Hubbard. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Hubbard.
The Chair will announce that it is about 3:23. We had the morn
ing session and some Members arrived on time and others came in
later, and then in the afternoon session we started out with much
fewer Members than we have now. So, I think Mr. Hubbard will be
the last one that the Chair will recognize for more than 5 minutes.
This is to be regretted, but if we are going to get out of here in
an expeditious fashion, we are going to have to follow the strict
rules of 5 minutes afforded each member to ask questions, and in
that way I am sure that given the number present and those liable
to come in a little bit later, we will be able to round this up by 5
p.m. at the latest. So I regret to say that I guess this is one of the
last vestiges of seniority privilege, but the rules do mandate that
each member shall have an interrogation, 5 minutes in which to
propound questions.
Mr. McCollum.
Mr. McCollum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Clifford, throughout your testimony and Mr. Altman's, you
have given us an indication that you were innocent of knowledge of
any reason to be suspicious of the investors in First American and
CCAH, that they were all upstanding individuals, their reputation
was impeccable. I mean, that is what is throughout your testimony
and what I have heard today from Mr. Altman, and yet why I am
concerned, it really does concern me and raises considerable doubt
in my mind why reasonable, well-versed people like yourselves
would not be suspicious of some of these folks when I consider the
fact that you have been Secretary of Defense and you have had all
of these positions of knowledge in the world affairs.
I am sure you must have known that Sheik Adham, who was the
principal organizer of these investors, as I understand it, and the
main person, the first person on the list of those accused by the
Federal Reserve of having been the nominee of BCCI and having
had a cozy relationship and having actually been a proxy for BCCI
in the acquisition of First American, I am sure you must have
known that Sheik Adham was implicated very strongly back in the
seventies in the scandal involving Boeing and was accused at that
time of receiving bribes of substantial amounts in the airplane
scandal of that era.
It was really your era. Were you not aware that Sheik Adham
was a suspicious character from that period, and didn't that con
cern you at all in all of the dealings you have had with him, par
ticularly with regard to this matter of the acquisition of First
American?
Mr. Clifford. I had no prior information about Kamal Adham.
At some point I learned that for some period of time he had been
head of Saudi Arabian intelligence, and I learned from others that
in that regard our intelligence operations had a very high opinion
of him.
They felt that he had cooperated exceedingly well with the
United States, so what I heard about Kamal Adham was commend
atory rather than critical.
Mr. McCollum. Mr. Clifford, I realize that you must have heard
that or you wouldn't be saying it. You are an honorable man. But

it was all over the press at that time, in the seventies several
times, and there are press reports that have been reported here
again before us that Sheik Adham was accused of taking bribes.
Whether our Government looked the other way, I don't know.

I want to ask you, Mr. Altman, something about the sale of your
stock to Mr. Hammoud. It has come to my attention that Mr. Ham-
moud, and I believe I am right, he is the person to whom your
stock that has been in the papers so much was sold for some $6,800
a share; is that not correct?
Mr. Clifford. Mohammed Hammoud.
Mr. McCollum. Mohammed Hammoud. Both of your stocks were
sold to him, am I not correct?
Mr. Clifford. That is correct.
Mr. McCollum. It has come to my attention that Mr. Hammoud
has been well known in the media and in the Middle East for some
time as having been the primary financier of the Hezbollah. It was
his financing of the Hezbollah, which, as you know, was Islamic
Jihad, which was responsible for the bombing of the Embassies and
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the Marine barracks over in Lebanon in the crisis that occurred
just a few years ago. To me, he is a very explosive character, and I
am curious to know whether—Mr. Altman, I will ask this of you, I
could ask it of either of you, I suppose—whether you realized at
the time that Mr. Hammoud was making this acquisition of your
stock that that acquisition was financed by BCCI?
Did you know that?
Mr. Altman. Mr. McCollum, I did not know it then, and the fact
is I do not know it today. I guess a couple of observations about Mr.
Hammoud are in order.
The comment you make about Mr. Hammoud's involvement is
startling to me. This is not information that I was aware of. Mr.
Hammoud had been a shareholder of First American for a couple
of years. He is, it should be noted, someone who has not been listed
by the Federal Reserve as one of the nominees who was holding
stock for BCCI.
Apparently, the Federal Reserve considers him to be a legitimate
shareholder or considered him to be. Mr. Hammoud died in the
spring of 1990.
In that regard, his estate continues to claim the stock and asserts
that it owns the stock of First American, and we do not have infor
mation about loans from BCCI to finance the purchase. We have
seen those reports in the newspaper. We have not seen the evi
dence, and we did get advice from BCCI accountants which indicat
ed they did not have liens against those shares. But the exact truth
as to all of this is something that
Mr. McCollum. Mr. Altman, we have a document, it is one of
our documents here before the committee that has been produced,
and it indicates that Mr. Hammoud had pledged all of the stock to
BCCI. I would be glad to show you that document, have it marked
as an exhibit.
I don't think it is currently an exhibit, but the committee has it.
It has been part of the documents that have been presented, and it
indicates that. Also, there are letters in exhibits that have been
marked before the committee of exhibits 43, 44, 45, and so forth,
from the Federal Reserve that indicate they have great deal of in
formation indicating that Mr. Hammoud did finance this through
BCCI.
Maybe they don't have every final proof they need, but the
pledge of this stock to BCCI alone seems to me to have been one of
the big pitfalls of this whole process, and what I am going to con
clude—because my 5 minutes is up—and I want to honor the chair
man's request for only 5 minutes—what bothers me the most, this
is not the simple fact, because I think is a fact that it was wrong
and it will come out ultimately to be proved to be one of the illegal
parts of this process, but the fact that Mr. Hammoud and Sheik
Adham and others, whom I don't have time in 5 minutes to get
into, who were involved with First American in one way or an
other, either as primary investors initially, as proxies for BCCI, or
as proxies in the absence which is what Mr. Hammoud was in the
purchase of your stock, really as a front apparently for BCCI.
These folks had bad track records. They had public bad track
records known in the Middle East and, in the case of Sheik Adham,
known in the world press for the bribes with connection to Boeing
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that should have been red flags to gentlemen as knowledgeable as
the two sitting here.
That bothers me. I don't accuse you of prior knowledge, but I am
concerned that you did turn your head to this fact and that you
presented yours today so completely as innocent of any concern
over the kind of background these gentlemen had you were dealing
with.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My time has expired.
Mr. Clifford. May I suggest in answer to that that Kamal
Adham was the leading investor. He was investigated thoroughly.
Our investigatory agencies in the United States gave their opinion
of it.
The New York report came out which I read this morning, and
those investors were checked. No derogatory information was
learned about, for instance, Kamal Adham.
Mr. McCollum. Mr. Chairman, if I might, I would like to request
unanimous consent that two reports of the House Republican Task
Force on Terrorism be submitted to the record and admitted to the
record for reference with regard to some of these matters we were
discussing, if I could ask that unanimous consent.
The Chairman. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
Mr. McCollum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Altman. Mr. Chairman, in fairness, if I could add two points
in reference to what Mr. McCollum has said. He has made refer
ence to a letter from one of the accounting firms from BCCI. What
was not referenced, and perhaps, Mr. McCollum, you don't have a
copy of this, there was subsequent correspondence commenting on
a claim that BCCI may have liens against the shares which was
sent to us on November 30. And it states, "We regret to inform you
that both these letters were written under some misunderstanding
on our part and request you to please treat them as cancelled and
withdrawn."
We were told, in effect, that BCCI had no liens against those
shares. And in communications with Mr. Hammoud's estate, with
his son, they have advised us to the same thing.
Now, I don't know what the true facts are as to financing, but I
think it is also pertinent to observe that Price Waterhouse has said
in their report to the Bank of England that there is substantial
question about the validity of BCCI's records, and, therefore, I
think some caution has to be exercised.
Mr. McCollum. Well, Mr. Altman, I understand what you are
saying, but I also understand that the Federal Reserve is very sus
picious of this and does have an indication and a flavor from a dif
ferent direction of what you have indicated, but all this will be
sorted out in due course.
My concern is over the character of these two individuals, the
type of transaction that appears to be here and the fact that you
two, Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman, did not appear at all today or in
the past to be concerned about the character of the people you
were dealing with.
I think there was reason to be concerned about the character.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Altman. Mr. Chairman, just a final comment.
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Mr. McCollum has made reference to the Boeing matter. I think
when the Federal Reserve officials testified before Senate Commit
tee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, they specifically said
they had looked into that matter and did not find any proper basis
for criticizing Kamal Adham.
I would ask that the following also be included in the record.
We have, for example, a letter here from Barclays Bank, and it
reads as follows: Dear Sir—it is addressed to me. "We understand
that you require a bank reference for His Excellency, Sheikh
Kamal Adham. We are pleased to advise you that His Excellency
Sheikh Kamal Adham is one of the most prominent citizens in
Saudi Arabia. He is highly regarded and enjoys a first class reputa
tion in business and financial circles. Sheikh Kamal has important
financial resources at his disposal and possesses very substantial
investments in Saudi Arabia and abroad, in real estate, banking
and in trading and industrial companies. There is no doubt that he
has the capacity to make substantial financial commitments."
It is written by the vice chairman of Barclays.
Mr. McCollum. Could you give us the date on that letter, Mr.
Altman?
Mr. Altman. April 22, 1981. This was in connection with the reg
ulatory proceedings.
The Chairman. Hearing no objection, is is so ordered.
[The letter referred to can be found in the appendix.]
The Chairman. I believe you also had requested some other doc
uments when Mr. Hubbard was asking questions?
Mr. Altman. Yes, sir. There is the affidavit that was sent by mis
take to a Mr. Khalid—excuse me—a subpoena that was sent by
mistake to a Khalid Awan, and we informed the committee they
should have directed the subpoena to Amjad Awan. I would ask
that that also be included.
The Chairman. Without objection, so ordered. And it will be in
cluded at the time you requested during the Hubbard interrogato
ry-
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
The Chairman. Ms. Oakar.
Ms. Oakar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
To the distinguished gentlemen who are testifying, I, first of all,
want to thank you for being very open and candid, and you could,
of course, have invoked the fifth amendment. You didn t do that,
and so I want to say that I appreciate that, and you, Mr. Clifford,
spoke, and so did you, Mr. Altman, spoke rather extemporaneously,
and so I have appreciated the manner in which you have testified
very much.
I want to tell you what bothers me, and I am not going to get
caught up with the technicalities, but an effort to give you the op
portunity to respond.
I find it almost preposterous to believe —and I want to believe
you—I really do for many reasons, but I find it almost preposterous
to believe that given your close relationship, and you have not
denied that, and I think you have been very candid in that, with
BCCI, the lines of credit, the fact that they had hired you, Mr. Clif
ford, as their attorney, that Burt Lance asked you to get involved
and so on, that ultimately you took over the chairmanship and the
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directorship of the First American Bank and that BCCI even paid
accounting bills.
When you look at the intimate relationship that you had with
BCCI, it is very difficult for me to believe that you did not know
that for the entire time BCCI owned First American, and I know
Mr. Altman, reading the news reports and some of the Senate pro
ceedings, when this was exposed in July by the European Commu
nity, you said that is hard to believe.
At least that is the way you were quoted. Then later on I think
the manner in which you both expressed yourselves is that you
were duped by these people. Can you understand how this doesn't
mesh.
I mean, you are a terrific attorney, Mr. Clifford, among other
things, and so are you, Mr. Altman. If you had all of these down in
one column, all of your relationships, and in the other column, the
issue of your tenure as leaders of the First American, wouldn't you
find it astounding that there was—that you had no knowledge that
they were really controlling First American?
Mr. Clifford. I can understand your concern in this regard.
Week after week, month after month, torrents of news has poured
out about BCCI. So we are all saturated with it. The fact is, if we
go back 13 years when we started off, I dwelt on that this morning.
Ms. Oakar. I know you did. I was here for the entire time.
Mr. Clifford. We had information about BCCI, they were accept
ed, the Bank of England gave them their stamp of approval. They
floated an issue in this country that was offered by some of our
leading underwriters. They were accepted.
It is this outside bank that we were dealing with. Now, all I can
say, if I might finish that, is that we did not know during this
period of time that they were engaged in any kind of questionable
activity.
That did not come to our attention.
Now, let me suggest to you that during this time period, during
these years, the Bank of England was their regulator, the head
quarters of BCCI are in London, and the Bank of England regulat
ed, they examined. They did it on a regular basis and would report.
They found no evidence of wrongdoing during that period of
time. Any number of others were involved, other regulators were
involved.
Ms. Oakar. If I can just say, I think you correctly said this morn
ing that that is certainly one of the things that our committee
ought to look into, the worldwide regulation of institutions. But
what I want to get back to is this point, and this is the point that I
want to underscore: we could talk about whether or not it was— it
may have been legal, but whether or not it was questionable, you
know, you are getting $10 million lines of credit BCCI, and on and
on, and the staff prepared a chronology, and you ought to take a
look at this to make sure that you agree with the chronology that
has been presented here, but if I—if it is accurate, it is astounding
to me the number of transactions and the relationship, the close
relationship which, frankly, I would question whether you should
have done that and whether or not, while it may have been legal,
whether or not it was totally ethical or does give the appearance of
questionable qualities, and you see, if all of this is true, and if you
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were so closely connected in every way almost possible, then it is
honestly hard to believe because of your involvement with each
other than you did not know they were essentially running First
American, and I think the gentleman from Alexandria said quite
clearly, for the benefit of the stability of the institution, that the
institution is doing reasonably well, and you have stated that the
institution is not—the major problems others have had, and that is
run ethically, so I don't have any question to believe that is not
true, but what I really think is the bottom line of my interest,
anyway, is whether or how it is that you could not have known
given your very close relationship that they, in fact, had a lot more
to do with First American than you supposed, and I want to give
you the opportunity to respond because I think that is the bottom
line, not whether or not the institutions in England that have over
sight do not have their responsibility or whether or not they had a
reputable financial institutions involved in the United States of
America like American Express, Bank of America, and so on, but
what your responsibilities were because one of the questions before
this committee is what are the responsibilities of board members in
the transactions of these institutions? How is it that these astound
ing occurrences take place in bank failures, in money laundering,
in, you name it, and what is the responsibilities and have the mem
bers of the boards of trustees of financial institutions been ethical
in their conduct so that they really operate as board members and
not as profiteers and not as individuals who have conflicts of inter
est, and I think that is the question to clear your name, in my
judgment, that you have to address, how it is that you could be so
closely related to BCCI as attorney, as one individual is getting as
tounding lines of credit and loans and God knows what and how it
is you didn't know that they were essentially running First Ameri
can.
That, to me, is what you have not quite convinced me of, and I
am not a jury or anything, but, Mr. Chairman, if they could re
spond to that, I would really appreciate it.
Mr. Clifford. Well, I think that you have touched on a matter
that is important for me to comment upon. There are two types of
control in this banking operation.
Mr. Taylor, of the Federal Reserve, commented on it some time
ago. He said one type of control is control of stock. Another type of
control is control of the management of a company. There is a
great distinction between the two.
Now, we had no way of knowing, if you please, that BCCI had
secretly acquired stock in First American. I don't know of anybody
else who knew about it. None of the regulators knew about it. They
didn't acquire it out in the open market. They acquired it secretly,
apparently, if we can believe what some of the reports say. So that
they might have acquired this stock, but no one knew that they
held it. Later, when it was found that they held it, then the charge
came out that they controlled First American.
But that was that technical phase of owning stock that would
lead to the claim of "control". Now, as far as their controlling the
operations of First American, which is really the important factor,
I know that they did not control First American. From the day we
took it over in May 1982, they had no control whatsoever of First
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American. We made literally hundreds of decisions during the 9
years that we controlled First American. At no time did they make
any one of those decisions. I am under oath.
I say it to you as clearly as I can. We made the decisions, and
First
Ms. Oakar. They had no influence on your decisions?
Mr. Clifford. I am sorry.
Ms. Oakar. They had no influence on your decisions?
Mr. Clifford. We would discuss matters with them from time to
time, but we ended up using our judgment. We might get their
opinion on something, particularly if it was involved in a foreign
field.
When the time came, after we consulted with them and others
and the decision was made, the board of directors and I made it

,

and I so swear.
Ms. Oakar. Well, Mr. Chairman, I had another question, but I

will respect your request.
Thank you very much.
Mrs. Roukema. Mr. Chairman, I pass for now.
The Chairman. Good heavens, Mrs. Roukema.
Mrs. Roukema. Surprisingly enough.
The Chairman. Thank you very much. That will make up for
some of the other expended time.
Mr. Vento.
Mr. Vento. I think, Mr. Chairman, after the last exchange I un
derstand that Mr. Altman and Mr. Clifford, the chairman of the
board of directors, made decisions but the point is they were run
ning back and forth to London and BCCI was the advisors to them.
In other words, there were frequent trips to report and to consult
with the advisors at the BCCI who were the representatives of the
shareholders; is that right, Mr. Clifford?
Mr. Clifford. We made regular trips to London and reported to
Mr. Abedi and Sheik Kamal Adham on developments that took
place. They wanted to be kept informed so that they could keep
their investors informed.
The investors started by investing some $200 million. I think it

got to the point where they had invested $500 million in this bank
ing property and Abedi and Kamal Adham wanted to be kept fully
informed.

I looked at my records and I found that in the 13 years in which
we represented BCCI from the very beginning of the litigation to
the end, I had made 26 trips to London. So I was going twice a
year.
Mr. Vento. Of course, you were, but there were other officers—
Mr. Altman and others were making similar trips so there was a
regular communication going on and you were kept informed of
that communication that went on between this so-called advisor
and other officers of what became First American Bankshares; is

that correct?
Mr. Clifford. Yes.
Mr. Vento. So you knew their views and attempted to try to re
spond to that, thinking that you were responding to the sharehold
ers; is that correct?
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Mr. Clifford. The shareholders turned the responsibility of mon
itoring this investment over to Mr. Abedi and to Kamal Adham
and we understood that so we reported to them rather than going
around to report to 14 other individual shareholders scattered all
through the Persian Gulf.
Mr. Vento. Did you have other shareholders that you had to
report to in a similar fashion? Was this the exclusive corpus of
shareholders?
Mr. Clifford. When we had access to other shareholders we also
talked to them.
Mr. Vento. Did you have representatives of other shareholders
that you consulted with?
Mr. Clifford. Yes. On one occasion, at a time in which a matter
came up that was particularly important, we went to Abu Dhabi
and met with the principal advisors there in order to discuss the
situation that had come up so they had firsthand information.
Mr. Vento. Mr. Clifford, you indicated that you had had a legal
relationship as well with BCCI—in addition to other responsibil
ities, you are legal counsel to BCCI?
Mr. Clifford. I started representing them when they were first
taken into court by Financial General back in 1978.
Mr. Vento. There was a claim that the Lance group was in
volved with that. At least there had been an allegation that they
had been involved. It would seem to me that the representation of
the eventual shareholders would have—didn't it ever occur to any
of you there might have been an effort to circumvent the fact that
BCCI was, in fact, more deeply involved? For example, there had
been a Federal Reserve Board letter in which it is asked whether
or not BCCI had any ownership or loan-type programs. Both of you
had loans from BCCI to buy shares.
Did any of the other stockholders do a similar thing? Mr. Altman
answered we don't have access to inform CCAH and other financial
institutions, including BCCI. That was in 1990. Of course, the letter
had been written earlier. Didn't any bells go off at that time?
Didn't you think it unusual that—did you ask any questions of the
shareholders, where their financing came from?
Mr. Altman.
Mr. Altman. Yes, I think I addressed some of this earlier this
afternoon. I think you are talking about the dialog with Mr.
Ryback and we did look into those matters and we provided the in
formation that we had obtained.
I also said that when questions were raised during the 1989-1990
time period and we were doing our own inquiry to determine
whether those allegations were well-founded, that we talked among
other things, counsel did, to Price Waterhouse and apparently
Price Waterhouse found nothing in the files that indicated the
original acquisition was financed by BCCI. And BCCI told us it did
not finance the original acquisition. And we talked to shareholders
directly and they told us the same thing.
The answer is we did look into the matter and the information
that we obtained we provided to the Federal Reserve.
Mr. Vento. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My time has expired.
The Chairman. Mr. Ridge.
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Mr. Ridge. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank our witnesses for appearing before the commit
tee today. I know it has been a very difficult time for you, particu
larly Mr. Clifford, given a lifetime of public service to be on this
side of a standing House committee discussing these kinds of things
and I think you have done it elegantly and thoughtfully, and I
thank you and Mr. Altman for being here.
As we try to sift through this 13-year relationship it is obviously
very troubling to all of us that men of your talent, perception, in
tuition, and many other qualities and exemplary qualities and
characteristics that you have shown professionally would not or
could not have detected an influence, be it directly or indirectly,
subtle or perhaps not so subtle, control from BCCI.
Let me lay out why it is so troubling.
We start back, I guess, in 1978 or 1979 with a BCCI interest in
Financial General. We are going way back. And I have before me,
and if need be will show you, but for point of reference a BCCI
memo that refers to that transaction, and I must tell you, Mr. Clif
ford, it mentions your name and says, "accordingly I met Mr. Clark
Clifford and explained to him our strategy, and that is the involve
ment in the Financial General transaction". It also identifies the
names of potential shareholders who are going to own substantial
shares of Financial General stock.
And Sheik Kamal Adham is one; Mr. Fulaij is another, and it
says we want two other names immediately, and I would suspect
that if I took a look at the shareholders on the American Com
merce holdings companies would probably find two more individ
uals. So back in 1978 or 1979 BCCI is talking to your law firm, not
only about itself as an entity, but principals who may act as surro
gates for BCCI and who later on become substantial shareholders
in the corporation CCAH.
So right away I see as an observer at this point not a red flag,
but BCCI certainly very much involved in this transaction; you are
involved with them and principals later on that were involved in
really a shell corporation.
If you could pierce this corporate veil of CCAH, you end up at
BCCI. That is in 1978.
We then had relationships back and forth and you are talking
about they are a communication conduit. Once the 1982 transac
tion is arranged, 50 or 60 percent of the shareholders are involved
in—want you as a corporate entity to contact them through BCCI,
and you do that. That is a responsibility you have to your share
holders. You meet that responsibility. You meet it through memos,
through meetings.
You mentioned control. There is a control, your responsibilities
to shareholders. Shareholders, most of them, are asking you to deal
with their financial consultant, their advisor, BCCI, so you have to
do that and you have a responsibility, I think, to respond to con
cerns, so there is that nexus, how much influence do we have at
that juncture.
Then we start seeing in later transactions and memos a concern,
it seems to me, manifested in these memos on the part of your
selves professionally not to disclose to the Fed the relationship be
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tween BCCI and CCAH. That is where we first get into some real
concerns.
I want to refer to—I don't know how you have been able to pre
pare for this with all the memos you have had to go through—refer
to the May 8, 1986, letter, Mr. Altman. Again, it is your letter to
Mr. Naqvi, but it refers to a memorandum and the memorandum
refers to a concern.
First of all, you set out the issue. You have a summary of a dis
cussion. In that discussion, in the memo that you are forwarding,
the proposed structure may focus unwelcome attention on the rela
tionship between CCAH and BCCI and raise questions as to wheth
er BCCI has acquired control of NBG.
In response to an earlier question from a colleague, you said, Mr.
Altman, yes, you wrote the letter. The memo was written by an
other law firm, if I understand correctly.
Mr. Altman. That is correct.
Mr. Ridge. What I need to know is whether or not you shared
the same opinion of this law firm of the need "to avoid unwelcome
attention on the relationship between CCAH and BCCI"?
If you didn't think there was a need to avoid that unwelcome at
tention, if you thought why it was not addressed in your letter.
Finally, what, if you would conclude, because you mentioned it
was a very complicated transaction, what the unwelcomed atten
tion might give rise to—what was the relationship that caused
either you or the author of the memo the concern?
Mr. Altman. The memorandum relates to the acquisition of the
National Bank of Georgia.
When that transaction came into view, we went to expert coun
sel, Milbank, Tweed, which represents some of the major banks in
this country and the memorandum makes clear that we had gone
to them—it stated expressly that on the second page—to be sure
that this transaction was done lawfully, that we don't violate any
of the Federal statutes, any of the regulations.
That is the purpose of it.
The language that they use with reference to BCCI, you will
note, does not relate to this matter.
It doesn't relate to secret ownership of First American.
What it relates to is the stakeout guidelines and whether, as
they say, an argument could be made that CCAH and BCCI are
acting together, and they go on and say "although not necessarily a
serious problem."
Now, I might not have used that language, but the language does
not deal with this basic issue.
Indeed, the language talks about control over NBG and the
reason for that is, as I tried to explain earlier, when the stakeout
guidelines were promulgated, they were in response to the issue
about expanding through these interstate compacts and obtaining
control over an institution before the transaction had been
Mr. Ridge. I don't mean to interrupt you, but you have patiently
answered this question a couple of times before and perhaps I in-
artfully asked the question, so I am going to interrupt and ask with
an understanding that it pertains to a different kind of transaction.
I understand it relates to a specific piece of State legislation and
it refers to a transaction that First American was not involved in.
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But it speaks to a relationship between two corporate entities
that also had a relationship to another bank; that is, First Amer
ica.
It also speaks to a relationship that goes back to the principals
that I mentioned that were named in the BCCI memo when there
was discussion of taking over Financial General, to the principals
now involved in CCAH.
From your professional judgment, I want to know what was the
relationship, the relationship between those two entities that gave
cause to your concern that they would be identified perhaps one as
being just a corporate shell for the other or being—principals being
involved in the operation of either.
What was your concern?
Mr. Altman. That the relationship that was being discussed is
the relationship in this particular transaction.
That is the relationship issue.
Now, I am not an expert in this field. That is why we went to
outside counsel, because we wanted to be sure, as the memo makes
clear, that we don't violate any law or regulation.
It is my understanding that the same issue would exist—just to
make sure that I make this point—whether it was First American
and Citibank or First American and BCCI, or First American and
any other institution.
In the context of the stakeout guidelines that is what this deals
with.
That is my understanding of it.
In terms of the degree of concern, the memo indicates it is not a
serious issue.
You could ask the attorney who prepared it, but—I am sorry.
Mr. Ridge. I interrupted you
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Ridge. I thank the gentleman.
The Chairman. Mr. Barnard, I believe you desire to yield to Mr.
Schumer.
Mr. Barnard. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Schumer has an important
meeting at 4:15 and I have agreed to swap my position with him.
The Chairman. Mr. Schumer.
Mr. Schumer. I thank you both, Mr. Chairman and my friend
and colleague from Georgia.
The first thing I would say, particularly directed to you, Mr. Clif
ford, is this is the first time we have met and I can now see why
you were so persuasive to Presidents and financial moguls and ev
erybody else, because your presentation was made with intelligence
and elegance and was to the point.
After hearing your presentation, I guess I could say to you that
my heart wants to believe you. My head says no.
There is just too much, there is just too great a nexus between
BCCI and First American to believe that—I mean you want to call
it one type of control versus another type of control—to believe
that the two aren't inextricably linked, and anyone who wanted to
see it would see it.
The thing I find puzzling about your presentation here is it
seems to me backward.
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Your strong suit is not that you didn't know that BCCI con
trolled this institution. Your strong suit is whoever controlled it
that First American didn't do anything wrong that has been found
by anybody.
I am puzzled by why you are hanging your hat on something
that seems so implausible, and that is that BCCI and First Ameri
can were separate institutions protected by you, even though you
had loans from BCCI, when your firm represented BCCI, the prox
ies came through BCCI.
Everywhere you look you can't separate the two.
I just find it awfully hard to accept that.
I would like to—I have come across a separate document which
makes me even more troubled.
It is a document that Mr. Altman wrote to Mr. Abedi.
I would like to ask my staff to give it to him. It is dated July 10,
1985.
What it is, it is a letter from Altman to Abedi, enclosing articles.
It says "In view of our prior discussions, I thought you would be
interested in the enclosed article. I thought our meeting in London
was productive. I look forward to seeing you at the end of July.
"Attached are several newspaper articles talking about stock
values of other banks in the Washington area."
It seems to me you knew that BCCI was an acquisitive bank. It
wanted to take over other banks in the Washington area and
throughout.
You advised them about those.
You knew that in 1978, the Fed, Federal District Court found
BCCI closely linked with the attempted acquisition of First Ameri
can's predecessor, Financial General Bankshares.
You knew that Bank of America had documents showing the re
lationship between BCCI and the four investors attempting to ac
quire FGB involved substantial loans and that BCCI had stock own
ership and here is a letter, and you are telling Mr. Abedi not as
advisor to other shareholders, but as chairman of the BCCI Bank,
here are some other banks in the Washington area, here is their
stock values, they might merge, this person is being brought in,
and it doesn't dawn on you that BCCI might—they were so eager to
get hold of a Washington bank and here they had Mr. Abedi who is
not only head of the bank, but somehow advisor to these sharehold
ers and these shareholders are very close with another, it didn't
dawn on you that maybe BCCI wanted to control First American?
That is what is so puzzling about all of this.
Everywhere you look, BCCI would have loved to own First Amer
ican.
BCCI had all sorts of links with First American through you and
others, and yet, we didn't know anything.
I would just like you to comment on this letter and what is an
other explanation of it and why it doesn't just lead to the almost
inexorable conclusion that if BCCI could control First American, it
would and, therefore, since they had all the means to do it, they
were.
Mr. Altman. I would be happy to respond, Mr. Schumer.
Mr. Schumer. Thank you.
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Mr. Altman. The letter dated July 10, 1985, which I have not
previously reviewed, encloses a couple of articles relating to bank
ing transactions that were taking place in the First American mar
kets.
Now, keep in mind that it was our understanding, we had these
Middle East investors who owned First American. They had invest
ed hundreds of millions of dollars into this property. These were
rulers and people of stature. They had enormous numbers of in
vestments. They were uninvolved—that was the agreement from
the beginning. It was going to be American-run —and they had
asked that we keep Mr. Abedi informed, and he would follow the
investment and be able to advise them as to this investment; and
he would serve as our communications link with them.
This was something, as I have said earlier, well known. We had
disclosed it publicly and in regulatory proceedings. When we send
information of this kind to Mr. Abedi, we are sending it to him ap
parently, although I don't recall what was in my mind at the time,
because it related to what would be the value of this major invest
ment of his clients' interest.
An investment advisor only remains an investment advisor if he
puts his clients into good investments and they do pretty well. This
investment had done spectacularly well, his clients had earned sub
stantial profits, and there was a good deal of activity in the
market.
Mr. Schumer. Did it ever occur to you that BCCI might want to
control First American?
Mr. Altman. Well, it is hard for me to say what was in Mr.
Abedi's mind.
Mr. Schumer. I am asking what was in your mind.
Mr. Altman. What we can say to you is that BCCI, whatever it
may have done with stock arrangements, with secret agreements
with shareholders, we haven't seen the evidence; we don't know
the facts. We know what we read.
We can state BCCI did not control First American. From a
common sense standpoint, the two companies operated in totally
dissimilar ways; we had different procedures, different policies, dif
ferent customers, different corporate strategies. We were a totally
different kind of institution, so the notion of BCCI controlling First
American just was not there.
Mr. Clifford. Mr. Chairman, might I add just a part to that? I
know of Mr. Schumer's interest in this.
I have read with great interest the report that you got out. I
found it exceedingly valuable. You used the word that you were
"mystified" by this. Let me suggest to you, I am mystified by the
actions of BCCI.
What did BCCI have in mind? Why did they accumulate the
stock that they did in secret, and possibly illegally? What were
they going to do with it? I don't know. I am mystified by that. Be
cause here they accumulate stock in their vault, and the concern is
that the first time anybody learns about it

,

they are in the deepest
trouble they have ever been in. I don't understand what they were
up to.
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They started something—they never finished the closure of it. If
you accumulate stock, you can't use it

,

you go over the 25 percent
figure.
What I am saying to you, you are mystified, Mr. Schumer; I am
also mystified.
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Roth.
Mr. Roth. Mr. Clifford, you mentioned that it is difficult to set
the record straight at times. Why don't we try to set the record
straight.
You say you are mystified. The facts are that you reported regu
larly to BCCI on the operation of your bank. You mentioned you
went to London 26 times. Mr. Altman reported as well. You provid
ed them with financial statements. You even cleared job candidates
with BCCI.
You went to BCCI conferences. You even accepted BCCI pay
ments for your legal fees to your own bank. It is interesting that
they didn't come to you, but you went to them in London.
So if you weren't reporting to the real owners, what did you
think you were doing?
Mr. Clifford. We knew exactly what we were doing. We were
doing what we were told to do, because these men were the repre
sentatives of the owners of the property, and it was our duty, as
the managers of the property in the country, to report to these
men, because almost every month they go to the Middle East and
report to the owners.
The shareholders are our owners. They are our bosses, and we
need to report to them as any corporate officers need to report to
their shareholders.
We were told to do it by means of reporting through these two
men. We followed that.
Mr. Roth. Of course you did realize that this was BCCI?
Mr. Clifford. You seem to be assuming that we knew that BCCI
had acquired stock in First American. We did not know that.
Mr. Roth. Let me ask you this question, because you said you
were mystified. Why did BCCI hire Ernst & Whinney in August
1982 to audit the books of your bank, and why did they report di
rectly to BCCI? You must have known that, unless they slipped in
in the dead of night and slipped out again.
Mr. Clifford. I am not aware of that.
Mr. Altman. I recently saw documents regarding Ernst & Whin
ney. They did communicate with BCCI about the auditing of the
top holding company. I don't find that particularly startling. We
had understood that BCCI was following this investment for the
shareholders, and so for them to be in contact with the auditors is

perhaps reasonable.
This is not a matter
Mr. Roth. I find that somewhat disingenuous, to be kind.
Like Inspector Clouseau of the movies, you suspected BCCI was
involved, and you asked a lot of questions. Did you ever think of
alerting the Federal regulators of your suspicions? They took your
word and relied on your reputation and Mr. Clark Clifford's— did
you ever tip them off to your suspicions?
Mr. Clifford. No, you haven't stated that accurately.
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The Federal regulators made their own investigation. It was a
worldwide investigation, and they used the State Department and
the Commerce Department and the CIA and the FBI, and they got
all the information that they could possibly get.
What we did was, we said to them, in effect, if you on your own
have investigated these individuals and you think they are quali
fied to own this bank, then we will represent to you that we will
see that this bank is operated from within the United States and is
operated honestly with a group of top Americans; and we will
vouch for the propriety of the operation of the bank.
That is what took place.
Mr. Roth. Mr. Clifford, let me ask my own questions. You restat
ed the question.
In your statement this morning, or in your statement you gave
us, either you or Mr. Altman said that you were concerned and
suspected BCCI involvement, and you asked a lot of questions. My
question is, did you think or did you alert the Federal regulators
about your suspicions? After all, they were relying on you.
Mr. Altman. Mr. Roth, there were various reports, most of
which were reports known to the Federal Reserve. A lot of this was
in the newspaper. This was no mystery. The fact of the Awan tape
and some of the prominent news coverage —this was known equally
to the Federal Reserve.
The fact is, we didn't have anything to report. Everywhere we
went—whether it was pursuing the information Mr. Awan may
have, whether it was talking to the senior management of the com
pany, whether it was discussions with the auditors, whether it was
discussions with the shareholders—we didn't find anything to sup
port these allegations.
Now, we did hear reports about loans to the shareholders from
BCCI. It was not confirmed. We passed that information on to the
Federal Reserve in the spring of 1990. We had no information to
support these allegations, and so there was nothing, in effect
Mr. Roth. You didn't go to the Federal regulators and warn
them?
Mr. Altman. That is not a fair characterization, if I may say so.
We did talk to the Federal Reserve. We did provide them with
the information that we had gathered. When we learned that there
were loans to these shareholders, even unconfirmed reports, we
presented that information to Federal regulators.
Mr. Roth. You never reported your own loans to the regulators?
Mr. Altman. In response to Mr. Ryback's letter, we did not re
spond by supplying him information about the loans we had ob
tained from BCCI, because it was not responsive to his inquiry. We
did report the fact that we had purchased shares in a timely fash
ion on the forms that the Federal Reserve issues every year, that
we owned the stock.
This did not relate to financing. That is not called for by those
forms.
Mr. Roth. Mr. Chairman, if I may conclude by saying, I thank
you for holding these hearings. I have been on this committee,
while we investigated the S&L scam day after day. We have this
testimony, and people just don't know what happened; they are
mystified.
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I am not mystified. I think the insiders in this country know the
system and are milking the system, and people are going to get as
upset with our government as they did in the Soviet Union. They
are going to come and clean up Washington one of these days.
The Chairman. We don't have Bob Strauss as ambassador to us,
the Russians do.
Mr. Barnard.
Mr. Barnard. Where is Mr. Strauss from, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman. Well, you know he is a past Chairman of the
Democratic National Committee. What else did you expect those
Russians to do but revolt?
Mr. Barnard. Mr. Clifford, when did you and Mr. Altman take
over the management of the First American?
Mr. Clifford. May 1982.
Mr. Barnard. Was it First American then or was it Financial
General?
Mr. Clifford. After that time we renamed it First America, to
the best of my recollection.
Mr. Barnard. What is your remembrance of the presentation
that you and Mr. Altman made before Mr. Mannion and others of
the Federal Reserve Bank when this application was being consid
ered? What was actually your role in that hearing?
Mr. Clifford. The hearing took place in 1981, and we represent
ed the investors. It was the investors who had filed the application
asking the Federal Reserve for consent to acquire the old Financial
General. And four of the investors came over
Mr. Barnard. And you introduced them to the committee?
Mr. Clifford. We introduced them to the committee, and each of
them testified before the committee.
Mr. Barnard. One of the strange things about the report that
came out of the Fed is so much of it was excised. Do you have any
reason to know why so many important parts of that testimony
before the Federal Reserve, which was furnished to Mr. Rosenthal's
committee in 1982, why that was excised from the record?
Mr. Clifford. I didn't know that any of it was excised. I had a
full transcript of that whole hearing without a word excised.
Maybe Mr. Altman knows.
Mr. Barnard. I wish you would look at that because so much of
the testimony that was offered before Mr. Mannion, there are large
gaps that did not appear in the record, and it is strange to me why
that would be so. And particularly because of the fact that BCCI
was brought up so much during that particular hearing. Do you
recall that, Mr. Altman?
Mr. Altman. As far as things being deleted from the record, I
would say two things. One, I am sure we would be happy to provide
the committee with the full transcript, and the only thing that I
could speculate might have been deleted would be personal finan
cial information relating to individuals. Beyond that, I don't know.
I haven't seen your copy.
Mr. Barnard. That could be. It was strange to me this testimony
had been excised.
Mr. Clifford. We will have a copy of the full transcript in your
office very promptly. It is a public document.
Mr. Barnard. Thank you, Mr. Clifford.
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Do you recall that during that hearing many, many times the
Federal Reserve brought up the possibility of the control by the
BCCI? Do you remember that?
Mr. Clifford. Yes. I believe that it came up from time to time.
Mr. Barnard. It did come up, and this was in 1981, and there
were serious questions, and I think that the Fed suspicioned great
ly that they were behind the transaction, and they couldn't pin it
down, and the application was approved that BCCI become a hold
ing company to acquire Financial General.
Mr. Clifford. I did not get the impression during the hearing
that they were concerned particularly with BCCI. They wondered
whether or not a foreign bank was in the picture.
Mr. Barnard. It says here that, for example, in one question by
Mr. Bostion, what precisely is their function, if any, if this proposal
had occurred at the present time. You said, none. There is no func
tion of any kind of the part of the BCCI.
I think when the question was asked having to do with what
might occur in the future, I think someone may have given the
answer that would depend upon the judgment of Financial General
in the future.
I know of no present relationships. Even back in 1981 there was
strong suspicion that the BCCI had something to do in this involve
ment. But I want to move on.
Mr. Altman, in 1981, you wrote Mr. Mannion a letter outlining
the financial arrangements of the acquisition of Financial General,
and it seems like that there was a consortium of banks putting to
gether to finance this particular transaction. And the letterhead
which outlined the details of the credit was the International De
velopment Bank of Investment. Anyway, this is a consortium, an
agreement to loan $50 million. Can you tell me what banks were
involved in that consortium?
Mr. Altman. It is a little hard for me to recall specifically. I be
lieve there was one of the major banks in France, Banc Nationale
de Paris, a bank from Singapore. I believe there was a bank from
Tennessee.
Mr. Barnard. Not the Butcher Banks, I hope?
Mr. Altman. No, sir. There was a group, I think, of 10 banks in
all, that joined that syndicate and that loan has been gradually
paid down. I think there is one payment remaining of $10 million.
Mr. Barnard. Was BCCI part of that consortium?
Mr. Altman. No, sir.
Mr. Barnard. No further questions.
The Chairman. Would you yield to me—because you did bring
out something here, and notwithstanding Mr. Clifford's first testi
mony in which he recited the fact that the Bank Commissioner of
New York had been very supportive of BCCI, and the question that
our late colleague, Chairman Ben Rosenthal—I might say that that
subcommittee is not a subcommittee of this committee. It is a sub
committee of Government Operations, and Chairman Barnard has
been very modest and not admitted that he is now the chairman of
it.
I find it interesting that Mr. Clifford should provide to you the
record of the proceedings of that subcommittee.
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But in any event, I think at this point it would be proper to place
in the record—Mr. Barnard, Ben Rosenthal knew what he was
doing. He wasn't asking questions of his own New York regulator
because he was out on a vague trail.
Mr. Barnard. If I might take one second to say that I think that
this hearing record of the Commerce Consumer and Monetary Af
fairs Subcommittee of which Mr. Rosenthal was chairman at that
time should be included in this record.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
Mr. Barnard. There was a letter that Mr. Muckinfuss, who is a
Senior Deputy Comptroller for Policy of the Comptroller of the
Currency, wrote to the Board of Governors in connection with this
March 12, 1981. Just reading the record, he says, in this connection
we note that in the October 1978, application a relationship be
tween Investors Group and the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International was outlined, and so forth. I bring up again the fact
that as far as Congress was concerned there was notice that BCCI
somehow or other was involved in all this transaction.
The Chairman. You are correct, and I will join you in a unani
mous consent request that the pertinent sections that you may
select for the record be placed in the transcript of these proceed
ings at this point.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
The Chairman. What I want to bring out is an internal BCCI
document in which they spell out very clearly their intentions and
plans for the United States, and I believe there is no question that
BCCI from the beginning had very definite and most ambitious
plans for the United States generally, and specifically First Ameri
can. At least First American of New York.
One of the letters included in this documentation of the internal
BCCI documents is to a Mr. Naqvi from Aijaz Afridi. Afridi was an
employee and an official of the New York bank, am I not correct,
Mr. Altman?
Mr. Altman. Yes. Mr. Afridi has not been there for several
years, but he was at one time a senior officer of First American
Bank of New York.
The Chairman. This letter is dated July 25, 1983, addressed to
Mr. Naqvi.
"This needs a lot of improvement, but please glance through and
advise if all points are covered.
"Copies of the check list and points for consideration for the ex
isting branches of FAB-NY and branches of other banks we re
quire are also enclosed for your records.
"A copy of each has been provided for Mr. Shoset and Mr.
Khusro, who also have kept informed."
In his scheme here for the plans for the United States by BCCI,
it says, "informed observers of the U.S. banking scene are of the
opinion that deregulation in current banking law and practice will
become a reality in the very near future. The process has already
started and the outcome can be predicted with a high degree of ac
curacy. It is likely reciprocity amongst different States will be
common in the 1980's, and, therefore, banks will open their doors
(full-fledged service branches) all over the United States of Amer
ica.
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"We should, therefore, cash the advantage of an interstate bank
holding company. But, as ours will be a new venture in New York,
we have to proceed with a high degree of caution. And yet, at the
same time, find ways and means for growth in a highly competitive
market. Our vision entails and encompasses a full-fledged bank
providing a comprehensive package of financial service and not
that of a bank circumscribed by a narrow product range. We have
to have an overall perspective of the setup, management, and of
the limits that can be sought and which must be achieved over
time."
Then it says, "our people would be a partner and participate,
subject to and subject of this evolution.
"Their role will be creating and supporting business opportuni
ties unobtrusively, imperceptibly, gaining trust and confidence —in
jecting real management power.
"The important question of cast:
"Everyone has his own cast.
"Our role is to rupture the individual casts to allow flow and
merger.
"To do this, we ourselves should not have any cast. We should be
open infinitely.
"BCCI's cast is an open cast, fluid and flowing, infinite —dynamic
vision.
"Large money market center in New York. But before we gener
ate resources and have full acceptability, we should concentrate on
nonfunding our business, such as leasing, factoring, insurance, bills
and clearing.
"Another important and lucrative area for introducing the name
of FAB-NY as well as for profitability would be foreign exchange,
metal and commodity trading for customers. Further down—in
order to achieve the growth and profitability we are projecting for
FAB-NY, these are covered in our write-up on the type of banking
business we adopt and the phases. Have to be finalized after dis
cussing with other executives. Project the image of FAB-NY do
mestic as well as international. The appearance of the logo, and so
forth. Introduce ABNI BCCI which already enjoys great acceptabil
ity. Including Latin American countries so as to get profitable busi
ness and interest free low rate government deposits, and so forth."
I think that this document is very clear, very revealing as to
what the schematic plans were from the very beginning of BCCI. I
ask unanimous consent to put this in the record including globe
charts. In 1986, a memorandum was written to William M. Duncan
from Aijaz Afridi, subject BCCI group's annual conference —Luxem
bourg.
"This memo seeks to summarize tangible results of my recent
visit to Luxembourg where I attended the subject conference to
gether with Bob Altman as guests.
"BCCI-Amsterdam's account shall be established at FAB-NY
next week and they shall be routing all of their U.S. business
through us.
"BCCI-Paris shall most probably be opening their account.
"BCCI-Misr, affiliate of BCCI, shall be closing their account at
Security Pacific. They have been maintaining an active account at
FAB-NY since 1984. They have now agreed to keep $400,000 in av
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erage compensating balances. As FAB-NY requires more under
standing of their operations and special needs, our officers may
have to visit Egypt for discussion purposes, after which it is hoped
that their free balances will be further increased.
"National Bank of Oman, 29 percent BCCI ownership, shall start
placing funds up to $150 million with FAB-NY which we shall
place with BCC, keeping a cushion of one-sixteenth to one-eighth. I
have not agreed to this arrangement as we have to carefully exam
ine the ramifications.
"Banque de Commerce et de Placements S.A., Geneva, 20 percent
BCCI, have increased their business activity by closing their ac
count at First Chicago.
"BCCI will open a branch in Australia on June 1 and it has been
agreed that their account will also be opened with us.
"The overall relationship with the Group was also discussed and
Bob Altman made a push to obtain more of their business."
Robert A. Altman, for your information, so I assume that you
had seen that memorandum.
[The memorandum referred to can be found in the appendix.]
Mr. Altman. I don't have that in front of me. I think I have seen
the second memorandum. Not this lengthy document. To the best
of my recollection I have never seen that before.
The Chairman. What I am showing you here is the basic general
business plan BCCI had for First American, at least First Ameri
can of New York. They were not laid out by either you or Mr. Clif
ford.
Mr. Altman. Mr. Chairman, as to this second document, this is a
memo written by Mr. Afridi to Mr. Duncan. Mr. Afridi was then an
officer of First American. He was writing to Mr. Duncan, who was
the chief executive officer. He ran First American Bank of New
York. He is reporting on a conference that Mr. Afridi attended of
BCCI, a conference where he tried to get business of BCCI for the
First American Bank of New York. Most of BCCI's business was
going to a few of the money center banks like Bank of America,
Security Pacific, American Express, Bank of New York and the
like, and we were competing for that business.
So as to the second document, what this relates to I believe is an
effort by us to compete to try to get some of that business for the
benefit of First American.
The Chairman. I believe these documents will speak for them
selves. I will ask unanimous consent to place in the record at this
point, minutes of the U.S. marketing meeting held April 24, 1985
in New York.
Again there were about 10 people present and the first three
were from First American of New York, Afridi, Mr. Tariq Jamil,
Mr. Khusro Karamat Elley, and so forth.
So I will offer these for the record and only to show that whether
or not you thought you all were in control of the destinies, that
BCCI from the very beginning had very definite plans, they formu
lated them, they had their working scheme and they went about
carrying it out pretty much. And, of course, they considered First
American of New York an integral part of their BCCI operations in
the United States.
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[The April 24, 1985 minutes referred to can be found in the ap
pendix.]
Mr. Altman. Mr. Chairman, if I could just state for the record in
that regard, I think it is appropriate to note that there have been
intensive audits made of all the dealings between First American
Bank of New York and BCCI. These were conducted both internal
ly and externally and I can speak quite confidently as to the inter
nal audits, that all of the dealings we had with BCCI were arm's-
length legitimate transactions and I believe that has been con
firmed by the audits by the regulatory authorities.
I cannot comment on these plans that you mention that BCCI
may have had.
The Chairman. Are you presently a member of the board?
Mr. Altman. No, sir, I have resigned from that board.
The Chairman. For how long were you on the board
Mr. Altman. I don't recall the date I joined but practically from
the beginning of the acquisition up until the time we resigned in
August of this year.
The Chairman. Mr. Stearns.
Mr. Stearns. My question is for Mr. Altman. Mr. Altman, the
America's Coordinating Committee, wasn't that a committee set up
by BCCI to monitor its banking investments, its affiliates in the
United States?
Mr. Altman. I am not sure that I can tell you why it was set up.
The first I heard of this committee to the best of my recollection
was when I got a query from a reporter from the Washington Post
in September, I believe it was last year, and at the time I indicated
that either Mr. Clifford or I to the best of our recollections had
never heard of such. So I can't define for you the purpose.
Mr. Stearns. You have never heard of America's Coordinating
Committee until last year?
Mr. Altman. To the best of my recollection, I had not heard of
that committee. I understand that there have been questions about
that but I have no recollection of that.
Mr. Stearns. You are saying in public testimony that you never
heard of it. We have records on April 24, 1985, that you were in
New York City attending a meeting with the America's Coordinat
ing Committee, is that true?
Mr. Altman. I have no recollection of attending any such meet
ing. I understand that the government has documents, minutes of
that meeting, which do not show me in attendance, and I have no
recollection of it.
Mr. Stearns. I have here a legal bill on that date you yourself
submitted, a bill from your legal firm to BCCI on that event.
Mr. Altman. I don't know what that event
Mr. Stearns. Do you want to see it?
Mr. Altman. Yes. That would be helpful.
Mr. Stearns. Let me go on. Mr. Altman, do you know who Mr.
Elley is, E-L-L-E-Y?
Mr. Altman. Yes. Do you want me to comment on this docu
ment—I see the reference in the bill that I traveled to New York,
but as I say, I understand although I don't have access to the docu
ments or have not reviewed them that the documents of that com
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mittee, the minutes which are in the possession of the government
indicate I was not in attendance.
I have no recollection of it.
Mr. Stearns. Who is Mr. Elley?
Mr. Altman. Mr. Elley is an officer at First American Bank of
New York.
Mr. Stearns. Didn't you help in that bank's legal set up and
know Mr. Elley well? Did you know he was in attendance at the
same time you were in New York City at the America's Coordinat
ing Committee? Here is BCCI people coming together to monitor
their banking investments in America.
First American Bank of New York is right there. In fact, we
have his statement of what he said and you had no idea he was at
that meeting?
Mr. Altman. I can only tell you what I recall. I have no recollec
tion of even hearing of that committee until a reporter had asked
me a question about it and I have no recollection of ever hearing
from Mr. Elley anything about such a committee. Now in the
course of current investigations I have certainly become aware of
the existence of the committee and I have become aware that mem
bers of First American Bank of New York attended some meetings
of that committee.
But I have no personal knowledge of it to the best of my recollec
tion.
Mr. Stearns. So you don't even talk to Mr. Elley? I mean, when
he goes there to give a report on First American Bank of New
York activities to BCCI's coordinating committee for its invest
ments in America, he gives a presentation, you don't even know
about it

,

and you are in New York City at the same time, is that
what you are telling me, that you just did not even connect? I find

it hard to believe, and yet you billed BCCI for that trip.
Well, tell me, what were you doing up in New York then?
Mr. Altman. I certainly can't sit here today and recall what I

was doing in New York in April 1985. I think you could understand
that.
Mr. Stearns. I admit that. But don't you find it unusual that a
person from First American Bank of New York is making a report
to BCCI on its operations in 1985. Now, this is 6 years ago. This is

way back. It would show to this committee member that there was
some understanding that BCCI had investments, and indeed, let me
read what Mr. Elley said. Quote, "In America, we are sitting on $7
billion assets, and this is just the beginning."
How do you interpret his statement?
Mr. Altman. I am not sure that I know how to interpret his
statement. I think you would have to ask Mr. Elley that. I think I

have tried to explain to the committee that to the best of my recol
lection, I knew nothing about this committee. I have seen, either in
newspapers or somewhere, that particular quote, but I don't have
firsthand information as to what that committee was doing, and so

I can't comment on the propriety of what Mr. Elley did at this
time. I don't have that information.
Mr. Stearns. Well, I think it is clear your firm submitted a bill
that year for $325,000 worth of legal fees total. Now, you were
doing a lot of legal work up in New York, your name is on that
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bill, and there is numerous times you were doing work, so the ques
tion is what were you doing up there when your representative
from First American Bank is there reporting to this committee
what you just agreed is a BCCI association or committee to over
look its investments?
You must have known that.
Mr. Altman. Congressman, I don't know what that committee
was doing. I know what I hear about it. I know the reports that I
have received in the course of the current investigation, but I un
derstand from the records of the Government that I was not at
that meeting. Now, I see from the bill that our law firm submitted
that I was in New York, and I was rendering services apparently to
BCCI, and those services are described in the document.
They seem to be related to regulatory matters.
Mr. Stearns. Mr. Altman, let me read from your legal bill that
your law firm submitted, quote: "It is for preparation for and at
tendance at various meetings with senior officers and management
of the BCC Group in London."
So your own bill says you were there in New York at that time.
The cost is there. This is contrary to what you are just telling this
committee.
Mr. Altman. No, sir. I don't think it is.
Mr. Stearns. It is right here in your legal bill.
Mr. Altman. I think it entirely possible that I could be in New
York and I could meet with BCCI officers and not attend this par
ticular meeting and, indeed, be unaware of the meeting.
As I say, I think the actual records of that meeting show that I
was not in attendance.
Mr. Stearns. You were the only one in New York, and this bill
is for the attendance at the BCC Group of London in America.
Let me move on here. Let me ask both of you, how many busi
ness executives can get $10 million nonrecourse loan when you
make no salary? In all defense to you, Mr. Clifford, not many Mem
bers of Congress or many people in this room could get $10 million
nonrecourse loan, and you are only making $50,000 a year, and Mr.
Altman was making no money and he got $5 million.
Tell this committee how you got a nonrecourse loan for $10 mil
lion if this whole thing is on the up-and-up.
Mr. Clifford. I explained this morning that we were not operat
ing under a salary arrangement with First American. I was hold
ing the top position in the company, one that might have com
manded a salary anywhere from $500,000 to $1 million a year. It so
happens that one of the competing companies in Washington with
First American, the man holding the position that I hold, gets
$1,200,000 a year. I was getting $50,000 a year. I got it for 9 years.
So I did not intend to have a job and make money out of the work
that I was doing for First American.
What I explained this morning was that we hoped that by build
ing up the assets and building up the stock that I could profit from
the increase in the value of the stock. That was done.
It was done legitimately. It was done with the proper parties
knowing about it. We borrowed the money from BCCI because they
were in the best position to know the value of the collateral that I
was putting up.
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Now, the fact was that when I acquired the stock, the stock was
acquired at the suggestion of and with the approval of the share
holders. They wanted a closer bond with Mr. Altman and me. We
had produced exceptional results, and they wanted it continued.
So everyone was interested in our having this closer bond. It
worked out well, and we felt
Mr. Stearns. May I retain my time, Mr. Clifford. I am just get
ting ready to close, and I see the chairman.
Mr. Altman, let me ask, what was your personal relationship
with Agha Hassan—I mean, Agha Hassan Abedi, your personal re
lationship, besides the professional side, what was your personal re
lationship?
Mr. Altman. Well, it was primarily a professional relationship.
Now, I had known him for a number of years, and over that period
of time there is something of a friendship that develops, but we
were not people to socialize together. It was almost entirely busi
ness.
Mr. Stearns. Well, in all deference to you, it appears from this
article that he did socialize. You were good friends. In fact, he gave
your wife a brand new Jaguar free of charge and it goes on to say
that he would have given a Mercedes or a Ferrari or anything else,
so my point is your personal relationship went beyond what you
just indicated.
Mr. Altman. No. If you will permit me, my relationship was as I
have described it. What you were referring to is the fact that when
I got married, Mr. Abedi was invited to the wedding along with a
number of other people, including other clients. He was a client of
ours. It is true he gave my wife a very generous gift. That is the
kind of thing that is done in the circles in which he operated in the
Middle East, but as far as a personal relationship, our dealings
were almost entirely business.
Mr. Stearns. I would just like to conclude, Mr. Chairman, for all
small businessmen everywhere who have to sign those notes per
sonally and guaranteed, what these two gentlemen got was a
sweetheart deal.
The Chairman. Mr. Kanjorski.
Mr. Kanjorski. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clifford, I am a latecomer to the Congress, and I am emi
nently familiar with your career. I share the heartache that you
must have that such a great career at the end to face a committee
like this, and I respect the fact that you didn't assert your fifth
amendment rights, you are here. Anything I say should not dispar
age your past service to this country or to the business world as a
whole.
Mr. Altman, I am not familiar with you, but your wife has been
a hero of my child all the way through, so I have to tell you that
anything I say with regard to you certainly isn't intended to de
stroy that great Wonderwoman character.
I share my colleagues' difficulty in believing this desire to blame
this on your parts. Having been a small town lawyer in the past, I
have been acutely aware of conflict of interest with clients, when
you can get into business involvement with clients, and what lines
you have to draw. It would seem from the legal profession if this is
ethical I think we have to examine the ethics of the lawyers.
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It would seem to me you are saying on the one hand that you
represented BCCI or had at certain times, maybe the trip to New
York was representing them and the trip to Luxembourg confer
ence to report was as a lawyer, but then also you are free to do and
associate in other business activities that were business activities
you obviously discovered as lawyers.
You weren't aware of any from any of the testimony that I have
heard today that First American would be a great venture to get
into except in your role and capacity as an attorney representing
BCCI, and what you would have us believe is that you took that
information and transferred it to personal involvement where you
succeeded in making a great deal of money.
I don't know whether that is ethical or not ethical. From my
area of Pennsylvania, we may consider that to be unethical con
duct. But you did something more than that. You went out and got
an uncollateralized loan from a foreign bank. You couldn't have
done that in any bank in America because you couldn't pledge
bank securities at 100 percent, so you had to know that, that you
were now using your professional relationship with this client,
albeit a foreign client and not subject to all the American rules of
lending.
You took this money and then you invested it in an institution
you thought would do rather well and kept on putting hats of dif
ferent colors and apparently closing your ears at the same time so
that conflicts would become apparent to anyone, even beside world
class lawyers, just anybody, the red flag would have gone off, and
you did this all the way through the middle of this year, until it
finally dawned on you that maybe something was wrong here.
I find that incredulous. I find it embarrassing for the country,
and I just wonder whether or not, if you had been suspicious at any
time and you had to hire an accounting firm and you knew that
accounting firm held a contract with BCCI for a major part of its
fee generation, if you knew the partners of the accounting firm
held stock in a major investment of BCCI partners shareholders,
and you were to examine—and you had the question come up in
your mind as to whether or not there was a relationship here, and
you wanted to check out the ownership of this stock, who owned
BCCI, would you have retained that type of an accounting firm and
had any, any reliability on the reports you got back as executives?
Is that what you would do?
Mr. Clifford. I am not following the question.
Mr. Kanjorski. Well, if the accounting firm, Mr. Clifford, were
going to have the same type of relationship that you had with
BCCI in a professional capacity, in borrowing money from them, in
doing all the things that you did, and you wanted to check out the
issue of whether or not there was some conflict of interest of own
ership of stock by the stockholders in BCCI, would you have re
tained an accounting firm, knowing what you know about your re
lationship with BCCI if that same relationship existed with the ac
counting firm?
Mr. Clifford. I don't know how to answer the question. It is a
hypothetical question. It has elements in it that I am not under
standing. But I can tell you I am absolutely clear in my mind that
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I did not engage in any unethical conduct in making a loan from
BCCI.
It was appropriate for me to do so under the circumstances. The
purchase of the stock was perfectly legal. It was in the company of
which I was serving as chairman. BCCI was familiar with the value
of the stock. I was
Mr. Kanjorski. Let me just ask one other question. I hear you
mention the fact that you cut your fee down, your salary down be
cause you anticipated making a huge capital gains on the stock.
Did you record
Mr. Clifford. I didn't say that. I said that I took what I consid
ered modest compensation in the hope that later on I would be able
to buy some stock in my own company and then as a result of my
efforts build up the value of this stock and make a profit.
That is what I said.
Mr. Kanjorski. And you did that, sir?
Mr. Clifford. And that is what occurred.
Mr. Kanjorski. You didn't consider that that profit made that
would be paid as capital gains was, in fact, salary or income that
should have been paid in income as opposed to capital gains?
Mr. Clifford. There wasn't any difference between them. At the
time that we made the sale of the stock, the capital gains and the
tax on ordinary income was exactly the same.
Mr. Kanjorski. Did you know that when you bought it

,

sir?
Did you have clairvoyance to see that the tax schedule would be
so changed?
Mr. Clifford. Well, I don't know that it occurred to me at the
time.
Mr. Kanjorski. So that if there hadn't been a Tax Reform Act of
1986, what you would have sheltered is extreme income that would
have been taxable at a much higher rate at the time you purchased
the stock, that was the facts, than, in fact, you would have paid if

you had had a capital gain?
Mr. Clifford. Well, I didn't have the prescience, I am sure, to
know what was going on at the time or what was likely to happen
in the future. It came up at a time in 1986 when there was an op
portunity because some of the offering had not been subscribed to.
We had to take advantage of the opportunity at that time. We
might not have gotten any had we waited, but the opportunity pre
sented itself, we bought it, and we bought it at the same price as
the other shareholders.
Mr. Kanjorski. Do you think anything now that has been ex
posed that there was, in fact, a relationship from BCCI and First
American, that there was an intended relationship, in fact, there
was a relationship that is now being developed, do you think those
are tainted profits?
Mr. Clifford. Do I think they were tainted profits?
Mr. Kanjorski. Yes.
Mr. Clifford. In no way whatsoever. It was a perfectly legiti
mate business deal. We reported it. We even mentioned it to our
law partners that we were buying the stock. We reported it to the
Federal Reserve. We reported it to the lawyers.
Mr. Kanjorski. Mr. Clifford, that sounds all well and good, but
as a lawyer, if you were using information that you learned as a
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lawyer with your relationship with BCCI and you were fiduciaries
to the corporation, and that if a conflict had come up, you would
have been bound as a lawyer/ client in that relationship not to di
vulge that. Didn't you ever sense that this was so?
Mr. Clifford. We weren't in any preferred position if the stock
was not subscribed to under the bylaws.
Mr. Kanjorski. I am not addressing the stock, Mr. Clifford. I am
addressing the information that would be coming to you as a chair
man of a corporation and the information would be coming to you
as a lawyer involving two different institutions, which at points
could be in conflict with each other, in their interests or their deal
ings.
If you had found out that some of these shareholders were only
stooges for BCCI, you found that out, if a lawyer for BCCI, you
couldn't have divulged that, confidentiality would have barred you
from it.
Mr. Clifford. If we had found out that these individual share
holders whom we thought we were representing were nominees, we
would have resigned immediately from the employ.
Mr. Kanjorski. But you wouldn't have been able to divulge it

,

Mr. Clifford.
Mr. Clifford. I don't know about that. I don't know about that.
Mr. Kanjorski. I want to make a point for the record and show
bipartisan-ness, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
Of course, you are an outstanding leader in my party, and the
testimony I have heard here all afternoon is so similar to the testi
mony I heard Neil Bush give on Silverado, I just didn't know. It

was OK, there was no conflict of interest if the lenders invested in
my company, there would have only been a conflict of interest if I

had invested in their company, a legal interpretation I never un
derstood then and still don't.
A disclosure here by two fine members of the bar, one outstand
ing American that all my colleagues have indicated the same as I, I

find it preposterous and incredible, and I am just wondering wheth
er there is something else that drove this. It couldn't have been
profits, I don't think.
Were there other public officials in America or other people
given preferential loans, was that the intention of BCCI, to subvert
something in this country with this free flow of cash?
Mr. Clifford. I know of no other instance of that kind.
Mr. Kanjorski. Thank you very much.
The Chairman. Mr. Hancock.
Mr. Hancock. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It has been a long day.

I am going to try to be real brief.
Mr. Clifford, you testified that when a prospective client comes to
you, that you do a pretty intensive background check to look for a
possible conflict of interest or whether there might be something
derogatory about the people that have been brought to you before
you would agree to take them on as a client; is that correct?
Mr. Clifford. Yes. We would like to know about our clients
before we represent them.
Mr. Hancock. Is it true that in 1977 that one Burt Lance
brought Agha Hassan Abedi, who is the founder and principal offl
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cer of the BCCI, to you, and that was your firm's first experience
with this individual?
Mr. Clifford. Yes. Mr. Lance brought him. He presented him.
He brought this man in and said it was a friend of his, and they
wanted to come in for a social visit.
Mr. Hancock. Would you say in your opinion Mr. Lance enjoys
an impeccable reputation when it comes to the banking industry?
Mr. Clifford. I wouldn't even want to comment in that regard.
My opinion wouldn't amount to much, anyway, and I would refrain
from answering that.
Mr. Hancock. Thank you, sir.
You also testified in your oral testimony that part of the reason
that you were able to obtain this $10 million-plus loan or there
abouts on a nonrecourse basis was because of your age at the time
that that loan was made. You were approximately 80 years old,
and they felt that it would only be proper to make you that loan
without them getting involved in the balance of your estate. Is that
your oral testimony this morning?
Mr. Clifford. Yes. That was part of it.
Mr. Hancock. Mr. Altman, did you also get a nonresource loan?
Mr. Altman. Yes. Mr. Clifford and I approached the transaction
together, and we went into it on an identical basis. He took twice
as much as I, but other than that, they were identical.
Mr. Hancock. Well, I assume that it wasn't because of your age
that you got a nonrecourse loan.
Mr. Altman. My age was not the factor. This was the advice of
our counsel.
Mr. Hancock. Well, yes. In fact, I have been involved for quite
some time with small business, and I have always found that any
time you can sign a note that is nonrecourse, that is usually the
best way to go. Usually you have to pay much higher interest rates
when that happens.
Another question for both of you, possibly for even the firm. In
your careers as advisors to some of the highest elected officials in
the United States, also as the senior partners of a well-known law
firm, how many times had you been approached with an offer to
furnish you stock and all you have to do is sign a note to pay for
that stock?
Mr. Clifford. I am not sure I follow the question.
Mr. Hancock. My question is, have you ever, in your careers,
been able to buy stock in a corporation merely by signing a note to
the people that were wanting to sell you the stock in the first place
other than in this situation?
Mr. Clifford. I do not recall any now, but it could have hap
pened during all these years.
Mr. Hancock. OK. Well, it is a little unusual. I think that the
banking laws in this country prohibit 100 percent financing and
using of a board member stock as security for a note.
You know, this whole thing kind of reminds me of a story. In
fact, I think it is very apropos in this particular situation. It hap
pened down in southwest Missouri. Incidentally, Mr. Clifford, I am
from Springfield, MO, it is a great State. But it reminds me of the
story several years ago of a couple of hard-working young men
down there, and they didn't have anything.
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They were on the hillsides of those rock farms down there, but
one of them had been up to the mule barn, the stockyards. As he
was leaving the mule barn, he was leaving with a real good team of
Missouri mules, and his buddy was walking up toward the mule
barn, and he said, "Hey, Joe, where did you get those mules?"
Joe says, "Well, I got them up here at the mule barn." He says,
"How did you get them, you haven't got any money?" Joe says,
"Well, I signed a note," and his buddy says, "Well, you got them
cheap enough."
That appears to me, with what we are into right here, you got
that stock cheap enough because the note didn't mean anything.
Mr. Altman. Mr. Hancock, if I could respond by making two ob
servations: First, in terms of the note meaning anything, the fact
is, although it was a nonrecourse obligation, the loan was repaid in
full with interest. So the loan meant a great deal.
The second observation I would make is there was a very practi
cal reason that the lawyers who were advising us from New York
in structuring this transaction thought that a nonrecourse obliga
tion was reasonable both for the lender and for us.
In our case, there was a question about the liquidity of the collat
eral. We were buying stock in this privately-held company, and the
collateral that would be used to secure the loan had no ready
market.
The buyers would be buyers in the Middle East. It was difficult
or uncertain as to the value or the ability we would have to dispose
of that stock at any point in time. From the standpoint of BCCI
and from the standpoint of the other bank, the Paris bank, when
they considered it

,

the reason each was interested in making a loan
and the reason BCCI made the loan on a nonrecourse basis is they
were confident that the collateral made the loan well-secured, that
the value of the collateral was such that they were not concerned
about the risk of loss.
And indeed, as I say, they did not lose any money.
Mr. Hancock. You ultimately sold your $15 million investment
for $32 million.
You sold enough of the stock at $6,800 a share that you were
able to pay off the loans; is that correct?
Mr. Clifford. Yes.
Mr. Hancock. Was there any other stockholders offered the op
portunity to sell their stock at $6,800 a share?
Mr. Clifford. I don't know at the time. I know that there was a
trade some time before ours.
Mr. Hancock. As was
Mr. Clifford. The stock had been sold at approximately $6,100 a
share.
Mr. Hancock. Has there ever been any stock sold other than by
you two at $6,800 a share?
Mr. Clifford. I do not know.
Mr. Hancock. Is it somewhat unusual when an offer has been
made to buy X number of shares of stock for the chairman of the
board and the president to be able to sell their stock without com
municating that offer to the other shareholders? Was that offer of
$6,800 a share communicated to the other shareholders in the orga
nization, or did they not know that it was being sold?
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Were they given the opportunity to also sell their stock?
Mr. Clifford. The other shareholders in the organization were
all of the Arab shareholders throughout the Persian Gulf. Now,
there were trades taking place through there quite often. I remem
ber stock going at one stage for $4,000 a share, I remember some
other trades at $5,000 a share, so that stock was being traded from
time to time at different prices.
Now, the one that meant the most to us is, we had heard about
this very large transaction in which the stock brought $6,100 a
share, and that came at a time when the market was very strong.
And we moved after that time to sell some of our stock.
Mr. Hancock. Isn't it somewhat unusual, though, Mr. Clifford,
as the chairman of the board of a corporation, and Mr. Altman, the
president or the operating officer
Mr. Altman. President of First American Corp., a holding com
pany.
Mr. Hancock. Right. Wouldn't it be somewhat unusual to not at
least inform somebody? Were you two the only owners with Ameri
can citizenship of this stock?
Mr. Clifford. Yes, I think probably we were. I think all the rest
of the stock was owned by foreigners.
Mr. Hancock. OK. Recognizing that the banking loans in the
United States prohibit this type of financial transaction which was
brought up on American bank stocks, you don't think there is any
reason why there could be some question?
You mean, you were operating under international law rather
than this country's laws; is that correct?
Mr. Clifford. I did not know what that prohibition is against
this loan. There is no prohibition against nonrecourse loans, if that
is what you are saying.
Mr. Hancock. No, but there is a prohibition for an officer or a
member of the board of directors to be able borrow money against
the stock that he is required to own to serve on that board. I am
sure that is correct, at least it is in the State of Missouri.
Mr. Altman. These were not qualifying shares, which I think
you are referring to for a director to have as a member of a board.
This was stock in the holding company.
Mr. Hancock. I still question the fact that that offer was made
at $6,800 a share that was not relayed and in approximately 13
months enabled you to sign a note, pay a year's interest, pay off
the note plus most of the income taxes, and pocket the original
amount of money by maintaining the stock that you still owned;
correct?
Mr. Clifford. As far as I am concerned, it was a perfectly proper
reward for the unusual service that we had rendered in more than
doubling the value of the rest of the stock owned by the sharehold
ers.
Mr. Hancock. What is the value of that stock today?
Mr. Clifford. Say it again.
Mr. Hancock. What would be the value of that stock today?
Mr. Clifford. I do not know, because of present conditions, but
the bank is a good, sound bank. It is my hope that the stock at
some time will begin to return to its former value.
Mr. Hancock. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Kennedy.
Mr. Kennedy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I just want to say to Mr. Clifford, as well as to Mr.
Altman, that I, for one, very much want to believe the testimony
that you have provided the committee today. I know that the rep
utations that both of you bring, going back to your earlier days,
Mr. Altman, as well as Mr. Clifford.
I think, Mr. Clifford, your contributions to this country have
been unmatched during your lifetime of service. I know I speak for
members of my family when I say that you have truly been an in
dividual that earned our admiration, whether it was the coura
geous stance that you took against the Vietnam war, or the many
other decisions and involvements you have had with our country.
I feel the testimony you have provided today at least offers a
plausible rationale for the actions you have taken. I think that it
would be a very tough circumstance if there had been an extremely
tough prosecutor here today with a panel of jurors and the like.
However, that is not the situation.
I wonder how you feel about these so-called investors whose word
you took for granted, given the great body of evidence that has
come forward over the course of the last year or so. How do you
feel given the fact that these are individuals that have now at least
appeared to have been involved in massive fraud, have at least ap
peared to have been involved in the paying off of terrorists, swin
dling thousands, if not millions, of depositors around the world.
They are responsible for defrauding, I assume, not only a lot of
bankers and government regulators, but defrauding you. Whether
or not you believed these individuals, in fact, lied to you, or wheth
er you believed these individuals committed fraud in their dealings
with you what do you intend to do. What actions do you intend to
take against those individuals?
I mean, do you plan a civil case? Your reputations have been put
through the mud lately, and whether or not you intend to take any
civil action against these individuals for the kinds of actions that
they have taken against you.
Mr. Clifford.
Mr. Clifford. I had not contemplated, Mr. Kennedy, action of
that kind. I regret that the reputation that I have spent all these
years building up has been affected adversely. I have the feeling
that we have been badly used in this situation.
The people who came to us represented themselves as legitimate
persons. We accepted that. If all of the stories that we hear prove
to be true, and some of them now are in doubt, then we were de
ceived, and we were deceived from the beginning.
And I would deeply regret that. I have wondered over and over
again whether I should have sensed the deception that was taking
place, but there is one factor that hasn't been brought out.
One of the reasons, I believe, that these people came to us origi
nally was because they felt that our standing and our reputation
would be an asset to them. So that the fact is when someone says
to me, "I really think you should have known," the true fact is, I
believe we would have been the last people to know.
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They would have done anything other than let us know, because
the minute that our clients let us know there was deception, that
we had been deceived, they would know that that would be the day
that we would leave.
So, it has been a deeply regrettable experience, because I said
this morning, looking back on it, with all the experience that I
have had, I did not detect any element in it that would have
warned me that we were being deceived.
Mr. Kennedy. Thank you.
Mr. Altman, can you respond to the same question, please?
Mr. Altman. I think my response is much along the lines that
Mr. Clifford said. The reports that we get are very disturbing; they
are embarrassing. They are even shocking.
We have dealt with people in good faith for more than a decade,
and it is hard to square the allegations with our dealings with
them. They always seemed completely honest and straightforward.
There was never anything slippery about it.
It is hard to reconcile our dealings with all that we now hear and
read. I do suggest that what we have so far are allegations. We
have some of the shareholders who are not being challenged. They
are apparently being accepted by the Federal Reserve as legiti
mate.
Mr. Kennedy. Can I ask you just a brief question? Do you think
that the BCCI controlled these individuals, put the money up and
essentially used them as a facade for their investments?
Mr. Altman. I am not sure that I know the answer to that, Mr.
Kennedy. That certainly is what all of the evidence seems to sug
gest, and yet, you have people who in their countries are people of
standing, people who are extremely wealthy people
Mr. Kennedy. Isn't it just in your personal interest to get in
there as an individual that has been directly involved on both sides
of this equation and make a cut as to whether or not you have
been defrauded. You can wait if you want, for the Ts to be crossed
and the Is to be dotted in some Federal investigation that will end
up taking 10 years, or you can go in and make a decision about
whether or not you have been defrauded by these with individuals.
I spent 10 years in business before I got here, and you can tell
whether or not somebody is taking you to the cleaners, and you
have been taken to the cleaners. Whether they took your money, or
whether you made money, or whether the fact that your reputation
is being destroyed, it seems to me that an aggressive stance on
your part says you believe that you have been hurt and you intend
to turn this whole equation around and go after the sons of guns
that have done this to you.
This just seems like a human reaction to me, that would be the
natural sort of course to follow. I don't understand why you are not
fighting back a little bit more against the people that have done
this to you.
Mr. Altman. Well, I guess the answer is, we don't have very ef
fective ways of fighting back. These are not people who are here.
We can condemn them.
Mr. Kennedy. But you haven't even done that.
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Mr. Altman. Well, I suppose, Mr. Kennedy, it is because ulti
mately we want to know what the full truth is before we reach
judgments.
Mr. Kennedy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Riggs.
Mr. Riggs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, thank you for your pa
tience, and I thank the witnesses for theirs as well.
I must comment at the outset here that I join my colleagues in
being just a tad incredulous at some of the testimony we have
heard today. First of all, I want to ask Mr. Clifford, Mr. Clifford,
did you ever have reason to question Mr. Altman's judgment in
terms of how he fulfilled his duties as president of First American
Bank Shares, and particularly as to whether or not he was always
forthcoming in his reports to you regarding the day-to-day oper
ations of the bank?
Mr. Clifford. I missed the early part of that.
Mr. Riggs. Did you ever have reason to question Mr. Altman's
judgment in his capacity as president of the bank, and specifically
as to whether or not he was ever—always, rather—forthcoming in
his reports to you regarding the day-to-day operations of the bank?
Mr. Clifford. At no time have I questioned his loyalty or his
judgment or his wisdom or the propriety of the matters that he
was handling.
Mr. Riggs. Thank you, sir.
Then you felt that he kept you completely informed?
Mr. Clifford. He kept me informed.
Mr. Riggs. Turning to Mr. Altman. Mr. Altman, I would like to
ask you about the report that we have here that says, in July 1978
you, as attorney for BCCI, Mr. Abedi and the investors, now, these
are some of the same investors that ultimately came to invest in
your parent company, your holding company, effectively blocked
opposing counsel in the Financial General Bank Shares suit from
gaining possession of certain Bank of America documents relating
to BCCI.
What was in those documents?
Mr. Altman. I don't know what was in those documents, but I
would be glad to explain the details of what happened there.
Mr. Riggs. Before you do that, may I just cut in to ask, because I
want to get to some other questions as well, but do want to give
you the opportunity. I just want you to make sure that this com
mittee has subpoenaed certain records from Bank of America.
Mr. Altman. I don't know, but it wouldn't affect my answer.
Mr. Riggs. OK. Please go ahead, then.
Mr. Altman. The matter involved a discovery dispute in the
course of the litigation with Financial General. A deposition had
been scheduled with a Bank of America official who, as I recall it,

was a member of BCCI's Board.
Mr. Riggs. Do you happen to recall that individual's name, by
any chance? Could it have been Mr. Al Rice, does that sound
Mr. Altman. No, it was not Mr. Rice. This man had been served
with his notice of deposition, and he had also been served with a
list of the documents which were to be produced at the deposition.
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We, as defending counsel in the case, of course, had the right to
attend. It was a third-party deposition. And we reviewed the re
quest for documents, and we thought it was a proper request for
documents. And so we did not seek any kind of protective order
from the court.
When this individual arrived at the deposition, however, what he
had done—I believe, he was a board member of BCCI—he had
brought with him every document in his files relating to BCCI.
As I recall, there were credit reports. I can't recall the specifics.
You are talking 1978. But it was voluminous material. It was not
material that had been selected as being responsive to the subpoe
na. It had just been his entire file.
Mr. Riggs. If I might jump in now, I sense the basis then why
you were successful in your motion to prevent the discovery of
these random documents.
Mr. Altman. The court ruled for us. All we asked was that some
one review those materials and produce that which was relevant.
Mr. Riggs. Are you aware, then, that an attorney, a Mr. Douglas
M. Kraus, an attorney for Financial General Bank Shares, share
holders filed an affidavit saying that these documents showed dam
aging information about BCCI and specifically tended to indicate
that all of the investors owned BCCI stock?
Mr. Altman. I recall that Mr. Kraus made some comments based
on the documents he had reviewed, and that was released to the
newspapers in London. Bank of America disagreed with what Mr.
Kraus was saying about its documents, and they issued a press re
lease, I believe we have a copy of it here, in which they corrected
what Mr. Kraus was saying, and I would be glad to provide that to
the committee.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
Mr. Riggs. Well, I want to probe here just a minute more before
my time expires because I think this goes to the heart of your con
tention all day long that you had no idea that these individuals,
these wealthy investors, were, in fact, surrogates for, as you put it,
nominees for BCCI. You are telling me that you were aware that
Mr. Kraus made some statements at that point in time that tended
to indicate that the investors did own BCCI stock?
Mr. Altman. It was well known at the time that the investors
owned stock of BCCI, and indeed when we went through the Feder
al Reserve proceeding it was also specifically disclosed to the Feder
al Reserve —the amounts of stock and who owned which stock of
BCCI. It was not unknown that there were common share holdings
in the two corporations.
As I recall Mr. Kraus' statements, they went to some character
ization of the documents which Bank of America said was inaccu
rate, and they issued a press release to correct what he had said.
Mr. Riggs. Well, if you knew that these individuals owned BCCI
stock and that B of A had real concerns regarding improprieties at
BCCI, how can you maintain this perfect front of innocence all day
today in stating that you had no forewarning, no reason to be leery
regarding these individuals and their influence as it extended all
the way to First American Bankshares?
Mr. Altman. Bank of America did not have concerns to the best
of my knowledge about improprieties in the dealings between BCCI
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and its shareholders. I have a copy of the press release. It is dated
September 1, 1978, issued by Bank of America, and it says, in
effect, and I will quote a couple of sentences, though I would ask
that this be made a part of the record —"Thursday's report sug
gests that the matters contained in Mr. Kraus' statements contrib
uted to the Bank of America's decision to reduce and eventually
sell its BCCI shareholdings. As Bank of America has heretofore
publicly announced, its reasons for that action are related solely to
changes in market conditions, particularly in the Middle East."
And it goes on. "It is Bank of America's present opinion that
BCCI's loan reserves has been established in accordance with pru
dent risk management practices." They, in effect, contradict what
Mr. Kraus has said.
Now, that is what we knew about it. To the best of my recollec
tion, I didn't actually review the documents, nor did Mr. Kraus,
since they were in the possession of Bank of America and the court
upheld our motion that was made in that litigation dispute.
Mr. Riggs. Well, I think, in fact, B of A had made the manage
ment decision at the most senior levels of the bank to divest of
their stock ownership in BCCI because of their concerns regarding
a number of irregularities, loose internal controls, questionable
loan practices, perhaps outright bribery. I am really interested, and
of course time doesn't permit me to probe here enough today, but
really interested to know the extent of your knowledge regarding
those concerns because whenever I saw a red flag, and I think that
would be a red flag. Unfortunately my time has expired. We have
some other people who want to ask questions.
Mr. Altman. If I could just answer your question, what we knew
was what Bank of America said publicly. What Bank of America
said publicly was that their decision to divest their share holdings
did not concern or was not as a result of improprieties at BCCI that
they had discovered.
They issued a press release dated January 30, 1978, in which
they comment on the reasons for their divestiture and they stated
that "Bank of America intends to retain a share holding in BCCI
for the foreseeable future and the close cooperation that has devel
oped between the two banks will be maintained."
Bank of America was putting out press releases and whether this
accurately reflected their views
Mr. Riggs. Large corporations frequently make public state
ments, and you are very aware of that.
They are quite different than their external management deci
sions.
I need to know also for the record, if I can establish it here, as to
whether or not Mr. Douglas Kraus is now an affiliate with the law
firm that is representing you in these proceedings.
Mr. Altman. I believe that he is still with that law firm.
Mr. Riggs. So he is an associate in the law firm that you have
retained to represent you in these proceedings?
Mr. Altman. I have not talked to Mr. Kraus in many years.
The Chairman. The Chair will say as far as Bank of America is
concerned, it still continues a rather intensive relationship with
BCCI.
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It is its international worldwide corresponding bank, and the
transactions sometimes amount to $1 billion a day.
So I don't know where the sensitivity comes about the maldoings
of BCCI.
I think the record ought to show that Bank of America hasn't
totally subtracted itself from BCCI.
I ask unanimous consent that that document be in the record at
this point.
Without objection, so ordered.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
The Chairman. Mr. Neal.
Mr. Neal of Massachusetts. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to direct my questions and observations to Mr. Clif
ford.
I think it was Archibald MacLeish that wrote that time is
famous for its irony.
To follow the reasoning offered by Mr. Kennedy, I think that the
great challenge for you today and in subsequent days is going to be
to attempt to convince the public of what you didn't know.
The special irony of that is that we have an individual in our
presence today who was so right about the containment policy in
the post-World War II period, who had the courage to deliver the
bad news to Lyndon Johnson repeatedly and the vision to convince
people around him that what was taking place in Vietnam was
misguided and at the same time we find an individual who was cor
rect time and time again and who has served the country so well in
the face of major adversities would not have been able to see the
problems being created by these various partnerships and question
able dealings.
One of the questions I would like to raise for you first and I have
grown up as an admirer of yours, do you think in retrospect it was
wise for you to have served as chairman of the First American and
at the same time have represented them as counsel?
Mr. Clifford. Well, I have thought about the whole situation
many times, and I thought about my state of mind when I decided
to take on this enterprise.
It is entirely possible that my judgment was not all that I might
have hoped that it would be.
I enjoyed the challenge of the First American case.
I am gratified that we made the success of the effort that we did,
but I have wondered some since whether it might not have been
better if I had just stuck to the law.
Mr. Neal of Massachusetts. As a follow-up question to that,
again I think one that focuses again on the issue of judgment here,
were you not ever suspicious that BCCI sought out such well-
known Americans to represent them, to open doors to them, to give
them entry into places they might not ordinarily have been able to
make contact?
Wasn't there a moment where you sat down and reflected why
these prominent Americans were being recruited?
Mr. Clifford. One wasn't conscious of that at the time. When we
took on the employment back in 1978, this had not yet taken place.
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Abedi had not yet established his relationship with President
Jimmy Carter and with Lord Callahan and with others of that kind
so that we had no particular warning at that time.
He came to us originally because of litigation that started.
They needed a lawyer.
We had met them. It seemed logical that they would turn to us
at that time, and then it grew, the relationship grew through the
years so that I had no warning at any particular time that part of
their strategy was to identify themselves with people who had re
spectable positions and good reputations.
Mr. Neal of Massachusetts. I see that my time has expired.
I want to thank you.
That is only an orange light.
Let me follow up.
Did you ever have any contact with former President Carter?
Mr. Clifford. Yes, I had contact with him.
Mr. Neal of Massachusetts. As it related to any of these mat
ters?
Mr. Clifford. Not in any way.
It just had to do with government. He used me on certain assign
ments that he had from time to time, some of them domestic, some
of them foreign, and I was always available whenever he wished to
use me.
Mr. Neal of Massachusetts. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Mr. Armey.
Mr. Armey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clifford, in your memoirs, you called former President
Reagan an "amiable dunce" for not knowing the details about a
trillion dollar government.
Now, as chairman of First American Bank, you claim not to
know what your bank does, who owns or controls your bank, or
that it might have been owned and controlled by drug-running,
arms-trading, terrorist-financing thieves.
Under the circumstances, if I were to call you an amiable dunce,
it would be considered a compliment, but I don't think that is the
case.
I think what you were, in fact, was a well-connected front man.
I think your colleague, Mr. Altman, was the leg man of the oper
ation.
I listened carefully to the details of this, and frankly, I am not
surprised that you didn't know anything about the daily operations
or the daily relationships of your bank with other banks, foreign or
domestic, because it wasn't your job to know that.
It was your job to put together a blue ribbon board and to pro
vide a front of respectability.
You said you were mystified about why BCCI would want to hold
all of this stock, and you are absolutely correct—the discovery of
those stockholdings would be considerably revealing of their posi
tion, but it was necessary for them to hold the stock in order to
control the flows and it is in the flows of the cash, the clandestine
money laundering, flows of the cash, domestically and internation
ally that the exciting part of the story is told.
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Mr. Abedi ran the operation from Europe and Mr. Altman ran
the traffic between there and here carrying the orders and instruc
tions.
It is all clear to me.
What is not clear to me is how it could escape your notice that
when it came time for you to cash in on the deal that prompted
both you and Mr. Altman to take, in your case, very nominal pay,
Mr. Altman no pay in lieu of the stock option to be exercised later,
that you were able to make that transaction with a BCCI loan and
then to turn the transaction over for 2% times its value, $3,300
more even than what the NCNB offer would have been had it come
in for $1 billion which it wouldn't because NCNB Bank could not
discover who owns the bank from the documents you supplied
them, but even at that level, a $3,300 excess of the best offer any
body ever made or hinted they might be willing to make.
After you then made the transaction funded by BCCI, you turned
it over to another officer of BCCI with a transaction which he, in
turn, financed with a loan by BCCI.
In all of those transactions, it never occurred to you that the
whole kit and caboodle was owned by BCCI and the front men that
they had in Europe or in the Middle East as stockholders for their
operation?
It is incredible to me that you can claim you don't know. It is
possible you didn't know.
If you didn't know it is because you didn't ask.
It is a shame quite frankly, it is a shame for both you and for the
banking system.
It is a shame for your party and all those that associated with
you in this venture and it is a shame that all of those clandestine
transactions did in fact take place under this kind of a guise.
I don't have any doubt in my mind that you didn't understand
the daily operations of your enterprise.
I think Mr. Altman probably had some familiarity with them,
some greater knowledge than you did, and it is my personal belief
that he kept a great many of the shoddy details from your knowl
edge because you still had throughout all of this a vestige of integ
rity and honor that he could not trust with the full truth.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Altman. Mr. Chairman, if I could just state
The Chairman. The gentleman may have rebuttal.
Mr. Altman. There has been a suggestion made that there were
clandestine transactions.
The facts here show that this company, First American, was op
erated honestly throughout.
The facts here show, and regulatory audits and internal audits
confirm, that there were no clandestine misdeeds at First Ameri
can.
There were arm's-length transactions with BCCI. They have been
fully examined by the regulators, they have been fully examined
by the auditing group.
Mr. Clifford this morning quoted from some of the testimony
from regulators that was given before some of the other congres
sional committees and we have provided earlier today that infor
mation. But I don't think the comments should go unanswered.
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This was a company that was honestly run.
The second point I would make is when the suggestion is made
that we were not interested in the truth the fact is we pursued
leads, and pursued them aggressively.
Whether we were given accurate information or lied to is a
matter that the evidence will ultimately establish, but it isn't for
want of trying that we don't have the full story.
Mr. Clifford. If I might say, Mr. Chairman, when a comment is
made like that of the Congressman, hindsight gives one 20-20
vision, and if we had known back then anything at all of what we
have learned today, we never would have touched this matter.
If you would stop and think a moment, these people came to us
at a time when I had over 50 years of experience practicing law, as
I said before, without a cloud on my name.
For me to have gone into this operation with these unknown for
eigners with no relationship between us and risked my good name,
and even more seriously, the good name of my friends whom I
brought in on the board, Senator Symington, General Gavin, Mr.
Quesada, it does not tally with one's reasonable experience.
I was not conscious of getting into an improper posture or one
that might lead to a situation in which my reputation would be af
fected.
So I suggest that one might take that factor into consideration,
that I came into it because I thought that I was being told the
truth.
There were a great many others that were in the same position
as I.
I do get some comfort from the fact that the Bank of England
went on year after year without knowing that this situation was
something other than they felt that it was.
That went on with a great number of people.
Perhaps they were extraordinarily skilled at deception.
We learned in some instances it is alleged that they paid some of
these so-called investors to be investors.
I don't know whether that is true or not, but if so, that would be
part of this wide deception.
Let me take some of the emphasis out of your comment that I
made with reference to President Reagan.
It was not fair for you to say just one part of it. I made a com
ment at a private dinner party.
I said that Mr. Reagan has said that he is going to reduce taxes
by $750 billion, that he is going to raise defense expenditures very
substantially, and in 1984, he is going to balance the budget.
I said if he brings that off, then I think he will be a great nation
al hero.
If he doesn't bring it off, he might possibly be considered to be an
amiable dunce.
Now, it was expressed in that manner.
I do not make public utterances about Presidents of that sort. It
was at a private dinner.
Someone chose later on to make it as though it were a public
statement. But I think when you put it in that category, it does not
have the meanness in it that you placed upon it when you made
your comment.
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Mr. Armey. Mr. Chairman, let me thank Mr. Clifford for that ex
planation and clarification.
I didn't know that part of the Reagan story.
The Chairman. The rules are very clear, Mr. Armey. The Chair
has a responsibility to protect any person who, in the course of our
transactions or hearings finds his name to be demeaned or defamed
or diminished and so we exerted the edges, the outer bounds of
that rule, and didn't question rather strongly allegations you made.
I think that we said at the beginning that we were not a prosecu
torial body. We are not a judicial body. We are not in a position
and we are not competent in that regard nor do we have the consti
tutional power to do so.
Our investigative powers are well circumscribed and well de
fined.
What we are trying to extract and trying to steer away as far as
possible from is any undue injection of partisanship as is humanly
possible to achieve and try to reach the main objective we have
before us, which is the eliciting, obtaining, garnering of informa
tion to aid us in our legislative processes.
That is it.
Mr. LaRocco.
Mr. LaRocco. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman, thank you very much for your time
and your indulgence.
Mr. Clifford, as a tribute to you and your great service to this
country, I made plans to spend every minute I could at this hear
ing and to listen to your testimony.
If you would accept some criticism on your judgment, however,
from me as a new Member of Congress, I think you paid too high a
commission for that stock transaction that you had. A million dol
lars was far too much.
As a former stockbroker, I would have done it for far less. I
think that it is excessive, and that is what you get for going retail.
Let me say that the central question here seems to be what is an
investor, and when is an investor a nominee, and when do you dis
cover that an investor is a nominee.
Assuming that I take everything we have said as gospel, and I
have a tendency to do that today, was there any time as you re
viewed in the last 9 years, during the 9 months that you prepared
for the grand jury and for this hearing, that you looked back and
said, we should have known, or there was a clue and we missed it,
or if we had re-read this, if legal counsel had been better—was
there any time there was a clue that the investor would have
turned into a nominee during the last 9 years that you regret?
Mr. Clifford. I made a brief reference to that this morning.
These last 9 months has been a troubled, painful time for me. I
have thought back over and over again. I may have mentioned this
morning, I suppose perhaps a hundred times I have gone back over
it and analyzed all of the different steps.
And I kept saying to myself, there must be some time during this
period in which something would have happened that would have
alerted you.
Curiously enough, I have not found it. And I have explored my
conscience as completely as I can, and I did not discover it.
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I do not now know it.
Mr. LaRocco. Even looking at the documents for both of you,
there is nothing that re-read or in a different context it would have
said that is a nominee?
Mr. Clifford. That is right.
Mr. LaRocco. Mr. Altman, you said during testimony you had no
way of knowing BCCI had acquired stock. If today both of you were
outside counsel for yourselves, knowing what you know after the
last 9 months, would you advise your client yourselves of different
questions to ask to determine whether investors are nominees?
Have you learned anything from that, and can you impart that
to the committee, if you understand my question?
Mr. Altman. I believe I do, sir. I think the general counsel of the
Federal Reserve made an apt observation. The gist of it was when
people are determined to engage in fraudulent practices, and par
ticularly when they structure transactions outside the United
States, it is very, very hard to detect that.
And it is hard, Mr. Clifford says, as we have looked back on it, to
determine what we should have done differently.
These people all testified under oath. Mr. Abedi and others from
BCCI testified under oath.
You had an unusual amount of sworn testimony that you don't
normally have in a commercial transaction. Then you had people
who were rulers and the most leading figures from the Middle
East; and they would interact with the BCCI people, as Mr. Clifford
has said, in such a way as it would be very clear that they were the
principals and the BCCI officials were their agents.
And they were people of enormous wealth, so to get involved in a
criminal conspiracy seems to be inexplicable. Why would people
who have $100 million net worths and up—and we know they do
because we have seen the numbers—why would they get involved
in something like this?
Then you have the bank references, company references that
they gave. You have data. All of this became certified by Big Eight
accounting firms.
And then you had the Federal Government which independently
did an enormous investigation, because this had followed a high
profile case, so the regulators were approaching it very carefully;
and a further investigation was done not involving us.
They went to the State Department, CIA, FBI, to Middle East ex
perts at multinational banks, and everybody came back with the
same reports; these are reputable people, these are people of the
highest standing.
I am not sure what it is—were I advising someone in my posi
tion—I don't know what in human affairs one can do to be more
certain of information that is being presented.
I do have the caution. I don't know ultimately what the facts are.
Price Waterhouse has said that the records of BCCI are suspect or
incomplete, so exactly where all of this shakes out is something
that will be uncovered, I am confident.
Mr. LaRocco. What do we do if the next bank, the next genera
tion to prevent this from happening to you or to the United States
or to the banking system so what have we learned?
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I am asking you to help the committee to say to the next genera
tion or to the next American bank with foreign investors, where do
you go to get the information that would turn this up or are we at
the hands of unscrupulous people and this will happen again?
Because if you don't have the answer to that, I guess we will
have to come up with some legislation that will help put further
regulations perhaps in the place of international business and so
forth.
If you see what I mean here. I am looking for help for the com
mittee because I think that is one of the reasons we are here today.
It is not necessarily to ask you specifically what you knew when. It
is to help.
Mr. Clifford. One of the phenomena of this entire experience
has been the fact that at different stages we read, and it is an ago
nizing experience to read, that some agencies of the Federal Gov
ernment had knowledge about BCCI's conduct in the early 1980's.
Then in 1984, the CIA gets some information. And then at an
other stage, some other branch of the government gets some infor
mation.
If at any time we had gotten any of that, we could have avoided
this. If we had learned this in 1982, we would never have gotten
into it.
If we had learned it in 1984, we would have pulled out before the
damage really was done. So that you gentlemen will want to give a
major part of your attention to seeing that when any one of the
branches of our government gets some information, that for heav
en's sakes there would be proper dissemination of that information.
Why would it be that if the CIA has information in 1984, why is
it not passed on to the Federal Reserve? Why is it not passed on to
the FBI? Why is it encapsulated in such a manner that the rest of
our government doesn't know about it?
We would have been the beneficiaries of this—I am looking at it
personally, and we could have avoided this extraordinarily painful
experience if at any stage we had gotten something from the gov
ernment.
We didn't get it from the government, and at the same time if
we were allegedly being deceived all this time, so was the Federal
Reserve allegedly being deceived.
Now, there is a real breakdown in government. I remember an
analogy to it that has some significance. We should not have been
surprised at Pearl Harbor. For 2 years prior to Pearl Harbor, dif
ferent information was coming into our country. Some of it came
from the amount of scrap iron that Japan was buying. Some of it
came from other kinds of purchases. Some came from bulletins
from our Ambassador in Japan that were partially being ignored.
And no one place centered all that information. It was in differ
ent pieces throughout our government. Had it all been gotten to
gether, we could have averted that terrible tragedy.
I remember President Truman saying that after the war was
over, never again must we exist as a nation without a central intel
ligence depository.
Now, if we can do that in the international field as far as our
Nation's security is concerned, can we not do it insofar as commer
cial and business and banking matters are concerned?
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So this is certainly one lesson that we have learned, and I am
sure you men are as obvious of it as I am.
Mr. LaRocco. Thank you.
The Chairman. I ask unanimous consent you be granted an addi
tional minute.
I have almost always said, how could you now have been alerted?
It is true, government officials, there is no question we ought to
have coordination.
But, under our system, the private sector, the board of directors
of banks, have a duty to inform; and the government agencies that
are regulating the banks depend on sworn statements and informa
tion that must be forthcoming only from those boards.
Now, the thing that bothers me the most is Mr. Clifford, you say
well, you have examined your mind, your conscience, and you
cannot at no time—what about the 1988 drug laundering case that
you defended in Florida? BCCI spent a total of $45,346,353 in that
defense, and all of that money was drawn through the First Ameri
can.
And I am going to ask unanimous consent to submit for the
record the itemized list of expenditures as reflected in the docu
ments we gathered from First American on this page.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
The Chairman. Mr. Clifford, with all due respect, how could you
not have been bothered by the nature of that case involving BCCI?
Couldn't that have triggered off a question, a sort of a uncomfort
able feeling about all of this?
I can't understand—it seems to me that is being very obtuse, and
I say so reluctantly because I don't like to formulate judgments.
I like to suspend judgment, but in the light of that one case in
volving BCCI directly, and your dual role as counsel and also chair
man of the board of First American —I don't know how to explain
that.
Didn't it bother you to see that very serious case, the amount of
money—that is $45 million that BCCI targeted for that defense?
Mr. Clifford. Let me start to answer and then Mr. Altman will
finish it because he was much closer to it than I. The first we knew
of any dereliction on the part of BCCI was to read in the newspa
per that an indictment had been brought in Florida against BCCI
for laundering funds. At that particular time we get word from
BCCI, would we kindly organize a team of specialists, that is crimi
nal lawyers, who would defend the case. They tell us at the very
first opportunity, maybe the next day or so—we knew absolutely
nothing about this event. This was a local item. There were nine
individuals that were involved in it. We know of no others who
were involved. We knew nothing at the management level.
This was positively against the policy of the company. We have
had this policy in effect for a long time, and these people violated
the policy. We accepted that. In the first place, if a client gets into
trouble you don't walk away from him. In the second place, it gives
you an opportunity to look into the matter and ascertain the facts
for yourself.
We did look into the matter. We learned a great deal about it.
And what we learned about it was astounding—that the charge
leveled against BCCI for laundering funds was confined only to the
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money that government agents, performing in a concealed capac
ity, were passing on through these particular employees. There was
no proof offered of any other laundering of any drug money—just
what the government had done for some 2 years in this planning
and their concerted action against BCCI.
I do not know the details, as Mr. Altman does, about the attitude
of the judge. But the judge at the time was very severe in his atti
tude toward the case. So that I did believe, and I believe today that
this was a local operation by that group of individuals who put it
on down there that day. I do not mean by that to exculpate BCCI
from all that we read about, because I don't know.
But you asked me the question directly, I am giving you an
answer as directly as possible and Mr. Altman, who handled it, can
add something to it.
Mr. Altman. A couple of comments, Mr. Chairman, if I might.
First, it should be absolutely clear in the record that the money
laundering incident down in Tampa did not involve First Ameri
can. This involved BCCI. I think the points that I might add to sup
plement Mr. Clifford's observations are these. First, we were in
formed that this was an aberration and reflected an effort by a few
employees down in Florida.
That was not simply the position that we are presenting to you.
That was the position of the prosecutors in open court; that the
transactions violated the policies of BCCI. They introduced into evi
dence in that case that BCCI had policies against money launder
ing, that these transactions were kept secret from the supervisors
of these individuals and the like.
So we were hearing from the government that the transactions
which were the subject of that indictment did not reflect the policy
of BCCI. We discussed this, of course, with the senior management
of BCCI in London. They said the same thing that the government
said—that they did not condone money laundering practices, they
had policies like other banks against money laundering, and we ac
cepted that.
In the aftermath of the indictment, however, there is another
fact which has not been generally mentioned, and that is this:
There was a team of very well regarded defense lawyers, former
Federal prosecutors who had been retained and together with Price
Waterhouse they reviewed systematically, I believe, virtually every
file of BCCI in the United States and a good many files abroad.
Price Waterhouse did a rather thorough review.
Again, the report that we received back was there was no evi
dence of systematic money laundering at BCCI. Now we hear the
reports today that are totally inconsistent with that conclusion but
we are presenting this committee with the information we had, as
we represented BCCI back in 1988 and 1989.
Mr. Clifford. One quick addition to that, Mr. Chairman.
You have mentioned a very large sum of money that had gone
for attorneys' fees. Let me hasten to add, none of that came to our
firm. BCCI chose to employ counsel for their two companies that
were indicted and they chose to defend the individual defendants
who were also involved. That is not unusual.
Many American companies do that—when their employees are
indicted, they extend that defense to them. Stretched over a sub
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stantial period of time, every defendant had to have an individual
lawyer. It was a complicated case.
One of the functions that BCCI asked us to perform was to have
the bills come in to us and have us go through and check the rea
sonableness of the bill. We did that over a period of time. It took
quite a lot of time and effort.
But the funds that flowed out flowed to these white-collar crimi
nal lawyers who defended the case and we had no part of that at
all come to our firm.
Mr. Altman. It is obviously understood by the committee that
we were paid for the work we did in that regard but the funds that
were paid to my recollection didn't come out of this defense fund.
Those were separately billed.
The Chairman. You did orchestrate the defense. No matter who
the attorney of record was in the actual trial, you orchestrated
this. This article in Money Laundering Alert states that, from its
account at First American Bank in Washington, DC, the law firm
of Clark M. Clifford from 1988 to 1990 served as the paymaster in
the Tampa money laundering prosecution of BCCI and eight of its
employees. The firm paid the legal fees of all defendants in the
case and all BCCI employees were called as witnesses.
The law firm also paid the fees of the accounting firm Price Wa-
terhouse, a number of private investigators, and others who were
recruited with the firm's blessing to provide services in the Tampa
case.
So you weren't just the bursars, the paymasters, you were or
chestrating that defense and okaying the checks that were being
drawn for the legal defense, drawn on the funds deposited in First
American.
So it seems to me that with that expensive —if there is a local
case and you have those local prosecutors facing $45 million ar
rayed against them, boy—I can see where that is overwhelming.
Mr. Leach. Will the Chairman yield?
The Chairman. Mr. LaRocco was yielding.
Mr. Leach. I am not an expert on this subject, but minority
counsel tells me that part of the information brought out in the
case itself was that there was money laundering involving Mr. Nor
iega, money laundering involving the Medellin Cartel. If that is the
case it should have come to the attention of attorneys involved I
would assume.
Mr. Altman. That is not my understanding. I was not counsel of
record and I was not at the trial so I can't be perhaps completely
informative on this, but it was my understanding that there were
no funds of the Medellin Cartel that were laundered. I believe that
there was a related indictment and originally one large indictment
and then broken into several cases where originally it related to
cash transactions that tied back to the Medellin Cartel.
My understanding of the case in Tampa was that the govern
ment used funds which in this particular operation, was not cash.
The funds were wired through BCCI and hidden around the world
and that was the nature of it, and I believe that the references to
Noriega were not pursued at trial.
I don't know exactly what the evidence there was.
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Mr. Leach. I am told by counsel that they were in the trial tran
scripts. I don't want to pursue this further except with one other
observation. The two of you symbolize a great deal in American life
and one is a knowledge of foreign affairs and judgment about
people.
One of the assumptions of your testimony today is that you were
dealing with very honorable people and they came well recom
mended and that you have been duped. It is my understanding,
though, based upon a good deal of talking with people that are ex
perts in the Middle East as well as people in banking that in Amer
ican banking circles BCCI had an extraordinarily poor reputation.
In the Middle East in general it had an extraordinarily poor repu
tation. We are not dealing with a circumstance, as described, where
people with enormously high reputations dealt under commonly
understood ethics. Throughout the world, for a long time in this
particular specialty and the banking arena, there have been great
doubts for a number of years.
I am told that as a member of the Banking Committee from
people that I talk to in banking circles. I only raise that because
you as head of a bank have come to become experts in banking,
and as people that deal in international affairs. You have many
contacts around the world. There is a picture that has been painted
that there have been a lot of rewards for dealing with people of
rather shady reputations for which others have doubts.
You indicated in earlier testimony that another law firm wrote a
memorandum. That other law firm certainly was suspicious about
BCCI's involvement with your holding company.
You may not have been, but who ever wrote that memorandum
surely was. So there is something about your blindness to the
people of which you have been representing that I think relates to
this circumstance.
Mr. Altman. If I could respond, Mr. Leach, I guess two essential
responses. One, insofar as the reputation of the people with whom
we were dealing, we devoted a good deal of our attention to the
reputation of the Middle Eastern owners, the ones who were listed
as the shareholders of record.
These were people like Sheik Zaied, the President of the United
Arab Emirates and others. The shareholder list, I am sure, is avail
able to the committee, and there were extensive reference checks
done on these people.
Mr. Clifford read this morning from the letter that was written
by the New York banking department to the Congress in which
they said there was nothing derogatory that was discovered. Inso
far as BCCI was concerned, a separate representation, we were cer
tainly aware of questions about BCCI and that some of the banks
did not deal with BCCI.
Those concerns, however, as we understood them, related to the
fact that BCCI did not have a single consolidated regulator, and
BCCI therefore did not have a lender of last resort.
Now, the response to that, that was actually borne out for a
while by what transpired in 1990 was that BCCI was backed by
such wealthy Arabs, such as Sheik Zaied, that they had ultimate
lenders that were better than a lot of the central banks, and so
that was the response that was given.
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A number of banks, Security Pacific, Bank of America, American
Express, Bank of New York, on and on, a lot of banks did deal with
them. Some banks did not like their regulatory structure or they
had other reasons perhaps that I am unaware of and did not.
But I want to address the last point that you made, and that re
lates to the memorandum that was prepared by the other law firm
in connection with the National Bank of Georgia transaction.
That law firm did not suspect BCCI of impropriety or BCCI of
secret ownership of First American. That language would have
been used if the other party in the transaction were Citibank. It
was the nature of the structure of the deal, not the identity of
BCCI that, at least it is my understanding, was at issue there.
And so I want that to be clear for the record. I am sure that law
firm would be happy to provide you with a further and fuller ex
planation.
Mr. Clifford. May I add just one word, sir, and that is at no
time did I hear any criticism directed at BCCI that affected the
character of BCCI or the fact that it might have been engaged in
any kind of fraud.
We did hear this suggestion that some banks would have pre
ferred that they had a strong central regulator, but keep in mind
that, right up along to the very end, their banking relationships in
this country were very strong.
They continued right on with their relationship with Security
Pacific, with Bank of America, and with American Express. The
fact is I think that perhaps they had some credit balances at some
of those that I have read about, so that kind of information never
came to my attention other than the one of this regulatory prob
lem.
The Chairman. Mr. LaRocco, I believe your time has expired.
Mr. Orton.
Mr. Orton. Thank you.
In fact, Mr. LaRocco, either our minds work a great deal alike or
you have a very good eye at reading my notes. Your last question
came almost word for word from mine.
Mr. Clifford, I also respect your public service and reputation. As
I think back on your public service, you were a counsel to the
President before I was even born, and I find myself now somewhat
troubled in sitting here in having to inquire of you into questions
such as these questioning your judgment, your analysis, the deci
sions you made.
It would be a lot more convincing as you tell this committee and
the people in America that the BCCI did not control the activities
of First American if you could describe for us some instances in
which in these 26 some odd meetings back and forth to London, or
other discussions with them, if you could describe for us some in
stances wherein you made a decision contrary to the advice of
BCCI or you did something against their opinion, something signifi
cant in operating First American that was contrary to it.
Mr. Clifford. Well, that puts it in a rather different light. BCCI
personnel understood what the nature of the original agreement
was that I had with Mr. Abedi and Kamal Adham, that had come
right down through the organization.
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It was central to our relationship, and it goes back to the time
when I said to Abedi and Kamal Adham, I will accept the job if I
have total responsibility and have total authority.
Mr. Orton. OK. Can you cite an instance wherein you made a
major decision that went contrary to the advice of BCCI?
Mr. Clifford. It isn't the question of our getting advice from
BCCI. They didn't consider it their function to give us advice.
Mr. Orton. OK. I understood that you were traveling some 26
times to consult with them and get their recommendations and
advice and so on.
Mr. Clifford. We did not go to them for advice.
Mr. Orton. I have a couple of other questions, one of which
deals
Mr. Altman. Mr. Orton, if I could, if I could give you a couple
quick examples.
Mr. Orton. Quickly.
Mr. Altman. On items we had discussed, two quick examples.
One, the CEO in New York was a man named William Duncan. He
continues to be the CEO. He has been there approximately 6 years.
BCCI came to him with business that it wished to transact with
him. It has done this on more than one occasion.
He has explained how it was not business that he wished to do,
and he refused to do that business, and he was, of course, support
ed by First American. So it was a direct request by BCCI that was
turned down, and of course supported by the First American orga
nization.
The second quick example. National Bank of Georgia was ac
quired by First American in 1987. Prior to that time, it had been
owned by a man named Pharaon who had a very close relationship
with BCCI and Mr. Abedi. Indeed, it is now alleged that he was a
nominee.
Whatever those facts are relating to NBG, it was clear that NBG,
while Dr. Pharaon operated it or owned it

,

operated in a manner
similar to a lot of the practices engaged in at BCCI. They had a
logo that was like BCCI, they had seating that was like BCCI, they
had BCCI literature there, they had a similar strategic focus and
the like.
When we acquired
Mr. Orton. The time has been expired, so if you could quickly—
Mr. Altman. After we acquired the bank, we made extensive
changes. We installed a man as CEO there who had no prior deal
ings with BCCI. People who had formerly been associated or close
to BCCI were replaced by us and these various operating practices
were changed.
So we moved in exactly the opposite direction from the way it

had been operated, and it was operated consistent with all of the
other First American banks.
Mr. Orton. OK. My other question has to do with the purchase
and sale of the stock. I guess the problem that many on the com
mittee have is, as you look at the scenario, you find two individ
uals, attorneys, brilliant reputations, certainly should understand
the transaction that they are involved in.
You have a situation where they are operating on the board of
directors and presidents of an entity at the same time their law
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firm is performing services and receiving millions of dollars in com
pensation for services for the same entity.
At the same time, they are given the opportunity to acquire
stock and loaned $15 million aggregately to acquire that stock in
the parent company with a loan, a nonrecourse loan which re
quires no money being put up, requires no financial risk, personal
ly-
The stock is acquired and within a year and a half later the
stock is sold for three times its value, for $15 million, approximate
ly, in profits after the loans are paid off and the interest is paid off,
and still another approximate $15 million worth in stock is held by
those two individuals.
And at the time Price Waterhouse, whom you have mentioned
numerous times, is relying upon their expertise and advice in fi
nancial matters. Price Waterhouse indicates that, quote, we do not
consider the $6,800 price indicative of the market value of the
shares, close quote.
This is in an audit by Price Waterhouse. They indicate that the
book value per share was approximately $2,523. Using the market
value approach, if you owned a controlling interest, the value of
the shares would be approximately $3,700 minus a controlling in
terest.
If you held a minority interest, the value would be approximate
ly $3,000 per share. If you used an earnings basis, the value per
share would be somewhere between $1,900 and $2,400 per share,
yet the stock is sold for $6,800 per share.
Is there anything at all in that scenario which would lead you to
believe that independent judgment may be compromised? Anything
at all that leads to a compromising position in that scenario?
Mr. Clifford. I made an effort in the morning session to explain
that we had rendered, what we considered to be, an extraordinarily
valuable service to the shareholders. We had doubled and perhaps
more that doubled the value of their investment. They invested
$500 million.
We then, after a while—you may have been here at the time I
told them—an offer that we had for $1 billion. As a result of our
efforts, we felt that we had made $500 million for these people.
Mr. Orton. OK. Excuse me, I don't mean to interrupt, but did
you take any steps independent of your own analysis as to the
value of what you had done? Did you take any steps to show the
arm's-length of these loans and sales or the fair market value of
the stock being sold?
Did you ask Price Waterhouse or anyone else to value it? Did
you get any kind of independent evaluation?
Mr. Clifford. We wouldn't go to Price Waterhouse. They weren't
involved in the matter.
Mr. Orton. OK, anyone.
Mr. Clifford. What we did have as a precedent was a sale, a
large sale at $6,100 a share. Price Waterhouse
Mr. Orton. To an inside shareholder?
Mr. Clifford. The bin Mahfouz family decided they wanted to
gain an interest in First American. It looked like a real comer.
They were not a shareholder, but they decided to take an impor
tant position, and sometime between 1986 and 1988 they came in
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and they bought a large block, and they paid cash, and they paid
$6,100 a share, and I think the total amount they invested was
$140 million. That helped give us some idea about the value of the
stock.
Mr. Orton. But there was no other independent—you didn't go
outside yourselves or your firm to determine a market value eval
uation?
Mr. Clifford. No. What I said when I talked to Mr. Naqvi about
it was that I would like to get two and a half times book value.
That was the going price, lots of stock was being sold. 1988 was a
time of lots of mergers and lots of acquisitions.
Two and a half times book value was within a general range of
prices that were being paid. I said that is what we would like to get
and that is what we got.
Mr. Orton. My time has expired, but let me just end by saying
that the testimony is very, very disturbing to me because if

,

indeed,
your judgment was not clouded and if

,

indeed, as you have testi
fied, there is absolutely no reason to know or to support that any
illegalities or improprieties may be taking place, what do we have
to rely upon if we cannot rely upon our regulators, which everyone
has concluded that if someone seeks to hide, to cover up, to buy off,
to defraud the government or the banks or the stockholders in this
situation, if they choose to do so, they can hide it from the regula
tors.
And if we cannot rely upon the professionals, experts, attorneys,
advisors, CPAs who should have red flags go up, if we— if there is
absolutely no red flag in this situation, nothing to raise any kind of
a question in any of your minds, then it is very disturbing, indeed,
because we lie at the mercy of unscrupulous crooks and criminals
throughout this entire situation.
And I certainly hope that is not the ultimate result of this hear
ing. There must be some way that we can know, that we can dis
cern, that we can ferret out these types of transactions, and if we
can't rely upon the honesty and the integrity and the judgment of
fellows such as yourself to see those things taking place, then we
are in deep, deep trouble.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Cha;rman. Mr. Slattery.
Mr. Slattery. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman, I am sure you are anxious to get
out of here, and I will try to be as direct as I can be.
This morning, Mr. Clifford, you indicated that when Mr. Abedi
hired you as chairman of the board, the reason you accepted this
position was because it was a great challenge; is that correct?
Mr. Clifford. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. Slattery. I am just curious, in light of the fact that Mr.
Abedi hired you, as you have just indicated, and indicated this
morning, I am curious who could have fired you?
Mr. Clifford. It isn't quite accurate to say that Mr. Abedi hired
me. Mr. Abedi and Sheik Kamal Adham represented all of the in
vestors, and we had represented the investors for 4 years before
this conversation took place about my coming into the job.
We had gotten to know them, they had developed confidence in
us, and the fact that they gave me this opportunity was the result
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of conversations between Abedi, Sheik Kamal Adham, and the in
vestors.
Mr. Slattery. OK. I read your testimony, and in your written
testimony, you indicated that shareholders hired you. In your oral
testimony this morning, you said Mr. Abedi hired you, and you
talked about the conversation, and that Mr. Abedi made the offer
to you, you specifically mentioned his name.
Mr. Clifford. There is no distinction between that because Mr.
Abedi and Sheik Kamal Adham were the spokesmen for the inves
tors. Somebody had to be their spokesman. They had been designat
ed as spokesmen.
Mr. Slattery. Every organization has a spokesman, and they
were their spokesmen?
Mr. Clifford. That is correct.
Mr. Slattery. Let me ask you, then, if they made you the offer,
then who in your judgment could have fired you? Who would have
been communicating to you about that bad news?
Mr. Clifford. Well, for 5 years, nobody could have fired me be
cause we put into effect the Symington Voting Trust in which 60
percent of the investors—see, they changed from time to time, but
there would always be 60 percent of the investors who were part of
the voting trust and gave that authority to Symington, so I needed
that protection for 5 years to get started.
But in the last analysis
Mr. Slattery. So your testimony, then, Mr. Clifford, is that no
one could fire you for 5 years?
Mr. Clifford. If they had indicated very strongly that they were
dissatisfied, obviously I would not have stayed from a practical
standpoint.
Mr. Slattery. I am curious, who could have fired you?
Mr. Clifford. The investors, the men who hired us through
Kamal Adham and Abedi could have at sometime chosen to dismiss
us.
Mr. Slattery. OK. And that would have been Mr. Abedi commu
nicating that to you, I assume.
Mr. Clifford. It would have been exactly as we had communicat
ed with the investors all through these years.
Mr. Slattery. But my concern, I guess, is that if Mr. Abedi was
in the position, on behalf of the investors, to make you the offer,
and if you indicate that he would also have been the person that,
on behalf of those investors, that could have removed you, although
the relationship was somewhat distant there, the fact is he was
your contact person with these investors, as you have testified on
several occasions here today.
Mr. Clifford. That is correct.
Mr. Slattery. This seems to me to create a basic prinicipal/
agent relationship. Is that the way you would describe it?
Mr. Clifford. I missed a word in that.
Mr. Slattery. The principal/agent relationship.
Mr. Clifford. Oh, yes. He was our contact with the investors.
Mr. Slattery. We talk about BCCI controlling First American,
and this morning when we started this hearing, I made two points.
I said the question is: Did BCCI control First American, yes or no?
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The next question in the broader issue is why our government
wasn't more active and involved in communicating among our dif
ferent agencies of government and where was the executive branch
of government, where was the chief law enforcement officer in this
country?
Back to this question about BCCI, though, and whether it con
trolled First American. As I listened as carefully as I could today,
it seems to me that organizations don't control other organizations,
people control organizations and people control people.
Now, as I have listened today, I can't help but conclude that Mr.
Abedi controlled BCCI. He, as the founder, he was the president, he
ran it. I don't think there is any question about that. Mr. Abedi
also apparently, on all appearances, controlled or certainly was the
conduit of information, power from the investors to you.
By your own testimony, he made the offer to hire you. By your
own testimony, he also had the authority, ostensibly, to remove you
on behalf of the investors. It would create the appearance, Mr. Clif
ford, that he controlled the investors. He clearly controlled BCCI.
If he hired you and if he could fire you, he controlled you, and it
was Mr. Abedi that controlled First National through you. It
wasn't BCCI that controlled First National. I mean, I can't help
but come to that conclusion. I want to give you the opportunity to
respond.
Mr. Clifford. I made an effort earlier to describe the fact that
with reference to bank control, there are two definitions of control.
One is the Federal Reserve came out and said in a statement, BCCI
controls First American, and they based that upon the fact that
stock was found in the vault at BCCI that indicated to the Federal
Reserve that they owned enough stock to constitute that form of
control.
Mr. Slattery. I am aware of that, and I go back to my point, and
we are running out of time and you are anxious to go home, I
know.
Mr. Clifford. The other type of control is actual management
control.
Mr. Slattery. I understand.
Mr. Clifford. The Federal Reserve understands that. Abedi and
Kamal Adham, as agents for the investors, extended to me and
gave to me total management control of First American.
Mr. Slattery. I don t think we are saying—this is the brilliance
of your position that I am getting to, I believe, and that is what
you are saying may not be necessarily untrue, and what I am
saying is not untrue, either, OK, in the sense that BCCI, through
Mr. Abedi, and Abedi controlled BCCI, we have agreed to that.
And if Abedi hired you and if Abedi on behalf of his people could
fire you, I measure control in my office with my time on the ques
tion of who works for who and who can fire who.
And if Mr. Abedi could replace you on behalf of his investors, he
controlled you, Mr. Clifford, and he controlled Mr. Altman. The
problem is—and the point you are making, and I think with truth
fulness, is that you, in turn, controlled the bank. I don't dispute
what you are saying.
There is a fine legal argument that we are making here, and
when Mr. Abedi could remove you and Mr. Altman, as you have
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just indicated, on behalf of his investor group, then he, in effect,
controlled you, and that is the point that I would like for Mr.
Altman now to describe.
Mr. Clifford. If I may presume, the fact is that as you analyze it
technically and academically, I go right along with you. But
Mr. Slattery. Thank you. I appreciate that. That is a very im
portant concession on your part.
Mr. Clifford. Right, but there can be exceptions, and the excep
tion was made in this case by this agreement between me on one
side and Kamal Adham and Abedi on the other.
Mr. Slattery. Now, you are talking about the Symington agree
ment?
Mr. Clifford. Well, that was part of it.
Mr. Slattery. Would you be happy to provide to the committee,
by the way, your employment agreement that was involved here?
Did you have an agreement with Mr.
Mr. Clifford. A written agreement? An oral agreement.
Mr. Slattery. Oral agreement. You are like my father, who said
the best agreement is a handshake as long as you knew whose
hand you were shaking.
Mr. Clifford. Right. Let me end up on this point. The fact that
we had total control and exercised it for 9 years is demonstrated by
the fact that First American was operated honestly all during that
period.
Mr. Slattery. See, we are getting off the point.
Mr. Clifford. No, we are not.
Mr. Slattery. Because I don't dispute that. I concede that. I
don't have any evidence at this point to suggest that First Ameri
can was operated in any other way than what Mr. Altman has de
scribed here today.
Mr. Altman. But with the reputation that BCCI has and you say
they had control of First American, then it shows, in my opinion,
they didn't have control of First American because there wasn't
one single dishonest event that took place in 9 years.
Mr. Slattery. I understand precisely what you are saying, OK? I
also want you to understand that from my perspective, when some
one hires someone and when someone can fire someone, then they
have control over that person in terms of their working relation
ship.
And I would just observe again that that was the situation with
you in your relationship with Mr. Abedi. You are shaking your
head no, Mr. Altman.
Mr. Altman. That is incorrect.
Mr. Slattery. I don't want to lead you along. I just want to give
you the opportunity to explain yourself.
Mr. Altman. First of all, I think we are speaking, loosely, when
you say Mr. Abedi could fire us. Mr. Abedi did not have the author
ity to fire us. Mr. Abedi could speak for the shareholders.
Mr. Slattery. Who could fire you?
Mr. Altman. The shareholders could fire us. Now, if Mr.
Abedi
Mr. Slattery. All of your contact with the shareholders was
really through Mr. Abedi because you didn't know who the share
holders were.
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Mr. Altman. That is what I wanted to correct, Mr. Slattery.
That is not true. We had contact directly with the shareholders.
Mr. Slattery. Which ones?
Mr. Altman. I would be glad to list them for you.
Mr. Slattery. OK.
Mr. Altman. Let me finish my
Mr. Slattery. Will you do that for the record?
Mr. Altman. Sure, absolutely. Let me just finish my point, if I
might. We had direct contact with the shareholders. We had it face
to face. We had it over the telephone. We had it in writing. The
shareholders, for example, when we had annual meetings, voted
their stock. BCCI did not vote their stock.
Every year the board of directors had to be elected after the Sy
mington Trust expired, and the shareholders voted their stock. So
Mr. Abedi did not have the power to fire us. Now, if he had some
secret control over rulers in the Middle East, which on its face
seems to turn the world upside down, but I can't explain that these
days, then he had some secret deal. But in terms of who is exercis
ing control, Mr. Abedi was not exercising control. He did not have
the authority to fire us. The shareholders had that power.
Mr. Slattery. I understand.
Mr. Altman. That contact was not exclusive through Mr. Abedi.
Although BCCI served as the administrative liaison and proved to
be an efficient means for communicating with the shareholders, we
also dealt directly with the shareholders. Would you like me to try
to list those for you?
Mr. Slattery. Why don't you provide that for the record because
I know you are anxious to get out of here.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
Mr. Slattery. One of the things I wanted to come back to and
we have talked about this, and that is this June 17, 1986 letter
from Mr. Clifford to Mr. Abedi and the attached memo that several
people have cited. This language on page 4 of that memo, which is
on page 8181, you are familiar with, we talked about it earlier
today.
The language says, in addition, the proposed structure may focus
unwelcome attention on the relationship between CCAH, First
American, and BCCI and raise question as to whether BCCI has ac
quired control of the National Bank of Georgia.
I am just curious, what unwelcome attention would they be refer
ring to? And what unwelcome attention were you, by reference, re
ferring to?
Mr. Clifford. I think Mr. Altman addressed himself to that this
morning.
Mr. Slattery. Not- specifically on this point, I don't believe.
Mr. Altman. I will be glad to repeat it.
Mr. Slattery. What unwelcome attention are they talking
about?
This is the specific relationship between First American and
BCCI. That is what they are specifically talking about. I would like
to know what unwelcome attention they are referring to. Would it
be perhaps the fact that at this time you still had this large loan
outstanding with BCCI?
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Mr. Altman. No, sir. It had nothing to do with it. I will be glad
to explain.
Mr. Slattery. Please do.
Mr. Altman. It seems to be a memo that people have a hard
time understanding. First, let me say again, this memo was not
written by us. This memo was written by another law firm. It did
not deal with the subject of the relationship between BCCI and
First American that is now being examined at some considerable
length in these hearings and other investigations. This dealt with a
specific transaction, and it dealt with stakeout guidelines. And the
"unwelcome attention" would have been the same language that
would have been used if instead of BCCI, the other party in the
transaction which was engaged in a loan to the seller of the bank
was Citibank or American Express.
That is the legal analysis—that someone may consider in the
structuring of this transaction that the other party, here BCCI or
in my example, Citibank was making a loan and whether that vio
lates the stakeout guidelines. It was a technical legal issue and has
nothing really to do, as I understand this memo, and again, recog
nizing I didn't write it, it had nothing to do with these issues.
Mr. Slattery. OK. I understand.
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Slattery. OK.
The Chairman. Mr. Sanders.
Mr. Sanders. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me congratulate Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman for their en
durance and to thank you for waiting 10 hours for me to ask you a
few questions. I appreciate that.
Mr. Chairman, ironically, today is the first day that we are back
from our summer vacations, and it is always amazing to me when I
go home to my district, which is the entire State of Vermont, and I
see reality at home, and then I come here and I see the reality that
takes place here, and I hear what I have heard today, and I try to
put myself in the place of the average working stiff in this country,
the guy who is making $5 or $8 an hour, the people in my State
whose farms are going under after working 60 or 70 hours a week,
10 percent of our people are unemployed, the people who can't
afford medical care, and I listen to what is going on here, and I try
to put myself in the position of someone watching this on C-Span
after a hard day's work, after hearing what has gone on here for
the last couple of years with the S&L frauds and the greed and stu
pidity of the commercial banks, and my questions to you, you see,
are going to be different than I think anyone else has asked you.
I am going to assume that everything you are saying is true. I
am the only person here who is going to say I accept everything
you are saying, and I am this guy who makes $7 and $8 an hour,
and you are multi-millionaires and I ask you this question, sirs,
Mr. Clifford, what does the average person in this country feel
when we have multi-millionaires who are working for Middle East
ern dictators and I want to ask you a question here, and this has
not come up, in the brief that your lawyers have presented, you say
that the Sheik Said al-Nahyan is the ruler of Abu Dhabi. My ques
tion is, what was the election results of his last election when the
Sheik pulled out a victory? He is a dictator, is he not?
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Mr. Clifford. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sanders. He is a dictator; he is a king. We overthrew a king
200 years ago.
Assuming everything you said is true, you know nothing about
BCCI running First American, tell the American people and the
working people 8 and 10 bucks an hour, whose standard of living is
declining, what it is about when prominent Americans work for
Middle Eastern billionaire dictators who provide $10 million lines
of credit, and as a result of that, they are able to make many mil
lions of dollars of profit in a couple of years.
I assume everything you have said is true. Tell that to the work
ing people of America. What should they believe in that type of
system?
Mr. Clifford. One must start by saying that when we are ap
proached by representatives of these Middle Eastern potentates, I
go to the Government first and I say to the State Department,
should we accept this employment. Is there any rule against it?
They say, no, there is not; foreign banks and foreign individuals
can acquire U.S. properties under the proper circumstances.
I checked —the Treasury, I have some recollection of checking
there. So my government tells me, it is perfectly all right for you to
represent these persons.
Mr. Sanders. You have not heard me suggest that you have done
anything illegal.
Mr. Clifford. I am leading up to something, and that is that
these people abroad decide that they want to acquire this bank
holding company. So they get together and they come up with
around $200 million.
Now, this may be difficult for citizens in Vermont, who make $8,
$10 an hour, to understand, but it happens all the time. Groups get
together and they come up with the $200 million, and a New York
investment banking house handles a deal—Nabisco, that involved
$25 billion. So these events go on.
Then these people put another $300 million into it, and we then
take hold of the whole matter, and we are able to transform that
and build it up from a $500 million company to a $1 billion compa
ny. And then, when the time comes for our reward, it is commensu
rate with the unusual type of service that has been rendered.
Mr. Sanders. I understand what you are saying, and it makes
sense in a certain way, but I think living in a country where our
people are becoming poorer, I think where people are becoming
alienated from the political process, where people don't vote or be
lieve in government, where people are angry or frustrated, I think
the overall scenario that you are describing is something that is in
many way appalling to the American people. We should not be
working for Third World dictatorships.
You indicated earlier, you stated this morning that the so-called
"investors," our friends in the Middle East, had a special interest
in Financial General Bankshares, which is presently First Ameri
can, because it had the grandfathered ability to bank over State
lines.
Mr. Clifford. Yes.
Mr. Sanders. There is a fierce debate taking place on this com
mittee as to whether or not we should abolish the rights of States
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to say that large banks cannot come into their States, whether we
should encourage interstate banking or whether we should not. My
concern is, if the BCCI alleged participation in First American had
not come out, your goal was to create 1 of the 10 largest banks in
America.
Mr. Clifford. We hoped to.
Mr. Sanders. Isn't there a concern that if the BCCI alleged con
nection had not come about, and if we did not have—if this Presi
dent's legislation abolished interstate banking and would allow
First American, with BCCI connections, to move into any State in
the country, without proper regulation, isn't there a real potential
danger that you could have a situation where a criminal bank, if
you like, is controlling dozens and dozens of banks and industries
throughout this country?
Do you follow my line?
Mr. Clifford. Yes.
Mr. Sanders. My concern is about the abolition of interstate
banking and the prohibition of States such as mine saying, we
don't want that bank.
What do you think of that potential danger?
Mr. Clifford. I think it would be in the interest of the country if
we were to eliminate State barriers as far as banks are concerned.
We have some 14,000 banks in this country, and I guess they go
broke at the rate of 2,000 to 3,000 banks a year.
I think we have too many banks, and I think that they are not
well capitalized. And I think that we would do better if we had
fewer, stronger banks.
Mr. Sanders. I find it amazing—all day, people have been
saying, Mr. Clifford, Mr. Altman, maybe you missed something
along the way. I find it amazing after 10 hours of testimony, you
are saying that we need fewer and larger banks so that institutions
like BCCI and criminal elements can run a significant part of the
system.
That is your conclusion, based on this whole experience?
Mr. Clifford. You go along fine, and then you leave and go
down a side street that I don't remember.
Mr. Sanders. I think it is a fine side street, sir.
Mr. Clifford. I think that it can be done skillfully. We can
permit interstate banking; I believe it would strengthen banks. I
think that we would find that it would serve our people better, and
I think that is going to come about almost no matter what.
We are going to have fewer and fewer and fewer banks. I think I
read some time ago, the banking system in Canada is run very
well; I think they have eight banks. That does not mean that some
rogue bank from abroad can come into that situation and profit by
it. That wouldn't affect that any. If they do it with smaller banks,
that doesn't mean that they can do it with larger banks.
I think that the committee can profit greatly from the BCCI ex
ample. I think the committee is learning a lot from it. I know I
have learned a lot, and it has been a bitter, bitter lesson to me. But
I know that you can prepare a bill which can go a long ways
toward preventing this happening.
Mr. Sanders. After the experience that you two have been in
and the pain you must have gone through in the last year, to sug
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gest that this country needs fewer and larger banks owned by
large, multinational corporations, influenced by people from other
countries, if that is the conclusion that you reached out of your
own experience, I find that rather incredible, to tell you the truth.
The Chairman. Mr. Sanders, you could have asked that question
of my dear friend, Mr. Wylie, a long time ago, and he would have
given you the same answer.
Mr. Slattery requested 30 seconds more, provided you don't ask
the same question you asked before on the questionable language.
Mr. Slattery. I promise I won't. I just wanted to make a brief
closing statement. I think that one of the areas that we didn't ade
quately explore today during this hearing is the explanation for
why our CIA, our Department of Justice, our drug enforcement
agencies weren't communicating with people in this country; and
what happened within the executive branch of government, and
why we aren't doing a better job of coordinating our law enforce
ment efforts.
Last week we heard about, and I participated in a hearing on the
Salomon Brothers scandal, and it was the same problem. There
weren't adequate, vigorous law enforcement efforts being made.
And it is troubling to this Member that this is an example of our
government having an enormous amount of information that could
have been very helpful, that wasn't shared with the people that it
should have been shared with.
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Slattery. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. I ask permission to place in the record the Mem
bers' package that staff had prepared for each Member. Also, a
memorandum of law that I have requested of our distinguished
General Counsel, Ms. Timmer, that I think Members ought to have
with respect to the duties of directors and officers, duties of attor
neys, directors, DC rules of professional conduct for attorneys, di
rectors, and officers of holding companies.
[The majority staff report and the memorandum of law can be
found in the appendix.]
Mr. Wylie. Reserving the right to object. I would like the same
unanimous consent request for the House Banking Committee
mqinority staff report, dated September 10, 1991. I ask that it be
placed in the record.
The Chairman. There is no objection.
[The minority staff report can be found in the appendix.]
The Chairman. It is unfortunate that that report should have
been leaked on the eve of this hearing with the front-page twist
that was given this morning in which, unfortunately, the reference
was made to the fact that the witnesses' testimony yet to be pre
sented to the committee had already been judged and that it was in
contradiction with what the minority staff had documented.
We had hoped that that would not have happened, but it did,
and that is something we will have to address between us, too.
Mr. Wylie. Mr. Chairman, I asked my staff to do some work on
their own to put the report together. I came in yesterday afternoon
and looked at it, thought it was fairly well done and that Members
on our side of the aisle ought to have the benefit of it.
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I did not release the report and hope that the Chairman doesn't
think that I did something contrary to our understanding and
agreement.
The Chairman. No. But it does raise interest for difficulties in
the future.
Mr. Altman. Mr. Chairman, I want to be sure; would our written
statement also be a part of the record?
The Chairman. Yes. I said earlier in your testimony that your
prepared text, as given to us in ample time, will be in the record,
complete, following your oral and verbal testimony this morning.
That is a matter of record.
Mr. Altman. I thank the Chairman.
You had asked earlier for some memos regarding some legal
advice. That does raise some attorney-client issues, and I ask com
mittee counsel work with our counsel to resolve those, because they
may need consent of clients for release. If we could have our coun
sel speak to committee counsel
The Chairman. We have anticipated this question arising. The
precedents in the Congress are that we don't recognize that in the
case of particularly requested and subpoenaed testimony, and also
testimony being sought by the committee in its desire to obtain full
and complete information.
The attorney-client privilege is, as I say, in the precedents estab
lished by other committees and I believe this one, too, clearly sets
forth that the privilege that we hold belongs to the client.
If the client waives the privilege, the attorney cannot claim it. It
is up to the committee to decide when it will allow a claim of attor
ney-client privilege.
However, in acceding to your request, we will agree to have
counsel discuss that with you.
Mr. Altman. Thank you, sir.
The Chairman. Mr. Leach, did you have any additional state
ment or were you seeking recognition?
Mr. Leach. I was not seeking recognition. I want to make one
comment in partial vindication of our two witnesses. I am one that
is not convinced that there could conceivably be a lack of knowl
edge of control, but I will say given the fact that BCCI apparently
controlled a number of institutions, relatively speaking, this might
have been one of the better run of the BCCI-controlled institutions,
and I am not convinced that the regulators will concur that it has
been as well run as has been indicated today relative to other
American financial institutions. But relative to other BCCI Saudi-
involved institutions it appears that Mr. Clifford has averted
having some of the sheer illegality that may have characterized
other institutions and that is to his credit as well as Mr. Altman's.
Mr. Clifford. Thank you, Mr. Leach.
The Chairman. Mr. Wylie.
Mr. Wylie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have two brief questions.
Mr. Slattery said something about the law enforcement efforts. I
read a statement in the paper and I want you to refute it if you
can, and I think you can, which said that the wife of William Von
Raab, a former Customs commissioner, worked for First American.
Do you know if she did?

46-783 - 92 - 5
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Mr. Altman. She did.
Mr. Wylie. It says that she was fired because of a Customs' in
vestigation of BCCI.
Mr. Altman. That is totally inaccurate.
Mr. Wylie. Do you know why she was terminated?
Mr. Altman. I was not involved in her hire and I was not in
volved in her departure, but I have an understanding that there
were questions about performance.
Mr. Wylie. It didn't have anything to do with investigation
Mr. Altman. It had nothing to do with investigations.
Mr. Wylie. There is one more exchange of letters that I need a
bit of help with. It has to do with a letter of January 22, 1987, from
Mr. Imam to Mr. J.C. Lesher of Clifford & Warnke and then there
is a follow-up letter from Credit and Commerce Holding Company
of January 1987. It is recommended to you as a draft letter, and
then you have taken that letter apparently and put it on Credit
and Commerce Holding Company's stationery and signed it Robert
A. Altman, Managing Director and Secretary.
My staff has a copy of those three letters.
Mr. Altman. I believe I have them, sir.
Mr. Wylie. OK.
We have heard your assurances that BCCI did not give directions
to board members of CCAH, and this exchange of letters would
seem to suggest otherwise.
It appeared that there was at least one instance where BCCI was,
in fact, giving instructions to your firm, CCAH. Would you com
ment on that?
Mr. Altman. I would be glad to comment on it, sir.
This is not an example where we were receiving instructions.
This was an instance where one of the shareholders of First Ameri
can, the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority, which I might note is
regarded by the Federal Reserve as a legitimate shareholder of the
company—they are not regarded as a nominee of BCCI—needed for
their auditors to have confirmation of their shareholding in First
American and they needed it in a particular format.
Mr. Imam, who was dealing with one of the lawyers at our firm,
asked that the confirmation be in the particular format that Ernst
and Whinney, the auditors of the Abu Dhabi Investment Author
ity, had requested. It was kind of a technical, routine matter. It did
very accurately reflect the true facts, that is that the Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority owned the shares that were set forth therein
in the letter that I signed, but this was just a matter of providing
the form that Abu Dhabi Investment Authority needed for its audi
tors and was kind of a routine matter.
Mr. Wylie. It wouldn't have been sufficient for Mr. Imam to
send the letter himself to Ernst and Whinney?
Mr. Altman. Mr. Imam has no ability to confirm who are the
shareholders of First American or CCAH. Mr. Imam worked with
BCCI and is asking would we examine our shareholder register and
confirm for the auditors of the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority
that they hold the following shares of stock, which we were pleased
to do. And the Federal Reserve confirms that this is a legitimate
shareholding.
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Mr. Wylie. Mr. Chairman, thank you again for holding these
hearings today. I want to thank Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman, as
well as their legal team, who appeared before the committee to
give their side of the story. I feel that the testimony we have heard
today and have listened to for the last 10 hours and 15 minutes
barely scratches the surface, really, concerning BCCI's role with
First American, but I do think that Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman
have both handled themselves extremely well as I said a little ear
lier, and I want to compliment you for that and for your fortitude
and also for the fact that you did appear voluntarily.
On April 10, 1991, a former CFO of BCCI London was asked in
an interview with Federal investigators if Clifford and Altman
knew about BCCI control of First American. His response was they
must have known. Clifford and Altman were sophisticated counsel
ors of Mr. Abedi, and they met with Mr. Abedi regularly, how
could they not have known?
I regret to say that that comes fairly close to my observation, but
I want to continue to work with the chairman to investigate BCCI's
relationship in this country, to see where this all shakes out in the
final analysis. I think only by getting to the bottom of this affair
can we know what really happened.
I think it was Mr. Orton who observed that we do need to know
what happened so that we can ensure that regulators are not de
ceived on such a massive scale again.
I want to thank you very much for your testimony and indicate
that I think you made a good appearance.
Mr. Clifford. Thank you, Mr. Wylie.
Mr. Altman. Thank you.
It is a curious observation for the chief financial officer of BCCI
to question why we didn't know something when he indicates he
didn't know it and he was their chief financial officer.
The Chairman. Gentlemen, thank you very much. You have
been most cooperative and helpful to the committee. I know it has
been long. This committee is large. You can look at it this way—it
is a 52-member committee. It is as if you had appeared before half
of the Senate plus two. If you look at it that way, it eases the pain
of the appearance.
Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreciate your help.
Mr. Clifford. Thank you for the courtesy.
Mr. Altman. And for the chance to explain our position on the
record.
The Chairman. The committee will be adjourned until Friday
morning in this hearing room at 9:30 a.m.
[Whereupon at 7:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to resume
Friday, September 13, 1991, at 9:30 a.m.]
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Opening statement of Henry B. Gonzalez, chairman
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs

U.S. House of Representatives

Hearing on Bank of Credit and Commerce International
(BCCI) Investigation

September 11, 1991

This morning we open the first of a series of hearings on how a
racketeering bank— The Bank of Credit and Commerce International —gained a

foothold in the United States and how regulators and bank officials failed
to detect or understand or report the invasion.

We have long been critical of jurisdictions like Panama, the Cayman
Islands and other off-shore countries for their loose banking regulation and
their willingness to become havens for outlaw financial entities that fuel
drug cartels, tax evasion schemes, and other illegal activities.

Now we find BCCI on our own front steps despite all of our vaunted,
expensive and far-reaching regulatory system. The criminal shenanigans of

BCCI are still unfolding around the world, but already we know of extensive
money laundering schemes, allegations of connections with the infamous

Medellin cocaine cartel, charges of massive fraud and involvement with Middle

East terrorists.
For many on this Committee, the existence of another foreign bank entity

engaged in criminal activity comes as no great surprise. Last year, this

Committee —with plenty of vacant seats in the press section — spelled out how

an agency of the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro operating in Atlanta, Georgia

was able to defraud the U. S. Government and move billions of dollars of
goods including military technology into the hands of Saddam Hussein. Banca

Nazionale del Lavoro became Baghdad's banker in the U. S. before our

regulatory cops at the Federal Reserve could locate Irag on the map.

In the case of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International, the

Federal Reserve would have us believe that BCCI was a stealth banking

operation —undetected on the regulators' radar screens. Like the Federal

Reserve, our witnesses this morning, Clark Clifford and Robert Altman,

profess ignorance about the depth of BCCI's involvement in First American or

its holding company, Credit and Commerce American Holdings.
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If we accept the stories put forward by the Federal Reserve and Mr.
Clifford and Mr. Altaian, an icy chill should go through the American public.
If U.S. Banks can be so easily invaded by foreign operators, and if the
takeovers can be kept secret so successfully, what protections exist in our
banking system? What other foreign entities or criminal elements are
secretly in control of U.S. Banks at this moment? Obviously, we can't expect
the Federal Reserve to know — if its performance in BCCI is an example of its
investigative skill.

The role of "hear no evil, see no evil and smell no evil" is not

suitable for regulators, powerful law firms or big-time bank executives. The
people who occupy these positions are expected to know. It is their
responsibility and neither this Committee nor the American public should
accept bland statements that "we just didn't know."

The Federal Reserve was conned in 1981 by a group of Middle East

investors who we now know were front men for BCCI in the takeover of CCAH,

the holding company for First American. During the next decade, the Federal
Reserve's gumshoes took it easy, ignoring tips or, at best, asking CCAH and
First American for assurances that all was well. Invariably, the answer came
back, "No BCCI here," and the Federal Reserve was happy. As in the Salomon

case, now much in the news, the attitude was, "Trust me."

The Federal Reserve's lack of vigor is inexcusable. However, it is true
that our financial regulatory system does depend on full and truthful reports
from banks and their officers, directors and legal counsel.

Our witnesses this morning provided the key assurance to the Federal

Reserve in 1981 that the Middle East investors were operating on their own

and not on behalf of BCCI.

As the top officials in First American and as legal counsel for the
bank, the Clifford-Altman team was in a unique position to know about BCCI's
involvement. Apparently some key decisions, such as who was to run First

American's affiliate in New York, were made only after consultation with
BCCI. And Mr. Altman turned up consistently at international conferences of

BCCI insiders in Vienna, London and Luxembourg.
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If Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman did not understand BCCI's role in the
takeover of First American, they did have an appreciation of the value of
BCCI's money.

On three different occasions in 1986, 1987, and 1989, Mr. Clifford and
Mr. Altman purchased large blocks of shares of Credit and Commerce American

Holdings (CCAH) — financed by $15 million in lines of credit from BCCI. On
March 1, 1988, Clifford sold 3,200 shares and Altman dumped 1,600 shares at
the inflated price of $6,800 per share — three times what they had paid for
the shares less than two years earlier. The gross profit for Clifford
apparently totaled at least $11.3 million and for Altman $5.6 million. And
to complete the BCCI money loop, the purchaser— at the $6,800 per share

price —was none other than another BCCI front man.

These lucrative inside stock transactions were not the only insider game
that profited these gentlemen. As soon as they assumed the executive chairs
at CCAH and First American, legal business started flowing from the bank to
their Washington law firm, Clifford and Warnke. We are still trying to
determine the exact amount of the fees, but some reports suggest they may

have exceeded the stock profits.

Aside from the millions that flowed from the bank to the law firm, this
arrangement created the potential for serious conflicts of interest and
deprives the bank of ongoing objective legal advice. It is a practice that
I have criticized in other financial institutions. Bank officers cannot
serve one moment in a decision-making capacity in the bank and in the next

moment don their legal caps to give sanction to these same decisions. It is
an unsafe and unsound practice regardless of the personalities involved. It
is something that the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and the

Federal Reserve Board should have stopped long ago.

With the headlines and the obvious prominence of our witnesses, it will
be difficult to keep these hearings on track. But, I hope the Members — on
both sides —will be cognizant of this Committee's jurisdiction and the need
to develop the facts that will help us prevent another BCCI from walking
secretly into U.S. banking. We have a significant section in H.R. 6—

reported from this Committee in June—dealing with the regulation of foreign

banks. As we move through this testimony, I hope Members will watch
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carefully for evidence that will support that section and possibly
strengthening amendments.

These hearings are called pursuant to the jurisdiction assigned the
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs Committee in Rule 10 of the Rules of the
House of Representatives.
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE FRANK ANNUNZIO
AT BANKING COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON BCCI

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1991

Mr. Chairman, I want to congratulate you for calling these hearings

today. BCCI has a notorious history as a money laundering financial

institution.

Almost two years ago, BCCI entered into a plea agreement regarding

its money laundering activities in the United States. BCCI agreed to forfeit

$14.8 million in assets which had already been seized, and to agree to

cooperate in the prosecution of various low-ranking BCCI employees. Other

than that, BCCI suffered no penalty as a result of its conviction.

I was shocked by the liberal terms of the guilty plea. On

January 23, 1990, 1 introduced legislation to provide for the death penalty for

money laundering financial institutions. That legislation passed the House

last year by a vote of 406 to 0, but the Senate failed to act upon the bill. At

the end of the session last year, the House unanimously passed another

similar money laundering bill I introduced, but the Senate again failed to act.
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I reintroduced similar legislation this year, not only providing for the

death penalty for money laundering financial institutions, but giving the

Federal Reserve explicit authority to shut down the operations of money

laundering foreign banks, branches and agencies in this country. This

legislation passed the House on June 1 1 by the identical 406 to 0 margin by

which last year's bill passed. Still, the Senate has not acted on money

laundering legislation.

Mr. Chairman, in the past two years, the House has voted by a

combined vote of 812 to 0 for legislation providing the death penalty for

money laundering banks. Three times the House has unanimously passed

money laundering legislation to shut down the BCCIs of the world.

Still, the Senate delays. It has included a money laundering title in its

bank reform bill, but we all know that the fate of that bill is cloudy. Law

enforcement will not benefit by having money laundering improvements

delayed by inclusion in controversial bank reform legislation.

I hope that the Senate will realize that this country needs stronger

money laundering laws now, and will act promptly to take up the Annunzio

death penalty for money laundering banks legislation. Maybe these hearings

will send a message to our colleagues in the other body.
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN JOHN W. COX, JR.
HEARING ON BCCI
SEPTEMBER 11, 1991

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding hearings on the Bank of

Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) . While pulling the pieces of

the investigation together proves to be a complicated task, doing so

reveals the many weaknesses of our regulatory system. On both the

domestic and international fronts, a great deal of fraud and abuse has

been intertwined with daily banking activities.

BCCI, which has been nicknamed the "Bank of Crooks and Criminals",

has been linked with such illegal activities as money laundering,

organized crime, and South and Central American cocaine cartels.

According to a report written by Price Waterhouse, BCCI's activities

were "one of the most complex deceptions in banking history,"

documenting losses of almost $850 million that were hidden by

misappropriated deposits and false loans between the years of 1977 and

1985.

The BCCI scandal hits remarkably close to home today as we hear

the testimony of our witnesses, Clark Clifford and Robert Altman.

Clifford and Altman were the Chairman and President of the U.S. bank,

First American Bankshares. This bank was purchased by BCCI, seemingly

unknown to Clifford and Altman. BCCI, however, owned First American

the entire time Clifford and Altman ran the bank. In addition,

Clifford and Altman' s law firm, Clifford & Warnke, has represented both

BCCI and First American for a number of years.
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As the story unfolds, there is tremendous conflict of interest

involved in the chapters. Whether or not Clifford and Altman were

aware of BCCI's ownership of First American, questions can be raised

about the efficacy of the independent legal counsel of a bank also

having control of the bank's operations.

In addition, this committee must take a close look at the role the

Federal Reserve played, or failed to play, with respect to BCCI's

operations. For 13 years BCCI controlled the largest bank in

Washington. The Federal Reserve was not aware of this fact. The

Federal Reserve, however, is charged with the responsibility of being

the primary regulator of foreign banks.

Despite the reputation BCCI has achieved for international

criminal activities, and its significant ownership of U.S. banks, there

were no BCCI records kept in the United States. For this reason, no

documentation of First American's ownership existed in this country.

Furthermore, there was never a single BCCI supervisor in the United

States, despite the number of banks BCCI owns in this country.

The BCCI scandal has magnified a few of the severe flaws in our

banks' regulatory system, at both the domestic and international

levels. I am hopeful that this series of hearings on BCCI will prove

to be informative, and through it, we can nail down some real remedies
to prevent such a scandal from recurring.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Opening Statement of the
Honorable Carroll Hubbard

Hearing on the Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI)
and First American Bankshares Scandal

House Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
September 11, 1991
9:00 a.m.

I will be brief, Mr. Chairman. I commend you for holding
this important series of hearings on the Bank of Credit and

Commerce International, better known as BCCI.

BCCI has engaged in a long list of alleged wrongdoings. It
has reportedly defrauded customers of billions of dollars,

bribed public officials, made false representations about its
financial condition and ownership, and laundered money for drug

dealers, arms dealers and organized crime, to name just a few.

If these allegations are true, then BCCI is perhaps the greatest
international outlaw in financial history.

Indeed, the BCCI scandal is unfolding like a suspense novel,

filled with international intrigue, famous personalities, and
allegations of crimes at the highest corporate and governmental

levels. In trying to piece together what exactly happened, BCCI

is becoming the "Watergate of International Finance" — a who-

done-it in which we find ourselves asking "who knew what, and

when did they know it?"

Mr. Chairman, I applaud the Committee's efforts to get to
the bottom of this controversy, and I am confident that we will
succeed. Of the many issues about BCCI that need to be

addressed, one stands out in my mind — if, as it has been
alleged, wealthy foreigners can confound our bank regulators,

finance illicit drug traffickers, and obtain political influence,
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then I believe the American people deserve an explanation as to
how these things can happen. Only then can we take steps to make

sure it doesn't happen again.
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Opening Statement, Congressman Gerald D. Kleczka
BCCI Hearing September 11, 1991

I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for holding these hearings.
Your determination brought about the Lincoln S&L hearings. Under
your leadership, this Committee will give the American people the
facts about yet another story others feared to tell.

When a congressional committee must bring the facts to light
in a case like this, our regulatory system has failed. Matters
as complicated as the use of "straw buyers" by foreign interests
to purchase an American bank are best dealt with by banking
regulators, not by a committee.

A handful of Committee staffers must now sift through more
than 100,000 documents to piece together exactly what happened
with BCCI. They are doing a job others should have done long,
long ago. Legislators should legislate. Regulators should
regulate. And the Justice Department should litigate.

That old fashioned idea raises guestions which must be
answered. Where was the Justice Department and Attorney General
Thornburgh? We know where Mr. Thornburgh is today—running for
Senate in Pennsylvania. Where was he when we needed him to
enforce the law in Washington?

Where were the banking regulators? If bank regulators are
not up to regulating, Congress should not enact legislation to
give banks broad, new and risky powers. If regulators have too
much on their plates today, they don't need second helpings.

I hope this scandal puts to rest an idea fashionable in the
1980s that deregulation cures anything that ails banks. Banking
deregulation is an idea whose time has come— and gone. These are
the 1990s—the decade when we pay the price for the lax
regulation of the 1980s. Before banks get new powers, we should
deal with existing problems.
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN AL McCANDLESS
September 11, 1991

Mr. Chairman, these hearings will begin to untangle a web of
lies, deceit, and criminal acts.

Our purpose — even though we may be tempted — is not to
try the case or convict the guilty. Our purpose is to determine
how our laws and regulations were evaded.

In our effort to determine the facts, we are going to have
to ask some tough questions. AND WE MUST BE PREPARED TO ALLOW
THE CHIPS TO FALL WHERE THEY MAY.

We must examine the involvement of some very prominent
citizens, many with strong political connections. We need to
know who did what, and when did they do it.

We must also examine whether political connections were used
to further the BCCI scheme.

The actions and inactions of the regulators must also be
explored. What could or should they have done to discover this
scheme earlier? Are our laws strong enough to prevent something
like this from happening again?

These will be difficult, but very important hearings. I
yield back the balance of my time.
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The Honorable Janes P. Koran

Statement on BCCI Hearing

September 11, 1991

MR. CHAIRMAN, I ALSO WANTED TO EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION FOR YOUR
THOUGHTFULNESS IN CONDUCTING THIS HEARING.

AS TODAY'S HEARING WILL CONFIRM, THE BANK OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE
INTERNATIONAL WAS ENGAGED IN MONEY LAUNDERING FOR DRUG KINGPINS,
INCLUDING GENERAL MANUEL NORIEGA, COMMITTED WHOLESALE FRAUD,
FRONTED ACCOUNTS FOR KNOWN TERRORISTS, PAID OFF PROSECUTION
WITNESSES AND BLATANTLY VIOLATED U.S. BANKING REGULATIONS FOR
CLOSE TO TEN YEARS.

AGENCIES OF THE U.S GOVERNMENT WERE AWARE OF THESE CRIMINAL
ACTIVITIES AND CHOSE TO KEEP SILENT OR AT LEAST NOT PROSECUTE.

ACCORDING TO A REPORT BY THE ACCOUNTING FIRM OF PRICE WATERHOUSE,
BCCI "MAY NEVER HAVE BEEN PROFITABLE DURING ITS ENTIRE HISTORY."

IN FACT FROM A FINANCIAL STANDPOINT, THE ONLY WAY BCCI SEEMS TO
HAVE SURVIVED WAS BY ENGAGING IN BRIBERY, FRAUD, MONEY LAUNDERING
AND INFLUENCE PEDDLING.

SO LONG AS NO ONE PROBED TOO DEEP, BCCI WAS ABLE TO COVER ITS
SHAKY BANK OPERATIONS BY MANIPULATING THE ACCOUNTS OF ITS
CUSTOMERS' DEPOSITS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THIS HEARING SERVES AN IMPORTANT PURPOSE.

WE MUST FIND OUT WHY NO ONE WAS WILLING TO PROBE DEEPER; AND WHY
THOSE WHO TRIED WERE DISCOURAGED FROM DOING SO.

WE MUST DETERMINE WHAT FLAWS THERE ARE IN OUR REGULATORY SYSTEM,
AND MAKE THE NECESSARY CHANGES TO PREVENT THIS FROM HAPPENING
AGAIN.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WHILE WE SEEK TO FIND THE TRUTH, I WOULD ASK THAT WE
TAKE ONE FINAL FACTOR INTO CONSIDERATION.
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IN EARLY JUNE, BANK REGULATORS IN SEVERAL COUNTRIES SEIZED THE
BANK, FROZE ITS ASSETS AND PROMISED TO BEGIN LIQUIDATING THE
INSTITUTION AND ITS OPERATIONS IN MORE THAN 70 COUNTRIES.

THE SEIZURE GENERATED MASSIVE PANIC AS DEPOSITORS IN EUROPE AND
ASIA ATTEMPTED TO COLLECT THEIR MONEY.

HAD THERE BEEN A BANK NAMED BCCI IN THIS COUNTRY, PERHAPS WE
WOULD HAVE SEEN A REPEAT OF WHAT OCCURRED IN EUROPE AND ASIA.

WHILE BCCI HAD ONLY A LIMITED PHYSICAL PRESENCE HERE IN THE UNITED
STATES, IT DID ACQUIRE SECRET AND INDIRECT CONTROL OF FIRST
AMERICAN'S HOLDING COMPANY STOCK.

I AM CONCERNED THAT AS WE INVESTIGATE POSSIBLE LINKS BETWEEN BCCI
AND FIRST AMERICAN OR ANY OTHER U.S. FINANCIAL INSTITUTION, WE DO
SO IN A RESPONSIBLE MANNER THAT DOES NOT GENERATE ANXIETY AMONG
THE DEPOSITORS AT THESE INSTITUTIONS.

IT SHOULD BE STATED FOR THE RECORD THAT TO DATE, THERE HAS BEEN
NO EVIDENCE THAT FIRST AMERICAN WAS INVOLVED IN ANY OF BCCI'S
ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES.

THE PUBLIC SHOULD KNOW THAT THEIR DEPOSITS IN FIRST AMERICAN ARE
SAFE AND PROTECTED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

THE ACTIONS TAKEN TO DATE BY THE FEDERAL REGULATORY AGENCIES AND
BY FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS HAVE NOT AFFECTED THE OPERATIONS OF BANKS
OWNED BY FIRST AMERICAN BANKSHARES AND FIRST AMERICAN BANK IN
PARTICULAR.

I WOULD URGE THE MEDIA COVERING THIS HEARING TO PROVIDE THE
ASSURANCES THAT PEOPLE'S DEPOSITS IN THESE BANKS ARE SAFE.

THANK YOU MR. CHAIRMAN.
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m
STATEMENT OF

THE HONORABLE MART ROSE OAKAR

SEPTEMBER 11, 1991

MR. CHAIRMAN:

I WANT TO COMMEND YOU FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING. CLEARLY, THE
SUBJECT OF THE BANK OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL (BCCI) AND

ITS OPERATIONS IS OF CRITICAL CONCERN TO THIS COMMITTEE AND TO OUR

COUNTRY.

BCCI HAS DOMINATED THE HEADLINES OF THE MEDIA FOR MANY MONTHS .

THE IMPLICATIONS AND COMPLICATIONS RELATED TO THIS CASE ARE

ENORMOUS. SIMILARLY, THE QUESTIONS EMANATING FROM BCCI'S

OPERATIONS ARE EQUALLY PROFOUND AND NEED TO BE FULLY UNDERSTOOD BY

THIS COMMITTEE AND THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. IN PARTICULAR, I BELIEVE
THERE ARE SOME KEY QUESTIONS WE MUST FOCUS UPON IN ORDER TO DRAW

THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSONS FROM THIS MATTER.

FOR EXAMPLE, A CENTRAL ASPECT OF THE COMMITTEE'S INVESTIGATION

INVOLVES THE QUESTIONS OF THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF BANK OFFICIALS.

TODAY'S WITNESSES ARE BANK OFFICIALS INVOLVED IN DECISIONS OF

POLICY AND OPERATIONS OF A PROMINENT WASHINGTON BANK. I BELIEVE
THAT MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTABILITY IS IMPORTANT IN ANY ORGANIZATION.

HOWEVER, ACCOUNTABILITY WITHIN A FEDERALLY INSURED BANK IS

ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT BECAUSE TAXPAYER MONEY IS INVOLVED.

CONSEQUENTLY, THE TESTIMONIES OF TODAY'S WITNESSES ARE AN IMPORTANT

CONTRIBUTION TO UNDERSTANDING THE LESSONS OF BCCI.
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ANOTHER ASPECT OF THE BCCI CASE INVOLVES THE LACK OF

REGULATION OVER BCCI'S ACTIONS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES. IT

APPEARS THAT THE FEDERAL RESERVE HAD VIRTUALLY NO INFORMATION ABOUT

THE ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES OF BCCI AND ITS TAKE-OVER OF FIRST AMERICAN

BANKSHARES OF WASHINGTON, DC. OR BCCI'S ACTIVITIES WITHIN OTHER

U.S. BANKS. APPARENTLY, OTHER UNITED STATES AGENCIES WHICH HAD

KNOWLEDGE OF BCCI'S ACTIVITIES IN THE U.S. DID NOT SHARE THEIR

INFORMATION WITH THE FED. REGARDLESS OF THIS APPARENT FAILURE OF

THE AGENCIES, THE FACT REMAINS THAT THE ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES OF BCCI

WITHIN OUR BORDERS PROGRESSED UNDETECTED AND UNREGULATED FOR A

DECADE. I FIND THIS SITUATION TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE. AS A RESULT,
I BELIEVE WE MUST ACT TO PREVENT SUCH AN EVENT FROM OCCURRING

AGAIN.

I FEEL ONE FINAL WORD MUST BE SAID: A DISTINGUISHING FEATURE
OF THIS INVESTIGATION IS THE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS OF VARIOUS

AGENCIES AND COUNTRIES INVOLVED. IT SEEMS THAT ALMOST EVERY DAY

MORE NAMES AND COUNTRIES BECOME ENTANGLED IN BCCI'S MESS. HOWEVER,

I BELIEVE IT IS IMPORTANT TO "LET THE CHIPS FALL WHERE THEY MAY".
THIS INVESTIGATION SHOULD PROCEED IN A WAY THAT MOST EFFECTIVELY

FINDS THE TRUTH. WE MUST UNDERSTAND ALL OF THE DETAILS OF BCCI'S

OPERATIONS IN ORDER TO AVOID THIS PROBLEM IN THE FUTURE.

AGAIN, I WANT TO COMMEND YOU, CHAIRMAN GONZALEZ, FOR HOLDING
THIS VERY IMPORTANT HEARING TODAY.
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CHARLES E. SCHUMER
10th Congressional District N.Y.

FOR RELEASE: CONTACT:

September 11, 1991 CONTACT: BOB McCARSON (202) 225-6616

STATEMENT OF REP. CHARLES SCHUMER, D-NY
COMMITTEE ON BANKING. HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS

September 11, 1991

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WOULD FIRST LIKE TO CONGRATULATE YOU AND THE
COMMITTEE STAFF FOR PUTTING TOGETHER THIS IMPORTANT HEARING. THE BCCI
SCANDAL IS TRULY THE MOTHER OF ALL BANK SWINDLES. COMPLETING THIS
EXHAUSTIVE REVIEW SO QUICKLY WAS NO SMALL FEAT.

WHILE THIS COMMITTEE HAS BEEN EXAMINING THE ACTIONS OF BANK
REGULATORS, MY CRIME SUBCOMMITTEE HAS BEEN REVIEWING THE ROLE PLAYED BY
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN IDENTIFYING AND INVESTIGATING
BCCI. SOME DISTURBING SIMILARITIES ARE APPARENT. BANK REGULATORS,
LIKE FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES, FELL DOWN ON THE JOB AND FAILED
TO AGGRESSIVELY PURSUE OBVIOUS EVIDENCE. OVER THE COMING MONTHS, I
HOPE WE CAN DISCOVER WHY BCCI WASN'T A HIGHER PRIORITY IN THE U.S.
GOVERNMENT, UNTIL IT WAS TOO LATE.

WHAT THE REGULATORS KNEW AND WHEN THEY KNEW IT IS A CRUCIAL PART
OF THIS INQUIRY. EQUALLY IMPORTANT, HOWEVER, AND THE MAIN QUESTION
BEFORE US TODAY IS WHETHER MR. ALTMAN AND MR. CLIFFORD KNEW ABOUT
BCCI'S RELATIONSHIP WITH FIRST AMERICAN AND ITS PYRAMID OF HOLDING
COMPANIES.

MR. ALTMAN AND MR. CLIFFORD ARE ASKING US TO BELIEVE THAT WHEN
THEIR HOUSE WAS ON FIRE THEY DIDN'T SMELL THE SMOKE, FEEL THE HEAT OR
HEAR THE ALARMS.

THEY CLAIM THEY WERE DUPED. I HAVE FOLLOWED THIS SCANDAL VERY
CLOSELY. I HAVE EXAMINED THE SUBSTANTIAL AND STEADY STREAM OF EVIDENCE
WHICH FLOWED THROUGH THE GOVERNMENT THROUGHOUT THE 1980s. IN LIGHT OF
THIS AND THE CLOSE BUSINESS AND LAWYER-CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
BCCI'S SHAREHOLDERS, ITS OFFICIALS AND MR. ALTMAN AND MR. CLIFFORD, I
FIND IT HARD TO BELIEVE THAT THEY DIDN'T KNOW MORE ABOUT BCCI'S
INTERESTS IN FIRST AMERICAN THAN THEY ARE ADMITTING. GIVEN THE STRONG
INDICATIONS THAT FEDERAL AGENCIES HAD AS EARLY AS 1984 OF WIDESPREAD
CRIMINAL ACTIVITY BY BCCI, I FIND IT EQUALLY DIFFICULT TO ACCEPT THAT
OUR TWO WITNESSES DIDN'T EVEN QUESTION THE MOTIVATION AND ACTIVITIES OF
THEIR BUSINESS ASSOCIATES. THAT ASSUMES A HIGH DEGREE OF NAIVETE AND
DISINTEREST THAT IS OUT OF CHARACTER FOR MEN WITH SUCH BUSINESS
ACUMEN. THEIR EXPLANATION STRAINS CREDULITY TO ITS BREAKING POINT.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THESE ARE TWO MEN OF GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENT AND
INTEGRITY. I WOULD TRULY LIKE TO BELIEVE THEIR VERSION OF EVENTS. I
HOPE THEIR APPEARANCE TODAY SHEDS MORE FAVORABLE LIGHT ON WHAT UNTIL
NOW ARE RATHER DUBIOUS STORIES.

-30-
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OPENING STATEMENT

THE HONORABLE ESTEBAN E. TORRES

HEARING ON BANK OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL (BCCI)

HOUSE BANKING COMMITTEE

SEPTEMBER 11, 1991

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for holding these vitally

important hearings on the investigation of the Bank of Credit and

Commerce International. I know that staff has spent considerable

time with their exhaustive research into the operations, ownership,

and numerous interrelationships that have come to light pursuant to

their review of documents subpoenaed by this Committee.

It is important to note that there is a sound legislative basis for

these hearings. We have pending legislation before this Committee

dealing directly with the level of involvement and regulation of

foreign banks in this country. We need answers to questions about

the role of the Federal Reserve in enforcing current laws in this
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regard as well as what additional tools might be necessary to do

the job better. We must not let another BCCI happen! Ultimately,

it is clear that we need better coordination and regulation of

financial entities on the international, federal, and state levels.

I have a particular interest in the revelations uncovered in the

BCCI case regarding the use of our domestic banking system in

international money laundering schemes. Specifically, how were

U.S. banks used, how were the schemes uncovered, and how can we

prevent any further abuse. Are the anti-money laundering

provisions approved by the House earlier this year and currently

included in the Senate bank reform bill sufficient to do the job?

Perhaps we need to take another look.

Mr. Chairman, the implications of this BCCI investigation are far-

reaching indeed. I am anxious to hear the testimony of our two

witnesses this morning as well as the representatives of the

Federal Reserve who will be here on Friday. It is unfortunate that
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it took a scandal of the size and scope of BCCI to focus our

collective attention on the regulatory loopholes that now appear so

evident.

Again, I want to commend Chairman Gonzalez for holding these

hearings. I yield back the balance of my time.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF

CONGRESSWOMAN MAXINE WATERS

HEARING ON BCCI

Wednesday, September 11, 1991

Mr. Chairman, so much has been said about the case of

BCCI. I think it is apparent that we have only begun

to learn the many sordid details of this latest

financial industry scandal. I commend you for holding

this set of hearings. I am sure this Committee will

be spending many hours exploring the case of BCCI, and
hopefully, developing ways to prevent their

recurrence.

As we know, there have been many legal charges made
against the players in this scandal. This is
appropriate. It is also a matter for the courts. As

policymakers, our job is to develop laws that do not

presuppose good intentions. Particularly in the area

of banking, the decade of the 1 980s has seen one

disclosure of fraud, thievery and abuse after another.

So while we follow the legal proceedings of this case,

we are reminded again that the only way to stop
illegal and fraudulent activity is through tough,

aggressive laws and regulations which govern the
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conduct of financial institutions.

There are several disconcerting aspects of this
country's regulatory policies which might have

contributed to the breadth and duration of the BCCI

scandal. The most glaring deficiencies, from the

perspective of federal oversight, seem to be the

questionable judgement exercised by the Federal

Reserve Board in allowing BCCI to operate in this

country, and the tempered response by the U.S. Justice
Department as they received information strongly

suggesting illegal activity by BCCI.

In addition, the IRS, the Drug Enforcement Agency, the

CIA and the Treasury Department all had information
implicating BCCI in wrongdoing.

Mr. Chairman, we hear a lot about over-regulation in

this room. I've only been here since January, but

we're bailing out the savings and loan industry

because of lax regulation, same for the banks. Now it

appears that the Reagan-Bush Administration didn't

pursue BCCI with adequate vigor.

It's hard for me to sit here and believe that we need

to lay off the banks, that our regulation is

burdensome. It's not even adequate. In the past

decade at least, we have severely tilted toward the
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side of under-regulation of the financial service

sector. The cost to the taxpayers, when it's all over

and counted, could exceed one trillion dollars.

These revelations are all very amazing. But one thing

ought to be clear by now. This Congress, and this

government, must get control of the activities of the

financial service industry. The costs of not doing so

are too great.

I am horrified by the activities surrounding BCCI.
But, I am also horrified that our laws can be ignored

and abused and unenforced with such ease and
deliberation.

I hope that this Committee continues to look very
closely at the activities of BCCI. I look forward to

hearing the testimony of our two distinguished

panelists today to hear their explanations for what

happened - who, why, and how they trusted their
clients.

But ultimately, we need laws, and public officials

willing to enforce those laws, that will end the type

of abuse that has become commonplace in the financial

industry. I hope these hearings will bring us closer

to meeting this goal. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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STATEMENT 07 HON. CHALMERS P. WYLZE
BCCI HEARINGS

SEPTEMBER 11, 1991

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I want to commend you for holding these hearings today
and applaud you and your staff for the cooperation you have

exhibited during the BCCI investigation to develop any and all

information surrounding this scandal. I also want to commend the
federal and state agencies which have been most cooperative with

the staff during the course of the Committee's investigation in

providing information.

I originally called for an investigation of BCCI at an April
24th Committee hearing and we both agreed at that time to let no

stone go unturned in examining the activities of this criminal

institution. This has truly been a bi-partisan effort and I
believe that we begin today to let the chips fall where they may
in exploring the causes behind the BCCI scandal.

The BCCI scandal is one of the greatest worldwide financial

scandals that has ever occurred. I have been continually
startled by the new revelations concerning this renegade foreign

bank. I have been particularly startled by stories of the links
that BCCI had in this country. With our witnesses today,

Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman, this Committee begins its inquiry

into BCCI's links in this country and the regulators' responses.
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Many of us have read and heard in painstaking detail the

affairs of First American Bank and its relationship to BCCI. I

hope our Committee investigation will provide much more detail as

to that relationship. I must say that much of the information

has been new and surprising to me. The evidence appears

overwhelming that Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman almost certainly

had to be aware that First American maintained an extensive

relationship with BCCI.

The question we have to answer here is whether these

gentlemen were "amiable dunces" or were they sophisticated

"financial kingpins."

I believe that it is important for this Committee to
evaluate their knowledge and determine whether they intentionally

deceived the regulatory system. Only then can we judge what

legislative solutions may be appropriate.

As this Committee continues its consideration of additional

funding for the RTC and BIF, it is clear that we cannot tolerate
a system that permits bank directors to deceive the regulators.

Even if you accept their arguments that they had no knowledge of
any BCCI link to First American, should Mr. Clifford and Mr.

Altman have a duty to investigate possible wrongdoing at their

2
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institution. Is it possible Clifford and Altman knew but
ignored their duties to such an extent that it appears to be
scandalous. Before we authorize more funds for federal deposit

insurance our duty is to be sure that the regulators have the

necessary tools to deal with malfeasance, misfeasance or non

feasance of directors.

Finally, I would like to re-affirm my strong support for the

legislation concerning the supervision of foreign banks that the

Chairman and I introduced. This Committee reported that

legislation as part of its consideration of H.R. 6, the Deposit

Insurance Reform bill. H.R. 6 would provide for cooperative
regulation of international institutions such as BCCI. The FED

never learned concretely about First American's links to BCCI

until they obtained documents from Abu Dhabi. In regulating

foreign institutions our regulators need greater powers and I
believe H.R. € is a necessary first step.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, and I look forward to hearing

the testimony today.
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STATEMENT OF CLARK M. CLIFFORD AND
ROBERT A. ALTHAN BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON
BANKING, FINANCE AND URBAN AFFAIRS,
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Chairman Gonzalez, Mr. Wylie, Members of the Committee:

We are pleased to appear before the House Bank

ing Committee today and welcome the opportunity to dis

cuss in this public forum our knowledge and perspective

of the facts, circumstances, and allegations surrounding

First American Bankshares and the Bank of Credit and

Commerce International ("BCCI").

We submit this testimony as our joint state

ment. Our testimony necessarily concerns events going

back many years and reflects our respective recollections

of these matters.

We are, of course, aware of the widely reported

allegations that BCCI has engaged in systematic fraudu

lent practices worldwide, and are familiar with the

charge that BCCI may secretly — and illegally — have
acquired a substantial stock interest in First American.

In reviewing these matters, there is a natural tendency

to view the events of yesterday in light of information

available only today. We shall attempt to present the

facts and circumstances as they were known to us at the
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time the events were occurring, so that a fair and objec

tive review of the issues is possible.

We are proud of our reputations for integri

ty — reputations which we established over many years.

We therefore appreciate the chance to appear in this

forum and, openly and publicly, attempt to set the record

straight.

We are comfortable in the knowledge that this

Committee and the American people can now hear from us

directly, and reach their own conclusions about this

entire affair. We intend to be candid and direct. We

submit that when we conclude our testimony, the following

fundamental conclusions will be inescapable:

1. Honest Operation. First American — the

banking organization we headed for over nine years — was

operated honestly, ethically and successfully. Whatever

may have happened at BCCI — and those facts are far from

clear — the record establishes, and comprehensive audits

confirm, that First American under our leadership had:

• No financial improprieties

• No fraudulent lending practices

• No account manipulations

• No money laundering

• No lavish executive perquisites
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• No lack of regulatory supervision

• No U.S. taxpayer bailout

• No depositors that ever lost a cent

One representative of the Federal Reserve Board has re

cently testified before the Subcommittee on Consumer and

Regulatory Affairs of the Senate Committee on Banking,

Housing, and Urban Affairs that the Board has "not had

one single report" of involvement of BCCI with any First

American subsidiary bank that has been to the detriment

of First American.1

It has, after all, been the banking operations

of First American for which we have been responsible all

these years, and we would welcome an examination of our

record. This decade of honest, reputable banking at

First American refutes any allegation that First American

was controlled by BCCI.

2. American Management and Control. First

American has been managed and controlled by prominent

American Boards of Directors and experienced American

bankers — in keeping with express commitments we made to

bank regulators. Together with final responsibility for

the Company, the ultimate management authority at First

American was reposed by the shareholders in Clark Clif

ford as Chairman. At no time did First American receive
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instructions or directives from BCCI regarding First

American's business decisions. At no time did BCCI con

trol First American's operations. The evidence is over

whelming that the two companies had totally different —

indeed incompatible — operating policies and procedures,

strategic concepts, data processing and bank support

functions, staffing and administrative programs, customer

bases, and controls and systems. The two organizations

did not share a common corporate philosophy or culture.

3. Financial Record. The administration of

First American during our tenure was successful. Under

our direction, a scattered group of local banks in vari

ous markets was transformed into a major, dynamic finan

cial institution. The Company's assets increased dramat

ically, from approximately $2.2 billion to over $11 bil

lion. This growth was accompanied by similar increases

in deposits (relying on stable core deposits, not "pur

chased" money). During this same period, profits quadru

pled. Last year, with the precipitous decline in real

estate values and the resulting need to build loan re

serves, First American reported an operating loss (as did

many banks in the region). Despite that setback, First

American remains the uniquely valuable franchise that we
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envisioned with an excellent future. It employs over
6,000 people and offers first rate banking services.

Our overriding objective was always to ensure

that First American was a strong and stable financial

institution that enjoyed the full confidence of the pub

lic. We believe we succeeded in that objective, and are

proud of our accomplishments over nearly a decade of

service to the Company and the community.

4. Ownership. At no time prior to the recent

allegations did we become aware of any secret ownership

of First American stock by BCCI . Despite the review of

reams of BCCI documents by investigators, including

BCCI's so-called "secret" files, there is no evidence

that establishes we knew BCCI illegally owned any First

American stock. And there are volumes of documents —

correspondence, proxies, share transfer deeds, letters of

waiver and acceptance, offering memoranda and Board min

utes — which clearly show that we have operated in the

belief that the Middle Eastern investors owned First

American.

5. Shareholder Representations. Whatever the

truth is relating to BCCI's secret ownership of First

American stock — and that picture remains murky -- we

and other counsel made every reasonable effort to ensure
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that the representations made to bank regulators in 1980-

81 in connection with the proposed acquisition of First

American were accurate. Three prominent law firms worked

actively together during the regulatory process, and

everyone involved at each of these firms certainly be

lieved the information being presented was correct. We

submit it is inconceivable that these three law firms
conspired to mislead regulators for these clients.

6. Regulatory Proceedings. Descriptions of

the 1981 Federal Reserve proceedings, which have suggest

ed that regulatory approvals were based on some general

assurances from Clark Clifford that the deal seemed

"okay," are contrary to the clear record. The 1981 fed

eral regulatory approvals were based on the merits of

that application, as reflected in a voluminous adminis

trative record. Moreover, there were extensive, indepen

dent investigations — inquiries in which we were not

involved — where various federal agencies assisted the

federal and state bank regulators. Information thus was

obtained from the State Department, the Commerce Depart

ment, the FBI, the CIA and the Middle East specialists of

several leading New York banks — which confirmed infor

mation in the application and presented no proper basis

for objecting to the proposed acquisition.
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As Alan R. Cohen, Acting Superintendent of the

State of New York Banking Department, wrote to the late

Representative Benjamin Rosenthal, then Chairman of the

Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs

of the House Committee on Government Operations: "From

none of the foregoing sources of information did we ever

receive any derogatory information about any of the in

vestors. On the contrary, all the information we re
ceived indicated that the investors were prestigious and

reputable people." (Letter from Alan R. Cohen to Rep.

Benjamin Rosenthal, dated October 12, 1982; appended

hereto as Attachment A) . This view was echoed by Henry

C. Wallich, then a Member of the Federal Reserve Board of

Governors, during his September 1982 testimony before

Chairman Rosenthal's Subcommittee, in which he described

the investigation conducted by the Federal Reserve to

verify the character, integrity, and financial resources

of the investors. A copy of Mr. Wallich's testimony is

appended hereto as Attachment B. In short, after pro

longed and exacting scrutiny, the regulators reached the

same conclusion that we did — that the investors were

reputable, wealthy individuals who were buying the stock

as personal investments.
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We believe these points — overlooked or at

odds with much of the media coverage to date — are com

pelling. With this brief introduction, we shall now

present the history of our involvement with First Ameri

can and then address certain of the basic issues that

have been raised.

BACKGROUND

Our initial involvement with BCCI dates back to

late 1977, when we were introduced to Mr. Agha Hasan

Abedi, the president and founder of BCCI. Mr. T. Bertram

Lance, former Director of the Office of Management and

Budget, had been asked by Mr. Abedi to serve as a consul

tant on investment opportunities in the United States.

During subsequent meetings with Mr. Abedi in early 1978,

we learned that BCCI served as the banker and investment

advisor to a number of wealthy Middle Eastern rulers and

businessmen. Without our involvement or advice, four of

these investors had purchased stock in an American bank

holding company called Financial General Bankshares

("FGB"), the predecessor to First American, without fil
ing certain disclosures with the Securities and Exchange

Commission ("SEC"). The SEC investigated these transac

tions, and the management of FGB, concerned about a pos

sible takeover, filed suit against the Arab investors,

8
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BCCI, Mr. Abedi and others. We were retained to repre

sent certain of these defendants. The highly regarded

New York law firm of Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz also

was retained, at our suggestion, and served as co-counsel

throughout these proceedings for the next four years.

It must be remembered that the credentials of

BCCI and its founder, Mr. Abedi, then were favorable, and

indeed impressive. When we first came to know Mr. Abedi,

available information suggested that BCCI was a legiti

mate financial institution which was associated with

people and entities of standing and repute. Mr. Abedi

himself was described in 1977 by The Economist, a leading

British publication, as "a highly regarded banker. "2 The

Economist noted in that article that the Bank of England

was "prepared to vouch for him."3 The Washington Star in

1978 similarly reported that BCCI was run by "men who

have sound reputations as conservative bankers."4 Based

on our initial meetings, we personally found Mr. Abedi to

be dignified, modest and intelligent.

BCCI, the institution Mr. Abedi founded in

1972, likewise enjoyed respectability. It was notable

that Bank of America was a joint venture partner in BCCI,

owning 30 percent of its shares.5 The other investors in

BCCI included "some of the most respected names in the

9
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Middle East and representatives of most of the ruling

families."6 BCCI's annual audited financial statements

indicated that BCCI's banking operations were sound and

proper .

BCCI maintained correspondent "banking rela

tionships and lines of credit with a number of major

domestic and foreign banks, including Security Pacific,

American Express, Bank of New York, National Westminster

Bank and Bank of America. BCCI also developed relation

ships with leading investment banking firms. For exam

ple, in 1983 BCCI issued $50 million in floating rate

notes that were underwritten by such major investment

brokerage houses and banks as Merrill Lynch, First Chica

go Limited, Prudent ial-Bache Securities, Lehman Brothers,

and Kidder Peabody.7

Many regulatory authorities granted approval to

BCCI to conduct operations within their jurisdictions

during the 1980' s. 8 Thus, BCCI purchased banks and

opened banking operations all over the world, including

its licensed banking agencies in the United States in New

York, Florida, and California. By way of illustration,

Mr. Gerald Lewis, the Comptroller of Florida, wrote to

Mr. Abedi in late 1985, urging BCCI to establish its U.S.

banking operations in his state because Florida was the

10
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"most commercially attractive and viable state to locate

and expand [his] bank's US activities." A copy of this

letter is appended hereto as Attachment C. Many public

and private entities, including the United Nations, UNI-

CEF, and the central banks of Peru, Nigeria, Zimbabwe,

Bangladesh, and Kenya, kept substantial funds on deposit

with BCCI.9

We have seen the recent reports that various

United States government officials were aware of illegal

activity at BCCI prior to the Tampa indictment.10 We do

not know if these reports are true. If they are, this
information was never brought to our attention. Indeed,

we were aware of BCCI's close relationship with world

figures of unquestioned integrity. Apparently, those

individuals also were not apprised of the information now

said to have been held by our government.

The FGB Litigation.

As noted above, our law firm was retained in

February 1978 to represent the Arab investors, BCCI and

Mr. Abedi in legal proceedings that arose in connection

with the purchase of approximately 18 percent of the

stock of FGB. In an effort to resolve the SEC case and

protect the financial interests of the investors, a

tender offer to acquire control of FGB was recommended by

11
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New York counsel. The documents settling the SEC pro

ceeding expressly provided for a tender offer by the

investors and/or ICIC, a corporate shareholder of BCCI .

When we agreed to assist in pursuing this ac

quisition, we understood that our government did not

oppose Arab ownership of American banks. Indeed, a view

was expressed by thoughtful United States policy-makers

that the purchase of crude oil by the United States had

resulted in the transfer of billions of dollars annually

to the Middle East, and that it would benefit the Ameri

can economy to have some of that money returned to the

United States in the form of capital investments.

The SEC proceedings were resolved in March

1978, but the litigation with FGB management, which

sought to prevent the acquisition, continued until the

summer of 1980 — making this one of the longest corpo

rate takeover struggles in history. The extensive liti
gation with FGB was intense, and exhaustive discovery was

conducted of the investors, BCCI and others. Each of the

original investors, as well as Mr. Abedi and other BCCI

officers, testified under oath in depositions. In all
this extensive testimony, there was no evidence that the

investors were acting for BCCI.

12
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The takeover contest contributed substantially

to our understanding and belief that the investors were

seeking to acquire FGB shares in their own right. During

the ensuing depositions, the investors, Mr. Abedi, and

other BCCI officials testified under oath in the presence

of counsel. None of us had any reason to question the

veracity of their sworn statements. In particular, their

sworn testimony established that: (i) the investors were

purchasing FGB shares for their own interest, because

they valued the stability of investments in the United

States; (ii) BCCI did not control, vote, or have the
power to dispose of the shares purchased by the inves

tors; (iii) BCCI would not finance the purchase of shares
in the tender offer; (iv) BCCI's role with respect to the

investors' purchase of FGB shares was that of commercial

banker and investment advisor; and (v) the investors

intended their investment to be managed by American pro

fessionals.

Nothing in the course of this litigation —

neither the investors' actions nor their words — indi

cated in any way that they were nominees for BCCI, as is

now alleged. During the course of the takeover litiga
tion, they travelled to the United States to testify

under oath and defend their investment. They were also

13
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willing to make extensive personal disclosures to regula

tory authorities.

In July 1980 an agreement was signed with the

management of FGB settling the litigation and providing

for the acquisition of FGB by the Middle Eastern inves

tors, subject to regulatory approvals.

REGULATORY PROCEEDINGS

Before the tender offer for First American

could be consummated, various federal and state bank

regulatory authorities had to approve the transaction. A

lengthy written application was filed with the Federal

Reserve Board setting forth all relevant facts relating

to the transaction. This application was prepared col

lectively by lawyers at Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz;

Clifford & Warnke; and Kutak, Rock & Huie. Each of these

law firms had direct contact with BCCI and the Arab in

vestors regarding the representations being made.

Further, the regulatory approval process fol

lowed heated, high profile litigation and took place in

an atmosphere of intense opposition, particularly in New

York City, where one of FGB's principal banks was locat

ed. The investors' applications for regulatory approval

of the tender offer therefore received intense scrutiny.

14
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The Federal Reserve Board took the unusual step

of convening an on-the-record hearing in April 1981, at

which federal and state regulators had an opportunity to

question some of the investors, who made themselves

available for this purpose.11 At that hearing, four of

the investors appeared and affirmed that they — not

BCCI — owned and controlled their FGB shares. The in

vestors also made clear that they intended to participate

in the tender offer for their own accounts, and that they

intended to leave the management of the Company to an

American Board of Directors. Explicit assurances were

also given by the investors during the regulatory approv

al process that BCCI had not and would not finance the

acquisition of FGB shares in the upcoming tender offer,

or otherwise participate as an investor in the tender

offer.

The bona fides of the investors throughout this

process seemed evident to us. The initial group of in
vestors had been expanded to fourteen persons and enti

ties of stature in the Middle East. Their number includ

ed members of the ruling families of the United Arab

Emirates and their wholly owned investment companies.

One of the investors, the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority,

was a wholly-owned governmental entity, responsible for

15
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investing the assets of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi.

Charged with investing the resources of one of the rich

est countries in the world, it hardly could have appeared

more substantial, and the logic of its interest in in

vesting in a United States financial institution which

promised long term growth and stability seemed plain.

Sheikh Kamal Adham, the "informal chairman" or

leader of the shareholder group — and reportedly a close

associate of Anwar Sadat of Egypt — similarly was con

sidered a leading citizen of Saudi Arabia. During those

proceedings, we received references from major corpora

tions which attested to Sheikh Adham' s character, integ

rity, and financial resources. As examples, two such

letters of reference are appended hereto as Attachment D.

Similar references were provided for other investors.

One personal observation about these people

also seems relevant. Along with Sheikh Adham, Sheikh

Zaied bin Sultan al Nahyan, the ruler of Abu Dhabi, had

helped Mr. Abedi to start BCCI . These gentlemen were

among Mr. Abedi' s most important clients. In our experi

ence, Mr. Abedi was always exceedingly deferential in the

presence of any of the investors. It seemed plain to us
that Mr. Abedi was an agent of the investors, not a prin

cipal.

16
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Martin Lipton of the law firm of Wachtell,

Lipton, Rosen & Katz had a similar reaction: "Mr. Adham

talked to Mr. Abedi in a manner which clearly indicated

to me that Mr. Abedi was Mr. Adham' s agent, not his prin

cipal; Mr. Abedi, for his part, was entirely deferential

to Mr. Adham."1 2 No one questioned that Mr. Abedi served

the investors, not the reverse. Again in Mr. Lipton' s

words, "no person who observed the interaction between

them would have believed that Mr. Adham was a 'front' or

'nominee' for Mr. Abedi or BCCI."13

The investors provided certified financial

statements and presentations, which documented their

ability to purchase the Company. The regulators did not

rely solely upon these materials, but rather made inde

pendent inquiries into the investors' financial resources

and integrity that certainly were far-reaching in scope.

In his 1982 testimony before the Subcommittee on Com

merce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs of the House Commit

tee on Government Operations, Mr. Wallich of the Federal

Reserve described the scope of the Board's investigation:

The Board worked very hard at this because
. . . this is a crucial matter. We used all
the resources of the U.S. Government, not only
those of the Federal Reserve Board, and we
developed information from a very broad infor
mational source.

17
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We also, of course, obtained bank statements.
We obtained the financial statements of the
individuals, and these were certified by local
accountants who in turn were certified by fa
miliar named accountants of the Big Eight.

. . . [W]e used all sources that were at our
disposal. I think a very unusual effort was put
into this because of the importance of getting
a clear picture. After putting it all together
and getting the cross-checks, we arrived at the
conclusion that these [investors] were satis
factory.

(Attachment B, p. 56-57). Virgil Mattingly, General

Counsel of the Federal Reserve, recently reaffirmed the

extent of the Board's own investigatory efforts during

his testimony before the Subcommittee on Terrorism, Nar

cotics and International Operations of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee.1*

The magnitude of this review also is well de

scribed in a letter written by Alan R. Cohen, Acting

Superintendent of the State of New York Banking Depart

ment, to the late Congressman Benjamin Rosenthal, dated

October 12, 1982, appended hereto as Attachment A. As

Mr. Cohen wrote, the regulatory applications by Credit

and Commerce American Holdings ("CCAH") and Credit and

Commerce American Investment ("CCAI"), First American's

parent companies, "received more scrutiny from more regu

18
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latory agencies than any other in recent memory." He

went on to say that

[o]ver a period of four years, the application
was scrutinized by the Federal Reserve Board,
the Comptroller of the Currency, the Securities
and Exchange Commission, and the banking au
thorities of the states of Maryland, Virginia
and Tennessee as well as New York.

Mr. Cohen advised Congressman Rosenthal that

the "vast investigative resources of the federal govern

ment" were brought to bear upon the investors and their

application. According to Mr. Cohen, information about

the investors was obtained, inter alia, from the State

Department and the Department of Commerce.

Finally, the regulators "utilized the resources

of multinational banks in New York City, in particular

Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, Manufacturers Hanover

Trust Company, Irving Trust Company and Citibank," as

additional sources of information. As Mr. Cohen stated:

Middle East specialists at these banks knew the
major investors, were able to confirm the accu
racy of much of the information . . . [the
regulators] ha[d] received, and were able to
supply . . . additional information as well.

As the New York Banking Department informed Congress,

"tf]rom none of the foregoing sources of information did

we ever receive any derogatory information about any of

the investors."

19
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In short, the regulatory proceedings were thor

ough and extensive. Any suggestion that regulators ap

proved this transaction on the basis of general assur

ances from counsel is completely refuted by the record.

We believed, as did our co-counsel from other

firms and the many regulators who carefully had scruti

nized the matter, that the investors were substantial

persons who desired a passive investment in a valuable

American banking franchise — not BCCI nominees. As co-

counsel Mr. Lipton has stated:

During the course of Wachtell Lipton' s service
as counsel, I saw no evidence suggesting that
BCCI or Mr. Abedi was a principal in the trans
actions, much less that Mr. Adham or the other
Investors were "nominees" or "fronts" for BCCI
or Mr. Abedi. To the contrary, it appeared
that BCCI and Mr. Abedi were the advisors they
held themselves out to be. By the same token,
in all my dealings with Messrs. Clifford and
Altman, I saw nothing which led me to believe
that either of them knew or suspected, or had
any reason to know or suspect, that BCCI or
Mr. Abedi was a principal.15

For nearly nine years following the takeover,

nothing occurred to disabuse us of our basic belief about

the Middle Eastern owners of this Company.

MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF FIRST AMERICAN

After the acquisition was approved by the Fed

eral Reserve and the relevant state authorities, the

20
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tender offer for FGB — which later was renamed First

American — was consummated in April 1982.

Mr. Clifford had been asked in 1980 by the

shareholders to consider serving as Chairman of the Com

pany following the acquisition. At the time of the ac

quisition, Mr. Clifford was 75 years old, and had had a

long and successful career in government and the private

practice of law. The invitation to become Chairman was

appealing. The investors, who had remained steadfast

through the years of difficult litigation, clearly re

quired assistance as "passive owners" of the Company.

Equally important, however, was the challenge posed to

try to realize the potential of this banking company.

Before accepting the offer, however, a funda

mental agreement was made with the shareholders on the

issue of authority. The express understanding was

reached that Mr. Clifford would have complete authority

for the management and direction of the Company and com

plete responsibility as Chairman for its operations.

Against this background, Clark Clifford joined

the Boards of CCAH, CCAI, and First American Corporation

in 1981, and became Chairman of the Board of First Ameri

can Bankshares in April 1982. Former Senator Stuart

Symington was elected Vice Chairman of First American

21
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Bankshares, a Managing Director of its parent holding

companies, and a director of the subsidiary New York

bank. Robert Altman became President of First American

Corporation and a director of various First American

holding companies and subsidiary banks. A group of dis

tinguished Americans — including, for example, James

Gavin, a retired General of the United States Army, who

had served as United States Ambassador to France and

Chairman of Arthur D. Little; and Elwood Quesada, a re

tired Air Force General who had served as Administrator

of the Federal Aviation Administration and Special Assis

tant to President Eisenhower — were invited to become

members of the Board.

A professional banking staff was employed to

conduct the day-to-day banking business of the Company.

We, together with the Board of Directors, thereafter

established the broad policies, strategic directions,

financial objectives, and operating philosophy of First

American. The law firm of Clifford & Warnke was re

tained, at the express request of the shareholders, to

serve as general counsel to First American.

The investors, who had vowed to remain passive,

also committed themselves to having 60 percent of their

shares voted by Senator Symington for five years. This

22
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dramatized the transfer of control from the shareholders

to the American directors. Thereafter, the shareholders

signed proxies for annual meetings which generally af

firmed the recommendations of the American Board of Di

rectors.

During the nine year period when we headed

First American, the Company prospered and grew. It was

transformed from a small, lackluster group of banks into

the largest banking organization in Washington, D.C. A

retail banking franchise was created that remains

unique — and uniquely valuable. In August of this year,

in view of the continuing negative publicity about BCCI

which often — inaccurately — featured us and First

American, we resigned our positions.

Management's Dealings with BCCI.

Much has been made of our contacts with BCCI in

the years following the acquisition of First American.

It is only today's hypersensitivity to BCCI that makes

these contacts appear controversial. Over the past de

cade, we met with officials of BCCI several times a year
in London. We also had meetings in the United States.

These meetings were not unusual, nor were they in contra

vention of understandings we had with bank regulators.

Nor were they in any sense secret, much less improper.
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During the regulatory proceedings, the regula

tors repeatedly were told, orally and in writing, that

BCCI had existing banking and other relationships with

the shareholders and had provided, and would continue to

provide certain services to the CCAH investors in connec

tion with their CCAH investments. Specifically, the

regulators were advised that the investors used BCCI as

their commercial and investment bank; that BCCI had pro

vided and would continue to provide "advisory and other

services" to the shareholders with respect to their CCAH

investments; and that BCCI served as a communications

link with the investors (given the logistical problems in

communicating with these foreign shareholders).16 In

deed, the regulators expressly were informed that BCCI

would continue "to look after and provide advice to the

Investors with respect to their investments," including

their investment in First American. 17 This was consis

tent with the roles played by BCCI during the years of

the takeover litigation.

Following the acquisition, we continued to

interact with BCCI and the investors as we had done pre

viously. As before, Sheikh Adham, as the leader of the

shareholders, and Mr. Abedi, as an advisor to the share
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holders, continued to meet with us on a regular basis

over the years to hear reports on the investment.

The other activities which were known to us

that BCCI undertook for the shareholders after the acqui

sition also were believed to be consistent with represen

tations to bank regulators and seemed entirely unexcep

tional. In connection with annual meetings, proxies were

sent to the shareholders through BCCI and were signed by

the shareholders and returned through BCCI . A sample of

these signed proxies is appended hereto as Attachment E.

Letters of acceptance or waiver for share subscriptions

in connection with our efforts to raise capital from time

to time were sent to the shareholders through BCCI, and

were received back signed by the shareholders, occasion

ally retyped on the shareholders' letterhead.

In connection with the Company's efforts to

raise additional capital through rights offerings, we

increasingly were asked by the shareholders to provide

offering memoranda which would explain the need for addi

tional capital. In this regard, we were informed by BCCI

that the shareholders demanded more formal communication

from management before they would commit substantial

additional monies to First American's operations. Such

demands for information, of course, were entirely consis
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tent with our understanding that the shareholders had

each made a personal investment in the Company. In re

sponse to these requests, in 1986 we prepared and dis

tributed to the shareholders a lengthy profile of CCAH,

which described the unique opportunity for investment

presented by purchasing shares in First American's parent

company. Offering memoranda were prepared and distribut

ed to each shareholder in connection with the rights

offerings held in 1987 and 1989. These memoranda were

intended to permit a shareholder to be informed fully

about the investment decisions being presented.

As a result of these and other communications,

it was our understanding that the shareholders of record
were the owners of the Company. We believed that BCCI

was in touch with the shareholders, and was keeping them

informed about the status of their investments, as had

been contemplated. BCCI, in its communications with us

and others, certainly conveyed the impression that it was
acting as a link with very real shareholders, consistent

ly referring to "the investors", "the shareholders," and

their views.

BCCI performed the same communications function

with respect to all the shareholders, including those
like Sheikh Zaied and others, against whom no allegation
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of nominee status has been lodged. We certainly had no

suspicion that BCCI might have been treating certain

shareholders differently from others.

Of course, nothing in the books, records, or

operating history of First American indicated that BCCI

controlled the stock of the Company. No stock was ever

issued to BCCI by CCAH or registered in its name or for

its beneficial interest. No notice of foreclosure on

Company stock has ever been received from BCCI. During

the nearly ten years of alleged foreign ownership of

First American, BCCI never attended any Annual Meeting of

shareholders or voted on any corporate matter, including

the election of directors. Those votes were cast by the

registered shareholders. BCCI never attempted to exer

cise any rights or control of an owner at any time.

In sum, all indications were that the investors
were real and that they received information relating to

CCAH through BCCI in its capacity as investment advisor

and communications link — roles which had been disclosed

to the Federal Reserve from the outset. After the acqui

sition of FGB, as before, the conduct of the investors

and of BCCI was consistent with our understanding that

the investors had acquired First American independently

of BCCI18 and were the real owners of those shares.
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Absence of BCCI Control.

We wish it to be plain on the public record

that — whatever the facts are relating to secret control

by BCCI over any First American stock — BCCI did not

control the management decisions or actual operations of

First American.1' Indeed, as we noted earlier, the poli

cies, procedures, systems, and operations of First Ameri

can and BCCI are substantially dissimilar.

As the recent Price Waterhouse report to the

Bank of England states:

[BCCI's] former management have represented to
us that the arrangements [between BCCI and
First American] were in the form of a 'merchant
banking' transaction, in that it always acted
as a 'sleeping partner,' at no time using any
voting rights or exercising any controlling
influence over the management of First Ameri
can. 2°

The record discloses that BCCI did not control the man

agement decisions of First American, and that it had no

involvement at all in the overwhelming number of First

American's activities and transactions.

New York Operations.

Some have focused on First American's efforts

to establish a bank in New York City and have questioned

BCCI's role in the hiring almost ten years ago of several

officers of the original management group of that bank.
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The fact is BCCI has not in any way controlled First

American Bank of New York ("FABNY"), much less the First

American organization. These events now being questioned

cannot be viewed in isolation, and are related to unique

circumstances in New York during the 1982-1983 time peri

od. It is noteworthy that during the last nine years new

CEOs have been selected at each of the First American

banks. These selections were not made or controlled by

BCCI. Similarly, many senior officers in the First Amer

ican organization, including officers vested with broad

management responsibilities, have been hired over the

past nine years. Again, BCCI did not make or control the

hiring decisions of First American.21

In connection with the 1981-82 regulatory pro

ceedings to acquire two New York banks owned by FGB, an

application was submitted to the New York State Banking

Board. Due to strong opposition, the investors agreed to

divest the New York City bank following the tender offer.

The Middle Eastern investors, in effect, were forced to

create a new bank in New York City — an unforeseen de

velopment.

As a result, an entire management group to

operate the New York bank had to be identified and hired.

Mr. Abedi, as investment advisor to the shareholders, was
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consulted about bankers who he might know or recommend

for employment by the new First American Bank of New

York. This assistance was particularly welcome as FABNY

was to have an international banking capability, and

Mr. Abedi's background was devoted to international bank

ing. At no time, however, did Mr. Abedi make decisions

concerning the selection, hiring, or dismissal of offi
cers. Final authority — as made clear by Board min

utes — rested with Mr. Clifford and the FABNY Board.

The first CEO of FABNY — a candidate recom
mended to Mr. Clifford by Mr. Abedi — was a senior offi

cer with Bank of America. He appeared well qualified for

the position, and after due consideration was appointed

as CEO of FABNY by its Board of Directors. As a result

of operating differences that arose subsequently between

this individual and Mr. Clifford and the FABNY Board, he

was replaced after only two years. Another banker,

Mr. William Duncan, who had been with Chemical Bank, was

identified by an executive search firm and was hired by

the FABNY Board. The lack of BCCI control over FABNY is

made clear by Mr. Duncan, who has been the CEO of FABNY

for approximately the past six years:

Since I joined FABNY, I have not seen any indi
cation that BCCI, or any of its officers or
directors, has executed any form of control
over the management, operations or policies of
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FABNY. I have never been given a directive by
any BCCI official or sought their advice on any
issue.

Since becoming CEO, I have exercised broad
authority in running FABNY. In consultation
with FABNY' s Board of Directors, I have been
the person who has made the key decisions with
respect to the management, operations and poli
cies of FABNY. 2 2

The National Bank of Georgia.

In connection with allegations of BCCI control,

other questions have been raised about First American's

acquisition of the National Bank of Georgia ("NBG") in

1987. An objective review of the transaction not only

reveals that BCCI did not control First American's ac

tions, but indeed demonstrates the complete independence

of First American's management from BCCI.

The acquisition of NBG was a reflection of

First American's consistent corporate strategy of expan

sion since 1982. In 1985-86, with the arrival of region

al banking through interstate compacts, First American, a

Virginia corporation, looked to expand outside its prima

ry market areas into the southeast region. As we were

considering expansion possibilities, we learned that the

owner of NBG, Ghaith Pharaon, was in financial difficulty

and might be willing to sell the bank.
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NBG, one of the last major independent banks in

Atlanta, was a particularly attractive acquisition pros

pect. In a conversation with Mr. Abedi, whom we knew to

be an associate of Mr. Pharaon, we expressed First Ameri

can's interest in purchasing the bank if it were to be
sold. When we received word of Mr. Pharaon' s willingness

to sell the bank, the deal was actively pursued by First

American with the assistance of outside regulatory coun

sel. In December 1986, based solely on its judgment of

First American's best interests, the CCAH Board approved

the proposed acquisition of NBG. BCCI did not influence

these deliberations, nor did it control the Company's

decision to acquire NBG.

The price paid by First American was reasonable

and determined free of control by BCCI. First American's

financial staff had determined privately that a price in

the range of that ultimately paid by First American -- a

net of approximately $210 million, or 2.25 times book

value — was reasonable. (Such multiples of book were

not uncommon for bank acquisitions during that period.)

Furthermore, the North Carolina National Bank ("NCNB")

also was aggressively pursuing the acquisition of NBG at

the same time. NCNB submitted a bid (consisting of NCNB

stock) valued at approximately $210 million. Mr. Phar-

46-783 - 92 - 7
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aon, who reportedly considered the NCNB offer carefully,

decided ultimately to sell NBG to First American, as we

were making a competitive bid for cash. As it is not

suggested that NCNB was controlled by BCCI , it is logical

that the price paid by First American, which essentially

matched NCNB's bid, was reasonable and market-driven.

It is also noteworthy that the funds used by
the Company for the purchase of NBG came from our share

holders, not First American's capital. The net result of

the transaction is that First American acquired NBG — a

valuable asset — without having to draw upon its own

existing financial resources for the purchase. (We do

not now know what portion of the total funding may ulti
mately prove to have been provided by BCCI.)

We are, of course, aware of allegations con

cerning BCCI's relationship with Mr. Pharaon and his

alleged nominee arrangements relating to NBG. We do not

know what those facts are, but we submit that — whatever

the truth of those charges — the actions of First Ameri

can after acquiring NBG are completely at odds with the

theory that BCCI controlled First American.

Our analysis of NBG revealed that it had adopt

ed or practiced many of BCCI's banking concepts when it
was owned by Mr. Pharaon. After the NBG acquisition was
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consummated, First American implemented fundamental

changes in the bank's management and operations. Senior

officers at NBG who had been close to BCCI and

Mr. Pharaon were replaced. A new Chief Executive Officer

was appointed to run the Georgia operation. NBG's stra

tegic banking focus was shifted from international bank

ing to the traditional retail banking concepts character

istic of First American. First American dispensed with

the NBG logo that strongly resembled the unique BCCI

logo, and eliminated various operating elements — such

as an open seating place for officers -- reminiscent of

BCCI. First American also ceased the distribution of

BCCI literature at the bank, which had occurred during

Mr. Pharaon' s ownership. These and other changes imple

mented by First American are at odds with claims that

BCCI controlled First American's operations.

No Financial Improprieties.

There is no basis for any suggestion that First

American may have been used by BCCI for money laundering.

While no large financial institution can give absolute

assurances that its facilities are not misused by others,

both internal and external audits have confirmed that

BCCI did not launder money at First American. In the

spring of 1990, the First American internal audit group
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performed a six month analysis of BCCI's dealings with

the Company and found no instances of money laundering.

Additionally, when the allegations surfaced about BCCI

and First American early this year, intensive audits of

the First American banks were conducted by federal and

state regulators; to our knowledge no money laundering

violations were uncovered.

We note that the Justice Department listing of

173 United States banks having accounts of the Medellin

cartel in 1990 did not include First American. We also

think it pertinent to note that the FDIC recently com

pleted an intensive compliance audit and concluded that

First American's money laundering control procedures were

"state of the art" and a "model" for other commercial

banks to emulate. We are gratified by these conclusions.

It is appropriate to observe that in recent
testimony before the Subcommittee on Consumer and Regula

tory Affairs of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing

and Urban Affairs, a representative of the Federal Re

serve noted that B[b]oth federal and state examinations

indicated no irregularities in any dealings between BCCI

and First American. . . ."2 3
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A Record of Independence at First American.

A review of First American's operating history

plainly demonstrates that BCCI did not operate or control

First American. Senior staff of the Federal Reserve

commented on this subject in a recent appearance before

the Congress, when it was noted that "[Virginia Commis

sioner of Financial Institutions Sidney] Bailey has re

cently reported that the state [of Virginia] has no crit

icism whatsoever of the management of [First American

Bank of Virginia], and no evidence of attempts by Middle

Eastern investors to influence, in any way, the policy of

that bank. "2* As Senior staff also noted during that

same congressional appearance:

[0]ur first reaction ... was ... to look care
fully at the US entities here and see what kind
of [BCCI] involvement there was and was any of
it detrimental to the banks here. And over the
years we have not had one single report of such
an instance . 2 5

As the CEOs and members of the boards of the

subsidiary banks would make clear, BCCI had no role in

establishing the strategic focus of FAB and its subsid

iary banks, no role in creating or developing their in

vestment or lending policies, and no participation in

credit decisions at First American banks. BCCI did not

control First American's decision to acquire the minority

stock of subsidiary banks, nor was it involved in other
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major transactions and expenditures by First American,

such as the sale or merger of bank subsidiaries. BCCI

had no influence in the creation and development of new

FAB subsidiaries — such as Metro Corp., which was es

tablished to manage the majority of First American's

assets — nor did it play any role in the development and

consolidation of FAB's human resources policies. These

and myriad other activities are a valuable measure of the

First American banks' activities, and hence of the inde

pendent operations of First American.

OUR INVESTMENTS IN FIRST AMERICAN STOCK

Public attention has been directed to our in

vestments in the stock of First American, with special

focus upon the financial arrangements for the transac

tions. We are pleased to explain our investments and

place them in their proper context.

Following the acquisition of First American in

1982, we devoted enormous time and resources to the

bank's management. Strategic concepts were adopted,

financial objectives and controls were established, and a

new spirit was created within the Company. In the ensu

ing four years, from 1982 to 1985, the assets of First

American increased more than three-fold, from $2.3 bil
lion to $7.2 billion. 26
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As was noted above, we had accepted our posi

tions because of the exciting challenge this enterprise

presented. The compensation paid us by the Company was

relatively modest. Mr. Clifford, as Chairman, requested,

and was paid, $50,000 a year -- a modest amount compared

to the substantial annual compensation paid to the top

officials of major banks.27 Mr. Altman, who served as

President of First American Corporation and as a director

of several First American banks, received no compensation

other than the usual director's fees. (As a separate

matter, Clifford & Warnke, as general counsel to the

Company, received fees for the legal services it ren

dered. These legal fees, however, would have been earned

without regard to the management responsibilities we

assumed at First American.)

Nor were we given the valuable perquisites that

are normally provided senior officers of large corpora

tions. We received no financial bonuses, incentive com

pensation, or profit sharing. We were not participants

in the Company's thrift or pension plans. In 1987, at
the age of 81, Mr. Clifford was provided use of a company

car and driver. Mr. Altman received no car or driver.

If First American prospered under our leader
ship, we hoped we would be permitted to invest in stock
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and thereby participate with the shareholders in the

economic benefits we were creating. In effect, we chose

to take our financial rewards as managers by making an

investment in stock. This reflected our confidence in

the future of the Company. In 1985, in the light of four

years of sustained economic growth experienced by First

American under our control, we discussed with Sheikh

Adham the possibility of acquiring stock in the Company.

We also discussed it with Mr. Abedi, as the advisor to

the shareholders. We learned that the shareholders fa

vored our investment in the Company.

We contacted our New York counsel, Wachtell,

Lipton, Rosen & Katz, to obtain legal advice on the

transaction. The attorneys consulted were experts in

matters of corporate finance and in the structuring of

stock purchase transactions. In addition, they had acted

as co-counsel in the litigation and bank regulatory pro

ceedings leading up to the acquisition of FGB in 1982.

We were not given an outright grant of stock,

nor were we awarded stock options. Rather, in the spring

of 1986, an effort was going forward to raise additional

capital for the Company through the procedure of issuing

additional shares of stock. Each shareholder could pur

chase his pro rata interest in CCAH in those rights of-
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ferings. In conformance with established corporate prac

tice, the shares were to be offered at book value. We

had learned that certain of the shares in the offering

might remain unsubscribed, and that we could purchase

such shares at the same price — book value -- as was
paid by the other shareholders.

We determined to acquire shares on this basis,

and to finance this investment through bank loans, if
possible. Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz advised us that

any financing should be arranged on a non-recourse basis,

in view of the lack of liquidity of the shares of this

closely held company. Counsel were particularly con

cerned that Mr. Clifford, who was then 81, should obtain

financing on a non-recourse basis so that his estate

would not possibly be left with a substantial debt.

The first institution we approached for financ

ing was Banque Arabe et Internationale d' Investissement

("BAII") in Paris, the consortium bank that acted as the

lead lender in the syndicate that had lent $50 million in

connection with the acquisition of FGB in 1982. BAII was

interested in making the loan and prepared draft documen

tation. When problems arose in the negotiation of terms

by our counsel, however, efforts commenced to explore

with BCCI financing for the contemplated stock purchase.
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BCCI, too, was familiar with the stock being offered as

collateral and the market for the shares.

BCCI agreed to provide the financing on the

non-recourse basis recommended by our counsel. We exe

cuted promissory notes to BCCI for our respective loan

amounts of $9,960,920 and $4,979,352, together with re

lated instruments. The borrowing was secured by a pledge

of the acquired shares. (To be clear, the non-recourse

feature of the debt meant that in the event of a loan

default, BCCI would look only to the pledged security

which had been agreed upon as collateral). We retained

voting rights in the pledged shares. Thus, as Wachtell,

Lipton, Rosen & Katz had originally advised, the struc

ture of the financing satisfied our financial objectives

while accommodating the lender's need to be adequately

secured.

As noted earlier, our investment in CCAH stock

was known to and encouraged by the shareholders. In

addition, our intended purchase of stock was duly dis

closed to and authorized by the Board of CCAH, the parent

company of First American. In advance of the 1986 rights

offering, Mr. Clifford personally informed Managing Di

rectors Symington and Quesada that we intended to acquire

stock in the corporation. The CCAH Board was informed of
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and consented to these purchases in writing. We also

disclosed the acquisition of this stock to the Federal

Reserve Board, by filing the annual reports required by

the Federal Reserve for this purpose.

In 1987, the CCAH Board authorized another

offering of new rights shares to raise additional capital

for continued growth and expansion. As shareholders, we

participated in this rights offering by purchasing our

proportionate allotment of shares. As in the previous

rights offering, BCCI agreed to finance this purchase of

the shares, but only upon the condition that we discharge

the accrued interest upon our prior loans, which had not

yet come due. We agreed to this condition and paid the

accrued interest — together over $1 million.

In February 1988, Mr. Clifford wrote to BCCI to

inquire whether a buyer could be found who was interested

in purchasing some portion of our holdings. We wished to

take advantage of the strong market for bank stocks that

then existed. We also wished to reduce our large indebt

edness to BCCI. BCCI's relationship with Middle Eastern

clients, who seemed the most likely candidates for a

placement of these non-public shares, made BCCI the logi

cal recipient of our inquiry. This also was consistent
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with the provisions of the loan agreements executed in

1986 and 1987.

In March 1988, BCCI advised that it had found a

purchaser, subsequently disclosed to be an existing CCAH

shareholder, Mohammad Hammoud, who was a Middle Eastern

businessman of substantial means. Mr. Hammoud was said

to be prepared to buy 4,800 shares.28 If we agreed, this
represented a sale of approximately 60 percent of our

stock holdings. We decided to authorize the sale, and

with the proceeds we extinguished our outstanding indebt

edness to BCCI in its entirety.

We do not know whether Mr. Hammoud financed his

purchase, though we understood he was a person of consid

erable wealth. We have been advised by accountants for

BCCI that BCCI has no lien against those shares, which

were purchased in Mr. Hammoud 's personal name. We note

that Mr. Hammoud was not listed by the Federal Reserve in

July as one who had served as a nominee of BCCI.

In summary, our investment in the stock of the

Company was undertaken with the encouragement of share

holders, with the unanimous consent of the managing di

rectors of CCAH, and with the advice of counsel as to the

structure of the transaction. We purchased an extremely

small percentage of the outstanding CCAH stock (two per-
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cent and one percent respectively) at the same price as

was paid by all other purchasers in the rights offering.

In 1988, we sold a portion of our stock, at which time

our outstanding BCCI loans were fully repaid with inter

est. Our purchases were timely reported to the Federal

Reserve .

The financing, purchase, and sale of this stock

were completely legal and proper. Unlike the alleged

sham loans to nominees, our borrowings were real obliga

tions, fully documented, and were repaid over three years

ago. Moreover, they did not result in BCCI owning our

shares through foreclosure. These transactions did not

contravene any representations made to federal and state

regulators. Nor did the transactions in any way give

BCCI control over First American. Our participation in

the rights offering benefitted CCAH by providing capital

necessary to permit continued growth. The financial

details of these transactions previously have been re

leased publicly, and a copy of that public statement is

appended here to as Attachment F for the record of these

proceedings .

In 1989, we again purchased our pro rata allot

ment of stock in a rights offering by CCAH. No BCCI

loans were used to finance those purchases. In 1990,
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when the Company again needed capital for support during

the economic downturn, we invested in debentures that

were issued for this purpose. No BCCI loans were used

for that investment.

CLIFFORD & WARNKE REPRESENTATION OF BCCI

Clifford & Warnke has provided certain legal

services to BCCI. Beginning in 1978 and extending

through 1981, we represented BCCI as lawyers in the liti
gation and the related proceedings arising from the orig

inal acquisition of shares in Financial General by the

investors. When that matter was concluded, we were

asked, from time to time, to render legal services to

BCCI on various corporate issues.

It should be noted that — contrary to press
reports — Clifford & Warnke was not designated as BCCI's

primary legal representative in the United States. Rath

er, BCCI used many prominent firms in the United States.

BCCI had significant legal representation by major firms

in Florida, San Francisco, New York, and Washington, D.C.

Attention has been given to our legal represen

tation of BCCI after an indictment was returned against

BCCI for money laundering in Tampa, Florida. We were

contacted by BCCI's London office and asked to recommend

law firms to represent BCCI and its officers. Together
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with BCCI's Florida counsel, Holland & Knight, the larg

est law firm in that state, we provided the names of

various defense attorneys, who were retained. We there

after were asked to monitor the case for BCCI , consult

with senior management, and assist with administrative

functions, including the handling of a fund to pay legal

bills.

Clifford & Warnke's legal services for First

American and, separately, for BCCI were neither improper

nor unusual. There were no ethical violations in these

representations. Fees paid to the firm were consistent

in amount with our normal billing practices.

RESPONSE TO OWNERSHIP ALLEGATIONS

In 1989 and 1990, we heard that BCCI might have

acquired a secret ownership interest in First American.

Certain press accounts during the period raised similar

charges. While we believed these reports were wholly

unfounded, we made prompt inquiries to determine whether

there was substance to the allegations.

In this regard, in connection with the Tampa

criminal case against BCCI, an undercover conversation

had been taped in which an individual, Amjad Awan, sug

gested that BCCI might own First American through nomi

nees. We became aware of that evidence, secured a copy
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of the transcript, and reviewed it. In recent months,
certain reports have quoted from the transcript and have

made it appear that the individual had made conclusive

assertions about BCCI's ownership of First American. The

actual transcript is considerably less revealing or defi

nite. Omitted from these recent reports is the following

excerpt from the transcript, which places the comments in

their proper context:

I have [a] totally different assessment of the
situation. And it might be far-fetched, it
might sound stupid, but my assessment is, that
we own a bank in Washington. I may have men
tioned it to you before.29

The transcript of the undercover conversation clearly

suggested that the individual was offering only personal

speculation. We nonetheless asked BCCI counsel in that

case to inquire of the individual and his counsel as to

the basis for his statements. We were informed that the

contention was, as it appeared, just a guess and the
individual disclaimed any factual support for the asser

tion he had made.

We, together with the defense team of former

federal prosecutors representing BCCI, pursued the sub

ject several times in conversations with top management

of BCCI. We received repeated assurances that these
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rumors and allegations were entirely untrue. We and the

attorneys found those denials to be credible.

As a separate measure, however, counsel made a

private inquiry of Price Waterhouse to determine if
BCCI's files contained information which would support

allegations of BCCI's ownership of First American, or its

financing of the 1982 acquisition of FGB. We were in

formed that Price Waterhouse had been concerned about the

issue, but that no documents had been found in BCCI's

files that would substantiate the claim.

We also talked directly with some of the CCAH

shareholders about these allegations. For example, at a

meeting in July 1990 with Sheikh Kamal Adham and El Sayed

Jawhary in London, we were emphatically advised that the

allegations of BCCI ownership were untrue. We again

found these statements to be credible.

In view of continuing allegations of BCCI own

ership of First American, we later attempted to contact

all CCAH shareholders to advise them of the allegations

and to request an opportunity to discuss the charges

directly with each. This led to additional meetings and

discussions with various shareholders. Despite repeated

efforts, we were unable to reach certain shareholders who

did not respond or were unavailable. Those with whom we
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have talked -- representing a majority of the stock --

denied the charge that BCCI owned or controlled their

shares.

Recent reports from England now allege that

BCCI was in reality two banks: the seemingly respectable

public institution with which we and others dealt; and a

secret bank-within-a-bank that only a handful of BCCI

officials had any idea existed. It is this secret inter

nal bank that is said to be central to BCCl's hidden

ownership of stock in First American. If the allegations

about BCCl's secret ownership interest of stock in First

American prove to be true, then we shall be counted among

the many persons whom BCCI deceived.

It is, however, important to note that the

issues relating to secret ownership of CCAH stock by BCCI

is, at this point, still unresolved. Certain of the CCAH
shareholders, including for example, Sheikh Zaied of Abu

Dhabi, President of the United Arab Emirates, apparently

are not challenged by the Federal Reserve as being bona

fide owners. Others -- alleged to be BCCI nominees —

have denied the charges.

It must be recalled that the allegations con
cerning CCAH stock apparently are based almost exclusive

ly on BCCl's internal books and records — documents
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which are said by Price Waterhouse, BCCI's auditors, to

be incomplete, ambiguous, and of questionable authentic

ity. It is therefore appropriate that caution be exer

cised before all the allegations are equated with factual

determinations.

Like others outside of BCCI's management group,

we simply do not know the true facts about BCCI. We are

among many people who dealt with BCCI in good faith for

years and are mystified and embarrassed by the reports we

read about widespread fraudulent activity. President

Carter, who engaged in charitable endeavors supported by

Mr. Abedi and BCCI, has stated:

I have obviously been shocked and dis
turbed at what has been revealed in the last
few months .... [A]ll of these revelations
have certainly been an amazing thing to us, and
we're very shocked and grieved and disturbed by
it.

We didn't know the facts. I don't know
how much of the fact was known by anybody in
this country. All the time I was dealing with
the bank, we were one of the recipients of
their interest in improving the lot of people
in the third world. That's all I know about
them. 30
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Similarly, former British Prime Minister Lord

Callaghan, who had been on retainer with BCCI , recently

was quoted as saying of Mr. Abedi:

I don't believe he was an evil man. I
felt he was genuinely concerned, that he had
ideals. I found him a man I would honor. A
year ago I would have had no hesitation saying
Mr. Abedi acted out of altruism. Maybe I was a
sucker. 3 >

Other prominent figures, including the Secretary General

of the United Nations and our former Ambassador to the

U.N. , Andrew Young, appear similarly surprised and dis

tressed.

Some question how -- as persons who dealt regu
larly with BCCI for years — we could be unaware of the

alleged fraud. We have, of course, carefully searched

our memories for any missed indication that a fraud was

being perpetrated, but no signs of misconduct are readily

apparent to us. And one must recognize the practical

impossibility of management knowing what any shareholder

does with his stock once purchased — particularly when

the shareholders are located in the Middle East. As the

General Counsel of the Federal Reserve Board has recently

observed, "[f]raud is hard for anyone to detect, espe

cially when the transactions are deliberately structured

to conceal true relationships, and when the relevant

information is outside the [United States]. "3 2
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Many persons and entities who, unlike us, had

powerful investigative resources, direct access to BCCI's

books and records, and a duty to oversee BCCI's opera

tions , apparently now say they were deceived, including

the Bank of England, the Directorate of the Luxembourg

Monetary Institute and the Grand Cayman Inspector of

Banks and Trust Companies. BCCI allegedly misled its

best customers and strongest supporters in the Middle

East, including Sheikh Zaied bin Sultan al Nahyan.

CONCLUSION

We know that First American was honestly and

capably run throughout the tenure of our management, that

it prospered under our leadership, and that our own con

duct was entirely proper. No depositor at First American

has ever lost any money. No investor or bond holder has

been cheated. No customer has been defrauded. Manage

ment has not lived royally using federally insured depos

its. There have been no "sweetheart" loans to insiders

at First American, nor any embezzlement or thefts. First

American banks were not engaged in money laundering.

BCCI never secured any improper financial favors or ad

vantages from First American. United States taxpayers

have not had to bail out the Company.
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We are proud of our accomplishments at First

American, and secure in the knowledge that whatever con

cealed interest BCCI may have held in the Company's

stock, any such interest never translated into actual

control over First American's operations.

We will continue to cooperate fully with all

official inquiries into this matter, and appreciate the
opportunity the Committee has afforded us to set forth on

the public record the First American story.
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FOOTNOTES

1 Hearing on the Bank of Credit and Commerce Interna
tional and S. 1019 Before the Subcommittee on Consum
er and Regulatory Affairs of the Committee on Bank
ing, Housing, and Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate (May 23,
1991) (hereinafter "May 23, 1991 Senate Hearing")
(Statement of William Taylor, Staff Director, Divi
sion of Banking Supervision and Regulation, Federal
Reserve System) (Transcript p. 140).

2 London's fastest-growing bank, The Economist, July
16, 1977, at p. 120.

3 Id.

4 BCCI's Rise Based on Unique Management Style, Wash
ington Star, Oct. 22, 1978, at A-15.

5 When Bank of America sold its BCCI shares, it issued
a press release to deny reports that its divestiture
related to concerns about BCCI or its management
practices. Bank of America Press Release, Sept. 1,
1978.

6 BCCI's Rise Based on Unique Management Style, Wash
ington Star, Oct. 22, 1978, at A-15.

7 Prospectus, U.S. $50,000,000 Guaranteed Floating Rate
Notes due 1990, unconditionally and irrevocably guar
anteed as to payment of principal and interest by
BCCI Holdings (Luxembourg) S.A. (Nov. 22, 1983).

8 We were aware that there was regulatory concern about
BCCI's corporate structure; BCCI lacked a single
consolidated regulatory authority which would serve
as its lender of last resort. These concerns, howev
er, did not relate to questions about fraudulent
practices or illegalities at BCCI.

9 See BCCI; The Inside Story, The Independent, July
14, 1991, at 2.
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10 See Report of the Staff of the Subcommittee on Crime
and Criminal Justice of the Judiciary Committee, U.S.
House of Representatives, Regarding Federal Law
Enforcement's Handling of Allegations Involving the
Bank of Credit and Commerce International (Sept. 5,
1991).

11 See Transcript of Meeting Before the Board of Gover
nors of the Federal Reserve System, regarding appli
cations of Credit and Commerce American Holdings and
Credit and Commerce American Investment, to acquire
Financial General Bankshares, Inc. (April 23, 1981)
(hereinafter "April 23, 1981 Federal Reserve Tran
script" ) .

12 Affidavit of Martin Lipton (Aug. 9, 1991) (hereinaf
ter "Lipton Affidavit"), 11 10.

13 Id.

14 Hearings on Narcotics and Foreign Policy Implications
of the BCCI Affair Before the Subcommittee on Terror
ism, Narcotics and International Operations of the
Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate (Aug. 1,
1991) (afternoon session) (hereinafter "August 1,
1991 Senate Hearing") (Statement of Virgil Mattingly,
General Counsel, Federal Reserve System) (Transcript
p. 58).

15 Lipton Affidavit, 11 4.

16 See generally April 23, 1981 Federal Reserve Transcript ; Application to the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System for prior approval of action
to become a bank holding company (Oct. 3, 1980).

17 Letter from Robert A. Altman to Lloyd M. Bostian,Jr., Vice President, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond
(Nov. 24, 1978) (copy to William W. Wiles, Federal
Reserve Board) .

18 As late as April 1990, BCCI's internal auditors re
ported to senior BCCI management that their review of
BCCI's files and papers, and interviews, had revealed
that
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In 1982, when CCAH acquired First American
Bank shares via two intermediate bank
holding companies set up for this purpose
(CCAI and FAC), the acquisition was wholly
funded by the shareholders of CCAH from
their own resources plus a US$50 million
syndicated bank term loan which was ob
tained by (FAC) First American Corpora
tion.

Hearing on Narcotics and Foreign Policy Implications
of the BCCI Affair Before the Subcommittee on Ter
rorism, Narcotics and International Operations of
the Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate
(Aug. 8, 1991), Exh. 6, p. 13, 11 1.00 (emphasis
added and omitted) .

19 As Virgil Mattingly, the General Counsel of the Fed
eral Reserve, recently testified before the Senate
Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics and Internation
al Operations, there is a legal distinction between
control over bank stock and control over the day-to
day management of a bank. August 1, 1991 Senate
Hearing (Statement of Virgil Mattingly, General Coun
sel, Federal Reserve System) (Transcript p. 46).
Even if, as has been alleged, BCCI acquired a secret
ownership interest in the stock of First American's
parent company, that stock ownership cannot be equat
ed with actual control over First American's manage
ment and operations.

20 Price Waterhouse Audit Report on BCCI under Section
41 of the Banking Act 1987, submitted to the Bank of
England (June 22, 1991) at p. 25, II 6.4 (emphasis
added) .

21 Indeed, BCCI had a prior employment relationship with
only four of the 6,284 individuals employed by First
American over the last nine years.

22 Affidavit of William Duncan (Aug. 9, 1991), 1111 10,
11.

23 May 23, 1991 Senate Hearing (Statement of Virgil
Mattingly, General Counsel, Federal Reserve System)
(Transcript p. 99).
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24 Id. (Statement of Virgil Mattingly, General Counsel,
Federal Reserve System) (Transcript p. 98).

25 Id. (Statement of William Taylor, Staff Director,
Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation, Fed
eral Reserve System) (Transcript p. 140).

26 Assets increased 41 percent and deposits increased by
39 percent during 1983. In 1984, assets grew by 26.7
percent and deposits increased by 32.7 percent. In
1985, assets increased by 20 percent and deposits
increased by 21 percent.

27 It is noted, for example, that the top officers of
the other two major regional bank holding companies
in Washington are reported to earn an annual salary
of almost $1 million, plus benefits and perquisites.

28 It is apparent that Mr. Hammoud had developed serious
interest in First American, and purchased shares at
each opportunity in 1986, 1987, 1988 and 1989. By
purchasing our shares, he could purchase additional
shares in subsequent rights offerings at book value
and "average down" his cost.

29 United States v. Awan, et. al, No. 88-330-Cr-T-13 (B)
(M.D. Fla.), Exh. 508-B, p. 13 (Transcript of tape
recording made Sept. 9, 1988).

30 Nightline: Jimmy Carter's Relationship with BCCI
(ABC television broadcast, Aug. 8, 1991) (Show #2664 )
at p. 3.

31 BCCI Adept at Courting the Powerful and Rich, Wash
ington Post, Aug. 7, 1991, at A-l.

32 May 23, 1991 Senate Hearing (Statement of Virgil
Mattingly, General Counsel, Federal Reserve System)
(Transcript p. 102) .
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Mr. Rosenthal. All right, Mr. Daub.
Mr. Wallich, we are very anxious to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF HENRY C. WALLICH, MEMBER, FEDERAL
RESERVE BOARD

Mr. Wallich. Mr. Chairman, I understand that you would like
me to summarize some parts of my statement.
Mr. Rosenthal. Yes. Without objection, a copy of your entire
prepared statement will be inserted in the record.
Mr. Wallich. I will begin by saying that this is the third time I
have been privileged to appear before your subcommittee. There
were large acquisitions at the time when I appeared previously.
The interest of foreign countries in U.S. banks has continued, al
though on a lesser scale recently. At the present time we have a
situation where 134 banks are controlled by foreign banking orga
nizations and foreign investors.
The performance of these foreign banking organizations has been
studied very carefully on a quantitative scale. The principal find
ings are easy to summarize because, just as Mr. Kohn said, the dif
ferences between domestically run and foreign run institutions
after they become foreign owned are small.
What we have found is that banks that became foreign owned
typically before their acquisition had lower earnings and lower
equity ratios than their peer group. In other words that was the
type of bank that was being bought. Following acquisitions, earn
ings generally improved, although not up to peer levels. Equity
levels were raised to peer levels as a result of infusions of capital.
The business orientation of the acquired banks did not change ma
terially. There was somewhat less emphasis on retail lending as a
proportion of total, reflecting a greater diversification of the lend
ing portfolio.
Within the whole group of foreign-controlled banks, the greatest
improvements in earnings and the largest increases in capital took
place at banks that were acquired by foreign individuals. However,
their earnings were low at the time they were being acquired.
I want to say a few words about supervisory experience. One can
judge that from the point of view of the performance of a bank. I
have cited equity ratios and earnings. There is some further evi
dence available from ratings that are assigned by supervisory agen
cies. Of the 52 banks that appeared in a given sample that was re
viewed, there were 40 that had strong composite ratings for finan
cial soundness. There was a very small proportion that was un
satisfactory. In other words, the picture is not at all bad there.
The record of compliance is more difficult to measure. Every
bank in the United States has some Occasional incident of a viola
tion of law. This is easily corrected as a result of the examination
process. Foreign-owned banks are no different in this regard. On
the whole I think one can say that compliance in foreign banks is
as good as it is in domestic banks.
1 will skip the section on supervision, which describes our tech
niques, Mr. Chairman, with which I think you are familiar. I will
go on to page 7.
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Most foreign bank holding companies are foreign banking organi
zations, that is banks abroad. They are usually the major banks in
their home countries. They are supervised by foreign banking au
thorities. They have recognized reputations. For these reasons, the
Board has not been confronted with serious problems in supervis
ing U.S. activities of these bank holding companies.
Mr. Rosenthal. Let me ask you one question. When you say
they are supervised by foreign banking authorities, is that supervi
sion of the same character and stringency as the type of supervi
sion I would like to think we have here?
Mr. Wallich. We are proud to think that ours is more intensive,
and there is a specific difference in that ours rests on examination,
typically annual, of a bank, going through their books, going
through their portfolio. Few other countries do that.
It also must be recognized that we have a very large number of
banks, and among those you might always find some that need this
kind of attention. Foreign banking systems are much more concen
trated as a rule than ours. Nevertheless, I think you can say a lot
on behalf of American bank supervision.
When we are we dealing with foreign individuals, certain super
visory problems do arise. One supervisory problem relates to the
initial entry of foreign investors trying to acquire or establish a
bank. The other relates to the continuing operations of their banks.
On the question of entry, I might just note that the principal
problem is to ascertain the financial strengths and reputation of
the would-be foreign owners. This is not a unique problem interna
tionally. It is a problem that faces the Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency when foreign investors seek to charter a national
bank. It is a problem encountered by all three Federal banking
agencies under the Change in Bank Control Act when there is an
effort of a foreign investor to acquire more than 10 percent of an
existing bank and become a large, distinguished shareholder.
The relevant banking agency has to determine the investor's con
dition, and status and the ability to make such a determination is
necessarily complicated by distance and differences in foreign con
ditions and standards.
On the second question of continuing supervision of foreign indi
viduals, there is the problem of assuring that the bank is managed
well and that it is not used for the benefit of the foreign owners to
the detriment of the condition of the bank. Individual investors, by
comparison with banking organizations, may not have the same in
terest in preserving the banking reputation.
The first line of defense on this point is to limit entry to persons
of undoubted integrity and banking experience. On the whole, as
described earlier, the banks owned by foreign individuals have
been managed well and have posed few supervisory problems. How
ever, there have been exceptions.
If I may turn to Federal Reserve procedures on applications
made by foreigners seeking to acquire U.S. banking organizations,
we have the Bank Holding Company Act which provides several
criteria that the Board is required to consider in judging all bank
holding company applications. These are, first, the financial and
managerial resources of the acquiring company and the bank to be
acquired; second, the future prospects of each; third, the conven-

46-783 - 92 - 8
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ience and needs of the community to be served; and fourth, the ef
fects of the proposal on competition.
Similar criteria are to be considered by the banking agencies
under the Change in Bank Control Act. These criteria apply both
to foreign and domestic acquisitions.
When an application is received by the Federal Reserve from for
eign banking organizations or foreign individuals or foreign bank
holding companies, the same general procedures are followed, and
the same general information is required as if domestic organiza
tions or domestic individuals were involved. Also, a concerted effort
is made to obtain additional information that will enable an evalu
ation of the applying foreign banking organization to be viewed
against the environment in which it operates in its home country.
In the case of foreign individuals, they are required to submit fi
nancial statements and other information sufficient to assess their
ability to manage a banking organization and to stand behind the
acquired bank.
Contact is usually made with the appropriate foreign supervisory
authority about the condition and reputation of the foreign appli
cant. When a foreign banking organization is involved, this proce
dure is in keeping with a broad agreement reached among the cen
tral banks and bank supervisory authorities of the G-10 countries
and Switzerland that the foreign banks operating within their ter
ritories should be adequately supervised institutions in their home
countries and that the home country supervisors should supervise
the activities of their banks on a consolidated basis.
Now I come to the main acquisitions that are listed in your state
ment, Mr. Chairman. The three cases are, first, the Crocker Na
tional Corp. acquired by Midland Bank Ltd.; second, Financial Gen
eral Bankshares acquired by a group of Middle Eastern investors;
third, the acquisition of Long Island Trust Co. Bancorporation by
Banca Commerciale Italiana. My remarks will be confined to the
highlights of each case. More details are contained in the Board's
orders approving these acquisitions, which is included in my testi
mony.
In early 1981, Midland Bank, one of the major London clearing
banks, applied to acquire a majority interest in Crocker National
Corp., whose principal subsidiary bank and principal asset is Crock
er National Bank. At the time Midland had total deposits of $55
billion and was the third largest bank in the United Kingdom.
Crocker National Bank had total assets of $19 billion and was the
fourth largest bank in California and the twelfth largest in the
United States.
Under the proposal, Midland Bank would immediately acquire 51
percent of the stock of Crocker National Corp. with the intention of
ultimately acquiring 57 percent. The end result of the acquisition
would be an infusion of $495 million in new capital into the Crock
er National Corp.
At the time of the application Midland Bank had no operating
banking presence in the United States. Its only representation was
as a part owner of European American Bank and Trust Co., a con
sortium bank in New York owned by six banks from different Eu
ropean countries.
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Although the acquisition of a large U.S. bank was involved, there
were virtually no issues presented by the application under the cri
teria specified in the Bank Holding Company Act. There were no
adverse competitive factors in the application since Midland Bank
had no direct banking operations in California or elsewhere in the
United States. Midland Bank was in strong financial condition, and
its reputation as an international bank was undoubted. The pro
posed capital infusion was regarded as a factor weighing in favor of
the approval. -
In approving the bank acquisition the Board had also to consider
the other activities of the Midland Bank organization in the United
States and their consistency with the requirements of the Bank
Holding Company Act. As a result the Board order approving the
bank holding company formation required that Midland divest its
20 percent interest in European American Bank on the grounds
that retention would be inconsistent with the policy underlying sec
tion 3(d) of the act. Under that section bank holding companies are
effectively barred from acquiring more than 5 percent of the shares
of a bank in another State. The Board also denied an exemption
from the prohibitions of section 4 of the act for the activities of the
U.S. subsidiary of Thomas Cook Ltd. That company provides retail
and wholesale travel services in the United States, an activity
which the Board has found as not closely related to banking.
I next will turn to Financial General Bankshares. Financial Gen
eral Bankshares is a multi-State bank holding company with 12
banks located in the District of Columbia and the States of Mary
land, New York, Tennessee, and Virginia. In November 1978 the
first applications to acquire this holding company were made by
Credit and Commerce American Holdings of the Netherlands Antil
les and Credit and Commerce American Investment of the Nether
lands. The two applicant companies were formed by a group of in
dividual investors from several Middle Eastern countries for the
purpose of the acquisition. A protracted process ensued.
The proposed acquisition was at first opposed by existing man
agement of Financial General and its subsidiary banks. Moreover,
two of the State banking supervisors involved, Virginia and Ten
nessee, recommended denial on the grounds that the acquisition
would be detrimental to the convenience and needs of the commu
nities served. In addition the attorney general of the State of Mary
land issued an opinion that Maryland State law precluded a Mary
land banking institution from being subject to an unfriendly affili
ation. In these circumstances, the Board dismissed the first applica
tions on the grounds that it was prohibited from approving a pro
posal that would violate State law.
These complications were subsequently resolved, and a new ap
plication was filed in November 1980. While a number of technical
issues remained, the principal issue for the Board then became the
identity of the purchasers, their reputation and their financial
strength, and what those attributes meant for the future oper
ations of the bank holding company.
The Middle Eastern investor group consisted of 14 individuals
and companies from Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and
Kuwait. The group included eight individuals, three personal hold
ing companies, two government-owned companies, and one private
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company. In the course of processing the application, a meeting
was held at the Board's offices which was attended by representa
tives of the investor group, counsel for the applicants, and repre
sentatives of the State banking departments involved, and the
Comptroller of the Currency.
The information developed at this meeting became part of the
record on which the Board based its decision. In making that deci
sion the Board took special care to review the financial resources of
all the investors. The information submitted demonstrated that all
the investors possessed sufficient financial resources to make the
acquisition and to provide future support if needed.
The financial factors relating to the acquisition of Financial Gen
eral were considered to be consistent with approval. As far as man
agement was concerned the investors did not propose to take an
active role themselves. Rather, they proposed to have all the direc
tor and top management positions filled by qualified Americans.
The Board carefully reviewed the composition of the proposed
board of directors of Financial General and the proposed senior
management and satisfied itself about their qualifications.
The Board approved the acquisition on August 25, 1981. The
transaction was consummated in April 1982, and the name of the
organization was subsequently changed to First American Bank-
shares.
Mr. Rosenthal. Mr. Wallich, can you tell us just a little bit how
you checked to verify the backgrounds, the character, the integrity,
the financial resources of the individuals?
Mr. Wallich. The Board worked very hard at this because, as
my testimony says, this is a crucial matter. We used all the re
sources of the U.S. Government, not only those of the Federal Re
serve Board, and we developed information from a very broad in
formational source.
We also, of course, obtained bank statements. We obtained the
financial statements of the individuals, and these were certified by
local accountants who in turn were certified by familiar named ac
countants of the Big Eight.
So we did what I think is humanly possible to develop detailed
information on these individuals. In human affairs nothing is ever
completely sure, but a credit check of this kind is of course not an
unfamiliar thing. It happens all the time in business. The people
involved here are businessmen. They are looked at often by the
business community. So it by no means is impossible to get a full
dosier on them.
Mr. Rosenthal. It interests me that they formed two groups, one
in the Netherlands Antilles and one in the Netherlands. Did you
look into that at all? Were you able to get any information from
the Netherlands Antilles?
Mr. Wallich. This is a familiar device relating to, as I under
stand it—and I am not a tax expert —two separate tax treaties that
the United States has with the Netherlands Antilles on one side
and Holland on the other.
Mr. Rosenthal. That is what I was coming to. These individuals,
would they be able to avoid U.S. taxes that U.S. citizens would
have to pay0
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Mr. Wallich. They would not be able to do anything that some
body in the situation would not be able to do.
Mr. Rosenthal. That is, if they use the Netherlands Antilles.
Mr. Wallich. A U.S. citizen may not be able to do that because
he is subject to a different home tax law. However, if one starts out
as a foreigner, these opportunities are open. I cannot speak with
authority to this, Mr. Chairman. I am not a tax lawyer. All I can
tell you is that it is a familiar, frequently used technique. -
Mr. Rosenthal. I am just curious as to whether there is a loss to
the U.S. Treasury in tax payments as a result of these individuals
becoming shareholders.
Mr. Wallich. The U.S. Treasury negotiated these tax treaties, so
there are probably some losses and some gains.
Mr. Rosenthal. The Treasury is trying to renegotiate all those
treaties. You still have not told us the extent of your investigation
of the character and integrity of the individuals. You told us you
used all the resources that are at your command, both foreign and
domestic, and many U.S. agencies. However, why is that kind of an
investigation less fulfilling than if you had to make an investiga
tion of a U.S. citizen?
Mr. Wallich. I would think it certainly involved a greater effort
and more input of resources than one would on a U.S. citizen. Ad
mittedly, abroad it is less easy to get a clear picture.
Mr. Rosenthal. Did you send any people overseas to the home
countries of these folks?
Mr. Wallich. I do not recall.
Mr. Rosenthal. I still do not understand exactly what you did
do.
Mr. Wallich. Some sources of information close up if one refers
to them publicly. So just allow me to say that we used all sources
that were at our disposal. I think a very unusual effort was put
into this because of the importance of getting a clear picture. After
putting it all together and getting the cross-checks, we arrived at
the conclusion that these were satisfactory.
Mr. Rosenthal. In other words you did not send any investiga
tors out to interview these people or to look into their backgrounds
or anything like that.
Mr. Wallich. We saw some of them in Washington. We had a
meeting which the law did not call for, but we thought it was desir
able. They were represented by counsel and in part appeared in
person.
Mr. Rosenthal. Did you ask them any personal questions at the
meeting?
Mr. Wallich. There is a detailed record of the whole thing which
became part of the record of the proceedings.
Mr. Rosenthal. Please continue with your statement.
Mr. Wallich. I now turn to Litco, which in a sense I think pre
sents the most important issues for the Congress to think about.
In December 1981 Banca Commerciale Italiana [BCI] applied to
the Board to acquire Litco, the Long Island Trust Co. Bancorpora-
tion of New York, a bank holding company owning all of the
shares of Long Island Trust Co. Long Island Trust Co. had about
$1.1 billion in assets, and its business orientation was primarily di
rected to domestic business in the Metropolitan New York area.
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BCI was the second largest bank in Italy. It had consolidated
assets of about $34.5 billion. BCI conducted a wholesale banking
business in the United States through branches in New York and
Chicago and through an agency in Los Angeles. BCI is indirectly
owned by the Italian Government through a Government holding
company, the Institute per la Ricostruzione [IRI].
In this case as with the Midland/Crocker acquisition, there were
few issues under the statutory factors that are prescribed in the
Bank Holding Company Act. The Board found that the acquisition
would have no significantly adverse effect on the concentration of
banking resources or on existing potential competition. BCI had
committed to inject $20 million of foreign capital into Litco and to
maintain Litco among the more strongly capitalized institutions in
the United States.
As for BCI itself the Board made its evaluation on the basis of its
policy statement on supervision of foreign bank holding companies
that takes a number of factors into account in judging the financial
and managerial resources of a foreign banking organization. In ad
dition to its financial condition, these included the record and in
tegrity of management, the bank's standing and role in its home
country, and the opinion of the home country regulators. Having
considered these factors the Board concluded that the financial and
managerial resources of BCI were satisfactory.
During the Board's consideration of this case, several issues
emerged that stemmed from the fact that BCI is indirectly owned
by the Government of Italy. The four largest banks in Italy are na
tionalized institutions. All conduct banking operations in several
States in the United States. The Italian Government also operates
a number of nationalized industries and commercial enterprises,
many of which have subsidiaries in the United States.
The specific question that arose in these circumstances was how
foreign governments or governmental entities should be treated
under the Bank Holding Company Act. Should they be subject to
the same provisions as a private company, or is a different treat
ment warranted?
The principle of national treatment is the basic Government
policy toward foreign banks and is embodied in the International
Banking Act of 1978. The essence of that principle is that foreign
banking organizations and their owners be treated the same as
their domestic counterparts. The Bank Holding Company Act
which governs the activities of domestic banking organizations has
among its purposes the prevention of conflicts of interest and
undue concentration of resources. These objectives are intended to
help insure that banks of the United States serve as effective and
impartial credit intermediaries.
To this end the act provides that a private company cannot own
a U.S. bank and also own companies in the United States that
engage in industrial and commercial activities. Also a private com
pany cannot, as a general rule, own and operate banks in more
than one State. These rules apply to all private companies, domes
tic or foreign, although for foreign private companies exceptions
are allowed for indirect interests in the U.S. operations of foreign
commercial and industrial companies.
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Application of these rules to a foreign government would mean
that it could not indirectly own banks in more than one State. Sim
ilarly, the foreign government that indirectly owned a bank in the
United States would have to conform its nonbanking activities in
the United States to those permissible to a privately owned foreign
banking organization.
Failure to apply these rules to foreign government-owned banks,
it can be argued, would give those organizations advantages over
their privately owned counterparts and thus would be inconsistent
with the principle of national treatment.
Distinctions can be drawn between private and government own
ership and they may form a basis for differences in treatment. The
Bank Holding Company Act presumes that all banks and nonbank
companies under common ownership and control are operated as
an integrated whole. That presumption stems from the act's objec
tives of avoiding conflicts of interest and undue concentration of re
sources when banking and nonbanking activities are combined
under common control and management. This presumption also re
flects experience, especially in the United States, that private com
panies do operate in this way.
Foreign countries that have nationalized banks and other enter
prises have done so for a variety of historical and policy reasons.
Some foreign governments do operate, and in fact have good policy
reasons for so operating, the nationalized banks and nationalized
businesses as separate entities. However, conditions vary from
country to country and may change over time within a country
with changes in political philosophy or in other circumstances.
This diversity highlights the difficulty of establishing a policy suit
able to all situations that avoids making arbitrary distinctions
among countries.
Little guidance on these questions is provided in the act. It ex
pressly exempts from its application organizations owned by the
Federal Government or State governments. However, it is silent on
the status of foreign governments.
The question of applying the act to foreign governments is not
concerned with the activities they conduct within their own terri
tories or outside the United States. It is solely concerned with
those activities that extend into the United States. Applying the
act to foreign governments even in the more limited sense has
broad implications that extend beyond the purely regulatory issues.
For example, strict application of the limitation on nonbanking ac
tivities could preclude foreign government-owned banks from en
gaging in banking activities in the United States. This could raise
important questions in the fields of U.S. foreign relations and U.S.
foreign investment and economic policy.
Prior to the BCI case the Board had approved a number of appli
cations to form bank holding companies by foreign banks that were
government-owned and where the foreign government indirectly
had commercial and industrial activities in the United States. In
those cases the Board did not apply the act to the applicant's gov
ernment owners. After careful consideration and pending further
examination of the issues outlined here, the Board decided to con
tinue the previous practice in the BCI case.
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In approving the application the Board recognized that the act is
concerned not only with problems of actual conflicts of interest or
concentration of resources but also with the potential for those
problems. For this reason the Board in its order highlighted its
belief that the issues associated with foreign government owner
ship should be brought to the attention of the public for further
discussion and debate. Because of the complexity and far-reaching
implications of these issues, some of which I have tried to convey,
the Board stated in its order that they should be resolved in a con
gressional framework where all of the relevant considerations
could be examined and weighed.
In recognition of the potential conflicts in the BCI case, the
Board decided that Italian Government-owned banking and non-
banking organizations were affiliates of LITCO. As a consequence,
the amount limitations and collateral requirements of section 23A
of the Federal Reserve Act would apply to extensions of credit by
LITCO to these affiliates. The Board believes that the application of
section 23A to this situation would help limit the potential for
practices conflicting with the purposes of the Bank Holding Compa
ny Act.
Mr. Chairman, I believe I will conclude here. Thank you very
much.
Mr. Rosenthal. Thank you, Mr. Wallich.
[Mr. Wallich's prepared statement follows:]
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OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER
DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND FINANCE

STATE OF FLORIDA
TALLAHASSEE

3Z301

December 18, 1985

Mr. Agha Hasan Abedi
Director and President
Bank of Credit & Commerce International
100 Leadenhall Street
London
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Abedi:

I am happy to have this opportunity to share with you my
firm conviction that Florida is the most commercially attractive and
viable state to locate and expand your bank's US activities.

The sizeable employment gains and income growth experienced
by Florida in 1985 have maintained the state's expansion at a rate
surpassing the nation's. Moreover, expected improvements in Latin
American economic growth promise to reinforce Florida's economic growth
by stimulating the state's international trade and tourism.

Florida enjoys a differential cost advantage over many other
states. The costs of office and residential housing rentals, of parking
and weekly wages are relatively low. The state's commercial banks'
interest expense as a percentge of interest earning assets has been
lower than that of the nation's commercial banks. This may in part be
attributed to Florida's large and impressively growing deposit base
associated with the state's expanding economy and population.

Between January and June 1985, more applications for national
bank charters were approved and more charters issued in Florida than in
California and New York combined. In addition, more de novo branches of
national banks were opened.- and acquired through merger or conversion in
Florida than in any other state in the U.S.

Florida's business environment is strengthened by a positive
governmental attitude towards direct foreign investment in the state.
Florida has no personal Income tax and its corporate income tax rate is
lower than that of many states, including California and New York.
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Mr. Agha Hasan Abedi
Direccor and President
Bank of Credit & Commerce International
Page 2
December 18, 1985

The differencial cost advantage, associated with Florida's
comparatively low rental, wages and other costs, interest expense., large
deposit base and low tax environment, has contributed to the high
profitability St the state's insured commercial banks. In the 1980s,
these banks have outperformed the nation's commercial banks as
demonstrated by such profitability measures as their adjusted net
interest margin, return on assets and return on equity.

So far, I have highlighted the general economic and commercial
factors for locating your bank in Florida. There are also life style
factors which may influence your decision to establish a commercial bank
in Florida over other states in the U.S. In this respect, I want to
refer to the state's educational, cultural, recreational and climatic,
factors which together will contribute to the quality of life of your,
bank's management and staff.

Florida ranks ninth in the nation in expenditures for public
elementary and secondary education. There are 28 community colleges
in the state offering degree programs and a broad selection of
occupational programs as well. The state is rich in cultural resources.
It is the home of 19 regional and municipal symphonies and its several
statewide museums feature major collections. Finally, Florida's year
round semi-tropical climate, moderate rainfall, abundant sunshine, fresh
and sea waters, a relatively pollution-free environment - all combine to
make the state an attractive and appealing place in which to live and do
business.

I hope you will read the information included in this package.
It includes details relating to the location decision in Florida, the
state's economy, the number of national bank charter applications
approved and branches of national banks opened or acquired, Florida's
commercial banks' profitability and interstate banking act. Also
included is my office's 1984 Annual Report on Banking in Florida.

I cannot stress" too strongly my personal feeling that you
should consider Florida in your future plans. I offer my assistance and
that of my staff in answering your questions. Please feel feee to call
on us if we can assist you in any way.

Sincerely,
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SEVEN-UP INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Kr R Altman
Clifford 4 Warnke
815 Connecticut Avenue
Washington D.C. 20006
U.S.A. 26th August, 1981

Dear Sir,

This letter serves to highly recommend Bis Excellency
Sheikh Kamal Adhan as an outstanding businessman with
an excellent reputation for ability and integrity.

Our Company's long association with His Excellency as
our Franchisee in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Egypt,
has been a pleasure for all those who had the opportunity
to have direct business contacts with hijti, because of his
high spirit of cooperation.

Re has always displayed in addition to good business
judgement, a thorough understanding of world affairs,
specially the Middle East.

Yours faithfully.

/

G Bechaalany /
Vice President
Seven-Up S.A.
Europe/Middle East/Africa
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PROXY

El Sayed El Gohari
The undersigned , hereby author

izes J. Serkvens and/or A. Grul , Attorneys at Law in Curacao,
Netherlands Antilles, to act as his/its proxy at the Annual General
Meeting of shareholders of Credit and Commerce American Holdings,

N.V. ("CCAH") to be held in Caracao on or about July 16, 198^
with power to exercise, as directed herein, the undersigned's

voting rights with respect to 791 CCAH shares owned by the

undersigned and to vote such shares only in favour of the following

motions to be made at that meting and for no other purpose :

1. To confirm and adopt the financial statements of

CCAH for the years from incorporation through

1983 and discharge the Board of Managing Directors

for their administration during that period.

2. To eliminate the provisions for a board of super

visory directors by amending the Articles of In

corporation of CCAH in the following respects :

(a) To delete paragraph 2. of Article *

and replace it by (translated) :
"3. The shares shall be issued by the board

of managing directors".

(b) To delete paragraphs 1, 2 and 6 of

Article 9 and replace them by (translated) :

"1. The corporation shall be managed by

a board of managing directors consisting

of one or more managing directors. Legal
entitles may also be appointed managing

directors" .
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(b)

"2. The managing directors shall be

appointed by the general meeting of share

holders and may at any time be suspended

or removed from office by the meeting".

"6. When one or more managing directors

are absent or otherwise precluded from

acting, the remaining managing director(s)

shall be responsible for the entire manage

ment of the corporation; when all the

managing directors are absent or otherwise

precluded from acting, the corporation

shall be managed temporarily by a person

appointed for that purpose by general

meeting of shareholders. The person so ap

pointed shall call a general meeting of share

holders as soon as possible in order to provide

for a definitive management.

As long as this has not been accomplished,

the acts of management of the person so

appointed shall be limited to those which

cannot be postponed".

(c) To delete Article 10 in its entirety.

(d) To delete paragraphs I and X of

Article 12 and replace it by (translated) :

"1. Each of the managing directors and any

number of shareholders representing Jointly

not less than ten per cent of the subscribed

capital have equal authority to call a general

meeting of shareholders".
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(d)

"7. Shareholders may be represented at the

meetings by a proxy appointed in writing,

telegraphically or by telex. Managing

directors and, in general, persons in the

employment of the corporation may not act

as proxies of shareholders at the meetings'.

(e) To delete paragraphs 1 and 2. °?

Article 16 and replace it by (translated) :

"1. within eight months after the close

of the fiscal year, the board of managing
directors shall submit to the general meet

ing of shareholders the balance sheet and

the profit and loss account for the past

fiscal year, along with the explanatory
statement referred to in Article 11.

The balance sheet, profit and loss account

and explanatory statement shall be signed

by all the managing directors. If the sig
nature on one of them ia lacking, the reason

shall be stated on the documents".

"3* The annual general meeting of share

holders has the power to confirm the balance

sheet and the profit and loss account.
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"3

Confirmation of the balance sheet and the

profit and loss account shall discharge

the board of managing directors from all
liability with regard to their management
for the past fiscal year, In so far as
their administration is evidenced by the

documents submitted and provided the meet

ing does not decide otherwise when the

balance sheet and profit and loss account

are to be confirmed and adopted".

To authorize J. Bertcvens and/or A. Crul , Attorneys at Law
of Curacao, Netherlands Antilles, to implement the afore

said amendments to the Articles of Incorporation, with
authority to draw up a draft deed of amendment, apply

for the required approval of the Department of Justice

of the Netherlands Antilles, amend the draft at may be
necessary and execute the deed before a civil notary,
and, furthermore, to perform anything required or appro

priate to the aforegoing.

Civen and executed in Abu Dhabi as of the I

day of July 198K.

(Shareholder)
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The undersigned, H.H. Sheikh Khalifa Sin Zaled £1 N'ahvan. heresy

authorises J. Berkvens and/or I.C.J.?. Verhaert , Attorneys at Law
in Curacao, Netherlands Antilles., to act as proxy at the Annual

General Meeting of Shareholders of Credit and Commerce A.T.erican

Holdings, N.V. (CCAH) to be held in Curaco on or about August 20,

1935, with power to exercise, as directed herein, the undersigned's

voting rights with respect to the 13 ,828 shares owned by the

undersigned and to vote such shares only in favour cf the following

motions to oe made at that meeting and for no other purpose:

1. To confirm and adopt the financial statements
of CCAH for the year 198^ and discharge the Board
of Managing Directors for their administration
during that period.

i. To approve and ratify resolutions regarding the non-
distribution of prafits and retention of earnings
for 193*, and the adjustment in the share premium
reserve in the 1981* annual accounts.

3. To re-elect the following Managing Directors c:' i'CAfc.
to serve the Company until the next annual general
-eet:.ng of shareholders:

Stuart Symington ( Chairman )
- Robert A. Altman (Secretary)
- Clark M. Clifford
Elawood R. Quesada
- Etrusco International, N.V.

J . To appoint a person contemplated by Article 9.
paragraph 6, of the Articles of Incorporation .

Giver, and executed in Abu Dhabi , as of thu

24th day of August , 1955.

^k.

H.E. Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zaied El Nahyan
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"2. Every transfer, transmission by descent or change of ownership of a

registered share shall be recorded in the share register and every

entry to that effect shall be signed by a managing director or by a

person appointed for that purpose by the Board of managing

directors . "

d) To delete Article 11, paragraph 6, of the Articles.
5. To authorise Equilan N.V. to implement the aforesaid amendments to the

Articles of Incorporation, vlth authority to draw up a draft deed of
amendment, apply for the required approval of the Department of Justice of

the Netherlands Antilles, amend the draft as may be necessary and execute the
deed before a civil notary, and furthermore to perform anything required or
appropriate to the foregoing.

6. To appoint a person as contemplated by Article 9, paragraph 6, of the
Articles of Incorporation.

Civen and executed in Luxembourg as of the sixth day of August, 1987

MASHRIQ HOLDING COMPANY

Bob BERNARD

Directors
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MASHRIQ HOLDING COMPANY S.A.
soclete anonym*

121.avenuedelaFalenoene
L-1511LUXEMBOURG
R.C.LUXEMBOURGB NO 17.851

PROXY

The undersigned, Mashriq Holding Company t hereby authorise

* Etrusco International N.V., of Curacao, Netherlands Antilles, to act
as proxy at the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders of Credit and

Commerce American Holdings, N.V. (CCAH) to be held in Curacao on or

about October 14, 1988 with power to exercise, as directed herein,

the under s l gned ' 5 voting rights with respect to the 2b ,241 shares

owned by the undersigned and to vote such shares only in favour .of

the following motions to be made at that meeting and for no other

purpose :

1. To confirm and adopt the financial statements of CCAH for

the year 1987 and discharge the Board of Managing Directors

for their administration during that year.

2. To approve and ratify resolutions regarding the non-

distribution of profits and retention of earnings for 1987,

and the adjustment made in the share premium reserve in

the 1987 annual accounts.

3. To re-elect the following Managing Directors of CCAH, to

serve the Company until the next annual general meeting

of shareholders:

Stuart Symington (Chairman)

Robert A. Altman (Secretary)

Clark M. CI if ford
Elwood R. Ouesada

Etrusco International, N.V.

* and/or Equilan N.V.
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4. To eliminate the provision authorising bearer shares by

amending the Articles of Incorporation of CCAH (the

"Articles") in the following respects:

a) To delete Article 6, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Articles,

and replace them with (translated):

"1. The shares shall be issued as registered shares,

and they shall be numbered from 1."

"2. Share certificates may be issued for the

registered shares, at the request of the share

holder. /.II expenses for the issue of share
certificates shall be charged to the shareholder
concerned . "

b) To delete Article 6, paragraph 3, of the Articles.

c) To delete Article 8, paragraph 2, of the Articles,

and replace it with (translated):

"2. Every transfer, transmission by descent or change

of ownership of a registered share shall be

recorded in the share register and every entry

to that effect shall be signed by a managing

director or by a person appointed for that purpose

by the board of managing directors."

d) To delete Article 11, paragraph 2, of the Articles
and replace it with (translated):

"2. The meeting shall be called with due observance

of at least 10 days notice not counting the day

on which the letter in the next sentence is sent

nor the day of the meeting."
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"The shareholders shall be called to the annual general

meeting of shareholders by at least registered air
mail letters sent to the addresses specified in the

share register. The convening notice shall either

state the agenda of the meeting or it shall state that
the agenda is available for inspection by the share

holders at the office of the corporation."

"Proposals on amendment of the articles of incorporation
shall also be mentioned in the convening notice referred

in this paragraph.'"

e) To delete Article 11, paragraph 6, of the Articles.

5. To authorise Equilan N.V. to implement the aforesaid amend

ments to the Articles of Incorporation, with authority to
draw up a draft deed of amendment, apply for the required

approval of the Department of Justice of the Netherlands
Antilles, amend the draft as may be necessary and execute
the deed before civil notary, and furthermore to perform
anything required or appropriate to the foregoing.

6. To appoint a person as contemplated by Article 9, paragraph
6, of the Articles of Incorporation.

Given and executed in Luxembourg , as of the tenth
day of October , 1988.

MASHRIQ HOLDING COMPANY

Director Director
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ADHAM CORPORATION
LimitedI

P R 0 X Y

The undersigned. ADHAM CORPORATION hereby authorizes Etrusco

International. N.V. and/or Equilan N V. . of Curacao. Netherlands Antilles .
to act as proxy at the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders of Credit

and Commerce American Holdings. N.V. (CCAH) to be held in Curacao on

or about December 21.1990 . and/or any follow-up meeting with the
same agenda, with power to exercise, as directed herein, the

undersigned's voting rights with respect to the 7.410 Shares owned by

the undersigned and to vote such shares only in favor of the following

motions to be made at that meeting and for no other purpose:

1
- To confirm and adopt the financial statements of CCAH for the
year 1989 and discharge the Board of Managing Directors for their

administration during that year.

2 - To approve and ratify resolutions regarding the non-distribution of
profits and retention of earnings for 1989 .

3 - To elect the following Managing Directors of CCAH. to serve the
Company until the next annual general meeting of shareholders:

- Clark M. Clifford ( Chairman)
- Robert A. Altman ( Secretary)
- Jack W. Beddow
- A. Vincent Scoffone
- Etrusco International N.V.

HA-
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iLimited)

4 - To authorize the creation ( and subsequent issuance) of nine

percent (9%) cumulative preferred shares and such other changes as

indicated by amending the provisions of the Articles of Incorporation of

CCAH as per the attached underlined form of said Articles. In case the

required three-fourths quorum is not represented at the meeting, it is
understood that the managing directors intend to convene a second

shareholders meeting within seven(7) days and submit these

amendments to a vote in conformity with Article 18.2 , which allows valid

resolutions to be passed at such a follow-up meeting by a majority of
three-fourths of the votes cast . regardless of the capital represented at

such meeting.

5 - To authorize Equilan N.V. to implement the aforesaid amendments
to the Articles of Incorporation, with authority to draw up a draft deed

of amendment, apply for the required approval of the Department of

•Justice of the Netherlands Antilles, amend the draft as may be necessary

and execute the deed before a civil notary, and furthermore to perform

anything required or appropriate to the foregoing.

6 - To appoint a person as contemplated by Article 9. paragraph 6. of
the Articles of Incorporation.

Givnen and executed in
20th ■

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
as of the

day of December. 1990

ADHAM CORPORATION

Attachment
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The undersigned, H.E. Ali Mohammad Shorafa (

hereby authorizes Etrusco International, N.V. and/or Equilan

N.v., of Curacao, Netherlands Antilles, to act as proxy at the

Annual General Meeting of Shareholders of Credit and Commerce

American Holdings, N.v. (CCAH) to be held in Curacao on or

about Dece«iber 21, 1990, and/or any follow-up meeLlng with the

same agenda, with power to exercise, as directed herein, the

undersigned's voting rights with respect to the 2fl . 7aa

shares owned by the undersigned and to vote such shares only

in favor of the following motions to be made at that meeting

and for no other purpose:

1. To confirm and adopt the financial statements of
CCAH for the year 1989 and discharge the Board of
Managing Directors for their administration during
that year.

2. To approve and ratify resolutions regarding the
non-distribution of profits and retention of
earnings for 1989.

3. To elect the following Managing Directors of CCAH,
to serve the Company until the next annual general
meeting of shareholders:

- Clark M. Clifford (Chairman)
i- Robert A. Altman (Secretary)- Jack W. Beddow
- A. Vincent Scoff one
- Etrusco International N.V.

4. To authorize the creation (and subsequent issuance)
of nine percent (9%) cumulative preferred shares and
such other changes as indicated by amending the
provisions of the Articles of Incorporation of CCAH
as per the attached underlined form of said Articles.
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In case the required three- fourths quorum is not
represented at the meeting, it is understood that
the managing directors intend to convene a second
shareholders' meeting within seven (7) days and
submit these amendments to a vote in conformity with
Article 18.2, which allows valid resolutions to be
passed at such a follow-up meeting by a majority of
three-fourths of the votes cast, regardless of the
capital represented at such meeting.

5. To authorize Equilan N.V. to implement the aforesaid
amendments to the Articles of Incorporation, with
authority to draw up a draft deed of amendment,
apply for the required approval of the Department of
Justice of the Netherlands Antilles, amend the draft
as may be necessary and execute the deed before a
civil notary, and furthermore to perform anything
required or appropriate to the foregoing.

6. To appoint a person as contemplated by Article 9,
paragraph 6, of the Articles of Incorporation.

Given and executed in Abu Dhabi, u.a.e.. as of tna
day of December, 1990. s

H.E. All

Attachment
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HILU ^KNOWLTON

Recent questions have been received concerning stock
ownership in First American by Mr. Clark Clifford and Mr.
Robert Altman. Absent compelling reasons for public
disclosure, Messrs. Clifford and Altman consider their
financial affairs to be private and confidential.
Nevertheless, in the interest of a full understanding of the
facts and to avoid unwarranted speculation or error, the
following compilation of facts has been prepared on this
subject.

Clark Clifford was asked by the shareholders and Board to
serve as Chairman of First American in 1982 in connection with
the acquisition of the Company. When he accepted the
position, he informed them that while he intended to devote
his energies to building and revitalizing the Company, he was
aware that success was not assured and was therefore not
prepared to accept a large salary. He and the Board agreed
that he would accept a payment of $50,000 per year. This has
remained unchanged for the past nine years.—'

It was Mr. Clifford's feeling that if he and his partner,
Robert Altman (who was to become president of First American
Corporation, but without salary) , were successful in develop
ing the potential of the franchise, and able to increase
substantially the value of the stockholders' investment, he
would expect that later on he and Mr. Altman would be given
the opportunity to acquire stock in the Company. In that way
they might profit from their efforts. In effect, they took on

-' Neither Mr. Clifford nor Mr. Altman has received any of
the perquisites such as use of corporate aircraft, life or
health insurance, club memberships, profit sharing arrange
ments, pensions, or cash bonuses which are usually a part of
compensation packages for individuals in similar senior
positions in banking. Mr. Clifford, as Chairman, was provided
access to a company car beginning mid-1987. Mr. Altman has
never had a company car.
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the task on a contingent basis. z^-'

The first four years were a period of intense effort by
Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman with major investments of their
time and energy. Each bank was carefully analyzed, and a
close association with the directors, officers, and employees
was developed. Basic bank strategies, financial targets, and
operating procedures were set, and additional banking
professionals were recruited to supplement the existing
officer group. The banks began to flourish. Substantial
growth came from within, but also some strategic acquisitions
were made, particularly in New York and Virginia.

By 1986, it was clear that the project was thriving under
the stewardship of Messrs. Clifford and Altman, and successful
years lay ahead. In those four years, assets had increased
from $2.3 billion to $7.2 billion. Deposits grew from $1.8
billion to $5.9 billion. Annual income had doubled from $20
million to $41 million. The profit to the shareholders on
their investment was large and growing. Given this degree of
progress, it then appeared appropriate to Messrs. Clifford and
Altman, and to the Board and shareholders, for each of them to
acquire stock in the Company.

As the Company grew, funds needed for expansion were
raised by periodic rights offerings to the shareholders. (Thefirst such offering took place in 1983.) In 1986 a rights
offering of $150 million was made. If an offering was
undersubscribed by the existing shareholders, the shares not
purchased would be offered by the Board, at its discretion,
to other persons at the same price. This occurred in the 1986
offering, which gave Messrs. Clifford and Altman the
opportunity to purchase some of the unsubscribed shares. Mr.

— ' The firm of Clifford & Warnke has served as general
counsel to First American and its parent holding companies —
which do not have in-house corporate legal affairs departments
— since 1982 with Board and shareholder approval.
Appropriate bills have been submitted for legal services
rendered in accordance with firm practice. A number of other
highly regarded law firms also have rendered ongoing legal
services and advice to First American and its parent companies
over the years. Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman have participated
in the partnership income of Clifford & Warnke as members of
the firm.
Clifford & Warnke 's representation of the shareholders

had existed for some four years prior to 1982. The legal
representation of First American would have occurred after the
acquisition without regard to whether Mr. Clifford and Mr.
Altman accepted corporate positions at the Company.
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Clifford bought 4495 shares for $9.9 million and Mr. Altman
bought 2247 shares for $4.9 million. First American
shareholders encouraged the purchases, and the directors of
First American's holding company approved the transactions.
Such ownernsip was also reported to the Federal Reserve and
appropriate state banking authorities in annual filings made
by First American.

The price paid for the shares by Messrs. Clifford and
Altman was exactly the same price that was paid by all the
shareholders — book value. Selling stock at book value to
raise capital is a practice that was followed in all First
American offerings; the same practice was followed by First
American's subsidiary banks in selling shares to the public.
Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman never received any gifts of stock,
stock options, incentive stock awards, or discounted purchase
prices for stock.

After negotiating with two foreign banks, the purchases
were financed by 18-month (Libor bared) loans from BCCI - the
bank that had served as the investment adviser and
communications link to the shareholders of First American
since the purchase of the Company.—' The loans were
negotiated at arms length, with the advice and assistance of
New York counsel to Clifford and Altman, and were concluded on
a non-recourse basis, fully collateralized by pledges of the
shares. To service the loans, substantial interest payments
were made while the loans were outstanding, by both Messrs.

—' A question was raised concerning representations made to
bank regulators in 1981 in connection with the acquisition of
the Company that BCCI would not be a lender with respect to
the "acquisition" by the investors of the shares of the
Company. Counsel to First American has confirmed that this
representation was intended to relate solely to the tender
offer financing in 1982 to acquire the Company, and there was
no blanket regulatory prohibition against later borrowings
from BCCI or any other bank.
It should also be pointed out that throughout the time of

these transactions there was no reason to consider the
involvement of BCCI as a lender to be inappropriate or
controversial. Indeed, given BCCI's familiarity with First
American and its owners, it was in an excellent position to
consider the value of the collateral being offered for the
loan. The current notoriety about BCCI did not occur until
late in 1988 in connection with charges of money laundering,
and allegations that BCCI may have gained control over some
First American stock at some time during the past nine years
arose subsequently in 1989 and 1990.
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Clifford and Altman.

As a result of the purchases, Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman
had stock ownership that was consistent with customary share
incentive plans for senior corporate officials in the United
States. Messrs. Clifford and Altman retained legal title to
the shares at all times, including voting rights.

In 1987, with First American continuing to thrive,
Messrs. Clifford and Altman, as shareholders, participated in
the next capital rights offering by the Company, each
subscribing to his respective pro rata allotment of shares.
Mr. Clifford bought 951 shares for approximately $2.3 million,
and Mr. Altman bought 475 shares for approximately SI. 15
million. Again, First American shareholders encouraged the
purchases, and the directors of First American's parent
company approved them. The ownership was again reported to
the banking authorities. They were financed in a manner
similar to the 1986 purchases.

In 1988 when First American was enjoying a record year
and shares of banking companies similar to First American were
trading at signifiant premiums, Messrs. Clifford and Altman
decided to sell a portion of their holdings. By that time the
shareholders had invested approximately $550 million in First
American; based on numerous, published banking transactions in
the United States during this period, the Company was
conservatively worth $1.5 billion (based on a multiple of book
value) , leaving a potential profit for the shareholders, after
only six years, of approximately $1 billion.
In response to Messrs. Clifford and Altman's inguiry,

another of the existing shareholders of the Company made an
offer to purchase 4800 shares, for cash, at $6,800 per
share.—' We understand that other sales transactions
in the stock between other shareholders were made at similar
prices. We are informed, for example, that another
transaction between investors occurred during this period at
approximately $6,100 per share. In March 1988 Mr. Clifford
accepted the offer and sold 3200 shares representing

—' The purchaser later died in 1990 and his heirs now have
claimed legal ownership of those holdings. At the time of
this transaction, neither Mr. Clifford nor Mr. Altman knew
whether the purchaser, a wealthy investor, had obtained
financing for the purchase, or the source of any such
financing. Nor was there any reason for them to have inquired
as to these matters.
Recent information provided by the purchaser's estate

representatives indicates that the purchaser has no personal
loans from BCCI and that his First American shares are not
pledged to BCCI. First American has no independent
information about such matters. The shares, which were
purchased in the shareholder's personal name, are claimed as
the property o-f his estate.
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approximately 60% of his holdings; Mr. Altman sold 1600 shares
representing approximately 60% of his holdings.— '

On March 31, 1988, Messrs. Clifford and Altman received
$21,760,000 and $10,880,000 respectively for the purchase of
their stock. Using the proceeds of the sale, Messrs. Clifford
and Altman paid off in full the principal and remaining
interest on their loans that same day. As shown in the table
below, after repaying all the indebtedness, commissions, and
Federal and State taxes, Mr. Clifford's net cash from the sale
was approximately $2.75 million; and Mr. Altman had received
approximately $1.35 million. Each owned, and continues to
own, the balance of his stock free and clear.

Clark M. Clifford

Amount Received $21,760,000.00

Less:
Costs and expenses paid
Repaid Note of July 25, 1986 (9,960,920.00)
Repaid Note of August 14, 1987 (2,310,930.00)
Interest paid on loans (1,411,831.00)
Commission on sale (1. 500. 000.00)
Subtotal $ 6,576,319.00

State and Federal Taxes (approx. ) ( 3 .825. 000. 00)
Net cash to Clark M. Clifford $ 2,752,319.00

Robert A. Altman

Amount Received $10,880,000.00

Less:
Costs and expenses paid
Repaid Note of July 25, 1996 (4,979,352.00)
Repaid Note of August 14, 1987 (1,154,250.00)
Interest paid on loans (725,289.00)
Commission on «=ale (750. 000. 00)
Subtotal $ 3,271,109.00

State and Federal Taxes (approx.) (1 . 918 . 000.00)
Net cash to Robert A. Altman 1,353,109.00

^-' It is incorrect to assume that the shares retained by
Clifford and Altman could be assigned the same value per share
as those sold to one interested purchaser.
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In 1989 another rights offering was made to the
shareholders. Again, Messrs. Clifford and Altman each
purchased the pro rata number of shares available to them with
the approval of the Company's directors; the resulting
ownership was reported to the regulatory authorities. These
purchases were not financed through any bank.

In 1990 a sale of $30 million of convertible debentures
was offered to shareholders. Again Mr. Clifford and Mr.
Altman purchased their pro rata allotment of the debentures
without financing from any bank. Mr. Clifford purchased a
debenture with a face amount of approximately $250,000 and Mr.
Altman purchased a debenture of approximately $125,000. Each
continues to hold their debentures.

Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman remain small shareholders of
the Company, owning .83 and .41 percent, respectively, of the
shares outstanding. Their stock ownership continues to be
reported in annual filings with bank regulatory authorities.
Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman have continued to have all right,title, and interest in the shares registered in their
respective names. There is no existing lien or claim against
the shares by any person or entity. There is no way to place
a value on Mr. Clifford's and Mr. Altman 's present stock
holdings because there is no market for the shares.

In summary, at least two points should be emphasized:

1) The financial benefits received by Mr. Clifford and
Mr. Altman over the past nine years, however computed, are
exceedingly reasonable when compared to executives in similar
positions. It is also important to note the enormous value
they have been central in creating for shareholders.

2) There was no reason at the time of these transactions
for any one to consider the role played by BCCI to be
remarkable or inappropriate. The transactions, including BCCI
loans, were reviewed at the time by other legal counsel for
Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman who were familiar with the history
of the case and all relevant factors.
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BOARDOFGOVERNORS
FEDERALRESERVESYSTEM

EXHIBIT

£=i. August 12, 13SS

# V.r. Agha Hasan Abedl
President, Bank of Credit and
Commerce International, S.A.

ICO Leader.hall Street
London, England EC3A 3AD

Dear Mr. Abedl:

This letter will give you the details of the manner In which we
terminated the employment of Bruno Rlchter as President and CEO of the
New York Bank,

Prior to my conference with. Rlchter, I checked with each member
of the Board of the New York Bank and ascertained that there was unanimous
agreement that Rlchter did not have the requisite abilities to make a success
of the Bank. Thereafter, I telephoned Rlchter and asked that he come to my
office for a meeting. I also asked Robert Stevens to be present In his
capacity as President of the holding company.

Prior to the meeting with Rlchter we had prepared a bill of partic
ulars, setting forth eight areas In which Rlchter had been deficient in the
management of the Bank. I enclose herewith for your attention a copy of
this list. I explained to Rlchter that the time had come to sever the rela
tionship and ! read to him each of the Items on the list.

Before concluding my presentation I advised Rlchter that we held
r.o HI will toward him and explained that the Board had been deeply concerned
at the lack of progress of the New York Bank and that this necessitated the
action being taken. I informed Rlchter that It was my hope that the severance
could be arranged amicably and that It could be handled through his resigna
tion, rather than through a formal termination by the Board. I suggested
that the reason for the resignation could be due to differences over policy
and that It would certainly be best for Rlchter and his future career if we
could agree upon terms of a resignation.

CONFIDENTIAL
r-» A/nancJPBarnSvMng.ISmtoe - ?••■«■*HW Himwajon.O.C.20006.(202)393-fOO
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;_T-st 12, 1333
3jge Two

Richter responded at length to the listing of the deficiencies cf
his performance at the Bank and I did not Interrupt, but heard htm out to
the end, Nothing new was brought to our attention. He stated that he
appreciated the suggestion that he might resign and that he would like
to work out a disposition on that basis. He stated that he would like to
return to Mew York and consult his associates and his lawyer and that he
would be back In touch with us.

Richter1 s lawyer called the next morning and at first took a
harshly confrontational position and listed extreme demands for disposition
of the controversy. In the course of the negotiations that extended over
some five days, his demands became much mora moderate and we entered
an area of reasonable negotiation In which agreement could be reached.
There were four major areas of dispute, but through the process of talking
them out we reached agreement.

The agreement with Richter, which was concluded on August 9,
Is a fair one. We are meeting our major obligations under the contract
of employment to pay him for a 3-month termination period, reimbursement
for the remaining three years of the contract at fifty percent of his salary,
and a pension arrangement that will prevent his sustaining a loss In his
pension rights by coming with our Bank. I enclose a copy of the agreement
between Richter and the New York Bank, together with copies of his letter
of resignation and the Bank' s reply.

Robert Stevens Is taking an apartment in New York and will be
Acting President and CEO during the period while we are searching for
Richter1 s successor. Stevens is off to a good start with conferences with
all the senior officers and this transition has gone smoothly. We have
informed the various regulatory bodies who have an interest In this matter
and because of the manner of the termination it is being treated by the
regulators as a development which does not deserve their further attention.
I have the feeling that the avoidance of controversy over the separation
results In Its being a non-event.

Because of your personal Interest and the time we have spent in
discussing this particular matter, I felt that It warranted this rather full
explanation from me.

Cordially yours ,

Enclosures •1 Clark M. Clifford

CONFIDENTIAL
C0OOO234
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BOARDOF GOVERNORS
f FEDERALRESERVESYSTEM

EXHiarr

July 25 1983

Dear Mr. Naqvl,

This needs a lot of improvement, but please glance

through and advise if all points are covered.

Copies of the check list and points for consideration

for the existing branches of FABNY and branche#\of

other banks we require are also enclos_e>-'£ar^Siiri records .

A copy of each has been prpjrlded to Mr. Skoitto^attS

Khusro, who has also l^e»jr,'kept informed'.

Thanks and regards,

AIJAZ AFRIDI
Conunittee Note: Mr. Naqvi is the #2 man at

BCCI.

Mr. Afridi was hired by

BCCI as an officer of First

American Bank of New York

cc. Nr. Kemal Shoaib
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INTRODUCTION

*

Informed observers of the U.S. banking scene are of the opinion that de
regulation in current banking law and practice will become a reality in
the very near future. The process has already started and the outcome
can be predicted with a high degree of accuracy. It is likely that re
ciprocity amongst different states will be common in the 80's and,
therefore, banks will open their doors (full-fledged service branches)
all over the United States of America.

We should, therefore, cash the advantage of an Interstate Bank Holding
Company. But, as ours will be a new venture in New York, we have to
proceed with a high degree of caution. And, yet at the same time, find
ways and means for growth in a highly competitive market. Our VISION
entails and encompasses a full-fledged bank providing a comprehensive
package of financial services and not that of a bank circumscribed by a
narrow product range. We have to have an overall perspective of the
setup, management, and of the limits that can be sought and which must
be achieved over time. This concept of perspective is of vital import
ance and a critical succpss far.tnr in prixpnt rlay ii s hinHn<j We
require a total VISION for direction : Oomestic, Re£*il , Wholesale
and International with most efficient service.

Our Role

Our people would be a partner\Srn}
of this Evolution.

Their role will be creating and\*«p*porting local management and the
business opportunities, unobtrusively, imperceptibly, gaining trust and
confidence - injecting Real Management power.

The important question of cast (mould/model) :

Everyone has his own "cast".

Our role is to rupture the individual "casts" to allow
flow and merger.

To do this, we ourselves should not have any cast, we
should be open - open infinitely.

BCC'S "cast" is an ooen Vast", fluid and flowing, infinite -
dynamic vision.

Cont'd. ..II.
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:'."CGUCt:on [Continued)...

Then there are issues of

81 ind Management

Enlightened Management

Real Management

"Superior" Skills

"Superior Management" complex

The American tendency of "One Boss" and clash of "casts"

Vanity and ego

A test, a challenge to the participants!

There will be fierce competition from local as well as foreign banks
operating in N.Y. which will increase. Selling will have to be done
by our people going to the market - door to door - rathertiwifWpect-
ing customers to come to the Bank. We will not only^o^u^vAatewide
banking service but International too and we ha>»"-fo'-fo.ciiri,on Human
Resources, Outlets, Sources of Business a^4--f^odtJc't-L.inesl;: OiKtfjwphasis
should be on exploiting opportunities--aT5<C.t{r provide b6t.te©Q?pv^t}e than
any other bank - locally as well as vOWna^tferialJ^t'-w^nJuld treat
the support -from 8CC separately and e\deavourt&o agiie-tCpon our own.

Human Resources are crucial. Al though \pepTe are available but there
are not many who can manage others also. They should be technically
qual if led, competent, well-trained, experienced, loyal, sincere, hard
working and knowledgeable about the market. We must give them attractive
terms. Proper references and our full satisfaction to their honesty/
character must be ascertained. Individuals who are producers and have
the ability to persue and encash the opportunities in the market place
are needed. Good in human relationships and good managers of men and
women. Both types of qualities are required, i.e. professionally sound,
and above all, producers and good managers of men and women. We have to
give importance to people who can produce and create rather than to those
who can manage the existing business. Care to be exercised against organ
ised crimes - We should not be led away on the face of apparently attract
ive business.

Our projections reveal a planned and systematic growth in volume - Deposits
and otherwise. We have to strive to go into profit within a year. We
have to take care of all Ratios and Reserves etc. from the start and in
this connection all regulations to be clearly understood and where neces
sary guidance to be sought. We should gradually and steadily go into
different types of banking. A list is attached giving different types and
phases.

Cont'd. ../3.
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INTRODUCTION (Continued)...

Our interest rates, commission rates and entire tarrif has to be in line
with other banks. Regulations relating to interest on small business
loans etc. have to be fully understood. Management information system
has to be effective from the beginning so that up-to-date information is
available on a daily/weekly basis.

Large Money Market Centre in N.Y. But, before we generate resources and
have full acceptability, we should concentrate on non-funding business
e.g. Leasing, Factoring, Insurance, Bills and clearing etc. Another im
portant and lucrative area for introducing the name of FABNY as well as
for profitability would be Foreign Exchange. Metal and Commodity trading
for customers. We must find good people and concentrate fully on this.
We have to have a few excellent Traders/Dealers from the start. We must
arrange credit lines from banks for Fed. Funds, spot/Forward, Placements
and endeavour to get RATING. A close relationship with brokers will be
necessary and at a later stage may issue our own CDs. Interest-free or
demand deposits should be our target from the start. Different deposit
schemes will have to be developed by us.

An offshore branch in the Bahamas or Cayman iswo.ptfT«n*i^eYing before
the start. IBS would be there but a number^^restrictions and, therefore,
offshore units are necessary.

-<^~3^

It is assumed that a sum of USS5uvScftf6 fCwiH- b^t^ft^Tnitial capital
(paid-up) which will be increasedNto USJW^jirTpiitJnwithin six months to
sustain and support the Bank's pro\*pgetfvjcaWfh. Emphasis would be on
profitability so that the profit ca\>e*^apital ized in future years in
order to sustain continued growth.

Initially, the return will not be as high as we desire as our operating/
setting-up expenses will be rather high the benefits of which will accrue
over a longer period. As a matter of policy, we will concentrate on
generating deposits and avoid building assets which will affect profit
ability. Right from the start, we should have checks and control on ex
penses for which proper systems and procedures to be adopted. Technological
costs will be enormous and we feel that in the beginning we have time
sharing for a year from another bank and in the meantime develop our own
software/program. A lot of thought must be given to AUTOMATION - » must
as without it we will not be able to compete effectively.

Realising the highly competitive environment In the U.S. and not having
practical knowledge of local working/markets is likely to place severe con
straints on generating deposits, good risks and profitable business. Being
a start-up operation, it 1s recommended that we go out and fully concentrate
on International Banking - in all directions -- Foreign customer base as
well as correspondents business and accounts. However, as a U.S. based
bank, we are learning local conditions and our aim will remain to make
FABNY a known first-class N.Y. bank. We must also exploit the big Foreign
Exchange and Currency Notes Market -- Saudi Arab1a(supply of U.S. notes),
dealing and quoting foreign currencies including Arab currencies.

Cont'd. ,./4.
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't~<2£)'.C~IZ'i .Continued).

we also have to get a decisionas to which bank m n.y. we -rake our major
correspondent/clearing bank. Manufacturers Hanover Trust is recommended
as it specialises for foreign banks and it is a New York based bank.

OBJECTIVES

These should be considered in the light of intense competition and the
rapidly changing banking environment. We will have a wide range of banking
activities but we have to decide on our priorities.

1. Profitability and Acceptability in U.S.,

2. Inject. the Image of the Bank in U.S. and outside,

3. Excellent Service to customers of all size/kind and
to correspondent banks,

4. Exploit the opportunities avai 1able^+rT'the U.S. marVet
and complete understanding of^krCal -conditions,_ r \t$j\
and regulations, r-^o-L^

5. First-class Human Resources
(as described under

"Intr^^tf4of
6. Effective management of Bank's Assets,

7. Effective management of Dealing/Trading Room activities,

8. To introduce new products and services (safe deposit
vaults and night-safe, Teller Machines),

9. To open new branches and/or acquire branches of other
banks, S & L in N.Y. Factoring and Leasing acquisi
tions by the Bank.

We have to discuss and decide a primary sphere of operations that FABNY
would consider and also to set out the secondary sphere of operations.
To begin with, our natural strength which could be easily exploited should
be our course. As suggested above, International and Foreign Exchange
should be concentrated upon.

Cont'd. ../S.
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BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

J. The level of commercial, trading, foreign exchange and other
banking activities in U.S. is unlimited for all practical
purposes.

2. No major upheaval or changes in the monetary policies in
U.S. will take place -- (Liquidity and Reserve requirements
including Euro-Dollars) - No major changes in Interest or Ex
change rates.

3. We have an offshore unit.

5.

6.

The social, political and economic conditions
and Third World countries will not undergo^

Paid-up Capital of US$50 mi
to be increased to US$10

Will receive USS mi

BCC - initially for 18

he Western
changes.

ation,

ntary Credit business from

7. Credits upto 60X to 70% of total deposits OR USS loan port
folio from own deposits and Due to Banks, etc.

8. Management style and Philosophy will be on the pattern of BCC
No interference from the Holding Co. and free hand to the
Management.

9. Adequate staff available for various departments (the type
explained under "Introduction").

Cont'd..
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STRATEGIES

Our strategies wi 11 be different for

(a) Local/Domestic, and

(b) International,

in order to achieve the growth and profitability we are,
projecting for FABNY. Tnese are covered in our write-up
on the type of banking/business we adopt and the phases.
In any case, detailed strategies have to be finalised after
discussing with other executives -- committees and individual
heat^ responsible for different aspects of Domestic as well
as International, especially with the Chief Executive Officer
-- M/s Naqvi and Shoaib also.

Critical examination of our achievements and failures -
vis-a-vis our projections/objectives and wherever necessary,
corrective measures to be taken to ensure achievement_afc-pur
objectives -- Regular Meetings.

Project the image of FABNY
Domestic as well as Internati
appearance and Logo, etc. to o

he|ptu|/to project rABNY as a

Introduce FABNY to the Third World countries (with the back
ground of BCC which already enjoys great acceptability), fn-
ciudinq Latin American countries so as to get profitable business
and interest-free/low rate government deposits. Vigorous effort
to be made.

Provide computerised self-service banking facilities to customers
and develop our own computerised system which should be much more
efficient than that of other banks. No lines and queues at the
counters.

Emphasis on ensuring good, efficient prompt and courteous service
in all directions and activities of the bank. The executives and
senior officers to give personal touch to customers.

Cont'd. ../7.
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STRATEGIES (Continued).

Manpower development - Aspiration - Real Management - Humility
from the start. Stress on Humility. Regular meetings with
staff to inject Real Management. Cooperation and Coordination.
Interdependence and Inter-relationships to be encouraged.

Although emphasis on growth but care to be exercised against
organised crimes. Prudent banking from the beginning.

Treasury/Dealing/Trading/Credits/Syndications, etc., to be
very well organised from the start and senior, well-experienced
and honest people to head these departments. Emphasis on
Foreign Exchange, including currency notes.

Introduce new products and services so as to provide greater
facilities to customers and to attract new customers on regular
basis, e.g., Safe Deposit Vault, Automatic Teller Machines and
inter-state as well as International connections of FABNY.

Develop good relations with Regional Banks and endeavour to
get their Demand Drafts, Remittances and LeUej»*^&n Credit busi
ness related to overseas countries as wel>'JCr,85Win\ credit lines
from 'them. ^*\-'

It is understood that sodirejcy for generating .liabilities would be
customer deposits -- we poJT grea.ter^mgftasfs on customer deposits
and inter-bank funds. To \v,o£$''.cr£*rrng medium or long-term
assets, our strategy should\6|^robuild a sound deposit base, most
effective profitable ForeigrvTxchange Dealing Room, limited parti
cipation in good syndications and to avoid building Assets unless
first class and of short-term.

Cont'd. ../8.
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PROFIT AND COMMENTS

1983

Figures for 1983 are not given as we believe that by the time our operations
start, the available capital of US$50 million will square the position.
That is, expenses like premises and some salaries, etc., could be offset
from the interest earned on capital.

1984 4 1985 - PROFIT & TAX

STATEMENT OF INCOME 1984 1985

Total Interest Income

Other Income

Total Interest Expenses

Net Interest Income & Commissi

Other Operating Expenses

17,203,000.

730,000.

Salaries, Allowances

Rent ]
Taxes ]

Electricity, Heating and Cleaning

Insurance

Legal
Auditors
Automation

225,000.-
125,000.-
250,000.-

3.176.000.

3,436,000.

400.000.

60.000.

600,000.

Carried/F. 7,672.000.

Cont'd... /9.
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PROFITS AND COMMENTS (Continued)...

1984 4 1985 - PROFIT & TAX

STATEMENT OF INCOME 1984 1985

3a lance B/F-. 7,672,000.-

Postage, Telecommunications
and Telephones

Stationery and printing

Publicity & Advertising
Entertainment

Travelling, Car & Freight

Depreciation

Occupancy Tax N.Y. City

DIC Insurance Premium

300,000

150,000

100,000

25,000

300,000

875,000

Miscellaneous

Subscriptions and Periodicals

Gross Net Income/ (loss) (777,000)

As we have not taken into account
the two branches of Bankers Trust
which may give us S1.5M and, there
fore, Net Profit will be about
$750,000.- less Corporate taxes of
S and Net Income will be
S in 1984.

Comments and Related Figures re Profitability

Creation of Assets is described later and for profitable business a
number of items, i.e. products like Acceptances, Letters of Credit, Bills
discounting etc., are also described under Assets.

Cont'd. ../10.
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Comments a Related Figures re Profitability (Continued). . .

However, Fees and Other Income generating items to be concentrated on by
us are :

— Trust Department for individuals, companies
and corporations.

— Foreign Exchange. This will be described in
detail as a chapter. And, it is important.

— IBF for banks.

— ATM's, Sweep Accounts, Credit Cards and Computer
Services in second Phase.

— Travellers' Cheques.

— Right kind of Tellers to provide personalised
service and salesmanship.

— Concentration and keeping Foreign Currency Notes
as no other bank except.
Oick Perierana

— Our service charges should
business expenses.

— FABNY to go for Trad

DEPOSITS AND COMMENTS

For generating sources we have to concentrate hard as our basic policy should
remain to rely on our own funds (customer demand and time deposits) rather
than to borrow. We should build a strong base from domestic as well as over
seas customers or from correspondents' deposits. No cheap money is available
and the U.S. people would demand higher rates. We should give priority to our
existing overseas relations and cash them. We can also generate local demand
deposits/checking accounts as other banks hesitate to go to retail accounts.
This will give us a good local base, provided we can keep our expenses to a
minimum and give superior service.

Cont'd. ../II.
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:E?OSi:S *'«0 COMMENTS (Continued)...

We should carefully select a few communities --like Lebanese. Iranians-
Chinese, etc. and fully concentrate by emphasising our services and giving
these customers a feeling of "their own bank".. Difficult, but we have to
do it -- A Challenge!

Personalised, prompt and efficient service to high Net-worth customers will
also attract deposits. We should avoid mass advertising and publicity as
it is expensive and, for a new bank with limited branches, would not serve
the purpose, therefore, inefficient. Instead we will use direct mail advert
ising oy picking names from lists available from different sources, e.g.
Anexco card holders and zip codes and Midwest Airlines survey and New York
Air. Also mailing lists and advertising in Arab countries. We are preparing
a booklet on the lines of BCC which could be mailed to the overseas branches

of BCC and they could pass it on to different people in their areas or we
could obtain addresses and mail ourselves.

Existing regulations relating to deposits and reserves, etc., must be known
and kept in mind while deciding interest rates. Our Dealing Room would be

a good source of getting funds from banks abroad by providing efficient ser
vice for Foreign Exchange as well as for deposits.

CDs, Commercial Paper, Repos, Checking Accounts, All Savers Certificates,
Nows, Super Nows, Term Deposits, Individual Retirement Accounts and commun

ities and clearing and
We have to decide which one to go for.

PHASE I,
Our sources could be

Individuals

Local U.S. citizens including high Net-worth individuals

- Non-U. S. individuals including high Net-worth from Arab,
Latin American, African and Asian countries

Local Professionals

- Doctors

- Accountants
- Lawyers

Local & Foreign Corporations

- U.S. Multinationals (very difficult as they are generally
borrowers but we should develop contacts).

- Other U.S. Companies( - do - - do - - do - ).

- rion- U.S. Multinationals operating in U.S. or their country of

origin, like Latin Americans, Europeans, Japanese, Asians.

- Airline collection accounts (emphasis on BCC's worldwide coverage
through its branches).
- Medium and small-sized companies and business houses.

Cont'd. ../12,
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DEPOSITS AND COMMENTS (Continued)...

\on-3ank Financial Institutions

Again, this will be difficult but we can exploit the size of the Holding
Company and of Interstate banking. In any case, list with contact names
should be prepared and we keep in touch with them. One never knows, in
certain cases we may just fit in.

Pension Funds

Trust Funds

Insurance Companies

Bid for State Funds and Municipalities

Savings and Loan Associations

Brokerage firms and Money Market and Investment banks

International Agencies

We must, from the start, introduce th^-ff££|^: to|ctf^^
banking to the following and develop

"

World Bank

U.N. and different Mission

Inter-American Development Bank

Asian Development Bank

African Development Bank

Carribbean Development Bank

- OPEC
- SANA
Arab Development Bank

B C C and its Overseas Clients

Credit Line and Term Loan

Its customers

Cont'd. ../13.
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3k

"orrespondent Banks and Central Banks

-ere we have to be careful and selective otherwise Third World banks would
be asking for credit lines from us. We have to prepare a complete list of
Panks, country-wise with their balance sheets, etc., and get Country Limits
approved well in advance.

We should endeavour to get their current accounts for settlement and have
agency arrangements and surplus funds for investment by these banks.

e.g. - Arab banks

Latin American banks

Asian banks

African banks

U.S. Regional banks

N.Y. branches and subsidiaries of foreign banks
(clearing may create difficulty for us)

We should also develop good contacts with the Federal Reserve Bank of
^ew York.

This would be more feasible in the second phase when jit-«fi~^n<yi and have
acceptability so that we could have discountHja-^t^lj-ti.es^anJ any other
facility available to smaller banks frc

Member Banks of First American

These should not only be sources of funds but their entire international
business through us, thus large current account funds of theirs with us" in
N.Y. We could become their Central Treasury and wouia also Did for tneTF"
funds on the basis of prevailing Interbank rates.

Other Banks

We must develop very good relationships with all banks whether we receive
credit lines/funds or not - for our image and acceptability in general.

We could endeavour for credit lines not only for Money Market operations but
also SPOT ANO FORWARD EXCHANGE LINES AND FED FUNDS (generally big banks buy
Fed-Funds rather than sell and, therefore, will be difficult to get Fed-
Funds lines from them. Again, banks in U.S. hesitate to give F/Funds lines
to Middle Eastern banks -- connections with Middle East. However, Federal/
Regional banks sell Fed-Funds and, therefore, we have to develop suitable
contacts with them for such funds.

Cont'd. ../14.
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Jt^er 3anks (Continued)...

*e could concentrate on :

- Term Credit/Fund Lines

- Revolving Lines

- Through IBF for Euro-Dollars

- Euro-Dollars from banks having large Euro-
Dollar funds (but care for utilisation due to
Reserve requirements.

This may become an expensive affair. -

CREATING ASSETS AND OTHER BUSINESS
**********************************

Uses and Products

As stated under "Introduction'V'StratVJy" , we;"hel»fevg^*tta"t great emphasis
should be given to generate liabilitieW^gGJrr£©m''Mnks/customer deposits
rather than creating medium or long-termJj>*ets which is very much applicable
to N.Y. market and one has to be very careful and extra cautious while
creating assets. For a new and small bank like FABNY it will not be advis
able to go for creating assets. Danger of blocking our funds and losing
in bad debts. Therefore, extra care a'nd caution is required.

Creating assets related to companies routing substantial profitable business
should be considered, especially related to import or export financing.
It is suggested that we go for Middle Market businesses and assets. Here,
we will be confronted with competition with large banks like Citi or Chase
as these banks are now very much concentrating on this business. They have
created special cells called "Commercial Groups". We should hire people
from other banks so that from the beginning they can bring some business
with them. We should have people who have experience of N.Y. market. People
matter and even if we have to pay extra money we must have experienced and
honest people.

Cont'd. ../15.
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CREATING ASSETS AND OTHER BUSINESS Continued]

We could go into working capital lending to accountants' companies and
also get recommendations from known friendly bankers. We should have
customers who do not bank with more than three banks. Lending officers
and other executives individual titles and authorities should be fairly
substantial as these things matter a lot to customers and it is often
said that N.Y. banks' officers and executives neither have titles nor
powers.

USES

h

To known correspondent banks and. not to all
(country and Due from Banks Limits necessary)
AND branches of foreign banks

U.S. Regional Banks

African, Asian, Latin American and Arab
Banks (Due from Banks Limits)

Member Banks of First American

Central Banks (depending o

Corporations

U.S. Multinationals (Impirtfi Exports only,
subject to countries). However, spread will
be very small and may be below prime but con
tact is a must.

-- Trading companies of U.S. origin or Foreign
(to see their track record).

U.S. or known International Construction com
panies' guarantees and lending ona project by
project basis.

Individuals or Small and Medium businesses

We should avoid these and consider in the second phase as such
lendings can be troublesome as well as entail higher cost/expenses.
However, known high net-worth individuals would be considered.
Working capital for a short period. We also go into non-funded
business like clearing, collections and fee on a limited basis.
We could go into syndications provided it is for a short period
and country limits permit and large local banks are satisfied.

Cont'd. ../16.
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Individuals or Small and Medium Businesses (Continued)...

We roust concentrate on the following :

PRODUCTS

Letters of Credit from corporations
and medium- size companies

Guarantees/Bid Bonds, from banks and
corporations (our 8CC connections)

Acceptances - Banks

8 i 11s Discounting from corporations and
medium- size companies

Pre-Export financing against firm contracts

Financing of imports on pledge/secured basis
provided we are satisfied with the items

Buy good portfolios of short-term loans from
other banks (care as banks may pass on bajL-en
°"ly)

-<5r*^
In our second phase and once we hajta^r^^^^</^sqypa\ . we could
go for financing 6T7

Kzfc"
' " "' ' y'

Factoring and Leasing\(^^^^«HJuyTmal1 companies)

Export Trading Corporal

Syndications on a large scale

U.S. Government financing, AID, Ex-Imp banks,
OPEC and Central Banks of selected Third World
countries

MANPOWER AND ADMINISTRATION

An organisational chart giving stages of growth in our manpower is attached.
It has already been emphasised that we must have high quality people from
N.Y. having had spent a number of years in their respective departments.

Cont'd. ../17.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE/TREASURY/ INVESTMENT (Stocks Si Bonds)

Current trends in U.S. banking indicate that the whole financial insti
tutions industry in the United States is undergoing major changes and
they will become more pronounced in the future.

As such, banks have had to adapt to these changes, in order to survive
in the market place. Survival has also meant a departure from traditional
banking spheres and an aggressive entry into the role of 'Money-brokers '
where effective asset/liability management has assumed vital importance.

There are various money market instruments currently available in the
U.S. which can be put to many complex uses in achieving asset/liability
management objectives.

The U.S. money Market (And Need for Skilled Personnel)

The U.S. Money Market is a composition of many markets foj^ tfftfiSSe
instruments. However, due to the close inter-relatj£ffs1i^J&^' tne
different instruments, reference is made to one^rtj^elfbTityQV The^Xs.
Money Market is a wholesale market for vap^d^-ty^es 4t de'bt ^e^p^ries.
Players in the market comprise : ^o^'V^ •>

BORROWERS MIDDLE-MEN' LENDERS

(i) Banks
(ii) U.S. Treasury
(iii) Corporation
(iv) U.S. Federal and

State Agencies

(i) to (iv) as in 'Borrowers'
Pension Funds

Other financial Groups

Brokers

It must be stressed that as this is a wholesale market, the amounts of trades
involved, even on an individual basis are large. It is imperative, therefore,
that the persons participating in trade are highly skilled and of high tech
nical calibre.

Cont'd. ,./18.
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rOQEIGN EXCHANGE/ TREASURY/ 1TMSTMENT Continued) ...

'J.S. Money Market Instruments

1. Federal Funds ('Fed Funds')

(a) Overnight Fed Funds

(b) Fed Funds - Term Market

(c) Fed Funds - Futures Market

2. U.S. Treasury Instruments

(a) U.S. Treasury Bills

(b) U.S. Treasury Notes

(c) U.S. Treasury Bonds

(d) Dealer and Brokers in U.S. Treasury
Instruments

(e) Fed Agency Securities

3. The Financial Futures Market
(Or Interest Rate Futures)

(a) Financial Futures

(i) Long-Term TrW$tQFy^Bo«<rTontract
for $100, 000/

(1i) 90-0ay Treasury Bill Contract
for $1,000,000 face-value

(iii) 12-year GNMA Contract
for $100,000 face-value

(iv) CD Futures

(b) Financial Futures Exchanges

The following exchanges trade Financial Futures :

- The Chicago Board of Trade : Treasury Bond
and not GNMA contracts

- International Monetary Market : Treasury Bill
Contract (of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange)

- The Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago Mercantile
Exchanne an-: not fie New York Futures Exchange

Cont'd. ../19.
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13

FOREIGN EXCHANGE/TREASURY/ INVESTMENT (Continued)

The Financial Futures Market
(Or Interest Rate Futures)

Financial Futures in Asset/Liability Management

- What the current net interest rate spread is

- The determination of what the interest rate
spread would be and, not

- The degree of matching or mis-matching,
desired in the bank's balance sheet.

(d) Hedging in Financial Futures

- Offsetting any interest rate risks in
fixed-rate commitments

- To expand the rate - sensitivity of fij
rate assets

- To hedge against a decline..>rf
a fixed rate, liquid

(e) Commercial Paper Futuf

4. Certificates of Deposit - Dome'ftic and EuroDollar

- Lowest Rates paid by top 25 U.S. banks on COs

issued in U.S.

- Next Lowest Rates paid by top U.S. banks in London

- Third Tier rates paid by top foreign banks in New
York

- Highest Yield COs paid by good foreign banks in
London

5. Euro Time Deposit Market

6. Bankers' Acceptances ('BA')

7. Commercial Paper

8. Municipal Notes ('Munis')

9. The Repo and Reverse Market

Cont'd. ../20.
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HstAmerican

January 12, 1984

Mr. S. M. Shafi
Regional General Manager
Latin America
Bank of Credit & Commerce
International (Overseas) Ltd.
1200 Brickell Avenue
Miami, Florida 33131

Dear Mr. Shafi:

As soon as we finalize the date of opening of our bank, I shall be writing to you
in detail. My purpose in writing this letter is to provide some background
information on our group. FABNY is a New York State bank and a subsidiary
of First American Bankshares Inc., Washington, D.C., a multi-state bank holding
company with other full service commercial banking subsidiaries in Washington,
D.C., Maryland, Virginia and Tennessee. I am enclosing a copy of the group's
interim report as at 30 June 1983, showing total capital funds of U.S. $198.5 million
and total assets in excess of U.S. $2.87 billion. The shareholders have recently
injected further funds into FABNY, increasing its capital to $100.2 million as
at 31 December 1983; the group's capital funds as of the same date will exceed
$300 million with total assets of approximately $3.5 billion. As soon as our detailed 1
individual and group statements for year-end 1983 are available, we will mail
them to you.

I seek your assistance in ensuring that we have excellent opening in March/ April
1984 and would very much appreciate your introducing to us a few clients of high
net worth. We are soliciting your help during an initial period prior to the
development of our own marketing department and until such time as FABNY's
name is established domestically and internationally. You have my assurance
that I will provide personal attention to, and monitor such relationships myself.
With our intimate knowledge and experience of money markets, supported by
an efficient communications network, we feel we will have an edge in responding
to your clients' needs efficiently and expeditiously.

Please let me know if you require any further information or account opening
forms. I look forward to your assistance in this respect.

With all good wishes for 1984 and personals regards.

MlfMMMi • awWUMOM • (HI) Tlt-ttM
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\
Bank uf Credit xndCommerci Interna tionai
ii\ ^ \>.i IMITMi
;30e"'C<Ei.LAVENUEMIAMIFlOBICA3J'V

23rd March, 1984 (

Mr. A. Afridl
First American Bank
350 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Dear ; y . ^ ^

BOARDOF GOVERNORS
PCDEHALRESERVESYSTEM

/3C Eome

Subject: Castle Investment Group
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

This has reference to our teleconversation of this morning.

The Modus Operandi for handling deposits for the above group
would be as follows:

(1) First American Bank would have to print contract forms
in triplicate along the lines suggested by the above
group, photocopies of which are enclosed.

(2) These forms would have to be protectographed , signed and
kept in safe custody at our Boca Raton Branch in Florida.

(3) Each depositor would complete and sign the requisite forms
printed by your office at the time their cheque is handed
over to the BCC representative.

(4) The. BCC Representative would hand over to the depositor
the original copy of the printed specified form (Item I);
the second copy of which would be forwarded in batch to
your office the following day by our Boca Raton office;
the third copy would be retained by our Boca Raton office
as their office copy.

(5) On receipt of your copies of the printed specified form.
First American Bank should issue in due course (within
ten (10) working days) a comprehensive list of Lhe depositors
along the lines of the enclosed draft—(Item II). This
list should be sent to our Boca Raton Office for handing
over to the representatives of the Castle Investment Group.
This list would also be utilised for the issuance of the
usual income tax certifications.

PHONE 305 374-0777 TELEX 26*080 CABLES BANCRECOM

Cont 1d . ...12
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fSr . A . a end ; - 2 -' ' r d Marc h ,

(6) All deposits would be for a period of 132 days. On
maturity the BCC representative would have to hand over
to the depositors two individual cheques representing
principal amounts and accrued interest. The depositor
would then have the choice of either reinvesting, adding
Co or not renewing.

(7) BCC Boca Raton will contact your dealer three working
days prior to the date of maturity to obtain a quote on
amounts for the next 182 days.

(8) To facilitate smooth operation of these transactions
First American Bank, New York should open an account with
BCC Boca Raton.

(9) The rates of Interest and Investment of funds will be
as per our discussions on telephone.

(10) The first maturity of the Group (USS 5million ) falls due
on April 5, 1984; so your urgent attention in finalizing
these arrangements and the necessary printing is kindly
requested . i

If you have any queries or counter suggestions please do not
hesitate to contact me or Mr. Basu. I hope the above will
be agreeable to you and will prove to be of mutual benefit
to our two Institutions.

. Kind regards ,
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t%^^ i y£rrv^

May 8, 1986

BOARDOFGOVERNORS
FEDERALRESERVESYSTEM

teM

Mr . Swaleh Naqvi
Bank of Credit and commerce
International
100 Leadenhall Street
London, England EC3A 3AD

Dear Hr. Navqi:
«

the acquisition
cussed in

ble payment by the
eir CCAH stock in
negotiations a payment
ssary. Any such payment
om .the stock currently

I am enclosing the memoranda
of the National Bank of Georgia
Luxembourg. Several points shou

1. The memoranda consi
investors of 50-60 million do
addition to cash. It is hope
involving CCAH stock would not
that is required would have to
held by the investors since CCAH itself is not now acquiring
the company. When the investors subsequently contribute the
NBG stock to CCAH, and receive additional shares of the
Company, it will - depending on valuations - effectively
dilute the initial ownership position of Dr. Pharaon in CCAH.
2. In discussions with Dr. Pharaon, it should be noted

that significant tax advantages would appear to accrue to him
by reason of the sale to the investors rather than a sale to
NCNB.

3. In an analysis prepared by Mr. Scoff one, Senior Vice
President and Treasurer of First American Bankshares, NBG
financial statements as of March 31, 1986 were used which
disclose stockholders' equity of 93.9 million. This figure
is, of course, higher than the year-end numbers on which we
had been relying, and which Dr. Pharaon had mentioned.

4. In making our analysis, certain assumptions were
necessary. These have generally been explained in footnotes
in the documents.
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Mr. Swaleh Naqvi
May 8, 1966
Page 2

5. The transaction we structured contemplates $60
million in debt. It would be appropriate if BCCI itself
wished to consider being a lender.

6. Our review makes clear that the creation of a
separate company to acquire NBG until CCAH is able to own it
would raise significant financial problems. Were our inves
tor (s) to purchase the bank individually^ or as a group, we
could avoid these problems, includingy^ex^eation of signi
ficant goodwill on the books of the

y
7. It is hoped that negotiation® produce a deal

for $160 - $175 million in cash ,/wUj Of>ystock. Mr. Scoff one
provides information concerning/' v^^^jt^r /Other bank sales, but
it is clear that we are neat imCt^Y^iJmt at which this purchase is too expensive. And/.^e hicM/never seen a written bid
from NCNB. /jt*'

We understand that NCf
acquisition, and several b:
increasingly important to
other as soon as possible.

eaked news of their NBG
'are aware of it. it becomes
this matter one way or the

If you have any questions, please call me.
will forward this information to Mr. Abedi.

SincerelSincerely,

Robert A. Altman

I trust you

Enclosures
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Bank of Credit and Commerce International
MOBTtAMOMTMl
OOUEMCNHAUSTKn U0NO0NK3A3AO

PRIVILEGED k CONFIDENTIAL January 31, 1990

Mr. Robert Altman, Esq.,
Clifford & Warnka.
813 Connecticut Avenue, N.V.
WASHINGTON DC 20006.
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Altman,

I an writing in response to your inquiry concerning whether
there were any loans from Bank of Credit and Commerce
International, S.A. to any of the shareholders of Credit and
Commerce American Holdings, N.V. in connection with the
acquisition of Financial General Bankshares in March 1982. I
have reviewed a copy of the letter dated December 13, 1989
addressed to you from Mr. William A. Ryback of the Federal
Reserve that you provided me, as well as the original and
current list of First American shareholders which you also made
available.

As I explained, I cannot provide you with confidential
information about our customers' financial arrangements with
BCCI without their express prior "auth"ori£ation.~

On a preliminary basis L_ I am able to confirm the accuracy of the
representations mad* to the Federal Reserve" in the Board
application that the acquisition of Financial General Bankshares
was not financed in any respect by BCCI. Insofar as the Federal
Reserve has been informed that "some of the Investors may have
borrowed from BCCI," we can confirm thit none, nf tha
shareholders Involved in the acquisition had any personal loans
from BCCI during the years 1981 Xwhen the application mm filed)
>or 19B2 (when the acquisition was completed). The Board

'
s

misimpresslon may be due to the existence of some unrelated
loans from BCCI for working capital requirements of various
other businesses in which certain shareholders had interests. Of
course no stock of CCAH or Financial General was placed as
collateral for these loans. I trust this is helpful as an
interim report. When I am able to provide full details, it
should be completely dispositive.

You should be aware that in the years following the acquisition,
some of the persona who are on the list of shareholders of
Credit and Commerce American Holdings, N.V. have from time to
time borrowed from BCCI for various purposes. Other individuals
-- including some who appear as the larger Investors in First
American — have not borrowed from BCCI, and do not have any
CCAH stock pledged to secure outstanding loans.

....II

ou~»,e«m.mMM TtlEX 892251 FAX 01-6269998
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I further understand that a copy of this matter may be provided
by you to Kr. Ryback on a confidential basis.

Sincerely,

SVALEH NAQVI
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Privileged & Confidential

May 8, 1990

MEMORANDUM TO THE FILE

RE: Meeting with Federal Reserve Staff

A meeting was held at the Federal Reserve beginning at

6:00 PM with William A. Ryback (Deputy Associate Director,

International Supervision and Applications, Banking Supervision

and Regulation Division) , Don E. Kline (Associate Director,

Bank Holding Companies, Banking Supervision and Regulation

Division) , James Keller (Legal Division) , and a Mr. Barnes

to discuss with the staff any concerns that may have arisen
following the publication of articles in Reaardie / s and the

Wall Street Journal. In this regard, we also wished to

discuss Mr. Ryback' s earlier inquiry concerning any BCCI loans
to First American shareholders in connection with the acqui

sition of Financial General by the investors, or which are

otherwise of interest.

Mr. Tuttle stated that the purpose of the meeting was to

answer any questions the staff might have arising from the
articles, to address any issues about BCCI's relationship with

First American, and to report to them current information

available concerning any BCCI funding of the 1982 acquisition

of Financial General. Mr. Altman reviewed a letter from BCCI

President, Mr. Swaleh Naqvi, a copy of which had previously
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been sent to Mr. Ryback, advising us that BCCI had not financed

the acquisition in any respect. See Attachment A. Mr. Altman

further reported that follow-up letters had been sent to each

of the First American shareholders requesting confirmation

that the original purchases were made from personal funds and

seeking authorization to review with BCCI loans made subse

quently to the investors which may have been secured by a

pledge of CCAH shares. See Attachment B.

Mr. Ryback indicated he was not really interested in

subsequent loans from BCCI, but asked instead that we seek Mr.

Naqvi's permission for Mr. Ryback to share the Naqvi letter

with other supervisors. Specifically, he would like to

provide a copy to the regulatory authorities overseas which

apparently had first raised the matter with him. He did not
identify the regulatory body or bodies. The suggestion was

that by forwarding to them a copy of Mr. Naqvi's letter, he

should be able "to close his file on this matter.* Mr. Altman
said he would contact Mr. Naqvi and request such permission;

we did not anticipate any objection. Mr. Ryback will be
traveling for the next 10 days or so and we should secure a

response by the time he returns.

Mr. Altman reviewed our reaction to the Reoardle's and

Wall Street Journal pieces, and advised them of a subsequent

meeting with two reporters from the Washington Post. He

reported that documentation developed during the regulatory

proceedings approving the applications refuted the basic
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allegations in the Reaardle's article as to (i) the allegedly
unsavory background of the investors and (ii) the suggestion
that federal and state regulatory approvals had been obtained

on the basis of mere representations by legal counsel. Copies

of correspondence from the N.Y. State Banking Department to

Congressman Rosenthal and Congressional testimony by former

Federal Reserve Board Chairman, Henry Wallich, were furnished

to the Board staff. See Attachments C and D. Mr. Keller

noted that the Board staff had in fact undertaken a very

thorough regulatory review of the transaction, and he agreed

with the assessment of the N.Y. Banking Department letter and

the Wallich testimony that the review was extraordinarily

comprehens ive .

Mr. Altman further advised that testimony in the Tampa

criminal proceedings by the government's chief witness

appeared fully to rebut the Wall Street Journal contention

that widespread money laundering was known and condoned at the

highest levels of BCCI senior management. In fact, the

testimony establishes to the contrary; such activity was

contrary to clear BCCI policies and those engaged in such

wrongdoing at lower levels had to keep it secret from senior
management.

Mr. Altman next turned to the issue of the BCCI/First

American relationship. The acquisition of BCCI by Abu Dhabi

was noted (along with reported sweeping management changes)

which substantially lessened the shareholder overlap between
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the companies. Mr. Altman, however, advised of efforts to

pursue the issue raised by Mr. Ryback and stated that

identical letters had been sent to each CCAH shareholder

requesting confirmation that their acquisition of First

American had been with personal funds and seeking further

information regarding loans, if any, from BCCI that might have
been granted by a pledge of CCAH shares. Copies of the letter

sent to Kamal Adham were given to the Board staff as a

sample. See Attachment B. Mr. Altman reported that we had

received a response from Adham (confirming BCCI had not

financed the acquisition) , that we were expecting more

responses, and that we would be happy to provide the Board

staff with such letters when they are received.

There was then discussion regarding the regulatory impli

cations of possible BCCI loans to the shareholders (subsequent

to the original acquisition) that may be secured by a pledge

of CCAH shares. Mr. Altman pointed out that he had no

concrete information, but had heard reports of loans by BCCI

to certain shareholders in amounts ranging from $400 million

to over $1 billion. He did not know how accurate these
reports were, or what would be the purpose of any such loans.

Mr. Altman further indicated that an informal, off-the-record

inquiry had been made of Price Waterhouse who advised that

there were loans to shareholders that appeared to be properly

documented. However, Mr. Altman said he did not get any

specific information. We did understand assets were securing
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such loans and believed the collateral was CCAH stock in some
instances. (We also noted that there were no CCAH bearer

shares, and that there was no formal pledge of stock recorded

on the books of CCAH. ) Finally, Mr. Altman indicated his
understanding that the shareholders from Abu Dhabi have never

borrowed from BCCI or any other bank. We emphasized again

that this information could not be entirely reliable; it was
only what we had heard. In this regard, we stated that the

shareholders have never advised us of their financial dealings

after the acquisition was completed in 1982.

Mr. Kline expressed some interest in BCCI loans, noting

that Mr. Naqvi's letter appears worded not to make representa

tions about post-acquisition lending against CCAH shares. We

agreed that Mr. Naqvi advises such loans have been made, though

no security for the loans is detailed. Mr. Tuttle suggested
that, even assuming that there were significant borrowings

against CCAH stock by First American shareholders, the key

regulatory issue is only whether BCCI is in some way exercising
a controlling influence over First American. There is no
legal or regulatory prohibition against borrowing from BCCI, a

view apparently shared by the staff. As to this basic control

issue, there can be no question that the current U.S. manage

ment of First American runs the operation and establishes and

implements the Company's policies and programs. This has been

the case from the beginning and has been broadly acknowledged

by regulators themselves, including in the recent examination
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by the Richmond Fed in connection with its review of the
application to retain ownership of the Bank of Escambia, N.A.

It has also been observed by state banking officials such as
Commissioner Bailey in Virginia. Mr. Altman invited the

Federal Reserve to audit the Company or talk to any First
American senior officer if there were any questions at all on
this point.

Mr. Ryback "concurred in this view, and emphasized that
his limited concern was only to inquire as to any BCCI

financing of the original acquisition in view of information

supplied him by foreign supervisory authorities. We agreed

again to get permission from Mr. Naqvi to release the BCCI

letter.

Following this discussion, Mr. Altman took the oppor

tunity to advise the Board staff as to further developments
regarding any possible sale or merger of First American, as

well as the possible purchase by Sheikh Zaied of some small

amount — 8 percent or 10 percent — of CCAH stock. He

emphasized that such matters were still uncertain — that no
final decisions had been reached, but that he wanted the Board

staff to know that such subjects were under consideration.

Mr. Altman noted that the Company had received expressions of

merger interest from a number of southeast regional banks

which we were considering and there was some indication of

interest by the Government of Kuwait (although the degree of

such interest had not been made clear) . Another possibility
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is that Abu Dhabi might seek to acquire the Company. Mr.
Ryback lightly noted that the deals involving a southeast bank
or Kuwait were preferable, given recent developments with Abu

Dhabi's acquiring control of BCCI.

The meeting lasted approximately 45 minutes. It was
emphasized by Mr. Altman and Mr. Tuttle that good relations

with the Board were of paramount importance and that if the
staff had any concerns or questions they should immediately

contact us. We would endeavor to secure any information they

wished to obtain.

Robert A. Altman
Baldwin B. TuttleJ. Griffin Lesher

Attachments
0 • • 7 L
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BOARDOFGOVERNORS
FEDERALRESERVESYSTEM
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PLEASETRANSMITTHEFOLLOWINO

TELEX MESSAGE

TILtXNo.

TUT No.

MUSAOENo.MIA/ 76
OATI 5/4/86 TIME

To: MR. ROBBRT ALTMAN
PRBS1DOTT
PIRST AMBRICAN CORPORATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

FROM: A.R. SAKHIA

IT IS MY PLEASURE TO IN60RM SOU THAT BCC BOCA RATON
HASSARRANGED FOR FIRST AMBRICAN NEW YORK A CUSTOMER
DBPOSIT OP US$ 4.200,000 FOR 6 MONTHS AT BLIGHCLY
BELOW MARKET RATBS. THIS IS IN ADDITION TO DEPOSIT
OP BSilBLIOHLION ARRANGBD BARLIBR.

Wi! HOPE WB WILL HAVE MANY NORB FRUITFUL RELATIONSHIPS.

REGARDS,

CCt DUAL

MOM
•ANCRECOMMIAMI

NOTTOII TRANSMITTED

CHAROESRECOVEREDFROMCLIENT Ytt/NO.
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AMOUNTS

$1,000,000
$650,910
$1,000,000
$1,032,054
$900,000
$595,000
$1,000,000
$1,183,857
$1,050,000
$843,043
$1,163,531
$750,000
$583,979
$1,035,360
$500,000
$334,736
1,338,192
$1,250,000
$247,314
$1,000,000
$1,214,936

$6
$52,074

$2,171,436
$2,300,000
$335,448
$643,269
$250,000
$693,772
$1,250,000
$1,040,371
$909,780
$1, 352,022
$1,000,000
$527,340
$700,000
$1,900,000
$1,643,938
$500,000
$924,808
$4,094

$1,288,706
$1,600,000
$949,254
$850,000
$509,879
$1,250,012
$1,375,155
$525,000
$61,639
$38,053
$1,856
$25,529

BCCI Payments for Legal Defense Fund
Managed by Clifford and Warnke

STATEMENT DATE

11/30/88
11/30/88
12/30/88
12/30/88
1/31/89
2/28/89
3/31/89
3/31/89
4/28/89
4/28/89
5/31/89
5/31/89
6/30/89
6/30/89
7/31/89
7/31/89
8/31/89
8/31/89
9/29/89
10/31/89
10/31/89
11/30/89
11/30/89
12/29/89
12/29/89
1/31/90
1/31/90
1/30/90
2/28/90
2/28/90
2/28/90
2/28/90
3/30/90
3/30/90
4/30/90
4/30/90
5/31/90
5/31/90
6/29/90
6/29/90
7/31/90
7/31/90
7/31/90
8/31/90
8/31/90
9/28/90
9/28/90
10/31/90
10/31/90
11/30/90
11/30/90
1/31/91
4/30/91

*** BCCI's Board of Directors

authorized payments for the

legal fund to be handled by

First American

TOTAL AMOUNT
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828-4235

May 1, 1981

5 if/w. /'

BY HAND ,
- : co -

Mr. Robert E. Mannion ._ 7.
Deputy General Counsel

~ ■*•

Legal Division 1" 55
Federal Reserve System * c->
Washington, D. C. 20551 /

f.
J 0

Re: Application of Credit- and_Commerce
American Holdings, N.V. and Credit"
an"d~Ebmmerce American Investment, B.V.

Dear Mr. Mannion:

In accordance with the commitment made to the staff
of the Federal Reserve Board at our meeting on April 23, 1981,
I am enclosing answers to each of the written questions sub
mitted by Sidney A. Bailey, Virginia Commissioner of Financial
Institutions.

A copy of the enclosed answers has been forwarded
directly to Mr. Bailey today under separate cover.

Sincerely ,

Robert A. Altman

Enclosure
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r
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SIDNEY A. BAILEY,
VIRGINIA COMMISSIONER OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS,

RELATED TO THE PROPOSED ACQUISITIONjOF
FINANCIAL GENERAL BANKSHARES , INC\

BY
CREDIT AND COMMERCE AMERICAN HOLDINGS, N.V.

AND
CREDIT AND COMMERCE AMERICAN INVESTMENT, B.V.

Question 1: Page eight of the application (last two lines of text)
says "...CCAH and CCAI will own no significant non-cash
assets other than and CCAI stock...". Please identify
what appears to have been omitted after the word "than" .

Answer No . 1 : The sentence of the Application which is quoted contains

a word which should not have been included. To correct

the error, the word "and" should be deleted so that the

sentence properly reads "CCAH and CCA£ will own no

significant non-cash assets other than CCAI stock...".

Question 2: The relationship (existing or potential) between Financial
General Bankshares, Inc. (FGB) and Bank of Credit and
Commerce International (BCCI) has not been made clear
to the Bureau nor has the existing or anticipated policy
of the Investors with respect to such a relationship in
the future. Questions with respect to such a relation
ship might include: (a) how and to what extent will
transactions between the two occur; (b) how and to what
extent will loans and other investments be shared or
originated one for the other; (c) to what extent will
operating, investment and lending policies for the two
organizations be coordinated and, if conflicts arise,
which interests will prevail; (d) assuming policy for
mulation more favorable to FGB, what provisions for
enforcement of such policies exist, particularly with
respect to potential effects upon FGB subsidiaries?

Answer No. 2: The issue of a relationship between Financial General

and the Bank of Credit and Commerce International was

considered by Sheikh Kamal Adham on behalf of the

Investor group during a private meeting with the staff

of the Federal Reserve Board and state bank regulators

on April 23, 1981. Sheikh Adham' s statement, which is

responsive to this question, was as follows:
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Certain questions have been addressed
to us by the Federal Reserve and the State
of Virginia regarding contemplated relation
ships between BCCI and Financial General.
This inquiry is easily answered. BCCI has
been a banker for certain of the Investors
and, when requested, will provide investment
advice to its customers. I personally have
maintained accounts in that Bank, and have
utilized BCCI's investment banking services
from time to time. There is, however, no
understanding or arrangement regarding any
future relationships or proposed transactions
between Financial General and BCCI. In this
regard BCCI is considered an unrelated finan
cial institution and whatever relationships
are developed between Financial General and
BCCI in the future, if any, are matters to
be decided by the new management of Financial
General based upon that institution's best
interests.

Question 3: How can relationships (existing and potential) between
interests of CCAH investors be determined, analyzed and
verified and, if these relationships involve FGB, how
can transactions between FGB subsidiaries and other
interests of the investors be identified, reviewed and
analyzed for possible impact upon FGB?

Answer Ho . 3 : The members of the Investor group have submitted to the

Federal Reserve a confidential exhibit to the Application

which contains pertinent information regarding their other

financial interests. Verification of these interests can

be obtained by various methods, including bank reference

letters, independent appraisals, or review by auditors.

We are prepared to resolve any questions in this regard

to the satisfaction of the Federal Reserve staff.
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iswer No. 3 : Any transactions between Financial General's bank subsidiarie
(cont . )

and other financial interests of the Investors would, of

course, be made only in strict compliance with federal ar.d

state laws and regulations, including the advance identifica

tion of those other financial interests whenever needed.

The impact of any such transactions on Financial General

would necessarily be analyzed and considered by the manage

ment and Board of the particular bank which is involved as

well as the management and Board of Financial General.

Question 4: To what extent will common ownership of FGB and BCCI exist,
either directly or indirectly through other interests of
the investors?

Answer No. 4: There is no common ownership of Financial General and BCCI.

To" the extent some Investors may own minor shares of each

Company, that information has been disclosed in submissions

made to the Federal Reserve during the processing of the

Application.

Question 5 : To what extent will investment advice and referrals, advice
on or referral of loans, participation in loans, or similar
activities occur between FGB and BCCI?

Answer No. 5 : See answer to Question No. 2. If any of these activities
were to occur, the decision will be made by the new Board

and management of Financial General based solely upon their

determination of Financial General's best interest.
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astion 6 : To what extent and with what effect will there be interlocki-
directorships between FGB and other interests of the investor.

Answer No. 6 : No such interlocking directorships are contemplated.

Question 7: To what extent and under what conditions will business or
financial relationships exist between FGB and other interests
of the investors?

Answer No. 7 : See answer to Question No. 3. Were they to occur, such

relationships will only exist to the extent the management

and Board of Financial General determines them to be lawful

and in the best interest of the Company.

Question 8 : The application states (at page 18) that "...considerations
relating to... the convenience and needs of the communities
to be served show that the proposal is in the public
interest...". In what specific respects will the public
interest be served?

tie r No . 8 : Financial General has not succeeded in realizing its full

potential, and certain important facets of the operation

require more attention and support if the public is to
receive adequate banking service from the member banks.

The applicants thus believe that the managerial strength

. of Financial General is inadequate; there is a pressing

need for an experienced commercial banker who can serve

as the Chief Executive Officer of the Company. Further,

the Company's financial resources appear insufficient.

Certain of the subsidiary banks have a level of capitaliza

tion which appears somewhat low in comparison to peer group

averages; and, some of the Financial General's banks will

require capital in addition to that which they now possess

to be able to undertake the various programs which are now

being considered by their respective managements to make them

more competitive.



answer No. 8 : The Application, which is submitted on behalf of a group
(Cont.)

or Investors with very substantial means, provides ex

pressly for an injection of $12 million of new capital

to help address these needs. In addition, the Investors

are able to attract substantial deposit funds from sources

to which Financial General's banks have not previously had

access. The Investors can also offer the banks attractive,

new business opportunities, including the likely development

of profitable international banking transactions. This

will be particularly important in those instances where

subsidiaries are located in communities which desire the

banks to augment their present services in this manner to

respond to developing banking needs.

The planned increase in the financial and managerial re

sources of the Company will result in Financial General

and each of its banks becoming stronger, more competitive

institutions which are better able to serve the communities

where they are located.

Question 9: The application states (at page 19) that various factors
"...will enable the individual banks to carry out desirable
programs and be more competitive...". In what specific
respect will competition be affected and, if the competitive
balance in local markets is changed, will such a change be
harmful or beneficial and to what extent? Is the supposition
"more competitive" quantifiable or is it in fact a rhetorical
generality?

Answer No. 9: The improved competitive position of the banks will result

from the simultaneous strengthening of management at the

holding company level and the availability of new capital

and other funds for placement in the subsidiary banks^
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viswer No. 9 : It is, of course, a fundamental tenet of our economic
(Cont. )

system that increased competition is beneficial in its
impact and here would lead to increased efficiencies and

the general development of better banking services for

the consuming public. While it is difficult to quantify
the exact extent to which the competition will be in
creased, the fact that there will be an improved, com

petitive environment is certainly predictable. It is
thus axiomatic that improved management and broadened

financial resources, including a substantial investment

of new capital, will produce more competition with other

banks in local markets. •

istion 10 : The application states (at page 20) that "...FGB will
have a much greater access to capital funds... this will
result. .. from the investors. . .ability to attract other
investment funds...". Other than from personal assets
of the investors, where would such investment funds
originate and what would be required for their
availability?

Answer No. 10 : The group of Investors, as set forth in the Application,

has extensive business contacts in the Middle East,

including relationships with other persons of substantial

means with whom they have previously joined in various

investments. Should there be a need for additional capital,

some or all of which the Investors do not wish to contribute

at that time, it is believed that these other business
associates could be a source of the needed funds.
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question 11: The application states that the applicants have no present
intention. to change management or directors at the sub
sidiary bank level. To what extent is such a "present
intention" subject to change and under what circumstances?

Answer No. 11: The ultimate decisions regarding any changes in the

management or the Boards of Directors of the subsidiary

banks must depend upon future evaluations to be made

jointly by the new Chief Executive Officer of Financial

General and its Board of Directors. However, there is

no present plan or understanding that such management or

directors will be changed, and indeed, representatives

of the Investors have, in meetings with various of the

subsidiary bank boards, expressly invited all directors

to remain after the acquisition is consummated.

wuestion 12 : The application states (at page 20) that "...each of the
subsidiary banks serving local markets can have the benefit
of the financial support and expertise of the parent...".
Clearly, such subsidiaries now have whatever financial
support and expertise as may be available from FGB. How
will such support and expertise change, if the parent
referred to is FGB? If some other parent, (CCAH or CCAI) ,
which one and how can support and expertise be supplied,
since the companies are acknowledged shells?

Answer No. 12: It is not contemplated that either CCAH or CCAI will
provide support and expertise to the subsidiary banks.

These entities are to be non-operating companies. The

question, however, overlooks the important improvements

that are planned for Financial General after the acquisition.

Thus while admittedly the bank subsidiaries have "whatever

financial support and expertise as may be available from

FGB," the fact is that the present level of support and

expertise is inadequate. The plans and programs referred
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.lswer No . 12 :
(Cont. )

Question 13:

Answe r No. 13 :

Question 14:

Answer No. 14 :

to in the answer to Question No. 8 above, (as well as

in the Application), suggest how Financial General's

operations can become more supportive and helpful to

its subsidiary banks.

What is the anticipated source and nature of the "stable
deposit funds" expected to be made available to subsidiary
banks, to which they do not now have access? what will
be the quid pro quo for such funds?

Members of the Investor group themselves maintain large

deposit funds in a number of banks in other parts of the

world. It is expected that certain of these funds would
be made available to Financial General's subsidiary banks

which are in position to accept them. In addition, it, is
anticipated that other persons from the Middle East and

businesses with which members of the Investor group have

contact would provide a source of additional deposit funds

for the subsidiary banks. Other than the service which a

bank normally provides to its customers, there will be no

quid pro quo for such deposit funds.

The application states (at page 25) that "...centralization
...would aid this development by allowing the bank to more
readily participate in loans to (emphasis added) the major
subsidiary banks". Under what circumstances is a loan to
be made to the major subsidiary banks, and by whom?

This wording regrettably is not clear. It is not intended
that loans be made to the major subsidiary banks. When

worded properly, the sentence would read "— by allowing

the bank to offer loan participations more readily to the .

major subsidiary banks." The intention is to indicate that

overline credit can be shared by the other subsidiary banks.
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.lestion 15: The application states (at page 26) that "...the proposed
international department would have access to a large
volume of commercial and international trade transactions..
To what extent are such transactions to involve other
business interests of the investors? How would such
transactions serve the interests of the communities now
served by FGB's subsidiary banks? Would the funds in
volved be drawn from these communities?

Answer No . 15 : An international banking department in one or more of

Financial General's subsidiaries could offer banking

services to the business community which are not now

provided by Financial General, but which are being

offered and actively developed by its competitors.

It surely serves the public interest for Financial
General's subsidiary banks to offer a competitive

source of banking services which might be desired

by the public in those communities where the banks

are located. International banking activity of the

type discussed would only involve other business

interests of the Investors to the extent that the

particular bank's management determined that a trans-

_ action was in the best interest of that institution.

Any such transaction would, of course, be in compliance

with all applicable United States' laws and regulations.

It is not contemplated that funds would be drawn from
the local communities to make loans overseas. Rather,

it is expected that the flow of funds would be in the
other direction. (See answer to Question No. 13.)
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iestion 16: According to information supplied with the application;
CCAI contemplates borrowing some $43.6 million. Neither
the source nor explicit terms of such a loan are dis
closed, beyond a projected repayment schedule. From
whom will such a loan be obtained? What terms and
conditions will be set? What reciprocal arrangements
will be necessary?

Answer No. 16 : As was explained at the meeting with the Federal Reserve

staff on April 23, 1981, it is now contemplated that the
loan may total S50 mil1 ion. The borrower is to be a

Delaware corporation which will be created solely to

achieve certain tax savings for the Investors. The loan

is to be syndicated by a consortium bank in Europe, and

the exact terms and conditions of the loan will be set

forth in a commitment letter which will be filed shortly
with the Federal Reserve. No compensating balances or

other reciprocal arrangements involving Financial General

or its subsidiary banks will be involved.

Questions 17 1 Materials supplied with the application indicate that
and 18: - -efie loan to be obtained by CCAI is to be serviced and

liquidated from dividends on FGB shares. FGB performance
projections (supplied with the application) indicate^rise in net income from $18.2 million in 1980 to S9676
million in 1990 (431%). Cash dividend payout projected
over the same period shows an increase from $2.9 million
to $19.3 million (565%). FGB's actual dividend payout
has risen from $1.6 million in 1976 to $2.7 million in
1979 (69%) and $2.8 million (annualized) in 1980^ If
such a rate of growth is attainable , what alteration in
balance sheet structure and operation of the subsidiary
banks will be necessary? How will credit and market
risks in assets and liabilities be affected?

Upon what basis is the rise in net income, cash dividends
and shareholders equity projected?
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iswers Nos. The projections in the Application were based upon the
17 and 18 ;

Investor group's analysis and belief as to the performance

that can be obtained from Financial General with better

management and greater financial support. However, a

more conservative analysis has been prepared containing

projections based on peer group averages of growth rates

and return on assets. Those data are to be submitted to

the Federal Reserve. Even this alternative analysis

demonstrates that there is ample margin to meet debt

service requirements while maintaining adequate capital
*

ratios .

The precise composition of the asset and liability
portfolios of each subsidiary bank can, of course,

only be determined by their respective managements

and the new management of Financial General. It is,

however, emphasized that the Investors' goals for

Financial General are intended to be obtained without

special risks or adverse consequences for the banks or

any diminution in the services provided to the public.

Question 19: To what extent will FGB and its subsidiaries be liable
on the debt of CCAI?

Answer No. 19: Neither Financial General nor its subsidiaries will be

liable on the debt to be incurred.
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uestion 20: If the projected cash dividends to be upstreamed to CCAI
are not made, to what extent will FGB assets and those
of its subsidiaries be subject to liquidation or encum
brance to meet CCAI debt service requirements?

Answer No. 20 : Neither the assets of Financial General nor those of its

subsidiaries will be subject to liquidation or encumbrance
to meet debt service requirements. Appropriate capital

ratios in each bank will be maintained, and the Investors
have advised that they are prepared to service the debt

of the Delaware Corporation out of their personal funds

in any year that the income from Financial General is

inadequate.
♦

Question 21: It is assumed that the investors will retain control, ,
directly or indirectly, over major policy-making functions.
Should such policies as may be adopted prove detrimental
in some respect to FGB and its subsidiaries, under what
circumstances and to what extent will the sources of
policy be accessible and amenable to regulatory agencies?

Answer No. 21: The question proceeds from an erroneous assumption.

The Investors do not intend to direct policymaking or

to establish major policies within Financial General, or

its subsidiaries, after the acquisition has been completed.

The sources of bank policy are to be the Boards of Directors

and the management of each of the subsidiary banks with

supervision by the management and the Board of Financial

General.
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Answer No. 21:
(Cent. )

The selection of the members of the Board of Directors

of Financial General is to be handled by the attorneys

for the Investors who will also suggest for the Board's

consideration a candidate to serve as Chief Executive

Officer. As previously explained, well-qualified

Americans of distinction are to be asked to serve in

these positions.

The persons who will establish policies for Financial
General, and its subsidiary banks, will be readily

accessible to the regulatory agencies.

Question 22: To what extent and for what period of time do the Investors
consider themselves bound by statements supplied in answer
to or connection with any of the foregoing questions?

Answer No. 22: The answers supplied to the foregoing questions are true

and correct, and the Investors consider themselves fully

bound by such answers indefinitely.
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November 15, 1991

BY HAND

Committee on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

I am writing on behalf of Clark M. Clifford and
Robert A. Altman in connection with their appearance before the
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs on Wednesday,
September 11, 1991. As you are aware, during the course of
their testimony, there were several requests for certain
documents made by members of the Committee. In addition,
Messrs. Clifford and Altman also made reference to several
documents during their testimony and requested that those
documents be made part of the record. The above-referenced
documents included:

1. correspondence and memoranda relating to Mr.
Ryback's letter in December 1989 inquiring about BCCl's
possible participation in the financing of the purchase of
shares at the time of the tender offer and our knowledge of any
outstanding loans by BCCI to CCAH shareholders;

2. the results of internal audit of First American
memorialized in a report from James E. Lewis to Bryan Yolles
dated December 4, 1990, and an internal memorandum by Lawrence
Quinn to Bryan Yolles dated March 20, 1991 of an interview with
David Dawson, an examiner from the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, confirming that there was no evidence to suggest
that First American was involved in money laundering;

3. a copy of the Senate subpoena addressed to Mr.
Khalid Awan;
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4. a copy of the transcript of the hearing before
the Federal Reserve Board on April 23, 1981;

5. a copy of the letter from J.P.G. Wathen, the
vice-chairman of Barclays Bank Limited to Mr. Altman dated
April 22, 1981;

6. a copy of Bank of America's press release dated
September 1, 1978; and

The documents described above are attached to this
letter and found at Tabs 1 through 6, respectively. In
addition, I have enclosed copies of the errata sheets in
connection with the transcript of Messrs. Clifford and Altman' s
testimony which, by separate cover letter, we have sent to the
Printing Editor of the Committee.

Sincerely,

Robert S. Bennett

Attachments
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FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Meeting regarding applications of Credit and Commerce
American Holdings, N.V. , Willemstad, Netherlands,
Antilles, and Credit and Commerce American Investment,
N.B., Amsterdam, Netherland ("Applicants") to acquire
Financial General Bankshares , Inc., ("F6").

April 23, 1981

The Board met in Room B 1215, Main Board Building,
at 20th and Constitution, N.W., Washington, D.C., at
9:39 a.m. ROBERT E. MANNION, Chairman, presiding.

NEAL R. GROSS
COURTREPORTERSAND TRANSCRItERS

13)0 VERMONTAVINUE.NW

(201) 234-4413 WASHINGTON.0.C 2000S
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(9:39 a.m.)

MR. MANNION: Good morning, I am Robert Mannion.
I'm the Deputy General Counsel of the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System. I'm pleased to welcome

you here to an informal meeting that has been scheduled

by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

to consider the applications of Credit and Commerce

American Holdings of Willemstad, Netherlands Antilles,

and Credit and Commerce American Investment of Amster

dam, Netherlands, to acquire Financial General Bank-

shares, a registered bank holding company with banking

subsidiaries in Maryland, New York, Tennessee, and

Virginia.

By letter of April 8, 1981, from the Board's

assistant secretary, counsel for the applicants was

■advised of the Board's decision to have a meeting

with respect to the appliations.

At the same time, the banking supervisory

authorities for the states of Maryland, New York,

Tennessee, and Virginia and the Comptroller of the

Currency were invited to send observers to the meeting

and participate in these proceedings.

Subsequently, it was determined that the

hearing or the meeting would be held today, April
MEAL R. GROSS

COURTREPORTERSAND TRANSCRMERS
1330VERMONTAVENUE.NW

(2031234-4433 WASHINGTON.O.C. 20003
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23rd, and all the agencies and the applicant were

so advised.

The various parties that have agreed to send

observers and participate are here with one exception

which may be joining us later. The state of Tennessee

declined to send an observer or to participate formally

in this proceeding. Maryland has indicated that they

will be sending an observer, although that representa

tive is not yet here.

New York has sent Mr. Geofredo Rodriguez.

Mr. Rodriguez, if you could just raise your hand
to identify yourself? Supervising bank examiner

for the state of New York, to act as an observer.

And in sending Mr. Rodriguez, the state of New York

wanted the following statement to be made and it

is contained in an April 20th letter to the Board's

assistant secretary.

"We request that the Board staff make it

clear that the Department reserves the right independent

ly to review any application filed by CCAH or CCAI

or their principals and to make such further inquiries

and conduct such further proceedings as it deems

necessary or appropriate in connection therewith.

And that the Department's participation or lack of

participation in the Board's meeting does not constitute

NEAl R. GROSS
COURTREPORTERSAND TRANSCRItERS
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a waiver or abridgment of the .foregoing rights."

If the applicants want a copy of that letter,
they'll be free to get it after the proceeding.

Is there anything further that has to be
added, Mr. Rodriguez? Is there anything further

that has to be added on your behalf? *

MR. RODRIGUEZ: I don't have anything further
to add.

MR. MANNION: Okay. Joining us now is the

representative from Maryland, Mr. Charles Georgius,

Deputy Bank Commissioner of the state of Maryland.

Maryland has indicated that they want to have an

observer at the meeting. They will not be participating
directly.

Virginia has indicated that they would like

to have an observer as well as participate, and Com

mission Sidney A. Bailey, Commissioner of Financial

Institutions, is here. Mr. Bailey is sitting there.

And Mr. William Schutt, Associate General Council

of the State Corporation Commission is here. Mr.

Schutt .

Finally, the Comptroller of the Currency

has indicated that they did not want to participate

directly in the meeting, but they have sent observers.

Mr. Robert R. Bench, Assistance Chief, National Bank
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Examiner, Multinational Banking is here. And Mr.

Darrell Duchow, Deputy Director, Bank Organization

and Structure is also here.

Sitting with me at the head table are representa

tives from the Board of Governors. To my left is

Mr. Jim Keller, senior attorney in the Board's legal

division. To his left is Mr. Lloyd Bostian from

the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond. Further to

his left is Mr. William Martin, the general counsel

of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond.

To my immediate right is Mr. John Ryan, Director

of the Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation.

To his right is Mr. James Huffman, Supervisory Financial

Analyst, Division of Supervision and Regulation.

And to his immediate right is Mr. Don Kline, Assistant

Director, Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation.

Now, in addition, there are two other members

from the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond who are

in attendance. Mr. William S. Spaulding, Senior

Examiner, in the corner over there, and then Mr.

Donald L. Welker, Associate Economist of the Research

Department.

Mr. — as I understand it, Mr. Clifford on

behalf of the applicants would just like to introduce

the applicants, and then we will proceed with the
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1 formal part of the meeting.

2
MR. CLIFFORD: Thank you, Mr. Mannion. On

3
my immediate right is His Excellency, Sheikh Kama 1

4
Adham of Saudi Arabia. On his right is Mr. Faisal

5
Saud al Fulaij of Kuwait. On his right is Mr. Abdul

6
Raouf Khali 1, Saudi Arabia. And on his right at

the end of the row is Mr. Sayed El Gohary of Saudi

Arabia.

7

8

9 The lawyers here are my partner, Mr. Robert

Altman. He and I are from the law firm Clifford
and Warnke. And on his left is Mr. Baldwin Tuttle,

with whom we have associated in this matter. He

is with Kutak, Rock and Huie. And on his left from

New York is Mr. James Fogelson. He is with the firm

Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen and Katz.

There are two representatives of Financial

General Bank Shares here. They are Mr. Jack Beddow

sits there. He is Secretary and Executive Vice Presi

dent of Financial General. And with him, Mr. George

M. Rogers, Jr., an attorney. He is with the law

firm of Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge.

Those are the individuals appearing on behalf

of the applicant.

MR. MANNION: Thank you very much, Mr. Clifford.

As indicated in the Board's letter of April 8 to
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counsel for applicants, this is going to be an informal

meeting but we have a very general structure that

will be followed.

To begin with, all of the supervisory agencies

were given the opportunity to raise specific questions

for consideration at this meeting. Only the state

of Virginia availed itself specifically of that privi

lege.

There was an earlier letter of comment that

was filed by the Comptroller of the Currency. I

believe the date is March 12, 1981, wherein the Comptrol

ler's office raised certain questions, but in response

to the Board's invitation, only the state of Virginia

submitted questions in a letter of April 14, 1981,

a copy of which I believe has been distributed at

this meeting and was previously made available to

the applicants.

In accordance with the procedures that were

outlined in our letter, the first step at the meeting

will be to hear from Commissioner Bailey from the

state of Virginia who is given the opportunity to

make an opening statement and amplify on his questions

to the extent that he deems appropriate.

Commissioner Bailey, we are delighted that

you joined us, and we look forward to hearing from
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COMMISSIONER BAILEY: Thank you very much,

Mr. Mannion. My statement is addressed in form to

the Board of Governors. However, the comments are

general in nature, and can be accepted, of course,

by the applicants .

Can everyone hear me, incidentally? I have

an unfortunate tendency to mumble. Can you hear

me back there, Bob? If you can, everybody can.
My statement is this. At the invitation

of the Board of Governors, the Bureau of Financial

Institutions has previously submitted several questions

to the Board in writing with the understanding that

those questions are to be addressed by the applicant.

Those questions are fairly specific and generally

either concern statements made in the application

or ask for elaboration upon other points of interest.

The concerns sought to be addressed by means of those

questions are of a supervisory nature. They include,

although not necessarily in order of importance,

one, whether United States laws and regulatory policies

can be applied and enforced effectively with respect

to the applicants and their principals; two, whether

the resulting organizations controlling or policy

making interests can be determined and will be accessible

through the several layers of management which would
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exist; three, whether resources will be diverted

from the supporting market areas of the subsidiary

banks of Financial General Bank Shares; and four,

whether in this last respect, the allocation of the

several banks' resources may be so changed as to

disrupt the flow of essential banking services in

individual communities; five, whether relations with

other nonbanking interests of the investors will

be of such a nature and extent as to become detrimental

to the soundness of the banking institutions involved;

and six, whether information supplied by or about

related or affiliated foreign organizations can be

reliably evaluated using commonly accepted accounting

standards and legal principles; and seven, whether

extensions of credit and other transactions between

the domestic banking organizations and their foreign

parents can be discovered and, if necessary, controlled

and, perhaps, as the ultimate regulatory issue; eight,

whether the risk that these potential problems may

occur — and such a risk does exist — is acceptable

when weighed against the broadly generalized but

unsubstantiated claims with which the applications

are replete. And that is that various benefits will

result to Financial General, its subsidiary banks

and the communities now served and to be served by
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those banks.

The final question must then be: Whose interests:
would be served by this proposed acquisition and

at what cost and damage to what other interests?

Beyond the more specific regulatory questions raised

to this point, these applications involve several

basic issues with broad public interest implications.

These issues clearly warrant careful consideration

by the Board in deciding whether o approve or deny

this request.

First, what is the motive giving rise to

this protracted, expensive campaign to buy Financial

General? Allegedly, Financial General is viewed

by these applicants simply as an investment, but

it is obvious that the price which the applicants
j

are prepared to offer for control of Financial General
I

bears little logical relationship to either the actual

book value of those shares or their price in the

market prior to the initial stimulation of the market

by the applicants or their agents.

There can be little doubt that some incen

tive other than orthodox investment motives must have

prompted this effort. Virtually endless speculation

on this question is possible. Why choose Financial Gen-j

eral when numerous other investment choices with more
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attractive financial characteristics would have been

available?

One obvious plausible answer to this riddle

lies in the unique position of Financial General in the

market. No other single financial institution is situ

ated in both the financial and government hubs of the

United States.

Now, given existing statutory restrictions

on structure, and the potential usefulness of such a

dual market is remarkable. Now, looking to the future,

it would not be surprising if, in an effort to advance —
I'm sorry, in an effort to destroy this unique' competi

tive advantage of financial general which, of course,

arises by virtue of its grandfathered rights, removal

of those restrictions — that is, structure restrictions,

geographic restrictions were to be sought vigorously.

It might even be expected that the interests
controlling Financial General Bank Shares would join

in this effort since further expansion of geographic

markets might be deemed by them to be desirable. The

weapons and pressures available to these interests could

introduce international political consideration, thus

tending to thwart the workings of free market economic

and democratic political processes.

Now, second, from the various materials
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furnished in and with the applications, it is clear that
the applicants represent directly or indirectly prin

cipals and interests of various foreign governments whose

objectives might not always necessarily coincide with

the best economic interests of that segment of the public

now served by Financial General and its subsidiaries.
Mow, there is no intention to imply here

that those interests and objectives are anything other

than honorable and legitimate, potential differences

in viewpoint are inevitable. The preservation and promo

tion of domestic interests appears clearly to deserve

a fair amount of concern by the Board in such circum

stances.

Third, the extremely sensitive question that

whether foreign acquisition of United States banking

organizations is in the public interest as a general

matter remains unsettled. A study completed in 1980

by the stasff of the Federal Reserve Board concluded

generally that there is no reason to believe that such

acquisitions have been detrimental in any major respects.

However, it must be noted that the conclu
sions drawn as to the effect of such acquisitions were

based on extremely limited data, both as to the number

of cases observed and the limited time available for

such observations.
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1 It can be said with nearly absolutely cer-

2 tainty that the evidence is not all in. Even if the
3 data relied upon in this study proved to be adequate

4 as a basis for valid conclusions as to the predictable

5 results of future foreign acquisitions of domestic banks,

6 still certain factors common to previous acquisitions
7 of major banking organizations are absent here.

8 N In many of the cases studied, the acquisi-

9 tion was desirable beaause the bank to be acquired was

10 failing or in a seriously weakened condition.

11 That justification, of course, is not rele- ■

12 vant to the present case. The study further notes at

13 page 31 that the large acquisitions that have taken place

14 have been by strong and refutable foreign organizations

15 that are recognized as such in their own countries and

16 in international banking markets .

17 That characterization likewise cannot be

18 said to apply in this case.

19 CCAH and CCAI cannot be described as "strong

20 and reputable foreign banking organizations." In fact,

21 neither, according to the applications, has any real

22 substance. Both are merely vehicles constructed for

23 tax advantages. Reference is made in the February 23,

24 1979, statement of policy on supervision and regulation

25 of foreign bank holding companies of the Federal Reserve
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Board itself, to the Board's belief that "Foreign bank
holding companies should be strong reputable organiza

tions with banking experience."

It is difficult to see how these applicants
fit that description. In my view, the regulatory and
policy consequences of approval of this proposal involve

the potential for drastically reoredering the banking

structure of the United States, not through enactment

of deliberate reasoned legislative change, but almost

by accident through the interaction of commercial and

regulatory forces.

It is preferable if such a chance is to be
made that the legislative route be followed. While an

acquisition such as a present one may not controvene

the laws governing international acquisitions, I believe
that it is a resource which is clearly not contemplated
by existing law.

There has been in my view some effort to

picture Financial General as the domestic holding company

after the proposed take over as well as before it. That

may , in some sense , be true . However , CCAH and CCAI

should be and must be treated as what they are; in fact,

and in law, foreign bank holding companies.

Inasmuch as there is no crisis which demands

that these banks receive assistance from some quarter,
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the Board should, in my opinion, apply to CCAH and CCAI

the standard announced in its statement of policy.

It should find that these corporate shells

are not "strong reputable organizations with banking

experience," and should not approve this application..

Thank you very much.

MR. MANNION: Thank you very much, Mr. Bailey

As I understand it, Mr. Clifford, you have an opening

statement on behalf of the applicants, and the Board's

letter to counsel for the appliants, the Board indicated

it was desirous of having a presentation from the appli

cants addressing the factors that the Board must consider

under section 3C of the Bank Holding Company Act.

Basically, the competitive standards; also

the financial and managerial resources of the applicant

as well as the convenience and needs of the communities

that are to be served.

It was also our intention for the applicants

to address the questions in whatever fashion they deem

appropriate that have been raised by Commissioner Bailey

both in its written submission as well as his comments

now.

In addition, as I mentioned earlier, the

control of the currency has addressed certain questions

or subject areas that he believes that the applicant
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should address, and he raised those in his earlier letter
to the Board and in our April 17 letter, I believe it
is, we outline several areas that we believe would be
appropriate for the applicants to address in this meet

ing.

So you may proceed, Mr. Clifford.

MR. CLIFFORD: Thank you, Mr. Mannion. We

welcome this opportunity to detail to the representatives

of the Federal Reserve Board the project in which we

believe so deeply.

We also welcome the participation of repre

sentatives of the various states because we are happy

to have the opportunity at the same time of appearing

before them and having them hear in detail the nature

of this project.

So that you might understand our method of

submission, I will make a narrative statement that will
'

start at the beginning and give everyone the same basis.

I'm not going to go into too great detail, but I will

cover the whole bankground of the matter so that some

questions that have been raised I think will very likely

to be put to rest in such statements.

In the course of my comments, I believe that

a number of the areas of discussion raised by the Board's

letter I think will be touched upon. Hopefully, we
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j will touch upon all of them before we're through. At

2
the conclusion of my comments, Mr. Altman will make a

, brief statement because we have divided — through the

4 last three years of this effort, we have divided our

work.

I have taken the general phase of it. At-

* tended many of the meetings — most of the meetings where-

8 as Mr. Altman and Mr. Tuttle have handled the financial

9 arrangements and attended a number of meetings that I

was unable to attend that devoted themselves to financial

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

10

U problems.

I have listened with interest to Mr. Bailey.

We appeared before Mr. Bailey in Virginia. He indicated

that he was not in sympathy with our application at the

time. I am happy now, Mr. Bailey, to get the details

of the position that you have taken.

We have read with great interest your memor

andum of 22 questions. What we would like to do in that

regard, because those questions have been placed in wri

ting, because they are detailed in many instances, and

a number of the questions perhaps ask three, four and

five different questions, because those have gone into

the record, we would like to file written answers to

24 those.

We will do so if we perhaps are allowed a
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week after the conclusion of this meeting. We will have
written answers in. We do that for two reasons. One,

possibly we could rather satisfactorily answer them be

cause we believe that we have an answer for every ques

tion that Mr. Bailey has raised.

At the same time, we want to be sure that

every point is covered, and that in an oral presentation,

we may not have overlooked some possible item.

It is our hope that when we answer Mr.
Bailey's questions, Mr. Bailey, that you will be satis

fied with our answers and with our position. I might

say that it is our further hope that in the event the
Board looks with favor upon our application, and the

other states do, that we would be back dealing with Mr.

Bailey, and I would look forward to many years of an
agreeable relationship between us, Mr. Bailey.

I think that it would be helpful if I first
generalized some about this particular project. We have

brought into our group some very prominent Americans.

I will go into more detail later in that regard. One

of the reasons they have been interested in it is be

cause there is a growing feeling among many thoughtful

and experienced Americans that it is in the interest

of our country that if an effort is made to bring back

to the United States as many of the dollars as we can
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that through the year we send over to the OPEC country.

Those sums are very large. Last year the United States

send some $90 billion in payments for crude over to the
Persian Gulf countries.

If those funds are taken and invested in
West Germany, Great Britain, Switzerland, where they

might be, they bring no benefit to the United States

at all. If they flow back here and are invested back
in United States activities, the feeling now certainly

now in certain circles that the country benefits from

that kind of effort.

I might say that once in awhile, one hears
or reads some criticism over foreign investment in the

United States. My own feeling is a strong one. I differ

with that.

I think that the world is changing so rapidly

that one of the great answers to the difficulty in the

world is in increase in the industrial and commercial

intercourse among the nations of the world, and I might

say in that regard, although it sounds as though it is
a rather large figure, last year I have is '79, foreign

nationals in 1979 invested $52 billion in the United

States. That sounds to be a rather large figure until

at the same time you look further and find that in that

exact same period. United States nationals and United
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1 States corporations invested S194 billion in all the

2 various countries of the world.

3 So for every dollar that foreign nationals

4 invest in this country, the United States is investing

5 approximately $4 in foreign countries, and I think thar

6 that brings into operation the kind of commercial acti-

7 vity that is, I think, so necessary to the future of

8 the world.

9 We have been gratified in the course of this

10 proceeding to note that Chairman Volker of the Federal

11 Reserve has indicated that he thinks benefits under pro-

12 per circumstances accrue to domestic corporations by

13 either acquisition or substantial investment in those

14 companies by foreign nationals.

15 We have been gratified that the control of

16 the currency in testimony upon the Hill has taken very

17 much the same position. I echo the point that Mr. Bailey

18 did in which he says, to date, in those instances in

19 which foreign investments have been made in United States

20 banks, in each instance the record shows that the bank

21 has benefited by reason of that foreign investment.

22 I agree, Mr. Bailey, that the record is not

23 a complete one, but at least up to date, we find that

24 that development has taken place.

25 Last comment of a preliminary nature.
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A revolution is taking place, it would appear, in banking
in this country. I've noticed recently the acquisition

of the Bates Brokerage Company by Prudential. Within

the last two or three days, American Express has bought

another large one. Each — in each instance, they talk

about increased services that they will give to the pub

lic.

I see funds being formed at which very sub
stantial interest is being paid, and banking services

or some banking services are being offered. Like, "Gome

in and invest our fund, and open a checking account with

us, "which traditionally it has always been reserved,

it seems to me, to bank operations.
I am suggesting that the pressure on the

traditional banking operation in this country is increas

ing all the time. I also suggest that in an effort to

meet that increased competition, I would feel very com

fortable if we all end up our group working in behalf

of Financial General.

I would feel very comfortable if our member

banks, all 12 of them, have the kind of financial sup

port and resources that our group brings to them, as

they face the increased competition from all different

sources in the years that lie ahead.

I think that this is an excellent and most
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timely and appropriate time for additional help to

On a local basis, I notice that Riggs now is going to

receive perhaps more support from some sources that have

come in.

I like the feeling that the banks in '•

our family — and I've become really quite intimately

acquainted with them — will be able to have the kind

of support that they will have in the event that we are

ultimately successful in arranging for the acquisition

of the stock.

Let me get now briefly to the background

a bit. On my right is His Excellency, Sheikh Kamal Adham

He has been a prominent businessman in Saudi Arabia for

many years. He has been interested in making invest

ments in different parts of the world. I have been grati

fied at my many talks with him that he has said that

he looks with favor upon investments in the United States

because of the political stability that exists in the

United States, and we have just witnessed an election

that went peacefully. We have witnessed other events

that could cause really incredible upheaval in another

country, and our system has, it seems to me, worn very

well, and has met the challenges of these last years.

At one time his excellency became inter

ested in Financial General. And whereas some have
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suggested that there was something sinister or ominous
about that, an inquiry into the facts reveals that it
was really quite routine.

His Excellency had a friend who was asso

ciated with the Saudi Arabian Embassy. Fact is, I have
some recollection that maybe this friend was director
of information or had previously some position of that

kind. His friend had contacts —Mr. Mittendor^ was one

at the time that Financial General stock was being of

fered to the public, and it appeared as though it would i

be a good investment.

One reason that it appeared to be a good
investment was the reason that Mr. Bailey mentioned,

that it is a bank holding company with an unusual char
ter which many years ago was grandfathered, and perhaps

had a greater potential than other banks that might have

been available at the time.

His Excellency became interested in it.
He interested some of his associates and friends. There

are a number of them that will move together. He will

say, "I think I have found a good investment." He passes

the word down. Some of them agree to come on in, and

often times they move in that way.

Also for many years he has been a cus

tomer of the Bank of Credit and Commerce in London.
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He banks there. He's had an account there for many,

many years. He also used — we refer to it as BCCI.
He used BCCI as an investment advisor and, many times

based upon their advice, he made investments. He's been

satisfied with the recommendations. He asked them in.

this instance to look into this investment — invest

ment of Financial General.

They looked into it. Found that it of
fered attractive possibilities and potential, and they

recommended it to some of their other customers so that
is the origin of the beginning of the investment in Finan

cial General.

Now, after he and some of his associates

had purchased some 18.6 percent of the stock, then that

came to the attention of Financial General. At that

time — this was three or so years ago. Financial General

was violently opposed to any kind of a take over. And

so they did what most companies do. They employed coun

sel, expert counsel in resisting take over, and counsel

consulted with the SEC and the SEC brought a suit

based upon the fact that the theory was that these men

who had brought 18.6 percent constituted a group.

His Excellency — we've talked about that

on occasion -- was not conscious of being a part of any

group. I think he was conscious of the fact that others
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1 had bought some, but they'd not bought them jointly.

2 From my standpoint, I've always been in

3 grave doubts that it was a group, but after the SEC
4 brought the suit, then we, for the first time, were em-

s ployed.

6 And we went into the matter at considerable

7 length. We had our alternatives. We could then go into

8 the SEC and contest the charge based upon the technical

9 allegation that these men constituted a group and, if
10 so, they should have filed a 13-D, which they had not.

H Because of the four men then involved — three or four,

12 none of them owned as much as five percent.

13 At the same time, we thought, now, what's

U tne purpose of that? Why go in and contest this? It

15 could be expensive, lengthy. There is no problem about

16 * disclosure in any event. If the court rules technical-
17 ly that it is a group or it isn't a group, there is still
18 no problem about disclosure. We felt that it was in
19 the interest of expedition and use of good judgment,

20 looking forward to ultimate acquisition, we went in and

21 agreed with the SEC that 13-D 'S would be filed, and they

22 were filed.

23 I mention that not at great length, but

24 Again, some effort had been made back in the litigation

25 which was very vigorously contested to make it appear
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as thought there had been some real violation of law,

and I suggest to you that there has not been at all.

In the process of litigating with Financial

General, we got to know them much better, and they got

to know us much better. So curiously, instead of the

divisions increasing and the schism becoming more drama

tic, the exact opposite took place. The meetings —

the hearings became friendlier and friendlier all along,

and at one point in the spring of last year — the spring

of 1980, Financial General contacted us and said, "Why

don't we sit down and see if we can't work the matter

out? Here we have been engaged in this imbroglio these

past couple of years. It is really not producing any

thing. This could go on forever."

We said, "We'd be glad to talk with you

about it," and we sat down and negotiated for some months

and finally on July 25, 1980, arrived at a complete agreef

ment for the acquisition of the stock in Financial Gen-

19
|J
eral.

One of the reasons Financial General opposed

us, according to the chairman, Mr. Frank Saul, whom I

have come to know and admire and have great respect for

in the process of the last three years. He said that,

"We feel a certain obligation to this community and

to the other communities in which our banks operate.
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We just want to know more about the people who will be
taking over the bank."

He had occasion to go to London, maybe more

than once. He had occasion to go to the Middle East,

the Persian Gulf countries. I remember later on his

talking with me, and he said, "I have looked into the*"

reputation, particularly of the leader of the group,

of His Excellency, Sheikh Kamal Adham. " And he said,

"It's difficult to recall a time when I have heard some

universal commendation for an international businessman.
tL

I hear it in London. I've heard the most commenatory
comments. I've heard about him in countries of the Per

sian Gulf. I have not heard one whisper of criticism

against this man." and he said, "I feel perfectly com

fortable about this group, headed by this man, coming

in and taking over our banks . "

Just recently I talked to Mr. Saul. I
thought it might be advisable if we had in the record
a comment by Financial General or by the Chairman of

Financial General, so that it was not just all oral.
In one minute, I can read the letter. The letter is

dated April 21, just two days ago, addressed to the Board

of Governors. I will give it to you, Mr. Mannion.

And it says, "Gentlemen, Mr. Clark Clif

ford has suggested that I write you concerning our
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l
relationship with the Middle Eastern investors who pro

pose a tender offer for Financial General Bankshares.

It is our view that proposed tender offer is in the best
interest of our stockholders, and therefore, both manage

ment and the Board of Directors of Financial General

fully support the proposed tender offer. In addition,

based on our knowledge of the plans and resources of

the Middle Eastern investors, it appears to us they are
in a position to bring substantial new capital and bank

ing business to Financial General.

"Last summer after our agreement between

the parties was signed, the Board of Directors of Finan

cial General elected Mr. Clark Clifford, Senator Stuart

Symington /General Elwood Quesada to our Board of Direc

tors. These three gentlemen have proven to be a real

asset to our Board. Their advice, council and interest

in our affairs is greatly appreciated. I'm sure that

they will continue to provide Financial General with

outstanding leadership and guidance. Very truly yours,

B. Francis Saul, Chairman of the Board, Financial General

Bankshares. "

I wanted you men to have the feel that,

even though this was vigorously contested and, as a result

got in the paper quite a good deal, the parties came

to know each other. The parties came to understand eac
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other. The parties came to have confidence in each others

and that is the result to which I have just appeared

there.

I turn now, if I might, to a discussion
of the features and the factors involved here in the

acquisition. This has to do with our plans for Finan

cial General. More particularly, it concerns the statu
tory factors for the Federal Reserve Board to consider

under section 3 of the Bank Holding Company Act.

As I've said, the reason that our investors

are here, and the only reason that they are here, is

because they feel that this is an excellent investment.

We all know that it has a unique franchise. As I have
gotten into it and learned more about it, I have
regretted that I have not been able to invest in it,

which I cannot because I am an insider.

I think it has a great potential, and I

think that I can understand how these men have seen it.

I am going to be interested in participating in the

development, if the Board sees fit to grant that.

This investment on the part of these gentle

men can best be described as a passive investment. They

do not intend to interfere with the operation of this

property. They do not intend to sit on the Board of

Directors. They do not intend to instruct the manager;
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of Financial General or of the bank, how to conduct their

business. They think it is an excellent investment.
These investors are not bankers. They are businessmen.

They do not feel qualified to operate banks or to give

instructions as to how banks are to be operated. What

they do wish to do, and what their plan is, to get the

right people in to operate the property.

Now, they came to us some 2-1/2 years ago.

We got interested in the matter, and I have given, I

think, to a certain extent, maybe the majority of my

time to this matter since. I am prepared to give the

majority of my time to it in the future. These gentle
men have said that they are looking to us to represent

them. They are 7000 miles away. It's a long trip back

and forth. They don't intend to come back and forth.

They told us what it is; that this is a passive invest

ment.

They've told us that they would like us

to get the best people on the board that we cdan get.

they told us that they would hope that we could find

a top, very well regarded commercial banker who would

come in and operate as president and CEO of Financial

General.

I have agreed with them. We have grown

very close through the years. One time we got to
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1 the point where it was some hesitation. They asked

2
me how old I was. And I told them how old I was. But

3
I said, before I was going to let them be concerned

4
about that, I would check the actuarial statistics, which

j I did, and without divulging my age, I have an actuarial
- expectancy of 10.1 years.

7 So I intend, if you know who is willing,

8 that I will devote my primary attention to this. I think

9 it has fascinating features. One, I think it has great
possibilities; one, I would like to see the property

taken and given the kind of dynamic management that I

think it can be given.
In looking at section 3 and I do not pre

sent myself as a banking expert, but I sure am an expert

on section 3, and I know that one pretty well. Let me

say, it seems to me as I read it and study it, that to
a great extent has to do with competitive factors.

I know of no anti-competitive question

here at all. I've not ever heard it raised at any time.

The fact is, I believe this entire effort will prove

to be pro-competitive. I think that some of the banks

that need assistance, I think we can give it to them,

and I think the banks can constitute a competitive factor

in the areas in which they operate.

Now, the Act refers to managerial resources,;
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and in that regard, our first step is to go out and get
picked men to come to the board of Financial General.

These were not casual selections. We went out and we

interested Senator Symington. I'd say he and I have

been friends for a long time. I come originally from"'

St. Louis, and I first met him as a successful younger

businessman. .

He came out from New York to head up what

was then the largest company in Missouri, the Emerson

Electric Company, 40-50,000 employees. He made really

a signal success of that particular assignment. So his

background is that of a businessman.

He was elected to the Senate later on, but

before being elected to the Senate, he had an enviable

record in the executive branch of government. Starting

in the Truman Administration, he held six different posi

tions in the executive branch of government, ending up

as the first Secretary of the Air Force when the Defense

Department was created.

In each of those six instances, he had to

be confirmed by the United States Senate, and he is proud

of the fact that in all six confirmations, the result

was not one negative vote. That's the kind of record

he has. He served 24 years in the United States Senate.

He served on the Armed Services Committee. He served
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on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and I think
achieved nation-wide respect.

He is now retired from the Senate. He is
interested in this. He served for many years in St.
Louis on the board of the second largest bank there so

as a businessman and as a board director, he has a good

deal of background as far as banking is concerned.

He has come into the matter. He ia going

to serve in whatever capacity that it is felt in which
he can be most helpful.

The other man we selected, again, with great

care is a man named Elwood Quesada. His early career

was as a Lt. General in the Air Force. He commanded

with distinction all American Air Force activities in
England during the war, and did so very successfully.

He came back; went into business and when David Rocke

feller had the concept of the L' Enfant Plaza, he selected

Quesada to be the manager of L' Enfant Plaza. He did

that. That was a very successful venture. He had served

also as chairman of the aviation administration.

So he, again, during his career served for

many years on a bank here in Washington, D.C.

I shall not dwell upon my background. I

will add only that for 20 years, I also served on a bar.:-,

board here in Washington. So the three of us have
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j

rather substantial experience in serving on boards.

We have come into Financial General. I

am gratified that Mr. Saul has felt we've made a contri

bution. I think we do have a contribution to make. We

have a fourth man that we are going to put on the board.

He is prepared to come in any time that he is invited.

He's gotten interested in it. He's kept up with it.

I've always been a great admirer of his.
S G>

His name is James Javin — J-a-v-i-n. He also had a

military background, but after leaving the military,

he became head of Arthur D. Little. And under his super

vision and aegis, Arthur D. Little, in the opinion of

many, became the leading business consulting firm in

the United States.

It was a very successful operation. He

had to leave it once for a period of two or three years

because President Kennedy, at the time, was having quite

a lot of difficulty with General DeGaulle in France,

and he wanted to pick an experienced, able man as am-
G

bassador, and he picked Mr. ^jfavin and sent him over as

our ambassador, and he served with distinction there

and came back and resumed the chairmanship of Arthur

D. Little and Company.

He's now retired from that. He and I have

had good personal talks. He and Senator Symington and
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I have talked about this, and he merely awaits the call

to come in and serve on the board.

Now, in the course of our getting interested

in this project, we have gone to the member banks. Some

of them are fairly good-sized banks; some of them are

small sized. Bob Altman and Baldwin Tuttle and I and

Senator Symington, we've been to all but I think — we've

been to 10 out of the 12. The two smallest, we haven't

got made because we got pressed.

In each instance, we'd have luncheon first

with the management of the individual banks, and then

we would meet with the boards, and it was a very interestj-
ing experience. Same kinds of questions in a number

of instances would come up. Some of the questions that
I

Mr. Bailey has asked in his written questions came up.

And in every instance, we talked with them; .

answered their questions. And we said to them, and I

say to you that as far as the individual banks are con

cerned, in each instance we have asked the management

to remain in charge of that bank. In each instance,

we have asked the board of directors to remain, and al

though there may have been some question prior to our

meetings, at the ends of our meetings after long ex

change — some of them would last three or four hours
•

I don't know of anybody who has in mind either in
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management or on the board that is thinking of resigning.

I think that they do now understand that this could be
a definite assistance to the individual banks. We

want to keep the autonomy that has existed in the past.

You go to a small town and there's the bank.

They are accustomed to dealing with those individuals.

They read something in the paper about maybe the bank

holding company might be bought, and they say, "Will

that make any change here?"

And in each instance, management has said,

"None, except the hope that maybe we will be able to

render better service to you in the future . " The boards

of directors will remain the same. So that this provides

I think an answer in itself to a number of the questions

that Mr. Bailey has raised. That the policies of these

banks are going to be mad* by the management of the bank

and by the directors of the banks, and they are going

to stay the same.

There will be some attrition. The bank

directors are elderly. They would be replaced, but

they would be replaced by consultation with management

and other board directors. We want each of these banks

to continue to serve the locale. That's their basic

strength.

What we hope to do is strengthen the bank,
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make it better able, and perhaps make it — put it in
position where it can furnish services that it does not
now service.

I might say in that regard also that our

investors — and I think perhaps when you hear from them,

you will get a repetition of it — they want the Finan
cial General operation to continue to be a United States

operation. There has been no indication that any of

our investors — fact is, we've asked them. None of

them want to go on the board. None of them have any

nominees to go on the board.

His Excellency has said to me, "One of your

functions — it may not be a legal function, but one

of your functions is to continue to get outstanding

Americans to come serve on the Financial General Board.

We want to be sure that the image of the Financial Gen

eral is kept to be the same. It is an American operation

The stronger board you get, the better management you

get, the better the banks are going to be; the better

the earnings of the banks will be, and the better invest

ment it will turn out for us."

I agree with that. I might say for the

purpose of the record, I have accepted that responsibility

and I will continue to comply with that responsibility

as long as I am permitted to do so by health and any
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other circumstance.

I do not intend to let any other obligation
that I have interfere with this commitment I have made.

With reference to financial resources, I have talked

about management resources to which section 3 refers.,

I've talked now about, financial resources. In each in

stance, our investors are persons of substantial means.

That material has been given to you. it may be that

there are other things to go into in that regard, but

you are already of the fact that each has substantial

means .

In addition to that, they bring something

else to the operation. There are any number of American

companies now that are engaged in extensive operations

in the Persian Gulf countries. Fluor, Bechtel — I talked

with one of the officers of Bechtel some months ago.

I think he said that they had over $3 billion in contracts;

in Saudi Arabia. Any number of — Dresser has a large —

Wheelabrator , oh, 50-75-100 companies that are doing

a great deal of business.

Some of our investors have close contacts

and are doing business with those companies. They be

lieve that by reason of those contacts, they can bring

banking business, new banking business from American
I

companies into some of our member banks. I know some
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of those contacts. I believe also that they can.

Our investors engage in a good deal of bank

ing business themselves. In their own matters and re

lated matters, I believe that they can channel banking

business to the banks. It is to their interest to do
so, their interest to increase deposits. It is to their

interest to bring business to the banks and increasing

the profit of the banks.

They have said that they are prepared in

the event that it is needed to increase the capitaliza

tion of those banks in which that is thought to be im

portant, and so somebody says, "Maybe over here in con

ferences." Well, that's all very interesting but in

what magnitude?

We've talked it out with them. They have

committed themselves right a tthe beginning to put an

additional $12 million into increased capitalization

of the bank. We don't yet know where it will be used.

We don't know that it all will be used now. Some of

it may be used now. Some of it can be held in reserve.

But this is the kind of approach that they have.

That will conclude my brief comments on

financial arrangements because, as I say, Mr. Altman,

supported by Mr. Tuttle, will have a few additional

comments to make. I know that he is the one who has
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been negotiating with members of the fed staff in that
regard.

The next criterion that section 3C sets

of the Act is future prospects. What is likely to occur

in the future? And that is pretty well tied up with

perhaps the last factor, convenience and needs of the

community.

Now, I do not wish to be overly critical
of Financial General. I am not overly critical of Finan
cial General. I do have the feeling - and I will say

this to Mr. Beddow and to Mr. Rogers who are here repre

senting Financial General, I think Financial General

is marking time.

I think that — and part of the reason is

this. At the time that the Federal Reserve Board in

formed General Olmstead that he would have to divest

himself of stock either in this company or I think Inter

national Bank, and he chose Financial General.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Mr. Mittendorf got a group of investors

together. Now, their qualifications were that they had

some money and that they wished to invest in Financial

General stock, and they did buy the stock from General

Olmstead. Then they also moved into the management of

Financial General. And I think that there was not at

the time the feeling that they should be merely invest: r 3
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and that you should go out and get trained commercial

bankers to come in. I think the feeling was, well, they
are the investors. They bought control, and they will
also manage the property.

I might say that our concept out of our

investors has been entirely different. They come in,

hopefully would acquire control of the company but then

with our assistance, get the best personnel that they

can to run the company and to run it as successfully

as possible.

It is our feeling, and I have learned this
as a member of the board of financial General — it is
our feeling that Financial General can be more helpful

to the various banks. I think that a new and stronger

board can be more helpful. I think the kind of men we

are getting in can bring new business into the bank.

I think that they will be more aggressive. I think that

they will be more progressive, and so X think that with

the kind of management we can bring in with Financial

General taking a more determined and a more daily inter

est in the operation of the banks, I think the banks

will profit very substantially.

We do not have in top management of Finan

cial General at the present time a trained experienced

commercial banker, and we intend to bring in a trained
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commercial experienced banker. Prior to the time .that

the Board rules on our application, we expect to be in

a position of advising you, perhaps privately, who that

individual would be. You will understand very briefly
that we offer now a prospect to a distinguished banker,

but we aren't in a position yet to offer him the actuali

ty. So that it puts him in a position of saying, "Well,
I've got an excellent job as it is, and I aan't very
well let you publicize that I'm taking the new job until

you are a little further down the road."
We have talked with a number of prominent

bankers. They have led us to other bankers, and we thin*

that the kind of man that we are talking about is the

kind of man that can bring the leadership to Financial

General that we believe is required.

Also in the years since the group bought

Olmstead stock, no new outside capital has been brought

into the operation , and in that regard , we think there ,

again, that we can perform in a different manner than

the present group that is operating the policy.

We believe that we can bring in new depo

sits. We believe that with the contacts that we have,

some of the banks can open either a new international

department or an enlarged international department. We

understand that before that should be done, we would
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want to be sure that we had the right experienced per

sonnel to handle it. We know now that our investors

are doing a good deal of business with American banks.

There is no reason why that kind of business aan't either!

be shifted or new kinds of business to the member banks

of the Financial General.

So that we believe that the result in the

event that we are successful, we believe the result will

be a benign one. We do not see any downside to it, and

we see a very substantial upside.

Let me close on a personal note. I have

worked closely now for pretty close to three years fee„

His Excellency. We can't meet very often with many

of the investors. They are scattered all over the Per

sian Gulf. His Excellency gets to London, and that's

where we have had many of our meetings.

I have come to have the deepest respect

for his character, for his reputation, for his honor

and for his integrity. I'm proud to be an associate of

his. I look forward with real anticipation to con-

tuing to be an associate of his. He is the kind of man

with whom I like to be associated. He is sophisticated.

He has maintained and met every commitment, large or

small, that I have had with him through these years,

and I get great confidence in the feeling that
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that attitude will continue on.

I won't go into any detail. I believe deep

ly in this country. I believe deeply in its attitude

of fairness. I believe deeply in its attitude that it

is a country of laws and not of men. I do not believe

in prejudice. I do not believe in bias. Our govern

ment does not, and with all of those factors, it seems

to me that these men bring into this operation those

qualities that our country can well receive.

I believe that this deal is good for the

investors. I think it is good for Financial General.

I think that it is excellent for the member banks and

I am comforted that I know that it's good for our coun

try.

That constitutes ray remarks, and I thank

you very much for listening. Mr. Altman now will take

a few minutes and address himself to some other finan

cial matters.

MR. ALTMAN: In the application which has

been filed with the Federal Reserve, we have set forth

a fair amount of financial information regarding the

arrangements which bear on this acquisition. Since

the time of that submission, there have been two occur

ences which will affect those financial arrangements.

The first one, as you are aware, there has
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been an increase in the interest rates which are set
forth in the application. Secondly, the definitive
acquisition agreement which was signed with Financial

General provide that the price to be paid for the shares

in the tender offer is tied to a sliding scale after

December 31, 1980.

That scale depends upon the book value of

the company so that if the book value were to increase,
the price paid in the tender offer would increase,

and similarly, if the book value were to decrease,
the price paid in the tender offer would decrease.

We are advised that the book value of the

company has increased and this, therefore, affects

the amount of money that will be needed for purposes

of the tender offer.

I believe there are three facets to the

proposed financial structure to this acquisition program

which merit brief discussion. First will be the finan

cing for the purchase of stock in the tender offer;

second subject concerns the subject of any debt which

is incurred and the third which Mr. Clifford in this

remarks has already mentioned is the issue of adequate

capitalization.

Let me take each of those in turn. The

purchase of stock in the tender offer will be
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financed through a combination of a cash contribution
u
A*e* members of the investor group as well as from a

loan. In view of the definitive agreement, the investors

will now collectively invest an additional $15 million
above that which is set forth in the application for

a total cash contribution of approximately $130 million.

In addition, it is contemplated that a loan
will be obtained. We have now reached tentative agree

ment with a European consortium bank which is an affi-

liateof Banc National de Paris , and it is expected

that a commitment letter will be obtained shortly.

He contemplate that the loan will be in

creased from $44 million approximately which is set

forth in the application to approximately $50 million.

The terms of the loan generally would be

that the interest rate would be 1-1/2 over LIBOR. There

are no compensating balances or other participation

by Financial General or its member banks. Financial

General is not liable on the loan. There is no pre

payment penalty. When we obtain the commitment letter,

which we believe that we will have shortly, we will,

of course, submit it promptly to the Federal Reserve

Board.

This brings me then to the second factor

which is the service of this debt of $50 million.
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1 As we have discussed in informal meetings

2 with the staff of the Federal Reserve, it is now con-

3
templated that we will create a shell corporation in

4
Delaware, which will actually obtain the loan and,

5 in addition, will make the tender offer.

g That corporation has no other functions

1 or activities but its creation does provide tax savings

8 to the investors and provides additional funds for

the service of the debt.

In the application which has been filed,

there are projections concerning the growth rate and

the return on assets which are anticipated. These

computations reflect the expectations of the investors

regarding the performance of Financial General under

new management and with the financial resources which

they can bring to this organization, and those figures

demonstrate that there is an ample margin with this

Delaware corporation, and in particular, to service

the debt which is incurred.

We have, however, been working on new projec

tions which, in a matter of days, will be submitted

again to the staff of the Federal Reserve, and these

employ a conservative growth rate based on institutions

of a comparable size and a more conservative return

on assets. Again, these figures demonstrate that there
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is an ample margin to service the debt of $50 million.
Let me say that in the event our computations

are wrong, either original projections or even the
more conservative projections which we will be filing,
we believe that we have a conclusive answer to any

issue regarding the service of debt because the investors

have authorized me to advise you that in the event

that income from Financial General is inadequate to

service the debt that the investors in that year would

be prepared to pay the debt out of their personal funds.

Let me finally touch upon the issue of capita

lization. As Mr. Clifford has said, investors have

made a commitment to inject $12 million into Financial

General. In our analysis of this property, it would
appear that the subsidiary banks are near their peer

group averages in tarma of capital with the exception

sof the Albany Bank in New York and the Valley Bank

in Virginia.

It also appears that First American Bank
of Maryland may need some additional capital if it
engages in some of the branching and expansion and

merger activities which they are presently considering.

We intend in this regard to consult with

the appropriate regulatory authorities as well as with

the management of the bank so that we can be assured
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that the banks do have adequate capitalization to sus

tain the growth that we anticipate.

In the event some of this $12 million is

not needed or immediate use by any of the member banks,

it is expected that we might use those funds to reduce
some of the large borrowings which Financial General •■

presently has outstanding at a rather high rate from

one of the large New York banks.

In short, we believe that following the

tender offer with the injection of $12 million, that

Financial General will be a far stronger institution

financially and the investors have stated that they

intend to maintain the strength, the financial strength

of this institution in the future through whatever

means appear appropriate under the circumstances that

arise. Thank you.

MR. CLIFFORD: Mr. Mannion, depending upon

your wishes, His Excellency is prepared now to deliver

his statement. You had mentioned that perhaps you

might want to have a recess during the morning, and

you advise us what your wish is.

MR. MANNION: I think now would be an appro

priate time if we could break for maybe 10 to 15 minutes.

If you would come back at just about 10 after 11:00, and

then we could continue with the presentations. There
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is coffee and tea outside the door. There is — the

men's rest room is just beyond —

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

MR. MANNION: Mr. Clifford, I think we could

resume now, and you could have the individual investors

make their presentation, if you would like to proceed
that way.

MR. CLIFFORD: Thank you, Mr. Mannion. We

will start with His Excellency, Sheikh Kamal Adham.

He has a short statement which he will now read.

SHEIKH ADHAM: Mr. Mannion, gentlemen, myI
name is

Kama^
Ibrahim Adham, and I am a citizen of Saudi

Arabia. I am appearing today as the lead investor

of the group which has filed an application with the

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System for

permission to assume control of Financial General Bank-

shares. Together with two other members of the group,

we currently own 18.6 percent of the common stock of

Financial General, of which my holdings are approximately

9 percent, and we have invited other associates from

the Middle East to join with us in making a tender

offer for the company. It is a practice and custom

in the Middle East to invite one's friends and associate:

to participate in investment opportunities of this

kind.
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Mr. Clifford has accurately stated our overall

view of this mastter. I am pleased now to add my

personal comments for the record.

I believe it might be of value if I were
briefly to describe my background. My initial educa

tion was received in English schools, and then I en

rolled in Victoria College in Cairo, Egypt. I speak

English, Arabic and Turkic, as well as some French

and Italian. I studied law in Egypt for two years,

but then decided to pursue a business career. I now

have interests in a number of business enterprises ,

ranging from general contracting to manufacturing plants.

Some of these businesses I own completely, and some

of them are owned in partnership with other investors.

My business interests are set forth in some detail

in the confidential submission to the Federal Reserve

Board which has been filed by my counsel.

In a recent letter from the Federal Reserve,

a question has beenraised regarding the verification

of assets on my balance sheets. These submissions

were prepared by my accountants at my direction. In

light of your question, I have instructed my attorneys

to work with the staff of the Board and elaborate on

theseytatements through the use of bank reference letters

review by recognized auditors, appraisals or other
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^ means. I am confident that that matter can be resolved

2 to your complete satisfaction quickly.

3 My involvement with Financial General dates

^ from late 1977 when I was contacted by a friend, Mr.

5
Hassan Yassin, who worked in Washington, D.C. in the

6 Saudi Arabian Embassy. Mr. Yassin advised me that the

stock had become available for purchase in Financial

g General and that this company might provide an attractive

9 investment opportunity. I was interested in finding

appropriate investments in the United States, and I

contacted the Bank of Credit and Commerce International

in London, with whom I had a longstanding banking and

investment banking relationship.

I asked BCCI to evaluate this propeerty

for me and advise me as to its suitability as an invest

ment. I was told that Financial General appeared to
be financially .sound, and I requested BCCI to purchase

I

less than 5 percent of the common stock for my account.

I had understood it was my right to keep my business

affairs in the United States confidential if my purchases

of public companies were less than 5 percent.

Subsequently, I learned that BCCI also dis

cussed Financial General as a possible investment oppor

tunity with various other persons who had been intereste

in making investments in the United States. BCCI
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recommended that three of the bank's clients, Messrs.

Faisal Saud al-Fulai j , Sultan Bin Zaid al-Nahyan, and

Abdullah Darwaish on behalf of Mohammed Bid Zaid al

Nahyan, who is a minor, each acquire an equity position

in Financial General. During December 1977 and January

'78, each of Messrs, Falai j , Darwaish, and Sheikh Sultan

instructed BCCI to purchase shares of Financial General

for their accounts. Sheikh Sultan later determined

to sell his holdings and, with the express approval

of the Securities and Exchange Commission, I purchased

his entire block in September 1978.

Certain questions have been addressed to

us by the Federal Reserve and the State of Virginia

regarding comtemplated relationships between BCCI and

Financial General.. This inquiry is easily answered.

BCCI has been a banker for certain of the Investors

and, when requested, will provide investment advice

to its customers. I personally have maintained accounts

in the bank and have utilized BCCI's investment banking

services from time to time. There is, however, no

understanding or arrangement regarding any future rela

tionship or proposed transactions between Financial

General and BCCI. In this regard BCCI is considered

an unrelated financial institutions and whatever relation

ships are developed between Financial General and BCCI
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in the future, if any, are matters to be decided by
the new management of Financial General based upon

that institution's best interests.

In March, 1978, the Securities and Exchange

Commission commenced an investigation of the situation

at Financial General, and among other things, reviewed

the purchases of Financial General stock by me and

the other named investors. Questions were raised whether

the investors might technically be considered a "group"

under Federal securities laws and therefore be subject

to certain reporting requirements. Up until this

time, I had no idea that X might be considered part

of a "group" or that I might have any legal obligations

to file any reports with the Securities and Exchange

Commission.

I retained counsel to advise me in this

matter and rather than contest the point, I determined

voluntarily to sign a Consent Agreement with the Securi

ties and Exchange Commission and file public reports

regarding my Financial General holdings. Since that

time I have continued to rely upon the advice of my

lawyers regarding compliance with the laws and regulationsj

in the United States , and there have been no other

questions raised about my business activities.

At the time of the Securities and Exchange
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Commission investigation, it was clear that the management
of Financial General was strongly opposed to the investmert

in the Company by me and the other Middle Eastern inves

tors. Under the circumstances, I concluded that I

must either sell my holdings or make a tender offer

for all the common stock of the company. I chose the *

latter .course, a proposal which was completely agreeable

to the Securities and Exchange Commission and reflected

in the Consent Agreements which were signed.

Management for Financial General determined

to try to enjoin the tender offer and, when that failed,

they continued their opposition to our investment.

During this period, however, we came to understand

management's concerns, and they, in turn, came to know

and understand us. Thus, rather than the opposition

by the company continuing to escalate , it gradually

started to subside. Following the last annual meeting

of the shareholders, management and we agreed that

it would be in the best interests of all parties to

negotiate an appropriate settlement of the dispute.

On July 25, 1980, a Definitive Acquisition Agreement

was signed with the company which contemplates the

making of a tender offer at an agreed-upon price subject

to the receipt of necessary bank regulatory approvals.

Three representatives of our group, Mr.
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Clifford, former Senator Symington, and Mr. Elwood

Quesada were elected to the Board. Since that time,

our representatives have worked closely and harmoniously

with management in a common effort to have the tender

offer made .

I am aware that the staff of the Federal
Reserve has generally questioned what managerial philo

sophy and approach we envision for Financial General

and its subsidiaries if our tender offer is successful.
Let me be clear on this point. The other members of

the investor group and I have no intention of operating

Financial General ourselves, setting policy for the

company, or sitting on its Board of Direcxtors. We

consider this company to offer an attractive investment

opportunity, but it is regarded entirely as a passive
investment. You, of course, understand that we reside

thousands of miles from here, and none of us are pro

fessional bank managers by occupation. Accordingly,

our major objective will be to ensure that well-qualified

Americans be selected to serve on Financial General's

Board, and that an outstanding, professional commercial

banker be\retained to serve as the Chief Executive Officer

of the Company.

To achieve this objective, we have retained

Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman who are authorized to handle
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all aspects of this acquisition. And, as further evi

dence of our intention, we have entered into a voting

agreement with Senator Symington, who has agreed to

act as our voting representative for a period of five

years with the power to vote at least 60 percent of

the stock of Credit and Commerce American Holdings,

N.V. ("CCAH"). We fully expect that Mr. Clifford and

Mr. Altman, together with Senator Symington, will find

suitable candidates to serve on the Board of Directors

of Financial General and will be able to locate the
right person to become Chief Executive Officer of the

company. We have been assured by them that they will

continue to remain active in this matter after the

acquisition is completed and will supervise and monitor

this investment for us in the future so that our financial

interests are fully protected.

Certainly if any investor has an idea of
a suggestion regarding this property, it would be communicate
to Messrs. Clifford, Altman or Senator Symington, but

the ultimate management of the company will and must

rest with the Board of Directors and the professional

bank managers who are employed.

I am advised that there is a tradition in

Financial General of permitting the member banks to

operate autonomously. While the future operation of
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Financial General must be left to the judgment of its
new management, the investors have no desire to change

this practice. Nor is there any intention to seek

to replace the current management of Board members

of the subsidiary banks. Indeed, an invitation has ' *

been extended to them to stay. I believe that a bank
holding company should be a source of financial strength

to its banks. I would nope that the new management
at Financial General would find ways in which they

could be of assistance to the subsidiary banks and

help them provide better service to the communities

in which they are located.

Financial General has a unique franchise.

With the proper management and with strong financial

backing, we believe it has great potential to become
a more important and more competitive financial insti

tution. Our basic objective is to participate through

our stock holdings in the development of a well-

capitalized, sound institution which will appreciate

in value over the years .

The investors' financial resources and business

relationships can be of substantial value to the member

banks of Financial General in their future development.

The other investors and I presently maintain very large

deposits with various banks in other parts of the world.
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Those funds could become available for deposit in certain

of Financial General's banks which are in a position-

to accept them.

Further, there are numerous American companies

which do a substantial volume of construction and other

business in the Middle East and which rely for their

banking needs on various European and other banks .

I believe that we might be able to encourage som eof
these businesses to direct some of their banking to

Financial General's member banks. Moreover, given

the developing trade and economic intercourse between

the United States and the Persian Gulf countries, I
believe that some of the Financial General banks which

are located in major metropolitan areas might benefit

by establishing an international banking department

which could be staffed to take advantage of business

relatinships of the investors.

These developments would require time. And

they would have to be evaluated by the new management

of Financial General and the management of the subsidiary

banks to determine their merit. They appear to offer

important new opportunities for these banks.

We understand that the growth which we envision

for Financial General will require adequate capitalization

to sustain it. We have made a commitment to inject
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x $12 million of new capital into Financial General.

2
To the extent that additional capital is needed in

3
thefuture, we would be prepared to consult with the

4
Board and management of Financial General and determine

5
the best manner in which it should be raised. While

g I think it would be premature to determine exactly

7
how that should be done at this time , one acceptable

g course might be to finance it out of earnings by halting

9 temporarily any payment of dividends to CCAH. Alter

natively, it might be appropriate to have a new stock
offering. The investors are persons of substantial

12 means and they should be able to solve this problem
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readily should it arise.
In closing, let me say on behalf of all

the investors that we are grateful for the opportunity

to appear before you, the Comptroller and the state

banking departments which are involved, and state on

the record our plans and intentions regarding the pro

posed acquisition. It is my conviction that the program

we have outlined will result in Financial General becoming

a stronger, better capitalized holding company that

will be able to provide its subsidiary banks with the

capital resources and managerial assistance needed

to compete in today's markets and offer appropriate

banking services to the public
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Thank you.

MR. MANNION: Thank you very much, Sheikh

Adham.

MR. CLIFFORD: Mr. Mannion, our next inves

tor is Mr. Faisal Saud Al-Fulaij of Kuwait. Mr.

Fulai j .

MR. FULAIJ: My name is Faisal Saud

al-Fulai j , and I am a citizen of Kuwait. I am a
graduate of the University of Cairo where I studied
business administration. After college I worked as

the Administrative Manager of the municipality of Kuwait

In 1964 I became Chairman of Kuwait Airways, a post

I resigned in 1977. I also was elected President of
the Kuwait Sanitary Wares Company which manufactured

plumbing and ceramic equipment. I have been involved

in KIFCO and have had business interests in a real

estate firm and a travel agency. More recently I became

engaged in the commercial import of commodities through

a firm called Arab Interwings Company.

Z became interested in 1977 in the possibility

of making investments abroad, particularly in the United

States. The United States was an attractive area in

which to invest because it is a politically stable

country and enjoys a strong economy. I, therefore,

instructed certain of my advisors to locate appropriate
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investments in the United States and bring them to

my attention. An inquiry in this regard was made on

my behalf at the Bank of Credit and Commerce Inter

national. X was informed that stock was available

in a company called Financial General Bankshares, a

banking operation that appeared to offer potential

for growth. I instructed my representatives to arrange
through BCCI to purchase the stock for me.

Following my purchase of this stock, the

management of Financial General instituted a lawsuit

against me and other investors from the Middle East

who I learned also purchased stock in the company.

During that period in early 1978, the Securities and

Exchange Commission commenced an investigation of the

matter. The Commission was concerned with whether

the Middle Eastern investors were a "group" with public

diclosure obligations. I retained counsel in the United

States and decided, in consultation with them, to report

my investment in Financial General and avoid unnecessary

litigation.

In order to protect the financial investment

which I had already made in Financial General, I agreed,

together with the other Middle Eastern investors, to

make a tender offer for all the common stock of the

company .
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j I am gratified to say that over the last two years

2
we have been able to resolve our differences with the

management of Financial General and last summer signed

^
an Agreement to purchase the Company. It is my hope

5
that we will now obtain the necessary approvals from

the Federal Reserve and the other states which are in-*

volved.

I should like to confirm to you those facts

which Mr. Clifford and Sheikh Adham have explained.

Financial General is considered by me to be an investment,

not an organization which I intend to manage personally

I have complete confidence in the judgment of my attorneys
and Senator Symington, my voting representative, to

select a Board of Directors and an experienced Chief

Executive Officer who will ensure the future growth

and development of this company.

Thank you.

MR. MANNION: Thank you very much, Mr. Fulaij

MR. CLIFFORD: Now, Mr. Mannion, our next

investor is Mr. Abdul Raouf Khalil.

MR. KHALIL: Mr. Mannion, gentlemen, my

name is Abdul Raouf Hassan Khalil. I wish to express

my appreciation to the staff of the Federal Reserve

Board for this opportunity to appear and explain my

interest in investing in Financial General Bankshares ,
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j Incorporation.

2
I was born in Saudi Arabia in 1937 where

2
I continue to reside. My career has been devoted to

4 business and I presently hold interests in real estate,

5 mechanical and electrical maintenance projects, and

6 commodities. In addition, I have been involved in

7 some business ventures with American and British manu-

8 facturers for the installation of electronic and computer

9 equipment in Saudi Arabia.

Despite the success of these projects, I
have been interested in diversifying my business holdings

and have long been attracted to potential investment

opportunities in the United States. This is a politically

stable country where investments are secure and can

appreciate in value over a period of years.

My interest in Financial General sterna from

my friendship with Sheikh Kamal Adham whom I have known

for many years. I have always had the highest respect

and regard for Sheikh Kamal Adham, both as a person

and as a businessman. Laset summer I learned that

there might be an opportunity to participate with Sheikh

Adham in the acquisition of Financial General here

in the United States . I informed him that I was inter

ested in this investment and would be delighted to

25 participate with him.
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As Mr. Clifford and Sheikh Adham have advised

you, I have no intention of taking any active part
in operating this property, setting banking policies,

or becoming a member of Financial General's Board

of Directors. Rather, it is my desire that the holding
company and the banks be well managed by qualified

professionals. In this way my financial investment

can be protected. Moreover, this approach together

with the financial resources of the investor group

will enable the company to realize its potential of

becoming a strong, competitive banking operation.

Thank you.

MR. MANNION: Thank you very much, Mr. Khalil.

MR. CLIFFORD: Mr. Mannion, our fourth and

last investor is Mr. Sayed El Gohary of Saudi Arabia.

Mr. Gohary?

MR. GOHARY: Mr. Mannion, gentlemen, my

name is El Sayed El Sayed El Gohary, and I am pleased

to appear here this morning and add to the record

my comments regarding the proposed acquisition of Finan

cial General Bankshares. I was born in Egypt in 1931

and in 19S2 I received a B.A. degree in commerce and

finance from the Ain Shams University in Cairo. In

1958 I was certified by the Egyptian authorities as

an authorized accountant and auditor. Since 1968,
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however, I have pursued personal business interests

and among other things , I am presently a director of

several Middle Eastern companies, including the Middle

East Glass Company and the Mokkatam Hotel Company.

I have been a close friend and advisor to

His Excellency Sheikh Kamal Adham for many years. As*-

a result of numerous conversations with him during

the last three years, I have been aware of Sheikh Adham' s

investment in Financial General and the proposed tender

offer. In August, 1980, following the execution of

the Definitive Acquisition Agreement, Sheikh Adham

informed other friends of his willingness to allow

them to join with him as an investor in Financial General]

and I asked whether I might participate. Sheikh Adham

readily agreed to my becoming a shareholder.

As Sheikh Adham has made clear about the

intentions of our investor group, I do not intend to

be involved in the affairs of Financial General person

ally. Instead, I shall rely on the expertise and judgmentj
of the new management team and the new Board. The

persons to manage this operation are to be selected

in consultation with our U.S. attorneys in whom we

have complete confidence. I believe that as a result

of this acquisition, Financial General will become a

more successful and more competitive banking
operation
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which is able to offer new and better services to the
public in those communities where its member banks

are located.

Thank you.

MR. MANNION: Thank you very much, Mr. Gohary.

MR. CLIFFORD: Mr. Mannion, that concludes'"

the presentation by the applicants. Thank you.

MR. MANNION: Mr. Clifford, on behalf of

the Board and its staff, I want to thank you and the

individual investors for coming here this morning.

I know it has been difficult to arrange schedules,
and you had to travel many miles to be here. We appre

ciate your coining and making yourself available for

questioning.

What I would like to do is ask a couple

of general questions that I have now, and then break

for lunch, and then we will come back with some more

detailed questions, and I will outline at this time

the general structure that we will follow, what areas

that we will be dealing with this afternoon.

First of all, could someone on behalf of

the applicants state what the current status of the

SEC investigation or proceeding is?

MR. CLIFFORD: I think we will follow the

practice, if I think I know something about it, I
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will try and then if any one of my collegues has some
thing to add, they will add.

The SEC matter is concluded. The court
matter is dismissed, and all litigation between the
parties was disposed of at the time that we entered

into the agreement between Financial General and these

investors .

MR. ALTMAN : I will just add the comment
that we had a stipulation with the Securities and Ex
change Commission to extend the time for making the

tender offer to and including December 31, 1981. That

stipulation has been reduced to writing, and has been

entered by the U.S. District Court here in Washington,

D.C.

MR. MANN ION: So as you understand it, there
is no ongoing investigation now by the SEC or any other

federal agency with respect to the original purchase?

MR. CLIFFORD: That is correct.

MR. MANNION: By investors of Financial

General?

MR. CLIFFORD: That is a correct statement.

MR. MANNION: Could you explain a little
bit more about the voting trust agreement? The investors

have indicated that they will not be participating

in the management of Financial General, and they have
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designated Mr. Symington as the voting trustee. I
note Mr. Symington is 78 years old, and I would like
to know what contingencies may be allowed for him in

that regard.

MR. CLIFFORD: I will start on it. Here
is the way that originated. When we were working with

our investors, we wanted to be sure that we would make

an impressive case that our investors were not going

to make the decisions and operate Financial General.

You have heard the position taken by these

men. We wanted to fortify that, so we suggested that

they enter into a voting arrangement with Senator Syming

ton, and that for five years, Senator Symington would

vote at least 60 percent of the stock. It was really
not a voting trust. It was just a voting arrangement
between them and Senator Symington.

And we brought that to the attention of

His Excellency and other investors, and they were pre

pared to sign that instrument. At that time, we sub

mitted it to our banking law advisor, Mr. Tuttle, and
he said that would create a problem because if you
entered into it in that manner, that would transfer

control to Senator Symington away from the investors , and

it would be Senator Symington who would be coming to
the "Fed" and asking for approval to become a bank
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11

holding company. And we understood that.

So we changed the language some, and the

language now reads and it has been entered into, that
the investors name as their voting representative Senator
Symington, but that they do have the right, if they
choose, to give him advice and directions on the voting.

So that that does not change their actually becoming
a bank holding company and being in control. Maybe

9 these men have something to add.

MR. ALTMAN: Well, I would just add in response
to your inquiry regarding successors, that there is

a specific provision in the voting agreement which

designates first that Mr. Clifford shall be the successor
in the event that Senator Symington is unable or un

willing to serve, and in the event that Mr. Clifford
either resigns or becomes unable to serve, there is

provision for further successors , either to be nominated

by the Board of Directors of Financial General in the

event there have been the consummation of the tender

offerer alternatively, the successor would be nominated

by me.

12

13

14

15

16

17
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19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. MANNION: what is it that is special
about voting 60 percent? Does that mean the individual

investors will be voting the other shares or will Senator

Symington be —
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1 MR. CLIFFORD: There was no particular magic

2 about that. In our original concept of it, when we

wanted to be sure that we made that point clear to

4 the Board and to the various states, we just selected

. 60 percent rather than 51 because it seemed easier

. and we just chose that. And we are the ones who pre-'-

7 sented it to the investors and said, "We recommend

8 that you men agree to this . "

9 And they did agree to it. So we just

arbitrarily selected 60 percent.

MR. MANN ION: The investors will then vote

the other shres?

MR. CLIFFORD: Yes.

MR.ALTMAN: Well, in consultation with the

other investors , we think that in practice , Senator

Symington might likely vote 100 percent of the stock.

The agreement was drawn only to provide for 60 percent

because there might be certain circumstances which

could preclude an investor from giving Symington full

voting power.

For example, Mr. Darwaish was a representa

tive of a minor, and we felt he might not be able to

turn over his fudiciary resonsibilities to another

person. That now appears that it will not present

a problem, but the 60 percent figure was chosen to
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t make it clear thg Symington would have control, but

2
to enable us to be flexible in the event there were

3 any problems which arose with any of the shareholders

4 It does clearly give the Senator control

5 of the CCAH

6 MR. MANNION: What happens after the five

7 years ?

8 MR. CLIFFORD: Then it is gone. All it

9 was was to constitute a bridge so that it would show
what the intention of the parties is at the time so

that at the end of five years, we felt there was no

further need for it.

But the takeover would have been concluded

by that time, that everybody would have understood

it; that we would have developed a routine type of
operation and it would not affect it.

The fact is, it is not of very much signifi
cance, the 60 percent voting arrangement is not of

any particular significance when we added the language

which we felt was necessary on advice of counsel, that

Senator Symington was in such a position that he would

receive directions or instructions from the shareholders.

MR. MANNION: I have one question to clarify

the various statements . As I read the statements —

and I just want to make sure that I'm correct, that
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Sheikh Adham and Mr. Fulaij were originally interested

in this investment by Bank of Credit and Commerce,

BCCI.

MR. ALTMAN: That is not correct?

MR. MANNION: No?

MR. ALTMAN: I believe that Sheikh Adham" s-

testimony was that he was advised of this by a friend

who worked in the Saudi Arabian Embassy, Mr. Yassim.

And BCCI's involvement was merely when Sheikh Adham

asked them to evaluate this property and give them

their opinion as to its suitability as an investment.

In that same vein, Mr. Fulaij has said that

he was seeking to make investments abroad, particularly

in the United States , and asked for his representatives

to locate some of them and advise him of their avail

ability.

They had contacted BCCI in that effort,

and BCCI brought to their attention the fact that there

was stock available in Financial General.

MR. MANNION: The point that I really wanted

to clarify, is Mr. Sheikh Adham now the leader of the

investor group? Are you the person that has brought

together all of the other investors?

SHEIKH ADHAM: No.

MR. MANNION: No?
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SHEIKH ADHAM: Not at all. I invited some
of my friends from my part of the world and I guess

some friends from Kuwait invited some friends from

Kuwait and some of their friends. But I am called

the lead because perhaps I now own more shares than

the others. *
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MR. MANNION: Well, why don't we break for

lunch now. And I would like to come back at 1:30.

The Board staff is going to be getting together

and discussing what has been said before it. And we

will just readjourn at 1:30.

(Whereupon, the hearing was hereby adjourned

at 12:00 o'clock noon, April 23, 1981, to be reconvened

at 1:30 a.m., this same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION
(1:38 p.m. )

MR. MANNION: Okay, we can reconvene now.

What I would like to do is to set forth the general
framework that we will follow in asking questions this

afternoon. There are four general areas that we will

be dealing with. The first one is the management of

the holding companies that are involved as well as

questions dealing with the personal history of the

investors and their related interests. The second

is the convenience and needs and the operations of

the bank holding companies and the banking subsidiaries.

The third area will be the financial aspects of the

proposal and debt retirement plans that have been sub

mitted, and then the fourth area would be the ongoing

and supervisory and regulatory concerns that the Federal

Reserve Board might have with respect to dealing with

foreign investors and how the Federal Reserve will

supervise this organization if the Board approves the
holding company formations.

Backing up to the first area, the management

and personal histories of the investors, we are still
a little bit uncertain as to how the group came about.

In Sheikh Adham's written and oral presentation this

morning, he indicated how he became interested in
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1 Financial General, and then went to BCCI and had them

2 do an analysis of the organization. Then we understand

3 that Mr. Fulaij, on his own, was looking for investments
4 in the United States, and he was advised by BCCI to

5 get involved in or suggested that he might want to

6 get involved in Financial General.

7 Was Sheikh Adhara aware that Mr. Fulaij was

8 getting involved in Financial General or when Mr. Fulaij

9 made his investment, was he aware that Sheikh Adham

10 was involved in it?

11 SHEIKH ADHAM: I don't know what ~ I certain-
12 ly don't know.

13 MR. FULAIJ: The same.

M MR. MANNION: So you were told that Financial

15 General was a good investment by BCCI, and on that

16 basis, is it just a coincidence that BCCI is first
17 asked by Sheikh Adhara to do an investigation or analysis

18 of Financial General, and then apparently after doing

19 that, they then gave advice to several of their invest-

20 ment clients to be involved in Financial General?

21 MR. FULAIJ: (Nods in the affirmative.)

22 SHEIKH ADHAM: It is very possible. Such

23 things happens in our parts of the world where if I
24 have an interest in investment, I usually tell ray friends

25 that we have an investment like that. My bank suggested
! NEAL R. 'GROSS
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this to me. "Why don't you buy this share or buy gold

or buy this?" And the word spread. It's so simple.

But as far as Mr. Fulaij and myself, I think
we haven't met for the last 10 years or more so we

don't even have immediate contacts with each other

so it is just purely a coincidence, in ray opinion.
I don't see really that other than perhaps this was
suggested to him on the merits of my desire to buy

it and investigation that followed that, that this
is a good share. I think so.

MR. MANNION: But it could have occurred

that BCCI, giving you investment advice, and you follow

ing that advice and then it, in turn, going out and
offering advice to others, that might conflict with

your interests? That is, in the sense of, you know,

if they are telling other people to buy Financial General
at the same time that you are buying Financial General,

is there any obligation on their part to —

SHEIKH ADHAM: I think there is a share

for everybody in these deals, really, and my practice

personally in most of my projects, I like to have as

many of my friends with me, if I have a chance to tell

them.

But in this case, I think that it is not

me that told Mr. Fulaij. He was advised by 3CCI.
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MR.ALTMAN: In many respects, Mr. Mannion,

this is not very different than a situation where Merrill
Lynch might give independent investment advice about
a security to two people, and each of them independently

determines that they will purchase that security.
In this case, the persons who did purchase

the stock have indicated that they have been interested

in investments abroad, particularly in the United States
for reasons which were explained this morning, and
when Mr. Fulaij asked for some potential investments
to be brought to his attention, this was one that BCCI
had become aware of. They had investigated the matter

13 at the request of Sheikh Adham independently.

14 SHEIKH ADHAM: May I?

15 MR. MANNION: Certainly.

16 SHEIKH ADHAM: I think that from the line
17 of questions, it appears that there is doubt that there
18 is somebody or BCCI is behind all of this deal. I
19 would like to assure you that each one on his own rights

20 will not accept in any way to be a cover for somebody

21 else.

22 Perhaps I myself with some time given, I

23 could venture to buy this whole operation myself but

24 the fact that, as I said before, that we would like
25 to have more people from different areas, more friends
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with us to make this venture successful, I think we

really don't need anybody behind us. We don't need

anybody to use us, to be a cover for them. We are

doing it for ourselves. We are committing a lot of

money in that, and we think that this project has a

lot of merits , and that is why we would like to have —

to make all this investment in the hands of professional

people , American people, abide by the American laws,

follow the American laws, and it's in the hands, as

you see, in the good hands of Mr. Clifford and Senator

Symington.

This is really what I can say about this.

I would like you to get this doubt completely out of

your mind.

MR. MANNION: The reason for the line of

questioning is to try to determine what the relationship

between the individual investors is, and there has

been a common thread, at least with respect to some

of the investors — that being BCCI.

It is represented in the application that

BCCI is no longer involved in this particular proposal

although BCCI may continue offering advice to individual

investors .

Could you — Sheikh Adham, could you identify

of the 14 investors that are listed in the application
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1 those that came into the deal because of your involvement;

2 SHEIKH ADHAM: All those who are from Saudi

3 Arabia are my suggestion, and I understand that from
4 Kuwait, probably Faisal has some friends and from

oJBCm

5 Abu Dhabi and Emenfcfce, the rulers there have so many

6 friends there that they can invite.

7 MR. MANNION: But of the 14, how many did

8 you bring into this deal?

9 SHEIKH ADHAM: All those from Saudi Arabia.

10 MR. MANNION: Okay.

11 SHEIKH ADHAM: Not many, really. Only three.

12 MR. MANNION: Okay, so those are —

13 MR. ALTMAN: Those would be Mr. Khalil,

14 Mr. Gohary and His Excellency.

15 MR. MANNION: That is the — I'm sorry,

IS which one is that? Is that the --

17 MR. ALTMAN: Those are the ones —

18 MR. MANNION: Okay.

19 SHEIKH ADHAM: The three present.

20 MR. MANNION: Okay, fine.

21 SHEIKH ADHAM: These are my —

22 MR. MANNION: And then Mr. Fulai j , how —

23 what are the investors that you have — all right

24 yourself?

25 MR. ALTMAN: He is saying that Mr. Khabazard
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and the Gulf Investment and Real Estate Company, and

the real estate development company.

MR. TUTTLE: He is referring, I believe,

to the —

MR. ALTMAN : Yes , I can ' t pronounce the

name. Mr. Fulaij has said that he invited those inves

tors who are listed in the application from Kuwait

to participate with him and the others in this acquisi

tion.

MR. MANNION: How many of them are there?

MR. TUTTLE: In addition to himself, there

are three ~ 12, 13 and 14 on your table are the ones

that he —

MR. ALTMAN: 11, 12 and 13 on your table.

MR. MANNION: And 9, right?

MR. ALTMAN: That's correct. Nine is Mr.

Fulaij himself.

MR. MANNION: Who would have been responsible

for interesting Darwaish and the Abu Dhabi Investment

Authority, who are two of the larger proposed shareholderi

in the organization?

MR. ALTMAN: Mr. Mannion, Mr. Darwaish
has

been in this from the beginning, as is true
of Mr.

Fulaij. He was seeking investments for Sheikh Mohammed

who is a minor. Mr. Darwaish manages Sheikh
Mohammed's
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1 financial affairs, and he purchased his stock originally
2 in December 1977, and January 1978. At that time,

3 there was another member of the royal family from the
01

4 United Arab Emirat, Sheikh Sultan. He sold his holdings

5 in 1978, in the fall of that year, as Sheikh Adham
6 has explained to you earlier this morning and Mr. Darwaish
7 invited the other investors here who are from the Emirates

8 MR. MANNION: Do you know who would have

9 advised Mr. Darwaish to make the investment? How would

10 he have heard about the investment?

11 MR. ALTMAN: Mr. Darwaish, again, who had

12 utilized BCCI for investment advice received a recommenda

13 tion that Financial General offered an attractive invest-

14 ment and they arranged the purchase of the shares for

15 him at his direction.

16 MR. MANNION: And the Abu Dhabi Investment

17 Authority, who —

18 MR. ALTMAN: They had not been — the Abu

19 Dhabi Investment Authority had not been involved in

20 this acquisition until last summer when the Definitive

21 Agreement was executed in view of the changed economic

picture at that time.

23 It was felt that there was a need to bring

24 other investors in and Mr. Darwaish arranged for certain

25 of the other investors from his part of the Middle
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East in the Emirates.

MR. MANNION: So he would have been responsible

for the Abu Dhabi Investment and then is that Crescent

Holding? Would he have —

MR. ALTMAN: Yes.

MR. MANNION: And then the next —

MR. ALTMAN: All the others are from the
s

Emirate.
4

MR. MANNION: Okay. Now, this is somewhat

difficult to put in the form of a question but during

the course of these proposals being before the Federal

Reserve Board, it was indicated to the Board staff

that Sheikh Adham was the leading investor and was

particularly important in bringing some of these indivi

duals together, and was maybe the lead spokesman for

the group.

Now, during the opening morning session,

Sheikh Adham indicates that while he is the leading

investor, you really don't speak for the group or would

you care to amplify on what is it that links the group
together? What is it that keeps the group together?

Is the group free to break up at any particular time?

If somebody wants to sell out of the interest, would

they be free to do so or do they have the right of

first refusal to the other investors?
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MR. CLIFFORD: I'll take a cut and you finish
up. I don't believe there is any agreement of that
kind. I'v not heard about it. Maybe Bob has. He

has been over there more than I.

I think it is a group of individuals opera

ting as individuals. I've never heard that there are

agreements for first refusal or anything of that kind.

It is entirely possible, I would think, that if someone

wished to sell, that he can sell.

He might choose to offer it to the others,

knowing that they were interested in it. I know when

one investor wanted to get out, I think he offered

his stock to His Excellency to see if he wanted it,

and he did.

I think one reason why that we have always

felt that His Excellency wae kind of the leader, after

he got in the picture with the standing that he has

in the area, then I think the argument was used to

others, Sheikh Kamal Adham is already in this. He's

gone through this. He thinks it is a good investment.

He has made a substantial adjustment. I think that

was perhaps of value to others coming into it.

SHEIKH ADHAM: I think I triggered the whole

thing' really by electing to buy these shares and asking

my bank to look into this, so I am really the anchor
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man.

MR. ALTMAN: But it is general —

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Perhaps I'm putting the

wrong interpretation on the relationship, Sheikh Adham,

that you've had with BCCI, but it just seems rather
peculiar that you would bring personal investment to *

your bank and ask your banker to review them, and then

unbeknownst to you, later, your banker would recommend

that same investment that you brought to them up to

others. It just seems rather peculiar circumstances.

SHEIKH ADHAM: I don't see where it hurts
me, really. The question — I don't see where it hurts

J
I

me if they — if I have an interest an in investment,
and they verify it's good, my news that I receive from |

my friends that told me that shares are good and they

verified that is good. If they tell somebody else,

some of their clients, I don't know that there is anything

that would harm me in this case, really.

MR. CLIFFORD: This goes on every day in

the United States. A brokerage firm will choose to

make a study of an industry, and they will find that

they think the industry has real possibility.

Then within the industry, they reduce their

findings down to possibly one or two countries. And

I'm on the mailing list — why, I do not know — but
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I am on the mailing list of maybe four or five invest

ment banking houses, and I will get a letter from Morgan
Stanley saying, "This particular stock has been very

carefully investigated. We recommend it for purchase."

Now, I know I'm not the only one that gets

that letter. There may be 1000 people who get that

letter, and it never occurred to me that because it

was being recommended to someone else, that that consti

tuted a disservice to me.

I think that it is this general type of

conduct that we are witnessing here.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Porhap3 the distinction

between what ^ou outlined and what I understand to

be the facts here, however, would be that instead of

the brokerage house independently on its own selecting
I

a stock for review and then putting out a general circular:

concerning that review, that what we have here instead

is an individual customer of the brokerage house coming

forward with a request for an independent review for

the individual customer's own use.

And it seems to me that that's somewhat

different.

MR. CLIFFORD: I do that all the time. I'll
be in a matter and I will learn something about some

possible development that's going to take place that
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1 might interest me in a security, and I have a broker
2 in New York, I guess I've used for 30 years.

3 And I call him as an individual, and I say,
4 "I've gotten some information about XYZ, Incorporated,

5 that I find really quite interesting. Would you look

6 into that for me, and give me your reaction?"

7 I guess I've done it 500 times in my life.
8 I've known any number of other people who do it. They

9 hear about a stock. I'm not ready to purchase it on
10 what I know about it. I'd like my broker — that's
11 his job — to conduct a study in depth of that particular

12 stock .

13 He comes back and he says, "Whatever you've

14 heard is not justified by what we find." On the other

15 hand, he says, "I think it's very good." And when

16 he has made a study, and he has concluded that the

17 stock is a good buy, based upon my request, I have

18 no doubt at all but what he refers it to others and

19 says, "We've conducted a study."

20 It doesn't make too much difference who

21 triggers the inquiry, whether I trigger the inquiry

22 or whether it's triggered by the brokerage house itself.

23 The inquiry is triggered.

24 SHEIKH ADHAM: I think that if ~ had it
25 been handled normally, I would have had my shares less
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than five percent and they in Abu Dhabi would have

had their shares and Mr. Fulaij would have his shares,

and nobody would have even questioned this. But the

fact that somehow the bank. Financial General, linked

us together made all this appear to be rather dubious

or that there is something behind it.

It could have been an ordinary investment
that I made or Sheikh Sultan and everybody would have
forgotten about us. Probably I would have sold it
when the shares got higher. The implications that

came afterwards made it appear that there is something
wrong with it.

MR. TUTTLE: Jack, your point, I think, bears

more weight had he — had His Excellency — if His
Excellency intended to take over the entire institution.

Both he and Mr. Fulaij have stated that originally

they were buying shares as an investment like anyone

else buys a small minority interest as an investment.

It is only after Financial General commenced

the litigation that they considered the possibility

of increasing their shareholding. But originally I

don't see that there is any conflict when you're talking

about a minor investment.

SHEIKH ADHAM: There have been many similar

opportunities that we pass to our friends, tell them
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"I am going to buy this. Why don't — it's a good
share." It could have been sold afterwards, but the
fact that they thought that we are a group and that

we are trying to do something which we are doing now,

this really got us together.

I don't even know Mr. Darwaish, and Skeikh
Fasil is — I know of him. I met him once in years.

But suddenly we find ourselves forced in one group,

and I'm the leader.

MR. TUTTLE: Could you amplify for us just

how it developed over time that you decided, well,
if they are going to call us a group, then we'll act
like a group. How did that develop, and when did you

make the decision that, "We will act like a group."

SHEIKH: I'm not very good at dates, but

I think through the advice of our attorneys , we felt
that we are rather accused of something that is not

true, and it is then when we left everything in their
hands and not knowing the technicalities of how things

are run in the United States, we really referred every

thing to Mr. Clifford to guide us along with him.

I think if you don't mind, we can refer
that to Mr. Clifford.

MR. CLIFFORD: I referred to it briefly

this morning. The suit was brought. The fight was
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on, and we were faced with the situation, should we

contest the SEC suit in which they were alleged to

be a group?

There was a very real question in our minds

as to whether they were a group. It's a factual question

and a legal question to a certain extent, but it occurred
to us as. we talked it out — we talked it out with
our New York counsel, Mr. Fogelson and his firm. And

we discussed it and said, "Now, we can go ahead and
contest the action of the SEC. We can have a long

and lengthy and expensive hearing, and then maybe we

will prevail. Maybe they'll hold it under the law
and under the fact this is not a group . ■

Well, what's happened then? We haven't

gotten anywhere. It's only a question of should they

go in and file a 13d and explain what holdings they

have or go through what seemed to us to be a useless

type of period of litigation, so we just said after

we talked it all out, let's go in and file a 13d and

have a consent order, which we did.

And it cleaned that up, got it over with

and then we were in position to get into the struggle

with Financial General directly.

MR. ALTMAN: And if I could just amplify

on those remarks, these investors at that point were
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faced with the situation that they held a minority

interest in the company where management had evidenced

real hostility to their presence, and the investment

that they had made was not an inconsiderable one running

]| into millions of dollars.

A business judgment was made that they could

not remain in that position. It was an untenable posi

tion and they could either then sell their holdings

so that they would not be in that minority position,

or alternatively, they could determine to purchase

all the stock in the company.

The matter was discussed with the investors

and counsel as well as with the Securities and Exchange

Commission, and it was agreed that they would make
a tender offer for the company, and that was when the

group really began.

MR. HUFFMAN: On whose advice did you decide

to go ahead with the acquisition of the entire $100

percent of the company as opposed to possibly selling

off your existing 18 percent?

MR. ALTMAN: That was done in consultation

with counsel; specifically Mr. Clifford and I, Mr.

Fogelson and his partner, Mr. Lipton. We discussed

that with the investors and the decision was reached.

It was, as I said, discussed at some length also with
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1 the Securities and Exchange Commission, and was expressly

2 reflected in those agreements which were signed.

3 MR. MANNION: There is nothing as I understand

4 it that keeps the individual investors committed to

5 stay in the bank holding company as investors?

6 MR. CLIFFORD: I know of nothing. Do you?

1 MR. ALTMAN: Nothing.than their intention

8 which they have said is a long-term investment for

9 them but there is nothing that forbids them from selling,

subject to any regulatory approvals that might be needed ,

et cetera.

13

14
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12 MR. MANNION: In that regard, could you

employ again on the voting arrangement. If an indivi

dual investor decides to sell his snares, presumably

those shares are then not subject to Senator Symington's

vote —

MR. ALTMAN: That is correct.

MR. MANNION: How strongly is Senator Symington

obligated to follow the direction of the individual

investors and how he votes the shares?

MR. CLIFFORD: Go ahead.

MR. ALTMAN: The question is one that occurs

because of the bank regulatory laws. That is, the
n

change in Bank Control Act. That particular act,

we have learned, would create very real problems if
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the investors had given the Senator sole discretion

in voting the shares. It might raise questions when

the agreement expired, and in order to avoid any legal

problems in that regard, there was language inserted

in the agreme^nt which gives the investors the right

to advise the Senator how the stock should be voted.

That was done, as I say, to avoid a legal

problem.

However, in practice, I think the investors

will confirm to you that they do not anticipate advising

the Senator how to vote. The purpose of that vote

is merely to elect the Board of Directors. As they

have said this morning at some length, they look to

Mr. Clifford and the Senator to find people to sit

on the Board, and they do not expect to be telling

the Senator who he should elect to the Board. They

look to him and rely on him and his judgment for that

decision.

SHEIKH AD HAM: To create the American machi

nery, the professional machinery that would run the

bank and investment because they are more aware of

the right people that they can choose than ourselves,

really.

MR. MANNION: You do not envision Senator

Symington being subject to opposing pressures by the
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individual investors whereby 50 percent would ask that

he vote one way and 50 percent ask that he vote another

way or some other proportional holding?

MR. CLIFFORD: It is inconceivable to me

because of the understanding and even commitment that

we have with the shareholders as to the manner in which

they intend to treat the investment.

They have informed us. We have proceeded

on that assumption. They have abided by it. But they

remain the passive investor, and that we will continue

on with our task, replacing certain persons on the

Board. There are some men on the Financial General

Board that I think would be valuable, if we were to

persuade them to stay, and I think some of them would

be glad to stay.

I think that also we would need two or three

or four of them stay during the period of transition

from the old management to the new management.

But our positive understanding with our

investors is that they are not going to concern themselves

with the operation of Financial General or the member

banks, and we are proceeding on that assumption.

MR. MANN ION: In that assumption, is there

also the belief that Financial General will run into

no difficulties during the next five years? In other
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! words, are they giving the Americans that they are

2 giving control of this company to carte blance for

3 five years to see how the Americans are able to do

4 with it or is there the possibility that after two
5 years, if Financial General does not prove as successful
6 as was originally contemplated, they would stop being

7 passive investors and become more active?

8 MR. CLIFFORD: I do not foresee any event
9 of that kind taking place. I think that their judgment

10 is a basic one. That they wish Financial General to

11 continue being an American Company; that they believe

12 that this is the road to success.

13 I do not believe that the expect phenomenal
14 results in any two years or anything of that nature.

15 I believe that they believe that the operation under
16 the American aegis with the kinds of business that

17 they can send into this bank will make it a much more
18 successful operation than it is. It will take some
19 time to do that.

20 I've never received the slightest suggestion

2i from them that any time their attitude toward the company

22 would change. They have presented to me the thought

23 that this is their attitude and it is a permanent atti-

24 tude.

25 SHEIKH ADHAM: I reaffirm that.
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MR. RODRIGUEZ: Even if Financial General
should not be successful over the next five years,

should suffer any losses, unforeseen at this moment?

SHEIKH ADHAM: We are going to be in that

boat , and whatever management at the time advises us ■

to do, to help the investment to survive or to be strong

er, and if the situation is very bad, we expect them
to give us advice of what to do.

MR. MANNION: Is there any intention or

is it foreseen that there may be additional investors
added to the group in the future? There was some illu
sion to possibly selling additional stock. Is it con
templated to broaden the base from 14 investors to

some larger number in the future?

MR. ALTMAN: If I can answer. When I was
talking earlier about new stock offerings, I wasn't

suggesting that the group itself would be expanded.

There is no present contemplating to change the composi

tion of the group.

MR. CLIFFORD: I think what we had in mind

was that we were talking about different ways of rais

ing additional capital, if it seems necessary, that
we had in contemplating of going to the present investors

and saying that we would like to get out additional

stock and getting them to buy additional stock and
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sometimes the man in the street surrounded by all the
problems in our area, when they see some of the notable

men in the area make investments outside, they might

lose confidence, and this is really the main thing

that some of the rules, in particular, are afraid of.

MR. MANNION: I didn't know that there were
men in the street in Saudi Arabia just like here.

MR. TUTTLE: Mr. Mannion, are you asking

about — if you are asking that question for a determina
tion as to whether the list of investors , which is
in the confidential section, can be made public, we

would like to make a further submission on behalf of

at least those individuals who are rulers of the various

countries as to the confidential nature.

MR. ALTMAN: We had requested that the identi

ties of the minority investors be maintained as confi

dential because their identities alone would pose

problems for the reason that Sheikh Adham has explained,

and certainly personal financial information about

| those investors we would request be maintained as con

fidential by the Board.

MR. MANNION: So you are talking about the

less than five percent shareholders — less than 10

percent shareholders?

MR. ALTMAN: Less than 10 percent shareholder.:
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except for Mr. Fulaij who had already publicly dis

closed his holdings in the submission of his schedule

13b.

MR. MANNION: Is it publicly known that
the Abu Dhabi Investment Company is making this invest

ment?

MR. ALTMAN: It is not.

MR. MANNION: It is not. What about Mr.
Darwaish on behalf of the minor —

MR. ALTMAN: Yes, that is public information.

MR. MANNION: I think you should probably

clarify that for the record as to which investors,

if it is confidential, so that we know that.
MR. ALTMAN: Mr. Mannion, on your list of

investors which is contained in the confidential exhibit,

the only names which have been publicaly disclosed
A.

are Sheikh Adham, Mr. Darwais^ and Mr. Fulaij.

MR. TUTTLE: If you would like, we will

make a further submission for the record with respect

to the arguments of confidentiality.

MR. MANNION: We're still going to have

to get into some general questions about the financial

statements that have been given to us and get a better

idea of the resources of some of the individual investors ,

and I'd like to begin with Sheikh Adham. Your proposed
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! investment in this organization is some $30 million.

2 Would that be — would that be the largest single invest-

3
ment that you have in any particular endeavor?

4 SHEIKH ADHAM: No, I have various investments
5 in other parts, various sections of business.

6 MR. MANNION: Would you regard this as one

7 of your larger investments?

8 SHEIKH ADHAM: It isn't the largest invest-
9 ment as far as I'm concerned, but it is within my means.
10 MR' MANNION: Do you have any other invest-

U ments in the United States that would say — well,

12 just answer that question.

13 SHEIKH ADHAM: I think I'm willing to prepare

!4
— I don't really have offhand but I am willing to

15 supply all the information that would satisfy you through

16 Mr. Clifford.

17 Vou mean by, for example, if you have a

18 house or piece of land or something like that or what?

19 MR. MANNION: Well, I was really more con-

20 cerned about investments in companies where they would

2i be more significant investments, both in terms of dollar

22 amounts or a large share ownership interest.

23 MR. TUTTLE: Right now about five percent

24 of the companies in the United States. We were informed

25 by his accountants.
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by his accountants.

SHEIKH ADHAM: If I had that experience, '

I would not have been in this position.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Sheikh Adhamn, have you

had an investment in a bank in the United States before?

SHEIKH ADHAM: Yes. I had an investment

in a bank through some Arab friends as, you know, and

they said, "We want to invest in this bank." It's

called the Commonwealth. And when I took advice from

BCCI, they told me the best think you should do is

to get away and sell your shares and get out of it,

and that's why really I value their advice.

MR. CLIFFORD: I don't know what happened

to the bank.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: So you no longer have an

interest in that bank?

SHEIKH ADHAM: No.

MR. ALTMAN: The record should reflect that

he says no.

MR» MANNION: Do you have any investments

in banking organizations in other countries?

SHEIKH ADHAM: Yes, I do but not too much.

I have some shares and I will give all the information

You know, what happens is that during filing of this

it took how many years to — we invest every day in
NEAL R. GROSS
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things. Whenever there is an opportunity, we invest

so if you askme after one month to — whether this
list is right, I will tell you, maybe it isn't. I
have to go back and see what other investments I made.

But I will supply you with all the information you
require that will satisfy you.

MR. ALTMAN: Sheikh Ad ham has instructed

us as counsel to sit down with the Board's staff to

go over all of the financial submissions that we have

made on his behalf. Also to check with his accountant

and be certain that you have the most complete updated

list.

SHEIKH ADHAM: Additional things that took

place during the —

MR. ALTMAN: And that you have whatever

verification you need to satisfy yourselves that the

list is accurate. And we are prepared to do that imme

diately when this meeting concludes.

MR. MANNION: How do you keep track of your

investments? Do — it's been indicated that you are

a very wealthy man, but the financial statements that

were prepared by your accounts that we have appear

somewhat sketchy, and in this particular investment

with the proposed holding company, you are turning

over the control — the voting control of your shares
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and the direction of Financial General to Americans.

Do you typically turn over the investments that you

make to someone else and —

SHEIKH ADHAM: I prefer in certain countries

where I have an investment that the management should

be from that country. *

MR. RYAN: How will you — perhaps I

should address this to Mr. Clifford. How will the

representatives of the group on the Board communicate

progress in the results of the bank and its performance

back to the investing group? Will there be any special

kind of communication or will there simply be submissions

of quarterly reports that cure available to any shareholders

or how will the group be kept informed?

MR. CLIFFORD: I would expect, Mr. Ryan,

it would be more than that. Over this period of the

last two years, we have met regularly, mostly in London.

I would expect that that would continue. We'd send

quarterly reports, and then occasionally some event

would happen that might warrant a letter.

I would expect, however, that we would contin

ue to have meetings at regular intervals at London.

SHEIKH ADHAM: Halfway.

MR. CLIFFORD: Almost halfway. He comes

i little farther than we, but he is in London a good
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deal so we would meet and keep the contact in that

manner.

SHEIKH ADHAM: I think, Mr. Mannion, there
is also something else that would make it much easier

for you to know about the people who — investors who

are in this venture. Like, for example, asking other

men who could verify the financial status of this gentle

man, whether he's capable of handling a business of

that magnitude. This is always — bank references

are very important. You can have that. I think we

will supply you with all the bank reference you want.

MR. MANNION: Have you dealt with American

banks?

SHEIKH ADHAM: Not in deposit making. I

mean, I don't put deposits in American banks, but most

of my business — for example , companies — you know,

they put every day to day business is done through

banks, and there, there are American banks in Saudi

Arabia. There is the Citibank. Now it's half Saudi

and half American.

MR. MANNION: Are you actively involved

in the running of any companies or would you regard

yourself as a passive investor in everything that you

invest in?

SHEIKH ADHAM: Well, there is not any compar.
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that I run by myself fully. I am in most cases as
chairman, and they report to me and they tell me what's

going on. I have so many managers and directors, and

this is almost through all of my business.

MR. MANK10N: So you are really not active

in the running of any business?

SHEIKH AD HAM: No.

MR. MANNION: You delegated that to some

other individual.

SHEIKH AOHAM: Or professionals.

MR. MANNION: Maybe I would like to turn

some similar questions to the other investors that

are here. Mr. Fulai j , do you have any investments

in American banks?

MR. FULAIJ: No.

MR. CLIFFORD: The answer is no.

MR. MANNION: Do you have any investments

in foreign banks?

MR. FULAIJ: No.

MR. MANNION: How would you describe yourself?

Are you actively involved in the running of any compan

ies or are you primarily an investor? What do you

do for a living?

MR. FULAIJ: Yes, in Kuwait, you mean?

MR. MANNION: Yes.
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MR. FULAIJ: Of course, you know, the same

as — as you know, I'm the chairman for one company,

you know, and some other —

MR. MANNION: It's hard to hear you, I'm
sorry .

MR. FULAIJ: And somebody with me, you know",

and they report —

SHEIKH ADHAM: He's the chairman, and he

has some partners who run the business for him.

MR. MANNION: In your testimony — I think

in your statement, you used the initials to describe

a company. Is that the company that you're referring

to?

MR. FULAIJ: That's a company I have. It's

not very important. It's work, you know.

MR. ALTMAN: He says he has a small company

for the import of commodities.

MR. FULAIJ: A small company.

MR. MANNION: What kind of commodities?

MR. FULAIJ: Food and some equipment.

MR. ALTMAN: Food and some equipment.

MR. MANNION: I'm sorry, what is KIFCO —

K-I-F-C-O?

MR. FULAIJ: I am chairman of this company,

investment company.
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j MR. MANNION: Mr. Khalil, I'd like to turn

2
to you now and ask you the same line of questions.

3
Do you have any interest in the United States banks,

investments in the United States banks?

5
MR. KHALIL: Not at the time being, only

( my interest on the new approach. I don't have anything.

7 MR. MANNION: Have you had interest in banks

before?

MR. KHALIL: No.

MR. -MANNION: Do you have any investments

in foreign banks?

MR. KHALIL: No.

MR. MANNION: And what would you describe

your active pursuits being right now?

MR. KHALIL: I have companies whom design

electronic system as in telecommunication, computer

system, mechanical, electrical. I have a joint venture

with American companies, with British companies on

the work in Saudi Arabia. They are my partner. I

have my office where I deal with a lot of commodities

as gold and silver. I do a lot in this business. In

Saudi Arabia, one of my messages that I was telling

my friends that usually I believe with something that

I need and touch and so when I work in gold and silver,

always my investment is one- third on the book so I
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deal with shares, and 2/3 I prefer to buy and bring
to Saudi Arabia, so just to have something like a museum
in Saudi Arabia with a lot of gold and silver which
worth more than — with the whole show with antiques,

more than $30 million, and I'm ready to invite all
people to visit me there and be my guest.

MR. MANNION: That's your museum?

MR. KHAL3X: Please.

SHEIKH ADHAM: I believe also Mr. Khalil
deals in real estate, which is really a very important

sector that these people here are not aware of. The

real estate increases a great deal.

MR. MANNION: In Saudi Arabia.

SHEIKH ADHAM: In Saudi Arabia. I mean,

if we were to buy land or something, and you sell
it after on* or two years , you at least triple or four
times the price so there is a lot of — a big boom,

you know. So many of us really buy land and sell land.

MR. MANNION: Mr. Gohary, I'd like to ask

you the same questions. Do you have any interest in

United States banks at the present time?

MR. GOHARY: No.

MR. MANNION: What about foreign banks?

MR. GOHARY: No.

MR. MANNION: How would you describe your
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primary interest at the present time?

MR- GOHARY: I am a man of profession, you

know? I am an economist, and I give this advisory

business, many to Sheikh Adham and some work I do on

the Board of Directors of some companies, which I men

tioned in my small memo, and that's all.

MR. CLIFFORD: I'm not sure that Mr. Gohary

understood one of your questions. He does have an

interest in a Delta bank, I believe, if you still ~

MR. GOHARY: That's a foreign bank.

MR. MANNION: U.S. bank?

MR. CLIFFORD: Not a U.S. bank. He mis

understood your question. When you said a foreign,

he didn't know what you were referring to. I just

want you to be aware that he had an interest.

It is in the documents that we submitted for the appli

cation.

MR. MANNION: You have an interest in a

local bank?

MR. GOHARY: I have a bank share in the

Delta Bank of Egypt.

MR. MANNION: Okay.

MR. GOHARY: So it's nor foreign to me.

MR. MANNION: Is that an investment in that

bank or are you active in that bank?

(2011234-4413
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j MR. GOHARY: I have an investment there.

« I own two percent of the capital.

3
MR. MANNION: Are you an officer or director

. of the company?

5 MR. GOHARY: Yes, I'm a dirctor there on

g the bank.

7 MR. MANNION: You would describe your princi-

8 pal occupation as being an advisor, financial advisor

g to individuals?

MR. GOHARY: By director, you mean member

of the board?

12
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SHEIKH ADHAM: Member of the board, member

of the board.

MR. MANNION: What would you describe your

primary activity as being? If you were to describe

yourself, you would say you were an advisor, financial

advisor or —

MR. GOHARY: Economist.

MR. MANNION: Would you be able to supply

information with respect to the other investors along

the lines of the questions that I have been raising

with the gentlemen that are here? Whether — some

of it I am sure is in the application already.

MR. TUTTLE: My letter of November 5, I

think, includes a good deal of information exactly
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1 along the lines of who they are and what they do, and

2 makes representations to the nonownership of U.S.

3 banks and corporations.

4 And I think you have enough there. If there

5 is anything additional you want, we will attempt to

6 furnish it, but I believe it is in that letter.
7 MR. ALTMAN: Yes.

g MR. MANNION: You had indicated that you

g had been engaged in a search or negotiations for a

10 chief executive officer that you might bring aboard

11 We understand the sensitivity about divulging that

12 person's name, but could you give us an idea of the

13 kind of person that you have been looking for and possi-

14 bly the present rank of that person or give us an idea

19

21

15 of what you have in- mind?

SHEIKH AOHAM: The best available in the

United States.

18 MR. CLIFFORD: We want to find, first, a

commercial banker, and second, we want him to be an

20 experienced commercial banker; and third, we want him

to be a successful commercial banker; and fourth, we

22 want him to be well regarded by his colleagues; fifth,

23 we'd want him to be well regarded by the Federal Reserve

24 who would know something about him.

25 j Hopefully, he has an important job now.
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1 I think it would not make any difference to us whether

2
he was a president of a bank or a senior vice-president

3
or executive vice-president, but we would like someone

4 who is up in the top hierarchy of a bank

5 And I guess first of all, the requirement

g would be that he would be an American. We would like''

7 him to have some foreign experience because we believe

8 that it is possible that in that area lies the greatest

g potential for the banks in the Financial General family

because under the new ownership, many of the opportunities

we believe will be in the foreign field.

We do not consider that a condition prece

dent but we think it would be a valuable asset for

him to have.

We have talked with persons who have sub

stantial banking experience. Maybe they have been

bankers to 20 years, possible 30 years. We have talked

to men who are presidents of banks. We have talked

to men who are executive vice presidents of banks ,

and we have found a good deal of interest.

But until we reach the point that we can

give them some degree of assurance, then they are

loathe to cut off their ties to their present job

and embark upon the new one that is not yet a certainty.

I hope that answers your question.
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MR. RYAN: Would you envision bringing in

more than one commercial banker? 1 mean, you have

apparently interviewed several people, and you have

indicated that you intend to bring in a chief executive

officer for the holding company. Do you also intend

to bring in —

MR. CLIFFORD: We have left that open, and

the reason we've left it open is because of experience
that I know I have had not only in government but with

business .

If you bring a man in and you say, "Now,

here you are to come into this position, and we have

also chosen X who we are bringing in at the same time,"

you get a division of responsibility. I think that

is unwise.

I think it is unwise, for instance, to bring

a man in as a cabinet member in the government and

then tell him the top four positions, we've already

filled, and these are the men that you inherit when you

come in to be the cabinet member of that department.

It makes a very poor system.

We want to pick out the men in whom we have

confidence, and bring him in as president and CEO,

and we would not consider the possibility of others

until we had him in place because he is going to have
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the main responsibility. That would be my answer

MR. MANNION: Are there any more questions

along the lines of management or questions about the

personal background of the investors?

MR. RYAN: There is just one that keeps

nagging at my mind, and I realize that it has been
answered, but I'd just like to have the concept a little
clearer.

If Financial General a year or two or three
down the road began running into difficulty because —

and excuse me, because, say, of mis judgments made by

the people with whom you have entrusted your shares,

what action would you take?

SHEIKH ADHAM: Well, I think that the logical
thing, whether it was in America or elsewhere, is to
try to save the investment, and we are all people who

will do their best to save the investment, if that
is what is needed.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

If we feel that perhaps through our friends
who know or watches the Board of Directors that it
is the mangement, that somebody in the management,

that it was because of that, then we'll ask their opinion
and maybe we can replace the manager. But we will

not let the bank go down because we are involved; our

names are involved.
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MR. RYAN: Money.

SHEIKH ADHAM: The money.

MR. RYAN: Could you take control back if
you deemed it necessary? I assume that if the trust
was misplaced — I'm not suggesting that it is in any '

way; I'm just raising a hypothetical - and the kinds

of management decisions that you expected to be made

on your behalf aren't being made.

Then can you revoke the agreement with Mr.

Symington.

MR. TOTTLE: Under that agreement, control

was never surrendered. The investors have the absolute

authority to direct the voting of the shares at any

time under the agreement, and in addition, it's the

executory contract that could be revoked at any time

by any investor anyway, even if they had surrendered.
MR. ALTMAN: I think your question, Mr.

Ryan, goes to whether or not there are any circum

stances which might induce the investors to operate

the property themselves?

MR. RYAN: Yes.

SHEIKH ADHAM: We have no intention to

operate the property in the sense of the direct banking

24 I dealings . But we have aims and
goals to strengthen

this bank so that our investment would be more valuable
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and with it, even will serve the communities. If you
have a bank well-capitalized, well-managed, it will
also help the community.
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MR. RYAN: Would you consider the various

companies that the investor group has financial inter

ests in as being potential customers of the Financial

General Banks? Would that be one source of inter

national business that might flow to Financial General

as a result of —

SHEIKH ADHAM: What do you mean by customers?

You mean borrow?

MR. RYAN: Yes, borrow.

SHEIKH ADHAM: Or depositors?

MR. RYAN.: Either or both.

SHEIKH ADHAM: Or let us say if they —

instead of offering their credits through Chase Manhattan

they open the credits through a bank here. We would

channel a lot of business to this bank so that it can

really — we only know three banks in our parts of

the world in America — Chase Manhattan, Morgan, and

Citibank.

I think that they should know that there

is a third and a fourth, and we will try to do that.

But don't expect miracles from us. We will do what

we know. But we will count mostly on our advisors
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who know the business better than we do.

MR. RYAN: I think one question we could
direct along this line, and I think I will direct this
to you, Mr. Clifford. What do you see, and the other

outside directors and by outside directors, I am refer
ring to the directors of the applicant, you and the

other three gentlemen you discussed this morning, what

do you see as your primary duties and obligations to

first, the investors and the banking community, as well

as the employees of the bank. How do you see your

role as director?

MR. CLIFFORD: I see it very clearly. I've

had the advantage now of being a director of Financial

General for some months. I see a property which I

believe has a great potential. I believe the potential

is not being realized. I see the property being managed

by the top hierarchy in the company by men of good

will, men who are top citizens but men whose main effort

is being placed somewhere else. The top officials

of Financial General today have their primary obliga

tions elsewhere, and that means that it's time that

as left over that they give to Financial General.

Now, I believe that the potentiality is

there, and as a director, I recognize the needs that

the company has. I think we can supply those needs.
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We want to bring in an excellent banker, and I believe

that that banker with the support of the kind of directors

we'll have, his first job will be to start in and learn

every bank in the outfit.

I think that there is a great deal that

goes on in the banks that maybe we aren't quite clear

about today. As we've traveled around to the individual

banks, after awhile, we would begin to get little indi

cations of areas in which they wish that they wished

that they were perhaps getting more support from Finan

cial General.

They would bring that to our attention.

I think that for quite awhile, the new CEO of Financial

General is going to want to devote his time to the

individual banks, and find out what the banks need.

The reason we want a good commercial bank is so that

he will understand more readily what the banks need

because he has been in a bank for the last 25 or 30

years.

We don't have such a man in Financial General

today so that as he learns about the banks, learns

their needs — some may need capitalization; some other

areas. Some of them are in a position now where they

have no place to go, and either they ought to decide

just to remain what they are or if they are going to
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grow, they are going to have to make some acquisitions.

There is another one of the banks that I think has

made some- acquisitions over a number of years , and

I think they were the wrong acquisitions, and they
might want to consider carefully disposing of some

of those branches and getting some others.

I think that they moved in the wrong direc
tion, but there it lies. I said before, I think that
the company is standing still and those decisions ought
.to be made, but they are being pushed off and off.

Part of their being pushed off is our fault because

for two years and a half now, we've been saying that

we believe that ultimately our hope is that we will

take over the company. So that has accounted for a

certain inertia that is present.

But prior to that time, there was a good

deal that needed to be done that we think was not being

done and under the new set up, will be.

That will be our major responsibility as

directors.

i MR. HUFFMAN: To what extent do you believe

or do you foresee that some of the members of the Board

of Financial General will be changed other than the

addition of you and the other three individuals we've

discussed this morning?
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MR. CLIFFORD: I think there are a number

of the members of the Board who — well, perhaps all
of them will submit resignations at the time of the

tender offer and the ultimate take-over. I think that

there would be a few of them — I don't know whether

it is two or three, along in there, that I think we
would want to stay. The others, I believe we would

probably wish to replace, and I think in so doing,

I believe that we will get strength to the Board or
it might be that we would want more to stay at the
beginning and then have an understanding that we would

replace them as we found the right man in each instance.

MR. HUFFMAN: And these decisions would

be made by yourself and the other three individuals?

MR. CLIFFORD: Yes, and we would, I think,

keep reporting to our principals as to what we were

doing and we would also, as soon as possible, get the

new president and CEO and work with him, and it may

be that he would have some ideas about a director or

two that he might want in a certain area that he thinks

would strengthen the bank.

But we will continue to meet the responsi

bility that the investors have placed upon us, and

ultimately we will have the Board that I believe that

we would want to live with permanently, and we will
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want the officer or officers that we wish to live with
permanently.

MR. RYAN: And this goes, again, on the

management point, I can't find the precise quote but
I recall that there was a statement somewhere this
morning made to the effect that the autonomy of the

individual banks would be maintained, and there was

another statement made that perhaps Financial General

in the past has not realized its full potential, and
there have been those that have suggested that perhaps

one of the reasons it hasn't achieved its full potential
was because of the desire to keep autonomous banking

units, and I wondered if you had any comment on that.
MR. CLIFFORD: Yes, I do. I know I referred

to the policy in the past of extending considerable

autonomy to the individual banks. We have committed

ourselves to do that also. As I mentioned, in each
instance in visiting with the management of the member

banks and in visiting with the Board of the member

banks, we have told them, we want the management to

stay and we want the members of the Board to stay.

And as far as we know, they have all agreed

to do it. Not one has said that he chose to leave.
Now, I do not find that inconsistent with improving

the operation of the bank. I think that we can get
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1 management in after we get our new CEO, and sit down

2 and find out from them what do you think would strengthen

3 your bank? In what areas would you like us to be helpful:

4 Over and over again, I note in that interesting Lincoln-

5 wood case. in the Supreme Court that both the Commission

g has said — or the Federal Reserve has said, supported

7 by the Supreme Court, "The function of the holding

8 company is to support the individual banks and render

9 every assistance to them. "

10 We would expect to do that. We already

H know what some of the banks want, and I see no problem

12 about continuing to maintain autonomy, local autonomy

13 but improving the bank and so it can better serve its

14 area.

15 MR. MANNION: I think we have moved into

16 the next area which has just been alluded to, how the

17 banks are going to be developing in their operations

lg and what plans the applicants have for them, and we

19 can proceed along those lines for a little bit.

20 It was indicated that you intend to develop

2i the international expertise of the various subsidiary

22 banks and Sheikh Adham has indicated that there may

23 be a desire or there would be a desire to channel business

24 to the subsidiary banks.

25 Could you be a little bit more specific
NEAL R. GROSS
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as to how you envision Financial General becoming more

active in the international area?

MR. CLIFFORD: Yes, I think maybe we can
all take a cut at that. I'll start. I see really
quite clearly one interesting development at the begin

ning.

I talked to His Excellency about this and
some of the others. So many of these men and their

associates and their companies do business with American

banks. His Excellency says that out in his area, they

really only know three banks — Chase, Citibank and

Morgan Guarantee.

Now, — and he does a good deal of business

with them. There is no reason why he can't choose

to send substantial parts of that busines to banks

in the Financial General family. Maybe the New York

bank, maybe some of it to the Washington bank. That's

one area. They are already doing a certain amount

of business that could be channeled into Financial

General Bank.

Another area is —

MR. MANNION: By business, what do you mean?

I mean, it wouldn't be borrowing from the banks?

MR. CLIFFORD: No, I do not — we were

asked that question a good deal as we went in our
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visits. I do not foresee nor have I been told at any
stage that it is within the contemplation of our inves
tors that their interest in these banks is that these

banks would then make loans out in the Persian Gulf.

I think that is not in contemplation. I think that
isn't what they need out there, and that may be something

of an understatement.

But I think of the ideas that flow the other

way. I believe that they have accounts in various

banks. His Excellency has said that he has accounts

in a number of banks. A number of those accounts could

be transferred to a Financial General Account bank

account so that the benefit would inure to that bank

and ultimately to Financial General.

I know that there are other types of banking
operations in which a bank is an important entity in

foreign transactions. Perhaps there are letters of

credit, guaranteed letters of credit. There is a whole

area of that kind in which a bank can serve and charge

fees, and I have been led to believe in some instances

that it is really quite profitable.

There is another area that we've not dis

cussed, and that is His Excellency and others do a

good deal of shipping. I think, as a matter of fact,

that business could be channeled into the Baltimore
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bank that is owned by Financial General. His Excellency

told me — I had not known at one time — that Baltimore

is the third largest port on the Eastern Coast of the

United States, and that thre is a good deal of export

and a good deal of import in and out of Baltimore.

I think that Baltimore bank could begin

to get some business that it just doesn't get at all
now, and those are just thoughts that occur to me with

my limited knowledge, and X know that there are some

banks in this area that are engaged in a very substantial

endeavor to develop foreign business.

Well, I'd like to see us engaged in an effort

to develop foreign business because I think we could

put a very good man in charge of that, and with the

contact that we have in that part of the world, I believe

that we would be developing more foreign business than

some of our competitor banks.

Now, why don't we let His Excellency —

SHEIKH ADHAM: Yes, I was just going to

say that in many cases, we have investors who, let's

say, have S5 million, and if they deposit this money

in Chase Manhattan or Morgan, nobody will give them

the service that — they receive billions of dollars

from other investors.

I think we can channel many of these
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depositors here because they will find a better service.

They would be looked after and so on because it would

be considered as an important contributor to the develop

ment of the bank.

This does not apply to New York where, for

example, Chase and others, maybe in New York we can

give them a service through the bank there, but they

can see that there are other banks that can give a

better service, perhaps even better guarantees because

when you talk to a big bank of a guarantee, they will

say, "You are questioning my position," and so on.

But the small banks will probably give a

better guarantee.

MR. KELLER: Is there any thought at this

time that Financial General might develop a Middle

Eastern presence with some sort of an office or anything

of that sort?

MR. CLIFFORD: I have not heard that.

SHEIKH ADHAM: We haven't talked about this.

I think management later on can — I think the most

important thing is the chief executive officer. When

we get the right man, we will be able to discuss with

him whatever suggestions he has to improve this line

of cooperation.

MR. MANNION: Have you reviewed the individual
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banks in what they have been doing in serving their

local communities specifically under the Community

Reinvestment Act? Have you assessed their record and

made any judgment as to whether or not they have been

doing a good job or if there are areas that need atten
tion?

MR. CLIFFORD: I certainly haven "t done

that. I'm not qualified to do that. We've developed

relationships with them so we've discussed with them

what it is they are doing. From time to time, we con
tinue to be in contact now with the chief executive

officer of some of the leading banks because I think

that there are adjusting themselves to the possible

change that might take place.

I have the feeling that some of the problems

we might have gotten into had it not been for a policy

decision that we have made. We have made a policy

decision not to start in until we are authorized to

do so, the taking part in decision-making in the member

banks, and from time to time, personnel problems will

come up and maybe the man will call and say, "This

is what we had to do. What is your judgment with refer

ence to it?"

Our. answer in each instance is, "We are

not in a position to give our reaction to it. We have
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not been authorized to, and we are going to remain

apart from the internal operation of the banks until

and unless we are ultimately receive authority to do

SO.

So that we have pretty much gone out of

our way to avoid getting drawn into some instances.

I know that some of the banks in which the decision

has to be made regarding the CEO, and that is being

held in abeyance right now. And there are other banks

that have acquisitions they want to make, and that

is being held in abeyance in hopes that the matter

will be expeditiously determined and then they will

be able to start working with Financial General manage

ment.

MR. TTJTTLE: If I might cite something in
the answer. I think Mr. Mann ion was referring to the

Community Reinvestment Act and the consideration we

gave to that earlier.

Financial General has a history of not only

being an economist bank, but essentially being local

banks which provide very good service to the communities

to the best of our knowledge. All of their subsidiary

banks have met their responsibilities to their local

communities .

I think as Mr. Clifford indicated earlier,
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of the communities in which they are located.

This organization is a U.S. holding company

now, and its ownership will be transferred to foreign I

individuals that are not citizens of the United States,

and how is it that you can assure the Federal Reserve
as well as the state regulatory agencies that are here

that these institutions will continue to play a vital

role in the communities in which they are located?

MR. CLIFFORD: Again, perhaps we ought to

give a joint answer but I will start.

We begin with the local level. We start

with the mangement of the 12 banks , and that management

has operated the bank. As far as we know, it has operated

the bank in accordance with the laws of the Federal

government and with the state, and that local management

will continue to operate the bank.

The second level, and above that, would

be the board of that local bank. That board will remain

the same. They remain American. They will operate

the bank as they have in the past, hopefully with

better support from Financial General, but there again,

both the "Fed" and local authorities can be assured

that that bank will be operating as it has in the past

because it will have the same management and the same

directors .
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You step up one level, and you find then

that we have the management of Financial General, and

it will consist, we believe, of competent banker or
bankers who will be interested in maintaining the banks

in the best condition possible who have experience

in operating under national and state banking law.

So you have that reservoir of support and

safety.

You step up the other level, of course,

is the Board of Directors of Financial General which

we have already discussed will consist of Americans.

He believe men who, by their own careers, have demon

strated that they are law- abiding, that they have carved

distinguished careers for themselves by rendering public

service, and that is another level of protection.15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Now, for whatever it might be worth, then
you have us, the firm, the law firm and me who have

beengiven this responsibility by our investors that

here in the United States, we act as another safeguard

or level of inquiry to see that the operation is going

properly.

I think that the last step in it is that

the "Fed" is dealing with men who, because of the reputa

tion that they have in their business careers — His

Excellency and his associates, have already demonstrated
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their willingness to abide by not only our laws but
the laws of the various nations in which they operate

so that I think from that standpoint, with those safe
guards that are built in at the various levels, I think
that you can be well assured — I think, in fact, is •

you can be convinced that there will be meticulous
compliance with the laws and regulations of the United

States.

SHEIKH ADHAM: I think the fact that the
individuals are involved in — as an investor group

and not a bank makes things much more relaxing as far

as your lawyers because we will have to count on pro

fessionals and the Board. In case of other take-overs

such as a bank, an English bank taking an American

bank over, they will probably think that they have

better management in England. They will appoint some

people here, and they will intervene and this is not

the case in our objective. That's all.

MR. MANN ION: Let me expand or follow up

on this question. Have you specifically looked at

the CRA records of the subsidiary banks to ascertain

whether or not they are good or bad or if there have
been any CRA complaints filed with respect to any of

the banks?

MR. TUTTLE: We have not updated that
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since the time of the application. At the time of

the application, we asked for that information and

are unaware of any complaints of any substantive nature

at any of the banks. We would be delighted to update

that. It's been some time since the application, and.
if a further response is needed, we will submit them.*

MR. MANNION: So to your knowledge, there

have been no citizens groups that have been concerned

about the, say, I notice in the list of the banks,

there are banks that service Baltimore, Albany and

New York City urban areas that on occasion have had

some problems with their financial institutions not

being somewhat receptive to the needs of the community.

Or at least allegations to that effect. Do you —

MR. TUTTLE: Again, we believe that all

of their banks have a history of, you know, starting

out as local institutions and serving their local

communities directly around their bank, and maybe we

have been remiss in not doing an update, but we are

unaware of any citizens groups which would raise the

complaints in this regard.

We will ask Financial General to obtain

that information. I think it would have come to Mr.

Clifford's attention by being on the Board, and I

don't think we are aware of any.
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MR. RYAN: One of the concerns that is often

raised when the prospect of a foreign owner acquiring

a U.S. bank was raised is that there will be an export

of lendable funds, that the bank will collect funds

locally and lend them abroad, and local community will-

be deprived of the credit it needs.

I take it from what has been said here today

that that's clearly not the case or not contemplated

with Financial General. Indeed, if anything, the oppo
site may be true. There may be imported lendable funds,

is that correct?

SHEIKH ADHAM: That's correct.

MR. CLIFFORD: May I add the comment, Mr.

Ryan, in almost each instance when visiting with the

Boards of the individual banks, that question would

come up and we answered it. Answered it categorically.

And that is that there is no contemplation that funds

would be taken from the community that produces the

funds, and then the funds being deposited in a bank,

and that those funds would be lent abroad.

It's not the purpose of the take over. There

would be no sense in it, and the local bank is in charge

of that in any event.

The local bank makes the decisions through

its management and directors as to how they're going
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to lend their money, and that system will continue

to prevail.

MR. CLIFFORD: You might say there is another

question we received at every Board meeting. It hasn't

come up here, but I just mention it because it did

come up each time. «

We would be asked, "What part does Bert

Lance have in the new management of the bank," and

the answer is none. At one time, he did own a few

shares of stock. He sold the stock. Retired from

participation ia. it. He has no part of any kind in

plans for the future of Financial General.

MR. ALTMAN: I might just add for the record

that we are advised by Mr. Beddow who is in attendance

that he is unaware of any problems under the CRA, com

plaints that have been filed.

MR. MANNICN: It has been alluded to that

Financial General has a unique franchise being in several

1 states. It has also been indicated sometime in the

past or there have been comments, just general comments,

that Financial General doesn't have any lead bank.

That there are — it doesn't have a lead subsidiary

like many typical U.S. holding companies have one large

subsidiary and from that, have expanded to become multi-

bank' holding companies whereas Financial General has
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x a couple of large banks but also some small ones, and

2
no bank is really the lead subsidiary for the holding

3 company

4 Also under section 3D of the Bank Holding

5 Company Act, it is my understanding that Financial
8 General would be precluded from making acquisitions

7 of additional banks except in the state of Virginia

8 because Virginia would be its principal state of banking

g operations

X0 Do you foresee any changes in the future

■; that would cause Financial General to cause one of

12 its subsidiary banks to become much larger than the

13

14

IS

17

19

21

others, and thus become the lead subsidiary? Also,

do you contemplate any expansion of the banking interest

in Virginia through acquisitions or in the other states

16 by merger with other subsidiary banks?

MR. CLIFFORD: I think that that type of

lg planning is still ahead of us, but we have not engaged
in it.

2q It seems to me that the — that the largest

bank in the Financial General family is First American

23

24

25

22 of Virginia, and I think that it is the most profitable
bank also. But I would not call it the lead bank.

The New York bank is a small very conservative bank,

and I think that perhaps the New York bank might be
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the one that could profit most from new management

in the event that this should occur.

I think that their opportunities of channeling

business into the New York bank that would come about

naturally because it is a New York bank. There also

is another opportunity for Financial General, and that

is, as you know, it's the one organization existing

today that has a bank in the District of Columbia,

in Virginia and in Maryland. So that it seems to me

that that advantage can be developed and expanded,

and 1 think a lot of attention ought to be given about

the type of banking that can be developed, and the

kind of reputation that can be developed.

They have already done something in that

guard. They have what's called the money exchange

that works in the three banks in this area, but there

are certain assets that exist here that have really

very substantial potential but I think that is about

as far as we have gotten with the reasoning today,

and very likely about as far as we would get until

the decision is made by the "Fed" as to whether we

are to go ahead.

MR. MANNION: Are there any more questions

dealing with convenience and needs that anyone would

like to raise?
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MR. KLINE: Not from me.

MR. MANNION: Why don't we break for, say,

five minutes right now and then we'll come back and

deal with the financial aspects and then the supervisory

matters , okay?

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

MR. MANNION: Let us continue again. Com

missioner Bailey indicated to me that he may have to

depart a little bit early, and indicated that with
respect to the outline of the program that we had set

forth in our letter, that he would not be desiring

to make any closing comments at this time.

He preferred rather to see applicant's

written response to his set of questions , and then

ask for a period of time after that, a week to 10 days

to submit some further written comments .

So my question to the applicants would be

in lieu of Mr. Bailey making a closing statement which

he feels that he is not prepared to do at this time

until he sees your answers to the questions, would

it be acceptable for you to provide him with a copy
of your answers, and then have Commissioner Bailey

submit any additional comments that he may have with

respect to the proposal, say, 10 days after he had

them served on him?
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MR. CLIFFORD: Yes, that's entirely acceptable.

MR.^TUTTLE: This is a case in which the

record is never going to close if we don't come to
some point.

MR. ALTMAN: Well, our only concern, Mr.

Mannion, would be the delay, that there are financial

considerations here and delay in the processing of

the application by the Board affects all of the financial

arrangements that are being made. It could make the

deal a good deal more costly.

So we have no objection whatever to the

procedure you've outlined, but we do just want to note

our concern on that point.

MR. CLIFFORD: I think Mr. Bailey is familiar

with the fact that time might result in the costs going

up, and I'm sure he will act as expeditiously as he

can.

MR. BAILEY: I am certainly going to do

what I can.

MR. CLIFFORD: Thank you.

MR. MANNION: Well, then, Commissioner Bailey,

we will proceed, and whenever you have to leave, feel

free to do so. A copy of the transcript will be made

available to you by the Board, and I will repeat this

at the end .
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But it should be noted that a copy will
be made available to each of the agencies that have

decided to send observers here as well as one copy

will be made available to the applicants. Additional
copies may be purchased from the reporting service,

Neal Gross and Company, and that can be made — arrange

ments can be made for that with the transcriber.

Any request for copies of the transcript

should be submitted to the transcriber and if any of
the agencies receive requests, they should not honor

them because the transcript is the property of the

Board and the transcribing service, and it should not
just be duplicated and made available to other parties.

There will also be confidential deletions

to the extent that any need to be made in the transcript.

MR. BAILEY: Thank you.

MR. MANNION: Now, why don't we proceed —

one comment came up and it's a question that has come
up in the past in discussions with applicants, but

we thought it would be appropriate to just clarify

it here on the transcript, and that is how the names
came to be developed for the applicants in this case,

and any similarity that exists between those names

and BCCI.

MR. CLIFFORD: Yes, I think I know that.
NEAL R. GROSS
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I I did not attend the meeting but there was a meeting
„ of the lawyers in New York at the time that the decision

, was made to create the two companies, and the decision

was made at that time or perhaps had been made that

•5 one would be Netherlands Antilles Company and another

one would be a Netherlands Corporation.

. I think generally the terms "Credit" and

8 the term "Commerce" are terms that are used extensively

in the Persian Gulf in financial affairs.

His Excellency has said that he deals with

banks that used the terms "credit , " and used the terms

"commerce." Of course, a number of banks use the term

"commerce. " We have one in the financial family —

the Bank of Commerce in New York.

I know of no additional reasoning behind

it. Apparently the decision of naming the two corpora

tions as was the decision as to where they should be

located was left up to the lawyers , and those decisions

were made when the lawyers had that meeting in New

York.

Seeif anybody can add anything to that.

MR. ALTMAN: Well, it bears — other than

similarity in certain respects, there is no connection

between those entities and DCCI in terms of ownership

or other relationship. I think that Sheikh Adham made
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that clear in his statement this morning.

MR. BOSTIAN: As long as we are talking

about BCCI, may I ask one question? I think it has
been pointed out that BCCI was brought in early as

an advisor but that subsequently made suggestions to

their customers to invest in Financial General, and

that sometime in the future they may be called upon

for other functions or activities upon the decision

of the Board of Directors, and the new Chief Executive

Officer of Financial General.

What precisely is their function, if any,
in this proposal at the present time?

MR. CLIFFORD: None. There is no function

of any kind on the part of BCCI. I think when the

question was asked, having to do with what might occur

in the future, I think someone may have given the answer

"Well, that would depend upon the judgment of Financial

General in the future. "

I know of no present relationship. I know

of no planned future relationship that exists, and

other than that, I don't know what else there is to

say, Mr. Bostian.

MR. MANNION: We'll move in now to the finan

cial area and the financial aspects of the proposal.

Most of this questioning will be led by Mr. Ryan and
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his staff, but as a nonfinancial expert, I'll begin
by asking one question.

That is by asking Mr. Altman to maybe ela

borate on his presentation where he talked about the

new financing agreement and giving some further details

about that. You indicated that Financial General was

not guaranteeing the loan, and maybe you cculd talk

about who is guaranteeing the loan; who is obligated

to pay? Are the investors? Are they personally liable

on the loans to any extent?

And also there is some question about the

numbers that you have now given to us or alluded to

in your presentation, and the numbers that were in

the application.

MR. ALTMAN: Let me clarify. The loan has

not been finalized, but we do anticipate that we will

shortly obtain a commitment letter. The amount of

the borrowings has been increased for the reasons that

I explained this morning. In the application it was

set forth as approximately $44 million. The borrowings

now are anticipated to be $50 million.

The loan is not expected to be personally

guaranteed by the investors. It is a loan which will

be made to this Delaware corporation which we plan

to organize. Financial General is not liable on the
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1 loan.

2 It is expected that the interest rate or
3 at least it has been proposed that the interest rate
4 be 1-1/2 percent over LIBOR, and there would be no

'"'

5 prepayment penalty. We would expect that the loan

6 would be repaid in nine or 10 years, and it is expected
7 that during the first three years, it would be an intereslt
8 only payment, and then subsequently the principal would

9 be curtailed.

10 Is there anything you would add to that?

11 MR. TUTTLE: I might add that the three

12 year grace period is mainly a matter of convenience

13 and to make sure that people were not overly optimistic

14 in their projections; the projections we will furnish

15 the Board, principal will begin to be curtailed in

16 -the first year.

17 But under the agreement in principal that

18 has been reached with the bank, there is no obligation

19 to pay down principal for the first three years.

20 MR. MANNION: When — is the stock in Financial

21 General collateral for the loan?

22 MR. ALTMAN: It has been requested that

23 the stock of Financial General be used to collateralize

24 the loan .

25 MR. MANNION: And you haven't agreed to
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that yet or —

MR. ALTMAN: There has been no final agreement

made on any of these terms, but this is the nature

of the discussion that we have had, and we have to

finalize this arrangement very shortly.

MR. MANNION: If the stock were collateraled,

there would be no restrictions on Senator Symington

continuing to vote the stock, though?

MR. ALTMAN: That is correct. They are

aware that there is this voting arrangement and that

does not present an obstacle.

MR. MANNION: Am I correct that you and

Mr. Tut tie handled the negotiations for the loan with

the consortium bank that is making ~

MR. ALTMAN: We did.

MR. MANNION: What kind of financial infor

mation did you give to the consortium bank?

MR. ALTMAN: The consortium bank was familiar

with the investors themselves. We have supplied to

them certain of the information that has been supplied

to the Federal Reserve. I cannot recall specifically

what was given to them. We have given the Federal

Reserve so much material that it is hard to separate

the two .
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MR. TUTTLE: They have large portions of

the application, and they have the projections and

they have the detailed financial information on Financial

General and its financial statements.

Again, they were aware of the investors.

MR. MANNION: Is there any information that

has been given to the lending banks, consortium banks

that has not been given to the Federal Reserve?

MR. ALTMAN: No.

MR . TUTTLE : No .

MR. MANNION: Mr. Ryan, would you want to

proceed.

MR. RYAN: Could you explain to us the purpose

and financial structure of the proposed Delaware corpora

tion?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes, the Delaware corporation

is intended to be a wholly owned subsidiary of CCAI.

It is not expected to be an operating entity. It will
borrow the funds and in addition, it is expected that

that corporation will make the tender offer. The sole

purpose of that corporation would be to affect signi

ficant tax savings for the investors which puts them

in a better position to service the debt which is being

incurred. Anything you would add, Mr. Tuttle?

MR. TUTTLE: It allows the consolidation
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of the tax returns of the Delaware Corporation, and

Financial General so that the debt service paid by '

the Delaware Corporation comes out of Financial General

as an expense item pre-taxed, and that generates signi

ficant tax savings, sole reason for it.
MR. KLINE: That debt will be the bank debt,

though?

MR. TUTTLE: The loan from the consortium

bank, that's right. The interest payments on the .$50

million loan will be allowed for tax purposes only

to be carried as an expense item on Financial General

and consolidated tax returns prior to the payment of

Federal income taxes , and it generates significant
tax savings when you have a 56 percent corporate tax

rate.

MR. RYAN: And under this arrangement, there

wouldn't be any debt in CCAH and CCAI?

MR. TUTTLE: That's correct.

MR. RYAN: It would all be in the Delaware

Corporation?

MR. TUTTLE: All the debt is in the Delaware

Corporation with that arrangement.

MR. RYAN: This $50 million in debt that

is being incurred as a result of the acquisition,

will be serviced from what source — what source is
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expected to be used to provide the cash to pay the

interest on that?

MR. TUTTLE: Dividends from Financial General

and as Sheikh Adham stated in his earlier statement,

if those dividends are not sufficient to service the.
debt, we would intend that the investors either service

it personally, issue additional equity or whatever
is necessary to service the debt.

MR. RYAN: Just — it's always very diffi

cult to deal with numbers, but just very quickly I

was looking at the annual report of Financial General,

and in 1980 it received in the form of cash some $7

million from its — from dividends from the various

subsidiary banks.

It had — it has already some $21 million
in debts that it owes , I gather , to various — to banks

in the United States. And the debt servicing require

ments on that $21 million announced to — amounted

to, in 1980, some $2.85, almost $2.9 million. If my

arithmetic is correct, the $7.1 million in dividends

minus the $2.8 million required to service the $21

million in debt leaves roughly $4 to 4-1/2 million

in cash available to service $50 million in new debt.

That new debt, if it's 1-1/2 — I think

you said over LIBOR, today's rates would be in the
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neighborhood of what, 18 percent?

MR. TUTTLE: No, we are led to believe that

it would currently be about 16 percent.
MR. RYAN: 16 percent, which would — about

$8 million.

MR. TUTTLE: $7-1/2 we figured it out.
MR. RYAN: There wouldn't seen on the sur

face to be enough cash flows to service that additional

debt, absent an increase in dividend flows from the

MR. TUTTLE: In addition to dividend flows

from the subsidiary banks, I believe you also have
payments — income tax payments that go out, and I

think Financial General paid out this year some $5.2

million in dividends after paying taxes, and I'm not

quite anccountant, and I am assured by the accountants

that have looked at it that the cash flow is there,

and we would be happy to tell you in more detail where

it comes from. It is there; in addition to the dividends,
there is substantial tax payments, I believe, that

go out to the holding company. In the event — well,

there are accrued tax payments, also, I believe. Whethe^r

or not they are actually paid, caulculated on a —

I think they calculate them on an individual basis.

I believe they do.
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MR. BEDDOW: We do file a consolidated

tax return. The individual banks pay taxes on the

assumption that they were filing them as a separate,

and they pay the money into Financial General. Finan

cial General has tax-exempt income because the dividends

are tax exempt that it receives, so they have a shelter
— those payments that come up — and they create about

$2 million in cash a year out of that process.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

)■ MR. TOTTLE: And any additional tax savings

will create additional cash out of the process be

cause it won't be paid to the Federal government. Por

tions of it will not be paid to the Federal government.
MR. RYAN: In other words, the individual

banks calculate their taxes as though they were paying

them as an individual unit.

MR. TUTTLE: Rather than paying up in divi

dends .

MR. RYAN: And they pay that up to the parent

and the parent because it is paying on a consolidated
basis, has a combined tax liability considerably less

than the sum of all the parts and it keeps the differ

ence, is that correct?

MR. BEDDOW: Yes, because of our tax-exempt

income, the dividends coming up to us are only 85 per

cent tax exempt, and if we have expenses, we have a
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! deficit for tax purposes every year, which is used

2
to offset the gain that the banks have made and there-

3
fore, we pay a lower combined tax than the sum of the

4
taxes paid by the individual banks. And we keep the

5 difference.

6
MR. TUTTLE: We would be happy to submit

7
along with the projections a statement as to cash flow,

8
and we will demonstrate the consistency of it.

9 MR. RYAN: Well, you understand that one

of the principal concerns that we have results from

$50 million of additional debt being brought into the

organization that was not there before.

MR. TUTTLE: We have run the projections,

and because of the $12 million equity, even taking

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

15
into account the cash flow and service of dividends ,

the capital ratio is up markedly for the first two

or three years, and over the nine to 10 years, debt

18 service remains above the current consolidated capital

ratio of Financial General, and the projections will

demonstrate that.

MR. RYAN: Now, if I could clarify, as I
understand Sheikh Adham, a statement was made that

if dividends are not sufficient to service the debt,
then the individual investors would individually provide

the funds for the debt service, is that correct?
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SHEIKH ADHAM: Yes, that is what I said

in my statement.

MR. RYAN: In that regard, could I explore

just for a moment the statement, if the dividends are
not sufficient. Does that assume the maintenance of

a certain adequate level of capital in those banks

irrespective of the earnings of the banks?

SHEIKH ADHAM: That's really a technicality.

This is a very technical question. What I was refer

ring to is that if there is a problem in servicing

the loans that are required and the profits are not

enough, then we will volunteer to help pay these loans.

But I didn't understand the rest of your —

MR. ALT MAN : In that regard, His Excellency,

I believe, has indicated that he would rely on manage

ment to assure that capital was maintained at an

adequate level. The projections that we have run evaluate

the maintenance of adequate capitalization in Financial

General, and it is our belief that capitalization can

readily be maintained.

MR. TUTTLE: I finally found the page. It

takes me a long time to read a financial statement.

I finally found the page you're at, and I believe that

page, absent, you know, the income tax effects that

we were talking about before shows that there is 59
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million at the end of 1980 available at the holding

company .

MR. RYAN: And yes.

MR. TUTTLE: And we are talking about, you
know, you add the tax credit to that, and that's some

where around $2 million, somewhere around $11 million,

and we are talking about $7.2 million in service and

additional tax, but we will give you a diagram that
sets it forth, but I believe there is adequate —
it just took me awhile to find that page.

MR. MANNION: Are the individual investors

going to make their commitment in writing to pay any

shortfall in the debt retirement if the dividends
aren't sufficient?

MR. ALTMAN: Mr. Mannion, it has not been
reduced to writing thus far. I think that is something
that we would consider, whether or not there was any

need; as I have indicated, our projections, even done
on a conservative basis , suggest to us that the debt

can be serviced quite readily, but in terms of a commit

ment, I think we would have to consider that a written
commitment.

MR. TUTTLE: We would have to consider the

form in which it would take because you've asked Mr.
Altman whether there were personal guarantees, and
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there are not personal guarantees, but it is con
templated under the loan agreement that the holding

company will issue additional stock in any year in

which there is a shortfall, and that will be an obliga

tion that that be issued, and then it is offered to
the investor group, and we would like whatever we say

in terms of how it works to be consistent with the

loan agreement.

There is no problem with the concept. The

problem is making sure that we don't run afoul of one

or the other before we have a final loan document all

signed off with all the clauses, but it is contemplated

that the holding company is required to issue additiona

shares and offer them to the investors and then there

is a series of things.

MR. MANNION: and then do the individual

investors have to take it up in proportion to their

existing interest?

MR. TUTTLE: There is no requirement that

taking it up be proportional.

MR. ALTMAN: Only the requirement that it

be taken up.

MR. MANNION: The maintenance, of course —

I think this is such a critical point, the maintenance

of an adequate level of capital in those subsidiary
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! banks is of fair amount of importance to us, and I'm

2 sure to you as well.

3 Often the capital levels of banks decline

4 not because of inadequate earnings, but because of

5 more rapid than anticipated growth, and under certain

6
circumstances, that capital is needed to provide the

7 support for that growth rather than being paid out

g in the form of dividends to provide cash to service

9 debt that was not there prior to the acquisition of

the stock.

U MR. TUTTLE: The projections have been run

12 at both an 11 percent growth rate, and a growth rate

that varies from 14 through 16 percent, and the debt

gets serviced within 10 years under either set of projec

tions and current interest rate levels so we are rather

comfortable with the fact that rapid growth will still

17 allow us to maintain capital ratios.

18 MR. RYAN: Would you be willing to make

19 certain undertakings regarding maintenance of an ade-

20 quate level of capital within the subsidiary banks

before deciding on payment of dividends? In other

22 words, let me be more specific. Kind of what I had

23 in mind was numerical ratios, total equity capital

24 to total assets of a certain amount, and then an

25 agreement that unless that ratio was maintained, that
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no cash dividends would be paid out for the purpose

of serving what is, in effect, acquisition debt?

MR. TUTTLE: The first question, obviously,

would be, do you have a particular ratio in mind?

MR. RYAN: Well, that's something we could

talk about.

MR. MANN ION: 10 maybe?

MR. RYAN: No, of course not.

MR. ALTMAN: Sheikh Adham in his statement

this morning indicated that that might be an appropriate

course , to form those dividends in order to ensure

the maintenance of adequate capitalization.

It is difficult at this stage to determine

whether that is the most appropriate means of main

taining adequate capital or whether in discussions

with management, they might feel that there is a better

alternative. Also you would get into the question,

I think, of exactly what is the ratio, but I think

it is a subject that we would be glad to explore with

you.

MR. RYAN: The problem I have, you know,

is that adequate capital, is determining which adequate

capital was more of an art form than a science. And

adequacy is often in the eye of the beholder, and the

management of an institution very often has a different
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1 view of what is adequate than the regulatory agency

2
that is resonsible for the oversight, regulatory over-

3
sight institution

4 MR. CLIFFORD: Often times there is a good

5
deal of difference, too, between a smaller bank and

g a very much larger bank

7 MR. RYAN: There certainly is, but we could

8 explore that some more. As I say, it is so critical

9 because of the addition of this $50 million of debt

in the organization that's not there now, and we, ..

U at the Federal Reserve, don't want to be in the posi-

12 tion of approving a bank holding company that's going

to bring additional debt over a group of banks that

may cause those banks some difficulty over time trying

to service that debt. That's kind of the reverse of

the traditional role we see of bank holding companies

17 in providing a source of strength to subsidiary banks

18 MR. ALTMAN: Well, it is certainly not the

19 intention of the investors through the financial struc

20 ture to weaken or undermine the financial strength

2i of this holding company. Quite the contrary, it is

22 anticipated and planned. There is no intention to

23 drain off needed funds from Financial General to sustain

24 growth in order to service debt.

We believe that our projections demonstrate
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that that would not occur, and we think that a rather

conclusive assurance in that regard is given by the

investors' statement that they would be willing, out

of their personal funds, to pay the debt service in

any year in which income was inadequate. But I do

believe that we are sensitive to the concerns of the-

supervisory authorities and believe that it is a subject
that has merit and is worth exploring subsequent to

this meeting.

MR. MANNION: Why don't we move onto the

last area that we have, and that is the ongoing super

visory concerns that may exist with foreign individuals ;
I

owning a U.S. banking organization.

I think our initial concern in this area

is the prospect or the possibility that individuals,

investors that get control of a banking organization,

could conceivably use that banking organization to

further their own interest and thereby do a disservice

to the condition and the soundness of the banking organi

zation itself.

What plans do you have in :?.ind for seeing

to it that the Financial General subsidiary banks are

not abused to further the individual interests of

the individual investors?

MR. ALTMAN: Well, the record should show
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that Mr. Bailey and his colleague — Mr. Bailey and

Mr. Schutt have had to leave.

MR. CLIFFORD: We discussed that before,

Mr. Mannion, and I won't belabor it but there are built-
in protections as we visualize the future of Financial

General .

First place, just very briefly, the funds

of the individual banks are under the control of the

management which, in turn, is under the control of

the Boards of Directors.

And there, as we mentioned, is the first

protection. The management of that bank, supported

by the Board, has to make any kind of a decision

regarding loans, where the money of that bank goes.

I'm saying that that is the kind of protection that

will continue to exist. You have heard His Excellency

coranent about the attitude — the attitude of Financial

General toward extending continued autonomy to the

individual banks. You have also heard me reiterate

that in each instance that we have met with the indi

vidual banks, we have asked management to stay and

we have asked the Board members to stay.

I know of no way that instructions or direc- ]

tions can be given that would force the individual

banks to lend money in a manner or transfer funds in
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1 a manner that would be inimical to the best interests

2 of the bank.

3 I've talked about the other protections

4 that exist — that is , the Financial General management

5 that will be — consist of an experienced banker. I

6 have talkedabout the Board of Financial General which

7 will continue to be made up of Americans at the will

g and direction of the investors, so that there, again,

9 they are not subject to the direction of anyone. They

are the managers. The Board of Directors of Financial

I* General sets the policy of Financial General. Nobody

12 else sets the policy of Financial General. The Board

10

of Directors does, and they, in turn, inform the manage

ment of Financial General what that policy is.

15
I., say again that I think the last level

of protection is the fact that we have mentioned to

you that we have agreed with the investors that we

shall stay in the picture, and that we shall continue

to be close to it. We shall monitor what goes on at

Financial General which, in turn, is in charge of seeing

22

23

24

25

2i what goes on in the member banks.

Also at all stages, there are the regulatory

authorities — state regulatory authorities of each

state and the federal regulatory authorities which

require periodic reports as to what is going on within
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j the operation of the member banks. Maybe someone in

2 our group has something to add to that.

3 MR. ALTMAN: I think that covers it.

4 MR. MANNION: It was indicated that there

5 are no plans and it's not contemplated that the intef-
- est of the individual investors would be borrowers

7 of Financial General subsidiary banks. Is it worth

g exploring to developing some kind of mechanism to ensure

g that the interest of the investors do not become borrow

ers from the subsidiary banks?

MR. ALTMAN: I would think, Mr. Mannion,

12 that we would not want to give some commitment in that

regard. Ultimately, the decision whether credit is

extended is one that would be made by the management,

as Mr. Clifford has suggested, and ir might be quite

valuable to a particular subsidiary bank to be able

to make a loan on attractive terms to a company in

which one of the investors has an interest so I don't

know that I would think that that would be an appro-

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

priate kind of commitment to give.

If would, of course .^.done in compliance

23

24

25

22 with U.S. laws and regulations to the extent these

were loans extended to entities in which the investors

had interest.

MR. CLIFFORD: I have a further reaction.
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Such loans are not going to be made except by the de

cision of the individual banks, and that's where the

management and the directors come in.

I sense there is a factor in there that

would indicate that we have some lack of confidence

in the investors, that they are going to attempt to

twist the operation of the banks in such a way that

they would profit by it.

I don't feel any consciousness of that fact

at all. I know of no contemplated effort in that

regard. I don't know how they would achieve it. Do you
picture individual investors going to one of the banks

and saying that we direct you to make a loan to us?

That's wholly unrealistic. It doesn't operate

that way. At the same time, I don't want to restrict

one of the member banks from making a loan that the

management feels is a proper loan; the loan committee

feels is a proper loan. Perhaps there was a committed

of the Board that approves it. If they have some ques

tion about it, they take it up with the American manager

or CEO of Financial General, and if he has some doubt

about it, he takes it up with the Americans who are

running the Board of Financial General.

So I suggest that we are attempting to strain

for something there that is not in the cards.
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MR. MANNION: Well, there are certain re

strictions on loans to affiliated organizations as

well as loans to the related interests of insiders.
i

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. TUTTLE: We have explained to the inves

tors all of those provisions and the principal investors

will comply with FIRA. They will submit the reports

that they are required to submit, and they will comply

with all applicable laws and regulations relating to

their loans. To go somewhat further and suggest that

there was some reason that they should voluntarily

agree that none of their affiliated entities will ever

borrow implies that there is something raalvolent in

your scheme, and it is not their intention.

We have explained in great detail these

provisions, and I think that Sheikh Adham can tell

you that he understands them and will comply with them.

SHEIKH ADHAM: I don't make to make a special

law for us designed for this purpose. Any laws we

will abide by fully.

MR. MANNION: Your American counsel have

explained to you in detail the restrictions of American

laws and —

SHEIKH ADHAM: All is clear, and I am

ready to abide by that.

MR. MANNION: The other investors, too,
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j have they been advised of the requirements of the Ameri

can law?

MR. FULAIJ: Yes.

MR. KHALIL: Yes.

MR. GOHARY: Yes.

2

3

4

5

MR. TUTTLE: They were somewhat incredulous

_ that that was the law, but they have been advised

8
SHEIKH ADHAM: It is difficult for us to

g understand. It is a different mechanism completely

I pose the question which was relevant at the time,
but supposing I am a depositor, and I have $50 million —

not as a shareholder but as a depositor. Is there

a differentiation between the depositor who seeks a

loan to buy some business or something like that or

because the shareholder, they would disregard them

completely whether he is a depositor or not.

^MR. TUTTLE: You must consider that he gets

somewhat sorse treatment as a depositor because he

was also a shareholder.

SHEIKH ADHAM: So these are the laws. We

will abide by them.

MR. MANN ION: Mr. Huffman indicated to me

that they had some more financial questions so we will

just backtrack for a moment.

MR. HUFFMAN: Just a couple of things. The
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role of the managing director of CCAH and I is a little
unclear. I wonder if you would describe what that
is, what the duties and responsibilities —

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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MR.TUTTLE: That is the name given under

the Netherlands law to a person who is a director,

and there are, as I understand it, there is a requirement

and I'm not, obviously, an expert on that law. We

are told that there is a requirement that there be

two managing directors and a resident director, and

there are two managing directors and the resident direc

tor, and I don't think there will ever be any board

meetings.

They are shell corporations. They are non-

operating. So in a real sense, there is no role other

than technical compliance with Netherlands law.

MR. FOGELSON: It's purely Netherlands'

corporate law, purely.

MR. ALTMAN: When you are advised of these

requirements, we have Netherlands' counsel.

MR. HUFFMAN: Why was Mr. Bisher chosen

as a managing director as opposed to one of the other

gentlemen, to go along with Mr. Symington?

MR. ALTMAN: Originally he had considered

becoming an investor in the group. For personal reasons

which I do not know, he has determined not to pursue
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1 this particular venture, and we did not go to the trouble

2 of changing what is, in fact, a technicality, just

3 an effort to comply with Netherlands' law.

4 I would intend at some subsequent state,
5 that we would replace Mr. Bisher. He has no role whatever

6 in this acquisition program.

7 MR. TUTTLE: Under Netherlands' law, you don't

8 change a director the same way you do in the United

9 States. You just elect one. You have to go through

10 some formalities and file some papers, and at the time

we filed the application, it was pending proposed legisla

tion in Congress which didn't give us — we thought

U

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

13 that the amount of the time necessary to make those

changes, but there is no magic to him, and he will

be replaced.

16 MR. HUFFMAN: You indicate in the application

also that subsequent to the consummation of the proposal,

should it be approved, that you would be acquiring

all of the Class-A common and all of the preferred

stock.

MR. ALTMAN: I don't believe, Mr. Huffman,

that's quite what we said. What we have said in the

application is that the investors would evaluate the

decision whether to acquire the Class-A or the preferred,

and they reserve the right, depending on circumstances,
NEAL R. GROSS
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not to acquire any.

MR. KLINE: Well, let's take it on the assump

tion that the decision would be made to acquire it.

How would that be done, and where would be the funds

come from?

MR. HUFFMAN : With these amounts of money

as this involved, it's kind of difficult for us reading

the —

MR. TUTTLE: It would be about $16 million.

MR. HUFFMAN: About $16 million?

MR. TUTTLE: Just in a rough calculation,

it would be about $16 million, depending on when it's

done. It's going to be a lot less than that over time

because the preferred is retired over time, and I think

currently the Class A preferred account for about eight

percent of the total outstanding stock.

MR. ALTMAN: I don't think we can give you

a figure because we don't know what shares would be

valued at, at the time they were acquired so it would

be impossible for us to say it would be $16 million

or some other figure.

MR. TUTTLE: The problem is that it is not

imminent, is what we're saying.

MR. ALTMAN: There is no imminent decision

to acquire that stock. Subseluqently , if the company
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is performing in accordance with our expectations,

a decision may be made to acquire it but we had express
ly reserved the right not to acquire the stock.
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MR. KLINE: I think what we are trying to
assure ourselves here is that there would not shortly

be after consummation of this an additional significant

borrowing.

MR. ALTMAN: That is not contemplated. We

think we can satisfy you in that regard, Mr. Kline.

MR. HUFFMAN: And also the capital, the $12

million capital going into the organizations would

not be used for that.

MR. ALTMAN: Again, that is not a problem,

Mr. Huffman.

I will just note for the record that this

is a discussion in -the application at page 34 where

we reserve the right not to acquire the stock.

MR. MANNION: Are there any enterprises

that the individuals are common investors in? To your

knowledge, besides -- besides —

MR. CLIFFORD: Putting it another way, do

any of these men all have investments in the same enter

prise? You mean, just as a starter? I do not know.

Other than Financial General, at anyplace?

MR. ALTMAN: Do any of you own an interest
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in the same company, two or more?

They would probably have to know each other's

balance sheets .

SHEIKH ADHAM: We will find -- I mean, we
will try to get each one and see who is working with

whom. *

MR. TUTTLE: Do you really need that? I

mean, some of them may have common investments with

others. I'm sure that is probably none that they all

four have, other than this. I'm not sure.

MR. MANNION: Well, you know, there would

be some need for that in order to determine whether

or not there are other entities that are affiliates

of the subsidiary banks of Financial General, if there
are shareholders that own 50 percent of Financial General

and they then own 50 percent of some other enterprise ,

those organizations are affiliates.

MR. TUTTLE: with respect to those individuals,

we can compile that information when and if it becomes
necessary in order to assure you that we are complying

with U.S. laws and regulations. I think you are

talking about two problems. You are talking about

— with respect to all the investors, that's a huge

problem, plus it involves some centralized points so

that one investor doesn't have to disclose to the other

MEAL R. GROSS
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his personal financial details. If you want to cut
it off at the 50 percent level, I mean, we could try
to find i— I don't really see a purpose in it, but
we could try.

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. MANNION: There would certainly be a

purpose in identifying the affiliated organizations. ''

MR. TUTTLE: For purposes of 23A?

MR. MANNION: Yes.

MR. TUTTLE: We can do that at such time,

I think, as they are regulated -- you know, they are
a regulated institution, and 2 3A applies to that. I

mean, at this point, it is a very substantial job.
If you would like — you know, we have a — we have

already told them that they would get a detailed manual

on compliance with U.S. laws and regulations and 23A

and FIRA are included in that. And at that time,

we will comply with it.

But in advance, that's a huge task.

MR. MANNION: There is one common investment

that was, I think, divulged, and that's BCCI. Aren't

there several —

MR. ALTMAN: Some of the investors have

interest in it which we have set forth in our letter

to you, minority shares.

MR. TUTTLE: Everyone here, it turns out,

NEAL ft. GROSS
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does have an interest in that.

MR. MANN ION: But you are not aware —

MR. TUTTLE: But it is not 50 percent.

MR. MANNION: No, but we don't know who the

other shareholders of BCCI are.

MR. TUTTLE: We know who the other share

holders of this company are, and —

MR. MANNION: And we know that none of them

are additional shareholders in BCCI?

MR. TUTTLE: That's right. The list we

have given you is out of the 14
' investors , these are

the only ones who own shares of BCCI.

MR. MANNION: Well, maybe that's something

that we can explore further to see what kind of informa- I
i

tion that you can come up for us. Are there any other

questions that —

MR. RYAN: I've got one. Kind of a wrap

up question, if I may, and I'd like to direct it to

Mr. Clifford who serves on the Board of Financial General

What is your assessment of, should the Board of Governors

here for any reason decide to deny this application,

what is your assessment of the impact of that action

on Financial General and its future operations?

MR. CLIFFORD: The question elicits a wholly

speculative answer in an area that I have not thought

NEAL R. GROSS
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about before. I believe that it would be quite a serious
setback to Financial General. I believe that it is
contemplated now that the change will take place, we
are aware that the shareholders of Financial General

strongly support the project.

It is our belief that the individual banks
have been preparing for it and, as a result of the
relationship that we've developed that they expect

that it will lead to a closer relationship between
the individual banks and Financial General.

I believe that the present top officers
of Financial General are in the process of making other

plans. The President and CEO of Financial General

is going to go into government. I think that the Chair

man of the Board of Financial General perhaps looks

forward to the day when he will be relieved of the

present position. I know that he has a number of other

important plans that he is working on.

So that I think the general reaction would

be of one of a substantial letdown. I think that the
C

new board members that we bring on
ar^
adding something

to the board. I believe that their interest wanes very

seriously if the whole project does not go through.
I would see a situation in which something would have

to be done. If the Board should choose not to give

NEAL R. GROSS
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1 r believe that Financial General could just be permitted

2 to lie there, and I don't know quite what would be
, done. -

4 I suppose that you could start in and try

5 to build on the present existing circumstances. I

6 believe that would be very difficult to do. Maybe

1 others would add something.

MR. ALTMAN: I could add a couple of points.

I think the most obvious and immediate impact would

be felt by the shareholders. The price of Financial

General has moved up in anticipation of a tender offer.

We are advised by our investment bankers, Kidder-Peabody ,

that they would expect that this stock would fall off

very, very sharply. A lot of people would suffer a

real economic loss.

Secondly, as Mr. Clifford explained this

morning, Financial General has not been realizing its

potential. Take the case of First American Bank of

Maryland, that bank has steadily been losing market

shares. This company needs a revitalization. It needs

a strong management team installed and, in order to

be able to sustain the kind of growth which is war

ranted in order to compete in today's market that needs

capital. And over the last four years for example,

there has been no new capital which has come into the

NEAL R. GROSS
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company .

So I think it would be a very serious setback
for this operation.

MR. CLIFFORD: Just a concluding comment

in that regard, Mr. Ryan. There is no one else on

the horizon. All during the years that we have had

this going, no other group, no other company has said

that they are willing to step up and do what this group

is willing to do.

MR. MANNION: The outline of our program

indicated that now the state agencies or the Comtroller,

if they desire to participate or to make closing com
ments, and Mr. Bailey was the only one who desired

to participate in that fashion, and we have already

agreed that he will await your written submissions

in response to his questions.

You now have the opportunity to make any

closing comments that you would care to make with respect

to a proposal.

MR. CLIFFORD: My comment would be a very

brief one. First, I would like to express in behalf

of all of us and our investors , our appreciation for

the courtesy that we have received here today. You

have been exceedingly professional in your inquiry.

They said at luncheon they were very impressed by the

NEAL R. GROSS
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^ manner in which you were proceeding. That means a

2 good deal to us. We have brought them here from a

3
long ways, off, and they have understood the importance

^ of it. They have been impressed by the inquiry. I

5 pleased that they feel that the trip has been very

6 much worthwhile.

7 You have brought out the factors that concerned

g you. It is our hope that we have satisfied you. We

9 have confidence in our people. We have confidence

in the project. We believe that we can make it into

the kind of operation that will be beneficial to the

12 areas in which the banks are serving at the present

time. We are prepared to do anything that ycu men

think is necessary to provide you with information.

We wish to answer Mr. Bailey's questions.

We know that we can. We'll have that answer in within

a week. We do have a constant concern over the time

factors. We are operating under real restrictions,

and we have other problems ahead of us that we wish

20 to get onto.

We have been wanting the "Fed" to move in

this regard, and then hopefully your decision would

come down as promptly as you would be able to deliver.

So that we can then get onto the other cir

cumstances. If we got other approval, and we anticipate
NEAL R. GROSS
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that we will, we need a certain amount of time for

the tender offer. There is quite a lot involved. There

is a lot of money to be gotten together. There is

a lot of money to be mailed out to a lot of American

shareholders, so we thank you for your consideration.

We appreciate your courtesy, and we hope that the Board

will move as rapidly as conditions will permit.

Thank you very much.

MR. MANNION: There are a few items that

we will anticipate hearing from you on. One is a response

11 to Commissioner Bailey's set of questions, and you

have indicated that you will submit that in a week.

Do I take that to mean April 30, which will be next

Thursday?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes, sir, 30th or 31st, yes.

MR. MANNION: Then Mr. Bailey will have

!7 I 10 days to respond, which would roughly be May 11,

18 as I see it, Monday, May 11.

Could you also review the letters that we

sent to you dated April 17 , to see that you have re

sponded to any of the questions that were raised in

there that may not have been dealt with in the oral

presentation? As well as the comments that were offered

by the Comtroller of the currency in his March 12,

1981, letter. I believe that you have dealt with

NEAL R. GROSS
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most of those issues, but to the extent that they have

not been responded to, I believe that you should address

those.

Now, there is one other item that is —

MR. TUTTLE: We will be giving you a letter

also on the —

MR. MANNION: Yeah, well, I think in reviewing

the transcript, you will see that there are a few items

that you have indicated that you will be supplying

us and they can come when they are due or when they

are ready.

We received a letter this morning. Actual

ly, it was addressed to the Chairman, Chairman Volker,

and we will make a copy of it available to you. It's

from the Minority Leader of the Senate of the State

of New York, Manfred Or ens te in, whereby Senator

Orenstein asked that certain questions be addressed

to Financial General. This proceeding was meant to

be a proceeding involving the Federal Reserve Board,

and the state supervisory agencies and the Comptroller

of the Currency.

However , since these questions have been

presented to the Board,- we will pass them along to

you, and to the extent that you believe that they raise

issues that should be responded to, we believe that
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1 you should also comment on those letters. They raise

2 some 17 areas. I won't set any timetable on that,

3 but whenever you desire.

4 MR. ALTMAN: We will move promptly on all

5 of these.

6 Mr. Keller will just identify some of the

7 areas that we think that you are supposed to be sub-

8 mitting information on.

9 MR. KELLER: I think in the course of the

10 day, there were some other things that were indicated

IX that you would be submitting. If I leave some out

12 that you have thought of, perhaps you could also mention

13 them for the record.

14 One, I think that there was going to be

15 a cash flow diagram that was going to be presented

15 in light of the new financing. Another was that we

17 had posed a number of questions regarding the banking

18 and additional investments of the individuals who could

19 be with us today, and you — the request that similar

20 questions with respect to the other investors be asked

2i and responded to.

22 MR. TUTTLE: When you get my letter, if

23 you will look at that, if you have any further questions

let me know and we will be happy to respond to them.

MR. KELLER: And third was a letter, I
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!
think, which Mr. Tuttle had indicated that he would

2 send in which further delineates the request for con-

3
fidentiality regarding the list of investors beyond

4 those that have previously been disclosed.

5 MR. ALTMAN: There is one other matter.

6 Mr. Keller, you had indicated in previous discussions

1 that it would be necessary to sit down and discuss
g further verification of assets of the investors; if
9 that becomes necessary, we— let me volunteer that

10 we are available to meet with you at your convenience

H and to pursue that so you may be, as Skeikh Adham says,

12 fully satisfied in that regard.

13 MR. MANNION: Well, on behalf of the Board,

U I'd like to thank Mr. Clifford, Mr. Altaian, Mr. Tuttle

15 and other representatives of the applicants, and in

16
particular, the investors that have come, Sheikh Adham,

Yj Mr. Fulai j , the Khalil and Mr. Gohary for taking the

lg time to be with us.

19 I think it has been a very fruitful and

20 useful meeting from the standpoint of the Board's staff,

2i and hopefully, from your standpoint also.

22 And also to the extent that the state agencies

23 were able to be here, we appreciate their particulation.

24 Copies of the transcripts will be made available to

25 you to each of the state agencies and Comptroller.
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I remind you that those will be property

of the Board, and they should not be disclosed to other

individuals outside of your agency. They should only — i
I

any request that you may have for those should be directed

either to the reporter or to the Board of Governors.

Thank you very much.

MR. ALTMAN: Thank you very much.

MR. CLIFFORD: Thank you very much.

(Whereupon, the meeting was hereby adjourned.)
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BOARD or GOVERNORS
or tmc

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON,O.C. IO»tl

December 13, 1989

Mr. Robert A. Altman, Esq.
Clifford & Warnke
812 Connecticut Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Altman:

In connection vith the application of Credit and
Commerce American Holdings N.V. and Credit and Commerce American
Investment, B.V. to become a Bank Holding Company with respect to
Financial General Bankshares Inc. a question was raised
concerning the financing of the investor's equity participations.
Specifically, an issue was raised on whether any of the financing
of the equity investment would be provided directly or indirectly
by Fank of Credit and Commerce International S.A. (BCCI). It was
indicated at the tine that the individual investors had
substantial funds and only a modest portion of the total
investments would be financed. Further, any personal borrowing
by the investors would come from financial institutions
unaffiliated with BCCI.

It has come to our attention that at least some of the
investors may have borrowed from BCCI. It may be that these
borrowings were unconnected with the Financial General Bankshares
transaction, but nevertheless, were granted close to the time the

i> acquisition was made. Some, if not all, of the borrowings may be
^JT secured by the stock of Financial General Bankshares. In order1 to clarify the situation it would be helpful if you would provide
information on an? loans extended to the original or subsequent
investors, either directly or indirectly, by BCCI or any or its
,affiliated organizations. This information should include alT
loans extended to the investors regardless of purpose, whether
any of these loans are secured andif so. in what manner, and the
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date any loam vara originally granted. It would also be useful
to provide information on the repayment history of any such
loans

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact the undersigned at (202) 452-2722.

Very truly yours,

Signed .
William RybacK

William A. Ryback
Deputy Associate Director

bcc: S. Sussan
D. Kline,/
L. Bostian (Fed Richmond)
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I further understand that a copy of this natter may be provided
by you to Mr. Ryback on a confidential basis.

Sincerely,
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Letter to Mr. William A. Ryback
February 5, 1990
Page 2

the letter confines the accuracy of the representations made
by the Investors In their Board application. Hr. Naqvi states
flatly that BCCI did not finance the acquisition "in any
respect.* Mr. Naqvi has asked that his letter be handled on
a confidential basis by the Board.

I shall, of course, press ahead v 1th my request for
the detailed information you wish to review, with my under
standing that your primary interest is the current state of
borrowings from BCCI by any of the First American investors,
including any stock that may" n4V* Egg Bl«aqea g collateral
for loans. I further understand that you er« not basically
interested in loans to various businesses in which share
holders may have interests, but instead are interested
in their personal borrowings ar- any o£ Uxeix loans secured by
First American stock. I snail keep you fully inforBrar mt
I obtain additional ±rrt ormation from the shareholders and/or
from BCCI.

I trust this is helpful as a preliminary report, if
you have any questions or comments, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Altman
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June 11, 1990

BY HAND

Mr. William A. Ryback
Deputy Associate Director
Division of Banking Supervision
and Regulation
Federal Reserve Board
Washington, D. C. 20551

Dear Mr. Ryback:

As a follow-up to our meeting on May 21, 1990,
this is simply to confirm Baldwin Tuttle's earlier
oral report to you that Mr. Swaleh Nagvi, BCCI's
Chief Executive Officer, has advised he has no
objection if the Federal Reserve wishes to show
his January 31, 1990 letter addressed to me to other
supervisory authorities.

Again, if you wish us in the future to seek any
additional information concerning any financial
arrangement between First American's shareholders
and BCCI, please let us know.

Spwerely,

Robert A. Altaian

cc: Baldwin B. Tuttle, Esq.
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December 21, 1990

Confidential

Mr. William A. Ryback
Deputy Associate Director
Division of Banking Supervision
and Regulation
Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System
Washington, D.C. 20551

Dear Mr. Ryback:

Earlier this year, we responded to your initial inquiry
regarding information on any financial arrangements that might
exist between shareholders of Credit and Commerce American
Holdings, N.V. ("CCAH") , the parent of First American Bank-
shares, and the Bank of Credit and Commerce International,
S.A. ("BCCI").

In our subsequent discussions with you, we were advised
that your focus related to the accuracy of the representations
made by the investors in their application to the Federal
Reserve Board that BCCI did not finance the acquisition of
Financial General in 1982. This matter was addressed by BCCI
in a letter given to us that we forwarded to you last Spring.
At that time, we had noted that we did not have access to
information regarding financial arrangements that might exist
between the shareholders and BCCI, and have not pursued the
matter further in view of the report from BCCI you were
authorized to provide other supervisory authorities as
desired.

Recently we received information suggesting that a CCAH
shareholder, Mr. M.M. Hammoud, now deceased, may have pledged
his CCAH stock to BCCI as collateral for large loans from BCCI
to two of his overseas trading companies, and we are providing
this information as a follow-up to our prior discussions. We
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Mr. William A. Ryback
December 21, 1990
Page 2

do not know the purpose of the loans Mr. Hammoud obtained or
anything further about then. No request vas made to record a
pledge of these shares on the Company's stock register in
Curacao or on the share certificates, actions which would have
been necessary to perfect such a pledge. Mr. Hammond voted
his CCAH shares throughout, and BCCI never voted them.

Mr. Hammoud died in March, and we have been awaiting
documentation from his estate confirming the legal heirs to
his CCAH investment. It was in this process that this matter
came to our attention. We note that Mr. Hammoud became a
First American shareholder in 1986, long after the initial
acquisition. He therefore was not involved in the Board
proceedings in 1981-82, when the tender offer for the Company
was being evaluated.

We would be happy to request any additional information
in which you might have an interest.

Umaraly,

Robert A. Altman

cc: Baldwin B. Tuttle
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Note to Files:

BCCI

January 9, 1990

Robert Altaian called in response to my letter concerning

loans from BCCI to shareholders of Financial General. Mr. Altman

related that he talked to officials in BCCI (Luxembourg) and they

are in the process of pulling together the information we need.

He states that BCCI told him that none of the shareholders of

Financial General directly financed the acquisition with loans from

BCCI. However, in subsequent years, some of the shareholders

borrowed substantial funds from BCCI because of a slowdown of their

business interests in the Middle East and the fact that Financial

General was not paying dividends. Some of the borrowings may be

supported by a pledge of Financial General stock. He was not aware

of the payment history on these loans.

Mr. Altman also related-in confidence- that share- holders

of Financial General have been considering a merger with a large

Southeast bank. Progress is now to the point where an investment

house is working on the numbers; the offer is being seriously

considered.
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FIRST AMERICAN METRO CORR

LAWRENCE S. QUINN
SeniorVicePresident

To: Bryan Jay Yo).les March 20, 1991

From: Lawrence S. Quinn

Subject: FDIC Exam - fabv

as you are aware, the FDIC examiners have been reviewing the
Virginia bank's compliance with the Bank Secrecy Act and Regulation
O (loans to insiders) as part of the ongoing safety and soundness
examination. The examiners have now completed their review of
these areas and have indicated verbally that no violations were
noted, and the bank is in full compliance in both areas. They were
particularly complimentary of the bank's systems and procedures
related to the Bank Secrecy Act and the identification and
reporting of large currency transactions. Examiner Dave Daw6on
offered the following comments in this regard;

1. The bank's policies and procedures were well documented and
probably the best he had ever seen. He mentioned that he
wanted to retain copies of our program manuals and internal
policies and procedures as models, and that he might share
these with other banks experiencing problems with compliance.
He would do this on a no name basis since the manuals are not
copyrighted.

2. In his opinion, the bank is "squeaky clean" concerning money
laundering issues. He was encouraged by this finding since
he had been told to look very carefully at this area and find
any improprieties that may exist. None were found.

3. The internal review procedures for quality control provided
added assurances that information was reported properly to the
IRS and was not dependent upon the knowledge and ability of
individual tellers.

Mr. Dawson concluded by indicating that the regulators are moving
completely away from detail testing and are concentrating more on

bank systems and controls. Therefore, he was very pleased that the
bank's systems were well documented and effective. As you know,
we spent a good deal of time revising the Bank Secrecy Act Policy
Manual to update it and make it consistent for all subsidiary
banks. This amended version was just recently approved by all
three Metro bank Boards.

The examiners expect to leave the bank by the end of this week, but
will return in mid-to-late April to complete the remaining portions
of tne compliance examination. I will keep you informed of their
progress and comments.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congress of tfje ftntteb dtatetf

_ Khalid A. Awan
2V>

12244 SW 95th Street

Miami, Florida

to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to
Foreign Relations

of the Senate of the United States, on "*"3T" , 19 ,

Nine . 216
at o clock sL-ro., at their committee room ,

Hart Senate Office Building

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under con

sideration by said committee.

and bring with you the documents described in Attachment A.

ftmsf fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and pen

alties in such case* made and provided.
_ the United States Marshals Service or any other authorized
To :

to serve an<f return.

under my hand, by order of the committee, this

the year of our
eighty-eight

27th , . July . _
day of , in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and

Foreign Relations
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For 30th January j

Newspaper articles have appeared recently suggesting that Bank
of America is contemplating divesting its shareholding in BCCI.
These reports have appeared following a recent reduction in Bank
of America's holding in BCCI following a rights issue in which
Bank of America did not participate.

Bank of America is currently increasing its direct presence in
the Middle East and to have increased its capital commitment in
a bank in which Bank of America had less than a majority holding
or management control would be inconsistent with current Bank of
America strategy.

Bank of America does in fact have an arrangement with one of the
other major BCCI shareholders which provides .for the acquisition
of Bank of America's stake over the next 2£ years.

This development takes place following the continuously evolving
patterns in the world's financial markets which have led both
Bank of America and BCCI to develope new strategies. BCCI is
now a fully fledged global bank and is expected to have a net
worth as at December 31 1 1977 of over 8100 million with assets
slightly in excess of 1>2billion.

Bank of America intends to retain a shareholding in BCCI for the
foreseeable future and the close co-operation that has developed
between the two banks will be maintained.

BANKOF AMERICA

NEWS
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BANKOF AM ERICA 1301

For release.

. SAW FRANCISCO, 1st September, 1978

Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association feels
that in order to dispel any misunderstanding, it is necessary
to address the Financial Times report which appeared in
yesterday's edition of the newspaper (August 31, .1978). '* ■

The specific points referred to. in that article, attributed to
Mr Douglas Kraus, a lavyer acting for Financial General Bank
Shares, aopear to be taken from Eank of America credit review
•files.

Bank credit review files are analytical, conservative, and.
closely controlled since they contain highly sensitive,
privileged, and confidential information l elating to tne
relevant relationship and represent the judgrce.it at the time
of the bank officer making the review.

It is Eank of America's present opinion that BCCI's loan
reserve has been established in accordance with prudent risk
management practices.

Bank of America has maintained representation on the board of
BCCI since the inception of its relationship.
'
Eank of America supports the increasingly tighter administrate
controls which BCCI management has adopted..

Thursday' s report suggests that the_ matters contained in
Mr Kraus' s statements contributed to the 3ank of America's'-
decision to reduce and eventually sell its BCCI shareholdings.'
As Bank of America has heretofore publicly announced, its
reasons for that action are related solely to changes in market
conditions, particularly in the Middle East, which make it
appropriate for both institutions - the bank and BCCI - to
discontinue the relationship.

Bank of America's involvement in the Financial General Bank
Shares suit arises from a motion to compel production of
documents in the bank's possession, and Bank of America will
pursue its standard practice of responding to that motion in ■v
line with applicable law and with guidance of legal counsel.'
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Description of Shareholder Contact

During their appearance before the House Banking

Committee, Messrs. Clifford and Altman explained that although

BCCI served to facilitate communications with CCAH's various

shareholders (whose composition varied following the

acquisition, and who were scattered throughout the Persian

Gulf), Messrs. Clifford and Altman also had direct contact with

the shareholders. Some of the contact occurred at meetings;

additionally, there were direct written communications and

telephone calls.

Messrs. Clifford and Altaian's interaction with the

shareholders commenced in 1978 when their law firm was retained

to represent Sheikh Kamal Adham, Mr. Abdullah Darwaish,* Sheikh

Mohammed bin Zaied al Nahyan, Mr. Faisal Saul al Fulaij, Sheikh

Sultan bin Zaied al Nahyan and others in the takeover

litigation. Messrs. Clifford and Altman met with Mr. Darwiash

in connection with the litigation. In the course of the

litigation, Sheikh Adham, Mr. Darwaish and Mr. Fulaij all

testified at depositions in the litigation. Messrs. Clifford

and Altman met with Sheikh Adham on numerous occasions during

the ensuing years.

* Mr. Darwaish had purchased stock on Sheikh Mohammed's
behalf because Sheikh Mohammed was a minor at the time.
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After the litigation was settled in July 1980, an

application was filed with the Federal Reserve Board for

approval to acquire Financial General Bankshares. In

connection with this application, a hearing was held in

Washington, D.C. before the Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve in April 1981 when Sheikh Adham, Mr. Fulaij and two new

shareholders — El Sayed el Gohary and Abdul Raouf Khalil —

appeared and testified.

After regulatory approval for the acquisition was

obtained, Messrs. Clifford and Altman continued to have regular

personal contact with Sheikh Adham and his associate, Mr.

Gohary.* Over the years, there was also infrequent, personal

contact with Mr. Fulaij and representatives of the Abu Dhabi

interests — Sheikh Zaied bin Sultan al Nahyan and the Abu

Dhabi Investment Authority. Further, in September 1986, one of

the key shareholders, Sheikh Khalid bin Mahfouz, visited the

United States to inspect his investment and meet with Messrs.

Clifford and Altman.

In addition to these contacts, Messrs. Clifford and

Altman received written communications from the shareholders or

their representatives — Stock Holding Company, Crescent

Mr. Gohary later became a Saudi Arabian citizen, and
accordingly changed the spelling of his last name to
"Jawhary."

2
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Holding Company, Mashriq Holding Company, Sheikh Humaid bin

Rashid al Naomi, Ali Mohammed Shorafa, Mohammed Qabazard Gulf

Investment Real Estate Company, and Real Estate Development

Company — pertaining to their investment. These

communications took the form of personal correspondence, as

well as CCAH related material such as proxies, letters of

acceptance for stock issues, powers of attorney, share transfer

deeds, and waivers of preemptive rights regarding additional

share offerings.

Finally, there was telephone contact with various of

the First American shareholders, including Sheikh Adham, Mr.

Jawhary, Mr. Fulaij, and others.
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Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
\4AO NEW YORK AVENUE, NW

WASHINGTON. DC. 20005-2107

(202) 371-7000

March 13, 1992

BY HAND

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzales
Chairman
House Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
2413 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: Messrs. Clifford and Altman

Dear Chairman Gonzales:

Enclosed please find copies of correspondence
between Messrs. Clifford and Altman and the CCAH share
holders. These materials are responsive to Mr. Slattery's
request for examples of direct contacts between Messrs.
Clifford and Altman and the CCAH shareholders. See Tran
script of House Committee on Banking Finance and Urban
Affairs Hearing (September 11, 1991) at 310-11. We have
included both correspondence directed to and received
from the shareholders that could be readily identified
from the voluminous files relating to these matters.

We trust these materials will satisfy your
inquiry.

With best regards.

Sincerely,

Robert S. Bennett

Carl S. Rauh

Enclosures

BOSTON
BRUSSELS
CHICAGO

LONDON
LOSANGELES
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July 27, 1987

Khamis Olayan
Local and Arab Investment
Abu Dhabi Investment Authority
P. O. Box 3600
Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.

Dear Mr. Olayan:

We are in receipt of your letter dated July 14, 1987.

Please be advised that the 4,779 right shares issued
in July 1986 were forwarded to the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International, 100 Leadenhall Street, London, England EC3A 3AD.

Kindly contact Mr. Imran M.A. Imam at BCCI with respect
to these shares.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Altman
Managing Director and
Secretary
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AstAmerican
ClfiSTUWU* MMWMMB.INC.

CU'«M.Clitloro
Cnamnanexin*Boaro

April 15, 1935

His Excellency Shaikh Kernel Adham
77 Eaton Square
London E.S.W. 1, England

Your Excellency:

We are pleased to Inform you that your kind assistance In
obtaining the Saudi Educational Mission' s account has resulted In a
S2.2 million deposit as a start. A larger deposit Is expected within the
next few weeks. Originally, we expected this account to result in a
$200 million annual relationship, but a decision was taken by the official
of the Ministry of Higher Education to create several regional offices in
the U.S. to handle the students' scholarship payments. As a result.
First American Bank will be handling the Washington office' s account
with about a $60 million budget. We were informed that the Washington-
office may be increasing in size and at some future time the whole rela
tionship could be centralized in Washington;

During our meeting with His Royal Highness Prince Bandar Bin
Sultan, in July 1984, we had expressed our interest in providing our banking
services to the Defense Offices in Washington. His Royal Highness did
not object to the idea, but indicated that he preferred to discuss that
account after we completed the establishment of the Educational Mission' s
account. Therefore, Your Excellency, we are again calling on you for your
assistance in this matter.

We would be grateful for any help you might provide In arranging
for a meeting with Prince Bandar to suggest that First American Bank be
considered to handle the Defense Offices account, ft Is believed that
a positive recommendation with the officials of the Ministry of Defense
in Riyadh on behalf of First American Bank would be productive.

The Saudi Defense Offices in Washington presently maintain
accounts with one of our competitors , Riggs National Bank. These
substantial account relationships consist of:

BankSuflding1S0>aw H&r««3 N.W.. D.C.2000S.(202)UMB
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His Excellency Shaikh Kamal Adham
April IS, 1985
Page Two

1. Contracts and military purchases accounts, and

2. A total of 11 general accounts for the various military
branches of the Saudi Ministry of Defense; the accounts
are maintained to pay officers and employees salaries,
training and treatments.

First American Bank possesses certain features that would
make it an attractive choice for usage by the Saudi Defense Offices in
Washington. The following pointskare noted:

1. First American Bank is owned by Middle East Investors,
including an important group from Saudi Arabia.

2. Our unique interstate network of offices are located
throughout the eastern part of the United States where
most of the training and shipping take place.

3. Our bank Is experienced in providing bank services to the
military offices of several embassies in Washington,
including making payments and servicing payroll accounts
of officers and trainees.

4. Mr. Kayld Shawl sh,. a Vice President In our Washington
office, is well known to much of the Saudi embassy staff.
He speaks Arabic and spent most of his life In the Gulf
countries.

5. Our size is impressive - we are well over $4.5 billion in
assets and have 112 years of banking experience. And

we are an exceedingly well capitalized institution, offer
ing comfort and security to our customers.

Thank you very much for your consideration of this matter.
I send best personal wishes and my sincere respect.

Faithfully yours,

, Clark M. Clifford ^*=J

0 .fit.-. Chairman of the Board
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August 30, 1988

Windrush Limited
Taynton Investments Limited
Sarsden Holdings Limited
Shipton Investments Limited
Bleddington Investments Limited
("the Companies")
c/o 31 Curzon Street
London W1Y 7AE
England

Bur ford Investments Limited
("Bur ford")
c/o Curzon Street
London W1Y 7AE
England

Dear Sirs:

With reference to your letter dated 29th day of August
1988, we hereby confirm that upon receipt of the original
transfer deeds and share certificates nos. 74-78 and 94-98 for
the shares of Credit and Commerce American Holdings, N.V.
stock listed below, we shall forthwith arrange to reflect in
our records the transfer from the Companies to Bur ford.

Name of Previous Shareholder Wo. of Shares

Windrush Limited 5,368
Taynton Investments Limited 5,368
Sarsden Holdings Limited 5,367
Shipton Investments Limited 5,367
Bleddington Investments Limited 5. 367

Re: Transfer of Shares

Total 26,837

Yours faithfully,

oo m iopy
CREDIT AND COMMERCE AMERICAN
HOLDINGS, N.V.

Robert A. Altman,
Secretary
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SAYED JAWHARY

7 November 1989

Mr Clark M Clifford
Chairman of the Board
First American Bankshares Inc
15th and H Streets NW •

WASHINGTON DC 20005
USA

Dear Mr Clifford

I received your letter dated October 10, 1989 and the
enclosed communication with Goldman Sach.

I believe that you should proceed to look into the matter
and would appreciate if you inform me of any significant
development in this connection.

Yours sincerely
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November 26 , 1989

Mr Clark M Clifford
Chairman of the Board
First American Bankshares Inc.
15th and H Streets NW
Washington DC 20005
U.S.A.

Dear Mr Clifford,

Thank you for your letter dated October 10, 1989
and the copy of letter from Coldman Sach addressed
to you.

I feel that you should proceed to look into the
matter and would appreciate if you inform me of
any significant development in this connection.

Yours sincerely,

Ali Moi
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3 December 1989

Mr. Clark M. Clifford
Chairman of the Board
First American Bankshares In
ISth and H Streets NW
Washington DC 2000S
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Clifford,

Thank you for your letter dated October 10, 1989 and the copy
of the letter from Goldman Sach addressed to you.

We feel that you should proceed to look into the matter and would
appreciate if you inform us of any significant development in
this connection.

Yours sincerely.

BUFORD INVESTMENT LIMITED
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lor H.H. SHAIKH ZAIED BIN SULTANALNAHYAN

.5? n 77- 2<Cm£ --Z/.s/.X

Private Department

Ref : CO/019/89

Date 18 December 1989

Mr. Clark M. Clifford
Chairman of the Board
First American Bankshares Inc.
15th and H Streets NW
Washington DC 20005
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Clifford,

We have received your letter dated October 10, 1989
together with a copy of the letter from Goldman Sach to yc

We believe that you should proceed to look into the matte:
and advise us of any significant development in this connt

Yours sincerely,

Nahyan
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FIRST AMERICAN BANKSHARES, INC.

CLARK M. CLIFFORD
Chairmanof theBoard

August 8, 1990

Personal & Confidential

H.E. Shaikh Khalifa bin Zaied al Nahyan
Royal Palace
Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.

Your Excellency:

As Chairman of the Board of First American Bankshares,I have the responsibility of keeping our shareholders fully
informed regarding important developments at the Company.
For some eight years, we have distributed audited financial
statements and Annual Reports to our shareholders and, from
time to time, we have given personal briefings and progress
reports. In addition, we have relied in the past, at your
request, on your investment adviser, Mr. Agha Hasan Abedi, who
assisted for years as a communications link for us with First
American ' s shareholders .

Recently, a meeting was held in London with your fellow
shareholder, H.E. Sheikh Kamal Adham, at which the subject of
our communicating with our shareholders was discussed. As you
know, Mr. Abedi has been unable for some time to serve you in
his former capacity because of his continuing poor health.
Sheikh Kamal Adham believes a new reporting arrangement should
be established to continue to provide shareholders with the
proper information about developments at First American. It
is believed that more comprehensive reporting efforts are
indicated because of the current pressures and financial
developments' affecting the U.S. banking industry in general,
and First American particularly.

First American remains a unique and valuable commercial
banking franchise and we wish to make certain that our
shareholders continue to be adequately informed about
important developments at the Company. This is particularly
true in light of certain serious problems that confront the
Company, as well as certain unique opportunities.

15th and H Streets NW Washington, DC 20003 (202) 383-1400
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2

H.E. Sheikh Kamal Adham has generously agreed to assume
responsibility as a communications link for us with the First
American investors. To this end, we plan to have quarterly
briefings for His Excellency in London to report on First
American matters. We shall notify each shareholder in advance
of such meetings so that each can arrange to attend personally
if he wishes, or to send a representative. We shall send you
a copy of the quarterly report we give in London in case you
(or a representative) are unable or prefer not to attend the
briefing. Any important matters that arise between quarterly
briefings shall be presented to Sheikh Kamal Adham in person,
if possible, with written notice to all shareholders.

We will, of course, continue to provide shareholders with
the First American Annual Reports and audited financial
statements as we have in the past. And we are always avail
able by telephone or in person to discuss matters relating to
First American of interest to you. We believe the combination
of such written communications and the quarterly briefings
will continue to keep you fully informed regarding the Company
and its progress. An identical letter on this matter is being
sent to each of your fellow shareholders.

I send my sincere personal regards.

Cordially yours,
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FIRST AMERICAN BANKSHARES. INC

CLARK M. CLIFFORD
Chairmanof theBoard

MEMORANDUM

Shareholders of Credit and Commerce American Holdings, N.V.

Clark M. Clifford <3A/AC

November 2 , 1990

Capital Requirements - First American BanXshares, Inc.

I am enclosing a letter received today from Arthur Anderson &
Company, First American Bankshares' independent auditors,
confirming that the Company needs $125,000,000 of additional
equity capital for 1991, with an immediate advance of $30,000,000
before the end of November.

The additional capital is intended to protect the
shareholders' investment during the economic downturn now being
experienced throughout the banking industry in the United States.
The capital call thus reflects discussions with federal bank
regulators and our financial team.

The requested funds would protect the enormous value that has
been created in First American during the past eight years. As
you will recall, wa received an opening bid of one billion dollars
for First American less than 6 months ago, and we no doubt could
have negotiated a substantially higher price had the shareholders
directed us to do so. For reasons earlier provided, we are
requesting additional capital immediately to safeguard your
investment.

Mr. Robert Altman and I will be pleased to provide you any
other information you may request, and stand ready to meet at any
time if you feel that would be helpful to you.

To:

From:

Date:

RE:

Uth and H StreetsNW Wuhington, DC 20003 (202)383-1400
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FIRST AMERICAN CORPORATION

ROBERT A. ALTMAN

MEMORANDUM

To: At ique Azad
Director Investments
Private Department
H.H. The President of U.A.E.

From: Robert A. Altman

Date: October 31, 1990

This is to provide you with a current status report
regarding financial matters at First American. We have been
in continuing discussions with Federal Bank Regulators, and
through these efforts, have received loan classifications for
October which would avoid any default under our Senior Note
Agreement this month. Accordingly, we have, with considerable
difficulty, gained thirty (30) days to arrange the needed
capital , and prevent the serious consequences of a violation
of our debt covenants. The problem, however, remains serious
and immediate.

At a meeting today with representatives of the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency, we were pressed for a report
from First American's shareholders regarding the request for
capital. The OCC considers this to be a matter of importance
and urgency, and I would appreciate anything you can do to
facilitate favorable consideration of the matter there.
Again, our objective is to protect the enormous value of First
American which has been created. We remain available to meet
with you and others, or to provide any additional information
you may need.

ISth and H Streets NW Washington. DC 20003 (202) 383-1400
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TO i

FROM:

MESSAGE (if any)

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE ALL PAGES, PLEASE CALL BACK AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE: _

(202)

TRANSMITTING FROM A MURATA F-50/MULTIFAX IMAGEMATE (202) 659-0065

THANK YOU.
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FIRST AMERICAN BANKSHARES. INC

CLARK M. CLIFFORD
Chairmanof theBoard

MEMORANDUM

To: Shareholders of Credit and Commerce American Holdings, N.v.

From: Clark M. Clif fordQfVt>C>
Date: November 8, 1990

Re: Special Board Meeting with Federal Bank Regulatory
Authorities

This memorandum is written to advise you that a special
meeting of the Board of Directors of First American Bankshares
and its U.S. parent, First American Corporation, was held on
Tuesday, November 6, at the request of the Federal Reserve
Board. In addition to representatives of the Federal Reserve,
the meeting was attended by staff members of the Office of
Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the
regulatory examinations of First American and its subsidiary
banks .

During the course of this important meeting, the
regulatory agencies focused on our efforts to obtain addi
tional capital for First American from the shareholders.
It was emphasized to the Directors that bank shareholders are
expected to be a source of financial strength to the organi
zation and that the current economic environment made capital
investments mandatory now for First American (and for our
competitors) . We responded that the matter of additional
capital was under consideration in the Middle East and we
would report to the regulators as soon as decisions were
reached. We were asked to convey to the shareholders the
importance of addressing this matter at their earliest
convenience.

In this regard, certain First American shareholders
recently inquired about the ability to revive discussions we
had last Spring with other major banks regarding the sale or
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merger of First American. As you recall, our shareholders did
not wish to pursue such a transaction at that time. Current
market conditions, however, make any such deal impossible at
present. Such a transaction would necessarily involve payment
with marketable stock, not cash. In this regard, I attach for
your information a chart which reveals the sharp decline in
market value of bank stocks during the past year. Such shares
now trade at a fraction of book value when a short while ago
they were trading at multiples of 1.5 to 2 times book (for
non-control blocks). Thus, market conditions, as well as
regulatory factors, preclude a deal going forward now.

You, of course, will understand that the very substantial, inherent value of this unique franchise remains despite
the inability to consummate a merger or sale under present
market conditions. It is noted that the total shareholder
cash investment in First American to date is approximately
$600 million, and, of that amount, approximately one-third was
invested only in the last few years. Yet, less than six
months ago, we had an opening offer from a major U.S. bank to
acquire First American in a transaction which would likely
have mors than doubled the amount the shareholders have
invested to date. And, we believe it is possibls to enhance
further the return on our shareholders' investment.

Hs ars confident that the market value of this Company
can bs rsalizsd when the market strengthens and we urge
favorable considsration of senior management's proposal for
additional capital to protect the enormous value of this
franchise that has been created for shareholders. We remain
available to meet with you or to answer any questions you may
have about these matters.

Attachment
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■ 202 457 6315 PB&B WASHD.C. 12/26/90 11:37 002
DE: 2fe '90 14:15 DPflHH INVET DEPT ABU DHftBI P. 2/3

TaL 651800 ^gUpi ncn.a XA

December 26, 1990

BQCIELEEACSIMLE

Mr. Robert Aftman / J. Griffin Leaner
e/oCWord&WarnK*
816, Connecticut Avenue , n.w.
Washington , D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Attman ,

Re: Convertible Preferred Stock Offering of CCAH

Further to the propoeed convert** preferred stock offering of CCAH and the

etwanoJdffB meeting that It to be held on December 28, 1990.

1•1S&*2!F!£&£1* ** ******** H.H. Shetth Zeyed bin Sultan Al NarryenandM.H. SheKhKhaifraom ZayedAl Narya/i woctfrec^you to daiay the
aherehoWera meeting of CCAHuntfleuch^M land rrr/eoVlaorarteWhed the
opportunity to properly analyze the buslneea end bank regulatory aepecta of the

prepo— d amendrnenta to the CCAH <
preferred ■

I would lice to take this opportunity to requeat you to settle copy of all
cornmunlcetton regarding C3CAH to Patton.Bogge* Blow, Attn: Kirk Wade,
Mlddiaton A . Martini it the aame time that auch communication is sent to u».

confirm receipt of trrfe letter by return fax.

Gharrtm Farts AJMazrul

'Al

CONFIDEtnlW
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directors as well as the other CCAH shareholders who
subscribed to such debentures. Moreover, the information
contained in such Authorizations has been provided to the bank
regulatory authorities during discussions regarding the
program to raise additional capital through issuance of
convertible preferred shares. This matter remains important
to both regulators and lenders, and we are thus concerned by
the implications of any further delay.

As indicated in the December 12 memorandum to CCAH
shareholders, the annual meeting was scheduled for last
Friday, December 21. Due to the absence of the requisite 75%
necessary to adopt the amendments to the CCAH Articles, the
meeting was postponed until a follow-up meeting which is
scheduled for Wednesday, January 2, 1991, at 2:00 pm.

It is important that we proceed without another
postponement with such shareholder approval in accordance with
the executed Authorizations as well as the proxies received
from the other shareholders each of whom has indicated his
support for the proposed corporate amendments and issuance of
the convertible preferred shares per the documentation
accompanying the December 12 memorandum to CCAH shareholders.

cc: Mr. Atique Azad
Mr. Middleton A. Martin
Mr. J. Kirk Wade

CONFIDENTS
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COVER PAGE

DATE January 25, 1991 TIME

TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES * , INCLUDING COVER PAGE.

70: HE Ali Mohammad Shorafa c/o United Eastern Company

FROM: Robert A. Altman

MESSAGE (if any) : ;

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE ALL PAGES, PLEASE CALL BACK AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE!

(202) 323-4235

TRANSMITTING FROM A MURATA F-50/MULTIFAX IMAGEMATE (202) 659-0065

TELEFAX OPEfiATOT

THANK YOU.

CONFIDENTIAL
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and thus should not affecr our business operations in any
manner .

If the Federal Reserve were to conclude that BCCI has
acquired effective control over CCAH shares owned by any of
the shareholders, various legal actions may be taken with
respect to BCCI and/or the CCAH shareholders who are involved,
potentially including the forced sale of those shares of CCAH
stock. Depending on the facts that are developed, it is
possible that a change in control of the Company may result.
Accordingly, it is important you be aware of this inquiry and
the implications it may have both for the Company and your
personal investment in CCAH. You may wish to consult with
your personal legal counsel in order that your personal rights
and interests are protected.

Together with one of our attorneys, we shall be
attempting to meet with CCAH shareholders or their
representatives in the near future. We shall focus initially
on the principal shareholders of CCAH. We need information to
permit the Company to evaluate the merits of the allegations
that have been made. Accordingly, we would like to inquire of
you as to all matters described in this memorandum, and would
appreciate the opportunity to review any documents you or your
representative may have that relate to these matters.

We will request that you agree to waive any legal bank
secrecy protections which may govern your financial dealings.
You should be aware that any information provided to the
Company will not be privileged, and may be transmitted to the
Federal Reserve or other interested governmental agencies. It
is essential that the Company obtains candid, accurate
responses with respect to this matter, and we request your
assistance, understanding, and cooperation.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: H.E. Sheikh Khalid bin Salim bin Mahfouz

FROM: Managing Directors

DATE: May 31, 1991

A number of very serious questions have been raised
concerning your investment in Credit and Commerce American
Holdings (CCAH) , the parent of First American Bankshares. As
you know, your investment is registered under Bur ford
Investments Ltd. The issues relating to this investment may
have important legal and financial implications for Your
Excellency and it is essential that these matters be addressed
immediately.

There will be a meeting of the CCAH shareholders on June
7, 1991 in Cairo which has been scheduled at the request of
H.E. Sheikh Kamal Adham. The Abu Dhabi shareholder interests
are also expected to attend. It is of extreme importance that
you attend this meeting or send a personal representative on
your behalf who is familiar with these matters.

Kindly send us a return fax (202-659-0065) to indicate
whether Your Excellency will be able to attend or who will be
joining us on your behalf.

For your information, the attached notice is being
circulated to all CCAH shareholders.
Thank you for your kind attention to this matter.
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BARCLAYS bank limited
54 LOMBARD STREET

LONDON. EC3P 3AH

22nd April 1981

Mr. Robert Altman,
Clifford ft Warnke,
815 Connecticut Avenue,
WASHINGTON D.C. 20006,
U.S.A.

Dear Sir,

We understand that you require a bank reference for His
Excellency Sheikh Kamal Adhare.

We are pleased to advise you that H.E. Sheikh Kamal Adhain
is one of the most prominent citizens in Saudi Arabia. He is highly
regarded and enjoys a first class reputation in business and financial
circles.

Sheikh Kamal has important financial resources at his disposal
and possesses very substantial investments in Saudi Arabia and abroad,
in real estate, banking, and in trading and industrial companies.
There is no doubt that he has the capacity to make substantial financial
commitments.

Yours faithfully,

J.P.G. WATHEN
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lMIWB TBU&CHAMMAM

COMMITTEEONBANKING.FINANCEANDURBANAFFAIRS

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ONEHUNDREDSECONDCONGRESS

2129RAYBURNHOUSEOFFICEBUILDING
WASHINGTON.DC20B1B

February 27, 1992 0011111-4X41

OMNHOWWV04M0KMJ0IH01TPAt

Mr. Robert S. Bennett
Mr. Carl S. Rauh
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
1440 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20005-2107

Dear Messrs. Bennett & Rauh:

The Committee is disappointed with your response to our
February 14, 1992 request for information that Mr. Clifford said
that he would provide this Committee regarding conflicts of
interests that he might have faced. We find the information that
you provided non-responsive to our request.

Once again, the Committee still finds the necessity to ask
for the information that Mr. Clifford told this Committee he would
furnish regarding conflicts of interests. The Committee disagrees
with your interpretation of the transcript. Mr. Clifford, on page
131 of the transcript, clearly indicates that there is legal
memoranda that he is aware of concerning the possible conflict of
interests that could arise from his dual role as counsel and Member
of the Board/CEO of CCAH/First American.

The Committee insists that Mr. Clifford provide this
memoranda. As in our previous request, this request includes any
legal memoranda written by Mr. Clifford or anyone else under any
capacity at any time regarding the possible conflict of interests
the Mr. Clifford faced. This includes but is not limited to:

1) any memoranda written by Mr. Clifford or anyone else under
any capacity with BCCI or any of its affiliates;

2) any memoranda written by Mr. Clifford or anyone else under
any capacity with CCAH, N.V. ;

3) any memoranda written by Mr. Clifford or anyone else under
any capacity with CCAI, N.B.;

4) any memoranda written by Mr. Clifford or anyone else under
any capacity with First American Corporation;

5) any memoranda written by Mr. Clifford or anyone else under
any capacity with First American Bankshares;
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6) any memoranda written by Mr. Clifford or anyone else under
any capacity with any of First American affiliates;

7) any memoranda written by Mr. Clifford or anyone else under
any capacity with Clifford & Warnke, or any other law firm in
which Mr. Clifford worked;

8) any memoranda written by Mr. Clifford or anyone else under
any capacity with any other entity;

regarding Mr. Clifford's role with any of these entities and any
possible conflicts of interests by Mr. Clifford. This request is
not limited to Mr. Clifford's role at Clifford & Warnke. To be
clear, the Committee is requesting any memoranda written by anyone
regarding Mr. Clifford's possible conflict of interests.

If it is Mr. Clifford's claim that such memoranda does not
exist, the Committee requests that Mr. Clifford certify this by
written correspondence. The Committee would like to receive from
Mr. Clifford a document that contains the following statement
signed by Mr. Clifford: " I, Clark Clifford, declare that the
documents that I testified I would furnish regarding possible
conflicts of interests do not exist. I am not aware that such
memoranda was ever prepared by anyone." Further, the Committee
would like an explanation from Mr. Clifford as to what he was
referring to in the transcript when he stated that such documents
or memoranda exist.

Finally, the Committee again requests that you furnish a list
and a copy of all correspondence that Mr. Altman and/or Mr.
Clifford sent to any of the CCAH shareholders. This list and the
copies of the letters will be responsive to the request by Mr.
Slattery that Mr. Altman provide for the record a list of those
times that Mr. Altman and Mr. Clifford dealt directly with the CCAH
shareholders.

We expect you to furnish this information by close of business
March 5, 1992.
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Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & FLfiBCElVtlD

MAR 5 155$.

I4AO NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W.

WASHINGTON, DC. 20005-2107

:I202I303-5760 lEOai 371-7000

March 4, 1992

OSTON
BRUSSELS
CHICAGO

iRS-SW^'
LOSANGELES
NEWYORK
PARIS

SANFRANCISCO
SYDNEY
TOKYO

WILMINGTON

BY HAHD

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman
House Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
2413 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Re: Messrs. Clifford and Alt man

Dear Chairman Gonzalez:

Enclosed in response to your letter to us of
February 27, 1992, is a letter written to you by Clark M.
Clifford.

Very truly yours,

Robert S. Bennett

Carl S. Rauh

Enclosure
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IMafax
(202)65*4066
(202)765-5633

9.4. 20000

March 4, 1992

"Waphone

(202)626-4200

DiractUna
(202)828-4269

Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman, House Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs Committee

2413 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Chairman Gonzalez:

I am writing in response to your letter
of February 27, 1992 addressed to my counsel.

During my testimony on September 11,
1991, I was questioned by you regarding the
possibility of any conflicts existing in our
representation of some of the parties involved.
On three separate occasions during the colloquy
I stated that I was not conscious of any conflict
during the course of the various representations.

There had been no reference of any kind
to the existence of any memoranda on the subject,
when you suddenly asked if I would be willing to
provide our legal memoranda on the subject.

I responded, "Yes. Yes, we shall so provide.
Will you make a note." I meant for my answer to
signify our willingness to cooperate with the
Committee, but I did not intend my answer to mean
there actually were such memoranda in existence.
My answer should have included the additional
words, "if there are any."
It is my belief that we have no memoranda

on this subject and never have had any. I know
that I never prepared such a memorandum, and I
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Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
March 4, 1992
Page Two

have no knowledge of ever seeing such a memo
randum prepared by anyone else. In your letter
of February 27, 1992 you list eight categories in
which memoranda might have been prepared. I know
of no memoranda that ever existed in any of these
categories .

Very truly yours,
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Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
1440 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W.

WASHINGTON, DC. 20005-2107

PAX ,202!393-5760 (202) 3717000
D'«ECTOi»L

'202' 3T-

NEW-OBK
SYDNEY

SANFBANC'SCO
-OKYO
WILMINGTON

September 10, 1991

BT HAND

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Cha i rman
Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs
U.S. House of Representatives
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Gonzalez:

We are writing on behalf of Clark M. Clifford
and Robert A. Altman in connection with their appearance
before the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs, scheduled for Wednesday, September 11, 1991.
Under separate cover, we are providing Messrs. Clifford
and Altman' s Joint Written Statement to the Committee in
this matter.

By letters dated August 21, 1991, you requested
that Messrs. Clifford and Altman provide written
responses to a number of specifically identified
questions, covering a wide range of events and activities
over the past 13 years. Many of these matters are
addressed in Messrs. Clifford and Altaian's Written
Statement, and we anticipate that many will also be
addressed in Messrs. Clifford and Altman 's oral
testimony. In an effort to be of assistance to the
Committee, we also have prepared separate written
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The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
September 10, 1991
Page Two

responses to the specific questions posed in your
referenced letters. These responses are appended hereto.

Sincerely,

Robert S. Bennett

:arl S. Rauh

Robert B. Fiske

Enclosures
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Responses to Questions Posed in Chairman Gonzalez' Letters
dated August 21, 1991 to Clark M. Clifford and Robert A. Altman

Question 1; A brief overview of your background.

Clark M. Clifford was born in 1906. Mr. Clifford was

admitted to practice before the Missouri bar in June 1928, and

has had an active legal career spanning more than six decades.

He continues to practice as the senior partner in Clifford S.

Warnke, the Washington, D.C. law firm he founded in 1950.

Mr. Clifford has devoted a substantial portion of his

career to public service. He volunteered to serve during World

War II and, in 1943, received a commission in the United States
Navy. After serving in various posts, he was assigned to the

Naval Aide's Office at the White House. In 1946, Mr. Clifford

was appointed Counsel to President Harry S. Truman and served

in that capacity until 1950. He has served in the

administrations of Presidents John F. Kennedy, Lyndon B.

Johnson and Jimmy Carter, including his tenure as Secretary of

Defense during the Johnson administration.

Robert A. Altman was born in 1947. He received a

B.A. with honors from The University of Wisconsin, and studied

law at George Washington University Law School, where he was an

editor of the Law Review and Order of the Coif. He earned a

Juris Doctor with honors in 1971. Thereafter, Mr. Altman
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joined Mr. Clifford's law firm, where he specialized in

litigation and corporate law. He became a partner in the firm

in 1976.

Question 2: How you first became involved with Financial
General Bankshares including the individuals
that introduced you to representatives of that
institution.

In late 1977, T. Bertram Lance, the Director of the

Office of Management and Budget during the Carter

administration, introduced Mr. Agha Hasan Abedi, the founder

and then principal officer of the Bank of Credit and Commerce

International, S.A. ("BCCI"), to Mr. Clifford. Thereafter,

Messrs. Lance and Abedi sought Mr. Clifford's assistance in

connection with litigation concerning Financial General

Bankshares ("FGB"). This representation is described further

in response to Question 9 below. In the course of that

litigation, Messrs. Clifford and Altman met representatives of

FGB.

2
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Question 3; A short history of your relationship with the
following entities and individuals:

Question 4: A short history of the relationship between
Clifford & Warnke and the following entities
and individuals:*

a. BCCI Holdings and its subsidiary banks in Luxembourg
(BCCI S.A.), the Cayman Islands (BCCI Overseas), and
International Credit and Investment Company (ICIC).

Messrs. Clifford and Altman's initial involvement

with BCCI stems from Clifford S. Warnke' s legal representation

of BCCI and Mr. Abedi in the FGB litigation referenced in

response to Question 2. Until 1990, Clifford & Warnke remained

one of a number of prominent law firms which provided legal

services to BCCI on a variety of matters. Neither Mr. Clifford

nor Mr. Altman has ever owned stock in BCCI Holdings or any of

its subsidiary banks, nor has either been an officer, director

or employee of BCCI. In addition, as is discussed below and

explained in greater length in Messrs. Clifford and Altman's

Written Statement to the Committee, BCCI served as an

investment advisor and commercial banker to and communications

link with the First American investors. Accordingly, over the

past decade, Messrs. Clifford and Altman provided information

Insofar as Messrs. Clifford and Altman's relationship to
the individuals and entities identified in Question 3 is
directly related to their association with Clifford &

Warnke, a single integrated response to Questions 3 and 4
is provided.
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concerning First American's operations and financial progress

to BCCI, so that it could in turn inform and advise the

investors .

Clifford & Warnke has never represented ICIC, and

Messrs. Clifford and Altman have never served as officers,

directors, employees or shareholders of ICIC. We note,

however, that at the time of the initial application for
approval to acquire FGB the Securities and Exchange Commission

("SEC" or "the Commission") and the regulators were notified

that ICIC might become a shareholder in FGB. Ultimately,

however, ICIC did not participate as a shareholder of record of

FGB or First American.

b. Credit and Commerce American Holdings (CCAH) and Credit
and Commerce American Investments (CCAI).

From 1981 until August 1991, Mr. Clifford served on

the Boards of Directors of CCAH and CCAI, the holding companies

for First American Bankshares, Inc. He became Chairman of

those Boards in 1989. During that same period, Mr. Altman

served as a member of the Boards of Directors and Secretary of

CCAH and CCAI. During this period Clifford & Warnke has

represented CCAH and CCAI in connection with a variety of legal

matters .

4
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C. First American Bankshares and First American Corporation
and their affiliates.

From 1981 until August 1991, Mr. Clifford served as

Chairman of the Board of Directors of First American

Corporation ("FAC"), and from 1982 until August 1991 as

Chairman of the Board of First American Bankshares, Inc. From

1981 to August 1991 Mr. Altman served as President and Director

of FAC. Mr. Altman has also served as a member of the Boards

of Directors of First American Bankshares, Inc. and three of

its subsidiaries — First American Metro Corporation, First

American Bank of Georgia, and First American Bank of New York.

Over the years, Clifford & Warnke has represented

First American Bankshares, Inc., FAC and its affiliates in

connection with a variety of matters.

d. Agha Hasan Abedi, Swaleh Naqvi, Ghaith R. Pharaon, Sheik
Kamal Adham, and Sheik Zaied al Nahyan.

• Agha Hasan Abedi and Swaleh Naqvi

Messrs. Clifford and Altman's relationship with

Messrs. Abedi and Naqvi stems from their representation of Mr.

Abedi and BCCI in connection with the FGB takeover litigation

referenced above, and their subsequent roles as directors and

officers of First American. Further, following the settlement

of the takeover litigation, Messrs. Clifford and Altman

understood that BCCI would continue in its capacity as

investment advisor to the CCAH shareholders, and also would

5
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serve as a communications link with the CCAH shareholders, who

were located throughout the Middle East. These anticipated

roles were disclosed to the federal and state regulators who

approved of the acquisition of FGB. Consistent with these

disclosures, Messrs. Clifford and Altman interacted with

Messrs. Abedi and Naqvi to keep them apprised of significant

events in First American's development. In addition, as is

noted in response to Questions 3(a) and 4(a) above, Clifford &

Warnke has provided legal services to BCCI during the past

decade. In connection with that representation, Messrs.

Clifford and Altman have had discussions and meetings with

Messrs. Abedi and Naqvi.

Other than representing Mr. Abedi and other

defendants during the course of the FGB litigation referenced

above, Clifford & Warnke has not represented either Mr. Abedi

or Mr. Naqvi on any matter.

• Ghaith R. Pharaon

As is noted in response to Question 11 below,

Clifford & Warnke represented T. Bertram Lance when he sold his

interest in the National Bank of Georgia ( "NBG" ) to Mr. Pharaon

in 1978. Also, as is explained more fully in response to

Question 10 below, in 1987 Mr. Pharaon sold his interest in the

NBG to First American.
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It should also be noted that in 1984, Clifford &

Warnke was asked to represent Attock Oil Company, Ltd.

("Attock"), which was understood to be a wholly owned

subsidiary of Finance Investment International Limited

("FIIL"), a holding company based in Grand Cayman. FIIL, at

that time, reportedly was owned principally by three

shareholders: Mr. Ghaith Pharaon (75%), Sheikh Kamal Adham

(10%) and Faisal Saud Al-Fulaij (10%). The proposed

representation pertained to Attock' s interest in acquiring a

New Jersey oil refinery. In connection with this effort, Mr.
Clifford met with Mr. Pharaon on one occasion in New York;

however, the acquisition never materialized, and the

representation did not proceed.

Attock again approached Clifford & Warnke for

assistance in late 1985 in connection with its efforts to

acquire an oil refinery located in Texas. White & Case served

as Attock Oil's principal counsel in connection with this

proposed transaction. This was a short-lived effort on the

part of Clifford & Warnke, and the transaction was never

consummated.

In addition, in 1988 Mr. Pharaon sought Clifford &

Warnke's assistance in connection with his interest in

financing a possible movie production project in South

America. As part of this effort, Mr. Altman met with
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representatives of several movie studios. This was also a

short-lived effort by Mr. Pharaon, and the contemplated project

did not proceed.

• Sheikh Kamal Adham

Sheikh Kamal Adham was one of the four original

investors to acquire an interest in FGB in late 1977/early

1978. He was considered to be one of the leading citizens of

Saudi Arabia, and was related to the former king by marriage.

Messrs. Clifford and Altman understood him to be a man of

integrity and substance with extensive investments throughout

the world. He provided sworn testimony at depositions in

connection with the FGB litigation to the effect that: (i) he

was purchasing FGB shares for his own interest, because the

United States represented an economically and politically

stable environment for investment; (ii) BCCI did not control
his shares; (iii) BCCI did not finance his shares and would not
finance his participation in the tender offer; and (iv) he

intended his investment to be a passive one to be managed by

American professionals.

Sheikh Adham also appeared at a hearing before the

Federal Reserve Board of Governors in April of 1981, held in

connection with the investors' application for approval to

acquire FGB. At that time, he affirmed that he — not BCCI —

8
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owned and controlled his FGB shares, and that he -- not BCCI--

had invited additional investors from Saudi Arabia to join the

group that participated in the tender offer. Sheikh Adham

further stated that he did not intend to finance his purchases

in the tender offer through BCCI, and intended to be a passive

investor and to leave the management of the bank to an American

Board of Directors.

Sheikh Adham had requested that Mr. Clifford serve as

the Chairman of the Board. After receiving assurances that he

would be granted complete authority to select the members of

the Board and to oversee the operations of First American,

Mr. Clifford agreed to accept responsibility for management of

the Company, and became Chairman of FAC and First American

Bankshares, as discussed above. These events are discussed at

further length in Messrs. Clifford and Altman's Written

Statement.

In the years that followed the acquisition, Sheikh

Adham became the informal leader of the investor group and

interacted with Messrs. Clifford and Altman on a regular basis.

Sheikh Adham' s actions appeared at all times to be consistent

with Messrs. Clifford and Altman's understanding that he had a

genuine and personal interest in First American. In this

regard, Sheikh Adham travelled to meet with Messrs. Clifford

and Altman to discuss the progress of First American,
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participated as a purchaser of additional shares, and has

steadfastly maintained that he acted on his own behalf, not as

a nominee for BCCI.

In the mid-1980's, Clifford & Warnke provided certain

legal advice to Sheikh Kamal Adham in connection with a

business venture unrelated to any banking matter. The firm

received fees from Sheikh Adham for the services provided.

Finally, as was noted above, in 1984 and 1985, Clifford &

Warnke provided certain legal services to Attock Oil Co., which

was understood to be owned by a holding company in which Sheikh

Adham held a 10% ownership interest.

• Sheikh Zaied al Nahyan

Sheikh Zaied al-Nahyan is the ruler of Abu Dhabi.

His Highness first purchased shares in CCAH during 1983. Two

of his sons, Sheikh Mohammed and Sheikh Sultan, had

participated in the initial acquisition of FGB stock in 1977.

Messrs. Clifford and Altman's relationship to Sheikh Zaied was

based solely on his status as a CCAH shareholder. In this

regard, he or his representatives received periodic reports on

the progress of First American through BCCI, acting as a

communications link, and participated in the various rights

offerings to raise additional capital for the Company.

In the mid 1980's, Clifford & Warnke was asked by Mr.

Abedi to identify possible opportunities for investment, in the

10
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form of other corporate acquisitions, for Sheikh Zaied. This

request was understood to have been made by Mr. Abedi- in his

capacity as investment advisor to Sheikh Zaied. Although Mr.

Clifford and Mr. Altman did identify several potential

investments, apparently none were pursued by Sheikh Zaied.

Question 5; Describe your positions with, responsibilities
to, and functions at, First American, CCAH,
CCAI , BCCI, and ICIC. Please provide any
relevant descriptive documents.

As was noted in response to Question 3 above, at

various times prior to August 1991, Mr. Clifford served as

Chairman of the Boards of Directors of CCAH, CCAI, FAC and

First American Bankshares, Inc. Mr. Altman, prior to August

1991, served as President of FAC and Secretary of CCAH and

CCAI, and was a member of the Boards of Directors for CCAH,

CCAI, FAC and First American Bankshares, Inc. At various times

during the past nine years, he has also served on the Boards of

First American Bank of Georgia, First American Metro

Corporation and First American Bank of New York.

Messrs. Clifford and Altman performed the customary

responsibilities and duties associated with their positions.

Messrs. Clifford and Altman have resigned from their

respective positions, and have no current responsibilities or

functions with respect to these entities.

11
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Neither Mr. Clifford nor Mr. Altman has ever served

as an officer, director, shareholder or employee of either BCCI

or ICIC, nor has either ever held any other position with BCCI

or ICIC.

Question 6: Did you, or Clifford & Warnke, ever have
knowledge of BCCI ownership or control of CCAH,
CCAI or First American? Did BCCI ever
influence the management practices of CCAH,
CCAI or First American? Please explain.

Until the most recent allegations regarding the

secret ownership of First American by BCCI, Messrs. Clifford

and Altman and Clifford & Warnke did not have any knowledge,

nor did they have any reason to suspect, that BCCI may have

owned or controlled any shares of CCAH stock. Nor do they know

today what the true facts are regarding BCCI ownership of CCAH

shares. No stock has been issued to BCCI by the Company or

registered in its name or for its beneficial interest. No

documentation has ever been presented to effectuate a change in

the CCAH share registry so as to reflect ownership in any

shares by BCCI. No notice of foreclosure on Company stock has

ever been received from BCCI. Moreover, at all times, the
registered shareholders have voted their stock and appeared to

be the real parties in interest. Simply stated, Mr. Clifford

and Mr. Altman had no evidence that, and were unaware whether,

any of the shareholders — all persons of substantial wealth

12
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and prestige -- were acting as mere nominees or fronts for

BCCI.

BCCI has never directed or controlled the management

of CCAH, CCAI or First American. Since its inception, the

ultimate authority to establish the policies and strategies of

the bank has resided with Mr. Clifford and the respective

Boards of Directors, consistent with the disclosures made to

the Federal Reserve Board and state regulators regarding the

control and management of First American. At no time has this

authority been ceded to or exercised by BCCI.

As is described in Messrs. Clifford and Altman's

Written Statement to the Committee, in connection with First

American's efforts to establish a banking operation in New

York, Mr. Abedi — in his capacity as investment advisor to the

shareholders -- recommended or offered his views on several
candidates for certain bank positions. Because First

American's New York operations were intended to have an

international capability, and because Mr. Abedi had extensive

international banking experience, his comments were welcomed.

Mr. Abedi, however, did not make decisions regarding the

selection, hiring or retention of any First American officers.

In this regard, we note that the recent audit report

by Price Waterhouse to the Bank of England indicates that it

13
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found no evidence that BCCI had sought to exert any control

over CCAH or its subsidiaries:

[BCCI's] former management have represented to us
that the arrangements [between BCCI and First
American] were in the form of a "merchant banking"
transaction, in that it always acted as a "sleeping
partner," at no time using any voting rights or
exercising any controlling influence over the
management of First American.

(Price Waterhouse Audit Report on BCCI under Section 14 of the
Banking Act 1987, submitted to the Bank of England, dated June
21, 1991, p. 25) (emphasis added).

Question 7: A history of your financial relationships
including loans, stock ownership, and
compensation, in any capacity, with BCCI, ICIC,
CCAH, CCAI , and First American.

Messrs. Clifford and Altman's compensation from CCAH

and its subsidiaries is set forth in their Written Statement to

the Committee. As is noted therein, as Chairman of the Board

Mr. Clifford received $50,000 per year. Mr. Altman, who did

not receive any salary as President of FAC, received

approximately $20,000 per year in director's fees. Messrs.

Clifford and Altman's purchases of CCAH stock in 1986 and 1987,

and their sale of a portion of their holdings in 1988, is also

described at length in their Written Statement to the

Committee. As is explained therein, those purchases and sales

were completely legal and proper, and did not contravene any

representations made to federal and state regulators in

connection with the applications to acquire FGB. Currently,

14
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neither Mr. Clifford nor Mr. Altman has any outstanding

indebtedness to BCCI, nor is any of their CCAH stock subject to

a pledge agreement or lien.

As is also noted in their Written Statement to the

Committee, Messrs. Clifford and Altman participated in a CCAH

rights offering in 1989, and in 1990 they each purchased

convertible debentures offered by CCAH. These purchases were

not financed by any bank. As of December 31, 1990, Mr.

Clifford held .83% of CCAH's outstanding stock, and Mr. Altman

held .41%.

Mr. Altman has a mortgage loan from First American

Bank of Maryland, secured by a personal residence in Potomac,

Maryland. This loan, which is current, was made at market

rates, based on independent appraisals of the property, and was

processed and approved in accordance with First American's

established policies and procedures.

Messrs. Clifford and Altman have never received any

loans or compensation from ICIC. Moreover, they have never

owned any stock in that entity. As was noted above, the law

firm of Clifford & Warnke has rendered legal services to BCCI

during the past decade. The law firm, in which

Messrs. Clifford and Altman are partners, has been paid for the

legal services provided to BCCI. ( See Answer to Question 8

below) .

15
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Question 8: Provide a history of the financial
relationship, including loans and compensation
between Clifford & Warnke and BCCI, ICIC, CCAH,
CCAI and First American.

Clifford & Warnke first represented BCCI in 1978 in

connection with the FGB takeover litigation. As is described

in Messrs. Clifford and Altman's Written Statement to the

Committee, and in response to Question 9 below, other firms

also were engaged to provide representation in connection with

that matter.

From that time to 1990, Clifford & Warnke (as well as

other law firms) provided legal services to BCCI on a regular

basis. Clifford & Warnke has received fees for the services

provided. The law firm has never requested, nor has it ever

received, a loan from BCCI.

Similarly, from time to time, Clifford & Warnke has

provided legal services to CCAH, CCAI, FAC, First American

Bankshares and First American Metro Corporation regarding a

variety of legal matters, including litigation that followed

the takeover of FGB. Again, Clifford & Warnke received fees

for the services provided. While the firm has been retained on

occasion to assist First American's subsidiary banks, Clifford

& Warnke does not serve as general counsel to those entities.

These banks employ in-house counsel, as well as other outside

law firms.

46-783 - 92 - 20
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From 1983 to the present, Clifford & Warnke has

maintained a checking account and an investment account at

First American Bank N.A. , in Washington, D.C. In 1986, the law

firm also opened a separate account for the firm Profit Sharing

Plan Trust. On very limited occasions since 1983, the firm

also has opened escrow accounts or accounts "for the benefit

of law firm clients.
In 1986, First American Bank N.A. extended an

automobile loan and an equipment loan to Clifford & Warnke.

Both loans were paid in full in 1990.

Clifford & Warnke has not represented ICIC, nor has

it borrowed any funds from that institution. The firm has no

financial relationship with that entity.

Question 9: Please explain any actions performed by you, in
any capacity, in facilitating the purchase of
Financial General Bankshares by foreign
investors.

As was noted in response to Question 2 above, in

approximately early 1978, the law firm of Clifford & Warnke was

retained to represent the defendants in litigation brought by

FGB arising from the purchase of FGB stock by four Middle

Eastern investors. These investors, Sheikh Kamal Adham,

Mr. Faisal Saud al-Fulaij, Sheikh Sultan bin Zaied al-Nahyan

and Mr. Abdullah Darwaish (acting on behalf of Sheikh Mohammed

bin Zaied al-Nahyan, a minor child of the ruler of the Emirate

17
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of Abu Dhabi) -- each of whom was a BCCI client -- had each

purchased slightly less than five percent of the outstanding

shares of FGB.

Alleging that these investors had bought their shares

in violation of various provisions of the Securities and

Exchange Act of 1934, FGB filed suit in federal District Court

in Washington, D.C. to enjoin the investors from acquiring any

further stock or from voting the shares which they had

acquired. The named defendants in the law suit included the

four investors, Mr. Darwaish, Mr. Lance, Mr. Abedi and BCCI.

Clifford & Warnke was retained to represent their interests in

that matter. The law firm of Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz

served as co-counsel in that representation.

In March 1978, counsel negotiated a settlement with

the SEC under which, without admitting or denying the

Commission's allegations that they had acted as a group, the

investors, Mr. Abedi, and BCCI consented to the entry of

judgments of permanent injunction prohibiting them from

violating Section 13(d) of the Securities and Exchange Act of

1934 and the regulations thereunder. As part of the

settlement, the investors represented that they and/or ICIC

intended to make a tender offer for all of FGB's shares,

subject to obtaining the necessary banking and regulatory

18
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approvals. In that regard, the law firm of Kutak, Rock & Huie

was retained to provide regulatory advice.

This litigation and the transactions leading up to

and culminating in the final acquisition of FGB in March 1982,

including the state and federal regulatory proceedings, are

described in the March 3, 1982 tender offer document prepared

by Kidder Peabody & Co., which is attached hereto. Messrs.

Clifford and Altman and the law firm of Clifford & Warnke

served as counsel to these investors in the litigation and

various transactions described therein, and were actively

involved in virtually all phases of the events and proceedings
relating to the acquisition.

Question 10: Please explain any actions performed by you, in
any capacity, in assisting the purchase by
First American of the National Bank of Georgia,
Bank of Escambia, or any other financial
institution.

The acquisition of NBG is described in Messrs.

Clifford and Altman' s Written Statement to the Committee. That

acquisition was initiated by Mr. Clifford. As is described in

Messrs. Clifford and Altman' s Written Statement, the NBG

acquisition was pursued and completed because, in the view of

the Board of Directors, it served First American's best

interests. As officers and directors in the Company, Messrs.

Clifford and Altman pursued the acquisition and participated in

the Board decision to acquire NBG.

19
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Prior to its acquisition by First American, NBG had

acquired the Florida-based Bank of Escambia through

foreclosure. Following its acquisition of NBG in 1987, First

American filed applications with the Federal Reserve and the

state banking regulators in Georgia and Florida for permission

to retain ownership of the Bank of Escambia. First American

retained regulatory counsel to assist it in the application

process. In their capacities as officers and directors of

First American, Messrs. Clifford and Altman had ultimate

responsibility for this process. Mr. Altman also met with

representatives of the Federal Reserve in connection with the

regulatory proceedings, including a review by the Federal

Reserve of First American's relationship with BCCI. The

applications relating to the Bank of Escambia were approved by

the Federal Reserve and the Georgia and Florida banking

authorities.

Question 11: Please explain any services rendered by you, if
any, in any capacity, in assisting Mr. Ghaith
Pharaon's purchase or sale of any bank or
nonbank entity in the U.S. including
Independence Bank and National Bank of Georgia.

Clifford & Warnke represented T. Bertram Lance when

he sold his interest in NBG to Mr. Pharaon in 1978. As is

noted in response to Question 10 above, in 1987 First American

acquired NBG from Mr. Pharaon. Clifford & Warnke did not

represent Mr. Pharaon in connection with that transaction, nor

20
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have they provided legal advice to him in connection with the

purchase or sale of any other banking entity. As is noted in

response to Question 3(d) and 4(d) above, Clifford & Warnke and

Messrs. Clifford and Altman have rendered legal advice,

relating to the contemplated purchase of nonbanking entities,

to corporate entities in which Mr. Pharaon holds an ownership

interest.

Question 12; Please describe your role, and the role of
Clifford & Warnke with regard to the BCCI Legal
Defense Fund. Please describe First American's
involvement in the defense fund.

As a service to BCCI, Clifford & Warnke reviewed for

reasonableness the bills submitted by a number of law firms

that were retained to represent BCCI and its employees in

connection with the 1988 money laundering case in Tampa,

Florida; bills submitted by accountants serving as a consultant
to BCCI in connection with the defense of that case; fees and

expenses incurred by investigators; and other litigation

related expenses. It is not uncommon in the case of litigation

involving multiple law firms for a corporation to request that

one firm review the bills of other firms for reasonableness.
The funds of BCCI used to pay the bills approved for

payment were held in an account established by Clifford &

Warnke at First American N.A. in Washington, D.C.
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Question 13: Please explain the "special invitee" status
under which you attended the BCCI annual
conferences. Include the name of the
party(ies) you represented, the purpose of the
conference, and the purpose of your presence.
Please describe any other events you attended
under this status.

Mr. Clifford has never attended a BCCI annual

conference. Mr. Altman attended three BCCI annual conferences,

the last of which was in 1986, some five and one-half years

ago. He was invited by Mr. Abedi and was one of a number of

guests at these meetings. The agendas for these conferences

were generated by BCCI and involved little, if indeed any,
substantive information regarding BCCI or banking. Much of the

agenda was devoted to discussions of management theory,

philosophy and other general matters by Mr. Abedi.

Mr. Altman played no role in the presentation of

materials to the attendees at the conference. His attendance

was intended as a means of maintaining good relations with

BCCI — which was both a client of Clifford & Warnke and the

investment advisor to the CCAH shareholders. In addition, it

was hoped that business opportunities for First American might

be developed.
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Attachment to Responses to Questions Posed
in Chairman Gonzales ' Letters dated August
21, 1991 to Messrs. Clark M. Clifford and

Robert A. Altman

Offer to Purchase for Cash

Any and All Outstanding Shares of the Common Stock

of

Financial General Bankshares, Inc.
at

$33.80 Net Per Share

by

FGB Holding Corporation
An Indirect Wholly Owned Subsidiary of

Credit and Commerce American Holdings, N.V.

The Offer will expire on Thursday, April 8, 1982, at 10:00 A.M.,
New York City time, unless extended.

The Board of Directors of Financial General Bankshares, Inc. has unanimously determined
that the Offer is in the best interests of the Company and the holders of its Common Stock,
par value $.10per share, has consented to the Offer and recommends to the holders of such
Common Stock that they accept the Offer.

The Offer is not conditioned upon any minimum number of shares being tendered.

The Offer is not being made for shares of the Company's Class A Common Stock,
Series 1, par value $.10 per share, or Cumulative Preferred Stock, Series A, par value SI
per share.

THIS TRANSACTION HAS NOT BEEN APPROVED OR DISAPPROVED BY THE
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION NOR HAS THE COMMISSION PASSED
UPON THE FAIRNESS OF SUCH TRANSACTION NOR UPON THE ACCURACY OR
ADEQUACY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT. ANY

REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS UNLAWFUL.

IMPORTANT
Stockholders desiring to accept the Offer should either: ( 1) request their broker, dealer, commer

cial bank, trust company or nominee to effect the transaction for them or (2) complete and sign the
Letter of Transmittal or a facsimile thereof, have their signature thereon guaranteed as required by
Instruction 1 of the Letter of Transmittal and forward the Letter of Transmittal with their stock certifi

cate^) and any other required documents to the Depositary or the Forwarding Agent at their respec
tive addressesset forth on the back cover of this Offer to Purchase. See Section 5. Stockholders having
shares registered in the name of a broker, dealer, commercial bank, trust company or nominee must
contactsuch person if they desire to tender thesharesso registered.

Questions and requests for assistancemay be directed to the Dealer Manager or to the Informa
tion Agent at their respective addressesand telephone numbers, as set forth on the back cover of this
Offer to Purchase. Requests for additional copies of the Offer to Purchase and the Letter of Trans
mittal may be directed to the Information Agent or to brokers, dealers, commercial banks or trust
companies.

The Dealer Manager for the Offer is:

Kidder, Peabody & Co.
Incorporated

March 3. 1982
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To the Holders of Common Stock of
Financial General Bankshares, Inc.:

INTRODUCTION

FGB Holding Corporation, a Virginia corporation (the "Purchaser") and a wholly owned
subsidiary of Credit and Commerce American Investment, B.V., a Netherlands corporation ("CCAI"),
which, in turn, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Credit and Commerce American Holdings, N.V.,

a Netherlands Antilles corporation ("CCAH"), hereby offers to purchase any and all outstanding
shares of the Common Stock, par value $.10 per share (the "Shares"), of Financial General Bankshares,

Inc., a Virginia corporation (the "Company"), at $33.80 per Share net to the seller in cash, upon the

terms and subject to the conditions set forth in this Offer to Purchase and in the related Letter of

Transmittal (which together constitute the "Offer"). Tendering stockholders will not be obligated
to pay brokerage commissions, fees or, except as set forth in Instruction 7 of the Letter of Transmittal,

transfer taxes in connection with the purchase of Shares by the Purchaser pursuant to the Offer. The
Purchaser will pay all charges and expenses of The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A. (the "Depositary")
and American Security Bank, N.A. (the "Forwarding Agent").

The Board of Directors of the Company has unanimously determined that the Offer is in the best
interests of the Company and the holders of Shares, has consented to the Offer and recommends to

the holders of Shares that they accept the Offer.

The Offer is not conditioned upon any minimum number of Shares being tendered.

The Offer is not being made for shares of the Company's Class A Common Stock, Series 1, par
value $.10 per share (the "Class A Shares"), or Cumulative Preferred Stock, Series A, par value $1
per share (the "Preferred Shares").

The Company has set March 10, 1982 as the record date for the Company's quarterly cash

dividend of $.10 per Share. Tendering stockholders will be entitled to receive such dividend, which
the Company has announced will be payable on May 3, 1982.

The Purchaser is making the Offer pursuant to an agreement (the "Acquisition Agreement"),
dated July 25, 1980, as amended as of December 31, 1981, among Kamal Adham, Abdullah Darwaish
(on behalf of Mohammed bin Zaid al Nahyan), Faisal Saud al Fulaij (collectively referred to herein
as the "Investors"), the Purchaser, CCAH (of which the Investors are stockholders), CCAI and
Stuart Symington, a voting representative of the Investors (see Section 11), and the Company.

The Acquisition Agreement provides that subject, among other things, to the receipt of all

required banking, regulatory and other approvals and the satisfaction of certain conditions, a cash
tender offer will be made for any and all Shares at a per Share price of 158.3333% of the Company's
"Per Share Book Value" as of the last day of the last calendar quarter prior to the date Shares are to
be first purchased pursuant thereto (the "Value Date"). The Acquisition Agreement defines the term
"Per Share Book Value" as the amount equal to the Company's total stockholders' investment 'as set
forth in the Company's consolidated balance sheet as of the Value Date, less the involuntary liquida
tion value of the Preferred Shares, as of the Value Date, divided by the total number of Shares and
Class A Shares outstanding as of the Value Date. As of December 31, 1981, the Per Share Book Value
was $21.35. All required banking, regulatory and other approvals have been received (see Section 12)
and all the conditions to the making of the Offer provided for in the Acquisition Agreement have been

satisfied. See "Special Factors — Background" and Section 11.

Messrs. Adham, Fulaij and Darwaish and CCAI presently own an aggregate of 1,244,040 Shares,
or approximately 18.6% of the 6,688,926 Shares that the Company has advised the Purchaser

were outstanding as of February 26, 1982. It is contemplated that the Purchaser will receive such
Shares as a capital contribution promptly after the expiration of the Offer. The Investors do not own

any Class A Shares or Preferred Shares. See Section 9.
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The Company has advised the Purchaser that as of February 26, 1982, the directors and execu

tive officers of the Company beneficially owned an aggregate of 2,424,172 Shares, or approximately

36.2% of the Shares outstanding as of such date and that, to the best of the Company's knowledge,

each of such directors and executive officers intends to tender the Shares that are held of record or

beneficially owned by him. The Company has also advised the Purchaser that as of February 26,

1982, an aggregate of approximately 326,810 Shares, or approximately 4.9% of the Shares outstanding

as of such date, were held under a Trust for the Company's Employee Stock Ownership Plan and

Trust (the "Plan"), and that the Trustee of the Plan intends to tender all of such Shares pursuant

to the Offer.

The Purchaser contemplates that if it acquires control of the Company pursuant to the Offer, it

will recommend that the Company increase the rate of the regular quarterly cash dividend paid on

the Shares. See "Special Factors — Purpose and Effects of the Offer" and Section 10.

For a more complete discussion of the Acquisition Agreement and related events, see "Special

Factors" and Sections 9, 11 and 12.

SPECIAL FACTORS
Background

The Acquisition Agreement. The Acquisition Agreement was entered into to govern the acqui

sition of control of the Company by the Investors and to settle disputes between the Company and

the Investors arising out of purchases of Shares by the Investors, including litigation between the

Company and the Investors. See "Events Prior to the Execution of the Acquisition Agreement" below

and Section 11. The Acquisition Agreement provides, among other things, that subject to the receipt

of all required banking, regulatory and other approvals and the satisfaction of certain conditions, and

provided that applicable law does not prohibit the Investors from acquiring control of the Company,

a cash tender offer would be made for any and all Shares at a price of $28.50 per Share, or, in the

event Shares are first purchased pursuant to such offer subsequent to December 31, 1980, 158.3333%

of the Per Share Book Value as of the Value Date.

The terms of the Acquisition Agreement, including the Offer price, were arrived at by arms'-length

negotiations between representatives of the Company and counsel for the Investors. See "Reasons for,

and Basis for the Terms of, the Offer; Fairness" below.

Pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement, on July 25, 1980, Messrs. Clark M. Clifford, counsel for
the Investors, Elwood R. Quesada and Mr. Symington were elected to the Board of Directors of the

Company. For more detailed information regarding the terms of the Acquisition Agreement, see

Section 11.

Events prior to the execution of the Acquisition Agreement. The following information has been

summarized from the Proxy Statement of Mr. Adham, dated April 3, 1980 (the "Proxy Statement"),
relating to the 1980 Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the Company (the "1980 Annual Meeting").
and from the Statements on Schedule 13D filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the
"Commission") by CCAH, CCAI, the Investors and Mr. Symington with respect to the Shares, and
amendments thereto, which describe in detail the background of the Offer from the time of the
Investors' first purchases of Shares in December 1977. The Proxy Statement has been filed as an
exhibit to the Statement on Schedule 14D-1 filed with the Commission by the Purchaser, CCAI and
CCAH relating to the Offer (the "Schedule 14D-1"). Reference should be made to such Schedules
13D (including the exhibits thereto) and to the Proxy Statement for more complete information

regarding the events, transactions and documents summarized below, and such summary is qualified
in its entirety by reference to such documents. Such Schedules 13D and the Schedule 14D-1 and any
amendments thereto (including the exhibits thereto) may be examined and copies may be obtained

in the manner described in Section 8 (except that they will not be available at the regional offices of
the Commission).
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(i) Purchases of Shares and related litigation. The Investors and a fourth individual, Sultan
bin Zaid al Nahyan, originally acquired an aggregate of 1,075,550 Shares during December 1977 and

January 1978 in the open market and in privately negotiated transactions at prices ranging from

$10% to $15 per Share. On February 17, 1978, the Company instituted a lawsuit (the "Company

Action") against the Investors and others, entitled Financial General Bankshares, Inc. v. Lance, et al.,

Civ. No. 78-0276, in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia (the "District

Court"), alleging, among other things, that certain of the defendants, including the Investors, had

bought their Shares in violation of various provisions of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as.

amended (the "Exchange Act"), and state law and seeking, among other things, to enjoin such

persons from acquiring additional Shares or from voting the Shares already acquired. On April 27,
1978. the District Court found that there was a probability that the defendants had violated Section

13(d) of the Exchange Act by not making required timely filings with the Commission. However,

the District Court refused to enjoin the defendants from making a tender offer for the Shares not

owned by them, or from otherwise acquiring additional Shares or from soliciting proxies or voting
their Shares, provided that prior to any such acquisition, solicitation or vote an offer of rescission

(the "Rescission Offer") was made to those persons from whom the Investors purchased Shares in

the open market during December 1977 and January 1978 (a total of 238,200 Shares of the 1,075,550

Shares acquired). The District Court dismissed all the other remaining allegations against the Inves

tors in the Company Action. Transactions relating to a total of 945 Shares were thereafter rescinded

in response to the Rescission Offer, which was commenced by CCAI on February 16, 1979 and expired
on April 19, 1979. Pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement, the Company, CCAH, CCAI and the
Investors subsequently agreed to dismiss, and on July 25, 1980, the District Court dismissed, the sole
remaining allegation against the Investors in the Company Action.

On March 17, 1978, the Commission instituted a lawsuit (the "Commission Action") in the
District Court, entitled Securities and Exchange Commission v. Bank of Credit and Commerce
International, S.A., et al. Civ. No. 78-0469, alleging that the Investors and others allegedly associated
with them had violated Section 13(d) of the Exchange Act in connection with their purchases of
Shares without making required timely public filings. A separate allegation charged that an executive
officer of the Company (not an Investor or associated with the Investors) had also violated Section

13(d) of the Exchange Act in connection with his filing of a Schedule 13D which was false and

misleading in failing to disclose certain material facts relating to his acquisition of Shares in April
1977. Also on March 17, 1978, the Investors and the executive officer of the Company (who is no
longer with the Company), without admitting or denying these allegations, consented to the entry
of judgments of permanent injunction against the violation of Section 13(d) of the Exchange Act and
Rules 13d-l and 13d-2 thereunder, and the Investors also represented that they intended to make a
cash tender offer for any and all Shares at a price of not less than $15 per Share by March 17, 1979.
The documents reflecting such settlements with respect to the Investors (the "Consents") have since
been modified (see "Reasons for, and Basis for the Terms of, the Offer; Fairness" below) and currently
provide, among other things, that the Investors intend to make a cash tender offer for any and all of
the Shares at not less than $25 per Share, subject to obtaining all required banking, other regulatory
and other approvals, which, as indicated above, have been obtained. Each of the Investors represented
that in the event the Investors had failed to make the tender offer by September 30, 1982, he would
have attempted to dispose of his Shares in blocks of not less than 100,000 Shares, at a cash price in
excess of $20 per Share, and that if any person had made a cash or exchange offer for any and all
Shares at a price or value in excess of $25 per Share, he would have tendered his Shares in response
thereto. The Consents impose certain other obligations and restrictions concerning, among other
things, the ability of the Investors to acquire additional Shares, and contain an undertaking pursuant
to which Messrs. Adham and Fulaij established a $1 million fund to pay persons who had sold Shares
to them in open market transactions at less than $15 per Share the difference between $15 and the
price received by such sellers. Such fund was made available to claimants from March 26, 1979

through September 14, 1979 and an aggregate of approximately $754,000 was paid from such fund.

S
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On February 8, 1980, a purported class action complaint (the "Shareholder Action"), seeking

damages, was filed in the District Court by Philip T. Berman as Trustee, and the Philip and Muriel

Berman Foundation, Inc. against the Investors and others (Berman v. Metzger, et al, Civ. No. 80-

0394). The plaintiffs, purporting to represent persons who sold Shares during the period December 1,

1977 through March 31, 1978, alleged, among other things, violations of the disclosure provisions of

the Exchange Act in connection with the Investors' purchases of Shares during such period. On

February 8, 1981, the District Court granted defendants' motion to dismiss the Shareholder Action

and no appeal was taken therefrom.

(ii) The proxy contest and the settlement. In October 1978 CCAH and CCAI submitted an

application (the "Federal Application") to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (the

"Federal Reserve Board") in connection with the Investors' proposed offer to purchase (through

CCAH and CCAI ) any and all Shares for cash at not less than $15 per Share. While the Federal Ap

plication was pending, the Attorney General of Maryland rendered an opinion to the effect that the

law of Maryland did not permit CCAH and CCAI to acquire control and become an affiliate of the

Company unless First American Bank of Maryland ("First American"), a majority owned subsidiary

of the Company, permitted the "affiliation" (see Section 12). First American had refused to do so.

The Federal Reserve Board determined that it could not approve the Federal Application until the

Maryland situation was resolved, and, accordingly, dismissed the Federal Application in early 1979.

On June 6, 1979, the Investors advised the Company that they were prepared to make the pro

posed tender offer at a price of $22.50 per Share. In connection with obtaining an extension of time
for the making of the Offer ( the Consents then required that a cash tender offer be made by July 31,
1979), the Investors thereafter advised the Commission that they were prepared to raise the proposed
tender offer price to $25 per Share. On July 31, 1979, the Consents were modified to provide that the
proposed tender offer would be made by July 31, 1980 at a price of at least $25 per Share (see
"Reasons for, and Basis for the Terms of, the Offer;' Fairness" below). On August 8, 1979, the Inves

tors formally advised the Company that they were prepared to make the proposed tender offer at a

price of $25 per Share and that if the Company continued to oppose the offer, they would request that
the Company include in its proxy materials for the 1980 Annual Meeting a stockholder resolution

recommending that the Company cease its opposition to the proposed offer. The Company, however,

continued to oppose the proposed offer.

On December 28, 1979, Mr. Adham requested that the Company include in its Proxy Statement

relating to the 1980 Annual Meeting resolutions (the "Resolutions") expressing the wish of the

stockholders of the Company to consider a proposed cash tender offer for any and all Shares at
not less than $25 per Share and recommending that the Company's management and Board of
Directors attempt to facilitate regulatory review of the transaction. The Company refused Mr.
Adham's request. The Company also refused Mr. Adham's request for a list of the Company's
stockholders and on March 21, 1980, Mr. Adham filed an action in the Circuit Court of Richmond,

Virginia seeking an order directing the Company to provide him with such a list. On March 26,
1980, the Virginia Court overruled all of the Company's objections to Mr. Adham's request and ordered
it to provide a stockholder list to Mr. Adham. Mr. Adham thereafter disseminated proxy materials
to the Company's stockholders in support of the adoption of the Resolutions and the election as
directors of three of his representatives. The Shares and the Class A Shares generally vote together
as a single class in the election of directors and other matters, with the Shares having 10 votes

per Share and the Class A Shares having one vote per share. The affirmative vote of the holders of a
majority of the aggregate voting power of the Shares and Class A Shares represented and ent tied
to vote at the 1980Annual Meeting was required to adopt the Resolutions; the affirmative vote of the

holders of a plurality of the aggregate voting power of such shares was required to elect Mr. Adham's
representatives. Although a substantial number of the votes cast at the 1980 Annual Mreting were
cast in favor of the election of each of such representatives and approximately 41% of such votes
were cast in favor of the Resolutions, such representatives were not elected and the Resolutions
were not adopted.

6
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Prior to the 1980 Annual Meeting, representatives of the Company indicated that the matter

might be resolved if the Investors would increase the proposed tender offer price to $28.50 per Share.

The Investors advised such representatives that they were prepared so to increase the price. This

proposal failed, however, to result in an agreement prior to the 1980 Annual Meeting. After the

1980 Annual Meeting, there were further discussions between representatives of the Company and

counsel for the Investors, and on May 21, 1980, the Company and the Investors reached an agree

ment on guiding principles to govern the acquisition of the Shares by CCAH and CCAI. Such

agreement was conditioned upon, among other things, the execution of a definitive agreement. On

July 25, 1980, the Company, CCAH, CCAI, the Investors and Mr. Symington entered into the
Acquisition Agreement.

For a detailed description of the Acquisition Agreement, see Section 11.

Purpose and Effects of the Offer

The Purchaser's purpose in making the Offer is to acquire all of the Shares and to exercise

control over the Company. The Purchaser believes that the Company has an unrealized potential to

become a more important and more competitive financial institution. In order to strengthen the
financial position of the Company and to give it and its subsidiary banks increased operating flexibility,

the Purchaser has committed to provide the Company with additional equity capital of $12 million

after the consummation of the Offer. See Section 12.

If the Purchaser acquires control of the Company, it is anticipated that the Company will con
tinue to engage in its current lines of business and that the services rendered by the Company's

subsidiary banks will be maintained and improved. In addition, the Purchaser contemplates that new
and expanded services could be offered in response to evolving banking needs of the customers of
the Company's subsidiary banks, and that the Company could develop an international banking

department at certain of its subsidiary banks.

If the Purchaser acquires Shares which, together with the Shares presently owned by CCAI and
the Investors, represent a majority of the voting power of the Company, it would have the power to

elect all the directors of the Company and at least a majority of the directors on the Boards of Direc

tors of those subsidiaries of the Company of which the Company owns a majority of the voting shares.
If the Purchaser obtains control of the Company, the Purchaser intends to designate Mr. Clifford
as the Chairman of the Board of the Company and Robert G. Stevens as the President and Chief
Executive Officer of the Company. Mr. Stevens has had extensive experience in holding company
banking, including serving as the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of BancOhio Corporation and
BancOhio National Bank, Columbus, Ohio from 1976 to 1981. For information regarding Mr. Clifford,
see Annex A hereto. If the Purchaser obtains control of the Company, the Purchaser contemplates
that it will make other changes in the management and the Board of Directors of the Company as and
when any such changes may be deemed appropriate, but, the Purchaser has no present intention to
change the management or the Boards of Directors of the Company's subsidiaries, except for the
designation of persons to serve as the Company's representative on each of such Boards. Except for
such representatives, the managements and members of the Boards of Directors of the Company's
subsidiaries have been asked to remain with the Company after consummation of the Offer. See
Section 12.

If the Purchaser acquires a substantial number of Shares pursuant to the Offer, it may propose
and seek to effectuate a transaction or transactions in which the remaining equity interest in the
Company, consisting of the Shares not owned by the Purchaser after the Offer, the Class A Shares
and the Preferred Shares, would be acquired on such terms and conditions as the Purchaser, at the
time, deems to be fair and eauitable. ( See Section 12 with respect to certain restrictions on the incur
rence by the Purchaser of debt or the use of the $12 million of equity to be provided to the Company
in connection with any such transaction. ) The Purchaser presently contemplates that any such trans-
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action would be structured as a merger or mergers in which the Shares not then owned by it, the Class

A Shares and the Preferred Shares (if not previously redeemed) would be converted into the right to
receive cash. The terms (including the amount of consideration), timing, structure and other details

of any such transaction would necessarily depend on a variety of factors such as general economic

conditions and prospects, the future prospects, asset values and earnings of the Company and the

number of Shares acquired by the Purchaser pursuant to the Offer. There can be no assurance that

any such transaction will be proposed by the Purchaser or consummated or as to the terms thereof, and

the Purchaser reserves the right to act with respect to these matters in accordance with its judgment.

(The Company's loan agreement with The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A. (see Section 6) may require

the consent of such bank to any such transaction.) The Company has advised the Purchaser that

as of February 26, 1982 there were 592,569 Class A Shares and 13,490 Preferred Shares issued and
outstanding. According to the Company's Restated Articles of Incorporation (the "Articles"), the

Preferred Shares may be redeemed, at the election of the Company's Board of Directors, at S52 per

share plus accrued dividends. The Purchaser has made no determination as to whether, if it obtains
control of the Company, it will seek to cause the redemption of the Preferred Shares.

The Purchaser understands that under Virginia law and the Articles, if the Purchaser acquires
Shares which, together with the Shares presently owned by it

,
represent a majority of the Shares and

more than two-thirds of the voting power represented by the Shares and the Class A Shares, the
Purchaser would have the voting power to cause the Company to effect a merger or a sale of all or

substantially all of the Company's assets, subject, however, to the respective class rights (described

below) of the holders of the Class A Shares and the Preferred Shares. Virginia law and the Articles

provide that any amendment, alteration or repeal of the Articles which affects the rights or preferences
of the Class A Shares or the Preferred Shares, and any merger or consolidation which similarly affects
such rights or preferences, must be approved by the holders of more than two-thirds of each class of

such securities voting separately as a class. Thus, a merger in which the Class A Shares and the
Preferred Shares did not remain outstanding, or a sale of all or substantially all of the Company's
assets,might require the affirmative vote of the holders of more than two-thirds of the Class A Shares

and of the Preferred Shares, each voting as a separate class, as well as the affirmative vote of a majority
of the Shares, voting as a separate class, and of more than two-thirds of the Shares and the Class A

Shares, voting together as a single class.

Rule 13e-3 under the Exchange Act, as well as certain principles of state corporation law relating

to the fairness of any such transaction or transactions, may be applicable to any transaction or series

of transactions whereby the Purchaser seeks to acquire the remaining equity interest in the Company.
Rule 13e-3 requires, among other things, that certain financial information concerning the Company
and certain information relating to the fairness of the proposed transaction and the consideration

offered to minority shareholders therein, be filed with the Commission and disclosed to minority
shareholders prior to consummation of the transaction. In addition, under Virginia law stockholders

of the Company might have the right to dissent and demand the fair value of their shares in connec
tion with such a transaction.

Depending upon the number of Shares purchased pursuant to the Offer and other factors rele

vant to the Purchaser's equity position in the Company, the Purchaser may, subsequent to the con

summation of the Offer, seek to acquire additional Shares, Class A Shares or Preferred Shares through
open market or privately negotiated transactions or otherwise, on such terms and at such prices as it

shall determine, subject, however, to applicable legal requirements and the obtaining of all necessary

approvals and consents, including any required b
y the Consents. The Purchaser also reserves the right

to dispose of any or all Shares which it has acquired.

The Purchaser contemplates that, if it acquires control of the Company pursuant to the Offer,

it will recommend that the Company increase the cash dividend on the Shares above the dividend
currently paid, consistent with the Company's loan agreement with the Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.

(see Section 6), the Company's earnings performance and the maintenance b
y the Company of

8
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certain capital ratios agreed upon by CCAH, CCAI, the Purchaser and the Federal Reserve Board

(see "Reasons for, and Basis for the Terms of, the Offer; Fairness" below and Sections 10 and 12).

There can be no assurance that after the Offer the Company will increase the rate of its regular

quarterly cash dividend on the Shares or that it will continue the payment of dividends on the Shares

at the current rate. The Purchaser has not determined, whether, if it obtains control of the Company,
it will recommend that the Company continue its past practice of paying an annual 5% stock dividend

on the Shares and the Class A Shares. See Section 6.

On January 28, 1982 the Purchaser, CCAH, CCAI and certain directors (the "Bank Purchasers")
of the Bank of Commerce, a New York corporation and an indirect, majority owned subsidiary of

the Company (the "Bank of Commerce"), entered into an agreement (the "Bank Agreement") pur

suant to which the Purchaser, CCAH and CCAI, upon the Purchaser's acquisition of a majority of

the voting power of the Company, have agreed to cause to be granted to the Bank Purchasers the

exclusive irrevocable right to purchase, subject to the terms and conditions of the Bank Agreement,

the 1,026,614 shares of capital stock, par value $2.50 per share (the "Bank of Commerce Shares"), of

the Bank of Commerce owned by Empire Shares Corporation, a Delaware corporation and a wholly

owned subsidiary of the Company ("Empire"), representing approximately 67.6% of the outstanding

Bank of Commerce Shares, at a per share price equivalent to 1.6 times the Bank of Commerce's "book

value per share", determined as of the last day of the last calendar quarter prior to the exercise of such

right to purchase. Such right to purchase is exercisable until March 3, 1983 and is conditioned upon,

among other things, the approval by the New York State Banking Board of an application by Com

munity State Bank of Albany, New York ("Community State Bank"), another indirect, majority

owned subsidiary of the Company, to establish a branch in Manhattan, New York. For a description

of the Bank Agreement and events relating thereto, see Section 12.

For additional information regarding the effects of the Offer on the Company's stockholders,

including certain tax consequences, and on the market for and the stock exchange listing of the Shares,

see "Reasons for, and Basis for the Terms of, the Offer; Fairness" below and Sections 4 and 7.

If the Purchaser acquires Shares pursuant to the Offer, it intends to seek additional information
about the Company and, after obtaining and reviewing such information, may, consistent with the

Acquisition Agreement, representations made by the Purchaser to the Federal Reserve Board and the
New York Banking Department and applicable law, propose any changes in the business, corporate
structure, capitalization, Board of Directors, management or dividend policy of the Company or its
subsidiaries which it considers desirable.

Except as indicated above, the Purchaser does not have any present plans or proposals which
relate to or would result in an extraordinary corporate transaction, such as a merger, reorganization
or liquidation involving the Company or any of its subsidiaries, a sale or transfer of a material amount
of assets of the Company or any of its subsidiaries or any changes in the Company's present capital
ization or its dividend policy or any other material changes in the Company's corporate structure
or business.

No vote of the stockholders of the Company or the Purchaser is needed to make or consummate
the Offer. The holders of Shares do not have appraisal rights with respect to the Offer under appli
cable law.

Reasons for, and Basis for the Terms of, the Offer; Fairness

At the time of their original purchases of Shares in December 1977 and January 1978, each of the
Investors intended only to make an equity investment in less than five percent of the outstanding
Shares. In March 1978, in view of the changed circumstances surrounding the investment in the
Company of each of the Investors, including the institution of the Company Action and the pendency
of the Commission inquiry which resulted in the Commission Action (see "Background" above),

and in an effort to resolve these matters, the Investors and certain other persons considered the

feasibility of a cash tender offer for any and all Shares. On March 14, 1978, in connection with efforts

to settle the Commission inquiry, the Investors advised the Commission that they were prepared

and had the financial resources available to make a tender offer for any and all Shares at a price

9
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of not less than $15 per Share in cash (which was the highest price the Investors had paid to acquire

Shares). The Consents, as originally negotiated between and executed by the Investors and the

Commission on March 17, 1978, contemplated that the Investors would make a tender offer for any

and all Shares at a price of at least $15 per Share in cash prior to March 17, 1979. The Company

opposed the Investors' proposed tender offer until May 21, 1980, and as a result of such continued

opposition, the Investors sought to obtain modifications of the Consents which extended the time by

which the proposed tender offer was required to be made. The Consents were modified on

February 22, 1979, July 13, 1979 and July 31, 1979 to provide such extensions of time. In an

effort to present an attractive offer to the Company's stockholders, the Investors advised the

Company on June 6, 1979 that they were prepared to make the proposed tender offer at a price of

$22.50 per Share. In connection with obtaining the July 31, 1979 modification of the Consents, the
Investors advised the Commission that they were prepared to raise the price to $25 per Share. The

July 31, 1979 modification of the Consents provided that the proposed tender offer would be made
by July 31, 1980 at a price of at least $25 per Share in cash. Pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement,
the price was raised to $28.50 or, if Shares were first purchased pursuant to the tender offer subsequent
to December 31, 1980, 158.3333% of the Per Share Book Value as of the Value Date. After the

execution of the Acquisition Agreement, the Consents were further modified to extend the time to

September 30, 1982 for the making of the Offer. See Section 11. For information regarding the
market prices of the Shares at various times, including certain of the times referred to above, see

Section 6.

CCAH, CCAI and the Investors did not consider themselves to have any special responsibility
to evaluate the proposed per Share tender offer price from the standpoint of fairness to the holders of

Shares, because (i) when the Acquisition Agreement was being negotiated with the Company and
the Investors agreed to such price, the Consents (which had been negotiated between the Investors
and the Commission) provided that the minimum price at which the Offer would be made was S25

per Share (which was equivalent to 138.8888% of the Per Share Book Value as of December 31, 1979)
and ( ii ) the Company had its own legal and financial advisors to advise it with respect to the Acquisi
tion Agreement, including the fairness of the Offer. The price of $28.50 as well as the formula price of

158.3333% of the Per Share Book Value in the event that Shares were not purchased until after

December 31, 1980 specified in the Acquisition Agreement were arrived at in arms'-length negotia
tions. The formula was designed to provide for an appropriate upward or downward adjustment of
the $28.50 per Share price (which was equivalent to 158.3333% of the Per Share Book Value at
December 31, 1979) in the event that the making of the Offer were delayed because of the time
required to obtain necessary banking, regulatory or other approvals or because of other factors
beyond the control of CCAH, CCAI, the Investors and the Company. In addition, since at that time
the Consents contemplated that a cash tender offer would be made and required that such offer be
made by July 31, 1980, and given the history of the matter, GCAH, CCAI and the Investors did not
consider any means of acquiring control of the Company other than their tender offer proposal.
CCAH, CCAI and the Investors then believed, and they and the Purchaser now believe, that a per
Share price of 158.3333% of the Per Share Book Value as of the Value Date represents a very
substantial premium over the price at which the Shares were trading immediately before the

proposed tender offer was first announced in 1978 and the historical market prices of the Shares

(see Section 6), as well as a very substantial premium over the book value of the Shares, and

that the Offer provides holders of Shares an opportunity to take advantage of a significant eco

nomic benefit by selling their Shares at a substantial premium price. Moreover, the per Share Offer

price represents a substantial premium over the highest price at which the Investors acquired their

Shares ($15 per Share). As indicated under "Financial Advisors" below, the Investors' financial advisor
advised the Investors that the Offer would be an attractive long-term investment for them. While no

specific weight was given to any of the foregoing factors, in considering a per Share Offer price the
Investors viewed the relationship of such price to the book value of the Shares as the most significant
of such factors. On the basis of the foregoing, the Purchaser believes the Offer and the Offer price
are fair to the holders of the Shares.

10
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The corporate structure of CCAH, CCAI and the Purchaser was influenced in part by the

United States and foreign tax considerations described in the following two paragraphs.

The principal United States federal income tax advantage of the proposed corporate structure

relates to the ability of the Purchaser and the Company to join in a consolidated federal income

tax return. Once the Purchaser owns 80% or more of the voting stock of the Company (which

would involve ownership of approximately 81% or more of the Shares), it intends to consolidate

with the Company for United States federal income tax purposes. In the event of such consolida
tion, interest expense on the Purchaser's borrowings pursuant to the loan described in Section 10

being incurred to partially finance the Offer would reduce the taxable income of the consolidated

group of which the Purchaser and the Company will be a part, thereby reducing the federal income
tax liability which would otherwise be incurred by such consolidated group in the absence of such

consolidation and increasing the group's cash flow. The cash generated by such tax consolidation

could be transferred from the Company to the Purchaser without federal income tax consequences

pursuant to an inter-company tax sharing arrangement. The Company and its subsidiaries are

presently parties to such an arrangement and the Purchaser contemplates that it will enter into a
similar arrangement with the Company and its subsidiaries after consummation of the Offer. More

over, cash dividends paid by the Company to the Purchaser in respect of the Shares would not be

subject to federal income tax in the hands of the Purchaser.

The Purchaser understands that the existing tax treaty between the Netherlands and the United

States generally provides for a preferential withholding tax rate of 5% (in lieu of the normal
statutory rate of 30% ) to be applied by the United States to dividends paid by United States

corporations, such as the Purchaser, to corporations, such as CCAI, organized in the Netherlands,
provided that the recipient corporation has held at least 25% of the distributing corporation's

voting stock during the part of the distributing corporation's fiscal year preceding the distribution

and its entire preceding fiscal year. The Purchaser also understands that under applicable Nether

lands and Netherlands Antilles tax law no further taxes would be imposed on the receipt of such divi

dends by CCAI and the redistribution of such dividends by CCAI to CCAH and by CCAH to its stock
holders, except for nominal taxes in the Netherlands and a 3% tax on net income imposed by the

Netherlands Antilles. The Purchaser further understands that negotiations are being undertaken by
the United States and the Netherlands with a view toward revision of the existing tax treaty between

them. Such negotiations may result in the elimination of some or all of the benefits described in this

paragraph.

The Company.

In connection with the Offer, the Company has filed a Schedule 14D-9 (the "Schedule 14D-9")
with the Commission. Copies of the Schedule 14D-9 ( and all exhibits thereto ) may be examined and

obtained in the manner described in Section 8 (except that it will not be available at the regional
offices of the Commission). The following summary of matters contained in the Schedule 14D-9 is

qualified in its entirety by reference to the Schedule 14D-9. The Schedule 14D-9 states, in part, as

follows:

"Pursuant to unanimous vote of directors, the Board of Directors of the Company is of the

view that the Offer being made pursuant to the terms of the Acquisition Agreement, as amended,

is in the best interests of the Company and the holders of the Shares and the Board has consented

to the Offer and recommends to the holders of the Shares that they accept the Offer. . . .

In taking such actions . . . the Board of Directors of the Company made certain judgments
and considered, among other factors, the following:

( 1) Pursuant to the terms of the settlement of a lawsuit instituted by the Securities and

Exchange Commission (the "Commission") on March 17, 1978 (Securities and Exchange

Commission v. Bank of Credit and Commerce International, S.A., et al., Civ. No. 78-0469),

the Investors agreed to make a cash tender offer for any and all Shares at a price of not less

11
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than $15 per Share by March 17, 1979. The Consents reflecting such settlements with respect

to the Investors have been modified with the Commission's consent since March 17, 1978

and currently provide, among other things, that the Investors intend to make a tender offer

for any and all of the Shares at not less than $25 per Share, subject to obtaining all required

banking, other regulatory and other approvals.

(2) The Acquisition Agreement, as amended between the Company and the Purchaser,

CCAH, CCAI, the Investors and Symington, pursuant to which the Offer at $33.80 per Share
is being made, was negotiated on an arms' length basis at a time when such individuals

and entities could not have been deemed to have been affiliates of the Company.

(3) At the time that the Acquisition Agreement was entered into, The First Boston

Corporation ("First Boston"), the independent financial advisor to the Company, advised

the Board that the financial terms of the proposed tendered offer contemplated by the

Acquisition Agreement were fair to the holders of the Shares, and in reliance on First

Boston's opinion . . . the Board determined at the time the Acquisition Agreement was

executed that the price at which the Offer would be made pursuant to the terms of the

Acquisition Agreement was adequate.

(4) The Board received a written opinion from First Boston dated December 31, 1981

that, in the opinion of First Boston, the price to be paid to the holders of the Shares pursuant
to the tender offer proposed to be made under the Aquisition Agreement, as amended,

was fair to such holders from a financial point of view.

(5) All of the federal and state banking, regulatory and other necessary approvals
required to make and consummate the Offer, including the necessary approvals of the Board

of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Maryland Bank Regulations Board, the

Maryland Bank Commissioner and the New York Banking Board have been obtained, and

proceedings have been successfully concluded in Virginia, Tennessee and before the Comp

troller of the Currrency.

(6) All of the other conditions to the Investors' obligation(s) to cause the Offer to be
made by the Purchaser on their behalf have been satisfied.

(7) The Board has been advised by the Investors and their affiliates that they are in a

position to bring substantial new capital and banking business to the Company.

(8) The Board has received a written opinion from First Boston dated February 25, 1982
that, in the opinion of First Boston, the price to be paid to the holders of the Shares pursuant
to the Offer is fair to such holders from a financial point of view. ..."

A copy of the First Boston opinion dated February 25, 1982, referred to above, is attached hereto
as Annex B. The Schedule 14D-9 also states as follows:

"The Company has agreed to pay First Boston an advisory fee of $200,000 for financial

advisory services, including any opinions rendered, and in the event that all or a portion of the

Company is sold, other than in isolated sales of its common stock through non-negotiated trans

actions executed on the American Stock Exchange, or an agreement (sueh as the Acquisition

Agreement) to sell all or a portion of the Company has been reached prior to February 14, 1982,

First Boston will be paid a consummation fee equal to (a) .5% of the aggregate value of the

transaction up to a price of $25.00 per share, (b ) plus .6% of the aggregate value in excess thereof

up to $27.50 per share, (c) plus .7% of the aggregate value in excess thereof up to $32.50
per share, (d) plus .8% of the incremental value in excess thereof. However, the advisory fee
paid to First Boston will be credited against the consummation fee described above. The

Company has also agreed to reimburse First Boston for certain expenses and to indemnify it

against liabilities."

12
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Financial Advisor

The Investors and the other stockholders of CCAH engaged Bank of Credit and Commerce
International, S.A. ("BCCI"), a banking institution established under the laws of Luxembourg, to

provide financial advisory services with respect to the acquisition of Shares by the Purchaser, includ

ing the Offer. BCCI served as an investment advisor to the Investors in connection with their initial

purchases of Shares. BCCI has rendered a variety of advisory and other services to the Investors,
CCAH and CCAI and has frequently served as a communications link among such persons and United
States counsel representing them with respect to their investment in the Company and the Offer. As

part of its services, BCCI has evaluated the Offer price from the point of view of the Purchaser and
its stockholders, including the Investors and prospective CCAH stockholders (none of whom is pur
chasing more than 10% of the CCAH Stock), and has generally advised them that the Offer would
make an attractive long-term investment. BCCI has not been engaged to render, and has not rendered,
any opinion, report or appraisal with respect to the fairness of the Offer or the Offer price from the

standpoint of the Company's stockholders generally, nor will it solicit tenders of Shares pursuant to

the Offer. In addition to its commercial banking services, BCCI is regularly engaged in providing
financial advice to its clients. BCCI has acted as a financial advisor with respect to the Offer because
of BCCI's prior financial advisory relationship with the Investors and prospective CCAH stockholders.
BCCI has not determined what fees will be charged for the investment advisory and other services
described above. See Section 16 for information regarding the Dealer Manager.

THE OFFER

1. Terms of the Offer. Upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in the Offer, the

Furchaser will accept for payment and purchase all Shares which have been properly tendered
on or prior to the Expiration Date (as hereinafter defined) and not withdrawn in accordance with
Section 3 of this Offer to Purchase. The "Expiration Date" for the Offer will be 10:00 A.M.,
New York Citv time, on Thursday, April 8, 1982, unless the Purchaser, in its sole discretion,
extends the Offer as provided in Section 13, in which event the term "Expiration Date" shall mean the
latest time and date on which the Offer as so extended expires.

The Company has advised the Purchaser that as of February 26, 1982 there were 6,688,926
Shares outstanding. As stated above (see "Introduction"), Messrs. Adham, Fulaij and Darwaish and
CCAI owned an aggregate of 1,244,040 Shares, or approximately 18.6% of the Shares outstanding as
of such date. See Section 9.

2. Acceptance for Payment, Purchase and Payment. Upon the terms and subject to the condi
tions of the Offer (including the terms and conditions of any extenstion thereof), the Purchaser will
purchase by accepting for payment, and will pay for, all Shares properly tendered by the Expiration
Date, and not thereafter properly withdrawn. Such purchase, acceptance and payment will be made
by the Purchaser promptly after 12:00 midnight, New York City time, on March 23, 1982; provided
that Shares entitled to withdrawal rights during any additional withdrawal period (as defined in
Section 3) will be purchased and paid for promptly after the expiration of such additional with
drawal period.

For purposes of the Offer, the Purchaser shall be deemed to have purchased tendered Shares,

and ownership of such Shares shall pass to the Purchaser, if
,

as and when the Purchaser gives oral or
written notice to the Depositary of its acceptance of such Shares for payment pursuant to the Offer.
The Depositary, as agent for the tendering stockholders, will transmit payments to tendering stock
holders promptly following receipt of payment from the Purchaser. If any tendered Shares are not
purchased pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Offer (see Sections 5 and 15), or if certificates
are submitted for more Shares than are tendered, certificates for such unpurchased Shares will be

returned, without expense to the tendering stockholder, promptly after the expiration, termination
or withdrawal of the Offer.
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3. Withdrawal Rights. Tenders of Shares made pursuant to the Offer are irrevocable, except

that Shares tendered pursuant to the Offer may be withdrawn at any time until 12:00 midnight,

New York City time, on March 23, 1982 and, unless theretofore purchased by the Purchaser
pursuant to the Offer, may also be withdrawn at any time after April 30, 1982. Additionally, if
another bidder ( other than the Company ) commences a tender or exchange offer for some or all of

the Shares, Shares tendered pursuant to the Offer which have not theretofore been accepted for

payment by the Purchaser in accordance with the terms of the Offer may also be withdrawn on the

date of, and for 10 business days following, the commencement (other than commencement by press

release) of such other offer (an "additional withdrawal period"), provided that the Purchaser has

received notice or otherwise has knowledge of the commencement of such other offer. For the

purposes of the Offer, a "business day" means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or federal

holiday and consists of the time period from 12:01 A.M. through 12:00 midnight, Eastern time:

To be effective, a written, telegraphic, telex or facsimile transmission notice of withdrawal must
be timely received by the Depositary (and only the Depositary, not the Forwarding Agent) at its

address set forth on the back cover of this Offer to Purchase. Any notice of withdrawal must

specify the name of the person having deposited the Shares to be withdrawn, the number of

Shares to be withdrawn and, if certificates representing such Shares have been delivered or
otherwise identified to the Depositary or the Forwarding Agent, the name of the registered

holder(s) of such Shares as set forth in such certificates. If the certificates have been delivered
to the Depositary or the Forwarding Agent, then prior to the release of such certificates the tender

ing stockholder must also submit the serial numbers shown on the particular certificates evidencing
such Shares and the signature on his notice of withdrawal must be guaranteed by a member firm
of a registered national securities exchange or a member of the National Association of Securities

Dealers, Inc., or by a commercial bank or trust company having an office or correspondent in the

United States (an "Eligible Institution"). All questions as to the form and validity (including
time of receipt) of notices of withdrawal will be determined by the Purchaser, in its sole discretion,
whose determination shall be final and binding.

If the Purchaser is delayed in its purchase of Shares, or is unable to purchase Shares pursuant
to the Offer for any reason, then, without prejudice to the Purchaser's rights under Sections 13 and
15, the Depositary may, nevertheless, on behalf of the Purchaser, retain tendered Shares and such

Shares may not be withdrawn except to the extent that tendering stockholders are entitled to
withdrawal rights as set forth in this Section 3.

4. Certain Tax Consequences. Sales of Shares pursuant to the Offer will be taxable transactions
for federal income tax purposes under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,-as amended, and may
also be taxable transactions for state, local and other tax purposes.

A stockholder who receives cash pursuant to the Offer in exchange for his Shares will recognize
gain or loss for federal income tax purposes equal to the difference between the amount of cash re
ceived and the stockholder's basis in his Shares. If the stockholder holds his Shares as a capital asset
at the time of sale, such gain or loss will be long-term or short-term capital gain or loss, depending
on whether the holding period for such Shares is more than 12 months or is 12 months or less.

Stockholders are urged to consult their tax advisors to determine the particular tax consequences
of the Offer to them, including the application and effect of state and local income and .other tax laws.

5. Procedure for Accepting the Offer and Tendering Shares. Except as set forth below, in order
for a holder of Shares to tender properly any of his Shares pursuant to the Offer, certificates for such
Shares, together with a properly completed and duly executed Letter of Transmittal or facsimile
thereof, with any signature guarantees required by Instruction 1 of the Letter of Transmittal and any
other documents required by the Instructions to the Letter of Transmittal, must be received by the
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Depositary or the Forwarding Agent (as agent for tendering stockholders for forwarding to the De

positary) at their respective addresses set forth on the back cover of this Offer to Purchase by the

Expiration Date. Signatures on all Letters of Transmittal must be guaranteed by an Eligible Institu
tion, unless Shares are tendered (i) by a registered holder of Shares who has not completed the box
entitled "Special Payment Instructions" or the box entitled "Special Delivery Instructions" on the
Letter of Transmittal or (ii) for the account of any Eligible Institution. If the certificates are
registered in the name of a person other than the signer of the Letter of Transmittal, the certificates
must be endorsed or accompanied by appropriate stock powers, in either case signed exactly as the

name or names of the registered owner or owners appear on the certificates, with the signatures on

the certificates or stock powers guaranteed as aforesaid. The method of delivery of certificates for
Shares and all other required documents is at the election and risk of the owner, but if sent by mail
it is recommended that they be sent by registered mail, properly insured, with return receipt

requested.

If a stockholder desires to tender Shares pursuant to the Offer and such stockholder's certificates
for Shares are not immediately available or such stockholder cannot deliver his certificates and all

other required documents to the Depositary or the Forwarding Agent prior to the Expiration Date,

such Shares may nevertheless be tendered, provided that all of the following conditions are satisfied:

( a ) such tenders are made by or through an Eligible Institution;

(b) a properly completed and duly executed Notice of Guaranteed Delivery substantially in
the form provided by the Purchaser herewith is received by the Depositary (and only the Depos

itary, not the Forwarding Agent) as provided below prior to the Expiration Date; and

(c) the certificates for all tendered Shares, in proper form for transfer, together with a

properly completed and duly executed Letter of Transmittal or facsimile copy thereof and all
other documents required by the Letter of Transmittal are received by the Depositary (and
only the Depositary, not the Forwarding Agent) within eight New York Stock Exchange

("NYSE") trading days after the date of such Notice of Guaranteed Delivery.

The Notice of Guaranteed Delivery may be delivered by hand, or transmitted by telegram,
telex, facsimile transmission or letter, to the Depositary (and only the Depositary, not the Forwarding

Agent) and must include a Guarantee by an Eligible Institution in the form set forth in such notice.

Payment for Shares tendered pursuant to the Offer will in all cases be made by the Depositary
only after receipt by the Depositary of certificates therefor, a properly completed and duly executed

Letter of Transmittal or a facsimile thereof and all other required documents.

A tender of Shares by any of the procedures set forth above will constitute a binding agreement
between the tendering stockholder and the Purchaser in accordance with the terms and subject
to the conditions set forth in the Offer.

By executing the Letter of Transmittal as set forth above, a tendering stockholder irrevocably

appoints designees of the Purchaser as proxies, with full power of substitution, to the extent of such

holder's rights with respect to the Shares tendered by such stockholder and accepted for payment by

the Purchaser (and any and all other Shares and other securities issued or issuable in respect of such

Shares after March 2, 1982), effective when, and only to the extent that, the Purchaser deposits

payment for such Shares with the Depositary. Upon such deposit of payment, all prior proxies given

by such stockholder with respect to such purchased Shares or other securities will be, without further
action, revoked and no subsequent proxies may be given. The Purchaser's designees will, with respect

to such Shares or other securities, be empowered to exercise all voting and other rights of such

stockholders as they in their sole discretion may deem proper in respect of any annual, special or

adjourned meeting of the Company's stockholders, or otherwise.
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All questions as to the form of all documents and the validity, eligibility (including time of
receipt ) and acceptance of tendered Shares will be determined by the Purchaser, in its sole discretion,
whose determination will be final and binding. The Purchaser reserves the absolute right to reject

any or all tenders of any particular Shares not in appropriate form or the acceptance of which would,

in the opinion of the Purchaser's counsel, be unlawful. The Purchaser also reserves the absolute

right to waive any of the conditions of the Offer or any defect or irregularity in the tender of any

Shares, and the Purchaser's interpretation of the terms and conditions of the Offer (including the

Letter of Transmittal and the Instructions thereto) will be final. No tender of Shares will be deemed
to have been properly made until all defects and irregularities have been cured or waived. None of

the Purchaser, the Depositary, the Forwarding Agent, the Dealer Manager or the Information Agent
shall be under any duty to give notification of any defects or irregularities in tenders or shall incur

any liability for failure to give any such notification.

6. Price Range of Shares; Dividends. The Shares are listed and traded on the American Stock
Exchange, Inc. (the "ASE"). The table below sets forth the high and low sale prices per Share on
the ASE, as reported in published financial sources, for the periods indicated.

High Low
1978

First quarter $13% $11
Second quarter 14% 11%
Third quarter 16 13%
Fourth quarter

(through October 30) 16 14%

(October 31 through December 31— after ex-dividend date for
5% stock dividend) 15% 14%

1979
First quarter 15 12%
Second quarter 19V4 13%
Third quarter 20% 16%
Fourth quarter

(through October 30) 19% 16%

(October 31 through December 31— after ex-dividend date for
5% stock dividend) 18% 16%

1980

First quarter . . 18% 16
Second quarter 23% 16%
Third quarter 24 20V4
Fourth quarter

(through October 30) 22% 20%

(October 31 through December 31— after ex-dividend date for
5% stock dividend) 22% 18%

tan
First quarter 22% 19%
Second quarter 26% 20%
Third quarter 29% 24%
Fourth quarter 31 27%

1982

First quarter
(through March 1) 31% 27%
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On February 8, 1978, the last full day of trading prior to the announcement by the Company

that certain persons (later identified as the Investors and Mr. Sultan) had purchased a substantial
number of Shares, the reported closing price per Share was $13. On March 16, 1978, the last full day
of trading prior to the filing by the Investors and others of statements on Schedule 13D with the

Commission indicating, among other things, that a cash offer to acquire any and all Shares at a price of

at least $15per Share might be made, the reported closing price per Share was $11%. On June 5, 1979,

the last full day of trading before the Investors advised the Company that they were prepared to pay

$22.50per Share, the reported closing price per Share was $13%. On July 27, 1979, the last full day of
trading before the Consents were modified to provide that the proposed cash tender offer would be

made at a price of at least $25 per Share, the reported closing price per Share was $16%. On April 18,
1980, the last full day of trading before it was publicly disclosed that representatives of Mr. Adham

and the Company had discussed the possible acquisition by CCAI of any and all Shares at $28.50 per
Share in cash, the reported closing price per Share was $17%. On May 20, 1980, the last full day

of trading before it was publicly announced that the Investors and the Company had reached an

agreement-in-principle with respect to the making of the Offer, the reported closing price per Share

was $23. On March 1, 1982, the last full day of trading prior to the commencement of the Offer, the

reported closing price per Share was 31%. None of the per Share prices referred to in this Section 6

has been adjusted to reflect 5% stock dividends subsequently paid by the Company through

1980. Stockholders are urged to obtain a current market quotation for the Shares.

The Company has advised the Purchaser that the Company paid cash dividends of $.37, $.38%
and $.40 per Share (as adjusted for stock dividends) in its fiscal years ended December 31, 1979, 1980

and 1981, respectively. The Company has also advised the Purchaser that the Company has declared

a regular quarterly cash dividend in the amount of $.10 per Share payable on May 3, 1982 to stock

holders of record on March 10, 1982. Tendering stockholders will be entitled to receive such dividend.

A loan agreement (the "Chase Agreement"), dated September 30, 1980, between the Company
and The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A. prohibits the Company from paying any dividends ( other than

stock dividends), authorizing any other distribution on shares of the Company or making any pay

ment on account of the purchase, acquisition, redemption or other retirement of such shares in any

fiscal year if such payments would exceed 40% of the net operating earnings after securities gains
or losses of the Company and its subsidiaries, on a consolidated basis, for the fiscal year immediately

preceding any such payment. The Company has advised the Purchaser that as of February 26, 1982,
the Company had available for the balanca of 1982 (exclusive of the cash dividends of $.10 per Share

to be paid on May 3, 1982, see above) approximately $7.2 million for such payments under the

terms of the Chase Agreement. The Company has also advised the Purchaser that as of March 2,

1982 $19,500,000 were outstanding under such loan. The Purchaser contemplates that if it acquires
control of the Company pursuant to the Offer, it will recommend that the "Company increase the
rate of its regular quarterly cash dividends after the Offer, consistent with the Chase Agreement,
the Companv's earnings performance and the maintenance by the Company of certain capital ratios

agreed upon by CCAH, CCAI and the Purchaser and the Federal Reserve Board. See "Special
Factors" and Sections 10 and 12.

The Company has followed a policy of paying a 5% stock dividend in respect of the Shares
and the Class A Shares in December of each year. In view of the pendency of the Offer, the Company
did not declare or pay such a stock dividend in 1981. The Purchaser has made no determination as to

whether, if it acquires control of the Company pursuant to the Offer, it will recommend that the
Company continue its past practice of paying an annual 5% stock dividend on the Shares and the

Class A Shares.

7. Effect of the Offer on Stock Exchange Listing, Market for the Shares and Registration under

the Exchange Act. The purchase of Shares pursuant to the Offer will reduce the number of Shares
that may otherwise trade publicly, which could adversely affect the liquidity and market value of

the remaining Shares held by the public.
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Depending uponi the number of Shares purchased pursuant to the Offer, the Shares may no

longer meet the requirements for continued listing on the ASE and may therefore be delisted there

from. Published guidelines of the ASE indicate that it would consider delisting the Shares if

the number of publicly held Shares (exclusive of holdings of officers, directors, controlling stockholders

or other family or concentrated holdings) is less than 200,000, if there are fewer than 600 stockholders
of record or fewer than 400 holders of 100 or more Shares, or if the aggregate market value of
the publicly held Shares (exclusive of management and concentrated holdings) does not exceed

$1,000,000. The Company has advised the Purchaser that as of February 26, 1982 there were

6,688,926 Shares outstanding, held by approximately 9,039 holders of record and 2,093 holders of

100 or more Shares. If the Shares no longer meet the requirements of the ASE for continued listing
and the Shares are delisted, the market for the Shares could be adversely affected. In addition, it is
possible that if the Shares are delisted, the ASE might take action to delist the Class A Shares.

If the ASE were to delist the Shares (and the Class A Shares), it is possible that the Shares (and
the Class A Shares ) would continue to trade in the over-the-counter market and that price quotations
might be available through the Automated Quotation System of the National Association of Securities

Dealers, Inc. or other sources. The extent of the public market for the Shares ( and the Class A Shares )
and the availability of such quotations would, however, depend upon the number of holders of Shares

(and Class A Shares) at such time, the interest in maintaining a market in the Shares (and the
Class A Shares) on the part of securities firms, the possible termination of registration under the
Exchange Act, as described below, and other factors. The outstanding Shares (and Class A Shares)
are presently "margin securities" under the rules of the Federal Reserve Board, which has the effect,

among other things, of allowing brokers to extend credit on the collateral of such securities. Depend

ing on factors similar to those described above regarding listing and market quotations, the Shares

(and the Class A Shares) might no longer constitute "margin securities" for the purposes of the
Federal Reserve Board's margin regulations and, therefore, could no longer be used as collateral for

margin loans made by brokers.

Registration of the Shares under the Exchange Act may be terminated upon application of the

Company to the Commission if the Shares are not listed on a national securities exchange and there
are fewer than 300 record holders of Shares. However, because the Offer is not being made for the
Class A Shares, which are separately' registered under the Exchange Act, termination of registration
under the Exchange Act of the Shares would not affect (i) the applicability of the short-swing profit
provisions of Section 16(b) of the Exchange Act to transactions in any of the classes of the Com

pany's equity securities, consisting of the Shares, the Class A Shares and the Preferred Shares, (ii)
the requirement to furnish a proxy statement to the holders of Class A Shares in connection with
stockholders' meetings at which holders of such securities are entitled to vote or (iii) the requirement
on the part of the Company to file certain financial and other information in annual, quarterly and
other reports with the Commission. The Purchaser has made no determination with respect to
whether, if fewer than 300 recordholders of Shares remain following consummation of the Offer, it
would seek to terminate Exchange Act registration of the Shares. The Purchaser anticipates that the
Class A Shares will not be eligible for deregistration under the Exchange Act as a result of the Offer,
because the Offer is not being made for the Class A Shares, which the Company has advised the
Purchaser were held of record by more than 300 persons as of February 26, 1982.

8. Certain Information Concerning the Company. The Company is a Virginia corporation with
its principal executive offices at 1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. Its tele
phone number at such offices is (202 ) 457-7900. According to the Company's Annual Report on Form
10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1980 filed with the Commission (the "1980 10-K"), the
Company is a registered bank holding company under the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, as
amended (the "Bank Holding Company Act"), and is primarily engaged through subsidiary companies
in commercial banking. The Company has a majority interest in 11 commercial banks and a control-
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ling interest in another commercial bank by virtue of being its principal stockholder. Seven of the

Company's banks are national banks and five are organized under the banking laws of the various

states. The Company's banking operations are principally concentrated in Virginia, Maryland and

the District of Columbia, where nine of the banks are located — six in Virginia, two in Maryland and
one in the District of Columbia. The Company is the only bank holding company owning controlling
interests in commercial banks doing business in all three of the jurisdictions comprising the Washing
ton metropolitan area. Of the remaining banks owned by the Company, two are located in New York
and one in Tennessee. In addition, the Company owns a majority of the outstanding stock of a
mortgage banking company located in Washington, D.C.

Set forth on the next page is certain summary financial information for the Company's last two

fiscal years excerpted or derived from a press release of the Company dated February 4, 1982 and from
information furnished by the Company to the Purchaser. More comprehensive financial information

for the year ended December 31, 1980 is included in the 1980 10-K and other documents filed by

the Company with the Commission and more comprehensive financial information for the year ended

December 31, 1981 will be included in the Company's Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 1981 to be filed with the Commission prior to the Expiration Date. The following

summary is qualified in its entirety by reference to such documents and all of the financial information

and notes contained therein. Such documents may be examined and copies may be obtained from the

offices of the Commission and the ASE in the manner set forth below.
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FINANCIAL GENERAL BANKSHARES, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
SUMMARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION

(All figures are in thousands of dollars, except per Share data

and number of Shares outstanding)

Year Ended
December31,

1981 1980

Income Statement: (audited)
Net InterestIncomeBeforeTaxes * 124.980 $ 109,789

Provisionfor Loan Losses 3,282 3,237

Other Income 20,171 15,974

Other Expenses "6,418 102,336

IncomeBeforeFederal IncomeTaxesandSecurityLosses 25,451 20,190

Net Income 20,060 16.384

Balance Sheet
(at endof period):
Total Assets $2,626,670 $,2,426,622

Loans 1,360,784 1,305,738

InvestmentSecurities 551,070 597,037

Short-Term Investments 411.337 233,446

DemandDeposits 835,889 854,788

SavingsDeposits 460.721 404,240

TimeDeposits 898,227 788,188

Foreign Deposits 6,050 6,315

Total Deposits 2,200,887 2,053,531

Total Liabilities 2,431,438 2,249,310

Minority Interest 39,035 38.128
Total Stockholders'Equity 156,198 139,183

Per Share Data (a)
(SharesandClassA Shares):
Net Income $ 2.75 $ 2.24
Book Value 21.35 19.00
AverageSharesOutstanding 7,289,000 7,285,000

(a) Adjusted for stock dividends paid through December 12, 1980.

As directors of the Company, Messrs. Symington, Clifford and Quesada (who became directors

after the execution of the Acquisition Agreement — see "Special Factors — Background") have been
provided with certain non-public information with respect to the Company, including a cash

flow projection for the Company for the 12 months ending December 31, 1982. Such cash flow

projection reflects a decrease in cash of $3,184,000 for such 12-month period. The following

assumptions were made in preparing such projection: the operation of the Company will not change
significantly; the Companv will satisfy the loan repayment schedule under the Chase Agreement
(see Section 6); the Company will repay the extension fees paid to the Company by or on behalf
of the Purchaser (see Section 11); the "prime rate" will average 16.25% during 1982; cash dividends
from the Company's subsidiary banks will exceed the level of dividends from such subsidiaries
paid in 1981 by 10%; subsidiaries consolidated for tax purposes will generate taxable income to
offset parent company tax losses; and dividends in respect of the Shares will not exceed the level
of dividends in respect of the Shares paid in 1981.

The Company has indicated that such cash flow projection is inherently subject to uncertainty
and matters beyond the control of the Company. This information is being included herein solely
because it was furnished to Messrs. Symington, Clifford and Quesada as directors of the Company,

and its inclusion herein is not an endorsement by the Purchaser, CCAI or CCAH of its accuracy.
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Except as otherwise disclosed herein, the information concerning the Company contained in this

Offer has been taken from or is based upon publicly available documents on file with the Commission

and other public sources. Although the Purchaser has no knowledge that would indicate that any

statements contained herein based on such information are untrue, the Purchaser cannot take

responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information, or for any failure by the Company

to disclose events which may have occurred or may affect the significance or accuracy of any such

information but which are unknown to the Purchaser.

The Company is subject to the informational filing requirements of the Exchange Act and in

accordance therewith is obligated to file reports and other information with the Commission relating
to its business, financial statements and other matters. Information, as of particular dates, con

cerning the Company's directors and officers, their remuneration, options granted to them, the

principal holders of the Company's securities and any material interest of such persons in trans

actions with the Company is required to be disclosed in proxy statements distributed to the Com

pany's stockholders and filed with the Commission. Such reports, proxy statements and other
information may be inspected at the Commission's offices in Room 6101, 1100 "L" Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.; Room 1228, Everett McKinley Dirksen Building, 219 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois; Room 1100, Federal Building, 26 Federal Plaza, New York, New York; and Suite
1710, Tishman Building, 10960 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California. Copies may be ob
tained by mail, upon payment of the Commission's customary charges, by writing to its principal
office at 500 North Capitol Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20549. Such material should also be
available for inspection at the library of the ASE, 86 Trinity Place, New York, New York 10006.

9. Certain Information Concerning the Purchaser, CCAI and CCAH. The Purchaser, which has
its registered office at Suite 1100, 707 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia, was organized in June
1981 for the purpose of making the Offer and engaging in related transactions, and has not, since
its organization, engaged in any business except in connection with the Offer and related transac
tions. The Purchaser is a direct wholly owned subsidiary of CCAI and an indirect wholly owned
subsidiary of CCAH. As of the date hereof the Purchaser does not own any Shares. Promptly
after the Expiration Date, CCAI will contribute to the Purchaser an aggregate of 1,244,040 Shares, or
approximately 18.6% of the Shares outstanding as of February 26, 1982.

CCAH, which has its principal office at 6 Pietermaai, Willemstad, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles,
was organized in July 1978 for the purpose of making the Rescission Offer and a cash tender offer
for any and all Shares and engaging in related transactions. CCAI, which is a wholly owned sub
sidiary of CCAH, has its principal office at 131-135 De Lairessestraat, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
CCAI was organized in 1975 and has not, since its organization, engaged in any business except in
connection with the Offer and related transactions, including the Rescission Offer. CCAH and CCAI
do not own, and after the Offer are not expected to own, any significant non-cash assets other than
the stock of their respective wholly owned subsidiaries and are not, and after the Offer are not
expected to be, engaged in any activities other than in connection with the ownership of Shares.

As of the date hereof, the Investors and CCAI own an aggregate of 1,244,040 Shares, of which
879,336 Shares are owned by the Investors and 364,704 Shares are owned by CCAI (representing the
1,075,550 Shares acquired by the Investors in December 1977 and January 1978 plus Snares received
by reason of the Company's payment of 5% stock dividends in December 1978, 1979 and 1980, less
the 945 Shares transferred in the Rescission Offer—see "Special Factors—Background"). (By virtue
of their holdings of CCAH Stock, the Investors may be deemed to beneficially own the 364,704
Shares owned by CCAI.) Prior to the Expiration Date, the Investors will contribute their 879,336
Shares to CCAH in exchange for CCAH Stock, CCAH will contribute all of such Shares to CCAI,
and, as stated above, after the Expiration Date CCAI will contribute all of such Shares, as well as
the 364,704 Shares now owned by it, to the Purchaser. In addition, the Investors, who are presently
CCAH stockholders, and prospective CCAH stockholders intend to transfer approximately $137.2
million in cash to CCAH in exchange for CCAH Stock. Each of the prospective CCAH stock-
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holders is purchasing less than 10% of the CCAH Stock. Cash will be contributed to the Purchaser

by CCAH through CCAI from time to time in such amounts as may be necessary to enable the

Purchaser to purchase Shares pursuant to the Offer and pay related fees and expenses. See Section 10.

Information with respect to each of the executive officers and directors of the Purchaser, CCAI and

CCAH is set forth in Annex A hereto. Messrs. Adham and Darwaish are the only persons who own,

or immediately after the expiration of the Offer will own, in excess of 10% of the issued and outstanding
CCAH Stock. As contemplated by the Acquisition Agreement, the Investors and the prospective CCAH
stockholders have appointed or are expected to appoint Mr. Symington as their voting representative

with respect to all of the CCAH Stock owned or to be owned by them. See Section 11. Messrs.
Adham, Darwaish and Fulaij may be deemed to be controlling persons of CCAH, CCAI and the Pur
chaser. Information with respect to Messrs. Adham, Darwaish, Fulaij and Symington is also set

forth in Annex A hereto.

Except as described in this Section 9, in Section 11 and under "Special Factors", neither the

Purchaser, CCAI, CCAH nor, to their best knowledge, any of the persons listed in Annex A hereto
or any majority owned subsidiary or associate of the Purchaser, CCAI, CCAH or of any of the
persons so listed, owns any Shares, and neither the Purchaser, CCAI, CCAH nor, to their best
knowledge, any of the other persons or entities referred to above, nor any of the respective executive

officers, directors or subsidiaries of any of the foregoing, has effected any transactions in Shares during

the past 60 days.

Except as described in this Section 9, in Sections 11 and 12 and under "Special Factors", (i)
neither the Purchaser, CCAI, CCAH, nor, to their best knowledge, any of the persons listed in Annex A
hereto, has any contract, arrangement, understanding or relationship with any other person with

respect to any securities of the Company, and (ii) there have been no contacts, negotiations or trans
actions since December 31, 1978 between the Purchaser, CCAI, CCAH or any of their subsidiaries or,
to the best of the Purchaser's, CCAI's and CCAH's knowledge, any of the persons listed in Annex A
hereto, and the Company or its affiliates concerning a merger, consolidation or acquisition, a tender

offer or other similar acquisition of securities, an election of directors, or a sale or other transfer of a
material amount of assets.

10. Source and Amount of Funds. If all of the Shares, other than those Shares presently owned
by the Purchaser, are acquired pursuant to the Offer at a price of $33.80 per Share, the amount
of funds required to make such purchases is estimated to be approximately $185 million, includ

ing the Purchaser's financial advisory, financing, legal, accounting, filing, solicitation and printing fees
and expenses of approximately $2 million (see Section 16). The Purchaser will obtain approximately
$137.2 million of such funds from CCAI, which will obtain such funds from CCAH. The Investors and
the prospective stockholders of CCAH will provide CCAH with such funds through their purchase of
CCAH Stock. See Section 9. The Investors and the prospective CCAH stockholders will obtain such
funds from their personal resources. The Purchaser will obtain the balance of any funds necessary to
purchase the Shares pursuant to the Offer through a loan from Banque Arabe et Internationale
dlnvestissement (B.A.I.I.) ("BAH"), Paris, France, which is not affiliated with the Purchaser or the
Investors. .

The Purchaser has entered into a loan agreement (the "Loan Agreement") with BAII pursuant to
which BAII has agreed to lend the Purchaser up to $50 million to be used in acquiring Shares and
paying related expenses. The commitment will expire on March 2, 1983. The principal amount of
the loan will be repayable in installments as follows: $5 million in each of the fourth and fifth years
after draw down, $6 million in each of the sixth and seventh years after draw down, and $8 million,

$9 million and $11 million in the eighth, ninth and tenth years after draw down, respectively.

The loan will bear interest at a rate per annum which is equal to the sum of ( i ) the London Inter
bank Offered Rate ('LIBOR") as in effect from time to time, for three-month or, at the Purchaser's
election after March 2, 1983, six-month periods, plus (ii) 1%% per annum. Interest is payable at the
end of each such three- or six-month period, as the case may be. On March 2, 1982 the three-month
and six-month LIBOR were quoted at 14!%,;% and 141V16% per annum, respectively.
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The Loan Agreement provides that within 75 days prior to an interest or principal payment
date, the Borrower will deposit with BAII the funds necessary for such payment. Interest shall accrue
on such deposited funds in favor of the Borrower at a rate equal to the London Interbank Bid Rate less

% of 1% per annum. However, if the required funds are not deposited with BAII within 55 days of
the applicable interest or principal payment date, the Borrower will be required to pay BAII interest
thereon at a rate of 10%% per annum from the date 55 days before such payment date through such
payment date, or if earlier, the date on which such payment is made. Messrs. Adham and Fulaij will
unconditionally and irrevocably guarantee the payment of such funds and such interest thereon.

In connection with the loan, BAII has been and shall be paid $750,000 representing commitment
fees of $100,000 and management fees of $650,000. The Purchaser will pay to BAII an additional
commitment fee computed at the rate of % of 1% per annum on the daily unused amount of the
loan, if any, calculated from July 1, 1982 to the earlier of the date on which the total amount of the
loan is drawn down and March 2, 1983. The Purchaser may prepay without penalty the unpaid
principal amount of the loan, in whole or in part, provided that the amount of any such optional
prepayment in part shall equal $2 million or an integral multiple thereof.

The Loan Agreement contains certain conditions precedent to the making of the loan, including,
among other things, that the Purchaser purchase at least 2,130,052 Shares pursuant to the Offer. The
Loan Agreement also contains certain covenants with respect to the operation of the Company
during the term of the Loan, including, among other things, a covenant requiring the maintenance
of the Company's consolidated tangible net worth (as defined) at not less than $125 million, certain
restrictions on the payment of dividends in respect of the capital stock of the Purchaser or the
Purchaser's setting apart funds for the purchase thereof, and certain restrictions on the issuance of
additional shares of capital stock of the Company. The Loan Agreement also contains customary
"events of default" to the effect that, among other things, the outstanding principal amount of the
loan, together with accrued interest thereon, will become due and payable in the event that, among
other things, ( i ) principal payments are not made when due, ( ii ) any obligation for borrowed money
of the Purchaser, CCAI, the Company or any "significant subsidiary" of the Company is declared due
and payable prior to the expressed maturity thereof, (iii) the Purchaser fails to observe certain
covenants contained in the Loan Agreement, (iv) certain events relating to the bankruptcy or insol
vency of CCAI, the Purchaser, the Company or any "significant subsidiary" of the Company shall
occur or (v) one or more judgments against any such entity in the aggregate amount of more than
$1 million remains unpaid, unstayed on appeal, undischarged, unbonded or undismissed for a period
of 30 days.

In connection with the Loan Agreement, the Purchaser has agreed to pledge to BAII: (i) the
Purchaser's right, title and interest in the money in a bank account established by the Purchaser to
hold the funds obtained under the Loan Agreement until payment for tendered Shares is made

pursuant to the Offer and (ii) all Shares acquired by the Purchaser. In addition, CCAI has agreed
to pledge to BAII all Shares owned by it and all outstanding shares of the Common Stock, par
value $1.00 per share, of the Purchaser.

The Purchaser has been advised that BAII intends to syndicate the loan to several banks, with
BAII acting as agent bank. Such syndication would be subject to the execution of a syndicated loan
agreement which the Purchaser and BAII have agreed will be on substantially the same terms and
conditions as those contained in the Loan Agreement.

The Purchaser expects to repay the borrowings referred to above principally from cash divi

dends paid by the Company to the Purchaser in respect of the Shares owned by the Purchaser

and payments made by the Company to the Purchaser pursuant to a tax-shar'ng arrangement

between them. As stated above (see "Special Factors — Purpose and Effects of the Offer"), if the
Purchaser acquires control of the Company pursuant to the Offer, the Purchaser intends to recommend

that the Company increase the rate of dividends paid in respect of the Shares above the rate currently
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paid by the Company, consistent with the Chase Agreement, the Company's earnings performance

and the maintenance by the Company of certain capital ratios agreed upon by CCAH, CCAI and

the Purchaser with the Federal Reserve Board (see Section 12). CCAH, CCAI and the Purchaser
have indicated to the Federal Reserve Board that in connection with the Purchaser's repayment of the

borrowings, the Purchaser anticipates that after the Offer the Company will have funds available
to pay (and will pay) cash dividends in respect of all of the Shares in amounts ranging from an
aggregate of $4.5 million in 1982 to an aggregate of $14.4 million in 1991. In 1981, the Company
paid an aggregate of $2,676,000 in cash dividends in respect of all of the Shares, or $.40 per

Share. In the first quarter of 1982, the Company paid an aggregate of $669,000 (or $.10 per

Share) in cash dividends; the Company has declared another regular quarterly cash dividend of $.10

per Share (or an aggregate of $669,000) payable on May 3, 1982 to stockholders of record on
March 10, 1982. The Investors have agreed to provide the Purchaser with sufficient funds to repay
the borrowings under the Loan Agreement to the extent that internally generated funds are insufficient.

The Loan Agreement and the other agreements referred to in this Section 10 have been filed as

exhibits to the Schedule 14D-1 and the foregoing description of such documents is qualified in its

entirety by reference to such exhibits. Copies of the Schedule 14D-1 and all exhibits thereto may be

examined and obtained in the manner described in Section 8 (except that they will not be available
at the regional offices of the Commission).

11. Description of the Acquisition Agreement. The Acquisition Agreement, as amended by
an amendment dated as of December 31, 1981 (the "Amendment"), which was entered into after the

New York State Banking Board initially failed to approve the application of the Purchaser, CCAH
and CCAI to become bank holding companies with respect to the Bank of Commerce and Community
State Bank (see Section 12), provides, among other things, that subject to the receipt of all required
banking, regulatory and other approvals and the satisfaction of certain conditions, and provided
that applicable law does not prohibit them from acquiring control of the Company, a cash tender

offer will be made for any and all Shares at a per Share price of 158.3333% of the Company's Per
Share Book Value as of the Value Date.

The Acquisition Agreement, as amended, provides that Shares must be purchased pursuant to

the Offer by September 30, 1982, provided, however, if Shares are not purchased pursuant to the
Offer on or before June 30, 1982, the Purchaser, CCAH, CCAI and the Investors are obligated to
make cash payments (in addition to the $1,890,000 of payments for one month extensions previously
paid to the Company), to the Company for each of the months of July, August and September
1982 if Shares are not purchased before the beginning of such months, in the amount of $575,000
per month. All such cash payments (including the $1,890,000 previously paid to the Company) are
to be refunded by the Company in the event Shares are purchased pursuant to the Offer or the

Acquisition Agreement, as amended, is terminated. The Acquisition Agreement, as amended, further
provides that if Shares are not purchased pursuant to the Offer by September 30, 1982, the Investors
will not seek any further extensions or modification of the Consents, will be subject to divestiture of
their Shares in accordance with the terms of the Consents and in a manner compatible with the
interests of the Company, and will not commence a tender offer or otherwise purchase any Shares
after September 30, 1982.

The Acquisition Agreement, as amended, also provides that the Investors, would, among other

dunes: (a) use their best efforts to ensure that the banking, regulatory and other necessary approvals
which have been obtained are maintained, updated and kept in effect in a manner which will allow
the Purchaser, CCAH and CCAI to acquire control of the Company pursuant to the terms of the
Acquisition Agreement, as amended, and to obtain whatever further approvals ) may be necessary
for the Purchaser, CCAH and CCAI and to acquire control of the Company pursuant to such
terms: (b) deposit and maintain their Shares in escrow under an escrow agreement pursuant to
which such Shares were to be delivered to the Company if the Investors fail to purchase Shares
under the Offer (unless pursuant to Section 15 the Purchaser is not required to purchase such
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Shares) and to the Investors in all other events; (c) enter into a voting agreement which appoints
Mr. Symington as voting representative with respect to at least 60% of the shares of CCAH Stock
owned by each Investor, such agreement to be applicable to and executed by each CCAH stock
holder and to continue until May 20, 1984 (see Section 9); and (d) not, nor would Messrs. Syming
ton, Clifford or Quesada, nor any of their respective affiliates, conduct or support a proxy contest or

seek to place persons on the Company's Board of Directors, make a tender or exchange offer with

respect to the Company or take any action with respect to the Company's affairs which is incon

sistent with the position of the Company's Board of Directors (such restrictions in the case of

Messrs. Symington, Clifford and Quesada are not to prevent them from exercising their fiduciary
duties in respect of the Company's stockholders in their capacities as Directors of the Company).

The Acquisition Agreement, as amended, also provides that the Company would, among other

things: (a) so long as the Acquisition Agreement, as amended, remains in effect, nominate Messrs.
Symington, Clifford and Quesada or their successors as Directors of the Company at each meeting
of the Company's stockholders at which Directors are to be elected, except in the event that Messrs.

Symington, Clifford and Quesada are required to resign from the Company's Board of Directors (as
provided below); (b) so long as the Investors own, directly or indirectly, any Shares, have a right
of first refusal with respect to such Shares in the event any of the Investors, prior to the consumma

tion of the Offer, received from a third person a bona fide offer to purchase any or all of such Shares

and determined to sell such Shares; ( c ) maintain the character of its business and operate its business
in the usual, regular and ordinary manner; (d) not, without CCAH's consent, amend the Ar icles,
issue or sell shares of capital stock, or dispose of any of its subsidiaries or take any similar actions;

( e) consistent with prudent business practice, maintain its policy of paying a regular quarterly cash
dividend of $.10 per Share and, at its election, an annual stock dividend in respect of the Shares and

the Class A Shares not in excess of 5%; and (f) not solicit any other potential acquisition of the Com
pany through an offer for all or a controlling portion of the Shares or all or any substantial portion of
the Company's assets.

The Acquisition Agreement also provides that the Company and the Investors would seek to
dismiss the Company Action. As stated above (see "Special Factors — Background"), the Company
Action was dismissed on July 25, 1980.
The Acquisition Agreement, as amended, may be terminated by the mutual consent of the Com

pany and the Investors or by the Investors, if
,

among other things: (a) the Company or any of its
subsidiaries takes corporate action to oppose, discourage approval of, or encourage disapproval of

any of the applications filed in connection with obtaining the necessary banking, regulatory and

other approvals with respect to the Offer or to jeopardize any existing approvals necessary for the

Purchaser, CCAH and CCAI to acquire control of the Company; (b) the Company files litigation
seeking to enjoin, delay or oppose the Offer; (c) the United States Congress passes any legislation
placing a moratorium on the Offer; or (d) the Company materially breaches the confidentiality agree
ment entered into by the Company and the Investors in connection with the Acquisition Agreement.

If the Investors terminate the Acquisition Agreement and, in addition, notify the Company of their
intention to conduct a proxy contest, Messrs. Symington, Clifford and Quesada are to resign from the

Company's Board of Directors and the Investors will have 45 days from the date of such resignations
to make the Offer. The Acquisition Agreement provides that it may be amended by an instrument

in writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of the amendment is sought.

To reflect the execution of the Amendment, CCAH, CCAI, the Investors, Mr. Symington and
American Security Bank, N.A., as escrow agent, will enter into an amendment to the escrow agree
ment referred to above, and each of the Investors and the prospective stockholders of CCAH and Mr.
Symington will enter into an amendment to the voting agreement referred to above.

The Acquisition Agreement, the Amendment and the related agreements referred to above have
been filed with the Commission as exhibits to the Schedule 14D-1 and the foregoing description of

such agreements is qualified in its entirety by reference to such exhibits. Copies of the Schedule 14D-1
may be examined and obtained in the manner described in Section 8 ( except they will not be available
at the regional offices of the Commission ) .
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12. Certain Legal Matters. Except as set forth in this Section 12, based on its examination of

publicly available information with respect to the Company, the Purchaser is not aware of any licenses

or other regulatory permits which appear to be material to the business of the Company and which

appear likely to be adversely affected by the acquisition of Shares by the Purchaser pursuant to the

Offer. If the Purchaser's acquisition of Shares pursuant to the Offer should require the approval of,
or other action by, any domestic or foreign governmental or administrative agency, it is the Purchaser's

present intention that such approval or action will be sought, but there is no present intent to delay
the acquisition of Shares tendered pursuant to the Offer pending the outcome of any such matter.

There is no assurance that any such approval or action, if needed, will be obtained, or that adverse
consequences may not result to the Company's business, or that certain parts of the Company's business

might not have to be disposed of, in order to obtain such approval or other action. See Section 15.

The Bank Holding Company Act. The Bank Holding Company Act and Regulation Y promul
gated thereunder provide that a company, such as CCAH, CCAI or the Purchaser, may not acquire
direct or indirect control of a bank holding company, such as the Company, unless prior approval

is obtained from the Federal Reserve Board. Pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement, on August 27,

1980, the Board of Directors of First American adopted a resolution stating First American's

"intention" to "affiliate" with CCAI and CCAH under Maryland law, thereby removing the state
law obstacle which had prevented the Federal Reserve Board's review of the Federal Application, as

originally filed on October 19, 1978 ( see "Special Factors — Background" above and "Maryland Bank
ing Law" below). Subsequently, CCAH and CCAI resubmitted the Federal Application to the Federal
Reserve Board, and on November 28, 19S0, the Federal Application was formally accepted for

processing. On April 23, 1981, the Federal Reserve Board conducted an informal meeting, on the
record, attended by representatives of CCAH and CCAI. Representatives of the banking authorities
of Maryland and New York and of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Commissioner of
Financial Institutions for the Commonwealth of Virginia (the "Virginia Commissioner") also
attended the meeting. The Virginia Commissioner submitted written questions, made an oral presen
tation at the meeting and submitted a closing statement at the meeting generally objecting to the
approval of the Federal Application. CCAH and CCAI subsequently responded to such objections
in writing. In connection with the Federal Reserve Board's review of the Federal Application,
the Purchaser, CCAI and CCAH committed to the Federal Reserve Board to inject $12 million of
equity capital into the Company after consummation of the Offer for the purpose of strengthening
the Company and its subsidiary banks. The Purchaser, CCAI and CCAH also committed that, until
the combined long-term debt to equity ratio of CCAH, CCAI, the Purchaser and the Company
(parent only) falls below .3:1, they will not (a) acquire the Class A Shares by using such $12
million or by incurring any debt that would raise the combined long-term debt to equity ratio of
CCAH, CCAI, the Purchaser and the Company (parent only) above .405:1; (b) incur debt in an
amount greater than $50 million to make the Offer without the prior approval of the Federal Reserve
Board; or (c) cause the Company to pay any dividends that would cause the Company's consolidated
equity and reserve/asset ratio to fall below 6.8%.

On August 25, 1981, the Federal Reserve Board issued an order approving in all respects the
Federal Application. The order provided that the acquisition of the Company by CCAH, CCAI and
the Purchaser could not be made before September 24, 1981 or later than November 25, 1981 unless
such period were extended for good cause by the Federal Reserve Board or the Federal Reserve Bank
of Richmond. On November 16, 1981, the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond extended the time by
which the acquisition must be made through February 25, 1982; such time has been further extended
through May 24, 1982.

On or about September 24, 1981, Option Advisory Service, Inc. filed a petition in the United
States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit seeking review of the Federal Reserve Board's order.
CCAH, CCAI and the Purchaser moved to intervene in that proceeding, and that motion was granted.
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Upon a motion by CCAH, CCAI, the Purchaser and the Federal Reserve Board to dismiss the pro
ceeding, such petition was dismissed by the Court of Appeals.

Maryland Banking Law. As stated above (see "Special Factors — Background"), Maryland
banking law generally provides that it is unlawful for any banking institution doing business under

Maryland law, such as First American (which, as previously indicated, is a majority owned subsidiary
of the Company), to have an "affiliate", such as CCAH, CCAI or the Purchaser, provided, however,
that a Maryland banking institution which "intends" to have an "affiliate" offering services to the

public of a financial, fiduciary or insurance nature, shall be permitted to do so if authorized by state
banking authorities. The law provides that such authorization will be given only if it is deemed
reasonably required to preserve and protect the welfare of such Maryland banking institution and

the general economy of Maryland, and will not be detrimental to the public interest and the stability
of such banking institution.

As indicated above (see "Bank Holding Company Act"), after the execution of the Acquisition
Agreement the Board of Directors of First American on August 27, 1980, adopted a resolution stating
First American's "intention" to "affiliate" with CCAI and CCAH. Subsequently, First American
submitted an application to the Maryland banking authorities indicating First American's "intention"

to "affiliate" with the Purchaser, CCAI and CCAH, and CCAH, CCAI, the Purchaser and Messrs.
Adham and Darwaish submitted an application to such authorities to acquire a controlling interest

in the Company and indirectly in First American. On June 25, 1981, the Maryland Bank Regulations
Board issued an order approving First American's application, and on June 26, 1981, the Maryland

Bank Commissioner approved the application of CCAH, CCAI, the Purchaser and Messrs. Adham
and Darwaish.

New York Banking Law. New York banking law generally prohibits, among other things, the

direct or indirect acquisition by any person of more than 10 percent of the voting stock, or of the

right to vote more than 10 percent of the voting stock, of two or more banking institutions, unless the

New York banking authorities first approve such acquisition. In determining whether or not to
approve an application to make such an acquisition, the New York banking authorities consider,

among other things, whether the transaction is consistent with the state policy to insure the safe and

sound conduct of banking organizations, to eliminate destructive competition among such banking

organizations, to maintain public confidence in such business and to protect the public interest, needs

and convenience and the interests of depositors, creditors and stockholders.

Bank of Commerce and Community State Bank, two subsidiary banks of the Company, are

located in New York. Because the acquisition of the Company would also be an indirect acquisition

of the Company's interest in such banks, on January 29, 1979, CCAH and CCAI formally submitted
to the New York Banking Department an Application for Prior Approval of Action to become Bank
Holding Companies pursuant to Section 142 of the New York Banking Law ( the "New York Applica
tion"). On May 15, 1981, CCAH and CCAI submitted an amendment to the New York Application
reflecting developments that had occurred since the initial filing. On September 21, 1981, the New

York Banking Department conducted an informal hearing, on the record, at which interested parties
were permitted to express their views regarding the New York Application. On November 19, 1981,

the Banking Board considered but, on a vote of five to five with one member absent and one abstention,

failed to approve the New York Application, which required the affirmative vote of eight members.

The Superintendent of Banking and the Staff of the Banking Department of the State of New York

had recommended approval of the New York Application. On the same day the Investors announced

that they were "considering various alternatives that may be available to them which would allow

them to proceed with the tender offer."

On January 28, 1982, the Purchaser, CCAH and CCAI and the Bank Purchasers entered into the
Bank Agreement pursuant to which the Purchaser, CCAH and CCAI, upon the Purchaser's acquisition
of a majority of the voting power of the Company, have agreed to cause Empire to grant the Bank
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Purchasers the exclusive irrevocable right to purchase (the "Purchase Right"), on or before March 3,

1983 ( or such earlier date as may be applicable as a result of the termination of the Bank Agreement

as provided below) the 1,026,614 Bank of Commerce Shares owned by Empire (representing

approximately 67.6% of the outstanding Bank of Commerce Shares) at a per share price equivalent

to 1.6 times the Bank of Commerce's Tjook value per share", determined as of the last day of the

last calendar quarter prior to the exercise of the Purchase Right. See "Special Factors — Purpose and
Effects of the Offer". (The Bank Agreement has been filed as an exhibit to the Schedule 14D-1 and

the description herein of the Bank Agreement is qualified in its entirety by reference to such exhibit. )
The Bank Agreement defines "book value per share" as total stockholders' equity of the Bank of

Commerce as of such date, divided by the total number of Bank of Commerce Shares outstanding

as of such day. The book value per share of the Bank of Commerce as of December 31, 1981 was

$19.08, making the purchase price at the present time that would be payable upon the exercise of

the Purchase Right equal to approximately, $31,341,000. The purchase price payable upon the

exercise of the Purchase Right will be payable entirely in cash or, at the election of the Bank Pur
chasers exercising the Purchase Right, in cash in the amount of 50% of the purchase price and by the

delivery of promissory notes (the "Notes") in the aggregate principal amount of the remaining 50%

of the purchase price. The principal amount of the Notes will be payable in two equal annual
installments, on the first and second anniversaries of the exercise of the Purchase Right. The Notes

will bear interest at the prime commercial lending rate from time to time announced by the Chase
Manhattan Bank, N.A. at its head office (the "Prime Rate"), commencing with the Prime Rate in

effect at the opening of business on the first day of the month in which the Notes are originally issued,

with interest accruing during each subsequent month of the term of the Notes at the Prime Rate in

effect at the opening of business on the first day of such month. The aggregate amount of the princi

pal of, premium, if any, and interest on the Notes will be secured by one or more unconditional,
irrevocable letters of credit in favor of Empire having a term of not less than the term of the Notes.

Under the Bank Agreement, the Purchase Right may be exercised only in whole by any one or

more of the Bank Purchasers. The Bank Agreement terminates and the Purchase Right becomes null

and void if any of the following events occur: (a) the Banking Board fails or refuses, prior
to the exercise of the Purchase Right, to approve, without material conditions or limitations, an

application by Community State Bank for the establishment of a branch authorized to engage in

full commercial banking services at a location Community State Bank has selected in Manhattan,

New York, (b) prior to March 3, 1983, the Bank Purchasers, in seeking to exercise the Purchase
Right, fail to obtain the requisite banking, regulatory or other necessary approvals for the acquisition
of the Bank of Commerce Shares owned by Empire or (c) prior to the exercise of the Purchase Right
or March 3, 1983, the Purchaser shall have failed to acquire a majority of the voting power of the

Company.

The Bank Agreement also provides that after the Purchaser acquires a majority of the voting
power of the Company, it will cause the Company and Empire to become parties to the Bank Agree
ment. The Purchaser has agreed, and each of the Company and Empire will agree after it becomes a
party to the Bank Agreement, pending exercise, expiration or termination of the Purchase Right, that

it will not, directly or indirectly, take any action to (a) initiate a change in the composition of the
Board of Directors of the Bank of Commerce or its management ( except that the Company may con

tinue to have one director or the same proportionate representation on the Board of Directors of the

Bank of Commerce as it had as of January 2S, 1982), (b) call a meeting of the stockholders of the Bank
of Commerce, (c) permit any aotion to be taken at any meeting of the stockholders of the Bank of
Commerce for the purpose of taking corporate action outside the ordinary and usual course of business

of the Bank of Commerce, (d) amend the Certificate of Incorporation or By-laws of the Bank of
Commerce or (e) split, combine or reclassify the outstanding capital stock of the Bank of Commerce,
unless, in each of the above cases, certain events occur. The Bank Agreement provides that subject to
the foregoing, pending exercise, expiration or termination of the Purchase Right, the Company shall
cause Empire to vote its Bank of Commerce Shares at each annual meeting of stockholders of the
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Bank of Commerce prior to the expiration of the Bank Agreement in favor of the election as directors
of those persons nominated by the Bank of Commerce's Board of Directors, provided that the Com

pany shall continue to have one director or the same proportionate representation on the Board of
Directors of the Bank as it had on January 28, 1982. The Bank Agreement further provides that the
Purchase Right may be assigned in whole by the Bank Purchasers with the prior consent of the
Purchaser, which consent will not be unreasonably withheld. The Purchaser has agreed that, except
in limited circumstances, it will not withhold its consent if the proposed assignee has been approved
by the Banking Board.

On March 2, 1982 the Banking Board, upon further consideration of the matter, approved the

New York Application.

Virginia Banking Law. On October 20, 1978, CCAH and CCAI were advised by the Bureau
of Financial Institutions of Virginia that it would raise no objection to the proposed cash tender offer
for the Shares if CCAH and CCAI provided certain undertakings relating to the giving of notice to
such Bureau of changes in the businesses of CCAH and CCAI and the availability of their books
and records. Nonetheless, in December, 1978 the Virginia Commissioner recommended that the

Federal Reserve Board deny the Federal Application as originally filed.

By letters dated December 31, 1980 and January 5, 1981, the Virginia Commissioner advised
the Federal Reserve Board of his view that the acquisition of control of the Company by CCAH
and CCAI would violate Virginia law and recommended that the Federal Application, as resub
mitted, be denied. The Virginia State Corporation Commission (which is charged with the responsi
bility of interpreting and administering the Virginia statutes) subsequently advised the Federal
Reserve Board that it disagreed with the Virginia Commissioner's interpretation of the law and

was overruling such interpretation. The State Corporation Commission also advised the Federal

Reserve Board that Virginia did not wish to request a formal hearing on the Federal Application.
The Virginia Commissioner did, however, participate in the informal meeting conducted by the
Federal Reserve Board with respect to the Federal Application and generally objected to the approval
thereof (see 'Bank Holding Company Act" above).

Tennessee Banking Law. On August 9, 1978, the Commissioner of Banking of Tennessee ( the

"Tennessee Commissioner") advised CCAH and CCAI that no action would be required on the
part of CCAH and CCAI under Tennessee law in connection with the Offer. However, in January
1979 the Tennessee Commissioner recommended that the Federal Reserve Board deny the Federal

Application as originally filed. The Tennessee Commissioner did not, however, make a recommenda

tion to the Federal Reserve Board with respect to the approval of the Federal Application, as resub
mitted, and did not participate in the informal meeting conducted by the Federal Reserve Board

with respect to the Federal Application.

State Takeover Statutes. The Company is incorporated, and, through certain of its subsidiaries,

may be deemed to be doing business, in Virginia. The Virginia Take-Over Bid Disclosure Act ( the
"Virginia Statute") applies to all nonexempt "take-over bids" (as therein defined) to acquire shares
of any class of an equity security of a corporation incorporated and doing business in Virginia. On
November 9, 1981, the Virginia State Corporation Commission ruled that the Offer is exempt from

the Virginia Statute as not comprehended within the purposes thereof.

Publicly available information with respect to the Company indicates that it maintains facilities

in various other states which have enacted takeover statutes. On the basis of this information, the
Purchaser does not believe that the presence of these facilities in such states confers jurisdiction

over the Offer by such states. However, there is no assurance that state authorities responsible for

enforcing such acts will not seek jurisdiction over the Offer. The Purchaser reserves the right to
challenge the validity or applicability of any state law allegedly applicable to the Offer and nothing

in this Offer nor any action taken in connection herewith is intended as a waiver of such right. In
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the event that one or more of such state statutes is applicable to the Offer, the Purchaser might be

required to file certain information with, or receive approvals from, the relevant state authorities,

and the Purchaser might be unable to purchase or pay for Shares tendered pursuant to the Offer,

or might be delayed in consummating the Offer. In such case, the Purchaser may not be obligated
to accept for payment, purchase or pay for any Shares tendered. See Section 16.

13. Extension of Tender Period; Termination; Amendment. The Purchaser reserves the right,

at any time or from time to time, to extend the period of time during which the Offer is open by

giving oral or written notice of such extension to the Depositary and by making a public announcement

thereof. The Purchaser reserves the right to terminate the Offer and not to purchase or pay for any

Shares not theretofore purchased or paid for upon the occurrence of any of the conditions specified in

Section 15 hereof by giving oral or written notice of such termination to the Depositary and by making
a public announcement thereof. Amendments to the Offer may be effected by public announcement. See

Sections 5 and 15with respect to the right of the Purchaser to waive any condition of the Offer.

Without limiting the manner in which the Purchaser may choose to make public announcement of

the termination or any extension or amendment of the Offer, the Purchaser shall have no obligation to

publish, advertise or otherwise communicate any such public announcement, other than by making a

release to the Dow Jones News Service, the substance of which is carried over the Dow Jones Broad
Tape, except in the case of an announcement of an extension of the Offer, in which case the Purchaser
shall have no obligation to publish, advertise or otherwise communicate such announcement other
than by issuing a notice of such extension by press release or other public announcement, which notice
shall include disclosure of the approximate number of Shares deposited to date and shall be issued no
later than 9:00 A.M., Eastern time, on the next business day following the previously scheduled
expiration date of the Offer.

14. Dividends and Distributions. If on or after March 3, 1982, the Company should split,
combine or otherwise change the Shares, then, without prejudice to the Purchaser's rights under
Section 15, the Purchaser, in its sole discretion, may make such adjustments in the purchase price
and other terms of the Offer, as it deems appropriate to reflect such split, combination or other change.

If, on or after March 3, 1982, the Company should declare any cash or stock dividend (other
than the regular quarterly cash dividend of the Company at a rate not in excess of $.10 per
Share), stock split or other distribution on, or issue any rights with respect to, the Shares, payable or
distributable to stockholders of record on a date occurring prior to the transfer to the name of the
Purchaser or its nominee or transferee on the Company's stock transfer records of the Shares pur
chased pursuant to the Offer, then, without prejudice to the Purchaser's rights under Section 15, (i)
the purchase price per Share payable by the Purchaser pursuant to the Offer shall be reduced by the
amount of any such cash dividend or distribution and (ii) the whole of any non-cash dividend or
distribution (including additional Shares or rights as aforesaid) shall be received by the tendering
stockholder but shall be required to be promptly remitted and transferred by the tendering stock
holder to the Depositary for the account of the Purchaser, accompanied by appropriate documentation
of transfer, and, pending such remittance or appropriate assurance thereof, the Purchaser shall be
entitled to all rights and privileges as owner of any such non-cash dividend, distribution or right and
may withhold the entire purchase price or deduct from the purchase price the amount or value
thereof, as determined by the Purchaser in its sole discretion.

15. Certain Conditions of the Offer. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Offer:

(a) The Purchaser shall not be required to accept for payment, purchase or pay for tendered
Shares, or may terminate or amend the Offer (whether or not any Shares have theretofore been
accepted for payment, purchased, or paid for pursuant to the Offer) (i) unless and until CCAH,
CCAI, the Purchaser or the Company shall have received all required banking, other regulatory and
other necessary approvals in order for CCAH, CCAI and the Purchaser to obtain control of the
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Company, (ii) if the Purchaser is not permitted by applicable law to purchase all Shares properly
tendered and not properly withdrawn; or (iii) if the Acquisition Agreement, as amended, is termi
nated in accordance with its terms.

(b) The Purchaser shall not be required to accept for payment, purchase or pay for tendered
Shares, or may terminate or amend the Offer, if

,

at any time on or subsequent to March 3
,

1982
and prior to the time of payment for any such Shares (whether or not any Shares have theretofore
been accepted for payment, purchased or paid for pursuant to the Offer), any of the following shall

occur:

(i) there shall be threatened, instituted or pending any action or proceeding by or before
any domestic or foreign court or governmental agency or other regulatory or administrative

agency or commission or by any other person, domestic or foreign, ( 1 ) challenging the acquisition
by the Purchaser of any Shares or otherwise directly or indirectly relating to the Offer, or

(2) seeking to prohibit CCAH's, CCAI's or the Purchaser's ownership or operation of any
portion of the Company's business or assets, or to compel the Company, CCAH, CCAI or
the Purchaser to dispose of any portion of the Company's business or assets, including the
business or assets of the Company's affiliates, as a result of the Offer, or (3) seeking to
prohibit the ownership or operation of, or to compel the disposition of, all or a portion of
the business of CCAH, CCAI, the Purchaser or any of their respective affiliates as a result
of the Offer; or

(ii) there shall have been any action taken or there shall have been any statute, rule or
regulation enacted, promulgated or deemed applicable to the Offer by any government or
governmental agency, domestic or foreign, that might, directly or indirectly, ( 1 ) result in a delay
of more than 10 days in the ability of the Purchaser to purchase or pay for some or all of the
Shares, (2) render the Purchaser unable to purchase or pay for any of the Shares, (3) make such
purchase or payment illegal, (4) seek to prohibit CCAH's, CCAI's or the Purchaser's ownership
or operation of all or a portion of the business or assets of the Company or any of its affiliates,
or to compel the Company, CCAH, CCAI or the Purchaser to dispose of any portion of such
business or assets, as a result of the Offer, or (5) seek to prohibit the ownership or operation of,
or to compel the disposition of, all or a portion of the business or assets of, CCAH, CCAI or the
Purchaser or any of their affiliates as a result of the Offer; or

(iii) any change shall have occurred or be threatened in the business, financial condition,
prospects, operations or results of operations of the Company which is or may be materially

adverse to the Company, or the Purchaser shall have become aware of any presently existing
facts which have or may have material adverse significance with respect to the value of the
Shares; or

(iv) there shall have occurred (1) any general suspension of, or limitation on prices for,
or trading in, securities on the ASE or the NYSE, (2) a declaration of a banking moratorium
or any suspension of payments in respect of banks in the United States, any limitation by any
national, regional and/or local government or governmental agency in the United States on the
extension of credit by lending institutions, which materially adversely affects the Company or

any of its subsidiaries or which has the effect of delaying or prohibiting consummation of the
Offer, (3) a commencement of a war, armed hostilities or other international or national calamity

directly or indirectly involving the United States or (4) a material change in the United States
or any other currency exchange rates or a suspension of, or limitation on, the markets therefor
which materially adversely affects the Company or any of its subsidiaries or which would
materially adversely affect the cost to CCAH, CCAI or the Purchaser of the Offer; or, in the case
of any of the foregoing existing at the time of the commencement of the Offer, a material accelera
tion or worsening thereof; or
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(v) the Company shall have (1) issued, or authorized or proposed the issuance of, shares of
capital stock of any class (including Shares) or securities convertible into any such shares or

rights, warrants or options to acquire any such shares or other convertible securities, (2) issued,

or authorized or proposed the issuance of any other securities in respect of, in lieu of, or in sub

stitution for, the outstanding Shares, (3) declared or paid any dividend or distribution with

respect to any shares of its capital stock ( other than the regular quarterly cash dividends of the

Company at a rate not in excess of $.10 per Share or an annual stock dividend in respect of the

Shares and Class A Shares not in excess of 5% of such Shares and Class A Shares issued and

outstanding), or (4) authorized, recommended or proposed, or announced its intention to autho
rize, recommend or propose, any offer, merger, consolidation, acquisition of assets, disposition of

assets or Shares or material change in its capitalization, or any comparable event, not in the

ordinary course of business, other than the Offer; or

(vi) a tender or exchange offer for some or all of the Shares shall have been made, or

publicly proposed to be made, by any other person or entity, or the Purchaser shall have learned

that more than 5% of the outstanding Shares have been acquired by another person or entity

other than a person performing an arbitrage function (including a "group" as defined in Section

13(d)(3) of the Exchange Act); or

(vii ) there shall have been any breach or threatened breach of performance by the Company

under the Acquisition Agreement prior notice of which shall have been given to the Company;

which, in any such case, and regardless of the circumstances ( including any action by the Purchaser

or any of its affiliates) giving rise to any such condition, makes it inadvisable to proceed with the

acceptance for payment of, purchase of, or payment for, any tendered Shares.

Any determination by the Purchaser concerning any events described in this Section 15 shall be

final and binding upon all parties. All conditions set forth in the Offer are for the sole benefit of the
Purchaser and may be asserted by the Purchaser regardless of the circumstances ( including any action

by the Purchaser or any of its affiliates) giving rise to any such condition or may be waived by the

Purchaser in whole or in part at any time and from time to time in its sole discretion.

16. Solicitation and Other Fees and Expenses. The Purchaser will not pay any fees or commis
sions to any broker, dealer or other person (other than the Dealer Manager and the Information

Agent as set forth below) for soliciting tenders of Shares pursuant to the Offer.

Kidder, Peabody & Co. Incorporated ("Kidder, Peabody") is acting as Dealer Manager in con

nection with the Offer. For its services, Kidder, Peabody will receive a fee equal to (i) $150,000 plus
(ii) $.12 per Share acquired by the Purchaser pursuant to the Offer, but such fee shall in any event
be no less than $200,000 and shall be payable whether or not any Shares are purchased pursuant to

the Offer. The Purchaser, CCAI and CCAH have also agreed to reimburse Kidder, Peabody for its
reasonable out-of-pocket expenses, including attorneys" fees and disbursements, relating to the Offer,

up to an aggregate of $30,000, and for any out-of-pocket expenses in excess of such amount incurred

by Kidder, Peabody with the consent of the Purchaser, CCAI or CCAH. The Purchaser, CCAI and
CCAH have also agreed to indemnify Kidder, Peabody against certain liabilities and expenses in
connection with the Offer, including liabilities under the federal securities laws.

The Purchaser has retained D. F. King & Co., Inc. to act as Information Agent and for advisory

and other services in connection with the Offer. The Information Agent may contact holders of

Shares by mail, telephone, telex, telegram and personal interview and may request brokers, dealers
and other nominee stockholders to forward the Offer materials to beneficial owners. Customary
compensation will be paid for such services in addition to reimbursement for reasonable out-of-pocket
expenses.
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The Depositary and the Forwarding Agent will receive reasonable and customary compensation
from the Purchaser for their services in connection with the Offer, will be reimbursed for their
reasonable out-of-pocket expenses, and may be indemnified against certain liabilities and expenses in

connection therewith, including liabilities under the federal securities laws.

17. Miscellaneous. The Offer is not being made to, nor will any tenders be accepted from or on
behalf of, holders of Shares in any jurisdiction in which the making of the Offer or the acceptance of

Shares would not be in compliance with the securities, blue sky or other laws of such jurisdiction.
In any jurisdiction where the securities or blue sky laws require the Offer to be made by a licensed
broker or dealer, the Offer is being made on behalf of the Purchaser by the Dealer Manager or one

or more registered brokers or dealers which are licensed under the laws of such jurisdiction.

No person has been authorized to give any information or make any representation on behalf of the
Purchaser not contained in the Offer, and if given or made, such information or representation must not

be relied upon as having been authorized. No broker, dealer, commercial bank or trust company has
been authorized to act as the agent of the Purchaser, Dealer Manager, the Depositary, the Forwarding

Agent or the Information Agent for purposes of the Offer.

In addition to the Schedule 14D-1, the Purchaser, CCAI and CCAH have filed with the Com
mission a Rule 13e-3 Transaction Statement (the "Schedule 13E-3") pursuant to Rule 13e-3 of the

General Rules and Regulations under the Exchange Act, containing certain additional information

with respect to the Offer. The Purchaser, CCAI and CCAH expressly disclaim that the Offer con
stitutes a "Rule 13e-3 transaction" as that term is defined in Rule 13e-3. The Schedule 14D-1 and the

Schedule 13E-3 and anv amendments thereto (including exhibits thereto) may be examined and

copies may be obtained in the manner described in Section 8 ( except that they will not be available
at the regional offices of the Commission).

FGB Housing Corporation

March 3, 1982
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ANNEX A

L EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE PURCHASER

The names and titles of the executive officers and directors of the Purchaser and their business
addresses, present principal occupations and material occupations and positions during the last five

years are set forth below. Each of such persons is a United States citizen.

Nameand
BusinessAddress

Clark M. Clifford
Clifford & Wamke
815 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Title

PresentPrincipalOccupations
andMaterialOccupation
andPositionsDuring the
Last Five Years

Chairman of the Board Attorney, Clifford & Warnke,
and Director Washington, D.C.

Robert A. Altaian
Clifford & Wamke
815 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

President and Director Attorney, Clifford & Wamke,
Washington, D.C.

Stuart Symington
Suite 400
1700K Street
Washington, D.C. 20006

Director Retired; U.S. Senator until
1977

Elwood R. Quesada
P.O. Box 23551
L'Enfant Plaza Station
Washington, D.C. 20024

Director Honorary Chairman of the
Board ( 1981-present ) ;
Chairman of the Board
(1965-1981); President (1965-
1979) of L'Enfant Plaza
Properties, Inc., Washington,
D.C. (real estate develop
ment and management)

Robert P. Buford
Hunton & Williams
P.O. Box 1535
Richmond, Virginia 23212

Secretary and Director Attorney, Hunton & Williams,
Richmond, Virginia
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D. EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF CCAI AND CCAH

The names and titles of the executive officers and directors of CCAI and CCAH and their business
addresses, present principal occupations and material occupations and positions during the last five

years are set forth below. Unless otherwise indicated, each of such persons is a United States citizen.

Nameand
BusinessAddreg

Clark M. Clifford
Clifford & Wamke
815 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Robert A. Altman
Clifford & Wamke
815 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Secretary and
Director

Director

Secretary and
Director

Stuart Symington
Suite 400
1700 K Street
Washington, D.C. 20006

Elwood R. Quesada
P.O. Box 23551
I/Enfant Plaza Station
Washington, D.C. 20024

Chairman of Chairman of
the Board the Board
and Director and Director

Director Director

Etrusco International N.V.* . . .
6 Pietermaai, Willemstad,
Curacao, Netherlands Antilles

( Netherlands Antilles
corporation )

Resident
Director

PresentPrincipal Occupations
andMaterial Occupation
andPositionsDuring the
Last Five Years

Attorney, Clifford &Wamke,
Washington, D.C.

Attorney, Clifford &Warnke,
Washington, D.C.

Retired; U.S. Senator*until
1977

Honorary Chairman of the
Board (1981-present);
Chairman of the Board
(1965-1981); President

(1965-1979) of LEnf ant
Plaza Properties, Inc.,
Washington, D.C. (real
estate development and
management)

Fiduciary Services, Curacao,
Netherlands Antilles

* Etrusco International N.V., although a director of CCAH, is serving only in a representative
capacity on behalf of CCAH and its stockholders pursuant to the laws of the Netherlands Antilles.
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in. PERSONS WHO MAY BE DEEMED TO BE CONTROLLING PERSONS OF THE
PURCHASER, CCAI AND CCAH

Messrs. Adham, Darwaish and Fulaij may be deemed to be controlling persons of the

Purchaser, CCAI and CCAH. The address, present principal occupation, material occupations and
positions during the last five years and citizenship of each is set forth below.

PresentPrincipalOccupationand
MaterialOccupationsand

PositionsDuring theLast Five Years Citizenship

Kamal Adham P.O. Box 1150
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Engaged in international trading
activities through International
Commerical and Industrial
Establishment and Arabian
Electronic Projects Establishment,
P.O. Box 4657, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia;
Adviser to the government of
Saudi Arabia, 1970-1979

Saudi Arabia

Abdullah Darwaish .Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates

Chairman of Abu Dhabi Investment
Company, Abu Dhabi, and
Chairman of the Department of
Personal Affairs of Abu Dhabi

United Arab
Emirates

Faisal Saud al Fulaij 6th Floor
Kuwait Souk Building
Darwaza, Abdul
Razak Kuwait

Chairman of Kuwait Sanitarv Ware
Company, P.O. Box 21999, Safat
Kuwait, and Kuwait International
Finance Co. S.A.K., P.O. Box 23792,
Fahad Al-Salem Street, Safat, Kuwait

Kuwait
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ANNEX B

The First Boston Corporation
Member New York Stock Exckamoe.Inc.

cuuAddbu 20 Exchange Place
Fimicow NiwYom NewYork. MY lOOOB

February 25, 19S2

Board of Directors
Financial General Bankshares, Inc.
1701Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20006

Gentlemen:

You have asked us to advise you as to the fairness from a financial point of view to the holders of
shares of Common Stock ("Shares") of Financial General Bankshares, Inc. ("Financial General")
other than Faisal Saud al-Fulaij, Abdullah Darwaish and Kamal Adham (the "Investors") and Credit
and Commerce American Investment, B.V. ("CCAI"), of the proposed offer to purchase any and all
Shares of Financial General (the "Offer"). The financial terms of the Offer are set forth in an agree
ment, dated July 25, 1980 and amended June 1, 1981, and December 31, 1981, among Credit and
Commerce American Holdings, N.V., CCAI, FGB Holding Corporation ("FGB"), the Investors,
Stuart Symington and Financial General (the "Agreement"). The Agreement provides in part that

FGB will offer to purchase any and all of the outstanding Shares of Financial General for a per share

price of 158.3333%of Financial General's per Share book value as of the last day of the last calendar
quarter prior to the date Shares are first purchased. Assuming that Shares are first purchased prior to
March 31, 1982the purchaseprice under the terms of the Agreement will be $33.80. We have assumed
that cash funds sufficient to pay for all shares tendered pursuant to the Offer will be provided to FGB
prior to the time such payment is required to be made.

In connection with our review, Financial General furnished to us certain business and financial
data concerning Financial General, including the Agreement. We have also reviewed certain publicly
available information that we considered relevant and have had discussions with certain members of
Financial General's managementat its headquarters. We have not independently verified any of the

foregoing information and we have assumed for purposes of this opinion that all such information is

complete and accurate in all material respects.

In arriving at our opinion we have also considered, among the matters we deemed relevant, the

historical financial record, operating statistics, current financial position and general prospects of
Financial General and the stock market performance of the Shares of Financial General. In addition,

we have consideredthe prices paid in other acquisitions of banks and bankholding companies.
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Fascimile copies of the Letter of Transmittal will be accepted. The Letter of Transmittal and
certificates for Shares should be sent or delivered by each stockholder or such stockholder's broker,
dealer, commerical bank or trust company to the Depositary or the Forwarding Agent as follows:

Depositary:

THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK, N.A.

By Mail:

Reorganization Department
P.O. Box 466

Washington Bridge Station
New York, New York 10033

Facsimile Transmission
Telephone Number:

(201) 592-4212

Telex Number:
710-990-4992

By Hand:

Reorganization Department
67 Broad Street
14th Floor

New York, New York

Forwarding Agent:

AMERICAN SECURITY BANK, N.A.

By Hand Only:

730 15thStreet,N.W.
3rd Floor

SecuritiesWindow
Washington, D.C.

Any questionsor requestsfor assistancemay be directed to the Dealer Manager or the Information
Agent or your broker, dealer,commercialbank or trust company.

One North LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60602

(312) 236-5881

(Call Collect)

Information Agent:

D.F. KING & CO., INC.
60 Broad Street

New York, New York 10004

(212) 269-5550

(Call Collect)

400Montgomery Street
San Francisco, California 94104

(415) 788-1119

(Call Collect)

The Dealer Manager for the Offer is:

Kidder, Peabody & Co.
Incorporated

10Hanover Square
New York, New York 10005

(212) 747-5163

(Call Collect)
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FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

formerly

Equity Trust (Curagao) nv
internationalnv

Jullanaplein 22
Curagao
NetherlandsAntilles
P.O. Box 504
Curasao
NetherlandsAntilles

Telephone 599-9-61
Telefax 599-9-61 787

Telex 1 133 legal na

Date

Full fax no. of addressee

Number of pages

To

Attention / reference

From

Mr. J. Griffin Lesher
W.P. Ruoff /ci/1872

Clifford & Warnke

29 January 1991

001/202/659/0065

1
(including this pac

Our reference / matter

Copy to

Dear Griff,

This is to confirm that indeed Mr. Mattingly of the Federal
Reserve Board called us Monday afternoon to discuss acces to the
C.C.A.H. records. Mr. Mattingly indicated that it is the
intention that one of his people would fly down to Curacao to
review the files. I mentioned that Board approval for the
disclosure is being obtained. Awaiting such approval is
acceptable to Mr. Mattingly be it that he expressed the hope that
the approval will be forthcoming soon.
I agreed to give Mr. Mattingly a call for making an appointment
for the review as soon as I would have Board authorization.
What has not been addressed so far is that most of the accounting
records (other than the financial statements) are in the
Netherlands with Kees de Raaff of Equity Trust Co. N.V.
Amsterdam. Please advise whether this would be of importance and
more specifically whether we should notify Mr. Mattingly.

Just for the record I can confirm that you indicated that the
Federal Reserve Board is already aware of the names of the
shareholders of C.C.A.H. since U.S. Federal Reserve regulations
require an annual reporting on the shareholding of bank holdings
anyway. Please correct me if the above is incorrect. I don't know
in which stadium the drafting of the Board Consent is right now,
but it may be a good idea to include in a whereas-paragraph a
reference to above reporting so as to imply that inspection of
the share register by the officers of the Federal Reserve Board
should not meet objections from the shareholders.

Kind regards,
EQUITY TRUST (CURACAO) N.V.

F001 323

Pim Ruoff
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Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond
Post Orncc Box 37622
Richmond. Virginia 23261..,-,.

'804i 697 -8000

February 8, 1989

Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System
Washington, D.C. 20551

Gentlemen:

This is enclosed a copy of a memorandum reflecting the results of an
investigation into the current relationships between Credit and Commerce
American Holdings, N.V., (CCAH) and Bank of Credit and Comaerce International,
S.A., Luxembourg (BCCI). This investigation was conducttd following a recent
inspection of the domestic operating subsidiary, First American Bankshares,
Inc., Washington, D.C, and was Initiated as a result of the recent adverse
publicity connected with BCCI's indictment for money laundering.

The Investigation supports conclusions In several areas. First,
management of CCAH and First American Bankshares, Inc. are acutely aware of
the potential of the adverse publicity and have undertaken Internal programs
designed to educate staff regarding thf proper arms' length relationship with
BCCI and have investigated present business relationship to determine if any
Irregularities exist. While these investigations have not produced written
reports, management of CCAH assured the Examiner that matters such as funds
transfers, currency reporting, loans, and rates vers reviewed and that no
Irregularities were found. Secondly, commitments made In connection with the
original applications have been complied with end the subsidiary companies
continue to be In satisfactory condition. Third, management of CCAH and First
American Bankshares, Inc., In meetings with Bosrd Staff and In response to the
Investigation have made assurances that the relationship of CCAH to BCCI la no
different In nature than at the time of the original application when BCCI
acted In an investment advisory capacity to certain of the principals. BCCI
wss sgsln represented as exercising no controlling Influence on CCAH.

The one ares of obvious change, however, Is that the extent of
common ownership between BCCI and CCAH has lncreesed significantly alnce 1980.
At that time seven Investors owning s malorltv of CCAH alao owned 16.92 of
BCCI. Today, nine Investors owning s majority of CCAH also own 46Z of BCCI.

.01
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Poard of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System -2- February 8, 1989

This common ownership Is a matter of some concern and CCAR's
relationship with BCCI should be monitored closely in the future. However, in
view of the representations of management, and In the absence of other
disclosures, we see no reason not to approve routine applications by CCAH and
its subsidiaries such as the pending application to retain Bank of Escambia,
N.A., Pensacola, Florida.

Very truly yours,

Vice President

047

Enc losure

102
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Summary of Major Issues for
September 11th and 13th BCCI Hearings

Z. Failure of Directors to Exercise Fiduciary Responsibilities

The past decade has been a tumultuous period for our banking
system. Bank failures have become an all too common occurrence
with seemingly record numbers being recorded each year. One of the
most important, yet nearly ignored causes of our financial system
woes is the failure of directors to properly exercise their
fiduciary responsibilities.

In the case of Clark Clifford and Robert Altman, they clearly
had the responsibility to determine if the shareholders of First
American were in fact acting as nominees for BCCI. Both appear to
failed to live up to that responsibility - BCCI owned First
American the entire time Clifford and Altman ran First American.

The hearing will focus attention on the larger question of the
role of directors, and their fiduciary responsibilities. The
hearing will also focus on the conflict of interest inherent when
the outside legal counsel for a bank has control over the
operations of the bank, and the conflicts of interest arising when
outside legal counsel has a financial relationship (i.e. stock
ownership, loans, etc.) with the bank at the same time it is
supposed to be providing "independent" legal advice.

II. Failure of Bank Regulatory Mechanisms
Domestic On the heels of the BNL scandal, in which a small
Atlanta agency of an Italian government owned bank granted Iraq
over $4 billion in unreported loans, the BCCI scandal is another
example of the lax regulatory environment in which foreign banks
operate in the United States.

In the BCCI case, the Federal Reserve, the primary regulator
of foreign banks, failed to uncover, for over 13 years, that the
largest bank in Washington, D.C. was secretly controlled by a
foreign bank.

H.R. 6 contains much needed legislative provisions that
strengthen domestic supervision of foreign banks. These hearings
will help to raise additional questions about the adequacy of bank
regulation.

International The BCCI scandal is a prime example of the failure
of the international bank regulatory system. In a world of instant
communications and increasingly sophisticated banking products, the
key to effectual bank supervision is coordination and cooperation
between the bank regulatory agencies of many nations.

1
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The Basle Committee on Bank Supervision, Basle Switzerland,
was established for that purpose, yet the BCCI scandal illuminates
the weaknesses in that present arrangement. BCCI was able to
structure its international operations so that no one regulatory
agency had responsibility for supervising BCCI's international
operations.

These hearings will focus attention on the adequacy of
international regulatory standards and the need for improved
coordination between bank supervisory bodies.

2
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BCCI OWNERSHIP OF U.S. BANKS

BANK OF CREDIT AND
COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL

(BCCI)

CREDIT AND COMMERCE
*

AMERICAN HOLDING, NV

(CCAH)

(1982)

FIRST AMERICAN

CORPORATION

INDEPENDENCE
BANK

(1985)

CENTRUST BANK

(1989)

* See CCAH Organizational Chart For More Detail.
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BANK OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL
SHAREHOLDERS

(1978)

RULINGFAMILY
BAHRAIN

BCCFOUNDATION
(CHARITY)
CAYMANBLAND*
35%

IQC STAFF
BENEFITTRUST
CAYMANBLANDS
35*

IQC BUSINESS
PROMOTIONS
CAYMANI
30*

RULINGFAMILY
SHARJAH

IQC HOLDINGS
LTD

CAYMAN ISLANDS

100%

RULINGFAMILY

RULINGFAMILY
DUSAI

MIDDLE EAST

INTERESTS

35%

RULINGFAMILY
SAUDIARABIA

ICIC
(OVERSEAS)
CAYMAN ISLANDS

41%

BANK
OF
AMERICA
24%

BCCI HOLDINGS, SA

(LUXEMBOURG)

BCCI
(OVERSEAS)
ICAYMAN ISLANDS

OTHER BANK

SUBSIDIARIES

NON-BANK

SUBSIDIARIES

*
The Cayman Island Subsidiary Estabished Agency Offices in Mami,
Tampa and Boca Raton, Florida, during the 1980's.

#The Luxembourg Subsklary Established Agency Offices in New York,
San Francisco and Los Angeles, during the 1980's.
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BCCI SHAREHOLDERS WHO HELD SHARES OF CCAH

1982 1989

% OF SHARES HELD % OF SHARES HELD

SHAREHOLDER BCCI CCAH BCCI CCAH
1 SHEIKH ADHAM 3.80 % 16.32% 2.94% 15.18%
2 SHEIKH ZAYED 0.47 — 3.88 11.76

3 SHEIKH KHALIFA 8.18 9.50 19.65 9.94
4 FAISAL FULAU 2.44 8.58 1.53 9.14
5 A.R.KHALIL 3.44 8.49 3.08 —
6 ABU DHABI INVESTMENT AUTH. 10.00 7.06 10.42 6.62
7 STOCK HOLDING CO. 3.07 7.06 — _
8 CRESCENT HOLDING CO. 0.91 7.06 3.27 ~
9 MASHRIQ HOLDING CO. — 6.56 — 9.68
10 A.M.SHORAFA 0.64 631 ass 9.94
11 SHEIKH HUMAID NAOMI — 6.06 — 5.82
12 GULF INVESTMENT R.E. CO. — 1.26 — —

13 REAL ESTATE DEV. CO. — 0.75 — ...
14 JAWHARY 084 031 075 ~
15 M.M.HAMMOUD 2.42 — 3.55 630
16 ICIC 32.82 — 11.34 _
17 SHEIKH KHALID ... — 20.00 9.28
18 PHARAON (GAITH\WABEL) 10.00 — 11.55 —

TOTAL 79.03 % 85.72 % 92.51 % 93.66 %
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Significant Individual Players

Clark M. Clifford - Special Counsel to President Truman in the
supervision of the unification of the US Armed Forces. Main
architect of The National Security Act of 1947. Former Secretary
of Defense under President Lyndon Johnson. Represented Bert Lance
in the OMB Director confirmation hearing. Represented Arab
investors in the takeover battle for Financial General. Roles;
Chairman of the Board - CCAH, NV; CCAH, BV; First American
Corporation; First American Bankshares; Counsel - BCCI (in its
defense of the Tampa money laundering charge) ; CCAH, NV; CCAH, BV;
First American Corporation; First American Bankshares.

Robert Altaian - Mr. Clifford's right hand man. Referred to by Mr.
Clifford as the son he never had. Joined Mr. Clifford's law firm
after graduating from law school. Corporate law specialist who
includes as his clients IBM, Phillips Petroleum and Johnson &
Johnson. Represented Bert Lance in his takeover lawsuit against
Financial General. Later co-represented the Arab investors in
their takeover fight for Financial General. Roles; Director -
CCAH, NV; CCAH, BV; President - First American Corporation (Jack
Beddow is president of First American Bankshares) ; Counsel - BCCI
(counsel in its defense of the Tampa money laundering charge) ;
CCAH, NV; CCAH, BV; First American Corporation; First American
Bankshares.

Clifford 6 Warnke ("C&W). Law firm of Clark Clifford and Robert
Altman. Received millions in legal fees since being appointed
general counsel of First American Bankshares Board (Chaired by
Clifford) in 1982. Received millions as legal counsel to BCCI
since late 1970 's. Law firm that represented Bert Lance when he
sold NBG to Pharaon in 1977. Law firm that represented Bert Lance
in confirmation hearings in 1977. C&W was appointed head of the
BCCI Legal Defense Fund after the Tampa indictment in 1988.
Performed legal work for CCAH, holding company of First American.
At various times represented several of the individual "nominee"
shareholders of CCAH.

Agha Hasan Abedi ("Abedi") President and founder of the BCCI
organization. Director of ICIC. Federal Reserve has accused him
of numerous violations of the Bank Holding Company Act. One of
masterminds of BCCI criminal activities around the globe including
BCCI illegal control of CCAH, National Bank of Georgia,
Independence Bank and CenTrust Savings Bank.

Svaleh Naqvi ("Naqvi") Principal officer and second in charge of
BCCI. Federal Reserve has accused him of numerous violations of
the Bank Holding Company Act. One of masterminds of BCCI criminal
activities around the globe including BCCI illegal control of CCAH,
National Bank of Georgia, Independence Bank and CenTrust Savings
Bank.

Hasan Mahmood Kazmi. General Manager of ICIC. Purportedly
assisted Abedi and Naqvi in much BCCI's criminal activity including
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money laundering, violations of the Bank Holding Company Act and
other statutes and regulations.

Kamal Adham - Former head of Saudi Arabia intelligence agency.
Largest CCAH shareholder. Also shareholder of BCCI. Federal
Reserve has accused him of acting as nominee for BCCI purchase of
CCAH shares. Told Federal Reserve in 1981 that he "would not in
any way" be a cover for BCCI.

HH Sheikh zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahayan (Sheikh Zayaed) - Ruler of
Abu Dhabi. Current owner of BCCI. Friend of Mr. Abedi. Sheikh
Zayed could be regarded as the biggest financial victim of BCCI.
According to classified information, the Sheikh was unaware of the
financial problems that BCCI was under. He trusted Mr. Abedi in
his representations of BCCI as a financially strong bank. Reports
indicate that the Sheikh might lose billions of his own money to
untangle BCCI financial problems which he is responsible for now.

Ghaith Pharaon - Friend and associate of Mr. Abedi. Saudi
businessman accused by the Federal Reserve of being the front man
for BCCI's purchase of Independence Bank (Encino, Ca.) and National
Bank of Georgia (NBG) . Owner of InterRedec (Georgia) Holding
Company. Bought National Bank of Georgia from Bert Lance. Later
Mr. Pharaon sold his shares of NBG to First American. At the same
time he had a loan against the NBG shares with BCCI. Ghaith
Pharaon, is the son of Dr. Rashad Pharaon, physician and senior
adviser to three Saudi kings. As a result, he had connections to
the Saudi royal family. Mr. Pharaon is believed to be in serious
economic problems. He has been unable to pay interest on $300
million on loans from international banks. He is believed to have
had lost his connections to the Saudi royal family.

Nominees. Persons and companies accused of being used by BCCI to
purchase CCAH are called the "nominees." The nominees are Kamal
Adham, Faisal Saud Al-Fulaij, A.R. Khalil, Saywed Jawhary, Mashriq
Holding Company, Ali Mohammad Shorafa, Bin Rashid Al Naomi. If it
is proven that BCCI used these persons as nominees to acquire
shares of CCAH, BCCI violated explicit commitments made at BCCI's
direction in its 1980 application to the Federal Reserve that BCCI
would have no interest in the acquisition of First American, that
BCCI was not funding the acquisition of CCAH, that none of the
shareholders held their shares as unidentified agent for BCCI. The
Federal Reserve has also accused BCCI of funding, through its
nominee relationships, the acquisition of National Bank of Georgia,
CenTrust Savings Bank and Independence Bank all in violation of the
Bank Holding Company Act and other statutes. Nominees are all
shareholders of BCCI.

BCC Group

BCCI Holdings (Luxembourg) S.A. ("BCCI Holdings") . BCCI Holdings
is a foreign company existing and doing business under the laws of
Luxembourg. BCCI Holdings is the holding company for the BCC
Group's two primary bank subsidiaries - BCCI Overseas and BCCI SA.
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Bank of Credit and Commerce International, S.A. Luxembourg ("BCCI
SA") . Operated agency offices in New York, Los Angeles and San
Francisco - all closed. While chartered in Luxembourg, BCCI-SA had
its main operations and headquarters in London. Abedi and Naqvi
were located at its offices in London. Provided loans to nominee
shareholders to purchase CCAH/First American shares.

Bank of Credit and Commerce International, (Overseas) Limited
George Town, Cayman Islands ("BCCI Overseas"). U.S. offices in
Tampa, Miami, and Boca Raton, Florida - all closed. BCCI Overseas
was a key player in much of the money laundering activities of
BCCI. Provided loans to nominee shareholders to purchase
CCAH/First American shares.

International Credit and Investment Company (overseas) Limited
George Town, Cayman Islands ("ICIC") . ICIC is a foreign bank
located in Cayman Islands. ICIC acted under the control and
management of senior BCCI officials and its ownership, management
and business activities were intermingled with BCCI in such a way
that the two banks operated as a single entity. Key source of
criminal activity within BCCI. Intimately involved in BCCI purchase
of CCAH and Independence Bank.

Credit and Commerce American Holdings ("CCAH") Group

Credit and Commerce American Holdings, N.v. Netherlands Antilles
("CCAH") . Foreign-owned holding company set up in 1981 to purchase
Financial General Bankshares (now called First American
Bankshares) . BCCI acquired shares of CCAH by using nominee

First American Bankshares ("First American") Holding Company owned
by CCAH. Formerly called Financial General Bankshares. Current
subsidiary banks located in Washington, D.C., Virginia, Maryland,
New York, Georgia, Florida, and Tennessee. Clark Clifford Chairman
from 1982 until August 1991 resignation. Robert Altman, director
from 1983 until resignation August 1991.

Financial General Bankshares - predecessor to First American
Bankshares. Financial General was bought out by CCAH in 1982.

Independence Bank, Encino, California ("Independence") The Federal
Reserve has charged BCCI with secretly acquiring control of
Independence Bank. ICIC used Ghaith Pharaon as a nominee
shareholder to take control of bank. As an indication of the
control over management, the Federal Reserve reveals that BCCI
President Abedi hired the Chairman of Independence.

National Bank of Georgia ("NBG") - Currently called First American
Bank of Georgia. Bert Lance bought this bank from Financial
General Bankshares in 1975. Using BCCI loans, in 1977, Pharaon
purchased NBG from Lance. In 1986/1987 Pharaon sold NBG back to
BCCI which in turn sold it to CCAH.
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CenTrust Savings Bank, Miami, Florida. CenTrust Chairman David
Paul is a close associate of Ghaith Pharaon.
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1940 1s-1950 ' s

Chronology - BCCI

Financial General Bankshares (FG) , a Washington
based holding company, acquires control of banks in
Georgia, Maryland, New York, Tennessee, Virginia,
and the District of Columbia. As of June 30, 1990,
the total assets of First American Bankshares, Inc. ,
Financial General's successor, are $11.6 billion.

1972-1973
Agha Hasan Abedi, a Pakistani banker, founds Bank
of Credit and Commerce International Holdings
(Luxembourg), S.A. (BCCI), a Luxembourg holding
company. Among the shareholders that Mr. Abedi
signs are: Bank of America, the rulers of Abu Dhabi
and Dubai, and other prominent Arabs.

1973-present

Aug. 1, 1974

BCCI's total assets grow from $200 million in 1973
to $23.5 billion as of December 31, 1989. BCCI has
operations in 69 countries as of December 31, 1989.

As required by the 1966 Amendments to the Bank
Holding Company Act, the Fed makes a determination
that International Bank (IB) of Washington, D.C.
directly controls Financial General Bankshares (FG) .
Financial General contests this determination.

1975
BCCI tries and fails to buy a small New York bank
owned by FG.

1977
BCCI suffers a series of losses speculating in
financial markets. Losses total $849 million by
1985 and trigger fraudulent coverup by BCCI.

Ghaith Pharaon, a Saudi businessman, agrees to buy
60% of Bert Lance's shares in National Bank of
Georgia (NBG) at $20 per share (Lance was director
of Office of Management and Budget in the Carter
administration) ; a few weeks earlier the stock was
trading for $10 per share. Later Pharaon buys 100%
of NBG's outstanding shares.

1
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April, 1977

Sept., 1977

Oct., 1977

Oct. 15, 1977

In an effort to moot Fed proceedings, IB sells
approx. 22% of FG voting shares to group of 20
investors headed by J.W. Middendorf II, who becomes
President and CEO of FG. Shortly after that
dissident shareholders seek to sell shares to
foreign investors.

Bert Lance resigns from government because of
questions concerning the banking practices of the
National Bank of Georgia while he was president of
the bank.

FG law suit alleges that about this time Eugene
Metzger agrees with Jackson Stephens to try to
acquire control of FG. Metzger, a member of the D.C.
law firm of Metzger, Shadyac and Schwarz, served as
counsel to FG during most of 1977. Jackson Stephens
of Arkansas owned Stephens, Inc., one of the largest
investment banking houses outside New York city. He
also controls Systematics, a data processing firm
for financial institutions. Metzger owns 1.6% of FG
stock; Stephens - at least 4.9%.

Bert Lance joins with Metzger and Stephens to form
"Lance Group." FG suit alleges Lance promised senior
position in new organization.

Lance and others meet in London with Agha Hasan
Abedi to get financial support from BCCI, according
to allegations from FG.

Oct. -Nov., 1977
Abedi retains Bert Lance to advise BCCI oh
investments in the U.S. Lance recommends that BCCI
buy shares of NBG (that he controls) , and shares of
FG. Lance had purchased NBG from FG in 1975. He
owned 12% of the shares of NBG.

Nov. 25, 1977
Fed orders FG to end relationship with IB, including
the divestiture of FG shares held by individuals and
organizations affiliated with IB (principally
General George Olmstead, his foundation and trusts) .
Must be done by Dec. 31, 1978.

Dec. 31, 1977
Fed estimates that at this point Middendorf still
controls about 40% of the voting stock. The Lance
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Dec, 1977-
Feb., 1978

Dec. 31, 1977

Dec. ,
Jan. ,

1977 -
1978

Group has about 20% of the stock in its control.

BCCI, acting through Abedi, Abdus Sami and other
agents, purchased almost 20% of FG. In various
official filings with U.S. regulatory authorities,
BCCI stated that it purchased the shares for four
foreign clients of BCCI. These investors included
Sheikh Kamal Adham of Saudi Arabia; Abdullah
Darwaish, for the benefit of Sheikh Mohammed Bin
Zaid Al Nahyan Abu Dhabi, a minor and son of the
ruler of Abu Dhabi; Faisel Saud Al Fulai j , a citizen
and resident of Kuwait; and Sheikh Sultan Bin Zaid
Al Nahyan, the crown prince of Abu Dhabi. Fulai j
borrowed the funds required to purchase his shares
from the Kuwait International Finance Company
("KIFCO"), an affiliate of BCCI.

Fed estimates that at this point Middendorf still
controls about 40% of the voting stock.

Records show considerable FG stock sales involving
Stephen's firm.

Jan. 13, 1978
B. F. Saul becomes a bank director of FG. Saul had
held 6% of FG stock since 1974 and acquires at least
5% more in late 1977. Saul aligns with Middendorf
and becomes Chairman of the Board.

Jan. 30, 1978

Feb. 7, 1978

Abdus Sami sent a telex to Abedi to brief him
concerning his purchase of FG. He referred to
BCCI's "intention to acquire control" of FG. Sami
informed Abedi that he had retained former defense
secretary Clark M. Clifford, of Clifford & Warnke,
as chief counsel. Mr. Clifford would handle any
takeover litigation and the necessary filings with
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
("Board") under the Bank Holding Company Act.

Lance meets with Saul and Middendorf who tell the
Fed that Lance stated he was acting for BCCI. BCCI
held 20% of the FG shares and friends held an
additional 15%. Lance told Saul and Middendorf that
the group he represents seeks control. Lance
recommends that Saul and Middendorf travel to

3
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Atlanta to meet Abedi.

Feb. 9, 1978

Feb. 10, 1978

Feb. 13, 1978

Middendorf issues press release stating recent
purchases of FG stock may have been made by a
foreign bank that may be seeking to obtain control
of the Bank. FG attorneys meet with the SEC to
provide information.

In phone conversation with Saul, Lance states that
he never mentioned a foreign bank, only that the
purchasers were a group of foreign individuals.

Story appears in Post (Jerry Knight) with headline:
"Mideast Bank Buys Block of Financial General
Stock."

Attorneys for FG meet with Federal Reserve to
discuss situation.

Feb. 14, 1978
Story in Wall Street Journal reports that BCCI
denies that it purchased stock in FG. BCCI replies
that they were unable to do so because Bank of
America owns 24% of BCCI.

Feb. 17, 1978
FG sues to block takeover attempt.

Feb., 1978
Knight story in the Post quotes Lance's attorney,
Robert Altman, at U.S. District court hearing on
suit.

Feb. 21, 1978
Robert Hannion, Associate General Counsel of the
Fed writes to Altman, representing Lance, informing
him that the Fed is investigating the matter and
may contact them in the future.

March, 1978
FG filed a lawsuit against BCCI, Abedi, Lance, the
aforementioned four Middle Eastern investors, and
others (collectively called "the investors") for
failure to file forms 13(d) with the SEC regarding
their acquisition of FG shares. Section 13(d)
requires that any person or group acting for the
purpose of acquiring or holding securities of an
issuer that directly or indirectly acquires the
beneficial ownership of more than 5% of the equity

46-783 - 92 - 22

4
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March 17, 1978

securities of an issuer must provide a schedule
setting forth specified information related to the
purchases.

SEC filed a separate lawsuit in Federal District
Court in Washington, D.C. against BCCI, Abedi, and
the four BCCI clients for violation of the Williams
Act (failure to file forms 13(d) with the SEC)
regarding their acquisition of FG shares. To avoid
litigation, each party enters into a consent
agreement and the defendants agree to file form
13 (d) . The SEC requires the investors to make a
tender offer for FG shares at $15 per share, the
highest price paid by any of the defendants. This
would be subject to Fed approval for the formation
of a bank holding company. Investors agreed if the
tender offer was not successful that they would
offer to sell their interest in FG at $15 per share.

March 21, 1978
Knight story in Post reports that B.F. Saul may have
a conflict of interests because he has many loans
from FG.

FG attorney, Martin Thaler, meets with Fed staff,
including William Taylor, to push their case against
Lance Group efforts.

March 28, 1978

Memo to Fed Board of Governors discusses SEC formal
investigation into violations of Federal securities
laws. SEC found no evidence to show FG stock
purchasers acted in concert, though Abedi, the
President of BCCI, serves as financial advisor to
the Arabs who bought FG shares. SEC determined Lance
serves as a consultant to BCCI.

April, 1978

April, 1978
May, 1982

A U.S. District Court judge finds that BCCI, Abedi,
and the four Middle Eastern investors in FG acted
as a "group." However, the judge grants only
limited injunctive relief, requiring defendants to
rescind the prior purchases from persons whom they
purchased FG shares on the open market during
December, 1977 and January, 1978.

Kidder, Peabody 6 Co. registers as a foreign agent
representative for CCAH, B.V.; CCAH, S.A.J Agha
Hasan Abedi, BCCI, S.A. ; and ICIC (Overseas) LTD.
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April 7, 1971

May 9, 1978

to act as "financial adviser with respect to
investment by such foreign principals and/or their
associates in Financial General Bankshares, Inc.
(FGB) and has assisted them in connection with a
contemplated tender offer for shares of common stock
of FGB."

Fed (Mannion) writes to Altman requesting detailed
information about BCCI and the FG investors
concerning possible violations of the Bank Holding
Company Act. Fed raises the issue of an off-shore
affiliate of ICIC as a vehicle for the acquisition
of FG and asks for specific information.

Altman provides five page response to Fed letter.
Included in the text:

Abedi and BCCI have acted as the commercial banker
and financial advisor for investors in connection
with the purchase of FG shares.

In November, 1977, BCCI representative met with
Stephens, Inc., representatives, including Jackson
Stephens, to discuss the potential sale to a BCCI
customer of shares in the National Bank of Georgia.
At the meeting, Stephens mentioned to a BCCI
representatives that, in his view, FG might be a
good investment. After that, Stephens, Inc., Abedi,
and other BCCI representatives have additional
meetings and discussions regarding the prospective
sale of NBG shares to a BCCI customer. The
discussions also involved the subject of FG as a
potential investment for other BCCI customers.

Toward the end of November 1977, Stephens suggested
to Abedi that he (Abedi) should meet with Metzger
to have Metzger act as attorney and agent for Adham
and the other investors, each of whom had advised
Abedi they wished to purchase up to 5% of FG's
outstanding shares. Metzger and Stephens both acted
as agents for the investors. From about Dec. 20,
1977 to January 27, 1978 both bought FG shares for
the investors.

Altman understands that neither BCCI nor any of its
affiliates provided financing for the purchase of
these stocks. BCCI advanced the funds through their
accounts at BCCI. BCCI transmitted the funds to
the U.S. through BCCI's New York correspondent bank.
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Some funds (approx 3.5 million dollars) were
borrowed on an unsecured basis from the Kuwait
International Finance Company. BCCI owns 49% of this
institution's capital stock.

Letters provided to BCCI by investors were for the
sole purpose of confirming BCCI's authority to have
acted on their behalf in purchasing FG shares and
in holding such shares in safe custody.

Letter cites District Court's approval of SEC
findings that put in doubt the notion that the
investors acted as a group as defined by the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

July-Aug., 1978
BCCI forms Credit and Commerce American Holdings,
N.V., Netherlands Antilles ("CCAH") and its wholly
owned subsidiary Credit and Commerce American
Investment, B.V., Amsterdam, Netherlands ("CCAI")
as vehicles for acquiring shares of FG. In
statements filed with the SEC, BCCI, Abedi, and the
four BCCI clients stated that BCCI would have no
interest in CCAH, but ICIC Overseas would own up to
5% of the shares of CCAH.

Oct. 18, 1978

Oct. 19, 1978

Sheik Sultan Bin Zaid Al Nahyan sold his shares in
FG to Adham.

Application by CCAH, CCAI, and Financial General
Bankshares Holdings Corporation, Washington, D.C.
(FGBHC) to become bank, holding companies by
acquiring all the voting shares of FG (the 1978
Application) . According to the application, Adham,
Fulaij and Darwaish would contribute all their
shares of FG to CCAI in return for shares of CCAH.
CCAI would then make a tender offer for all the FG
shares it did not already own. Robert Altman,
counsel for CCAH, advised the Board that "neither
BCCI nor any other organization related to BCCI
contemplates owning any equity interests in CCAH."
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Nov. 7, 1978

Nov. 24, 1978

Nov. 29, 1978

Jan. 1, 1979

Jan. 12, 1979

Jan. 26, 1979

Feb. 14, 1979

Richmond Fed Vice President, Lloyd Bostian, Jr.
writes Altman for more information, specifically
asking about the relationship between CCAH, CCAI
and BCCI.

Altman replies that ICIC will have an ownership
interest of 4.5% in CCAH and that one or two persons
associated with BCCI or ICIC may serve as director
of FG. There will be no contractual relationship
between CCAH or CCAI and BCCI or ICIC relating to
the management or investments of FG or similar
advisory services.

Application formally received in Richmond.

The Board's Legal Division described the application
of CCAH, and CCAI to become bank holding companies
by acquiring shares of FG. The Division noted that
FG opposed its acquisition by these organizations.
The Division set forth options available for the
Board for disposing of the proposal. The Board
defers any action.

Altman writes the Fed concerning Comptroller's
concerns about the source of financing for the
proposed purchase of FG stock. Altman responds that
no more than an aggregate of 20 million dollars may
be borrowed. Such borrowing will be made from
institutions having no affiliation with CCAH or CCAI
or the investors, either on an unsecured basis or
with collateral not consisting of any shares in
either of CCAH or CCAI.

Because of the opposition of FG to the 1978
Application, the Attorney General for the State of
Maryland issued an interpretation of the Maryland
law stating that because First American Bank of
Maryland ("FAB-MD") , a subsidiary of FG, had not
indicated its intent to have an affiliate but had
opposed its acquisition, the proposed acquisition
was a hostile takeover and would violate the State
law.

The Board expressed agreement with the Maryland
Attorney General's opinion and agreed that it would

8
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Feb. 16, 1979

Early March
1979

March 9, 1979

be precluded by law from approving the application.
It was understood that an order dismissing the
application would be prepared for the Board's
consideration.

The Board dismissed the 1978 Application without
consideration of its merits, in view of the Maryland
Attorney General's opinion. The Board's order did
not address other issues raised by the 1978
Application.

Fed denies application expressing concerns that
section 3(d) of the Bank Holding Company Act
prohibits the formation and limits the expansion of
existing multi-state bank holding companies by a
proposed new bank holding company.

The main reason for the denial, however, is a
Maryland state law prohibiting "unfriendly"
takeovers. Fed finds approval of the application
would be contrary to state law.

Altman asks Fed for extended period in which to seek
reconsideration so that an arrangement can be
reached with the State of Maryland.

March 16, 1979

June 6, 1979

June 12, 1979

CCAH and CCAI filed an action in the District Court
of Washington against the Maryland Bank Commissioner
challenging the constitutionality of the state law.

Altman writes to the FG Board of Directors advising
then that upon obtaining the necessary approvals
from the Fed and other regulators, a cash tender
offer will be made for FG stock. Altman seeks the
Board's cooperation and asks them to withdraw
litigation. The cash tender offer will be for $22.50
per share, said to represent a premium of
approximately 67% over the most recent closing
price. Altman issues press release.

FG's attorney, Martin Thaler, responds that it is
premature to consider any offer. Board may do so
after regulatory barriers are cleared. Issue press
release.
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June 25, 1979
Altman again writes to FG Board telling them that
their reasoning is curiously circular. He suggests
that the immediate consideration of the generous
CCAI offer is the only way to serve the best
interests of the stockholders. Argues that their
cooperation could overcome the "unfriendly" takeover
problem in Maryland.

July 31, 1979
District Court and SEC agree to extension until July
31, 1980 for cash tender offer by investors.

Aug. 8, 1979
Another letter from Altman to the FG Board
recommends the acceptance of the tender offer that
is now up to $25 per share. Letter puts FG on notice
that investors will pursue a proxy fight at annual
meeting if the investors and FG do not reach
agreement.

Sheikh Adham asks FG to include information
regarding tender offer in the proxy statement for
1980 annual meeting. FG refuses to include
information.

Adham solicited proxies from FG shareholders for
the 1980 shareholders' meeting in support of a
resolution favoring a proposed tender offer by CCAI
and CCAH for FG shares. FG defeats Adham 's proposal
at FG's shareholders' meeting.

Adham distributes a proxy statement to shareholders
seeking their support for the election of three
new Directors not recommended by the FG Board. The
proposed directors are Honorable Stuart Symington,
Elwood Quesada and Donald Notman.

Investor attorneys meet with FG Chairman Saul, FG
President and CEO Middendorf and Dr. Armand Hammer,
FG Vice Chairman of the Board. FG Board meeting
held at the request of Dr. Hammer. Investors
notified that if the CCAI raises its offer to $28.50
per share, the FG representatives would accept and
support the offer.

Dec. 21, 1979

April 3, 1980

April 18, 1980

April 19, 1980
Investors accept deal.

10
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April 20, 1980

April 30, 1980

May 21, 1980

June 1980

July 25, 1980

Problems with the technical aspects of the deal
cause investors to decide to continue proxy fight.

Stockholders annual meeting held. Shareholders elect
each nominee of the FG Board of Directors for
Director with 57% of the vote.

FG Board sends Letter of Understanding to CCAH
Chairman Symington setting out the guiding
principles to govern the proposed acquisition of
FG. The deal requires Mr. Symington to hold at least
60% of the stock of CCAH for no less than five
years. CCAH must retain 100% -control of CCAI. Clark
Clifford must succeed Symington at CCAH if Mr.
Symington in unable or unwilling to finish his term.
In other instances, a successor shall be appointed
by Robert Altman.

FG agrees to cooperate in obtaining regulatory
approvals and agrees to add Symington to the FG
Board .

Bank of America sells its BCCI shares.

The investors enter agreement with FG management
for sale of FG's shares to CCAH and CCAI and the
three BCCI clients. FG's Maryland branch approves
intent to affiliate with CCAH and CCAI, thereby
removing the basis of the Board's dismissal of the
1978 applications. Under the agreement, CCAI would
make a tender offer for FG shared at an increased
price per share and FG would cooperate with the
offer. FG elects new directors; Symington, Clark
Clifford and Elwood Quesada.

SEC extends time for tender offer to Sept. 30, 1980.

Nov. 1980 CCAH again seeks Fed approval to acquire Financial
General following a negotiated arrangement between
CCAH and Financial General management.

Nov. 5, 1980
Washington law firm of Kutak, Rock and Huie retained
by CCAH to prepare and support new application for
prior approval for bank holding companies. In
response to request for information from Richmond
Fed, attorney Baldwin Tuttle informs the Fed that

11
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investors who intend to buy FG stock own about 17%
of BCCI. (Adham owns 3.87% - Fulaij owns 2.11%)

Nov. 20, 1980
Fed approves the revised application to be in a form
that is acceptable for filing purposes.

Nov. 25, 1980
CCAH and CCAI again file an application (the
"Application") with the Board to become bank holding
companies .

The Application stated that, as in the 1978
Application, the shares of FG held by the BCCI
clients would be contributed to CCAI in return for
shares of CCAH. A tender offer would be made for
the remaining shares.

The Application, as amended, disclosed that the
funds needed to finance the acquisition,
approximately $180 million, would come from three
sources: (1) the equity contributions to CCAH by
Adham, Fulaij, and Darwaish, (2) the sale of shares
of CCAH to the three BCCI clients and other
investors, and (3) a loan for $50 million. Of the
funds raised, $12 million would be injected as
capital into FG.

The Application stated that the investors in CCAH
shares would make the investment with their funds.
The Application stated that "no principal of (CCAH
or CCAI) will retain any personal indebtedness in
connection with this transaction" and that "all of
the funds to be used by each of them to purchase
their equity interest in CCAH will be provided from
their personal funds." Also submitted as part of
the Application was Adham 's April 1980 proxy
statement, which stated that the funds to finance
the tender offer would be provided by Adham and the
other proposed shareholders in CCAH "from their
personal funds and from personal borrowing from one
or more financial institutions with which each has
had financial relations for several years and which
will not be affiliated with BCCI or any of BCCl's
affiliates."

The applicants informed the Board that $50 million
would be borrowed from the Banque Arabe et
Internationale d' Investissement, Paris, France
("BAII"), a commercial and investment bank. The
loan would be secured by all the FG shares acquired
in the tender offer. The applicants created a

12
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wholly owned subsidiary of CCAI, FGB Holding
Company, Washington, D.C. ("FGBHC") to be the
borrower. FGBHC also applied to the Board for prior
approval to buy FG.

The Application stated that "BCCI owns no shares of
(FG) , CCAH or CCAI, either directly or indirectly,
nor will it if the application is approved. Neither
is a lender, nor will it be, with respect to the
acquisition by any of the investors of either (FG) ,
CCAI or CCAH shares." In a written response to
questions concerning the relationship between BCCI
and CCAH, Altman stated: "With regard to the
stockholders of CCAH, all holdings constitute
personal investments. None are held as an
unidentified agent for another individual or
organization. "

Nov. 28, 1980
Richmond Fed formally advises Fed Board that they
received an application for preliminary review from
CCAH and CCAI on Oct. 6, 1980. Additional
information was requested and received on Nov. 22
and the new application was formally accepted on
November 28, 1980.

Dec. 16, 198.0
Officers and shareholders of FG were opposing the
acquisition and were expected to request that the
Fed Board hold a hearing. Staff pointed to several
aspects of the acquisition that were unique,
including the following: information about many of
the fourteen purchasers was sketchy, thus, a hearing
would help secure information necessary to the
Board's decision; and some purchasers were alleged
to have connections with a reputed member of the
organized crime community in Europe. Board members
agreed that a hearing would help answer questions
on the background of the purchasers and their plans
for the operation of the banking organization. The
Board authorized the staff to schedule a hearing on
the proposed acquisition, as appropriate.

13
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Dec. 29, 1980
Maryland state officials decide that the new
application does not violate state law.

Dec. 31, 1980
Virginia Commissioner of Financial Institutions
recommends denial of application based on lack of
specific information in the application. It is
determined, however, that approval of the
application would not violate Virginia state law.

March 12, 1981
In a letter commenting on the Application, OCC, the
primary regulator of several FG banks, stated that
various concerns it had raised concerning the 1978
Application had now been addressed. In particular,
OCC cited the representation by the applicants'
counsel that BCCI would have no involvement with
the management of FG or with the financing of the
proposal. According to the OCC, "(t)his commitment
is critical, both now and in the future, since such
a relationship with another financial institution
would be a significant factor in appraising this
application. ...(A)ny enhanced direct or indirect
affiliation or relationship between BCCI and FG
would take on even greater significance in light of
the fact that BCCI is not subject to regulation and
supervision on a consolidated basis by a single bank
supervisory authority."

April 19, 1981
The Board considered applications of CCAH and CCAI
to become bank holding companies through acquisition
of shares of FGBHC. to become bank holding companies
through acquisition of FG. Disputes surrounding the
1978 application were settled and the Maryland Bank
Commissioner recommended approval of the court
applications. The Virginia Commissioner of
Financial Institutions objects to approval of the
applications. The Fed Board unanimously approved
the applications. The application is consummated
April 19, 1982. FG name changed to First American
Bankshares, Inc. effective April 12, 1982.

April 23, 1981
The Board holds an informal private hearing attended
by representatives of CCAH and CCAI, the relevant
State bank commissioners and OCC. Clifford and
Altman represented the applicants. Adham, Fulaij ,
Khalil, and Jawhary were also present and testified
on the record at the hearing. Adham, who would be
the largest shareholder of CCAH, was introduced at

14
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the hearing as the individual who represented the
views and positions of the other shareholders, and
Fulai j , Khalil, and Jawhary confirmed this
representation. Adham said: "There is, however, no
understanding or arrangement regarding any future
relationship or proposed transactions between FG and
BCCI . "

In response to a question about the relationship
between CCAH, CCAI and BCCI, Altman stated "there
is no connection between those entities (CCAH and
CCAI) and BCCI in terms of ownership or other
relationship." Clifford stated that for the record:
"(t)here is no function of any kind on the part of
BCCI ... I know of no present relationship. I
know of no planned future relationship that exists

At the hearing, Adham, Fulai j , Khalil, and Jawhary
stated that they did not intend to take an active
role in the management of the banks to be acquired.

April 23, 1981
Sheikh Kamal Adham meets with Fed and provides
statement that he uses BCCI's financial services
but there is no understanding or arrangement
regarding any future relationships or proposed
transactions between FG and BCCI.

May, 1981
Fed summary of new application shows that 14 Middle
Eastern investors intend to form three shell holding
companies, CCAH, CCAI and Financial General
Bankshares (FGB) to acquire 100% of the common stock
of FG. Investors will contribute $219.6 million;
$169.6 million from personal funds and FGB will
borrow $50 million.

Aug. 14, 1981

Sept. 1981

Investors name Clark Clifford, Chairman of the Board
of Financial General, and Robert Stevens, President
and CEO. From 1976 until March 1981, Mr. Stevens was
Chairman and CEO of BankOhio in Columbus, Ohio.

Hong Kong subsidiary of BCCI obtains state license
to open San Francisco agency.

Sept. 21, 1981-
Sept. 25, 1981

By the General Counsel of the Board:
Letter to Option Advisory Service, Inc., New York,
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Oct. 19, 1981-
Oct. 23, 1981

New York, denying its request for reconsideration
of the Board's action approving the applications of
the CCAH, CCAI and FGBHC to become bank holding
companies through the acquisition of FG.

The Board would not review the actions of its
General Counsel denying the requests of Option
Advisory Service that the Board reconsider its
actions approving the application of CCAH, CCAI and
FG.

1981-1990
Lance introduces BCCI founder Agha Hasan Abedi to
Jimmy Carter. Abedi showers Carter's charities with
$8 million in gifts and hires Andrew Young as a
consultant.

Feb. 1, 1982
The Fed responds to questions about applications
posed by Representative Rosenthal of New York for
the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer and Monetary
Affairs.

March 2, 1982
The New York State Banking Board approves CCAH's
application to acquire FG under New York law after
CCAH agreed to divest FG's New York subsidiary, the
Bank of Commerce, once CCAI had obtained control of
FG.

March 3, 1982

FGBHC has a tender offer to purchase, for cash, all
the shares of FG at a price of $33.80 a share. The
transaction consummated on April 16, 1982.

FGB Holding Corporation announces cash tender offer
of $33.80 net per share. Kidder Peabody handles
offer.

April, 1982
BCCI Overseas (Cayman) obtains state license to open
Miami agency.

April 10, 1982
Wash. Post (Knight) reports that Prince Mohammed
turns age 21 and has Mr. Darwaish, his financial
agent, arrested for a scheme to defraud the ruler
of $100 million.

16
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April 14, 1982
Eleven members of the Financial General Bankshares
Board resign. Robert Altman, Jack Beddow, Robert
Stevens and James Gavin elected to Board. B.F. Saul
resigns as Chairman of the Board but stays on as
Director. FG Board reduced to ten (Clifford,
Stevens, Symington, Altman, Beddow, Gavin, Saul,
Quesada, Casey and Bowerstock) . Clifford elected
Chairman. Stuart Symington elected as vice-
chairman. Robert Stevens elected as President of
the Company. Board designates Clifford and Warnke
as General Counsel and changes company name to First
American Bankshares.

April 16, 1982
As a result of the tender offer and the
contributions of FG shares by Adham, Fulai j , and
Darwaish; CCAH, indirectly through CCAI and FGBHC,
owned and controlled at least 96% of the shares of
FG.

Aug. 1982
After Washington Post reports that Darwaish is under
house arrest, Clark Clifford writes to the Fed to
assure them that Darwaish' s arrest has no bearing
on First American because Sheikh Mohammed actually
owned the CCAI shares in his name.

Clifford advises Fed Board staff that Darwaish
merely held the shares for the benefit of a minor
(the Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi) , who having reached
majority, would handle his investments in the
future .

FG changed its name to First American Bankshares
(FAB) , and FGBHC changed its name to First American
Corporation ("FAC") .
Clifford became a managing director of CCAH and
chairman of FAB. Altman was also a director of FAB
and president of its direct parent company, First
American Corporation.

Sept. 30, 1982
Governor Wallich, testifies before Subcommittee on
Commerce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs of the
Committee on Government Operations, U.S. House of
Representatives, about acquisition of FG.

1983
FAB acquires two Manhattan branches from Bankers
Trust Co. BCCI executives are involved in the
negotiations.
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Feb., 1983
BCCI S.A. (Luxembourg) obtains state license to open
Los Angeles office.

March 29, 1983

Aug. 17, 1983

Oct., 1983

April 1984

June 1984

Application of the First American Bankshares, Inc.,
Washington, D.C. ("FAB-DC"), and its parent
companies: CCAH, CCAI and First American
Corporation, Washington, D.C. ("FAC-DC") , to acquire
remaining outstanding common stock of Valley
Fidelity Bank and Trust Company, Knoxville,
Tennessee.

The Board unanimously approved FAB's applications
to buy additional shares of .Valley Fidelity Bank
and Trust Company, Knoxville, Tennessee. In
addition, the Board denied a request by Union
Planter Corporation, Knoxville, Tennessee, that a
hearing be held on the applications.

BCCI Overseas (Cayman) obtains state license to open
Boca Raton, Florida agency.

BCCI S.A. (Luxembourg) obtains state license to open
New York agency.

BCCI Overseas (Cayman) obtains state license to open
Tampa, Florida agency.

Sept. 10, 1984

Oct. 4, 1984

1985

Jan. 1, 1985

BCCI board considers loan application of Sheikh
Kamal Adham for $75 million besides the $40 million
previously loaned.

Chairman Clifford states to First American Board
that his goal is for First American to become one
of the 20 largest banks in the country within ten
years .

BCCI, acting through Ghaith R. Pharaon, a Saudi
financier, secretly acquires control of Independence
Bank of Encino, California.

BCCI, acting through Pharaon, illegally acquired
ownership or control of 25% or more of NBG Financial
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Corporation and its subsidiary, NBG, without the
Board's prior approval.

Chairman Clifford tells Board that the investors
have been kept fully informed of all aspects of
First American and have promised an additional $25
million in capital in 1986.

U.S. Customs Service launches undercover
investigation named C-Chase. Customs agent posing
as money launderer channels millions of dollars in
cocaine money through BCCI.

In a working paper concerning BCCI, the CIA reports
that in late 1981, BCCI made an unsuccessful attempt
to acquire or gain control of Financial General
Bankshares. According to the report BCCI achieved
its goal half a year later. Report distributed to
the State Department, Treasury Department, Commerce
Department and other agencies.

Sept. 25, 1986
Chairman Clifford reviewed for the First American
Board the substantial growth of First American since
the takeover in 1982, noting that CCAH raised the
additional capital of $150 million to maintain their
growth .

Dec. ll, 1985

1986

June 1986

Dec. 2, 1986

Dec. 10, 1986

1986-1988

Feb. 26, 1987

Notification to engage de novo in underwriting
credit life and credit accident and health insurance
directly related to extensions of credit of
subsidiary banks through Potomac Insurance Company,
Phoenix, Arizona. Commenced July 1, 1987.

Chairman Clifford advises the First American Board
of their interest in acquiring the National Bank of
Georgia.

Clifford and Altman get a BCCI loan to buy CCAH
shares, most of which they sell 19 months later for
three times what they paid. Clifford and Altman
get a $14 million gross profit.

Chairman Clifford noted to the First American Board
that funds for the acquisition of the National Bank
of Georgia will come from additional borrowing but
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primarily they will come from new equity contributed
by the owners.

April 22, 1987

May 1987

Sept. 17, 1987

1988

Feb. 1988

Application to buy NBG Financial Corporation,
Atlanta, Georgia filed. The application is approved
by FRB-Richmond under delegated authority June 26,
1987.

Federal Reserve examination identifies potential
money laundering at the Miami office of BCCI
Overseas and files criminal referral with Treasury
and Justice Departments.

Chairman Clifford noted that the First American
owners provided $250 million of additional capital
over the past year including $31 million used to
buy the minority stock of the Virginia Bank. First
American used the balance, it is noted, to buy the
National Bank of Georgia.

The College of Supervisors, an organization of
international bank regulators, is formed.
Representatives of the Bank of England, Institut
Monetaire Luxembourgeois (IML) , Banco d' Espana and
the Swiss Federal Banking Commission are founding
members. The Hong Kong Banking Commission and the
Cayman Islands Inspectorate join in 1989. United
Arab Emirates Central Bank Joins in 1990. Banque
d'France joins in 1991.

From its inception the College discussed on a number
of occasions the loans extended by BCCI to certain
BCCI shareholders against collateral in the form of
shares in CCAH.

Manuel Noriega is indicted on federal drug charges.
Two convicted traffickers testify at Senate hearings
that they dealt with Noriega and BCCI in Panama.

March 29, 1988

Aug. 3, 1988

Notification to engage de novo in various activities
through First American Mortgage Corporation,
Washington, D.C. Commenced June 30, 1988.

Application to retain ownership of Bank of Escambia,
N.A., Pensacola, Florida submitted by First
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Sept. 30, 1988

Oct., 1988

Oct. 11, 1988

Oct. 11, 1988

Nov. , 1988

American. The application is approved by Board Feb.
16, 1989.

Senate Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics, and
International Operations hears testimony from BCCI ' s
Panamanian manager and Noriega's personal banker
that Noriega channeled millions of dollars through
his BCCI account.

BCCI is indicted in Tampa, Florida for money
laundering violations. The indictment charges BCCI
and some of its employees. Clifford and Altman
organized the legal defense.

Clifford meets with Sen. John Kerry, whose
subcommittee is investigating possible BCCI money
laundering, and assures him of the bank's
respectability. Altman allegedly advises a former
BCCI executive to flee the country to avoid a
congressional subpoena. Altman' s lawyer denies he
gave this advice.

Criminal referral is filed identifying potential
money laundering at BCCI's New York agency. State
Banking Department and New York Federal Reserve Bank
send letter to U.S. Attorney in New York indicating
criminal referral has been filed.

Memo from Mr. Don Kline to Jim Keller, Federal
Reserve Board. Memo states: "representative
Rosenthal In a hearing he held in 1982 also probed
(relationship between BCCI and CCAH) . Board Staff
memorandum stated that while there are common
shareholders of BCCI and CCAH . . . staff has no
knowledge of loans from, or other involvement in
the affairs of, BCCI on the part of Applicants'
principals."

Mr. William Von Raab, US Customs Commissioner
announces the indictment of BCCI at the end of
operation C-Chase.

Federal Reserve forwards letter to the U.S. Attorney
in Miami identifying potential money laundering
activities at BCCI's Boca Raton agency.
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Nov. 17, 1988

Dec. 22, 1988

Dec. 27, 1988

Dec. 29, 1988

1989

Jan. 1989

Relating to the Tampa indictments, the BCCI Board
approved the following resolution "... that First
American Bank, N.A. is hereby designated the
depository for funds of this business and is
authorized and directed to pay all cheques and any
other order for payment of money, including
instruments drawn on interest-earning accounts, in
the name of this business when signed by both the
following individuals - Mr. John F. Kovin and Mr.J. Griffin Lesher of Clifford & Warnke."

BCCI Board considers loan application of Faisal Al
Fulaij for $85 million besides the $82 million
previously loaned. Form shows that Mr. Fulaij' s has
had a relationship with BCCI since 1975.

IRS Special Agent David Burris calls William Ryback,
Federal Reserve Board bank supervisory official
regarding BCCI-First American relationship.

Mr. Milo Jeylan of the St. Petersburg Times called
Lloyd Bostian, Federal Reserve Board Richmond, in
search of information concerning ownership of First
American Bankshares. Mr. Jeylan tells Mr. Bostian
that according to an affidavit filed by a undercover
FBI agent, BCCI representative said that BCCI could
not buy U.S. banks directly, but BCCI did control
the National Bank of Georgia and other banks through
individuals. Mr. Clark Clifford was represented as
one of the individuals working for BCCI.

The Federal Reserve, checking claims in testimony
of BCCI's Tampa drug case that BCCI owns First
American, asks Clifford and Altman again if BCCI
has any financial involvement with anyone who ever
owned First American shares. The two fail to
disclose their loans from BCCI. Their attorneys
say disclosure wasn't required.

The Fed reviews relationship between FAB and BCCI
with a summary to the Board of Governors (copies
sent to Don Kline and Kathleen Conley) and
assistance in subsequent review of same by special
agents of the Internal Revenue Service.
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Feb. 1989

Feb. 1, 1989

Feb. 8, 1989

Feb. 15, 1989

Feb. 16, 1989

Feb. 23, 1989

Memorandum of understanding issued by State of
Florida covering local BCCI agencies.

Memorandum of understanding issued by State of New
York against local BCCI agency.

According to an L.A. Times article of 9/4/91,
Special Agent David Burris and his supervisor
Maurice Dettmer come to Washington to meet with Mr.
Ryback. The IRS agents provide Mr. Ryback with a
briefing of the evidence obtained concerning the
BCCI-Fist American link. According to the IRS
agents, they offered to provide witnesses who would
describe how BCCI owned First American. Mr. Ryback
does not take any action. Allegedly, he says that
he needs documentation to take further action.

According to Mr. Ryback, Mr. Burris never mentioned
any witnesses.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond completes its
investigation into the current relationships between
CCAH and BCCI and reports to Board that no
irregularities were found. The Fed finds that
commitments made in connection with the original
applications have been complied with and management
continues to represent that BCCI exercises no
controlling influence on CCAH. Common ownership
has increased, however, so that nine investors
owning a majority of CCAH also own 4 6 percent of
BCCI.

CCAH and FAC-DC, and other bank holding company
subsidiaries of Credit and Commerce — submits an
application to retain voting shares of Bank of
Escambia, N.A., Pensacola, Florida.

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
approves acquisition by CCAH of Bank of Escambia,
N.A. , Pensacola Florida.

Richmond Fed staff visits with Fed to discuss
special examination of First American, including a
review of the relationship with BCCI. Minutes note
that Fed found First American complying with the
representations made when it was originally
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acquired.

March 6, 1989
The Federal Reserve Board meets to discuss Bank of
Credit and Commerce International ("BCCI")
indictments. At the outset of the discussion, all
members agreed that supervisory action should be
taken against BCCI. Considering the seriousness of
the allegations against BCCI, the Board members
expressed a preference for the stronger enforcement
actions. Board members authorized the staff to
present a consent cease and desist order to BCCI.

March 30, 1989
(Paris)

Mr. Clark Clifford and Mr. Robert Altman, lawyers
appointed to oversee and coordinate the defense
strategies in respect to the indictment cases in
Tampa, Florida were invited to apprise the BCCI
Board of the overall situation of the cases.

April 1989
A federal grand jury in Tampa returns a superseding
indictment against BCCI, alleging that laundering
drug money was part of BCCI's corporate strategy.

April 11, 1989
Lawyers bills for BCCI's USA
about $4 million.

April 14, 1989

May 1989

May 9, 1989
( London)

cases is estimated at

BCCI illegally acquired ownership or control of more
than 5% of CenTrust Savings Bank without prior Board
approval .

In a working paper concerning BCCI, the CIA says
that BCCI established a Washington, O.C., presence
in late 1987 with the purchase of First American
Banking Corporation. Copies sent to state,
Commerce, Treasury and other agencies.

BCCI board minutes: "Mr. Robert Altman of Clifford
& Warnke and Mr. Baldwin Tuttle of Millbank Tweed,
the lawyers engaged in USA for regulatory affairs,
were invited to join the meeting so that they may
present before the BCCI Board the regulatory
requirements that have been prescribed by Florida
Banking Authorities as well as the Federal Banking
Authorities . "
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"After lengthy discussion, a resolution was adopted
giving authority to the attorneys to take whatever
actions with the regulators they feel would be in
BCCI's best interests."

June 12, 1989
The Board of Governors authorized a consent cease
and desist order against BCCI Holdings (Luxembourg)
S.A., Luxembourg; BCCI (Overseas) Limited, George
Town, Grand Cayman; and six domestic agencies
located in New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Tampa, Boca Raton, and Miami that prohibits further
violations of the Bank Secrecy Act and requires BCCI
to develop and implement an internal compliance
program for monitoring compliance with the Bank
Secrecy Act.

July 14, 1989
Tampa U.S. Attorney subpoenas documents from the
Fed commanding the production of documents relating
to BCCI Holdings (Luxembourg) S.A. and various
foreign and United States affiliates of BCCI. Tampa
U.S. Attorney requests authorization to interview
Reserve Bank personnel about the contents of the
documents .

Aug. 18, 1989
(London) Mr. Robert Altman and Mr. Baldwin Tuttle invited to

appear before the BCCI Board to present an update
on the Tampa case and U.S. regulatory matters
including the Fed consent order.

Aug. 21, 1989
New York District Attorney representative tells
Federal Reserve investigator that an informant has
reported that BCCI owns or controls First American
through nominees. Investigator writes: "allegation
that BCCI owns First American is serious, and is an
allegation that we have heard from other law
enforcement agencies."

Sept., 1989
BCCI Overseas (Cayman) closes its Tampa and Boca
Raton agencies.

Sept. 28, 1989
Robert Stevens retires as President and CEO of First
American. Jack Beddow assumes these
responsibilities.
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NOV. 1989
College of Supervisors discusses with BCCI
management the extent to which their plans with
regard to the security on the CCAH loans had been
discussed with the American authorities.

Nov. 27, 1989
(London) BCCI Board minutes: "Mr. Robert Altman and Mr.

Baldwin Tuttle invited to join the meeting to
apprise the BCCI Board of the latest position
relating to the Tampa case."

Dec. 1989
Letter from Federal Board staff to BCCI's U.S.
general manager citing inadeguate compliance with
Cease and Desist Order.

1990
Articles appear in Reaardie's and the Wall Street
Journal noting the large number of shareholders BCCI
and First American have in common.

Jan. , 1990 BCCI and an affiliate plead guilty to federal
charges that they had laundered money and forfeit
$14 million.

Feb., 1990
Federal District Court in Tampa accepts guilty plea
from BCCI and places institution on five year
probation and asks BCCI to forfeit $14 million.

Feb. 7, 1990
Investigators for the Federal Reserve travel to
Tampa, Fl. for meetings with the U.S. Attorney's
Office. Investigators meet with representative of
the U.S. Attorney Office. Representative of the
U.S. Attorney Office states that while rumors of
ownership of CCAH by BCCI abound, after
investigation by their office no evidence to
substantiate rumors has been uncovered.

Representative of U.S. Attorney suggests meeting
with Special Agents from the IRS who investigated
this subject. Fed investigators meet with three
agents of the IRS (including Mr. Burris) who state
that they had investigated the matter, but concluded
that no credible evidence existed to tie BCCI and
CCAH. IRS1 agents state that they had prepared a
report for grand jury and that there was one
informant that they would attempt to arrange for the
investigator to meet. No mention of meeting with
Rybacx is made.
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Fed investigator is later told by U.S. Attorney
representative that the report does not contain any
relevant information. Fed investigator continues
to try to get report. Fed investigator has not
received report as of 9/9/81.
Fed investigator tries repeatedly to talk to
informant but is told by informant's wife that
informant is out of the country.

April, 1990
Abu Dhabi and its ruler, Sheik Zayed al-Nahyan,
purchase the majority stake in BCCI.

May, 1990
Five officers of BCCI are convicted and sentenced
to prison after a trial in Tampa. British
authorities convict two officers of BCCI. The U.S.
government seeks to extradite another BCCI officer
from London.

The royal family and government of Abu Dhabi invest
in BCCI and increase their stock ownership from 30
percent to 70 percent. The total capital of BCCI
is now approximately $1.5 billion, much of which is
expected to be wiped out by loan losses.

May 1, 1990
Letter from A. Hafeez to William L. Rutledge, Vice
President, Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Mr.
Hafeez said that the government of Abu Dhabi
purchased the 20% shares held by the five companies
relating to Sheikh Mahfouz Group of Saudi Arabia.

June, 1990
BCCI is notified that plans to maintain the New York
agency need to be cleared by State Banking
Department before implementation and no assets are
to be transferred to the New York agency from other
BCCI offices.

Sept. 27, 1990
Chairman Clifford reports to First American Board
that he and Altman will be visiting the investors
in October to deliver a full report on the Company's
situation and to arrange for the possible injection
of additional capital.

Oct., 1990
BCCI requests permission from State of New York to
maintain agency.
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Nov. 6, 1990

Dec, 1990

Dec, 1990

Dec, 1990

Dec 13, 1990

Abedi and Naqvi, Abedi's chief lieutenant at BCCI,
are discharged from the bank.

Price Waterhouse gives the Bank of England a report
exposing millions of dollars worth of bad loans and
improper accounting procedures.

Chairman Clifford reports to First American Board
on October meeting with stockholders in London
stating that they requested an increase in capital
of $125 million as well as an immediate "bridge
loan" of $30 million to be repaid from the capital
infusion.

San Francisco BCCI office closed.

College of Supervisors were informed of the details
of a financial package prepared by the shareholders
to remedy the then identified potential losses,
including arrangements to deal with the problems
surrounding the CCAH loans. The Co-Chairmen of the
College (Bank of England and IML) discussed with
BCCI at this time the possibility that the US
authorities could decide that the CCAH transactions
had been a breach of US law, and the financial
implications of this for BCCI.

Robert Morgenthau, Manhattan District Attorney
informs the Fed that an audit of BCCI showed $854
million in loans to First American shareholders
using the bank's stock as collateral.

First American Board votes to set up Special
Oversight Committee (present Board except Mr.
Clifford and Mr. Altman) to deal with the
regulators.

Letter from Zafar Iqbal, CEO, BCCI to Middleton
Martin of Patton, Boggs & Blow. The letter confirms
that BCCI has decided to terminate its banking
business in the United States. Main reason given
for the departure was the inability of BCCI to
sustain a sound and profitable operation since the
negative publicity in the Tampa case.
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Jan., 1991

Jan. 3, 1991

Jan. 4, 1991

Jan. 30, 1991

Miami BCCI office closed.

Order of Investigation issued by the Federal Reserve
Board regarding BCCI' s control of First American.

The Fed proposed supervisory actions/orders of
investigation. Order states that in the past few
years, there had been a number of allegations that
BCCI did, in fact, control First American
Bankshares. Since mid-1989, the New York City
District Attorney had been investigating, among
other things, whether BCCI and CCAH had violated New
York law by making false statements to New York
banking authorities in connection with First
American Bankshares and its New York bank
subsidiary.

The Federal Reserve Board's staff and the Federal
Reserve Bank ("FRB") of New York also had been
investigating the control questions, and had
concluded that there was sufficient evidence that
BCCI controlled CCAH in violation of the Bank
Holding Company Act to warrant further investigation
of the matter. It also was suggested that further
investigation should be devoted to whether BCCI,
CCAH, its officers, shareholders, or representatives
had filed false and misleading statements with the
Board in connection with the 1981 application or a
response to inquiries by Board staff earlier this
year.

The members agreed a further investigation was
warranted and authorized issuance of orders of
investigation against BCCI (Overseas) Limited; CCAH;
CCAI; and FAB, Inc.

Order of Investigation approved from the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve system against
BCCI.

Based on the results of the investigation and
ongoing examinations, the Fed staff had prepared
and presented to the management of the two
organizations cease and desist orders requiring that
immediate steps be taken to protect the interests
of CCAH, to improve the condition of its subsidiary
banks, and to ensure that BCCI Holdings began the
process of correcting its violations of law and
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terminating its United States operations. The Board
delegated to the General Counsel, Virgil Mattingly,
and the Staff Director of the Division of Banking
Supervision and Regulation, William Taylor, the
authority to issue cease and desist orders against
BCCI Holdings, BCCI (Overseas) Limited, and a
separate cease and desist order against CCAH, upon
their execution by the boards of directors of those
companies. Chairman Greenspan abstained from this
action.

Feb. 3, 1991
The Washington Post reports that BCCI and First
American have had an extensive, long-term
relationship, contrary to what regulators understood
it would be. The article cites evidence that BCCI
executives participated in hiring decisions,
acquisitions and meetings at First American.

Feb. 25, 1991
The Fed staff reviewed recent developments
concerning FAB-DC and BCCI Holdings (Luxembourg) ,
S.A. It was reported that as a result of the cease
and desist order recently authorized by the Board,
BCCI had agreed to divest its interest in FAB. The
staff was looking into allegations that BCCI might
have an ownership connection with a west coast bank.

March, 1991
Consent Order entered between BCCI and Board of
governors requiring divestiture of BCCI's interest
in CCAH and submission of a written plan for orderly
cessation of all banking operations in the U.S. ; the
order also required each agency, until closed, to
pledge eligible assets exceeding all third party
liabilities.

March 4, 1991
In a formal order, the Fed accuses BCCI of illegally
acquiring control of First American's holding
company, and BCCI agrees to give up its stake.

March 11, 1991
The Fed staff reported briefly on the ongoing
investigation of BCCI Holdings (Luxembourg), S.A.,
and related organizations that had been authorized
by the Board on January 3, 1991.

April 17, 1991
The Board approved a recent request by the New York
State prosecutor for disclosure of confidential
supervisory information concerning BCCI and CCAH.
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April 18, 1991

May 1991

May 3, 1991

May 4, 1991

May 6, 1991

May 23, 1991

June, 1991

The Board also approved a request by the prosecutor
that certain Board officials testify before the
Grand Jury on applications filed by CCAH under the
Bank Holding Company Act and on the Board's
supervision of BCCI's agencies in the United States.

Federal Banking regulators tighten requirements on
relationships with the bank's corporate parent andaffiliates, lending practices, the handling of
troubled loans and other operations.

Federal Reserve and BCCI agree to a consent Cease
and Desist order with respect to Independence Bank
of Encino, California after evidence derived during
the investigation revealed that BCCI controlled the
bank's shares.

Letter from Middleton A. Martin to Senator John
Kerry. Mr. Martin tells Mr. Kerry that: 1. the
government of Abu Dhabi agreed to infuse additional
capital of $1.2 million, and as a result, acquired
a majority ownership interest; and 2. BCCI's
auditors reported significant additional losses due
to certain possible fraudulent loan transactions in
October 1990.

The Washington Post reports that Clifford and Altman
earned $9.8 million on First American stock in a
deal financed by BCCI.

The Board authorizes the issuance of a joint order
of the Board and the Superintendent of Banks of the
Stat* of California about BCCI's divestiture of
shares of Independence Bank, Encino, California.

Federal Reserve Board officials say in congressional
testimony that they were deliberately misled for a
decade about the ownership of First American.

Pries Waterhouse gives the Bank of England more
negative reports on BCCI alleging widespread fraud
in the bank's operations.
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June 17, 1991
The Fed staff reviewed developments regarding the
plans by BCCI for providing additional capital to
FAB-DC for the divestiture of that company.

July 5, 1991
Regulators in the United States, Britain,
Luxembourg, the Cayman Islands and other nations
seize BCCI. State authorities close BCCI offices
in Los Angeles and New York.

Federal Reserve initiates enforcement against
individuals associated with BCCI/ Independence Bank
transactions. At the request of the U.S. Attorney
for the District of Columbia, substantial, civil
money penalty assessments are deferred temporarily
pending the completion of a criminal inquiry.

Many of BCCI's depositors around the world suffer
losses. First American Bankshares is not affected.

July 1991
Evidence emerges in Europe that BCCI controls First
American through loans to eight front men. Altman
disputes the evidence, then, when the Federal
Reserve Board later privately produces proof, both
Clifford and he claim they were duped.

July 8, 1991
A court in Luxembourg discloses BCCI lost more than
its entire net worth in 1990.

The Fed begins weekly report on BCCI.

July 10, 1991
Proposed enforcement actions against BCCI and
several other companies and individuals. The Fed
staff had prepared for the Board's consideration a

notice of permanent prohibition and civil money
penalty assessment actions against BCCI Holdings
(Luxembourg), S.A.; BCCI (Overseas) Limited; and
Messrs. Pharaon, Abedi, Nagyi, and Shoaib. The
staff also suggested initiation of a prejudgment
attachment action against Mr. Pharaon in United
States District Court to prevent the dissipation of
his assets. The staff reviewed recent developments
concerning the investigation, and noted that the
United States Attorney for the District of Columbia
had some concerns about whether certain of the
proposed enforcement actions would preclude his
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July 12, 1991

July 17, 1991

July 21, 1991

July 22, 1991

proceeding with criminal actions against BCCI and
the individuals. The United States Attorney had
asked the Board not to proceed with the actions.
The Board agreed to defer the action.

The Fed staff reviewed developments in connection
with the ongoing investigation, reported on
discussions with the United States Attorney, and
responded to the Board members' questions. At the
conclusion of the review, taking into account the
United States Attorney's request, the Board
authorized issuance of the notice in initiating
prohibition actions against Messrs. Abedi, Naqvi,
Shoaib, and Pharaon. The Board also delegated to
the General Counsel and the Staff Director of the
Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation the
authority to issue the civil money penalty
assessment actions if the letter from the United
States Attorney was not received.

Mr. Taylor reported on the condition of FAB-DC, and
the negative effects on the organization of the
recent seizure of and other developments concerning
BCCI Holdings (Luxembourg) . He also noted problems
associated with senior management of the
organization. All members of the Board agreed that
the replacement of First American's current
management would be in the organizations best
interest. The members also discussed the
possibility of initiating removal proceeding against
certain individuals.

Wall Street Journal reports that a few senior
executives at BCCI received $50 million in hush
money .

London Sunday Times reports that Abu Nidal's
terrorist group used accounts at BCCI in England.
Time magazine reports that BCCI maintained a "black
network" of employees who engaged in smuggling and
money laundering and collaborated with the CIA.

British officials reveal that BCCI used First
American Bankshares stock as collateral for loans
used to cover up fraud to BCCI and that BCCI
probably was never profitable.
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July 23, 1991

July 29, 1991

Aug. 2, 1991

Robin Leigh-Pemberton, governor of the Bank of
England, places blame for the fraud at BCCI on the
bank's former executives, and asks BCCI owner Sheik
Zayed to protect depositors.

BCCI's top two officers are indicted in New York on
fraud charges. The Fed charges that BCCI violated
banking laws and assesses a $200 million fine.

Letter from Charles McC. Mathias to William Taylor,
Director of the Division of Banking Supervision and
Regulation, Board of Governors. Mr. Mathias says
that: "During the past week, there has been
confusion with respect to your position on the
guestion of Messrs. Clifford and Altman remaining
as officers and directors of First American."

Aug. 5, 1991
The Federal Reserve Board expressed concern that
the plan that had been submitted by the First
American Board did not effectively remove Messrs.
Clifford and Altman from the management of First
American. Also, sentiment was expressed in favor
of a plan under which all First American's current
directors would resign. It was understood that the
Board's views would be conveyed to First American.

August 13, 1991
Clifford and Altman resign as chairman and
president, respectively, of First American
Corporation. Nicholas Katzenbach, U.S. attorney
general in the Johnson administration, is named
chairman of First American Bankshares.

Sept. 9, 1991
Plain clothes policemen seize executives of BCCI at
the bank's main office in Abu Dhabi.
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Chronology of Clifford and Altman Dealing in ccah stock

July 22, 1986 BCCI Board of Directors authorizes a $10 million
line of credit for Clark Clifford.

July 22, 1986 BCCI Board of Directors authorizes a $5 million line
of credit for Robert Altman. The authorization papers state that
BCCI has had a relationship with Altman for "over ten years."

July 25, 1986 Using the proceeds of a BCCI loan, Clifford purchase
4,495 shares of CCAH stock for $2,216 per share. The Note and
Pledge Agreement signed by Clifford states:

Note and Pledge Agreement for U.S. $ 9,960,920 dated July 25,
1986. "("Note") payable to the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (Overseas) Limited by Clark Clifford of the same
date for the stock of Credit and Commerce American Holdings
(CCAH)."

July 25, 1986 Using the proceeds of a BCCI loan, Altman purchase
2,247 shares of CCAH stock for $2,216 per share. The Note and
Pledge Agreement signed by Altman states:

"Note and Pledge Agreement for U.S. $4,979,3 52 dated July 25,
1986. "("Note") payable to the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (Overseas) Limited by Robert A. Altman of the
same date for the stock of Credit and Commerce Holdings
(CCAH) . "

May 8, 1987 BCCI Board of Directors approves a $330,025 excess
over limit loan to Altman.

May 8, 1987 BCCI Board of Directors approves a $662,418 excess
over limit loan to Clifford.

May 18, 1987 During CCAH/First American takeover of National Bank
of Georgia, lawyers representing CCAH write the Federal Reserve
stating:

"In July 1986, Applicants (CCAH) raised $150 million in equity
capital through a rights offering to the existing shareholders
of CCAH. Less than 5% of this equity capital infusion
represented borrowings by shareholders secured by pledge of
shares ..."
As noted on July 25, 1986, Clifford and Altman borrowed from

BCCI $14.9 million to purchase the shares offered during the CCAH
rights offering. These borrowings were secured by a pledge of the
CCAH shares to BCCI. The Clifford and Altman capital infusion of
$14.9 million thus represents 9.9% of the total $150 million rights
offering, well over "less than 5%" as represented in the letter.
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June 23, 1987 Altman pays BCCI $336,106 in interest on his BCCI
loans .

July 24, 1987 Clifford pays BCCI $672,362 in interest on his BCCI
loans .

August 14, 1987 Altman buys an additional 475 shares of CCAH for
roughly $2,430 per share. The Note and Pledge Agreement signed by
Altman states:

Note and Pledge Agreement for U.S. $1,154,2 50 dated August 14,
1987. "("Note") payable to the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (Overseas) Limited by Robert A. Altman of the
same date for the stock of Credit and Commerce Holdings
(CCAH) ."

August 14, 1987 Clifford buys an additional 951 shares of CCAH for
roughly $2,430 per share. The Note and Pledge Agreement signed by
Altman states:

Note and Pledge Agreement for U.S. $2,310,930 dated August 14,
1987. "("Note") payable to the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (Overseas) Limited by Robert A. Altman of the
same date for the stock of Credit and Commerce Holdings
(CCAH) . "

February 8, 1988 Clifford (3,200 shares) and Altman (1,600 shares)
ask BCCI to sell a portion of their CCAH shares.

March 21, 1988 BCCI writes Clifford and Altman and informs them
that they have found a buyer for 4,800 shares at $6,800 a share.
The letter states that the outstanding BCCI loans of Clifford and
Altman will be paid off in full from the proceeds of the stock
sale. BCCI also demands a $2,250,000 commission for selling the
shares for Clifford and Altman.

March 31, 1988 Using BCCI loans, M.A. Hammoud purchases 4,800
shares of CCAH stock from Clifford (3,200 shares) and Altman (1,600
shares) at $6,800 per share.

March 31, 1988 A BCCI memo indicates that the gross gain before
payment to BCCI of interest and commissions from the sale of a
portion of Clifford and Altman CCAH shares is as follows:

Clifford - $11,333,143
Altman - $5,664,310

After the sale, Clifford still owns 1,295 shares of CCAH and
Altman has 647 shares.

1989 A Price Waterhouse audit report guestions the price Clifford
& Altman received for their CCAH shares. The report concludes:

46-783 - 92 - 23

2
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"... we do not consider the $6,800 price indicative of the
market value of the shares."

December 13, 1989 The Federal Reserve writes Altman at Clifford &
Warnke and asks him to provide information regarding BCCI loans to
CCAH shareholders. The letter states:

"... it would be helpful if you would provide information on
any loans extended to the original or subsequent investors,
either directly or indirectly, by BCCI or any of its
affiliated organizations. This information should include all
loans regardless of purpose, whether any of these loans are
secured, and if so, in what manner, and the date any loans
were originally granted."

January 31, 1990 In response to the December 13, 1989, Federal
Reserve letter, Naqvi of BCCI writes Altman and states:

I cannot provide you with confidential information about our
customer's financial arrangements with BCCI without their
express prior authorization. On a preliminary basis, I am
able to confirm the accuracy of the representations made to
the Federal Reserve in the Board application that the
acquisition of Financial General Bankshares was not financed
by in any respect by BCCI . "

February 5, 1990 Altman responds to the 12-13-89 Federal Reserve
letter by stating:

"... we do not have access here to information regarding any
financial arrangements that might exist between a shareholder
of CCAH and other financial institutions, including BCCI."

August 1, 1990 Clifford and Altman send an internal memo to First
American Bank, N.A.'s internal auditor attempting to explain large
dollar transfers between their accounts and BCCI in 1988. In the
memo they state,

"We determined to acquire (in 1986) a small amount of CCAH
shares which were thus available. In this regard, we explored
financing of the purchase with possible lenders, including
BCCI. Satisfactory loans with BCCI (Overseas) Ltd. were
negotiated by each of us and the purchase of the CCAh shares
at the offering price was affected."

March 22, 1991 A Federal Reserve internal memorandum indicates
that Clifford and Altman may have violated terms of a 1987 purchase
of National Bank of Georgia by using borrowed funds in excess of
the amount that they promised regulators.

3
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Price of CCAH shares Sold by Clifford and Altman

The following quote was part of a 1989 Price Waterhouse (PW)
audit report performed at the request of the Board of Directors of
BCCI . In this report PW was attempting to place a value on the
CCAH shares. BCCI held the CCAH shares as collateral for loans to
the "nominee" shareholders of CCAH.

"Two shareholders, Clifford & Altman sold their CCAH shares in
1988 to another existing CCAH shareholder at a sales price of
$6,800 a share. BCCI officials have not yet provided PW with
the names of the buyers or the sources of their funds to
purchase the shares. Together they owned less than 7.5% of
total CCAH shares. Nothing specific prompted the sale of the
shares. Clifford & Altman continue as directors of the
company. Given the related party relationship of this
transaction, we do not consider the $6,800 price indicative of
the market value of the shares."
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Clark Clifford

July 25, 1986 Loan from BCCI to Purchase CCAH Shares

BCCI Loan Amount: $9,960,920

Loan Date: July 25, 1986

CCAH Shares Purchase: 4,495

CCAH Shares Purchase Date: July 25, 1986

Shares Pledged to BCCI: Yes
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August 14, 1987

Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (Overseas) Ltd.
Fort Street, P.O. Box 1359
George Town, Grand Cayman

RE: Note and Pledge Agreement for US $1,154,250.00 dated
August 14, 1987. ("Note") payable to the Bank of
Credit and Commerce International (Overseas) Limited
("BCCI") by Robert A. Altman (the "undersigned") of
same date for the stock of Credit and Commerce
American Holdings, N.V. ("CCAH").

Gentlemen :

With regard to the Note and the Pledge Agreement: (jointly
referred to herein as "Loan Documents"), and notwithstanding
any provision of said Loan Documents to the contrary. BCCI and
the undersigned hereby confirm and agree as follows:

1) Certain clients of BCCI have given BCCI a firm
commitment to purchase any. and all of the under
signed's CCAH shares at such\time as the undersigned
wishes to sell said sha/es; X.

2) BCCI shall arrange f orH^~.sa-Ie of £«4d CCAH sharesto such clients, or to ockft? intereste"o\..buyers in
such manner, amount, and at such prices- aVJiCCI and
the undersigned shall mutually determine V^SCCI and
the undersigned shall consult as to the tiflrjmg of
such sales, the sales price per share, and/the
amount of shares to be sold. This shall serve
further to confirm that BCCI is authorized to sell
the CCAH shares as stated herein.

3) If for any reason there is a delay in arranging the
sale of said CCAH shares and the Note becomes due,
BCCI shall assist in refinancing said loan and
interest accrued thereon on the same basis as the
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Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (Overseas) Ltd.
August 14, 1987
Page 2

Note provides, or shall roll over the Note for such
periods as may be mutually agreed between BCCI and
the undersigned.

4) As a result of the arrangements set forth in
paragraph 1, BCCI has a ready market for the CCAH
shares held as collateral by BCCI to secure
repayment of the Note. Accordingly, and, not
withstanding any provision of the Note or Pledge
Agreement (or any other document relating to the
loan by the undersigned to BCCI) to the contrary, it
is understood and agreed that the undersigned shall
not be obligated personally to repay to BCCI the
loan principal or any interest accrued thereon.
BCCI shall be limited solely to the undersigned's
interest in the CCAH shares and any proceeds thereof
to repay the loan and interest thereon as set forth
in the Note and related documents. Proceeds from
the sale of CCAH shares in excess of the amount
sufficient to pay the p/ffcqcipal and interest due on
the Note shall be paid/to: xlve undersigned.

5) In the event BCCI at^fcgiis the Ndte to any other
party, su-h assignment would be subject to and
governed by the undertakings and confirmations set
forth herein.

If
of the
below.

the foregoing correctly sets forth yoiix understanding
transaction, please indicate in the space-tprovided

'jCOuz-
Robert A. Altman

Understood and Agreed

Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (Overseas) Ltd,

1708
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3

SHARE PLEDGE AGREEMENT

or

SHARE PLEDGE AGREEMENT made as of July 25, 1986, between
Robert A. Altman (the "Borrower") and Bank of Credit and
Commerce International (Overseas) Ltd. (the "Lender").

The Lender has loaned to the Borrower the sum of
$4,979,352.00 evidenced by a Note dated the date hereof (the
"Note" ) .

In order to induce the Lender to accept the Note, the
Borrower has agreed to pledge the stock referred to herein to
the Lender as security for the repayment of the Note.

IT IS, THEREFORE, AGREED:

1. In consideration of the loan made by the Lender to
the Borrower as referred to above, the Borrower herewith
delivers to the Lender 2,247 shares (the "Pledged Shares") of
the Common Stock of Credit and Commerce American Holdings,
N.V., a Netherlands Antilles corporation endorsed in blank,
and the Lender hereby acknowledges receipt /Sf^bhe^ Pledged
Shares.

the Pledged Shares asVvs>curity2. The Lender shall hold
for the repayment of the principal of, and interest on, ttft
Note and shall not at any time dispose of the Pledged Shares^
or encumber the same except as provided. '^Oj

3. At all times while the Lender is the holder of the-)/
Pledged Shares, the Lender shall collect all dividends,
whether in cash, property or additional securities of CCAH,
and other distributions in respect of the Pledged Shares
(collectively, the "Distributions"). Upon payment of any
Distribution to the Lender, such Distributions will become
additional collateral securing payment of the Note and will
become subject to all of the provisions of this Agreement.

4. While the Lender is the holder of the Pledged
Shares, the Borrower shall have the right to vote the same
so long as the Borrower is not in default in the performance
of any of the terms of this Agreement or the Note, and for
that purpose the Lender shall execute any and all proxies and
consents in favor of the Borrower that may be required.

1728 in
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4. This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall be
enforceable by the Borrower, the Lender, their respective
successors and assigns and the heirs of the Borrower. The
Lender may assign all or any portion of its rights and
obligations hereunder without the consent of the Borrower and
upon notification of any such assignment to the/fcorrower , such
assignment shall be effective and binding upojr Qp^Nlpr rower as
of the date of such assignment.

5. All notices hereunder shall be in writing and' shall
be either personally delivered, transmitted by internatiorca^iy^
recognized courier service or transmitted by telex to the"
parties hereto at their respective addresses below. •V/'Vx

To the Borrower: Robert A. Altman, Esq.
815 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, D. C. 20006
Telex: 248556 CLEY

To the Lender: Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (Overseas) Ltd.
Guiness Mahon Building
Fort Street
P. 0. Box 1359
George Town
Grand Cayman

Except as otherwise specified herein, all notices and other
communications shall be deemed to have been duly given on (i)
the date of receipt if delivered personally, (ii) the date
three days after delivery to the courier if sent by inter
nationally recognized courier service, or (iii) the date of
transmission with confirmed answerback if transmitted by
telex, whichever shall first occur. Either party may change
its address by notice to the other.

6. This Note shall be governed by and interpreted in
accordance with the laws of the State of New York (other than
the conflicts of law rules of the State of New York).

7. If any one or more of the provisions contained in
this Note or any document executed in connection herewith
shall be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect
under any applicable law, the validity, legality and enforce-
ablity of the remaining provisions contained herein shall not
in any way be affected or impaired.
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33)

CLARKM CLirroftD

February 8, 1988

Mr. Swaleh Naqvi
Bank of Credit and Commerce
International
100 Leadenhall Street
London, England
EC3A 3AD

Dear Mr. Naqvi:

I know that you, from time to time, serve as advisor
to some of the shareholders of CCAH and keep in touch with
the market in that stock. Mr. Altman and I have discussed
at some length the possibility of tha^sale of some portion
of our CCAH stock. In this regard v/cw^uld be most apprecia
tive if you would ascertain if th&fe kir£%uyers for the stock
and in what amount. We believe ttna^fcmarkersconditions at
this time indicate to us that it wau-I&'be a g^pd time to
dispose of some portion of our holdings. " \

••'••X
With best personal wishes, I am ■ X

163S
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SHAB£ TRANSFER nrm

1. CUrk M Clifford hereinafter to b« called 'the tranferor'.

2. Mshamrad M Hamaoud. haralnaftar to b« called 'tha transferee*.

3. Cradlt and Comnarca American Holdings, N.V., a Company with limi
ted liability under tha lawa of Tha Natharlaoda Antilles, of
Wlllanstad. Curacao. Netherlands Antlllaa. haralnaftar to be called
'tha Conpany' .

Kava agreed and haraby declare:

Tha tranafaror hereby transfers to tha tranafaraa free and clear title
to 3.200 registered Shares In tha Company, certificate nutter 72
of a nominal value of US Dollars 1.00 each, and the transferee hereby
accepts to tha slad Shares.

The consideration for tha tansfer of tha Shares aa agreed by and bet
ween the transferer and the transferee has been received by the trans
feror.

The transferor warrants that no rights of pledge, usufruct or any
other charge have been granted to third parties In respect of tha

Shares hereby tranafered, and that atT shares certificates have been

Issued thereto.

Signed this 31st day of kfcrch. 1981. la London. United Kingdom.

CLAHC M. CLIFlCfO

(Tranafaror )

Credit and Conner ce Anser'ican HoldRnJa N.V.

DATED* March Si. Ills CCA0009652
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SHARE TRANSFER nrrn

1. Rob«rt A. Altman hereinafter to be called 'the tranferor'.

2. Vfehaozned M Kaoneud. hereinafter to b« callad ' tha tranafaraa'.

3. Cradlt and Conmarca Araerlcan Holdings, N.V. , a Company with lirnl-

tad liability undar tha Laws of Tha Natharlands Antilles, of
Wlllanstad, Curacao, Natharlands Antlllas, hereinafter to b« callad

'tha Cocpany' .

Kava agraad and haraby daclarat

Tha transfaror haraby transfars to tha transfaraa fraa and claar tit la
to 1,600 registered Sharaa In tha Coopany, cartlficata number 73 ,

of a nominal valua of US Dollars 1.00 aach. and tha transfaraa hereby

accepts to tha slad Shares.

Tha consideration for the tansfar of the Shares as agreed by and bet

ween the transferer and the transferee has been received by the trans

feror.

The transferor warrants that no rights of pledge, usufruct or any

other charge have been granted to third parties In respect of the

Shares hereby transferad, and that no shares certificates have b««n

issued thereto.

Signed this 31st day of March, 1988, In London. United Kingdom.

ROBERT A. ALTMAN

(Transferor)

edit and Commerce American Holdings NTv.Credi

DATEDi tfcrca 31. I'M

M. HAMvCUD

(Transferee)

FA0240010

CCA0009658
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31 March 1988

MH. ROBERT A. ALTMAN

t- Interest Calculation on Loans

1. Account No. 1100875S

Loan balance USS 5.959,810.18
Less;, principal (us$ 1.979.352.00)

Interest ♦ charges uss 980.H58.18
Refund of Interest paid uss 336.106.26

Total oT interest ♦ charges
on the loan uss 1.316,561.111

2. Account No. 11009596

Loan balance US$ 1.261,738.87
Less: principal (USS 1,151,250.00)

Total of interest ♦ charges
on the loan US$ 107.188.87

Total or Interest and charges
on both loans uss 1.121.053.31

U. Evaluating the Capital Cain

For the purpose or calculating capital gaina iafXtecond loan la
by the IKS as a gain; the first loan la conslderiKas the basis.
Furthermore, the profit of USS1.5 siillion la also tr«a<ed as a gain.

Profit payable
Interest ♦ charges
Principal of the 2nd loan

«HH n m tmm
uss 1,500,000.00^
uss 1,121,053.31
uss 1,151,250.00

uss 1.078,303.31

4f i69#Ta

This gain la taxable at 281. Under the agreement, the tsx liability
la to be reimburaed to KAA. This gain la therefore treated aa
net gain, and the gross gsln calculated aa follows:-
Net gain (NC) ■ Cross gain (CG) - 282 of Cross gain

NO . CC (1 - 28*)
or CC ■ NC

0.72 ,

0.72
'ax on Cross gain ( 28X

US»5.661.31Q.15

"SSI. 586. 006. 81

./a
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Amount to be remitted to RAA

Principal of the 1st loan

Cross gain calculated above

US$ 1,979.352.00

US$ 5.66H .310. 15

Total amount payable to KAA US$ 10,643,662.15

Utilisation of Fundg by RAA

Amount receivable by RAA

Less: balance of 11008755

Less: balance of 11009596

Less: tax *? 28$ on US$5- 66M

Amount to be retained by
KAA (US$1 -5m ♦ refund of
interest of US$336 . 106 . 26 )

Sale of Sharea

Book value of the sharea
as at 31. 12.87

Value at 2.69 times
the book

Approximate number of
shares to be sold to
pay US$10. 6K3. 662. 15

US$10. 613. 662. 15

(US$ 5.959.810.18)

US$ t, 683. 851. 97

(US$ 1,261.738.87)

US$ 3,422.113.10

(US$ 1,586,006.814 )

7^

US$2,523.67 per share

US$6,800.-- per share

1.565
or 1,600

Remittance and utilisation of
the Hevlscd Amount

Amount remitted, being
proceeds of the sale of
1,600 shares t US$6,800.--
per share

Less : amount required for
repayment of the two loans
and tax as per calculation in
section III
Surplus funds with KAA to

US$ 10,880,000.00

(US$ 10.6H3.662.15)

•be remitted to the buyer US$ 236.337.85
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VH. Calculation of Commission

Loan a/c no. 11008755

Balance as per ledger

Less: balance calculated
as per loan agreement

Commission

Loan a/c no. HOO9596

Balance as per ledger

Less: balance calculated as
per loan agreement

Commission

Total commission calculated

tf>

US$ 5.959,810.18

(USJ 5.281,121.91)

USS 675.385.21

USS 1.261,738.87

USS 1.218,775.78)

1693
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31 March 1«

t MR. CLARK W. CLIFFORD
I. Interest Calculation on Loans

1. Account No. llOOoTtt

Loan balance
Lees: principal

Interest ♦ charges
Refund of Interest paid

Total of interest ♦ charges
on the loan

USS 11,922,293-92
(USS 9,960,920.00

USS 1.961,373.92

USS 672.362.10

USS 2,633.736.02

y

2. Account No. 11009585

Loan balance
Less: principal

Total of interest ♦ charges
on the loan

USS 2,526,126.98
(USS 2,310,930.00)

USS 215,196.98

Total of interest and charges
on both loans

Evaluating the Capital Gain

USS 2.848,933.00

'Cbe
For the purpose of calculating capitaLe£ains^ts*i,.£h«vsecond loan is
treated by the IRS as a gain; the fJ^slCjMan^ia.'.ctjiSrt^Jfeised as the basis.
Furthermore, the profit of USS3-0 milli^viV^Ls^ t.rVflteA-iy^gain.

I
"1/v:

Profit payable
Interest ♦ charges
Principal of the 2nd loan

Gain payable to the borrower

USS
USS
USS

,-Mp.aS
2. 818,'953
2,310,930.

«?,

uss 8,159.863.00

This gain is taxable at 28g. Under the agreement, the tax liability
is to be reimbursed to CMC. This gain is therefore treated as
net gain, and the gross gain is calculated as follows : -
Net gain (NC) • Gross gain (GG) - 28X of Cross gain

NG • GG ( 1 - 28*)
or GG » NG

*
0.72

USS8.159.863.QO

.758

0.72

Tax on Gross gain % 28X

US$11,333. IU3. 06

« USS 3.173.280.06

*
.../2
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III. Amount to be remitted to CMC

Principal of the 1st loan
Cross gain calculated above

Total amount payable to CMC

US$ 9,960,920.00
USS 11.333.H3.06

US$ 21,291,063.06

IV. Utilisation of Funds by CMC
Amount receivable by CMC
Less: balance of 11008711

Less: balance of 11009585

Leas: Tax i 28$ on US$11. 33M
Amount to be retained by CMC
(US$3. 0M ♦ refund of interest of
US$672,362.10)

US$ 21, 291.063. 06

(US$ 11,922,293-92)

US$ 9.371,769. 11
(US$ 2.526,126.98)

US$ 6.815.6H2.16
(US$ 3.173.280.06)

US$ 3.672,362.10

V. Sale of Shares

Book value of the shares as at
31.12.87

Value at 2.69 times the book

Approximate number of shares
to" be sold to pay US$21,291,063.06

VI. Remittance and utilisation of
the Revised Amount

3.131 NN.
or 3.200

Amount to be remitted
being proceeds of the sale
or 3.200 shares 6 US$6,800.—
per share

Less: amount required for
repayment of the two loans
and tax as per calculation in
section III

US$ 21,760,000.00

(US$ 21. 29"»,063. 06)

Surplus funds with CMC to be
remitted to the buyer US$ 165.936.91

■•/3
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VII. Calculation of Commission

J>

Loan a/c no. 11008711

Balance as per ledger

Less: balance calculated as
per loan agreement

Commission

Loan a/c no. 11009585

Balance as per ledger

Less: balance calculated as
per loan agreement

Total commission calculated

uss 11,922,293.92

(US$ 10.571.201.66)

USS 1,351.092.26

USS 2,526.126.98

1760
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CONFIDENTIAL AND PRIVILEGED

MEMORANDUM

TO: James E. Lewis
Senior Vice President

FROM: Clark M. Clifford
Robert A. Altman

DATE: August 1( 1990

This memorandum is written to provide you with background
information concerning certain wire transfers in 1988 you have
identified between the Bank of Credit and Commerce Interna
tional (Overseas) Ltd., and our personal accounts at First
American Bank, N.A. It is understood that: this information is
request Bd as part of the work you are doing under the direc
tion of counsel in connection with legal advice sought by the
Company with respect to certain pending natters.

> >

You are informed that in connection with the 1986 Rights
Offering to the shareholders of Credit and Commerce American
Holding*, K.V. (Ccah) , the parent holding company of First
American, to raise additional capital for the Company, all of
the new rights shares were not subscribed by the shareholders,
We determined to acquire a small amount of CCAH shares which
were thus available. In this regard, we explored financing of
the purchase with possible lenders, including BCCX.

satisfactory loans with BCCI (Overseas) Ltd. were
negotiated by each of us and the purchase of the CCAH shares
at the offering price was effected. (Mr. Clifford invested
approximately twice as much as Mr. Altman.) Interest was paid
on the BCCI loans by checks drawn on our First American
accountn.
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Humo to Jaraea E. Lewis
August 1. 1990
Pngo 2

At the next Rights Offering to the CCAH shareholders in
1S'87, we each subscribed for the proportionate amount of stock
that was then offered to us ai shareholders.

In early 1988 ve were interested in selling sons of our
CCAH stock and upon making inquiries in this regard, learned
that .i Middle East businessman wished to acquire shares of
CCAH. As a result, we each sold him, for cash, a portion of
our shares. BCCI serviced that transaction and wired to our
respective accounts at First American the sale proceeds. From
those proceeds we decided to pay off all outstanding indebted
ness to BCCI (including interest) and, accordingly, wa *

arranged to wire monies from our First American accounts to
BCCI L'or that purpose. No additional funds have been borrowed
from BCCI, and no monies have been owed to BCCI by us since we
each nade our respective repayment.

We have each continued to own the balance of our CCAH
stock, and again purchased the proportionate amount of shares
that were offered to us as CCAH stockholders in connection
with a 1989 Rights Offsring.

Our small shareholdings in CCAH have, of course, been
reported each year to the Federal Reserve in connection with
the filings that are made with the Board by First American.
Ke understand this information will be maintained on a

privileged and confidential basis.
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ALLEGED BCCI CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES

It is well known that various international intelligence and law
enforcement agencies nicknamed the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International ("BCCI") "the Bank of Crooks and Criminals" because
of its ties to organized crime and South and Central American
cocaine cartels as well as for its reputation as a safe haven for
laundered drug money. This reputation for illegal activities,
which Bank of England president Robin Leigh-Pemberton summed up by
stating "the culture of the bank is criminal", was one of the
primary reasons why the Federal Reserve became greatly concerned
with BCCI's ties to U.S. banks once it was discovered that BCCI
potentially controlled Credit and Commerce American Holdings
("CCAH"), an off-shore bank holding company that has controlled,
among other things, First American Bankshares, National Bank of
Georgia, Independence Bank of California and CenTrust Bank of
Florida.

The following is a list of some of the criminal and regulatory
violations that BCCI has either been convicted of or is currently
charged with under the laws and regulations of the United States
and other jurisdictions where BCCI and its affiliates conducted
business.

Financial misdealings

According to a report produced by the accounting firm Price
Waterhouse for the Bank of England, BCCI "may never have been
profitable in its entire history." The report describes BCCI's
activities as "one of the most complex deceptions in banking
history" and documents losses of almost $850 million that were
covered up by misappropriated deposits and fictitious loans between
the years 1977 and 1985.

An audit of the bank also found that in order to maintain its
capital position, BCCI made loans to shareholders for the purpose
of buying additional stock at artificially inflated prices. The
transactions amounted to little more than moving around existing
funds, without the knowledge of depositors, in order to give the
bank the appearance of a strong capital base.

Additionally, Price Waterhouse reported that possibly as much as
$600 million in deposits were not recorded as liabilities on BCCI's
books. These funds were held in off-shore accounts and moved
around as needed to hide losses from non-performing loans.

These violations of banking laws and regulations were the basis for
the College of Supervisors, an ad hoc group of international
banking Regulators, to take collective action on July 5, 1991 to
close down BCCI's operations in the United States (although the
Federal Reserve was not a member of the College) , United Kingdom,
Cayman Islands, Luxembourg, Spain and roughly 60 other nations
around the globe where BCCI conducted business through affiliates
and branch offices.
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On September 8, 1991, plain-clothes police officers arrested BCCI
president Swaleh Naqvi and 30 other BCCI top executives at the
bank's headquarters in Abu Dhabi. It is reported that the Abu
Dhabi officials plan to question Naqvi and the other BCCI
executives about the bank's activities, but it is unclear weather
the Abu Dhabi government intends to file criminal charges.

Money Laundering

BCCI. S.A. . New York

New York District Attorney Robert M. Morgenthau has charged BCCI's
New York office with eight counts of failing to file required cash
transaction reports between August and October 1988. Additionally
BCCI has been charged with falsifying business records in what
Morgenthau has described as what "appear to be instances of money
laundering. "

BCCI Overseas. Ltd., Tampa. Fla.

Following a 1988 undercover investigation by the U.S. Customs
Service, BCCI Overseas was convicted of laundering $14 million in
drug money through its florida operations. The two year
investigation resulted in 39 arrests in the U.S. and abroad. As
a result of the conviction on 29 felony counts of money laundering,
BCCI was required to turn over $15 million to U.S. authorities and
was placed on five year probation.

It is alleged that BCCI also laundered money through its branch
offices in many of the other 69 countries it conducted business in,
most notably Panama and the Cayman Islands.

Other Criminal Activities

BCCI is accused of paying bribes in the amounts of $3 million in
1986 and 1987 to Peruvian officials in exchange for deposits from
Peru's central bank and $32 million in 1988 to a former employee
of BCCI's London office to prevent him from talking about BCCI's
activities.

Additionally, BCCI has been charged by the Manhattan District
Attorney with the $30 million theft of funds from the American
Express Bank, on the grounds that BCCI solicited the deposits while
misrepresenting the bank's financial condition.

Regulatory Violations

Control of U.S. Banks

BCCI has been fined $200 million by the Federal Reserve for
illegally obtaining control of First American Bankshares (Financial
General Bankshares at time of purchase) and National Bank of
Georgia, and then misleading the Fed with claims that no
relationship between BCCI and the U.S. institutions existed.

46-783 - 92 - 25
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Legislative basis for BCCI bearings

1. Existing legislation.

Amendments to the International Banking Act were included in
the reform package considered in the Committee as a result of the
inadequacies uncovered during the Committee's investigation of the
BNL scandal and the preliminary work we had done regarding the BCCI
situation.

Provisions of H.R. 6

This legislation will give the Federal Reserve authority to
screen applications submitted by foreign financial institutions for
permission to conduct business in the U.S. Before prior approval is
given to foreign entities, the Fed must determine that it has
suitable access to information on the operation and activities of
the company and that the parent country exercises proper
supervision over its financial institutions.

Section 205 of H.R. 6 changes reporting requirements on stock
loans. The Change in Bank Control Act currently requires insured
depository institutions and their holding companies to report to
the Federal banking agencies any loans they make that are secured
by 25% or more of the shares of an insured depository institution
or its holding company. Section 205 extends this reporting
requirement to such extensions of credit when made by any foreign
bank.

Section 207 requires approval for the acquisition by foreign
banks of shares of United States banks. Under the BHC Act,
domestic bank holding companies must obtain approval to acquire
more than 5% of the shares of another bank or bank holding company.
The International Banking Act provides an exception to this
requirement for a foreign bank that operates only a branch, agency
or commercial lending company in the U.S. Section 207 eliminates
the exception.

Section 210 clarifies the Fed's authority under the BHC Act to
consider the competence, experience and integrity of officers,
directors and principals shareholders in deciding whether to
approve a proposed acquisition of a U.S. bank or bank holding
company. This Section also directs the Fed, when considering the
managerial resources of a company or bank to also consider the
competence, experience and integrity of the officers, directors and
principal shareholders of the company or bank.

H.R. 6 substantially increases the civil penalties for
violations of these laws.
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2. Possible legislative initiatives.

A. Role and Officers and Directors of Financial Institutions.

Prohibitions against outside counsel serving as Directors or
Officers of a financial institution. Restrictions on certain
financial transactions (i.e. stock ownership, loans, etc.) with
financial institutions for principals in law firms who represent
that institution.

B. International Supervision and Regulation.

Legislative direction for more aggressive role of U.S.
financial regulators in international supervisory organizations,
i.e., Basle. Authorization of studies and reports regarding U.S.
involvement in the development and participation in international
efforts to coordinate supervision and regulation.

C. Tougher U.S. Entry Requirements for Foreign Banks.

Specify requirements which foreign banks must meet to do
business in the U.S. For example, foreign bank's parent country
must adhere to international guidelines against money laundering,
etc.
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Control of Financial General (later First American Bankshares)

Summary

The Early Years.

The story of First American begins in April of 1977 when Mr.
J.W. Middendorf brings together a group of 20 investors to acquire
about 22% of Financial General stock. Under the new ownership,
Middendorf becomes President and CEO.

The Lance Group forms.

A few months later, Bert Lance resigns from federal service
and joins with Financial General insiders Eugene Metzger and
Jackson Stephens to try to gain control of Financial General. In
October, 1977, Lance travels to London to seek the financial
support of Agha Hasan Abedi, President of BCCI. The bitter fight
for control of Financial General formally begins on February 7,
1978, when Lance meets with Middendorf and B. F. Saul to tell them
the group of investors he represents seeks control.

Middendorf s rebuttal.

Middendorf fights back and seeks the intervention of the
Federal Reserve, SEC and the courts. At issue for the regulators
and the courts, as early as 1978, is the question of the role of
the four Arab investors who have already purchased almost 20% of
all Financial General stock. However, the regulators find that
there is no evidence to conclude that the Arab investors have acted
as a group. Had they done so without reporting the stock purchase
they would have violated federal law. During the investigation, the
regulators conclude that BCCI acted solely as financial services
advisor and agent for the individuals who bought the stock. To
avoid further litigation, the principals enter into a SEC consent
agreement in which the investors do not admit wrongdoing, but agree
to tend an offer the acquire the stock of all Financial General
stockholders. Failure in this effort would require the investors to
sell their stock.

Lancet Group Moves to Take Control.

Lance's attorney, Robert Altman, of the firm of Clifford and
Warnke, prepares an application to the Richmond Federal Reserve for
prior approval of Commerce and Credit American Holdings (CCAH) and
Commerce and Credit American Investments (CCAI) as holding
companies for the purchase of Financial General stock. In March,
1979, the Fed denies this application on the basis that it violates
a Maryland state law prohibiting "unfriendly" takeovers.
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With the consent of the SEC and the courts, Altman and the
investors persist and prepare to take the fight to the stockholders
at the April 30, 1980, Financial General annual meeting. On April
18, Financial General Board Vice Chairman, Dr. Armand Hammer, calls
a critical meeting and he, Middendorf and Saul sit down with Altman
and former Senator Stuart Symington, the investors candidate for
Financial General's Board and principal in the proposed holding
company. Investors are told that if stock offer is raised to $28.50
per share (considerably above $18-20 market price) Financial
General may be for sale. Though the investors accept deal in
principle, because of technical problems, the proxy fight
continues.

Middendorf 's group wins the vote at the annual meeting. Sen.
Symington and rest of investor's slate receive only 47% of the
votes cast but negotiations on the proposed sale continue. Finally,
on July 25, 1980, Financial General and the investors sign a sales
agreement. Senator Symington, Mr. Clark Clifford and Mr. Elwood
Quesada are elected to the Financial General Board.

The Role of the Federal Reserve.

A new application is submitted to the Federal Reserve in
Richmond on November 28, 1980 for prior approval to establish a
holding company to acquire Financial General stock. The Fed quickly
determines that Maryland law would not be violated by a sale of
stock. The Virginia Commissioner of Financial Institutions
recommends that the application be denied on the basis of the lack
of specific information in the application.

The Fed's summary of the application reveals that 14 Middle
Eastern investors intend to form three shell holding companies,
CCAH, CCAI and Financial General Bankshares, Inc. for the purpose
of acquiring 100% of the common stock of Financial General.
Investors will contribute $219.6 million; $169.6 million from
personal funds and Financial General Bankshares will borrow $50
million.

On August 14, 1981, investors name Clark Clifford, Chairman of
the Board of Financial General Bankshares, and Robert Stevens,
President and CEO. From 1976 until March 1981, Bob Stevens was
Chairman and CEO of BankOhio in Columbus, Ohio.

Despite the objections of the Virginia Commissioner, the
Federal Reserve, on August 19, 1981, approves the application. Soon
after, Kidder Peabody organizes the stock offering at $33.80 per
share.

By April, 1982, the new owners had completed the purchase of
Financial General Bankshares stock. One of the first actions of the
new streamlined Board of Directors of Financial General was to
change the institution's name to First American Bankshares, Inc.
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY - COUNTY OF NEW YORK

News Release Contact: Gerald McKetay

July 29, 1991 (212) 332-9400

A New York County grand jury has returned an indictment that

charges that tha Bank of Credit and Commerce International

(BCCX), its related entitiee and two of ita foundera engaged in a

multi-billion dollar scheme to defraud its depositors, falsified

bank records to hide illegal money laundering, and committed

larcenies totaling more than $30 million, District Attorney

Robert M. Morgenthau announced today. The indictment stems from

an ongoing investigation of BCCI that began in the spring of

1989.

Charged in tha indictment are AGHA HASAN ABEDI, who founded

the benk in 1972, and swalbh NAQVI, who was ths bank's chief

operating officer until October of 1990. Tha corporate defendants

are BANK OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL, 3.A. , the leading

bank established by ABEDI in 1972, and four subsequently created

entities, BANK OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL (OVERSEAS)
LIMITED; BCCI HOLDINGS (LUXEMBOURG) 8. A.J INTERNATIONAL CREDIT

AND INVESTMENT COMPANY (OVERSEAS) LIMITED; and INTERNATIONAL

CREDIT AND INVESTMENT COMPANY HOLDINGS.

"This indictment spells out the largest bank fraud in world

financial history," Mr. Morgenthau said. "BCCI was operated as a

corrupt criminal organization throughout its entire 19 year
history. It systematically falsified its rsoords. It knowingly

1
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series of instances on which the bank failed to file currency

transaction reports on currency deposits of $10,000 or more in

one of the bank's customer accounts, as is required by federal

lav.

"These transactions appear to be instances of money-

laundering, " Mr. Korgenthau said.

The top count in the indictment, Grand Larceny in the First

Degree, exposes NAQVI and ABEDI to prison terns of up to 25 years

on oonviction. NAQVX, 57, is living in Abu Dhabi, one of the

statee in the united Arab Emirates, and ABEDI, 68, is living in

Pakistan. The extradition of both men is being sought, Mr.

Morgenthau said.

The corporate defendants are exposed to forfeiture actions

and fines of millions of dollars on conviction of the charges.

"The corporate structure of BCCI was set up to evade

international and national banking lavs so that its corrupt
practices vould be unsupervised and remain undiscovered," Mr.

Morgenthau said. "The defendants systematically falsified the

capital structure of BCCZ to make it appear ae though it vas a
solvent, profitable bank secured by the becking of vealthy

businessmen from the Middle East.

"In faot, much of the bank's capitalisation and assets were

fictitious and its backing illusory,1* the District Attorney

continued. "The defendants created the appearance of

respectability by persuading world leaders to appear with them
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and defrauded their thousands of depositors, both small and

large, who relied on that appearance of respectability."

"This largest of Ponzi schemes is over," he said. "But we

have much yet to discover about this bank, and much to do in

reforming international banking practices. The key to the scheme

was that BCCI was structured in such a way so that no singls

central bank was able to monitor its activities. No foreign bank

should be permitted to operate in the United States unless it is
supervised by a single, strong central bank and is not bound by

bank secrecy laws of another jurisdiction, without these reforms,

the potential for massive worldwids bank fraud remains."

The investigation is continuing, Mr. Morgenthau said.

The District Attorney thanked the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System, and the New York State Department of Banking, for their

cloee cooperation from the earliest stages of the investigation.

"Our combined efforts and resources have enabled ue to understand

one of the moet complex and ssoretive criminal organisations that

we have ever encountered," Mr. Morgenthau said. "Without the

generous assistance and intricate knowledge of bank regulatore,

this lnveetigation could not have been done."

He particularly thanked Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan

Greenepen, and William Taylor, Virgil Mattingly Jr. and Richard
Small of the Federal Reserve system; and Gerald corrigan,

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and Ernest
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FEDERAL RESERVE press release

For immediate release July 29, 1991

The Federal Reserve Board today announced that it has
commenced a formal enforcement proceeding against BCCI Holdings

(Luxembourg) S.A., two subsidiary banks of BCCI in Luxembourg and

the Cayman Islands, a Cayman Islands bank related to BCCI, and

several individuals associated with BCCI, for violations of U.S.

banking laws. The Board's enforcement proceeding includes the

following:

-- The assessment of a $200 million civil money penalty
against BCCI and its related banks and companies; and
— Actions seeking to bar permanently from any
involvement with U.S. banking organizations in the
future:-- Agha Hasan Abedi, the founder and former
president of BCCI;

— Swaleh Naqvi, the former chief executive officer
of BCCI;

— Hasan Mahmood Kazmi, a former senior officer of a
company controlled by BCCI; and

— Kamal Adham, Faisal Saud Al-Fulaij, A. R. Khali 1,
Sayed Jawhary, Ghaith R. Pharaon, and Khusro
Elley, each of whom had relationships with BCCI.

This enforcement proceeding is based on evidence of

secret arrangements that were made between senior officials of

BCCI and customers of BCCI. These arrangements were designed to

allow BCCI to acquire, in the names of these customers, shares of

Credit and Commerce American Holdings, N.V. ("CCAH"), which is

the parent company of First American Bankshares, Inc.,
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Washington, D.C.; the National Ban* of Georgia; and CenTrust

Savings BanX.

The arrangements typically included loans to the

customers for the purchase of shares in these companies with side

agreements that the customer would not be required to repay the

loans. BCCI was given authority to sell the shares and retain

any profits. In return, the customers received indemnities and

fees for their participation in the transactions.

These arrangements violated explicit commitments in

CCAH's 1980 application to the Board to acquire First American.

The application stated that BCCI would have no ownership interest

in CCAH or First American; that BCCI was not funding the

acquisition of shares in CCAH; and that none of the CCAH

shareholders held his interest as an unidentified agent for BCCI.

In fact, BCCI funded the acquisition of CCAH shares and was the

actual owner of at least 25 percent of CCAH's shares at the time

of CCAH's acquisition of First American in 1982.

Evidence obtained during the Board's investigation

shows that BCCI resorted to these arrangements because BCCI was

told it could not receive the necessary approvals from the
Federal Reserve Board to acquire a bank in the United States.

Evidence of the loans and nominee arrangements with customers was

kept outside the United States and concealed from regulators.

The Federal Reserve Board has made criminal referrals

regarding these violations to the Department of Justice. At the

request of the U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia, the
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Board has deferred temporarily the assessment of substantial

civil money penalties against individuals pending completion of
the U.S. Attorney's criminal inquiry.

On January 4, 1991, the Board commenced its formal
investigation of BCCI's activities in the United States. This

built on inquiries over a considerable period of time into the

issue of the relationship between BCCI and CCAH. Evidence

obtained in the course of the investigation led to the

enforcement proceeding begun today. The Board's investigation is

continuing. Additional enforcement actions relating to the BCCI

matter are currently being considered.

The Board's action today does not affect the operations

of any of the banks in the United States over which BCCI gained

control. Earlier this year, the Board issued supervisory orders

prohibiting transactions between these banks and BCCI, and

ordering BCCI to divest any shares held in the banks. The Board

is in the process of overseeing the required divestitures.

A copy of the Board's Notice, which details the illegal

transactions, is attached.

Attachment
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Federal Reserve Bulletin _ September 1981

Legal Developments 737

Credit and Commerce American Holdings.
N.V.,
Willemstad, Netherlands Antilles

Credit and Commerce American Investment,
B.V.,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

FGB Holding Corporation,
Washington, D.C

Order Approving Fornuuion of Bank Holding
Companies

Credit and Commerce American Holdings, N.V.
("CCAH"), Wdlemstad, Netherlands Antilles; Credit
and Commerce American Investment, B.v.
("CCAI"), Amsterdam, The Netherlands, and FGB
Holding Corporation ("FGB"), Washington, D.C.,
have applied for the Board's approval under section

3(aXI) of the Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C.
I 1842faXl)) to become bank holding companies
through the acquisition of FGB of up to 100percent of
the voting shares of Financial General Bankshares,
Inc. ("FG"), Washington. DC. FG is a grandfathered
multi-state bank holding company with subsidiary

banks in Maryland, New York, Tennessee, .'irgiuia,
and the District of Columbia.'
Applicants have also applied under section 4(c)(8) of
the Act (12 U.S.C. S 1843(c)(8)) and section
225.4(b)(2) of the Board's Regulation Y (12 C.F.R.
! 225.4(b)(2))tor permission to indirectly acquire, as
an incident to their acquisition of FG, shares of
National Mortgage Corporation, and Money Exchange
Services, Inc., both of Washington, D.C. These com
panies are existing nonbanking subsidiaries of FG.
National Mortgage Corporation, is a small, presently
inactive, mortgage banking company, and Money Ex-
change Service Corporation provides electronic data

processing services for certain affiliated banks. Such
activities have been determined by the Board to be

closely related to banking (12 C.F.R. i 225.4(aKl)
and (8)).
Notice of the applications, affording opportunity for

interested persons to submit comments and views, has

1. FO's lutmOJxrybanksart Fro Americanluk. Na., Diiinct
ofColumbia:EasternShort NmoojJ Bask.PocorcoktCity.Mary.
land:Fan AmericanBankof Maryland.SilverSprue.Maryland;
CommunitySate Bask. Albany.Sew York: Bask of Commerce.
NewYorkCity.NewYork; ValleyFidelityBankandTrustCompaay.
KooxvfDe.Ttaoosct: andtie taUcwxntVirmniasanJu-FtrttAmeri
canBankofVirjmia.McLean;TheValleyNabooaiBank.hUrrisoo-
burg-.ThePeoplesNationalBuk of Leesbori,Laub jj. TheFini
KaDooalBankof Lexlnttoo.Lexington:The RoundUiU Nanee-
al Bank. RoundHID',and Sarnmdoat VnDeyNationalBank.
WlOUMMT.
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been given in accordance with sections 3 and * of the

act (45 Fedtrai Registtr 35.521 (1980)). and the time

for filing views and comments has expired. The Board

has considered the applications and all comments
received, including those of the Commissioner of

Financial Institutions for the State of Virginia and

several shareholders of FG.: in light of the factors set
forth m section 2(c) of the act (12 U.S.C. } 1842(c))

and the considerations set forth in section i of the
act.

CC.AH and CC.M Irst applied to acquire FG in
November '.978.The applications grew out of Securi
ties and Exchange Commission ("SEC") allegations
thai certain individuals, some of whom are principals
of CCAH and CCAI. had violated section 13(d)of the
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934by acquiring, as a

group, more than 5 percent of the equity securities of

FG without making appropriate filings with the SEC.

Without admitting or denying these allegations, the
defendants entered into a consent agreement with the
SEC: according to the terms of that agreement, certain
of the defendants represented that they intended to
make a tender offer for any and all shares of FG at the
previously highest offered price, subject to obtaining

appropriate regulatory approvals. CCAH and CCAI
were created as the vehicles for making the tender

offer.
When these applications were first filed in 1978. the
Commissioner of Financial Institutions of the State of
Virginia, the Commissioner of Banking of the State of
Tennessee, and the Bank Commissioner of the State of
Maryland, as well as the managementof FG. objected
to the applications. In addition, the Attorney General
for the State of Maryland issued an opinion interpret
ing a section of Maryland state law to preclude un
friendly affiliations. Because the Maryland state bank
affiliate of FG was objecting to the proposal, the
Attorney General found that the proposed acquisition
of FG would violate Mary land law. The Board decided
to address this legal issue before acting on the merits
of the applications, and by Order dated February 15,

1979 (65 Fedcral Reserve Bulletin 25* (1979)).
determined that it was precluded by law from approv
ing the applications.1
In July 1980.CCAH and CCAI and their principals,
and FG entered into a definitive agreement for the sale
of FG's voting shares to CCAH and CCAI. This
agreement concluded the struggle over control of FG
between FG's managementand CCAH and CCAI and
their principals, and led to the filing of the subject
applications.

Z. TheBoardhasdeterminedthaitheshareholderprotestsdoaot
ritic ivsjo thatwouldwarrantdenialof 4x applications.
3. Id -JutOrdertheBoardalsodetermined:batsection3f<f)of Che
act(II L'.S.C 9 lUild)). whichgenerallyprohibitstheBoardfrom

Appucants are non-operating corporations orga

nized for the purpose of becoming bank holding com
panies by acquiring FG. CCAH. a corporation orga
nized under the laws of the Netherlands Antilles, owns
all of the outstanding shares of CCAI. which is orga
nized under the Jaws of The Netherlands. CCAI. ;n
turn, owns all of the outstanding shares of FGB. a
corporation chartered under -JHe laws of :he suite of

Virginia. Upon acquisition of FG (total deposits of
S2.1 billion). Applicants would control 10.2percent of
total deposits in commercial banks in the District of
Columbia. 4.7 percent of such deposits in Virginia. 2.2

percent in Maryland, and negligible percentages of

such deposits in New York and Tennessee.' Inasmuch

as Applicants and their principals control qo other

banks and engage in no nonbanking business in the

United States, consummation of the transaction would
have no adverse effects on either existing or potential

competition in any relevant market, and would not
increase the concentration of resources in any relevant
area. Therefore, competitive considerations are con
sistent with approval of the applications.
The financial and managerial resources of Appli
cants. FG. and its subsidiary banks are considered

generally satisfactory and the future prospects of each

appear favorable. The proposed transaction would

provide FG with S12million in new capital. Moreover,

the Board expects Applicants to serve as a continuing

source of strength to FG and its subsidiary banks, and

Applicants recognize their responsibility to do so.

.Although Applicants will incur S50 million in debt in
connection with this proposal. Applicants have made
certain commitments that ensure that they will be able
to service the debt without adversely affecting the
financial position of FG or its subsidiary banks. Also,

as part of the proposal. Applicants have stated they

will not be paying any dividends to their principals in

the near future. In the Board's judgment, banking

factors are consistent with approval.

Convenience and needs considerations relating to

this proposal are favorable. The additional capital to

be injected into FG's subsidiary banks is expected to

approvinganapplicationbyJ bankholdingcompanytoacquirevoting
tharesof banksin storethanon*state,wasnotapplicable-o '-he
proposedtransaction.WhiletheBoarddeterminedthatsection3(d)
appliestotheformationofantulrJ-sstebankHoldingcompanyaswell
astheezpaanoaofantestingmulo-itaubankholdingcompany. the
Boardheidthat(h(Coafrcuionaiintentofprohibitingthefonnaaoo
andlimningthe explosionof suchholdingcomputeswouldbe
preservedevenfine BoardapprovedthoseappliaUjOflS.TV Board
reachedthisdetermmauoabecausetheacquisitionofFGbythesetwo
snailcorporationswouldincreaseneitherthenumberof niitu'-souc
bankholdingcompaniesaorthedumberof out-of-homestatebanks
ownedor cootroOadby fQ 165Fedexal RzssxveBuvLmx at
:J5-5S).
I Bankingdataart is ofMarch31.1980.
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strengthen the organization and allow it to provide
new services to the public. Applicants plan to increase

the competitive posture of FG by expanding the
branch networks of its subsidiary banks, by increasing
commercial lending and services, and by establishing
an international department at the New York City-
subsidiary bank. The Board finds that considerations

relating to the convenience and needs of the communi
ties to be served lend some weight toward approval of

these applications. The Board's judgment is that, wtth

respect to the applications filed under section 3 of the

act. consummation of the proposal would be in the
public interest and these applications should be
approved.
In reaching these conclusions, the Board considered
the public comments received on these applications,
and has given particular attention to the submissions
made by the Commissioner of Financial Institutions
for the State of Virginia (the "Commissioner"). The
Commissioner made a timely recommendation of deni
al of these applications, which would ordinarily re
quire the Board, in accordance with section 3(b) of the
act (12U.S.C. § 1842(b)), to order a formal hearing on
the applications. However, the Commissioner subse
quently concurred in a decision by the Virginia State
Corporation Commission to withdraw the request for a
formal hearing.

The Board determined it would be useful for Board
and Reserve Bank Staff to conduct an informal meet
ing, on the record, to be attended by representatives of
CCAH and CCAI. The bank supervisors for the states
of Maryland. New York, Tennessee and Virginia, and
theComptroller of the Currency were invited to partic
ipate. Only the Commissioner decided to participate in
this proceeding held at the Board on April 23. 1981.
whfle all the other invited parties, except for the
Banking Department of the State of Tennessee, sent
representatives as observers.
The Commissioner was given an opportunity to
submit written questions to the Applicants, to make an
oral presentation at the meeting, and to submit a
closing statement in response to issues and questions
raised by representatives of CCAH and CCAI at the
meeting. The Board has examined carefully all of these
comments, and Applicants' responses thereto, and
determined that while the Commissioner has raised
issues regarding foreign acquisitions of U.S. banks,
*nd supervisory and regulatory issues related to such
acquisitions, these matters were addressed respon-
sively by Applicants, and, in certain instances, have
previously been addressed by the Board itself.5 Ac

cordingly, the Board finds that the objections of the
Commissioner do not warrant denial of these applica
tions.

With respect to the applications to acquire FG's
nonbaok subsidiaries, the Board has determined that
the balance of public interest factors prescribed by
section 4(c)(8) of the act favor approval of FG's
retention of National Mortgage Corporation (65 Fed
eral Reserve Bulletin 72 (1979)). Nothing in the
record suggests that Applicants' acquisition of FC
would alter that balance. Money Exchange Services.
Inc.. provides data processing services to FG's subsid
iary banks. It does not appear that the acquisition of
this company would have any adverse effecf on com-

petition in any relevant area. There is no evidence in
the record that consummation of the proposal would,

with respect to these applications, result in undue
concentration of resources, decreased or unfair com
petition, conflicts of interests, unsound banking prac
tices or other adverse effects on the public interest.
Accordingly, the Board has determined that the bal
ance of public interest factors it must consider under
section 4(c)(8) of the act favors approval of the appli
cations filed under that section, and that these applica
tions should be approved.
On the basis of the record, the applications are

approved for the reasons summarized above. The
acquisition of FG shall not be made before the thirtieth
calendar day following the effective date of this Order,

or later than three months after the effective date of
this Order unless such period is extended for good
cause by the Board or by the Federal Reserve Bank of
Richmond, pursuant to delegated authority. The deter
mination as to Applicant's acquisition of FG's non-
bank subsidiaries under section 4(c)(8) of the act is

subject to the conditions set forth in section 225.4(c) of

Regulation Y. and to the Board's authority to require
such modification or termination of the activities of a

holding company or any of its subsidiaries as the
Board finds necessary to assure compliance with the

provisions and purposes of the act and the Board's
regulations and orders issued thereunder, or to pre

vent evasion thereof.
By order of the Board of Governors, effective

August 25. 1981.

Voting for theseactions:ChairmanVolckeraod Governors
Schultz. WaUich. Pant*, and Gramiey. Absent and not
voting:GovernorsTeetersand Rice.

[StAL]
3.U HiFebruary13.1979"StalemeotofPolicy00Suptrvdionuti
^nasoii of FertiXJi ftankHoldinzCompanies."theBoa.-den-
°orteg'catprincipleof nationaltrcatnxot.or DooGiscnminarion,jj i
°**ufortheruleslovermnitheentryandsubsequentoperationsof

(Signed) William w. Wiles.
Secretary of the Board.

fonrjfnbanksmthiscountry.ToeBoardDotedthattheInteranooiJ
Blakmi AO of )T>%generallyincorporatesthatprinciplein ECS
pWkMW,
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Mr. Agha Hasan Abedi
Bank of Credit and Commerce
International

100 Leadenhall Street'
London, England EC3A 3AD

Dear Mr. Abedi:

CABLEAQOPCSS

24B5S6ekl

Samuel0 mc

As I earlier mentioned to you,/ fir. Clifford appeared
on a television program where he was/ Interviewed in two one-hour
segments about his views of our presidents ,- and more generally,
our political system. The show was- not only' highly entertaining
but also efuite instructive. I/have obtained for you two video
tape recordings of each of the one-hour segments. I believe
you will find them fascinafcingv .

_ 0 >•i->I should irifoan^you that we have agreed with the producer
of the program that these tapes.-would not be broadcast or other
wise used by us for commere/ial purposes. You may, however, feel
free to show the tapes andXioan them to any of your friends,
colleagues, or associates who would be interested in this subject.

Let me also apologize for failing to bring you a new tie
on our last trip to London. I hope you will consider these tapes
to be a suitable substitute. I greatly enjoyed seeing you last
week and look forward to our next visit.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

&l
Robert A. Altman

<ray« .

*U6 r^/^
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1981 Annual Report

Financial General Bank*hares

Fromrou:.lefliortfrit.Eugw*B. Caicy.SmartSyminfton.ClarkM. Clifford.RobertG. Sttvtna.B. FrancnSaul.II. Stiruling.ttftionfhi.
JamnM. Gavin.Jack»'. Beddow.Juatin0. Boweraock.RobertA. Allman.ElwoodR. Queaada.
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 14

Office Correspondence June 12, 1991

To: CCAH/BCCI Files Subject: Passivity Commitments

From: Gregory A. Baer<

\[
,- *, 1. Board hearing of April 23, 1981; statement of Clar,k Clifford:

"This investment on the part of these gentlemen can best be
described as a passive investment. They do not intend to' interfere with the operation of this property. They do not

«q , intend to sit on the Board of Directors. They do not intend

'l\ to instruct the managers of Financial General or of the
bank, how to conduct their business. They think it is a,i
excellent investment. These investors are not bankers.
They are businessman. They do not feel qualified to operate
banks or to give instructions as to how banks are to be
operated. What they do wish to do, and what their plan is,
to get the right people in to operate the property."

2. Board hearing of April 23, 1981; statement of Kamal Adham:

"I am aware that the staff of the Federal Reserve has
generally questioned what managerial philosophy and approach
we envision for Financial General and its subsidiaries if
our tender offer is successful. Let me be clear on this
point. The other members of the investor group and I have
no intention of operating Financial General ourselves,
setting policy for the company, or sitting on its Board of
Directors. We consider this company to offer an attractive
investment opportunity, but it is regarded entirely as a

passive investment."

/2

^7

Board hearing of April 23, 1981; statement of Abdul Khalil:

"As Mr. Clifford and Sheikh Adham have advised you, I have
no intention of taking any active part in operating this
property, setting banking policies, or becoming a member of
Financial General's Board of Directors."

4. Board hearing of April 23, 1981; statement of Sayed Gohary:

"As Sheikh Adham has made clear about the intentions of our
investor group, I do not intend to be involved in the
affairs of Financial General personally. Instead, I shall
rely on the expertise and judgment of the new management
team and the new Board."
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5. Board hearing of April 23, 1981; colloquy between Mannion and
Clifford:

At
"Mr. Mannion: You do not envision Senator Symington being
subject to opposing pressures by the individual investors
whereby 50 percent would ask that he vote one way and 50
percent ask that he vote another way or some other
proportional holding?

"Mr. Clifford: It is inconceivable to me because of the
understanding and even commitment that we have with the
shareholders as to the manner in which they intend to treat
the investment. They have informed us. We have proceeded
on that assumption. They have abided by it. But [sic] they
remain the passive investor, and that we will continue on
with our task, replacing certain persons on the Board."

6. Letter of May 1, 1981 from Altman to Mannion, responding to
questions submitted by Sidney Bailey, Virginia Commissioner of
Financial Institutions:

"Question 21: It is assumed that the investors will retain
control, directly or indirectly, over major policy-making
functions. Should such policies as may be adopted prove
detrimental in some respect to FGB and its subsidiaries,
under what circumstances and to what extent will the sources
of policy be accessible and amenable to regulatory agencies?

Answer No. 21: The question proceeds from an erroneous
assumption. The Investors do not intend to direct
policymaking or to establish major policies within Financial
General, or its subsidiaries, after the acquisition has been
completed. The sources of bank policy are to be the Boards
of Directors and the management of each of the subsidiary
banks with supervision by the management and the Board of
Financial General.

7. Letter of May 11, 1981 from Altman to Mannion, responding to
questions submitted by New York State Senator Manfred Ohrenstein:

"Question 7: What guarantees do the depositors and
"k borrowers of Financial General Bankshares' two New York

banks (Bank of Commerce and Community State Bank) have that
this foreign cartel will exercise the same sound fiduciary
judgment they have been accustomed to in dealing with these
banks?
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"Answer No. 7: There is no 'foreign cartel' involved in
this transaction. There is merely a group of investors who
believe that the acquisition of Financial General is a sound
investment. The Investors consider this to be a passive
investment. They do not intend to sit on the Board of
Directors of Financial General or its subsidiaries, or to
establish bank policies, or otherwise to operate the
Company. The Financial General Board of Directors is to
consist of able and distinguished Americans, and the new
President and Chief Executive Officer of Financial General
will be an outstanding and experienced commercial banker."

Virgil Mattingly
Tom Baxter
Rick Small
Kit Wheatley
Peter Knoll
Tim Byrne
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BOARDOF GOVERNORS

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Office Correspondence JUIM 3, 1991

To: Rick Small Subject: Statements Regarding BCCI

From: Greg Baer

Attached are statements regarding BCCI that were made in

connection with the 1978 and 1980 applications.

If you would like the documents themselves so that they can
be exhibits at the deposition, let me know and I will collect
them.

cc: Kit Wheatley
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1978 Application

p. 55. "The proposed individual investors in CCAH have
substantial funds and it is contemplated that the funds
to be used by each of them to purchase the equity
interest in CCAH will be provided from their pers'onal
funds and possibly from personal borrowings from one or
more financial institutions (which would be
unaffiliated with BCCI or any of its affiliates),
except that at least an aggregate of $50 million will
be provided from personal funds and not more than an
aggregate of $20 million will be borrowed. Such
investors intend that if personal borrowings are made,
Financial General Shares purchased pursuant to the
Offer will not serve as collateral for such
borrowings. " * "

1980 Application

p. 16. "BCCI owns no shares of FGB, CCAH or CCAI, either
directly or indirectly, nor will it if the application
is approved. Neither is it a lender, nor will it be,
with respect to the acquisition by any of the investors
of either FGB, CCAI or CCAH shares."

p. 35. "All of the investors in CCAH have substantial funds
and the funds to be used by each of them to purchase
their equity interest in CCAH will be provided from
their personal funds."

p. 41. "No principal of Applicant will retain any personal
indebtedness in connection with this transaction."

Hearing. 4/23/Sl

p. 45. Clifford (on Kamal Adham) : "I have cone to have the
deepest respect for his character, for his reputation,
for his honor and for his integrity."

p. 55. Kamal Adham: "There is, however, no understanding or
arrangement regarding any future relationship or
proposed transactions between Financial General and
BCCI . "

p. 80. Kamal Adham: "I think that from the line of questions,
it appears that there is doubt that there is somebody
or BCCI is behind all of this deal. I would like to
assure you that each one on his own rights will not
accept in any way to be a cover for somebody else."
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p. 143. Clifford (asked about the similarity of the names CCAH
and CCAI to BCCI) : "I think generally the terms
•Credit' and the term 'Commerce' •are terms that are
used extensively in the Persian Gulf in financial
affairs."

p. 143. Altman (also on the similarity of the names): "Well,it bears — other than similarity in certain respects,
there is no connection between those entities and BCCI
in terms of ownership or other relationship."

p. 144. Clifford (asked about the function of BCCI in the
proposal): "None. There is no function of any kind on .
the part of BCCI. I think when the question was asked,
having to do with what might occur in the future, I
think someone may have given the answer, 'Well', "that
would depend upon the judgment of Financial General in
the future.' I know of no present relatipnship. I
know of no planned future relationship that exists, and
other than that, I don't know what else there. is to
say, Mr. Bostian."

Letters and Memoranda

Altman to Bostian. 11/24/70:
"We are advised further that ICIC will have an ownership
interest of 4-1/2% of the equity of CCAH but neither BCCI
nor any other organization related to BCCI contemplates
owning any equity interest in CCAH."

Altman to Kline. 1/12/79:
"The Comptroller's letter raises certain questions
concerning the possibility of borrowings by the Applicants'
investors to finance part of the purchase price of the
Financial General shares contemplated to be acquired. As
set forth in the application, not more than an aggregate of
$20 million may be borrowed for this purpose. While the
terms of such borrowings have not as yet been finalized, any
such borrowings will be made only from recognized banking
institutions (having no affiliation with Applicants or the
investors) either on an unsecured basis or with collateral
not consisting of any shares in either of the Applicants.
The balance of the proceeds required to purchase the
Financial General shares will come exclusively from the
personal funds of the investors, all of which funds derive
from the business interests and investments of the
respective investors."
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Letter from Altman to Mannion. wtth attached responses to
questions submitted by Sidney Bailey. 5/1/81;
[quoting Sheikh Adham's statement at the Board's hearing]
"There is, however, no understanding or arrangement
regarding any future relationships or proposed transactions
between Financial General and BCCI."

"There is no common ownership of Financial General and BCCI.
To the extent some Investors may own minor shares of each
Company, that information has been disclosed in submissions
made to the federal Reserve during the processing of the
Application."

Letter from Altman to Mannion. with attached responses tffquestions filed with Board by NY, Sen. Ornstein. 5/11/81;"
"With regard to the stockholders of CCAH, all holdings
constitute personal investments. None are held as an
unidentified agent for another individual or organization."
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r:\knoll\bcci\memo328.wpf DRAFT
March 28, 1991

Hearing

ADHAM

55-56. There is, however, no understanding or arrangement
regarding any future relationship or proposed transactions
between Financial General and BCCI. In this regard BCCI is
considered an unrelated financial institutions [sic] and whatever
relationships are developed between Financial General and BCCI /
in the future, if any, are matters to be decided by the new
management of Financial General based upon that institution's
best interests.

59. Certainly if any investor has an idea of [sic —should be
"or"] a suggestion regarding this property, it would be
communicated to Messrs. Clifford, Altman or Senator Symington,
but the ultimate management of the company will and must rest
with the Board of Directors and the professional bank managers
who are employed.

80. I think from that line of questions, it appears that there
is doubt that there is somebody or BCCI is behind all of this
deal. I would like to assure you that each one on his own rights
will not accept in any way to be a cover for somebody else.

81. ... I think we really don't need anybody behind us. We
don't need anybody to use us, to be a cover for them. We are
doing it for ourselves.
KHALIL

67. As Mr. Clifford and Sheikh Adham have advised you, I have no
intention of taking any active part in operating this property,
setting banking policies, or becoming a member of Financial
General's Board of Directors.

CLIFFORD

86. I think it is a group of individuals operating as
individuals.

144. [In response to question as to function of BCCI at the
present time] None. There is no function of any kind on the
part of BCCI. I think when the question was asked, having to do
with what might occur in the future, I think someone may have
given the answer, "Well, that would depend upon the judgment of
Financial General in the future." 1 I know of no present
relationship. I know of no planned future relationship that
exists, and other than that, I don't know what else there is to
say, Mr. Bostian.
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ALTMAN

143. [T]here is no connction between those entities [CCAH and
CCAI] and BCCI in terms of ownership or other relationship.

172-73 (confidential portion) . MR. MANNION: There is one common
investment that was, I think, divulged, and that's BCCI. Aren't
there several —

MR. ALTMAN: Some of the investors have interest in it which
we have set forth in our letter to you, minority shares.

MR. TUTTLE: Everyone here [i.e., Adham, Fulaij, Khalil,
Gohary], it turns out, / does have an interest in that.

MR. TUTTLE: .... The list we have given you is out of
the 14 investors, these are the only ones who own shares of BCCI.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF TEE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

WASHINGTON, D.C.

In the Matter of

CREDIT AND COMMERCE AMERICAN
HOLDINGS, N.V.
Netherlands Antilles

CREDIT AND COMMERCE AMERICAN
INVESTMENT, B.V.
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

and

FIRST AMERICAN BANKSHARES, INC.
Washington, D.C.

Docket Nos. 91-002-I-HC1
91-002-I-HC2
9I-002-I-HC3

ORDER OF INVESTIGATION

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 1818(b)(3),

1818(b)(4), 1818(n), 1820(c) and 1844(f) that an investigation be

commenced to determine whether Credit and Commerce American

Holdings, N.V., Netherlands Antilles ("CCAH") , Credit and

Commerce American Investment, B.V., Amsterdam, the Netherlands

("CCAI") and First American Bankshares, Inc., Washington, D.C.

("FAB"), at all times relevant to this Order registered bank
holding companies, or their subsidiary banks, their affiliates,

or their present or former institution-affiliated parties, as

defined in 12 U.S.C. 1813 (u), or their related interests, as
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defined in 12 CFR 215. 2 (k), have engaged in violations of law,

rule, or regulation in connection with:

(1) applications filed with the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System (the "Board of Governors") for the

acquisition of control of Financial General Bankshares or

subsequent statements to the Board of Governors relating to the

ownership and control of CCAH, CCAI or FAB;

(2) any extensions of credit obtained by any present

or former institution-affiliated party of CCAH, CCAI or FAB, from

Bank of Credit and Commerce International S.A., Luxembourg,

Luxembourg, or Bank of Credit and Commerce International

(Overseas) Limited, George Town, Grand Cayman (collectively

referred to as "BCCI") ;

(3) the payment or settlement of any extensions of

credit described in paragraph 2 hereof; and

(4) any agreements or contracts between CCAH, CCAI,

FAB, BCCI and any of its present or former institution-affiliated
parties or among the present or former institution-affiliated

parties themselves regarding the purchase of CCAH or CCAI shares

or any settlement or repayment of any BCCI extension of credit to

present or former institution-affiliated parties of CCAH, CCAI or

FAB.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that, for purposes of such

investigation, the General Counsel of the Board of Governors or

his designees, including officers and employees of the Board of

Governors and any of the Federal Reserve Banks, are hereby

- 2 -
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designated as representatives of the Board of Governors and are

empowered to gather evidence and information, to administer oaths

and affirmations, to take or cause to be taken depositions, and

to issue, revoke, or modify subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecum,

and, for the enforcement hereof, to apply to an appropriate

United States District Court, and to perform all other duties in
connection therewith as prescribed by law.

By order of the of the Board of Governors, dated this

day of January, 1991.

William W. wiles
Secretary of the Board
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

WASHINGTON, D.C.

In the Matter of

BANK OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE
INTERNATIONAL S.A.
Luxembourg, Luxembourg

and

BANK OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE
INTERNATIONAL (OVERSEAS) LIMITED
George Town, Grand Cayman

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 1313(b)(3),

1818(b)(4), 1818(n), 1820(c) and 1844(f) that an investigation be

commenced to determine whether the Bank of Credit and Commerce

International, S.A., Luxembourg, Luxembourg and the Bank of

Credit and Commerce International (Overseas) Limited, George

Town, Grand Cayman (collectively referred to as "BCCI") , their

subsidiary banks or agencies, or their present or former

institution-affiliated parties, as defined in 12 U.S.C. 1813 (u),

or their related interests, as defined in 12 CFR 215. 2 (k) :

(1) have acquired, directly or indirectly, control of

Credit and Commerce American Holdings, N.V. , Netherlands Antilles

("CCAH") and/or First American Bankshares, Inc., Washington, D.C.

Docket Nos. 91-001-I-FB1
91-001-I-FB2

ORDER OF INVESTIGATION
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("FAB") in violation of Section 3 of the Bank Holding Company Act

of 1956, as amended (12 U.S.C. 1842); and

(2) have engaged in violations of law, rule, or

regulation in connection with applications filed with the Board

of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (the "Board of

Governors") for the acquisition of control of CCAH and/or FAB or

subsequent statements to the Board relating to the ownership and

control of CCAH or FAB.

investigation, the General Counsel of the Board of Governors or

his designees, including officers and employees of the Board of

Governors and any of the Federal Reserve Banks, are hereby-

designated as representatives of the Board of Governors and are

empowered to gather evidence and information, to administer oaths

and affirmations, to take or cause to be taken depositions, and

to issue, revoke, or modify subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecun ,

and, for the enforcement hereof, to apply to an appropriate

United States District Court, and to perform all other duties in

connection therewith as prescribed by law.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that, for purposes of such

By order of the of the Board of Governors, dated this

January, 1991.

William W. wiles
Secretary of the Board

- 2 -

46-783 - 92 - 26
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MEMO: TRANSCRIPT OF AMJAD AWAN, BCCI

Background:

Attached are parts of a transcript of an undercover
conversation recorded during Operation C-Chase (i.e. Cocaine
Chase) , a joint Customs Service, IRS undercover drug-money
laundering operation. C-Chase, which started in 1986, resulted in
the 1988 Tampa indictment of BCCI, and a number of BCCI employees,
on laundering the proceeds of drug money.

Amjad Awan, was an officer of BCCI. He was Country Manager for
Panama (1981-1984) and stationed in the BCCI's Washington, D.C.
representative office from 1984-1986. From 1986-1988 Awan was an
officer of the Latin American Division of BCCI stationed in Miami.
Awan was indicted along with BCCI in Tampa in 1988. He was later
convicted and spent time in jail.
The U.S. Customs Undercover Agent is Mr. Robert Mazur, posing

as Robert Musella. His role was to launder drug money for
Columbian drug lords during C-Chase. He used BCCI to launder
Columbian drug money in the U.S.

Contents:

During the course of their conversation, Awan mentions that
Mr. Altman and Mr. Clifford are BCCI's lawyers.

He states that BCCI owns First American Bank.

He states that Mr. Altman is either in the room or advising
him to flee a Senate Foreign Relations Committee subpoena by
having BCCI transfer him to Paris. The next day he was
transferred to Paris.
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TAPEi 144m

2 ; DATE: 9/9/88

3 | TIME: 5:05 P.M.

4 ! LOCATION: Grand Bay Hotel
Miami, FL

5 ;,

PARTICIPANTS: Robert Musella, Undercover Agent (RM)
6
' Amjad Awan (AA)

Unknown Male (UM)
7 | Unknown Female (UF)
i
8 i| Today's date is September 9, 1988 and the time is 5:05 p.m.
I Currently located in Coconut Grove, Florida about to enter
9 l| the Grand Bay Hotel to speak with Amjad Awan.
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(AA)

$$&

13

1
14

15 !

16
\

17

18

19 (RM)

20 (AA)

21 i »

22 I (RM)

23 |

u\ (AA)
25

26 (RM)

(AA)

I don't know about the others yet. What I've

learned has been not very pleasant. And, ah, I

wanted to uh, talk to you personally and tell you
about it. What's happened is that we were served a
subpoena last month. The bank was and Mr. Shafi our

general manager was. I was supposed to have been

served also, but with their normal efficiency, they

opened the phone book and there's some poor Awan who

works for, for Rockwell International. He's a, he's

an Aerospace engineer. And, and they turned up at,

at his house. You know, totally unexpected.

(LAUGHTER) . Did he appear?

(LAUGHTER). No, h« didn't. He didn't know what the

hell was happening poor man.

You should ask him to appear next tine . . .

(LAUGHTER) .

Anyway, so, this is why I've been going up and down

to London.

Uhn.

With our attorneys in Washington and we've had

several meetings and, ah, I found that although

they're supposed to be amongst the topmost
^JJarni and ^fliiocialti. Jrnc.
SOICASTKCNNCDVtOULlVARQ

•wiTCMlti»« rioaiOa11*01
<•<».iiMin
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1

2

3
1
(RM)

■» (AA)

8

9

10
i!
ii
!
H

i; u
;
: 13
(I

il 14

i!
■j 15 |

ii ;
;! i« '

:i i

II 17 !

ii" 18 J

I

21 .1

22

23 i

24

25

26

(RM)

(AA)

(RM)

(AA)

(RM)

(AA)

(RM)

firms in Washington, they didn't corr.e cut wit.-., ur. ,

any sort of game plan o* action and whatever.

Mmmh.

Now, part of the requirement of the subpoena to the

bank is to give information on all Panamanian
corporations. Now, that is impossible, because the

laws of Panama do not cover that. See those

corporations don't have, don't have accounts in the

United States.

Mmmh.

Uh, so they're not going to do that. The bank isn't

going to do that. However, it's a, it's a worrisome
situation.

Uh-hum.

If, if they ask for that. Obviously, the bank can't
give that. The bank can only say that, "Okay, you

ask the government of Panama to give us dispensation

to show you these accounts." Obviously the

government of Panama is not going to cooperate with

the Senate. And that'* it. On a personal level,
last Friday, I was told that, ah, our lawyers, Mr.

Altman vat there, and he suggested to the bank that

I should be immediately transferred from the U.S. to

Paris.

Mmmh.

So, they duly transferred me Friday to Paris.

Ah.

-6-

JJami and yiliociat*}, Jn
•u'-l tO.

.•IS.M*-'*U
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l ' (RM)
1

2
(AA)

3
(RM)

■1 (AA)

5

6

(RM)

8

9

10
1
(AA)

11 ;

12 !

13 ;

(RM)

(AA)
u

IS

16
i

it ;
(RA)

18 (AA)

19
' (RM)

20
(AAf

21

22

23
(RM)

2-1 (AA)

More so than the other ones that are on there.
Right. So, I, I thought this is the time to get the
hell out.
Uh-hum.

Because I don't want to get stuck in the situation
where you know, I suffer, my customers suffer, and,
uh, you know, and I don't think the bank is doing
the right thing. So...
What do the attorneys for the bank think they're
going to accomplish, like you say, to send you to
Paris, it'll just, I guess it'll slow the process
down, maybe they feel that that would . .
Yeah, but see if you antagonize these people much
more, I think that, I don't think we have anything
to worry about. Really, we don't have anything to
worry. Our records can stand up to scrutiny very
well. Yet, the bank is afraid for some reason.
What?

The bank is afraid for some reason. They don't want
to they don't want to have something returned. The
attorneys are advising them to take a tough line,
and the hell with it.
Hum.

I don't think that's a good...
Well, I wouldn't want to see them turn over all
Panamanian" corporate records either (LAUGHTER).
That they can't. I mean, that's a physical
impossibility. It just can't happen because those
records are not in the U.S. Those records are in

Panama.

Uh-hum .

If they try to pull those records out of there, our

-9-

JJa \d ^AiiocLaUi, Jn
IOI l»»' KCNN(e<iOOLfV.»0
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8
I

9 |

10
I

11 '

12 ,

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

(AA)

(RM)

(AA)

(RM)

(AA)

(RM)
I

Well our, our attorneys are, are, they're

heavyweights, I mean Clark Clifford is, is sort of

the Godfather of the Democratic party. I mean, when

he calls Jessie Jackson for dinner, that means

Jessie Jackson can receive us for dinner. Uh, you

know, he, he, he's hot stuff in Washington he's been

the Secretary of State, he's been...

Yeah.

...Secretary of Defense. He's been in the White

House since the time of Truman. He was Truman's
*

legal counsel. He's like 80 years old, but he's all

there. That's a very heavyweight firm.

Uh-hum. (BOTH SAID THANK YOU)

You know, that's a powerful firm, but, you know

Unfortunately, he's a democrat (LAUGHTER).

22 i

23 i

24

25

26

(AA)

(RM)

(AA)

I have, I have totally different, uh, uh, assessment

of the situation. And it might be far-fetched, it

might sound stupid, but my assessment is, that we

own a bank in Washington. I may have mentioned it

to you before.

That you what?

We own a bank, uh baaed in Washington, it's called

the First American Bank. The holding company is in

Washington, and there are 5 banks actually. First"~
J4ami and ^iiiociatti, Jn

• > 111'4J1
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1 American of New York, First American of Washing tr.-. ,

2 .: D.C., First American of Virginia, Maryland,
,i

"
:

■

3 | - Tennessee and Georgia. There's six banks. Six- — .

4 | large banks, they are $10 billion dollar banks.
3 Bought out by BCCI about 8 years ago. Ostensibly,

6 | in the name of ^<A6JS , who also happened to be

T our chairman . And BCCI was acting as advisor to

8
'

them, but truth of the matter it is that the bank
9
j

belongs to BCCI. Those guys are just nominee

10 | shareholders .
.1

w i (RM) Uh-hum.

u ! (AA) Clark Clifford and his, uh, law partner Bob Altman

13 ! are the chairman and capital holders. I personally

U : feel it would suit them if BCCI withdrew.
13 (RM) Ah hah.

16 '; (AA) And they just take over that entire part of the

IT I bank. I wouldn't be, I mean because Altman is a

18 I young man. He's very ambitious. He has political

19
|

aspirations. And being a bank President is, you

20 know, is, it's not just being another Washington
>

21 lawyer. But if it sh... apart from being married to
22 Wonderwoman, he's also ah, ya know, he's also

23 |

'
chairman of a bank.

24 ! (RM) Yeah.

25 i (AA) I wouldn't at all be surprised if, you know, if
26 ; they're totally screwing BCCI to take over this

bank. I, I don't know, but this is the way I see
it. Because

! -14-
! Harris and ^4isocial* S. 3nc.
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i ;j the advice he's giving, in my opinion, I, I just

don't respect it. I don't know.
Huh. Mmmh. Well, he must owe some favors, though,

to be in the position that he is in.

Well sure, well sure. He, he knows a lot, and uh,

that's why I don't want him to represent me. That's

why I've gone on to another lawyer.

Yeah, he has his own reasons for wanting things to

go one way or the other.

Could be, but, I, I don't quite trust him and I
don't think that, ah, he is giving the best advice

which is why I decided to bail out sooner rather

than later.

Why do you think they're focusing on you though?

Because of Noriega or . . . yeah.

2

3 1 (RM);
1

4 ;

s i! (AA)

• ;i

'
jl
8 1 (RM)

9 j

10 j
(AA)

11 .j

12 :

13
}

14 3 (RM)

is :

16 |
(AA)

IT'

IS •

19 : (RM)

20 j (AA),

21 • (RM)

22 ! (AA)

23 ,

24

25 •

26

I happen to be the only person in the bank who knows

all about Noriega's, uh, accounts and business in,

indeed. And ah. . .

Mmmh...
And , uh . . .

...io they'll hunt for...
And I've told them, "I'm willing to, I'm willing to

tell you whatever you want to know," because I think

he's ah, he can get away. But I said, "I want, uh,

I want to make a deal with you, that whatever I say

should be in executive session, and not in open

session." So, whatever I say, is "in camera". The

reason being that if say anything about Noriega and
it's reported by the press, I'm dead. He's

»Oi(ASTKINNID*(OULIVAUD
SUIT!Hi

TAMPAPlOlt'OAI»0|
.•■ll1» IA»1
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IS
Chronology - BCCI

1972-1973 Agha Hasan Abedi, a Pakistani banker, founds Bank of
Credit and Commerce International Holdings (BCCI) , a Luxembourg
holding company.

Jan. 30, 1978 Abdus Sami sent a telex to Abedi to brief him
concerning his purchase of FG. He referred to BCCI's "intention
to acquire control" of FG. Sami informed Abedi that he had
retained former defense secretary Clark M. Clifford, of Clifford
& Warnke, as chief counsel. Mr. Clifford would handle any takeover
litigation and the necessary filings with the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve ("Board") under the Bank Holding Company
Act.

April 1978 - May 1982 Kidder, Peabody & Co. registers as a foreign
agent representative for Agha Hasan Abedi, BCCI, S.A., and others
to act as "financial adviser with respect to investment by such
foreign principals and/or their associates in Financial General
Bankshares, Inc. (FGB) and has assisted them in connection with a
contemplated tender offer for shares of common stock of FGB."

July-Aug. 1978 BCCI forms Credit and Commerce American Holdings,
as a vehicle for acquiring shares of FG. In statements filed with
the SEC, BCCI, Abedi, and the four BCCI clients stated that BCCI
would have no interest in CCAH, but ICIC Overseas would own up to
5% of the shares of CCAH.

Jan. 26, 1979 Because of the opposition of FG to the 1978
Application, the Attorney General for the State of Maryland issued
an interpretation of the Maryland law stating that because First
American Bank of Maryland had opposed its acquisition, the proposed
acquisition was a hostile takeover and would violate the State law.

Feb. 14, 1979 The Board expressed agreement with the Maryland
Attorney General ' s opinion and agreed that it would be precluded
by law from approving the application.
April 18,1980
Investor attorneys meet with FG Chairman Saul, FG President

and CEO Middendorf and Dr. Armand Hammer, FG Vice Chairman of the
Board. FG Board meeting held at the request of Dr. Hammer.
Investors notify that if the CCAI raises its offer to $28.50 per
share, the FG representatives would accept and support the offer.

July 25, 1980 The investors enter agreement with FG management for
sale of FG's shares to CCAH and CCAI and the three BCCI clients.
FG's Maryland branch approves intent to affiliate with CCAH and
CCAI, thereby removing the basis of the Board's dismissal of the
1978 applications.
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Sept. 1982 Hong Kong subsidiary of BCCI obtains state license to
open San Francisco agency.

April 1982 BCCI Overseas (Cayman) obtains state license to open
Miami agency.

October 1983 BCCI Overseas (Cayman) obtains state license to open
Boca Raton, Florida agency.

April 1984 BCCI S.A. (Luxembourg) obtains state license to open New
York agency.

June 1984 BCCI Overseas (Cayman) obtains state license to open
Tampa, Florida agency.

1986 U.S. Customs Service launches undercover investigation named
C-Chase. Customs agent posing as money launderer channels millions
of dollars in cocaine money through BCCI.

June 1986 In a working paper concerning BCCI, the CIA reports that
in late 1981, BCCI made an unsuccessful attempt to acquire or gain
control of Financial General Bankshares. According to the report
BCCI achieved its goal half a year later. Report distributed to
the State Department, Treasury Department, Commerce Department and
other agencies.
1986-1988
Clifford and Altman get a BCCI loan to buy CCAH shares, most

of which they sell 19 months later for three times what they paid.
Clifford and Altman get a $14 million gross profit.

1988 BCCI and five executives are indicted on charges of laundering
drug money through several U.S. banks, including First American by
Tampa U.S. Attorney. BCCI forfeits $14 million.

1989 The Federal Reserve, checking claims in testimony of BCCI's
Tampa drug case that BCCI owns First American, asks Clifford and
Altman again if BCCI has any financial involvement with anyone who
ever owned First American shares. The two fail to disclose their
loans from BCCI. Their attorneys say disclosure wasn't required.

Feb. 1, 1989 According to an L.A. Times article of 9/4/91, Special
Agent David Burris and his supervisor Maurice Dettmer come to
Washington to meet with Mr. Ryback. The IRS agents provide Mr.
Ryback with a briefing of the evidence obtained concerning the
BCCI-Fist American link. According to the IRS agents, they offered
to provide witnesses who would describe how BCCI owned First
American. Mr. Ryback does not take any action. Allegedly, he says
that he needs documentation to take further action. According to
Mr. Ryback, Mr. Burris never mentioned any witnesses.

2
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March 30, 1989 (Paris) Mr. Clark Clifford and Mr. Robert Altman
were invited to apprise the BCCI Board of the overall situation of
the Tampa cases.

April 1989 A federal grand jury in Tampa returns a superseding
indictment against BCCI, alleging that laundering drug money was
part of BCCI's corporate strategy.

June 12, 1989 The Board of Governors authorized a consent cease and
desist order against BCCI that prohibits further violations of the
Bank Secrecy Act and reguires BCCI to develop and implement an
internal compliance program for monitoring compliance with the Bank
Secrecy Act.

Aug. 21, 1989 New York District Attorney representative tells
Federal Reserve investigator that an informant has reported that
BCCI owns or controls First American through nominees.
Investigator writes: "(this is) an allegation that we have heard
from other law enforcement agencies."

September 1989 BCCI Overseas (Cayman) closes its Tampa and Boca
Raton agencies.

November 1989 College of Supervisors discusses with BCCI management
the extent to which their plans with regard to the security on the
CCAH loans had been discussed with the American authorities.

Peb. 1990 Federal District Court in Tampa accepts guilty plea from
BCCI and places institution on five year probation and asks BCCI
to forfeit $14 million.

Feb. 7 1990 Fed Investigators meet with representative of the Tampa
U.S. Attorney Office. Representative of the U.S. Attorney Office
states that after investigation by their office no evidence to
substantiate rumors has been uncovered.

Fed investigators meet with three agents of the IRS (including
Mr. Burr is) who state that they had investigated the matter, but
concluded that no credible evidence existed to tie BCCI and CCAH.
IRS' agents state that they had prepared a report for grand jury
and that there was one informant that they would attempt to arrange
for the investigator to meet. No mention of meeting with Ryback
is made.

Fed investigator is later told by U.S. Attorney representative
that the report does not contain any relevant information. Fed
investigator continues to try to get report. Fed investigator has
not received report as of 9/9/81.

Fed investigator tries repeatedly to talk to informant but is
told by informant's wife that informant is out of the country.

3
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April 1990 BCCI informs regulators that all U.S. offices except New
York will be closed
May, 1990 Five officers of BCCI are convicted and sentenced to
prison after a trial in Tampa. British authorities convict two
officers of BCCI. The U.S. government seeks to extradite another
BCCI officer from London.

The royal family and government of Abu Dhabi invest in BCCI
and increase their stock ownership from 30 percent to 70 percent.
The total capital of BCCI is now approximately $1.5 billion, much
of which is expected to be wiped out by loan losses.

Oct. 1990 Abedi and Nagyi, Abedi's chief lieutenant at BCCI, are
discharged from the bank.

Price Waterhouse gives the Bank of England a report exposing
millions of dollars worth of bad loans and improper accounting
procedures.

Dec. 1990 San Francisco BCCI office closed.

Dec. 1990 Robert Morgenthau, Manhattan District Attorney informs
the Fed that an audit of BCCI showed $854 million in loans to First
American shareholders using the bank's stock as collateral.

Dec. 13, 1990 Letter from Zafar Iqbal, CEO, BCCI to Middleton
Martin of Patton, Boggs & Blow. The letter confirms that BCCI has
decided to terminate its banking business in the United States.

Jan. 1991 Miami BCCI office closed.

Jan. 4, 1991 Order of Investigation ordered from the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve system against BCCI.

March 1991 Consent Order entered between BCCI and Board of
governors requiring divestiture of BCCI's interest in CCAH and
submission of a written plan for orderly cessation of all banking
operations in the U.S..

April 17, 1991 The Board approved a recent request by the New York
State prosecutor for disclosure of confidential supervisory
information concerning BCCI and CCAH.

April 18, 1991 Federal Banking regulators say the overall condition
of First American is "unsatisfactory."

July 5, 1991 Regulators in the United States, Britain, Luxembourg,
the Cayman Islands and other nations seize BCCI. State authorities
close BCCI offices in Los Angeles and New York.

4
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July 1991 Evidence emerges in Europe that BCCI controls First
American through loans to eight front men. Altman disputes the
evidence, then, when the Federal Reserve Board later privately
produces proof, both Clifford and he claim they were duped.

July 21, 1991 London Sunday Times reports that Abu Nidal's
terrorist group used accounts at BCCI in England. Time magazine
reports that BCCI maintained a "black network" of employees who
engaged in smuggling and money laundering and collaborated with the
CIA.

July 29, 1991 BCCI's top two officers are indicted in New York on
fraud charges. The Fed charges that BCCI violated banking laws and
assesses a $200 million fine.

August 13, 1991 Clifford and Altman resign as chairman and
president, respectively, of First American Corporation. Nicholas
Katzenbach, U.S. attorney general in the Johnson administration,
is named chairman of First American Bankshares.

Sept. 9, 1991 Plain clothes policemen seize executives of BCCI at
the bank's main office in Abu Dhabi.
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEEONBANKING.FINANCEANOURBANAFFAIRS

ONEHUNDREDSECONDCONGRESS

2129RAYBURNHOUSEOFFICEBUILDING
WASHINGTON.DC20515

August 21, 1991

Mr. Clark M. Clifford, Esq.
Clifford & Warnke
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
815 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Clifford:

The Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs will hold
a hearing related to its investigation of the Bank of Credit and
Commerce International (BCCI) on September 11, 1991, at 9:30 a.m.,
in Room 2128 Rayburn House Office Building. In accordance with our
previous conversation, you are invited to testify at the hearing.

The hearing will focus on the alleged ownership of First
American Bankshares by BCCI. The Committee asks that your written
testimony address the following questions and issues:

1. A brief overview of your background.

2. How you first became involved with Financial General
Bankshares including the individuals that introduced you to
representatives of that institution.

3. A short history of your relationship with the following
entities and individuals:
a. BCCI Holdings and its subsidiary banks in Luxembourg
(BCCI S.A.), the Cayman Islands (BCCI Overseas), and
International Credit and Investment Company (ICIC) ;

b. Credit and Commerce American Holdings (CCAH) and Credit
and Commerce American Investments (CCAI) ;

c. First American Bankshares and First American Corporation
and their affiliates;

d. Agha Hasan Abedi, Swaleh Naqvi, Ghaith R. Pharaon, Sheik
Kamal Adham, and Sheik Zayed al-Nahyan.

1
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4. A short history of the relationship between Clifford & Warnke
and the following entities and individuals:
a. BCCI Holdings and its subsidiary banks in Luxembourg
(BCCI S.A.), the Cayman Islands (BCCI Overseas), and
International Credit and Investment Company (ICIC) ;

b. Credit and Commerce American Holdings (CCAH) and Credit
and Commerce American Investments (CCAI) ;

c. First American Bankshares and First American Corporation
and their affiliates;

d. Agha Hasan Abedi, Swaleh Naqvi, Ghaith R. Pharaon, Sheik
Kamal Adham, and Sheik Zayed al-Nahyan.

5. Describe your positions with, responsibilities to, and
functions at, First American, CCAH, CCAI, BCCI, and ICIC.
Please provide any relevant descriptive documents.

6. Did you, or Clifford & Warnke, ever have knowledge of BCCI
ownership or control of CCAH, CCAI or First American? Did
BCCI ever influence the management practices of CCAH, CCAI or
First American? Please explain.

7. A history of your financial relationships including loans,
stock ownership, and compensation, in any capacity, with
BCCI, ICIC, CCAH, CCAI, and First American.

8. Provide a history of the financial relationship, including
loans and compensation between Clifford & Warnke and BCCI,
ICIC, CCAH, CCAI and First American.

9. Please explain any actions performed by you, in any capacity,
in facilitating the purchase of Financial General Bankshares
by foreign investors.

10. Please explain any actions performed by you, in any capacity,
in assisting the purchase by First American of the National
Bank of Georgia, Bank of Escambia, or any other financial
institution.

11. Please explain any services rendered by you, if any, in any
capacity, in assisting Mr. Ghaith Pharaon's purchase or sale
of any bank or nonbank entity in the U.S. including
Independence Bank and National Bank of Georgia.

12. Please describe your role, and the role of Clifford & Warnke
with regard to the BCCI Legal Defense Fund. Please describe
First American's involvement in the defense fund.

Banking Committee rules require your written testimony to be
made available to Members of the Banking Committee twenty-four
hours in advance of a hearing. Accordingly, please deliver 200
copies of your written testimony to Room 2129 Rayburn House Office
Building by 9:30 a.m., September 10, 1991.
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CABLCCLINEY TELEPHONE
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CLARK M CLIFFORD DIRECTline (tOI)U8-4ie9

SEP sm
ut, hm I UihuAtfakiCx. September 3 , 1991

Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez
Chairman, Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs

U.S. House of Representatives
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Chairman Gonzalez:

I thank you for your letters of August 21 inviting
Robert Altman and me to testify at the hearing of your
Committee on September 11, 1991 at 9:30 a.m. We will
file a written statement in proper time and also we
will answer the questions contained in your letter.
We are looking forward to being with you on September 11.

Cordially yours,

Clark M. Clifford
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Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
September 11, 1991

Memorandum of Law

To: Henry B. Gonzalez, Chairman
Kelsay Meek, Staff Director

Laltfr, cFr: Barbara Tiaatyr, General Counsel

Re: Duties of Directors and Officers; Duties of
Attorney/Directors; D.C. Rules of Professional
Conduct for Attorneys; Directors and Officers
of Holding Companies.

SUMMARY:

This memorandum discusses (1) the duties of directors and
officers of banks; (2) conflicts of interest inherent in the
attorney/director relationship, including risks to the law firm of
the attorney /director; and, (3) additional duties of directors and
officers of holding companies.

Table of Contents

Topic Page

General Duty of Care, Directors
and Officers 1

Business Judgment Exception 5

Duty of Attorney Retained to
Represent Bank 6

Duty of Attorney/Director 9
Risk to Attorney/Director's Firm 11
Holding Company's Directors 13
Special Committees 14
FIRREA 15

DISCUSSION:

THE GENERAL DUTIES OF DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS

Corporate directors and officers have a fiduciary duty. This
duty usually includes two components: Care and loyalty. In
general, the duty of care requires a director to exercise
reasonable skill, diligence, and care in taking or refraining from

See "Corporate Governance in the Aftermath of the Insurance
Crisis," Roberta Romano, Emory Law Journal, Vol. 39, Fall, 1990,
pp. 1155-1189.
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board action. The duty of loyalty requires fairness (or disclosure
and approval by either disinterested board members or shareholders)
in any directors' self-interested transactions.2

The duty of oar* includes3:

(1) The duty of directors to reasonably
monitor or oversee the conduct of the
corporation's business, and, as a corollary,
to take reasonable steps to keep abreast of the
information that flows to the board as a result
of monitoring procedures and techniques.

(2) The duty of inquiry — that is, the duty
to follow up reasonably on information that has
been acquired and should raise - cause for
concern.

(3) The duties to employ a reasonable
decisionmaking process and to make reasonable
decisions.

One court has summed up the traditional common law liability
of directors to include the following degree of care:

"If nothing has come to the knowledge to awaken suspicion
that something is going wrong, ordinary attention to the
affairs of the institution is sufficient. If, on the
other hand, directors know, or by the exercise of
ordinary care should have known, any facts which would
awaken suspicion and put a prudent man on his guard, then
a degree of care commensurate with the evil to be avoided
is required, and a want of that care makes them
responsible. Directors cannot, in justice to those who
deal with the bank, shut their eyes to what is going on

2 These duties are generally defined by either State law or
the common law. In addition, the Federal securities laws provide
shareholders with rights of action against directors for material
misstatements and omissions and other manipulative or deceptive
practices. Some states, such as Delaware, impose on directors a
fiduciary duty of disclosure (called the duty of complete candor)
similar to the Federal requirements. Romano, op. cit. at p. 1157.

3 "The Duty of Care of Corporate Directors and Officers, "
Melvin A. Eisenberg, University of Pittsburgh Law Review, Vol. 51,
Summer, 1990. Professor Eisenberg is also the Chief Reporter of
the American Law Institute's Principles of Corporate Governance.
Part IV, the duty of care.

2
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around them."4

Each of the responsible Federal banking agencies has adopted
guidelines for decision-making by directors of insured depository
institutions. In summary, those duties include:6

a. Select and supervise officers and employees.
b. Establish operating policies and internal controls
and take reasonable steps to ensure compliance with them.
c. Monitor compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
d. Review examination and audit reports and take steps
to correct deficiencies.
e. Avoid placing personal interests above those of the
institution.

Civil liability, and in certain instances, criminal liability, may
arise from a breach of the director's duties.

The insolvency of the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation and the pending insolvency of the Bank Insurance Fund
have increased our scrutiny of the fiduciary duties and legal
obligations of bank directors. William Seidman, Chairman of the
FDIC, has testified that directors "bear great responsibility for
preventing and detecting fraud and insider abuse. Bank directors

4 Rankin v. Cooper. 149 F. 1010 (Cir. Ct.; W.D. Ark. 1907), at
p. 1013. Cited by Rosen and Thomas, op. cit. The authors also
cite Francis v. United Jersey Bank. 432 A. 2d 814 (N.J. 1985) in
which the New Jersey Supreme Court found a corporate director
personally liable (negligent) for the failure to prevent the
misappropriation of trust funds by other directors who were also
officers and shareholders of the corporation.

5 "Director Information Guidelines," Office of Thrift
supervision, See "Thrift Regulator Publishes New Director
Information Guidelines," January 10, 1990, OTS Press Release. "The
Director's Book: The Role of a National Bank Director," the Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency, OCC, August, 1987. "Pocket
Guide for Directors," FDIC. The FDIC guidelines expressly
reference the OCC's, and the FDIC guidelines have been endorsed by
the Federal Reserve.

6 From "Directors' and Officers' Liability — 1990," by Mark
I. Rosen, FDIC, and John V. Thomas, FDIC, Washington, D.C.
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must assure that appropriate internal controls are in place."7 In
fact, courts have held that a director's duty of inquiry "must go
beyond merely representations of propriety from the interested
parties to an adequate independent investigation." Fitzpatrick v.
FDIC. 765 F.2d 569 (6th Cir. 1985).

When can a director rely on management? "Reliance" on
management is the most common defense raised by bank directors.8
But directors cannot rely exclusively on management or act simply
as rubber stamps and they may rely on management only when that
reliance is reasonable — that is, they cannot ignore warning
signals and criticisms in reports of examination, audits, or
internal reports of performance. In fact, any such signal requires
more active director involvement.

An outside director can more persuasively plead the reliance
defense than an inside director:

Outside Directors are directors who are not (or never have
been) officers of the bank on whose board they sit. The common
law recognizes the more objective perspective that outside or
"disinterested" directors may bring to a bank's deliberations and
such directors are generally viewed as best able to protect the
interests of depositors, customers, creditors and by inference, the
insurance funds.10

Inside Directors are those directors who are also, or have
been, officers of the bank. The first inherent conflict may arise
from the duty of management to provide board members with the
information needed to allow directors to meet their legal
responsibilities. In addition, board members have a duty to
diligently question management's actions. The board may also have
a duty to replace senior management and appoint successors.

Testimony August 2, 1990, "The Prosecution of Financial
Crimes: Hearing Before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs," 101st Cong., 2d Sess. (1990) (statement of L.
William Seidman, FDIC Chairman) .

8 See cases cited at 25 A.L.R. 3d 941.
9 Ibid.
10 See also "A New System of Corporate Governance: The

Quinquennial Election of Directors," Martin Lipton and Steven A.
Rosenblum, The University of Chicago Law Review, Vol. 58, Winter,
1991, pp. 245-248.
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THE "BUSINESS JUDGMENT" EXCEPTION

The "business judgment rule": Directors and officers who have
prudently exercised their business judgment have generally been
protected from legal liability by the "business judgment rule."
But that protection is limited:

"... the business judgment rule .... does not apply
in cases ... in which the corporate decision lacks a
business purpose, is tainted by a conflict of interest,
is so egregious as to amount to a no-win decision."11

The American Law Institute's Principles of Corporate
Governance state that the business judgment rule is only applicable
if the director or officer is not financially interested in the
subject matter of the decision.

Duty of Directors and Officers to the Insurance Funds

Directors and officers are increasingly being targeted as
responsible for and sources of reimbursement for the massive losses
incurred by the savings and loan and bank insurance funds.12 In two
recent Texas suits, lawyers for the FDIC have claimed that

"particularly because the director defendants were in the
banking business, they had an obligation to recognize
their institution was primarily engaged in lending
depositors' funds which are, in turn, insured under the
provisions of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.

Thus, the director defendants held positions of
fiduciary responsibility not only to the bank but also
to its depositors and shareholders and to the fund that
insured the deposits in said bank."

The suits name 28 directors and officers of the former First
RepublicBank Houston. NA, and 39 from First RepublicBank Dallas.
NA. Both institutions were taken into FDIC receivership in July

11 Joy v. North. 692 F.2d 880, 886 (2d Cir. 1982), cert,
denied, 460 U.S. 1051 (1983). Emphasis supplied.

12 "FDIC Joins Trend to Define D&Os' Duty As Owed Depositors
and to Shareholders," The Banking Attorney, August 9, 1991, p. 4.
See also "Keating 's Troubles Exemplify the Plight of D&Os' Alleged
Responsibility for S&L Industry Woes," Dave Postal, The D&O Report,
The Bank Attorney, October 12, 1990, p. 5.

13 The Houston complaint uses the phrase "and to the fund that
insured the deposits in said bank."
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1988. The list of duties set forth in these two complaints has
rightly been described as "exhaustive."14

ATTORNEYS REPRESENTING INSURED DEPOSITORY INSTITUTIONS

When attorneys are retained to represent an insured depository
institution, the institution, not the stockholders, directors,
officers, or employees, is considered the client under the Model
Code of Professional Responsibility and the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct.15

If a lawyer learns that a fraud has been perpetrated on an
administrative body, the lawyer must call upon the client to
rectify the fraud. If the fraud is prospective, the lawyer may
not counsel or assist the client to engage in -the conduct.17 If the
lawyer's services will be used by the client in materially
furthering a course of criminal or fraudulent conduct, the lawyer
must withdraw.18 If the client persists in a course of action
involving the lawyer's services that the lawyer reasonably believes
is criminal or fraudulent, or if the client has used the lawyer's
services to perpetrate a crime or a fraud, the lawyer may (but is
not required to) withdraw.19

"FDIC Joins Trend," op. cit. FDIC v. <Names of Directors
and Officers>. 91 CIV 1490-G (N.D.TX Dallas); H-91-2073 (S.D.TX
Houston .

15 See "ABA Task Force Studies Liability of Counsel for
Depository Institutions," 55 Banking Rep. (BNA) 755, November 5,
1990, cited by Byrd and Sammons, "FDIC Legal Action Against
Attorneys and Other Professionals," Banking Law Journal,
September/October 1991, p. 423. See also "Balancing the Fourth
Branch: Dealing with FDIC/RTC Focus on Attorney Conduct," Dennis
Lehr, 57 Banking Rep. (BNA) 59, July 8, 1991.

16 Rule 3.3, made applicable through Rule 3.9.
17 Rule 1.6.

18 Rule 1.16.

19 Rule 1.16. After withdrawal under Rule 1.16, the lawyer is
required to refrain from making disclosure of the client's
confidence's, with certain exceptions. Similarly, after
withdrawal, the lawyer may retract or disaffirm any opinion,
document, affirmation, or the like that contains a material
misrepresentation by the lawyer that the lawyer reasonably believes
will be relied upon by others to their detriment.
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Conflicts of Interest

A lawyer representing the institution may also represent any
of its directors, officers, employees, members, shareholders or
other constituents, subject to the conflict of interest provisions
of the applicable code of professional responsibility.

The Rules of Professional Conduct for the District of Columbia
Bar provide specifically:

A lawyer shall not represent a client with respect to a
matter if the lawyer's professional judgment on behalf
of the client will be or reasonably may be adversely
affected by the lawyer's responsibilities to or interests
in a third party or the lawyer's own financial, business,
property, or personal interests.21

The Rules give an example of the kind of conflict that might
arise: If a claim involves serious charges of wrongdoing by those
in control of the organization, a conflict may arise between the
lawyer's duty to the organization and the lawyer's relationship
with the board."22

When a lawyer acts as intermediary, that is, when a lawyer
represents two or more parties with potentially conflicting
interests, the risks of such representation and "the potential for
confusion is so great" that an explanation of the risks must be
made in writing to the parties.23

pdic Claims Against Attorneys

Attorneys who provide legal services to institutions that fail
may be sued by the FDIC for acts or omissions that constitute

20 Rule 1.13, referencing Rule 1.7, D.C. Rules of Professional
Conduct .

21 Rule 1.7 Conflict of Interest: General Rule.
A potential conflict would require disclosure by the lawyer

and consent by the client for the lawyer to continue.
22 See comment 12 to Rule 1.13.
23 Rule 2.2, Comment 1 .
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malpractice.24 FDIC complaints have also alleged breach of
fiduciary duty, negligent misrepresentation, breach of contract,
breach of express or implied representation, unjust enrichment,
aiding and abetting management in the violation of their legal and
fiduciary duties, common law fraud and deceptive trade practices.25

The Office of Thrift Supervision and the FDIC have now
publicly expressed the view that professionals, including lawyers,
also may have a fiduciary duty to the deposit insurer.26 In a
complaint filed in 1990, the FDIC also advanced the theory that
attorneys representing financial institutions have a duty to the
institution to disclose to regulators information regarding
questionable bank practices.

For example, the Office of Thrift Supervision reached an
agreement with the law firm which represented Silverado on June 18,
1991. 56 Banking Rep. (BNA) 1202 (June 24, 1991).

"The main message of Silverado is that the days are over in
which professionals can close their eyes to the legally and
ethically questionable conduct of their clients."

"Silverado's Legacy," Comment by Frank J. Parker, American
Banker, July 22, 1991, p. 2.

25 See also "Accountants, Lawyers Face an Enforcement Threat,"
John K. Villa, American Banker, April 10, 1991, pp. 4,6, which
describes the expanded authority under the Financial Institutions
Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) for the
banking agencies to obtain enforcement sanctions against
"institution-affiliated parties", a term that can include attorneys
and accountants, as well as other professionals.

26 See "Bank, Thrift Attorneys React to Duties Outlined by OTS
Chief Counsel Weinstein," 55 Banking Rep. (BNA) 547, October 1,
1990. Cited in Byrd and Sammons, "FDIC Legal Action Against
Attorneys and Other Professionals," Banking Law Journal,
September /October 1991, pp. 420-442, 421, describing the FDIC's
view of such professionals as having "deep pockets," cite Seidman's
testimony before the House Judiciary Committee's criminal justice
subcommittee on July 11, 1990, that the FDIC and the RTC have filed
more than 500 lawsuits against former directors, officers and other
professionals. 55 Banking Rep. 97, July 16, 1990. About twenty-
five of the pending suits by the FDIC were against attorneys, and
about ten of the RTC's suits were against attorneys. Byrd and
Sammons, pp. 421-422.

27 FDIC v. Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellot. No. 90-0488 (E.D.N.Y
Feb 8, 1990) at pp. 3, 17, 35, and 51. Byrd and Sammons quote Al
Byrne, the FDIC's General Counsel, describing the suit (and the
duty) :

8
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The complaint named as defendants all the individuals who were
partners in the law firm from the time the firm was engaged as
general counsel for the financial institution and its mortgage
servicing subsidiary until the date the institution was closed and
all current partners (even though only two partners may have been
directly involved in representing the institution) . 28

THE ATTORNEY/DIRECTOR

The First Rule — A Higher Standard of Care: The common law
has always recognized that a director with certain expertise may
be held to a higher standard. For example, in Escott v. BarChris
Construction Corp. . an attorney/director was held to a higher
standard of conduct where the director's lav firm had been general
counsel and handled all of its securities work including the
debenture issue involved in the case. The court held that the
attorney/director failed to make a reasonable investigation of
facts that he, as counsel, had inserted into the registration
statement. The court found that the lawyer had a duty to
independently investigate the facts.

The FDIC regularly sues attorneys who also serve (or have
served) on the insured depository institution's board of
directors.30 The FDIC generally holds such attorney/directors to
a higher standard than other directors and has also sued them for
malpractice if they have voted for legally questionable business

"We think it appropriate to assert a duty owed <by
attorneys, appraisers and accountants> to the regulators
who need, in their examinations, to rely upon the quality
of the institution's, financial information. I don't
think it's an unreasonable burden to expect those who
have relevant data affecting the financial condition of
an institution to disclose those data."
28 See Byrd and Sammons, op. cit. , for an extended discussion

of the claims in this particular case. The allegations included
special interest loans, conflicts of interest, and the quality of
representation .

29 At 283 F. Supp. 643 (S.D.N.Y. 1968). See also Feit v.
Leasco Data Processing Equipment Corp. . 332 F. Supp. 544, 575
(E.D.N.Y. 1971).

30 Op. cit., "FDIC Legal Action Against Attorneys and Other
Professionals," Charles F. Byrd and Isabella W. Sammons, Banking
Law Journal, September /October 1991.
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practices. In the FDIC's view, certain losses could have been
averted if the attorney/director actively monitored compliance with
banking regulations and laws.32

Attorney/ directors are also subject to allegations from other
directors that these other directors relied, in making their
decisions, on the legal advice given by or implied by the actions
of the attorney/directors during board meetings. These allegations
may also be used by the FDIC against attorney /directors . 33

The attorney/director wears two hats, and frequently has a
conflict of interest:34

a. As attorney, he or she is to make decisions and give
counsel based on legal standards. As a director, the
focus is on business decisions. Other members of the
board may not be able to tell whether the
attorney/director's vote is a legal or business
determination, or both.

b. If the attorney's firm is general counsel to the
bank, a monetary conflict of interest may result. The
law firm may benefit more financially from certain bank

31 "FDIC Lawyers Define Bank Director Liability; Higher
Standard for D&O Lawyers Argued," J. Michael Hayes, The D&O Report,
The Bank Attorney, November 23, 1990, p. 4. "The FDIC traces its
power to hold directors and officers of failed banks and thrifts
liable for their actions at their institutions not only to
statutory law but also to common law . . . all the way back to a
1907 circuit court case ..."

32 Op. cit., Byrd and Sammons, p. 422. The article quotes Al
Byrne, General Counsel of the FDIC as saying:

"It is also clear that a lawyer who occupies a dual
position of legal adviser to a financial institution and
also sits on the board of directors of that institution,
by definition wears the hat of a fiduciary as a director
and owes appropriate fiduciary duties to the
institution. "

33 Ibid, citing "FDIC Will Target Attorney Malpractice, Agency
Counsel Cautions Banking Lawyers," 54 Banking Reporter (BNA) 545-
546, March 26, 1990, discussing comments by John V. Thomas,
Associate General Counsel for the FDIC's professional liability
section.

34 Rosen and Thomas, op. cit., p. 12.
10
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decisions than from others.

c. Some attorney/directors who have tried to argue that
they were acting only as directors have had a difficult
time explaining why they were paid attorneys' hourly
rates for attending board meetings in lieu of or in
addition to directors' fees.

THE LAW FIRM ACTING AS GENERAL COUNSEL

Risk to the Attorney/Director's Firm: If the
attorney/director acts as both lawyer and director, and may be
liable as both lawyer and director, general agency principles may
impute the liability of the lawyer to the law firm.35 Chances of
imputing liability to the firm are stronger when the firm acts as
general counsel because:

a. The firm may have been intimately involved in the
bank's affairs and benefited financially from the
relationship.

b. It will be difficult to argue that the
attorney/director was not acting in the scope of
employment as a member of the law firm. The attorney
director may be found to have been the firm's 'deputy'
on the board."36

e. Attorney malpractice policies commonly contain
exclusions for liability arising from service on a board
of directors of a "for profit" corporation. The
malpractice insurer may argue that the attorney/director
was not acting as an attorney when serving on the bank's
board, and therefore the actions not within the policy's
coverage .

In FDIC v. Eckert Seamans Cher in & Me Hot.37 the FDIC sued a
law firm which acted as general counsel for both an insured
depository institution and its mortgage servicing subsidiary. The
claims against the firm are instructive:

35 See also the Uniform Partnership Act, Section 13.

36 See Lanza v. Drexel & Co.. 479 F.2d 1277 (2nd Cir. 1973).
37 No. 90-0488 (E.D.N. Y.Feb. 8, 1990). Discussed extensively

in Byrd and Sammons, op. cit.

11
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Breach of Ficuciary Duty — Failure to Disclose Material
Information to the Bank: The firm arranged for a controlling bank
director (who had also received a low interest personal loan from
the mortgage servicing company to increase his ownership of the
bank) to buy the mortgage servicing company through a shell
corporation.

Breach of Fiduciary Duty — Multiple Representation: The firm
simultaneously represented the bank, a controlling director of the
bank, a mortgage servicing subsidiary that the OCC had required be
spun off from the bank, and a Swiss bank which helped finance the
director's purchase, through a shell corporation, of the mortgage
servicing subsidiary. The FDIC charged that the firm failed to
disclose the various conflicts of interest and failed to seek the
Board's consent before representing clients with adverse interests.

Legal Malpractice: Various charges, including failing to
advise the disinterested directors of procedures to be followed in
order for them to exercise "due care" in determining the fairness
of transactions and failing to advise the disinterested directors
of the substantial likelihood of regulatory disapproval.38

Breach of Contract: The firm was retained by the bank and
agreed to act as general counsel and advise the bank of all
applicable statutes and regulations, and to take all necessary
steps to insure that the bank was in compliance with applicable
banking laws, in order for the bank to operate in accordance with
safe and sound banking practices.

Additional Claims Against the Firm: Unjust enrichment39;
aiding and abetting the bank's management in the violation of their
legal and fiduciary duties; common law fraud; and negligent
misrepresentation .

In general, law firms have the responsibility to monitor their
lawyers' compliance with professional standards. Claims against
law firms which act as counsel to an insured depository institution
may include: Failure to take action to protect the bank and its
depositors after they knew or should have known of the risks
presented to the bank; Failure to monitor and discover the
conflicts of interests of partners and associates; Failure to
implement sufficient internal procedures for the detection of such

38 See Byrd and Sammons, op. cit., for an extended discussion
of these claims.

39 Just prior to the bank's closure by the OCC, the firm
demanded a $1.75 million prepayment of legal fees for the future
defense of the banks' directors. Cited in Byrd and Sammons, op.
cit.

46-783 - 92 - 27

12
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conflicts of interest or gross mishandling of the bank's affairs;
and, Failure to provide reasonable competent and expert legal
services to the bank.

THE HOLDING COMPANY: ADDITIONAL DUTIES AND CONFLICTS

The Holding Company's Directors and Officers: The insured
depository institution may be directly affected by the operations
and problems of its parent holding company. Financial and
regulatory problems are even more complicated where either the
holding company and/or the insured depository institution is a
publicly held company with disclosure requirements.41 Officers and
directors of holding companies are coming under increasing scrutiny
by the courts because of conflicts that arise when an insured
depository institution subsidiary is in financial trouble. For
example, the court in a case involving Lincoln Savings discussed
the inherent conflicts that can arise between a holding company
and its subsidiary:

"This case . . . demonstrates the tremendous conflicts
that exist when a holding company operates a federally
insured banking institution. If there is to be any
reform in this area, the holding company problem must be
addressed. A requirement that the banking subsidiary
have a totally independent board of directors not
unacceptable to the banking authorities is one possible
solution."45

Potential conflicts between a holding company and its
subsidiary bank are wall known. In Th« Director's Book; The Role

40 See Byrd and Sammons, op. cit.

See "Hard Choices: Issues Affecting Directors and Officers
of Banks and Thrifts in a Hostile Environment," Thomas P.
Vartanian, Daniel P. Shcechter, Robert H. Ledig and Timothy R.
McTaggart, M&A and Corporate Governance Law Reporter, 19? 1 Computer
Law Reporter, Inc.

42 In this case the court found that the upstreaming of $94
million from Lincoln Savings to its holding company on the basis
of a tax sharing agreement was an unsafe and unsound practice that
led to a substantial dissipation of Lincoln's assets and fully
justified the appointment of a conservator and subsequently, a
receiver.

43 Lincoln Savings v. Wall. Civ. Action Nos. 89-1318 and 89-
1323 (D.D.C. Aug 22, 1990), slip op. at 47, fn 29.

13
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of a National Bank Director, the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency suggests that if a holding company is engaging in
practices that the bank directors fear may harm the bank, the board
of directors of the bank might consider hiring independent counsel
or an outside accountant and/or raise the issue with the bank's
regulators.45

Conflicts are "especially likely to evolve where the viability
of the financial institution is in question. Experts have
recommended that all such actual or potentially conflicting
interests should be separately represented by competent counsel."

SPECIAL COMMITTEES

The Use of Special committees: Under certain circumstances,
it may be appropriate for the board of directors of an institution
experiencing financial and/or regulatory problems to establish one
or more Special Committees to review the situation and formulate
possible solutions.4 Special Committees usually select and retain
outside bankers, consultants or lawyers.

Independent Counsel: The use of separate, independent counsel
may be helpful in identifying potential conflicts of interest and
may maximize the credibility of the directors in the eyes of the

w.

45

August 1987.

At p. 17.

46 From Vartanian, et. al., "Hard Choices," op. cit., p. 45.
Emphasis supplied:

"Depending on the facts and circumstances of any
particular situation, separate counsel should be
considered to represent the interests of the institution,
the parent holding company, management (particularly if
there are allegations of wrongdoing or misconduct at the
institution) , the board of directors and the outside
direotors ..." At pp. 45-46. Emphasis supplied.
47 "Hard Choices," op. cit., at p. 44. The example cited is

the Bank of New England, which agreed to the establishment of a
Special Committee dominated by outside directors — a Compliance
Committee — to oversee BNE's compliance with a Federal Reserve
Board Cease and Desist Order (dated February 26, 1990) .
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regulator or the courts.48 Special Committees often use indendent
counsel for just such reasons.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS REFORM, RECOVERY, AND ENFORCEMENT ACT
OF 1989 ("FIRREA)

Liability of Directors and Officers49

Section 212 (k) of FIRREA provides specifically that directors
or officers of an insured depository institution may be held
personally liable for monetary damages in a civil action brought
by the FDIC as conservator or receiver or in its corporate capacity

"for gross negligence, including any similar conduct or
conduct that demonstrates a greater disregard of a duty
of care (than gross negligence) including intentional
tortious conduct, as such terms are defined and
determined under applicable State law. Nothing in this
paragraph shall impair or affect any right of the
Corporation under other applicable law."

The question has arisen whether this language prohibits
actions against directors and officers for simple negligence where
State law permits. The FDIC's position is that Section 212 (k)
preempts State laws that establish higher standards of liability
than gross negligence but reserves to the agency the right to
pursue directors and officers for simple negligence under State
laws that have such a standard of liability.

Chairman Seidman has recommended that banks consider
providing a separate budget for outside directors and that outside
directors consider retaining their own independent counsel to help
them evaluate the condition of their banks. "Seidman Recommends
Separate Budgets for Outside Directors," 47 Wash. Fin. Rep. 709
(BNA) (1986) .

49 See also "Liability of Attorneys, Accountants, Appraisers,
and Other Independent Contractors Under the Financial Institutions
Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989," Raymund G.
Kawasaki, Hastings Law Journal, Vol. 42, Nov. 1990, pp. 249-283;
and, "The Impact of FIRREA on Directors and Officers of Financial
Institutions," Ronald R. Glancz and John C. Hockenbury, Issues in
Banking Regulation, Winter 1990.

50 P. L. 101-73 — August 9, 1989.

15
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In FDIC v. Canfield. the United States District Court for the
District of Utah rejected the agency's reading of the section.52
The Court seemed to equate "ordinary negligence" with questioning
"business judgment:"

"By the very nature of a bank officer or director's
duties, claims of ordinary negligence, without more, may
only amount to questioning business judgments. Congress
undoubtedly did not want the taxpayers to pay for this
type of pursuit."

Presumably the exceptions to the business judgment protection noted
earlier in this memorandum would still apply.

51 763 F.Supp.533 (D. Utah April 1991).
52 "Director/Officer Negligence: A Question for Congress,"

Washington Report on Financial Institutions, Gibson, Dunn &

Crutcher, Vol. 1991-8, August 13, 1991, pp. 1, 6-7. The Gibson,
Dunn article also cites "RTC Wants Federal Common Law Rule to
Govern Directors' and Officers' Liability," The RTC Watch, July 12,
1991, at p. 4. See also "Simple Negligence Rejected As Basis for
Action v. D&Os," The Banking Attorney, No. 91-19, May 17, 1991.

16
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
or THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON,0. C. 20SSI

CONFIDENTIAL AND PRIVILEGED

April 23, 1991

Mr. Jean-Louis Fort
Secretaire General Adjoint
Commission Bancaire
Boite Postale No. 174
F-75062 Paris Cedex 2
France

Dear Mr. Fort:

As you are aware from Mr. Ryback's letter of April 16,
1991, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System has
ordered a formal investigation into the relationship between the
Bank of Credit and Commerce International ("BCCI") and Credit and
Commerce American Holdings ("CCAH"). The investigation has been
undertaken by the Board of Governors under explicit authority set
out in the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 and the Financial
Institutions Supervisory Act of 1966. Copies of the relevant
Orders of Investigation are enclosed.

Of particular concern to the Board of Governors in the
investigation are the circumstances under which BCCI and its
affiliates and nominees gained control of more than 25 percent of
the shares of CCAH and its subsidiary, First American Bankshares,
Inc. , in violation of a provision of U.S. law, the Bank Holding
Company Act of 1956. First American is a U.S. bank holding
company operating banks in a number of states in this country-
In addition, the investigation concerns whether BCCI or CCAH, or
both, and their principals and agents have made material
misrepresentations and misstatements to the Board of Governors
with regard to the facts pertaining to the relationship between
BCCI and CCAH, also in violation of U.S. law.

In 1981, in connection with CCAH's application to the
Board for approval under the Bank Holding Company Act to acquire
the predecessor to First American, representatives of CCAH
assured the Board of Governors that there was no affiliation
between CCAH and BCCI, other than that BCCI acted as an
investment advisor for some of the shareholders of CCAH. At that
time, and continuing until December 1990, BCCI and CCAH
representatives have stated that BCCI has not provided funding to
CCAH or to CCAH shareholders for the acquisition of CCAH stock.
As late as the spring of 1990, BCCI representatives assured the
Board that BCCI had not provided funding to CCAH shareholders and
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that BCCI had no relationship with CCAH, other than the
investment advisory relationship and several common shareholders.

In December 1990, BCCI counsel in the United States
("U.S. counsel") informed staff of the Board of Governors that
BCCI had made loans to CCAH shareholders secured by over
50 percent of the voting shares of CCAH. Some of these loans
dated back to at least as early as 1982. Additionally, Board
staff was advised that no interest or principal payments had ever
been made on the loans. At a subsequent meeting, U.S. counsel
described to Board representatives certain BCCI documents that
counsel had reviewed in Abu Dhabi. U.S. counsel stated that his
review of a small sample of these documents indicated that a
number of the CCAH shareholders held their shares of CCAH as
nominees for BCCI.

As part of the ongoing investigations, a subpoena was
issued to Banque Arabe et Internationale Investissement ("BAII")
on January 31, 1991. The subpoena ordered production of records
related to BAII's extension of credit to CCAH or to shareholders
of CCAH to purchase CCAH stock. Part of CCAH's initial
acquisition of First American was financed by a loan to CCAH frorr.
BAII in the amount of $50 million, which- was by CCAH disclosed in
its 1981 application to the Board. We have reason to believe
from our review of certain records of BCCI that this loan was
guaranteed by two CCAH shareholders and that BCCI indemnified
these individuals against any loss they might sustain by reason
of their guarantee. The records requested of BAII, which would
reflect the borrowing by CCAH or its shareholders, who are not
French citizens, are crucial to the Board of Governors'
investigative effort and would be used by the Board of Governors
in discharging its official responsibilities.

Any assistance that you may be able to provide in this
natter with respect to the production of the documents by BAII
would be most appreciated. The information contained in this
letter is highly sensitive because of the ongoing investigation;
therefore, I would further request that you keep the letter and
its contents confidential.

If we can provide you with any further information, or
answer any questions, concerning this matter, please call me
(202/452-3293) or William Ryback (202/452-2722).

Thank you very much for your cooperation in this
matter .

S incerely ,

Enc looures
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100IEA0ENHAUSTREETLONDONEC3A3A0

fHOM SHAHID JAMIL

HALP YEARLY REVIEW OF FAB

MR. S. NAQUI-^
"

MR. K. SHOAIB

BOARDOF GOVERNORS
FEDERALRESERVESYSTEM

EXHIBIT

Please find enclosed a review of First American Bank shares for
the half year ended June 1984. The Bank has achieved the budgeted
figure for deposits and exceeded that for loans. The detailed figures
are given on Page 1 of the review and the Bank Managements comments
are given in the covering letter dated 19th July, 1984 , attached
to the Financial Report which is enclosed.

4

I would, however, like to draw your attention to the net income
figure of U.S.J 11.802 million, which is 1.21 lower than the budgeted
Income figure of U.S.J 11.949 million. The net Income before
Federal Income Taxes for iht half year end«d June 1981) was U.S.S
17.989 million, as opposed to the budgeted figure of U.S.S 20.284
million which is a shortfall of 11.32. The actual provision for
Income Taxes of U.S.S 3.762 million is only 20.91JC as against the
budgeted tax provision of U.S.S 5.484 million which was 28. 8X of
the respective pre-tax income. Thus a U.S.S 1.41 million adjustment
has been made in the actual provision for taxes to bring the net
income after taxes in line with the budgeted net income. The detailed
analysis of the FAB group performance is included in the review
and financial report attached.

It is, therefore, apparent' that First American Bank share's ha\"P \
failed to achieve their budget for the half year ended 30th-June \
1984, by U.S.S 1.56 million. _ nC£)\

r"" ■•.»i?2^^
Perhaps Mr. Altman may require some assistance and gitrdajwre in enabling
him to reach the budgeted Income figure's in., the sepcffd' half of lgo1*, '

without further increasing their loan pc^t-fOJ-to" and raising the
loan/deposit ratio beyond the existing 6rr72J.

Q7
SHAHID JAMIL
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January 7, 1991

J. Virgil Mattingly, Jr.
General Counsel
Legal Division
Federal Reserve System
20th Street & Constitution Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20551

Dear Mr. Mattingly:

In response to your request, we have prepared a
year-by-year summary of the shareholdings of CCAH from 1982 to
1990 and submit it herewith on a confidential basis.
Should you need any further information, please let us

know.

Re: Credit and Commerce
American Holdings, K.V.
("CCAH'M

cc: Robert A. Altman
Baldwin B. Tuttle
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CCAH Shareholdings
1982-1990

1982 Acquisition

Merger
Tender Offer (Class A) Year-end
(3/2/821 %. (8/28/82) % (12/31/821

Kamal I. Adhaa 19,050 shs. 19.05% 19,050 shs. 16.32% 19,050 shs. 16.32*

Abdullah
Darwaish (for
Mohd. bin Zaied
al Nahyan)!-' 13,720 shs. 13.72% 13,720 shs. 11.76% 13,720 shs. 11.76%

Faisal Saud
al Fulaij 7,180 shs. 7.18% 10,015 shs. 8.58% 10,015 shs. 8.58%

Abu Dhabi
Inv. Authority 8,240 shs. 8.24% 8,240 shs. 7.06% 8,240 shs. 7.06%

Stock Holding
Co. 8,240 shs. 8.24% 8,240 shs. 7.06% 8,240 shs. 7.06%

A.??. Khalil 8,240 shs. 8.24% 9,907 shs. 8.49% 9,907 shs. 8.49%

Cr escent
Holding Co. 8,240 shs. 8.24% 8,240 shs. 7.06% 8,240 shs. 7.06%

Mashriq
Holding Co. 7,660 shs. 7.66% 7,660 shs. 6.56% 7,660 shs. 6.56%

Humaid bin
Rashid al
Naomi 7,070 shs. 7.07% 7,070 shs. 6.06% 7,070 shs. 6.06%

A.M. Shorafa 6,480 shs. 6.48% 7,591 shs. 6.51% 7,591 shs. 6.51%

Mohd. Hussain
Quabazard 2,940 shs. 2.94% 2,940 shs. 2.52% 2,940 shs. 2.52%

Gulf Inv. Real
Estate Co. 1,470 shs. 1.47% 1,470 shs. 1.26% 1,470 Shs. 1.26%

Real Estate
Oev. Co. 880 shs. 0.88% 880 shs. 0.75% 880 shs. 0.75%

El Sayed El
Gohari 590 shs. 0.59% 590 shs. 0.51% 590 shs. 0.51%

Kh«t7ifa bin
Z*l«d al
NcJiyan N/A H/A 11.087 shs. 9.50% 11.087 shs. 9.50%

100,000 Shs. 100.00% 116,700 shs. 10OT00% 116,700 shs. 100.00%
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1983

Rights Offering
(12/22/93)

Year-end
(312/31/83)

Kamal I. Adhami-' 30,319 shs. 19.42% 26,319 she. 16.86%

4,000 shs. 2.56%

18,350 shs. 11.76%

13,393 shs. 8.58%

11,020 shs. 7.06*

11,020 shs. 7.06%

13,250 shs. 8.49%

12,745 shs. 8.16%

10,243 Shs. 6.56%

9,082 shs. 5.82%

10,154 shs. 6.51%

880 shs. 0.57%

791 shs. 0.51%

Adham Corp.
Ltd.*-' N/A N/A

Zaied bin Sultan
al Nahyani-' 18,350 shs. 11.76%

Faisal Saud
al Fulaij 13,393 shs. 8.58%

Abu Dhabi
Inv. Authority 11,020 shs. 7.06%

Stock Holding
Co. 11,020 shs. 7.06%

A.R. Khalil 13,250 shs. 8.49%

Crescent
Holding Co.i-' 12,745 shs. 8.16%

Mashriq
Holding Co. 10,243 shs. 6.56%

Humaid bin
Rashid al
Naomii.' 9,082 shs. 5.82%

A.M. Shorafa 10,154 shs. 6.51%

Real Estate
Dev. Co.*-' 880 shs. 0.57%

El Sayed El
Gohari 791 shs. 0.51%

Khalifa bin
Zaied al Nahyan 14.828 shs. 9.50%

156,075 shs. 100.00%

14.828 shs. 9.50%

156,075 shs. 100.00%
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1984

Year-end
(12/31/94)

Kamal I. Adham 26, 319 shs. 16.86%

Adham Corporation Ltd. 4, 000 shs. 2.56%

Zaied bin Sultan al Nahyan 18, 350 shs. 11.76%

Faisal Saud al Fulaij 13, 393 shs. 8.58%

Abu Dhabi Investment Authority 11. 020 shs. 7.06%

Stock Holding Co. 11, 020 shs. 7.06%

A.R. Khalil 13, 250 shs. 8.49*

Crescent Holding Co. 12, 745 shs. 8. 16%

Mashriq Holding Co. 10, 243 shs. 6.56%

Humaid bin Rashid al Naomi 9, 082 shs. 5.82%

A.M. Shorafa 10, 154 shs. 6.51%

Real Estate Dev. Co. 880 shs. 0.57%

Sayed Jawharyi-' 791 shs. 0.51%

Khalifa bin Zaied al Nahyan 14. S29 shs, 9,50%

156,075 shs. 100.00%
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1/ At the Injtructtotu of Mr. El S«r«4 Kl Goh*rl, his 791 «h*r«s
vara rcr«tlat«r«4 la his aodLflad legal o*m — Mr. S«r«d
J»wh*rr- Thl* ch*n«« of dim v«a «ff«ct«4 on July 20, 198*.
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12A2

Year-end
f 12/31/951

Kamal I. Adham 26, 319 shs. 16.86%

Adham Corporation Ltd. 4, 000 shs. 2.56%

Zaied bin Sultan al Nahyan 18, 350 shs. 11.76%^

Faisal Saud al Fulaij^' 14, 273 shs. 9.15%

Abu Dhabi Investment Authority 11, 020 shs. 7.06%

Stock Holding Co. 11, 020 shs. 7.06%

A.R. Khalil 13, 250 shs. 8.49?

Crescent Holding Co. 12, 745 shs. 8.16%

Mashriq Holding Co. 10, 243 shs. 6.56%

Humaid bin Rashid al Naomi 9, 082 shs. 5.82%

A.M. Shorafa 10, 154 shs. 6.51%

Sayed Jawhary 791 shs. .51%

Khalifa bin Zaied al Nahyan 14. 929 shs. 9,50%

156,075 shs. 100.00%
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i?« lain

1/ On February !•. 1»SS, Raal Eatata D«v«Lopmnt Co. sold Its 880
sharas to Mr. Faisal Saud al FulalJ.
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1987

Rights Offering Year-end
(9/14/97) (12/31/97)

Karoal I. Adham 34, 218 shs. 12.63% 34, 218 shs. 12.63%

Adham Corp. Ltd. 6, 948 shs. 2.56* 6, 948 shs. 2.56%

Zaied bin Sultan
al Nahyan 31, 874 shs. 11.76% 31, 874 shs. 11.76%

Faisal Saud
al Fulaij 24, 791 shs. 9.14% 24, 791 shs. 9.14%

Abu Dhabi Inv.
Authority 19, 141 shs. 7.06% 19, 141 shs. 7.06%

A.R. Khalili-' 13, 250 shs. 4.89% 13, 250 shs. 4.89*

Mashriq Holding
Co. 26, 241 shs. 9.68% 26, 241 shs. 9.68%

Humaid bin Rashid
al Naomi 15, 775 shs. 5.82% 15, 775 shs. 5.82%

A.M. Shorafa 26, 956 shs. 9.94% 26, 956 shs. 9.94%

Sayed Jawhary 1, 374 shs. 0.51% 1, 374 shs. 0.51%

Khalifa bin
Zaied al Nahyan 25, 756 shs. 9.50% 25, 756 shs. 9.50%

Mohammad M.
Hammoudi-' 9, 766 shs. 3.60% 9, 766 shs. 3.60%

Khalid bin Salim
bin Mahfouz:- Windrush Ltd. 5,

5,

5,

5,

5,

368

368

367

367

367

shs.

shs.

shs.

shs.

shs.

1.98%

1.98%

1.98%

1.98%

1.98%

5,

5,

5,

5,

5,

368

368

367

367

367

shs.

shs.

shs.

shs.

shs.

1.98%

1.98%

1.98%

1.98%

1.98%

- Taynton Inv.
Ltd.- Sarsden Hold
ings Ltd.- Shipton Inv.
Ltd.- Bleddington
Inv. Ltd.

Clark M. Clifford 5, 446 shs. 2.00% 5, 446 shs. 2.00%

Robert A. Altman 2. 722 shs. 1-01* 2,722 shsT 1,01*

271, 100.00%095 shs.shs. 095100.00% 271,
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Pursuant to thm 1917 Rights OffarLna;, Mr. A.t. KhalU. waived aa
to 2,903 uv right shares vhleh were acquired by Mr. Moha—4
M. BaoBoud.

S«« Hoc* 1.
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1988

Year-end
(12/31/88)

Kamal I. Adham 34, 218 shs. 12. 63%

Adham Corporation Ltd. «, 948 shs. 2. 56%

Zaied bin Sultan al Nahyan 31, 874 shs. 11. 76%

Faisal Saud al Fulaij 24, 791 shs. 9. 14%

Abu Dhabi Investment Authority 19, 141 shs. 7. 06%

A.R. Khalil 13, 250 shs. 4. 89%

Mashriq Holding Co. 26, 241 shs. 9. 68%

Humaid bin Rashid al Naomi 15, 775 shs. 5. 82%

A.M. Shorafa 26, 956 shs. 9. 94%

Sayed Jawhary 1, 374 shs. 0. 51%

Khalifa bin Zaied al Nahyan 25, 756 shs. 9. 50%

Mohammad M. Hammoudi-' 14, 566 shs. 5. 37%

Khalid bin Salim bin Mahfouz:*-'- Bur ford Investments Ltd. 26, 837 shs. 9. 90%

Clark M. Clifford!-' 2, 246 shs. 0. 83%

Robert A. Altaian*-' 1, 122 0, 41%

271, 095 shs. 100. 00%
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1989

Rights Offering Year-end
f7/18/89) (12/31/89)

Kamal I. Adham 36,493 she. 12.62% 36,493 shs. 12.62%

Adham Corp. Ltd. 7,410 shs. 2.56% 7,410 shs. 2.56%

Zaied bin Sultan
al Nahyan 33,994 shs. 11.76% 33,994 shs. 11.76%

Faisal Saud
al Fulaij 26,439 shs. 9.14% 26,439 shs. 9.14%

Abu Dhabi Inv.
Authorityi-' 19,141 shs. 6.62% 19,141 shs. 6.62%

A.R. KhaliU-' 13,250 shs. 4.59% 13,250 shs. 4.59%

Mashriq Holding
Co. 27,986 shs. 9.68% 27,986 shs. 9.68%

Humaid bin Rashid
al Naomi 16,824 shs. 5.82% 16,824 shs. 5.82%

A.M. Shorafa 28,748 shs. 9.94% 28,748 shs. 9.94%

Sayed Jawhary 1,465 shs. 0.51% 1,465 shs. 0.51%

Khalifa bin
Zaied al Nahyani-' 28,741 shs. 9.94% 28,741 shs. 9.94%

Mohammad M.
Hammoudi-' 18,200 shs. 6.30% 18,200 shs. 6.30%

Khalid bin Salim
bin Mahfouz:*-'- Bur ford Inv.
Ltd. 26,837 shs. 9.28% 26,837 shs. 9.28%

Clark M. Clifford 2,395 shs. 0.83% 2,395 shs. 0.83%

Robert A. Altman 1.197 shs. 0.41% 1,197 shs. 0.41%

289,120 shs. 100.00% 289,120 shs. 100.00%
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1999

Year-end
fJ2/3X/?0)

Karaal I. Adham 36, 493 shs. 12.62%

Adham Corporation Ltd. 7, 410 shs. 2.56%

Zaied bin Sultan al Nahyan 33, 994 shs. 11.76%

Faisal Saud al Fulaij 26, 439 shs. 9.14%

Abu Dhabi Investment Authority 19, 141 shs. 6.62%

A.R. Khalil 13, 250 shs. 4.59%

Mashriq Holding Co. 27, SS6 shs .

Humaid bin Rashid al Naomi 16, 824 shs. 5.82%

A.M. Shorafa 28, 748 shs. 9.94%

Sayed Jawhary 1, 465 shs. 0.51%

Khalifa bin Zaied al Nahyan 28, 741 shs . 9.94%

Mohammad M. Hammoudi-' 18, 200 shs. 6.30%

Khalid bin Salim bin Mahfouz:- Bur ford Inv. Ltd. 26, 837 shs. 9.28%

Clark M. Clifford 2, 395 shs. 0.83%

Robert A. Altman 1. 197 shs, ■ 0-41%

289, 120 shs. 100.00%
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Minutes of U.S. Markcti tig Meeting

Held on April 2K, 1935 in New York

1-fcUtRALHtatRVE SYSTEM
EXHIBfT

ACM/*/ A £

The following attended:

t. Mr.
2. Mr.
3. Mr.
H. Mr.
5. Mr.
6. Mr.
7. Mr.
8. Mr.
9. Mr.
10. Mr.

Aiia r AfridL
Tarlq*Ta"mtT

Khusro Karamat Elley note:
Amjad Awan
Raja Allahdad
Dllip Munshl
Shaflqur Rehman Khan
Sultan Mohluddin
Musarrat Ri2vl
Hasan Parvei

Stfridi Jamil and Elley are all former BCCI
levees hired by Abedi, and blessed by Clifford
rSSSTtoSk at First American Bank of New Yor
(AxrST& Elley) or National Bank

of Georgia (Jami

Mr. Louis Saubolle, Mr. S.M. Shafi and Mr. Sani Ahmed could not attend the
meeting because of their other engagements.

Matters Discussed

Purpose of the Meeting Mr. Aija2 Afridi opened the meeting and emphasized
That the purpose of the meeting was to coordinate
The efforts of different locations of BCC and other
institutions so that the President's desire to have
a totality in approach Is achieved. It is a great
challenge that the Croup faces In the present and
Juture U.S. operations and this Is only by the
joint efforts and coordination that we could be"
able to successfully meet this challenge.

Mr. Tariq Jamil described It as very timely meeting
and he mentioned of our obligation to succeed
and that It Is only possible if it's done collectively.
Mr. Shafiqur Rehman described this first meeting
as the initiation of our efforts to move into the
future of BCC in U.S.A. In a calculated and
planned way with the uniformity of approach and
totality in operational objectives. It Is In totality
In operations that success lies and an individual
or an entity operating In isolation can never grow.
The future objectives and greater Interests are
more important than the present achievements
which would have been possible by our individual
or isolated approaches. It is through the meetings
of this nature that the information will flow, assistance
will be provided and the collective view on the
U.S. operations will be presented to the C.S.O.
so that it may assist them in carving Out the
policies on growth, expansion, credits and
personnel matters.
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Mr. A ijaz Afridi opened the discussion on marketing
by referring to the concept of clear perception
and clean instinct and defined clear perception
as, "Capacity for comprehension, building a mental
picture and then trying this to clear instinct -

which is feeling all enveloped by the grand vision
of what BCC shall be". He said that our major
task In the U.S. should be to build market share.
BCC had been a success in Third World and now
we are embarked on establishing an equally
successful business in the most competitive
country in the world. He requested the members
to work together to overwhelm the U.S. market ,
and act in a unified manner and be supportive
to each other.

Mr. Tariq Jamil described the U.S. market as
information driven and information prone. There
is a need to update our knowledge of marketing
and be fully informed as to the needs of the
customer. Historically we have not made
calculated approach to the local Indigenous ■

market and have kept depending on the traditional
sources of funds. The banking industry is
undergoing tremendous changes and this Is In
the fold of this change that the success rests.
The change always creates opportunities.

Mr. Sakhia advised that we should concentrate
on increasing the customers deposit base. As
our operations are new and we are trying to build
up a bridge between BCC and the prospective
market In South America and Caribbean, it is
imperative that the customer should be introduced
to BCC by every possible effort even if at times
we have to attract them by offering better than
market rate of interest. Once the relationship
are developed the required adjustments in the
composition of such deposits could be made. He
mentioned that our greatest asset are the people.
He suggested that we should set up a coordination
desk at every center so that the information is
passed on to each other on clients and business
whenever there is a movement of these two factors
from one place to another.
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National Bank of Georgia

BCC Canada

To update each member of the operations of differentunits it was agreed to discuss briefly the size and
volume of each location's business. Mr. Tariq Jamil
presented the following report on NBC: (As on
31/12/8(1}

Deposits
Assets
Profits
Advances

996 Million
1303 Million
10. i»Million
7H2 Million

Nature of Business

A. Retail and Consumer.

Mid-Size Market (Commercial) Profitable and
Relationship Oriented.

Trustee Business.

Bankers to Government Agencies.

Small to Mid-Si:e Corporate Sector.

Wholesale banking division established to
address large corporate sector.

To increase the profitability by growth the followingactions have been taken:

A. Expansion - obtaining charter.

B. Added more people to marketing.

C. Decentralizing marketing.

D. Expenses controt.

He mentioned that consumer business is more
profitable than commercial business.

Mr. Allahdad mentioned that it is difficult to operate
on the same lines as NBC has been doing becauseof the difference in operational situation and credit
policies for BCC Canada and that of NBC. BCC
Canada cannot enter into:

A. Consumer Loans

B. Commercial Loans

C. Credit Card Operations
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He was not also happy with the capability of QCC
computer facilities to meet the needs of the consumer
in the local market place. He mentioned that till
1981, 8CC had no acceptability in the local market
and the situation has changed totally now and their
CO's have an excellent listing. Their customer
deposits are around $200 million, out of which 55%
are corporate funds and U5% from th ; retail sector.
The loan portfolio is around $90 million. Mr. Tariq
Jami! discussed with him the possibilities of customer
CD's for smaller amounts on the lines of NBC and
requested Mr. Raja to explore the probability In
the future. Mr. Allahdad mentioned that the reason
of low profitability is lesser thrust In the consumer

, market as compared to more resourceful banks and
mainly depending on corporate sector that offers
very thin margins on the deals and deposits. In
the Interest of profitability the capitalisation costs
have been kept very low that are negating the efforts
to expand.

New York Agency Mr. Rehman aprised the members of the present '

situation of the Agency and the process through
which it has passed during the last one year.
Because of its inability to open customer deposit
accounts much could not be done in this sector and
most of the time was consumed in setting up the
office and systems so that it could be ready to
accommodate all business that has to come.

In march, 1985 after the passage of New York State
Omnibus Banking Bill the Agency has been authorized
to accept all kinds of non-resident/non U.S. citizen
deposits of all denominations. The initial work has
been completed on the printing of account opening
forms etc., and after the concentrated marketing
efforts positive results as expected. On the business
side there has been an increase at an accelerated
pace and the take off situation is very near. The
New York Agency is fully automated and is member
of S.W.I.F.T. and associate member of New York
Clearing House. It has the operational capability
to handle all kinds and volume of International
business.
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Miami Mr. Sakhia informed that the Miami Agency stands
in third position among the foreign agencies in
Miami. The Caribbean Region has contributed
13.5 % to the growth of total deposits to the Croup
during 198U. 8CC has all the acceptance of the
local financial community. Mr. Sakhia sugested
that they should have a joint approach in handling
the U.S. business and that a consolidated and
unified presentation should be made to C.S.O.
to understand our operational problems and that
a coordination team should be formed to collect
information on the movement of the existing clients
and the prospective clients.

Latin American Region Mr. Musarrat Rizvi informed that their region
has generated 200 Million dollars of deposits out
of which 80 Million dollars has been placed in
other BCC units. The projected figure for 1985
is 800 Million dollar" out of which 150 Million are
expected to be placed with other offices of BCC
during 1985. Their operation in Peru and Argentina
will start this year and It is expected that the '

Latin American Region will give a profit of 10
Million in 1985. He assured that every possible
effort will be done to assist all the centers in their
growth.

San Francisco Because of the nature of operations San Francisco
Agency had mainly been catering for the Chinese
businesses. Mr. Mohiuddln recently traveled in
the Middle East and was successful In generating
substantial amounts of deposits that has been
placed with the Agency. He was confident that
all efforts will continue to increase the size and
effectiveness of their office.

Los Angeles Mr. Munshi informed that his market is predominantly
the ethnic community for retail deposits. Like
San Francisco they have to depend on deposits
from Hong Kong, Canada and Middle East. He
had poor response from most American companies
that mainly deal with other U.S. Banks and he
consequently concentrated on Inter-bank money
market. He was of the opinion that in the interest
of profitability the loan portfolio is to be increased.
In order to have an entry in High networth
Individuals sector, they are planning to open an
office in "Beverly hills very shortly.
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Mr. El ley gave a background of the history of FAB
Croup, expecially New York, describing the role
of the investors and how the emphasis was on
developing New York. He described that In
addition to providing a range of full services from
New York, the main focus would be on creating a
powerful International Division and very strong
Money Market and F.X. Operations, since these
are two areas which had not been available in the
FAB Croup. He reported that the Bank In New York
was fully operatoinal and offerred in the International
Area, Correspondent Banking Services, Trade Finance
and Private 8anking. Additionally, they were doing
Domestic Banking through a network of Branches,
which were engaged in all the retail services from
Mortgages to Auto Loans. A corporate Division
looked after the Middle Market and the larger
companies, while the Treasury area was now very
active in Money Market and Foreign Exchange
Markets. FABNY Is also a member of CHIPS and
SWIFT, and had started handling the accounts of
a number of BCC Branches.

Partly as a result of a number of acquisitions macfe
in the previous year, the Bank has now achieved
a size of $800 million in assets and has a capital of
$100 million. It was expected that by the end of
1985, Assets would reach $1 billion in New York.

They were presently facing the following problems:

1. New York City overheads were high and
the dilemma was how to be in profit from
year one.

2. Because of its acquisition programme,
the Bank was currently a combination
of 3 Banks, and a lot of Management time
was being spent to form them Into one
Bank.

3. Sophisticated automation and systems had
been put in place. This Initially created
teething problems, which are now almost
resolved, but they had nevertheless taken
up considerable time.

U. They were having to work very hard in
creating a joint personality of the Senior
Management.
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To the question of Mr. Jamil on the application of
funds Mr. Elley explained different outlets and also
agreed with Mr, Jamil that he would do a research
on the processing of Cash Letters of Savings and
Loans Associations, Thrifts and Credit Unions that
has been Ignored by money center banks.

Washington Representative Mr. Amjad Awan was requested to provide the timely
Office Information on domestic and International deals.

Mr. Jamil described Washington as a seat of decision
making on major policies on trade and banking
business. Mr. Awan assured that they are gearing
up to meet the increasing requirements and expectations
of assistance of BCC Croup.

Conclusion Mr. Elley concluded that in America we are sitting
on 7 Billion dollar assets and this Is just the beginning.
There is much to do and Inspite of diversity of
operations as different agencies and banks we have
to find a common denominator. The U.S. Team
should play an imporatnt role In Identifying the
products In the market end also to Improve the
resources and also set up an overall direction.

'

Mr. Sakhia expressed that it is a "uniques experience"
the U.S. operations have been started by a team
of younger and energetic individuals. He suggested
that these meetings should be a continuing process
and while we meet next time we should come up with
recommendations and proposals on what we could
do for each other.

It was agreed by consensus that instead of isolated
approaches to C.S.O. to present our problems a
joint approach should be made that would give a
clear prospective on the needs and requirements
in the U.S. market.

The participants unanimously agreed to nominate
Mr. Shafiqur Rehman Khan as coordinator of these
meetings. The next venue of the meeting was
decided to be in Miami on June 1, and specific items
for the Agenda to be advised to Mr. Shafiqur Rehman
for circulation.
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MEETING OF AMERICAS CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE

Held on June 2, 1985 at BCC Caribbean Regional Office in Miami.

The following attend-id:

Mr. S.M. Shafi
Mr . A i jaz A f ridi
Mr. K.K. Elley
Mr. Bande Hassan
Mr . Am jad A wan
Mr. Shafeeq R. Rehman

Mr. Louis Soubolc
Mr. Sani Ahmad
Mr. sunanwar Hussein
Mr. Hassan Parvez
Mr. Abdur R. Sakhia

Minutes of the previous meeting held on April 24, 1985 in New
York were reviewed. It was unanimously decided that in future
the minutes should distill the spirit and content of the meeting
together with decisions made by consensus. Minutes should not
reflect personalities and produce verbatim discourse.

After some discussions, it was felt that since the meeting on
April 24 did not have form and structure, we should start afresh
from now. This was especially important since two very senior
colleagues Mr. S.M. Shafi and Mr. Soubole had not been able to
attend April 24 meeting.

However, since the first meeting was a milestone in bringing
about a new process of evolution of BCC in America, and so many
valuable contributions were made, the spirit of that meeting
should always remain as an eternal part. Two sets of minutes
were adopted.

It was proposed to nominate Mr. Shafi to chair today's meeting
which was unanimously adopted. A proposal to rotate the
chairman at every Meeting was discussed, but it was felt that
to give for* and continuity, there should be a permanent chairman
and permanent secret ary/co-ordinator . Mr Sakhia was proposed as
co-ordinator and secretary to this committee; this was agreed by
consensus. Hr. Afridi was proposed to be the slternate chairman
to preside over the meeting in the absence of Mr. S.M. Shafi.
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Meeting of Americas Co-ordinating Committee
June 2 , 1985
Page 2

It was also proposed that membership should be determined and
only Heads of various locations should attend this meeting
as sanctity would be lost if various substitutes were to attend.
It was felt, however; that in some cases an alternate should
also be nominated who will be present in the absence of the
members.

The following list of members were approved:

LOCA T ION MEMBER
1. Latin America Region Mr. S.M.
2. West America Region Mr.
3. Caribbean Region Mr.
U . New York Agency Mr.
5. BCC Canada Mr.
6. Banco Mercantil Mr.
7. First American Mr.

Mr.
8. Natl. Bk. of Georgia Mr.
9. BCCI Washington Mr.

Shafi
L. Soubole
Abdur Sakhia
Shafique Rahman
Raj a A 1 1and ad
Ferozedean
A izaz A fridi/
K.K. Elley
Tarig Jamil
Sani Ahmad

AL TERNA TE
-R
(to
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
No

No

Mr.

Bande Hasan
be advised )
Hassan Parvei
J . Razzaki
M. Hussai n
alternat e

alternate

Amj ad A wan

The name of this committee was agreed to be "Americas
Coordinating Committee". It was also agreed to send minutes of
the meeting to the President Mr. Agha Hassan Abedi, Mr. Swaleh
Naqvi and Mr. Kemal Shoaib.

Matters arising from previous meetings were discussed:

I . Co-ordination Peak.

In persuant of the previous decision to set up a co-ordination
desk at each centre. Function of this desk will be as
follows:

1) To co-ordinate inter-regional marketing.
2) To provide protocol and courtesy to customers from other
areas.

3) To make referrals of customers and potential clients,
visiting other locations to these desks.

4) To exchange information on prospects and potential
businesses.
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Meeting of Americas Co-ordinating Committee
June 2, 1985
Page 3

The following were designated to be the contact officers at
various locations.

AREA

Latin America

CONTACT PERSON LOCA TION

Mr. Akber Bilgrami 1200 Brickell Ave.
Miami, Fl. 3313)
Te lephone :
Telex

West America Mr. Zafar Saleen

Caribbean Mr. Saad Shafi

Canada To be advised by Mr. Raja

First American Mr. Mansoor Shafi

Natl. Bk. of Georgia To be advised by Mr. T. Jamil
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Meeting of Americas Co-ordinating Committee
June 2, 1985
Page k

It was proposed and agreed that when each location holds the
marketing conference, all units should be informed and invited
to send participants, as was done by the Caribbean Region and
Latin American Region to bring about great interfusion.

The committee was informed that the next Caribbean Regional
Marketing Conference will be held in Miami, on July 15 1985
and all were invited to attend and/or nominate participants.

It was also proposed to request Agja Saheb and other
collegues from C.S.O. to address a Hemisphere-wide Marketing
meeting for 30 to 40 participants frdm Americas. It was also
proposed that the subject meeting may be held in Miami, subject
to Agha Saheb's convenience.

Mr. 5.M. Shafi clarified the presentation given by Mr. Rizvi
in the previous meeting that actual profit contribution by
the LAR would be higher than $ 10M but would not reflect
in the books of the units of the Latin America Region
as substantial deposits generated by units in LAR were place
with the units in other Regions.

II. MARKETING.
Mr. Shafi also requested that since various people had dealt
with varioua countries in South America and had developed
various contacts and relationships, it would be useful if
these contacts could be passed on to L.A.R.

Mr. Afridi mentioned that there were two Latin Officicrs in
First American Bank who had been successful in Marketing, and
he will request them to prepare a list of their contacts and
send it to Mr. Shafi.

Possibilities of BCC Agencies procuring Mortgage business and
selling it to First American was discussed. In this
connection a preliminary meeting was held in Washington.
Mr. Elley would srrangc a meeting in New York with Mr. F .A .
Nyoulz end First American in Washington for Mr. Sakhia and
Mr. Parvez.
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June 2, 1985
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A synopsis of Commodity Credit Corporation business was
discussed. Mr. Sakhia requested L.A.R. to help marketing in
South American countries. He was informed that similar
marketing efforts are being launched with the help of other
regions .

Mr. Afridi mentioned that he was appreciative of the
co-operation of the Caribbean region in giving them both
deposits and asset business.

Mr. Shafique Rehman informed the 'commit tee that a Cayman
Desk and a home remittance desk were set up in the New York
agency for providing better service. Mr. S.M. Shafi informed
the committee that a new branch is being opened in Grand
Cayman .to provide full service. Mr. Sakhia mentioned that
the Bahamas branch in Nassau was in full operation, and all
units can direct business to Nassau.

It is believed that Central Marketing already has Americas
desk in London and so, persons concerned may be invited to
visit all units in the U.S.A.

III. CREDIT
The group was appreciative of the fact that the process of
credit sanction has been expedited by C.C.C. It was also
felt that since the U.S. was a new market for BCC and there
were new opportunities and challenges, a study should be made
to find a desirable area of business such as leasing,
factoring and any other area which they felt was worth
studing. Once this list is compiled, C.S.O. will be invited
to jointly study the feasibility of BCC going to new areas,
and provide guidelines to U.S. operations to market these new
opportunities.
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Meeting of Americas Co-ordinating Committee
June 2, 1985
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GUIDELINES FOR THE PROPOSALS ARE AS FOLLOWS;

1) Business should be within overall philosophy of BCC e.g.
short term, secure, profitable (with reasonable return).

2) Units should be able to fund themselves within liquidity
guidelines.

3) Tncre should be a system and/or data-processing capability
within the units to handle the type of business or have the
ability to acquire the capability "and there must be a back
up for service and follow up.

4) There should be technical and/or legal know how available to
handle this type of business.

All units were requested to send their studies and/or
recommendations to Miami, as early as possible.

IV. HUMAN RESOURCES

It was felt that as we now have an adequate pool of manpower
available within the Americas, we may be able to help each
other to meet emergency or short-term requirements. We may
also be able to meet longer term requirements by making staff
available for transfer. This, in some cases, may eliminate
the need for work permits, visas and other requirements.

V. COMPUTERISATION

It was unanimously felt that our data processing capability
was inadequate and unsuited to the requirements of the United
States and Canada. Each unit from Canada, West Coast, New
York, Latin America and the Caribbean gave a list of their
problems and difficulties.
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The Centre in Madison Avenue was not communicating with any
unit in the U.S., nor was accountable to any unit in U.S.
and was directly reporting to or receiving briefs From
London.

It was agreed by consensus that this st~ate of affairs be
brought to the notice of Agha Saheb and his assistance
must be sought. It was also agreed that a list of
requirements of each area may be compiled and sent to the
President, Mr. Naqui, Mr. Shoaib and Systems and Operation
Division for possible help.

The list of problems and difficulties was long. They fell
into the following categories:

1) Software does not meet the regulatory and statuatory
requirements, and substantial manual book-keeping is
rcqui red .

2) Some returns are prepared for submission to authorities
in the case of Canada, but in other locations, no such
facility was available.

3) Software was not adequate for Marketing purposes, as we
are unable to offer any service to our customers.

4) Computer system was very inefficient and has a lot of
duplication of manual/clerical input which is not cost
effective.

5) Equipment is very unreliable; there are many breakdowns,
and back up service is very poor. The technology is also
very out dated. It is least befitting for a progressive
and Modern home like BCC to be tied to such out-dated
equipment .
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Meeting of Americas Co-ordinating Committe
June 2, 1985
Page 8

VI . OTHER MATIERS

It was felt that the number of reports and returns to various
units in C.S.O. has grown very large, and recommendation
should be made to C.S.O. for a review. It was decided that
a list if returns of representative locations will be sent to
L ondon .

These locations are New York, Los Angeles, Miami and
Kingston, Jamaica.

The tujxt meeting is proposed to be held on Saturday July
20, 1085 in San Francisco.

vote of thanks to the chair.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

EXHIBIT

AC Mi A 10

Third meeting of the Americas Coordinating Committee of Bank of

Credit and Commerce International was held at New York on July 22,

1985. Following were present:

S. M. SHAFI - CHAIRMAN T. JAMIL
AIJAZ AFRIDI SHAFIQUR RAHMAN

AMJAD AWAN ABDUR R. SAKHIA

FEROZ DEAN - (DIR.) ANIS ZUBERI

Mr. San1 Ahmad, Mr. K. Kelley, Mr. A. D. Raja, Mr. Soubole could

not attend and were excused.

It was discussed that 1f permanent members could not attend

an alternate member must attend. Meetings of this committee are

going to play an Important role and this committee is 1n the long •

run will be the managing Committee of Americas.

Minutes of the last meeting were discussed. Typing errors

pointed out to be corrected and minutes were adopted.

Points arising from the previous meeting were raised.

1. Names of Officers handling Latin America 1n First

American Bank to be given by Mr. Afr1d1 to Mr. Shafl.

2. All business passed on by BCC to FABNY may please be

reported to Mr. Afr1d1.

3. As1f Mujtaba was named co-ord1nator of business

with N.B.G. Mr. M. H. ZubalH to be coordinator 1n

Banco Mercantll.

4. It was suggested that co-ordlnators should meet

soon.
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5. Credits-Chairman pointed out that no Comprehensive

proposals were received by the Secretary from

various members. It was requested that proposal

may please be received by 1st week of August.

6. Compjuter-Ch airman confirmed that all points

raised 1n the minutes about computerization were

Indeed discussed In the previous meeting. It was

also decided in that meeting to receive suggestions

from all units as to study what other banks were

doing, what services various units would like to

offer and what computer facilities will be

required to provide this service. It was discussed

that market 1s changing. Banks come out with

different products everytlme. We can not compete

without support of the Computer Division nor can we

wait. It 1s a dllema. We should bring this to the

notice of London.

It was agreed that all units please communicate with

this committee to communicate with C.S.O.

RETURNS No action has so far been taken and number of returns

continues to increase. List of returns to be compiled

and sent to C.S.O. to study possible duplication.
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APPLICATION FOR GREEN CARDS

Mr. Shoaib's letter was discussed. It was felt that no hard and

fast guideline could be developed, however following points must

be observed.

1. It will not be automatic right of the staff.

2. Only International staff will be considered.

3. Cost will be borne by an officer concerned.

4. Application would be considered 1n the 3rd

year of posting 1n the U.S.

5. It will not mean that officers services are not

transferable from the U.S.

6. Sponsoring such a request will not make obtaining

of Work Permit difficult.

7. In all cases 1t will be done upon recommendation

of Regional General Manager.

VISIT OF PRESIDENT

Impending visit of Agha Saheb was discussed. 1t was agreed that

List of Participants will be as per Agha Saheb 's approval. It

was felt that 1t nay be suggested to Agha Saheb to Include the

following:

1. All members of all R. He's.

2. Members of this co-od1nat1ng Committee and

all alternate members.

3. All reference desk officers.
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It was also suggested by members from Washington that all units

contacting official agencies 1n Washington may Inform or

enclose copy to Washington Representative Office.

It was discussed that the various dealing rooms within this area

may try to Increase business with each other and help support each

other. It was agreed to have meetings of Dealers 1n Americas soon.

Meeting ended with a vote of Thanks to the Chairman and to

Mr. S. Rahman for hosting the meeting.

G COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN

AMERICAS COORDINATING COMMITTEE
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

EXHIBIT

At MlA II

SUITE 814, 812 & 810 (Saturday, Nov. 2-Thursday, Nov. 7)

Mr. Agha Hasan Abedi & Family-BILL TO BANK

REGULAR SUITES (Saturday. Nov. 2-Thursday. Nov. 7)

Mr. Swaleh Naqvi--BILL TO BANK
Mr. Kemal Shoaib--BILL TO BANK
Mr. Ameer Siddiki--BILL TO BANK

10 REGULAR ROOMS (Saturday. Nov. 2-Tuesday, Nov. 5)

Mr. A.D.K. Raja
Mr. Feroze Dean--BILL TO BANK
Mr . Sani Ahmed
Mr. Shafiqur Rehman
Mr. Louis Saubolle
Mr. Tariq Jamil
Mr. Aijaz Afridi
Mr. K.K. Elley
Dr. Serate--BILL TO BANK
Extra Room
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MONEY LAUNDERING

^^^^ t^R>' r
More than 30% of New York cash forms are phony
cdstbohti9«iAiarrntmnatkymlnc
A N«w York City jeweler,indictecllast
monthoncharge*of launderingmorethan
$30million indrugmoney,haiunwittingly
exposedamajorflawin thegcrvemment's
moneylaunderingeffort.
It raise*seriousquotient abouttheeffi
cacyof the cash reportingsystemwhich
CongreMhai constructedoverthepan 21
yean.
It alto putt in teriousdoubt the ade
quacyof enrolcementof.the lawsby the
TreasuryDepartmentandInternalReve
nueService.
Luis Roge*is awholesalejewelerwho
owns DearEnterprises.The government
allegesthatin a39-monthperiodhedepos
itedmotethan$95millionin cashIn ac
countsheheldatthreebanksinNewYork:
BancoPopular,Bancode PonceandRe
publicNationalBank.Mostofthedeposits
consistedof tenandtwentydollarbills.
Roge*waswellawareofthelawthatre
quirestradesandbutmessesto reportcash

IRS, DEA had knowledge
of BCCI in 1985

3

Arizona breaks ground again

4

Largest Cadillac

dealer raided

5

U.K. guide* rrutsrer*
7

Aggregation rule imminent

8

receiptsofmorethan$10,000on IRS Form involveall of them.

Hefiledthemattherateofmorethan43
permonthduringthe39monthsthatcame
underrecentgovernmentscrutiny,for a
totalof1,685Forms8300.Theywerelogged
inattheIRS ComputingCenterin Detroit
fromJanuary1987throughMarch 1990.
Thegovernmentnowsaysthat"thevast
majority"of themwerefalse.Rogesis al
legedto haveusedthe name*of existing
customersonhisForms8300toreportthey
hadpaidhim the staggeringsura*of cash
receiptshewasreporting.
In interviewsofthosecustomersbygov-
emmentagentsthey deniedand proved
that theyhadnevergivenRogesthecash
he reportedtheypaid.
Thegovernment'sindictmentcitesonly
663 instancesof falseForm*8300(Case
No. 91Cr.612.So.DU. N.Y.).
Informedsourcessay,however,thatthey
havenot foundany truthfulone*among
the 1,685J* filed. Furtherchargesmay

during the years1987,1966and 1989,a
totalof 4,498Forms8300werefiled, ac
cordingto theIRS ComputingCenter.An
additional 1,466 were filed in all of
1990.(TheCenterwasnot abletoprovide
thenumberfiledfromtheManhattandis
trict in thefirstquarterof 1990).
If oneassumesconservativelythathalf
ofthe 1990filings,or 733,weresubmitted
fromJanuarythroughMarchof chatyear,
therewereatotalof5.231Forms8300hied
fromthatdistrictfromJanuary1987through
March 1990.
That meantthatRogesfedthegovern
ment 32.2%<afell FormsMOO filed by
Manhattan tradesand businessesduring
those39month*.
In the entirenation,accordingto the
IRS ComputingCenter, therewereonly
63,682FormsaiOOfiledfromJanuary1987
throughMarch 1990.

ConanuedonPage3

Clifford firm paid BCCI defense
Thefrrm'scheck*borethelegend"9CCI
LegalFund."
The law firm. Clifford and Wamke,
continuedasbursarfor the defenselong
after its client!, BCCI S A- and BCCI
(Oversea*)Ltd., pleadedguiltyto numer
ousmoneylaunderingcliargeaintheTampa
federaldistrictcourt.
The Clifford Arm's influence in the
moneylaunderingcase,whichwasthefirst
tuneBCCI hadeverfacedcriminalcharges
anywhere,wentbeyondthe paymentof

FromitsaccountatFtratAmericanBank
inWashington,D.C, thelawfirmofClark
M. Clifford, from1988to 1990,servedas
thepaymasterin theTampamoneylaun
deringprcsjccuttonofBCCI andeightof it*
employee*.
The firmpaidthelegalfee*ofall defen
dantsin thecaseandall BCCI errra^oyees
whowerecalledatwitneaaea.The lawfirm
alsopaidrhefee*of theaccountingfirmof
Price WcMhmatj • numberof private
investigators,andotherswhowererecruited
with thefirm'sblessingtoprovideservices
in theTampacase.

i co>vt«e*iBuoe»qrs«w*iouTAUlHetsMiicM^

theguiltypleabytheBCCI
ConsmitdonPage6

DMOAVeiAtlCNeStneu■<•»
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Bank, lawyers learn painful lesson in forfeiture case
In Match 1990,a federaldistrictcourt
gaveanexpensivekaaontubatiksonhow
coiy relationshipswith known criminalc
cancon themtheforfeitureofmortgages.
ThatrulingcouRepublicNationalBank
ofMiamian$800,000mortgageloanuhad
givento aknowndrugtraffickerIndalecio

Iftlesiason his mansionin a poshSouth
Floridaneighborhood.
Now the 11chCircuitCourtof Appeals
hasgiventhebankanditslawyer*tniuLliei
painfullessonon theproceduresthatmust
befollowedindrugandmoneylaundering
forfeiturecases.
After Iglesiasarrest,the government
■citedbis estateandbeganforfeiturepro
ceedings.The bank filed a claim for the
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valueof Itsmortgageassertingchatit was
an"innocentowner."
District JudgeThomasE. Scott found
that"everyfactin therecordpointsirrefu
tablytoRepublic'sknowinginvolvement"
in amoneylaunderingschemeof Iglesias.
HeruledthatRepublic'smortgagecouldbe
forfeitedto thegovernment(MoneyLaun
derAlert,March 1990).
Republic'sattorneysfiledan appealin
lime,butneglectedto fileamotiontoMay
executionof the judgmentor to post a
"supersedeas"bond.
The governmentsoldthepropertywith
theknowledgeof thebankpursuanttoan
"orderof interlocutorysale."It placedthe
proceeds,livesubstitutedproperty,in the
U.S. Marshal'saccount.
The Marshal'sOffice waited35 days
afterthe final judgmentof forfeitureand
executedon the judgment.It transferred
the saleproceedsto the AssetForfeiture
AccountofthcU.S. TreasuryDepartment.
In a decisionthat will causesleepless
nightsto thoseinvolved,the11thCircuit

hasruledthatoncetheMarshaltransferred
thesaleproceedsfromhis custodyto the
Treasury'sAccouni no propertyremained
in thejurisdictionof thedistrictcourt.
The courtwasthussnippedof jurisdic
tion since a forfeitureproceedingis di
rectedat theproperty.
'The only basisfor jurisdictionin this
caseis that the defendantpropertywas
locatedandarrestedin thisdistrict,"said
theappellatecourt.
"The final Judgmentof forfeitureor
deredthe (government)to disposeof the
prommisaccordingto law.Republichad
theoptiontomoveforastayof execution
or posta. . .bondto staythereleaseof the
substituted(property) Icdid neither.. . .
This appealisdismissedforwantof juris
diction,"ruledthecourt{U.S.v. Residence
at 6960Mrta/toresAve., 932 F.2d 1433,
llthCir.a.ofApp.,Jurve 10,1991).
The bank'slawyer,RobertSondak,of
theMiami lawfirmPaul,Landy.Betleyand
Harper, said:The ruling is unfair and
contraryto the lawof othercircuits."

Cash in bank boxes not laundering
ChristopherBellwasyourtypicalsmall
timecrackdealeron rhestreetsofMilwau
kee.He ranseveralcrackhousesandem
ployedchildren to sell his drags.He was
arrestedfordrugdealingandchargedwith
threemoney launderingcounts as well
(Title 18.USC Sec. 1956).
Theywerebasedon Bell'splacingdrug
proceedsin two safedepositboxesand
transferringthe fundsbetweenihe boxes
herentedatabranchof theFustWiscon
sinNational Bank.
A bankemployeetestifiedtoseeingBell
on fiveoccasions.Bellwasalwaysadding,
removing,or transferringcashbetweenhis
twodepositboxes,saidtheemployee.

On oneoccasionhebroughtinaplastic
bagfilledwith$100hills.TheIF S searched
oneboxanddiscovered$5,000.
A t trial,Bellsaidtheuseof safedeposit
boxesis not the launderingof monetary
instrumentsasrequiredbythefederallaw.
A bankmanagertestifiedlhat safede
posittxmcean storagefacilltiae,that the
bankdoesnot regardtheiruseasatransac
tion,suchasactivityIn bankaccounts,and
thatnorecordsarekeptonraftdepositbox
activity.

Bell wasconvictedon thethreemoney
launderingcounts.
The apiiellaiecourt agreedwith Bell.
"Congress'useof specificfinancialterms
that involvetheplacingof moneyinto a
bank'spossessionrevealsitsintentto limit
themeaningof 'transaction'toonlythose
activitieswherethebankactuallyretains
controloveracustomer'sfundi,"thecourt
concluded.
The defendant'suseof safedeposit
boxesatthe(bank)doesnotfallwithinthe
scopeof 'transaction'assetforth in Sec.

1956(c)(3)becausehis useof the boxes
cannotbeconsidereda transferbetween
accounts,anexchangeofcurrency,a loan,

anextciuionufucdil, apurchaseorsaleof
anystock,bond,certificateof deposit,or

othermonetaryinstrument..." it ruled.
The SeventhCircuit Court ofAppeals
alsoconcludedthattheuseof safedeposit
boxesdoesnotconstituteapayment,trans
fer,or delivery.
The court iswieed the drugdealer*a
launderingconviction.Thedecisionsheds
lighton rhejudicialmeaningofthemoney
launderinglaw (U.S. v. Bed,DocketNo.
90-1284,7thClr. a. App.,July 10,1991).

2/money laundering alert >auoubt i*m
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False cash form filings put U.S. effort in doubt
Comtnwd/romPaje J
That meantRogesluppliedabout2.6%
of all the Form*8300which werefiled
throughoutthenationIn chatperiod.And
the"vastmajority,"if not allof them,were
Mm.
The IRS ComputingCenter performs
noexaminationof theformsotherthanto
kc if theyaremixingcertaininformation.
Once receivedbytheCenter,thedatafrom
the formsu transmittedto the Financial
CrimesEnforcementNetwork.

BrianM. Bruh,directorofFinCen,said:
"I don't know enoughaboutthe caseto
comment."
Thanks to LuisRoges,thegovernment
nowhasamajorproblemon in hands:How
manyof theForms6300thatitreceivesarc
not worth thepapertheyarewrittenon!
Congresswill wantto findout.

The government now has a

major problem on its hands:

How many of the Forms
8300 it receives are not
worth the paper they are
written on? Congress will
want to find out.

FinCEN is a Treasury Department
agencycreatedinApril 1990tocollectand
analyzefinancialdataforu« byfederallaw
enforcementagencies.
Neitheragencyknow*howmanyfalse
cash reportingformsarc filed, including
Form4789which istiledbybanks.There
weremorethan 7.3million Forms4789

Total Forms 8300 filed by Luis Roges,
January 1987 through March 1990: 1,685

Tixxl (estimated)
Form8300Altd
fromManhattanIRS
District,January1987
throughMarch1990:
5,231

TotalForms8300
riledIn theU.S.,
January1987

throughMarch1990:
63,682
0

Soma:rtfMsaSMiU.S.CaSssMSanaarSfMcialAamiTWaiMiiiaWUS v UbRoa-aWCaaiNo
91CR612.So.Da.NY.) mi «S CoayiaWfCamir

DEA.IRS knew in 1985 of BCCI money laundering

filed in 1990.
IRS ComputingCenter spokeswoman
Elc>■Maccanisaid"therecertainlyateother
casesof falseForm8300filings."
There isno reasonto believethatthis
typeoffraudulentfilingUwidespread.This
caseis Indicativeof the valueof thedata
baseasan investigativetool,"sheadded.

Roges'
percentageof
Manhattantotal:

32.2%

Roges'
percentageof
nationaltotal:
1.6*

in 1963and 1967andchargedin connec- moneylaunderingactivities.
tion wttli theseuureof nearly5,000kilo- The meetingcameto light in an IRS

corvaoMrrasa,saajajNitamnotvu.nc
A majorIranianherointrafficker,who
didnotrealiaehewasdealingwith afederal
undercoveragent,gaveevidenceto the
U.S. InternalRevenueServiceand Drug
EnforcementAdministration in August
1985of thedrugmoneylaunderingfacili
ties availableat the Bankof Credit and
Commerceinternational.
An unpublished1986opinionof a Los
Angelesfederaldistrict courtdocuments
the unwitting assistancethe drugdealer
gavetheU.S. government.
The courtrulingcamein acivil casein
which the trafficker,SattarNadjmehchi.
challengedan IRS "Jeopardyassessment"
andliensof$9 5millionwhichit hadfiled
followinganinternationalundercoverDEA
investigation.
Nadjmehchi'sdrugtraffickingwaswell
known to the U-S. governmentfor about
twodecades.He hadbeenarrestedin Iran

gramsofopium.
In 1979,hewasarrestedin connection
withtheseuureof3,000kilogramsofhash
ish in Holland andSwitzerland,

In October 198S,he wasarrestedby
Austrianauthoritiesfor his attemptedde
liveryof50kllogrBTMofherouttoanunder
coverDEA agent.
After that arrest,a DEA searchof his
LosAngelesofficerevealedrecordsformore
than 70 bank accountsin the U.S. and
othercountries.
Many of theaccountswereheld in the
namesof Nadjmehchi'snomineesor shell
companieswhich he usedto launderhis
drugproceeds. v
Nadjmehchi's banking connections
included BCCI officials He introduced
themto the agentand gavethe govern
ment a very early view of BCCI's drug

affidavitfiled in theLosAngelescaseand
citedbythecourt.
The IRS. said that "in August 1985,
Nadjmehchiarranged• meetingbetween
(DEA) SpecialAgent Sugimotoand Mr.
M. Radjaionof the Los Angelesofficeof
the BankofCredit andCommerceInter
national, a Luxembourgbank. Radjaion
explainedtoSpecialAgentSuglraotohow
hecouldconcealandlaunderaccountsata
foreignbank"(CaseNo.CV 86-5893-CBM,
Cen.DUCaL.Oct.20, 1986).
At the time of that meeting,money
launderinghadnotyetbeenmadeafederal
offense,but rheBankSecrecyAct, which
wasenactedin 1970,requiredbanks to
reportlargecurrencytransactions.
It is not known what investigationof
BCCI wasinitiatedby anyagencyof the
governmentasa resultof thatencounter.

AUGUST 1991/ MONEYLAUNDERINGALERT/ J
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Arizona tightens grip on transmitters, laundering
Anion* wm the tot stateto enact•
money launderinglaw. Its 1985warutc
evenpredatesthe 1986Unl law.
Therewassmplejustification.Estimate!
sayup to four billion dollarsin drugpro
ceedsflowthroughthestateeachyear.The
borderit shareswithMexicoaggravate*the

Recently,Aritona amendeditslawsand
mayonce againhavesetan examplefar
otherstates.The newtaw;
a>regulatesmoneytransmitters
a» requirescomprehensivefinancialtrans
action reportsto be filed with the state
AttorneyGeneral
► expandsthebaskmoneylaunderingof
fenseand createstwo new crimeswhich
canalsoserveaspredicatesin civil racket

eeringsuits.
The lawrequirestransmittersto report
co the Attorney General''anysuspicious
activity or businessconductedby a cus
tomerthat maybe relevantto a possible
moneylaunderingviolation."
It protectsconsumersfromkm in the
eventof thefailureofamoticytransmitter
towhomtheyhaveentrustedmoney.
Money transmittersand their agents
mustnowmeetnotonlytheIk'smafctajatari*
dards,which takeeffectNovember1,but
alsoconformtothevariousfederalcashre

porting laws.The law adoptsfederalre
quirementssothatbusinessesneednotuse
newforms,with theexceptionof a suspi
cioustransactionreportwhich thestateis
devising.
Compliancebya businesswith federal
lawisdeemedtobecompliancewith state
law.Duplicatereportsdo not haveto be
sent unlessthe federalgweniineiu does
makethe reportsavailableto the state,
suchasIRS Form8300.That formrequires
businessesto reportcashreceiptsof more
than$10,000in relaredtransactions.
TheArisonamoneylaunderinglawiw»
alsohattwonewsubsection]andsomenew
definitions.One subsectioncriminalises
facilitation of racketeeringby supplying
propertyknowingit is intendedfor useto

to Aritona. The law's
themarcthreefold:
** regulationwill prevententryinto the
businessby unsuitablecorporalion*. Ap
plicantswithouttollable-financial condi
tionandresponsibility,financialandbusi
nessexperience,characterandgeneralfit
ness"neednot apply
** licensesmaybe suspendedor revoked
fur generalcompetence,experienceand
integrityreasons,or for insolvency.The
bankingsuperintendenthasbroaddiscre
tion to removelicenses
** Uccruesnuiybercvukedforiioi.comply-
ing with the variousmoney laundering
laws and reporting requirements.The
conductofanagentmayresultin thelossof
a license.That occursif theagentviolates

theArisonaorganisedcrimelaw,including
moneylaunderingor moneytransmitter
regulation*,by"acourseof negligentfail
uretosuperviseor...thewillfulmisconduct
of the licensee."
The Atuona Attorney General has
formedan implementationcommittee,

includingmembersof the privatesector,
thatwill createtheforms,establishwaysto
assuresmooth implementation,and pro
videaforumforoperationalchange*.The
bulkof the lawtake*effectSeptember20,
1991(As. Rev.Stat.,Sees.6-1241and13-
2317).
—CameronIf. HobnctuAssistantAttorney
Generalandchiefof theFinancialRemedies
Umt of theAritonaOfficeof theAttorney
General.

Charlotte joins Fed surplus list

actionswith knowledgeof somecriminal
originof theproperty,andwith theintent
toconcealortoavoidatransactionrepott
ingrequirementunderthenewlaw.
Regulationofmoneytransmittersisnew

The CharlotteFederalReservedistrict
hasjoirwdtScciacsrcportingcurrcncysur
plusestotheFederalReserveBoard.In the
1991midyearluting of Feddistrictswith
cash surpluses,the North Carolina city
joined IS mlatl* in reportinganexcessof
cashreceivedbyareabanksin theirnormal
operation*.
Three of themarein Texas:Houston,
SanAntonio andEl Paso.Two eacharein
CaliforniaandFlorida.The citiesin those
statesareamongthelaunderinghotspotsin
thenation.
Cashsurplusesshowbanksinanareaare
receivingmorem cashthan theyneedfor
normal business.Banks turn the excess
cashover to the Fed for crediton their
accounts.
The fed'ssurplusfiguresarean Indica
tor of moneylaunderingactivity,butnot
foolproof.It itonefactorusedin theassign
mentof federalagent*,aroundtheU.S.
Charlotte'*newmembershipon thelist
mayreflectan increasein moneylaunder
ing in the Tar Heel'state,which is the
nation's10thlargest.
Earlierthis year,a 45-persondrugand
money launderingring was exposedin
Charlotte. It involveddrugdealers,real
estatebrokenandboatdealer*.
Thatcasehadthedltdncrionofproduc
ing the first conviction of a real estate
agent(MoneyLoianderingAlert,May1991).
Miami still top*all citieswitha surplus
ofabout$3.4billion, lthascuivsistendyled

the list in pastyean.Los Angelesplaced
secondwidi a midyearsurplusof almost
$2.4billion.
Nearlyallofthesurpluscitiesarconthe
nation'sborderor coast.
Someof thesurplusesarcdueto flight
capital. In somecases,seasonaltourist
activity,or amusementparks,accountfor
someof thesurpluses.

Federal Reserve Districts with

midyear 1991 cash surpluae*

surplus
(in thousands)District

Miami $3,359,081

Los Angeles . 2,383,093

Jacksonville 1,688,026

San Antonio 1,107,326

Philadelphia 496,996

Houston 327,704

El Paso 281,734

Denver

Nasi)vi lie

242,605

160,569

Charlotte 136,025

New Orleans 101,073

San Francisco 58,189

SalttakeClty 20,933

Helena 18.493

Little Rock 11,070

Portland 6,462

♦/MONEY I.AfNDEHlNO ALERT/ AUGUST 1»»1
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BCCFs "suspicious transactions" escaped Treasury
The TreasuryDepartmentwarmbankj

that theymint reportsuspicioustransac
tions. Failure to do so, it says,mightbe
construedat "willful blindness.'*
Court*haveheld that if oneemployee
ofabankknow*of theexistenceofmoney
launderingtheentireinstitutionudeemed
to knowunderthedoctrineof "collective
knowledge.*
The BCC1caic itprovingthatthegov
ernmentshouldbesaying:*Doa*I say,not
■ I do."
Onegovcmmmtoffke thatiscriticalin
thenationaleffortagainstmoneylaunder
ing,butwhich hasnot receivedattention
in theBCC1scandal,isTreasury'sOfficeof
FinancialEnforcement.
The OFE is the nervecenter of the
government'sefforttopreventmoneylaun
deringbybank*.It ltdlrectedhyTreasury's
AssistantSecretaryforEnforcement.Peter
K. Nunezwasnamedto thatpaatinMarch
1W0afterservingas»federalprosecutorin

SanDiegofor 11years.

AsTreasury'»enforcementchlef,Nunez
hasgreatpowerto directfederalresources
in the moneylaunderingeffort.The IRS
and theCustomsService,two leadagen
ciesin theeffort,answerto him.
So doestheFinancialCrimesEnforce
mentNetwork. FinCEN wascreatedlast
yearto gatherandanalysefinancial infor
mationfromvarioussources,lncludrrujthe
cash reportingform*filed by bank*and

TheCWllaaapxwiisbleforaasuringcony

pltanceby financial Institutionswith the
BankSecrecyAct andto regulations.That
law,enactedin 1970andamendedseveral

IRS raids nation's largest Cadillac dealer in Detroit

Uraessince,is themainmoneylaundering
weaponwhich Treasurycanwieldagainst
financial institutions(Title 31,USC Sec.

3311-3326).
On some50 occasions,nearly90%of
thembefore1969,Treasuryhas imposed
civil penaltieson financialinstitutionsfor
violations,somein themillionsofdollars.
TheOFE routinelyreceivesreportsfrom
bankingregulators,includingthe Federal
ReserveBoard,aboutsuspectedbankvio
lation of the BSA.
The BSA requiresbanksto reportcash
transactionsof morethan$10,000on IRS
Form4789.It alsoprohibitsthestructuring
of cashtransactionsto avoid the filing of
theform.
The Act givesTreasurybroadpowersto
gatherevidencefrom banksabout their
compliance.It can issuesummonses,seek
injunctions,andcompeltheattendanceof
bankers"to appearbeforetheSecretaryof
theTreasury.. .andtoproduceSuchbooks,

papers,records,or otherdata,andto give

testimony,underoath)u mayberelevant.
. .to an investigation.. ." (Title 31,USC
Sec.5318).
DCC1 has never been penalizednor
been the subject of any administrative
actionbyTreasury.It is not known what
referralsTreasuryreceivedfrom the Fed
eralReserveBoardwhoseajuunmerswere
oftenon the premisesof BCC1.
Among the little-known "suspicious
aanasctiorar"of rJCCl which wereknown
to rJiaapwrtmenB
fc ln-t%»gustI9tj, a DEA agenttod a .
face-to-zace—1 with a BCC1 offl-
cial whoofferedto launderdrugproceeds

(S«*Story,Pace3).
*>In March 1988,beforethe unrelated
TampaBCCI stingwasexposed,Eduardo
MartinetR, a principalmoneylaunderer
fortheMedellinCartel,wasoverheardIna
tapedconversationin Arubawithgovern
mentundercoveragentsandaninformant.
He was looking for waysto improvethe
efficiencyof hismoneylaunderingopera
tion. The agents,In a stingcalledOpera
tion PolarCap, offeredto help.The rele
vant portion of the conversationwhich
wasIn Spanish:
Martinet: "We could do it through
Panama."
Informant "Okay, perfect.''
Martlnei: "So, I think die bank'snunc
is. . .1don'trememberif it'stheBOC. . .
Informant:"Oh, yes,theBCC, theBCC,

yes,Bankof. . ., yes.
Martinet (inEnglish):". . .ofCreditand
Commerce" (Affidavit of DEA Special
Agent DavidC. Panek,U.S. v. PabioE
Bscotoetal.,Page11,CaseNo. 89-086-A,

No.Dis.Oa.).
*>The PolarCap casesrevealeda multi
tudeofwiretransfersofdrugproceedswhich
hadbeensentbyBCCl's New York office
in the late1980s.
*• In April 1990,theJusticeDepartment
obtainedcourt order*freezingabout734
bank accountsthroughoutthe nation al
legedlycontainingdrugproceedswhich it
had tracedin Polar Cap. Someof (heac
countswerein theNew York and FluiiJ*
ofikerof BOO. •

TltaorujcHngmvestlgationsofiheBCCl
affairmayrtvaalwhatTreasurydidwithall
chatjnfrsrnuttictw-

The continuing effort of the IRS to
feiretcHjtriXsneylaurMieTisvifosorDmobile

dealership*has hit the nation's largest
Cadillacdernierandoneof thebestknown.
In lateMayabout25IRS aaenuraided
Don hf/Jaey Cadillac ir Detroit, armed
withse«chwarrarits.TlieycoiribedrJuxxagh
Alecabinets,desksandcomputerdisksfor
severalhoursa*theasjeinyfrU0 employ
eesworkednearby.
The agentstook manyrecordswhich
arebelievedto focusor. Largecashtransec
tions.On June 2*Vthe,IRS returnedto

MasseyCechllacarmedwithanothersearch

warrant.They touted for recordswhich Isajssdertrig.Dozensmorehavethesubjects
mightshowthestructuringofcashdealsto
avoid the filing of the requiredcash re
ceiptsreport,IRS Form8300.No charges
haveyetbeenWed.
In an Interviewwith theDerroi^News
publishedJuly 15,1990,Maaseywastftxed
saying:It's not roy job to be a police
oflkef. You can'ttBTpactmeto snrerrogace
a customerwho comesin hare.I wouldn't
dottWbaceuaeloleat'tcc^Mssierkanyef'sBy
concernwherea ajtrygetshis wealth."

*

Ahc« twodoaencardealershavebeen
ind&ted around the country for money

of IRS "Form 8300 Sweeps"which ate
unannouncedauditsseekingtodetermine
If adealershiphascompliedwith the fed-
cralcmHrepeatinglaw.

Errata
. In our July article, "Rules modify
Ntfc definition of 'financial institu
tion" atfpsje6,wessidtiutccTiunodl-
tlesIxokersanddealersrepesxcashtrans
actionsof motethan $10,000on IRS
Form4789.They toestreportthemon
IRS Form8300.

AUGUST Itfjfy MONTI UWN01HTNOAURT / }
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Clifford firm paymaster role allowed 'damage control*
CommutdfromPage1
entitle*,the fan's lawyerswerekept in
formedc/disuisslunsatperiodicmeetings,
usuallyattendedbymorethan20lawyers,
accountant*, investigatorsand others,
devotedtocoordinatingdefensestrategies
and lo "damagecontrol," as one Insider
pun it-
The Clifford firmwaskeptcloselyin
formedor*the courseof the proceedings,
andof the evidenceproducedat trial, by
theattorneysit hadhand-pickedtomoni
tor thecaseandto representBCCI's em
ployeeswhoweredefendantsandwitnesses.
TheguiltypleasbytheBOCI corporate
entitiesresultedin a $15million "forfei
ture"penalty to which the government
consented.Thepleaagreementwasroundly
criticisedat the timeasbeingcoolenient
on thebank.
The BCCl guiltypleasalsoremovedthe
opportunityfor governmentprosecutors,
at trial and in the open, to probe the
corporaterelationshipsof BOCI suchaslu
then-secretcontrolofFint AmericanBank.
Clifford and his lawpartnerand pro
tege,RobertA. Airman, arestockholders
ofPint AmericanBankandsaton la board
ofdirectorsuntil theyresignedthismonth.
Altman wasat theapexof the teamhe
selectedtosupervisethecoordinatedTampa
defense.
Within theClifford firm,John Kovin,
an attorney,reviewedand approvedthe
multitudeof detailedbills thatcamefrom
the manypersonshired to serveon the

defenseteam.The paymentsreachedthe.
millionsof dollars. ' ''

"
".:*•■■_.•

Airman'sAdd generalwasWashington
attorneyand former federal prosecutor,
LawrenceH. Wechater,who, In cum,had
two formerfederalprosecutors,E. Law
renceBarcellaand RaymondBanoun,as
his principal lieutenants.Alt threeprac
tice lawindependently.
Belowthem,a numberof independent
Washingtonand Florida lawyers,all of
thempaidbytheClifford firm,performed
theday-to-dayservicesof representingthe
BCCl employees.-

No BOCI employee,including chose
who werechargedwith crimes,wasdis
missedby BCCl eventhoughthosewho
werechargedwithcrimeshadbeenInprison
sinceOctober 1986.The accusedBCCl
employeeswereconvictedbyaJury inJuly
1990afterwhich theyweredismissed.
At thetimeoftheTampacaseitwasnot
yetknownthatClifford andAirman may
have misledthe FederalReserveBoard
about the hidden BOCI InterestIn the
offshorecompanywhich controls Pint
AmericanBank.
TherolethatCliffordandAirmanplayed
m BCCI's fraudulentacquisition of an
Interestin FirstAmerican Bank is under
investigationbytheFederalReserveBoard
andNew York County District Attorney
RobertM. Morganthau.
CllflbrdandAltTnanarestockholdersof
CreditsndOmmerce AmericanHoldings
N.V. (CCAH). That offshorecompanyIs

theparentof FirstAmericanBanlcshares,
Inc.. whichownsFirstAmericanBank.
In announcing a $200 million civil
penalty againstBCCl last month, the
FederalReserveBoardsaid that in 1981
CliffordandAltmanrepresentedanumber
of investorswhowereseekingtoacquirean
InterestinCCAH. The Investorssaidthey
weredoingsowith theirown money.At
thetime,thereweresuspicionsthatBCCl
moneywasillegallyfinancingtheacquisi
tion of thecompany.
At ahearingbeforeFederalReserveand
other bankingregulatorsin April 1981,

Altman said"thereIs no connectionbe
tween (CCAH) and BCCl in termsof
ownershipor otherrelationship."
aiffbrd toldtheregulatonthat"thereis
no function of any kind on the part of
BCCl... I knowofnopresentrelationship.
I know of no plannedfuturerelationship
that exists"(Notice of Penalty,Federal
ReserveDocketNo. 91-043,Page23).
The FederalReserveruledlastmonth
that therehadbeen"secretarrangements.
. .betweenseniorofficialsof BCCl and
customersof BCCl" whichpermittedthe
purchaseofsharesofCCAH. That enabled
BOCI tocontrolFirstAmencin Bank.
Clifford hasdeniedanyknowledgeof
BCCI's role in thestockpurchase.So has
Altman.
The FederalReservealso announced
lastmonththatit hasmadecriminalrefer
rals to theVS. JusticeDepartmentcon
cerningtheCCAH stockpurchaseaffair.

Laundering charged in massive insurance scam
receivedfraudulentclaimstotallingabout

$29million andpaidmorethanonemillio
Of theonebilliondollarsin falseclaims
the Scnushkevichessubmitted,they suc
ceededIn rettingover$W million In pay-
nsents.Thebrothersestablishednumerous
shellcorporationsandusedbankaccounts
in California, Mexico, Unembourg and
elsewherecotransfermoneybetweenac
counts.
Underthemoneylaunderingforfeiture
law, the governmentIs seekingcoforfeit
realpropertyandacoounoinseveralbanks
In California, Luxembourgand Mexico
(Tttl* 18,USC Sac 9S2(t>).
The wivesof the brothersand eight
orhanwereabocharged.No trialdatehas
beenset (CaseNo. 90-960(0;),Cen. Dis.

Cat).

The Smushkevlchbrotherscamefrom
RussiaseekingtheAmericandream.The
two found the goodlife in a one billion
dollarinsurancescamsssSfperpetratedwith
thehelpofcohortsfromArgentina,Israel
andYugoslavia.
A 175-countindictmentbyaLosAnge
lasfederalgrandJurywa»theculmination
ofaAveyearinvestigationbyseveralagen
ciesledbytheU.S. PostalServiceandthe
Internal RevenueService.It charged12
personawith a varietyof crimesandcon
tained76moneylaunderingcounts.
The schemewasthis: througha rele-
merkeclne operation set up by the
Smushkcvkhcsthepublicwasinvitedto
visit one of the brothers'ahemclinics or
mobilelabsforfreephysicalexaminations.
Whentheeusroinersarrivedtheschem

ersinstructedthemto authorisepayment
bytheirInsurancecarrierdirecdytooneof
thephonyclinics.
Fromtheextensivemedicalhistorythe
customerswere requim! to provide,the
schemerscould then Justifyclaimsfor In
surant* paymentsfor examinationsand
testa.
Doctors working in the clinics and
mobilelabswareinstructedto makecer-
taindiagnoseswhichmostlikelywouldbe
paidby the Insurers.
Medical historieswereroutinelyfabri
catedto improvethe chanceof payment.
The SsmMtikevtchesdid whaeevetwas
necessaryto exitactpaylueut.
The schemeeven touchedthe insur
ance programwhich cumin militarydo-,

pendenaandretirees.Tliatprogiauialorvt

6/THONEYLAUNDERINGALBIU7 AUGUST1991
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U.K. puts insurers under money laundering alert
Advice warns of laundering vehicles in

*
single premium investments'

The insuranceIndustryIt the unmen-
tionedpltyerinthemoneylaunderingfield.
It it not mentionedmucha*a sourceof
problemsinthatareaofworldconcern-No
majorcasehasyetsurfacedimplicatingan
insurancecompanyor brokerin amoney
launderingscheme.
That poMibiliry, however,Is on the
mind*ofsomeregulatorsandlegislator!.In
theU.S., Insurancecompaniesareconsid
ered"financialinstitution"undertheBank
SecrecyAct. In Australiatheyareincluded
amongthe"cashdealers"whoaresubject,
to thatcountry'scashreportingbw. Net'
that makesany distinctionbetweenlife
andpropertyandcasualtyinsurancecorn-

NowGreatBritainhassteppedforward
to put out warningsignalsaboutmoney
launderingabuseswhichcouldoccurIn the
Insuranceindustry.
Under theauspicesof theJoint Money
LaunderingWorking Group, chairedby
the Bank of England, a 19-pageset of
"GuidanceNotes"havebeendirectedto
theBritishindustry.
As It did lastDecemberwhenit issued
OutdanceNotes to banksand building
societies,the Working Group provided
guidancetotheinsuranceindustryonwhat
constitutes"suspicioustransactions"in an
insurancesetting(MoneyLaunderingAlert,

January1991).
No such guidanceis providedby the
U.S. TreasuryDepartmentto the insur
anceindustryor anyothersector.
The new Guidance Notes come
equippedwith a suspicioustransaction

reportingform and a sample"feedback
report."That is what theNational Drug
IntelligenceUnit of New ScotlandYard
sendsto industryreportersof suspicious

The newadvisoryto insurancecompa
nies explainsthe threestagesof money
laundering:
► Placement. the physicaldisposalof
cashderivedfromcriminalactivity
s>Layering- theseparationof illicit pro
ceedsfromtheirsourceby layersof finan
cial transactionswhichseekto obfuscate
S>Integration- thesupplyingof apparent
legitimacyto illicit wealthbythere-entry
into the economyby whatappearto be

normalbusinessfunds.
TheGuidanceNotesscaretheirration
ale by citing severalexamplesof "single
premiuminvestments"that "areparticu
larlyattractiveasa vehiclefor laundering
money.They are
*»

S>
s>lumpsum"top-ups"to an existinglife

a» lump sum contributionsto "personal insurers

The Notesinformtheinsuranceindus
try of the statutesand regulationswhich
bearonthemoneylaunderingproblem,in
cluding the recendy-approvedEuropean
CommunityDirectiveonMoneyLaunder
ing,which takeseffectJanuary1, 1993.
TheNotesmakenodistinctionbetween
Insurancecompanies,brokersor"indepeitd-
cnt financialadvisers.'*
Insurersaretoldtoinstitute"knowyour
customer"proceduresand maintain the
recordsrequiredundertheFinancialServ
icesAct.

It may soon come to pass
that the insurance industry

is also found to be afflicted
with the money laundering
problem.

Theyarealsotoldtocooperatewithtaw
enforcementauthoritiesandto designate
"asinglereferencepoint*forthereceiptof
suspectedlaunderingtransactions.Staffs
shouldbe trainedu» legal requirements
andInternalcontrols,saytheNotes.
Largerinsuranceconcernsarcadvised
towriteproceduralmanualsandkeepclose
watchoftheiroverseasoperationstoassure
theydo not becomeinvolved in money
laundering.
. Tight customer Identification and
recordkeepingproceduresatederailedby
dieNote*.
Amongthesituationscltedwhichshould
raisesuspicions'. ..'
a» Occasionalor "executiononly" busi
nessasto which sheinsurershould"pro
videanaudittrail forsuspiciousfunds*
•» Activity which Is"Inconsistentwitn a

Customer'sknown,legitimatebusiness..at
with thenormalbusinessfor that typeof
policyholder"
k>Early"encashmentsof singlepremium
policies,"especiallythoseforthebenefitof
a thirdparty
InsuranceArmsarecoldSOreporttheir
suspicionsto theNDIU whichmayormay
notgivepermissiontocontinuearelation
ship with a client. The Notesassurethe

that their confidentialitywill be
protectedevenif theirrecordsareneeded
in court.
The Notesprovideinsurerswith these
examplesof suspicioustransactionswhich
mayinvolve moneylaunderingfn single
premiumcontracts,offshoreInternational
activity,andamongemployeesandagents:
S>Wherethesourceoffundsisunclearor
iiiconsisieniwiththecustomer's"apparent
standing"
► A suddenrequestbya customerfor a
largepurchaseofalumpsumcontractwhere
his experienceis small,regularpayment

a»A proposedpurchasewithathirdparty
check
a* A Customerwhoshowsnoconcernlor
theperformanceofhssinvestmentbutmuch
concernfor dss earlycancellationof the

h>A customerwhowishestoitialosaLump
sumpaymentby a wire transferor with
foreigncurrency
a>Employeeswhosuddenlyshowa lavish
lifestyleordo not takeholidays
s>Salespeoplewho showan unexpected
increasein sales

► A highlevelofsinglepremiumbusiness
exceeding"anyaveragecompanyexpecta-
'
tion"
s>Useof the salesperson'saddressfor the
"despatchof customerdocumentation."
The insuranceindustryis undergreat
scrutinythroughouttheworldbecauseof
theconditionof itsfinances.
The numberof companyfailureslias
beguntoalarmregulatorswhofeararepe
titionof thecalamitythatbefellthebank
ing industry.
It maysooncometopassthattheinsur
anceindustryisalsofoundto beafflicted
withthemoneylaunderingproblem.Thus
far,it hasbeenvirtuallyundetected.

AUGUST 1991/MONEYLAUNDERINGALERT / >
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Treasury aggregation, magnetic filing rules imminent
Panama ratifies money laundering treaty; Treasury ducks court battle
Herearcsomeimportantdevelopments:

Treasury regulations on aggregation,

magnetic /Slingimminent; unre trans •

ftr rules still under review

•»Two regulationsthatwill directlyim

pact atiout 15,000financial institution*,

which theTreasuryDepartmentproposed
nearlyoneyearago,areabouttobeissued
in final form.One regulationwill require

certain financial institutions,including
currencydealer*,checkcashcrsandmoney
transmitters,to aggregatecurrencytrans

actionsof morethan$10,000on a daily

Intis if theyarc "byor on behalf of an

accountholderorcustomer.Theotherwill

require financial institution*which file
morethan 1,000currencytransactionre

ports(IRS Form4789)peryeartodotoby
magneticmedia.
The rulesevokedcontroversywhen
Treasuryproposedthem last September

becausetheywouldrequireaggregationby
traditionalfinancialinstitutionswith de
positsofmorethan$100million,butmake
nudistinctionin thesiteofnon bankinsti
tutions,suchasmoneytransmitter*and
currencyexchangehouse*,which would
havetoaggregate-The smallerfirmsargue
thatsuchadistinctionputsthematacom

petitivedisadvantage.Treasurywa»wUo

criticisedfor concludingthat the regula
tionswouldnothaveaneconomicimpact
ofmorethan$100million-Manyindustry

groupssaidthecompliancecost*wouldfat
exceedthat(Moneys^undermgAlert,Oc
tober1990andJanuary1991).

Panama legislature ratifies msttual

assistance anil money Laundering
t with U.S.

cationby theU.S. Senate.One potential
stumblingblock:theclausesdealingwith
theexchangeof currencytransactionin

formationatenot partof thebodyof the
treatybutarefoundin anannextowhich
thesignedpanof thetreatydoesnot refer.

OneU.S. JusticeDepartmentsourcefamil-

iai wiili die negotiationslaid thatwasa
"diplomaticconcession"tothePanamani
ans (MoneyLaunderingAim, December
1990andJune 1991).

Treasury avoids court review of tar

geting order extension in Houston

*" In March,theTreasuryDepartmentis

suedageographictargetingorderdirected
atmorethan20moneytransmittersin the

Houstonarea.It wasihcsccoruisuchdlrec-

*»After rancorous debate, including
chargesthat thewcllbeingof its banking

centerwasbeingundermined,Panama's
legislatureonJuly 15,byavoteof 39to 10,

ratifiedthe recently-iignedmutual legal
assistancetreatywith theU.S. The agree

mentisthesecondonesignedbytheU.S.

containingprovisionsfor theexchangeof
"currencytransactioninformation"wKlch
mustbekeptbyeachnation'sfinancialin
stitutions.The otheronewassignedwith

tivesincetheprocedurewasauthorisedby
a 1988amendmentto the DankSecrecy
Act (Title 31,USC Sec.5326).The trans
mitterstookTreasurytocourtchallenging
theconstitutionalityof thelaw,Theyalso
saidthey werevictimsof discrimination

becausetheywereall Hispanicbusinesses.
The federaljudgerefusedtoenjoinen
forcementof theorderbutrequiredTreas
uryto seekcourtapprovalif it wishedto

extendit beyondtheinitial60-dayperiod.
The lawgivesTreasurytheunilateralright
to do so.Treasurydecidedtoavoidacon
frontation and let the order lapsethus

leavingunexploredthe transmitters'alle

gations.The casereceivedmorepublicity
than isdentedby thegovernmentin tar

getingsituations.

Midyear Money Laundering Guideposts
Number of Key Forms Filed, January through June*

(ReportofCash PaymentsOver $10,000

(actual)
1991 WtMMkWmk^kWk\Wk\Wk*^^M
1990

1989
1996
1987

14,342

110,252
18,856

10,334

(in
thousands)

(CurrencyTransactionReport)

The Panamatreatystill requiresratifi-

(actual)
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987

(CurrencyTransactionReportbyCosines)

124.189 «
123.216I 2S.682

B/MONEV LALNUbltlNti AI.URT/AUGUST 19»1

46-783 - 92 - 29
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MORE THAN 30% OF NEW YORK CASH
REPORTING FORMS ARE PHONY,
Money Laundering Alert Reveals

In a copyrighted story in its August edition,Money Laundering Alert reports that
more than 30% of the federal cash reporting forms filed by Manhattan businesses In a
39-month period through March 1990 were false.

They were filed by Just one business which clogged the IRS database with
information on which key federal enforcement decisions are made.

That is nearly three percent of all cash reporting forms filed by
businesses throughout the nation from January 1987 through March 1990.

From the entire Manhattan IRS district In that period, an estimated5,231

8300 were filed by business. There were 63,602 filed nationwide.

All of the phony forms came from one mid-Manhattan
late last month for having laundered more than $30
jeweler, Luis Roges, is alleged to have deposited more
three New York City banks In three years.

In drug proceeds. The
$96 mMion in small bills in

He was awareof the cash reporting lawand submitted 1,685 phony Forms 8300
to the IRS. His scheme involved putting the names of legitimate customers on the

forms and reporting they had paid staggering sums to his wholesale jewelry business.
Form 9300 Is required to be filed by businesses when they receive more than $10,000

in cash in their business transactions.

Money Laundering Alert says the Roges case reveals "a major flaw in the

government'smoney laundering effort It raises serious questions about efficacyof the
cash reporting system which Congress has constructed over the past 21 years."

'It also puts In serious question the adequacy of enforcement of the laws by the

Treasury Department and the IRS," says Money Laundering Alert. The centerpiece of
the government's effort against money laundering are the mandatory cash reporting
forms.

No one knows how many phony cash reporting forms, including Form 4788

which is filed by banks, are submitted to the government. Last year, there were more

than 7.3 million Forms 4788 filed throughout the nation.

The government now has a major problem on its hands: How many of the
Forms 8300 it receives are notworth the paper they are writtenon? Congress will want

to find out,"Money Laundering Alert concludes.

W.Xi 530165?
Fo«.30S530W
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NOTE TO THE PRESIDENT - &MM^
Mr. Clifford ana Mr . Altaian telephoned en 28th August ta inform that
they propose to nominate the following gentlemen as a director an
the 3card of First American 3ank of New York:

MR. ROBERT PURSLEY

Partner - J.H. Witney L Company
An investment tanking firm specialising in venture
capital investment.

(This firm was established by Mr
years ago)

He would retire By end of 198u

Before becoming a par
executive Vice Preside

Witney 50

ompany, he was an

Has splendid reputat ion . \r »

Mr. Clifford has long relationship with him and assured of his
complete loyalty.

I indicated to him that if Mr. Clifford's judgement is that he NL^
would be suitable for the proposed position, Mr. Abedl should \j^=r'
not have any reservations. To save time I suggested that he
may proceed to finalise the arrangements.

2. In respect of the management organlstlon for 33 branches of
Bankers Trust, Mr. Clifford's proposal Is that the two
operations I.e. 33 branches of Bankers Trust and 8 Albany branches
of First American Bank would be combined. ... i A, . t., ,r r /

4iS
.->*"

"^\l
V

Mr. Llnstrom who Is the present CEO of the 33 branches of
Bankers Trust would become the Chief Executive of the whole
operation.

At the sane time, Mr. Coopton would be given equal position
In PABN, but the effective Chie-f Executive position would be
held by Mr. Llnstrom.

Mr. Compton retires In about two year* time.

My observation was that Mr. Llnstrom who la more able and competent
should have a feeling of freedom In managing the whole operation
and should not be Inhibited by the presence of Mr. Compton.
Mr. Clifford's view was that this was totally acceptable to p*~

fESRZSSS***
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Mr. Linstrom and he does not anticipate any problems wits, rsga.-d
to Mr. Conpton.

Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altnan T.enf.oned that they continue to
monitor the management situation In New YorK although it 13
not without its problems.

The current Issue with them is a capital expenditure of
U.S . $ 2.5 million for certain computer equipment etc. on which
there is a difference of opinion. They are trying to resolve
It.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Contact: Mike McGarry
September 11, 1991 (202) 226-7850

WASHINGTON, D.C. — U.S. Rep. Chalmers P. Wylie (R-OH) today
released a report which suggests compelling new evidence that the
Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) was more
involved in the affairs of First American Bank than has been
previously disclosed. The sixty-three page report, which was
prepared at the direction of Rep. Wylie, who is the committee's
Ranking Member, is based on documentary evidence obtained by the
committee through a subpoena request to BCCI-related entities in
the U.S., Federal bank regulators, and First American Bank.

"The overwhelming weight of evidence in the report appears
to indicate that BCCI was more than a "passive investor" in First
American," Wylie said. "This appears to have been a
sophisticated scheme to deceive U.S. bank regulators, and I am at
a loss to understand how Mr. Clifford and Mr. Altman were merely
amiable dunces in this whole fiasco."

Some of the evidence cited in the report include the
following:

o First American maintained an extensive correspondent
banking relationship with BCCI.

o Memorandum from Clark Clifford and Robert Altman to
the President of BCCI regarding legal difficulties of
BCCI ' s involvement with the National Bank of Georgia
(NBG) stated: "A bigger problem, however, arising from
BCCI's involvement in the transaction is that it might
focus closer attention on the relationship between BCCI
and CCAH." CCAH was the parent company of First
American Bank.

o A meeting headed by First American Bank of New York
employee where statements were made concerning BCCI's
control of the First American group of banks.
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(2)

o Robert Altman, President of First American Bank,
attended BCCI ' s annual conference with top executives
of BCCI for several years running.

o Internal documents indicate that CCAH had requested
loans directly from BCCI, which were subsequently
provided to CCAH through a nominee — Sheik Kamal
Adham.

o Undercover tape recordings of BCCI employees
indicate that Robert Altman was acting as their legal
advisor and recommending that they leave the country to
avoid service of process concerning the moneylaundering
investigation. The tapes also state that BCCI owned
First American Bank.

o Clark Clifford and Robert Altman managed a $30
million defense fund for BCCI. Checks were processed
through First American Bank and it is clear by BCCI
board minutes that Altman was involved in BCCI's legal
strategy.

* # t
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BCCI AND ITS ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

HOUSE BANKING COMMITTEE MINORITY STAFF REPORT
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The following represents key points in the Minority staff report
related to the September llth hearing dealing with the activities of Clark
Clifford and Robert Altman at First American Bank and their relationship
with BCCI:

1.) BCCI Account Activity at FAB - FAB maintained an extensive
correspondent banking relationship with BCCI. A total of 47 BCCI
branches or affiliates maintained accounts at FAB. An internal FAB
memo indicates that from 1986 to 1990, 71% of incoming wire transfers
to FAB were from BCCI-Panama. Also, FAB held an account code-named
"Gloria" that was involved in curious wire transfer activity from
South America.

2 . ) Telex from Sami to Naqvi - Telex concerning BCCI ' s interest in
acquiring Financial General. Telex states "for presentation of the
holding company application to FED our friend (believed to be Bert
Lance) advised that we may retain Mr. Clifford as Chief Counsel . . .
Accordingly, I met Mr. Clark Clifford and explained to him our
strategy and our goal. He was happy to know the details and has
blessed the acquisition." Clifford denies meeting took place.
However, there is absolutely no reason whatsoever to question the
credibility of the telex and the facts contained therein.

3.) Clifford and Altman' s memo to Abedi concerning nbg - Clifford and
Altman both sent Abedi a memo highlighting the legal difficulties of
BCCI's involvement with the National Bank of Georgia deal. The memo
states in one portion: " A bigger problem, however, arising from
BCCI's involvement in the transaction is that it might focus closer
attention on the relationship between BCCI and CCAH." Clifford denies
that he ever read the memo before sending it.

4.) BCCI's Americas Coordinating Committee - Meeting headed by fabny
employee where statements were made concerning BCCI's control of the
First American group of banks. Altman attended the meetings at BCCI
expense .

5.) Employment practices - As a matter of course all applicants for senior
positions at First American were required to be interviewed by BCCI
officials. This appears to be highly unusual.

6.) Ryback Letters - Exchange of letters between FED supervisory official
William Ryback and Altman. FED letter inquires if BCCI has ever
financed stock purchases in CCAH. Altman indicates that
correspondence with BCCI shows that no financing provided to the
original investors. Altman declines to mention $15M in loans to
himself and Clifford to purchase CCAH stock. Stock later resold at
$9.8M profit to Clifford and Altman. FED believes Altman
misrepresented facts to Ryback.
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7. ) Clifford and Altaian's stock deals - Clifford and Altman used a $15M
loan from BCCI to purchase stock in CCAH beginning in 1987. Clifford
and Altman bought the stock at $2216 per share and sold the stock in
1988 for $6800 per share. This price is the single highest price ever
recorded for a share of stock in the annals of the FED. An
independent valuation of the stock indicates a price of $3400 per
share would have been reasonable. Clifford and Altman made $9.8M on
the deal financed by BCCI.

8. ) Certificates of Deposits - FAB held several CDs with BCCI or its
affiliate ICIC. It is unclear why it would place funds in an offshore
bank with BCCI's reputation

9. ) BCCI Oversight of FAB Operations - Significant documentary evidence
exists that BCCI exercised direct oversight over FAB operations. BCCI
gave direction as to the choice of accountants and approved their
billings. BCCI regularly reviewed FAB's operations. Clifford and
Altman regularly traveled to London to confer with BCCI regarding FAB
operations. For U.S. planning purposes BCCI appears to have
considered FAB as a U.S. affiliate.

10. ) BCCI International Conferences - Altman attended BCCI's annual
conferences with top executives for several years running.

11. ) Clifford letter to Abedi - Clifford sent a letter to BCCI head Aga
Hasan Abedi indicating a desire to continue to pursue our "joint
efforts." This appears to reference First American.

12. ) Conflicts of Interests - Clifford and Altman regularly represented all
parties in transactions involving First American. The law firm of
Clifford & Warnke were counsel to BCCI, CCAH, CCAI , FAB, and each
individual shareholder of CCAH. Also, Clifford and Altman were on the
boards of all of these entities except BCCI. It is questionable
whether independent legal judgement could have been exercised in these
transactions.

13. ) BAII Loan Application - Documents reviewed by Federal investigators at
BAII in France appear to indicate that BCCI was acting as an agent for
Clifford and Altman in soliciting loans to finance their CCAH stock
purchases. BCCI had previously used BAII as a nominee for a loan
granted to CCAH.

14. ) Roundtrip of Funds - Altman sold his stock in CCAH to an Arab investor
who paid out of a BCCI Grand Cayman account. Altman repaid his
personal loan from BCCI to a Grand Cayman account of the bank.
Federal investigators have called this a "roundtrip" of funds and have
cause to believe that this may have been a sham transaction to erase
BCCI debt while giving Altman the profits from his stock deal.

-2
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15.) Loan from Adham - Beginning in 1983 Sheik Kamal Adham loaned First
American $20M. However, internal BCCI documents indicate that CCAH
had requested the loan directly and BCCI structured the loan through
Adham as a nominee. It would appear that Clifford and Altman should
have had direct knowledge of any CCAH loan request.

16.) investigative Interviews - Certain interviews done by Federal
investigators indicate a belief that Clifford and Altman knew of the
BCCI link with FAB. For example, a memorandum of interview with one
witness states: "When we discussed the FED's theory that BCCI took
control of FG through nominees he (the witness) said 'your're right
... but how are you going to prove it."'

17.) Subordinated Debt Issue - Documents housed at BCCI's Abu Dhabi office
indicate that BCCI conceived a 1988 subordinated debt offering by
CCAH. The FED was seeking new capital for FAB and Altman urgently
called BCCI for an injection of capital. BCCI responded with a telex
outlining a subordinated debt offering to be structured through a BCCI
subsidiary.

18.) Historical statements - Clifford and Altman made a variety of
statements pursuant to CCAH's 1980 application to acquire FAB
concerning the investors. Regulators are examining these statements
to determine if they involved intentional misrepresentations.

19.) NBS Transaction - Documents obtained from BCCI's Abu Dhabi office
indicate that Altman may have directed a legal strategy related to
FAB's NBG acquisition to evade FED scrutiny of BCCI's role in the
transaction. Memos indicate that Altman designed the deal so that
FAB's option to acquire NBG would not be linked with a loan from BCCI
and be considered an "integrated transaction" that would have to be
disclosed to the FED.

20.) Centrust - BCCI had significant Centrust ties through the relationship
of BCCI front man Ghaith Pharaon and David Paul. Pharaon bought the
National Bank of Georgia from Bert Lance in the late 1970s and sold it
to Clifford and Altman in 1986. Both transactions were financed
entirely by BCCI. Pharaon and Paul had a meeting with Robert Altman
on June 24, 1988 immediately before the two met with the FHLBB
Chairman to seek regulatory relief for Centrust. Later it appears
that Centrust and First American may have jointly conducted a due
diligence concerning an acquisition of Lincoln Savings from Charles
Keating. Finally, at a meeting with BCCI on October 2, 1989, Clifford
indicated that Centrust was an acquisition candidate for First
American. The Centrust-BCCI-First American link should be probed more
deeply by the Committee.

21.) Moneylaundering case - Undercover tape recordings of BCCI employees
indicate that Altman was acting as their legal advisor and
recommending that they leave the country to avoid service of process
concerning the moneylaundering investigation. The tapes also state
that BCCI owned FAB.

-3
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. ) BCCI Legal Defense Fund - Clifford and Altman managed a $30M defense
fund for BCCI. Checks were processed through FAB and it is clear from
BCCI Board minutes that Altman was involved in BCCI's legal strategy.

. ) Bert Lance - The role of Bert Lance in originally representing BCCI
should be probed. BCCI bought the National Bank of Georgia from Lance
and it appears that Lance was centrally involved in the BCCI plan to
take over Financial General.
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Introduction

On July 5, 1991 the offices of Ban!; of Credit and Commerce

International (BCCI) were seized in Europe, the United states and

a number of other countries. On July 29, 1991, the Federal

Reserve Board commenced enforcement proceedings against BCCI

Holdings (Luxembourg) , two subsidiary banks of BCCI in Luxembourg

and the Cayman Islands and a Cayman Islands bank related to BCCI,

for violations of U.S. banking laws. The Federal Reserve is

seeking a $200 million civil money penalty and will act to
permanently bar nine individuals from any involvement with U.S.

banking organizations in the future. A New York County grand

jury has also returned an indictment against BCCI, its related

entities and two of its founders. The charges include defrauding

BCCI depositors, falsifying bank records to hide illegal money

laundering and various larcenies totaling more than $30 million.

The Federal Reserve ' s enforcement proceeding is based on

evidence that BCCI illegally obtained control over several U.S.

banking organizations through the use of "nominee" shareholders.

The banks controlled by BCCI include First American Bankshares,

Washington, D.C., the National Bank of Georgia, CenTrust Savings

Bank, Miami, Florida and Independence Bank, Encino, California.

On September 5, 1991 the Tampa United States Attorney

unsealed a second round of indictments against BCCI related
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parties. Capcom Financial Services, LTD., a BCCI subsidiary, is

charged, as part of the BCCI international banking group, as

being a Racketeering Enterprise under the RICO Act, 18 U.S.C.

1957, 1952. Swaleh Nagyi, Dildar Rizvi, Bashir Shaikh, Wilfredo

Glasse and S.Z.A. Akbar who are all current or former BCCI
officers, are charged with the commission of a pattern of

racketeering activity involving money laundering through the use

of foreign and domestic branches of BCCI. The indictment also

alleges that Akbar used BCCI branches to hide and transfer

approximately $23 million controlled by Manuel Antonio Noriega

and his family. These acts occurred after Noriega was indicted

for narcotics trafficking in the U.S.

This report will chronicle the history of BCCI and the means
by which BCCI gained control of American banks and assess the

activities of federal banking and law enforcement agencies.

The Origins of BCCI

In 1972 a Pakistani banker, Agha Hasan Abedi, fearing the

imminent nationalization of Pakistan's banks, established the

Bank of Credit and Commerce International in Luxembourg. Bank of

America, desirous of increasing its banking ties in the Middle
East, had a 30% stake in the venture. A BCCI subsidiary bank was

established in the Cayman Islands while the bank's main

operations were run out of the London branch. BCCI began an

aggressive growth campaign and established branches throughout
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the Middle East, Africa, Latin America and Asia. By 1990, BCCI

had more than $20 billion in assets, over 14,000 employees, and
417 offices in 73 countries.

In Pakistan, BCCI became part of the ruling establishment,

acting as banker for influential officials and even lending to

the government to overcome balance of payments problems. Under

Abedi's direction, BCCI made loans to senior civil servants,
offered scholarships and jobs to their children and gave a number

of government officials jobs at BCCI. Pakistan's President,

Ghulam Ishaq Khan, runs the BCCI Foundation, nominally a charity

to benefit humanitarian projects in Pakistan. It has been
reported that only a small portion of the Foundation's funds are

used for humanitarian purposes and that it is mainly a cloak for
Abedi's illicit activities.

BCCI's activities in Pakistan are illustrative of what the

bank was able to accomplish in a number of other countries. In

Peru, former President Alan Garcia is being investigated on

charges of the improper use of Treasury funds with BCCI ' s

assistance. Members of Argentine President Carlos Menem 's family

have been charged with laundering drug money through BCCI

offices. The BCCI pattern of befriending public officials and

promoting charities while engaging in shady banking practices has

been discovered in a number of other countries, including the

United States.
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One of the main reasons BCCI was able to carry out its
business undiscovered for so many years was the fact that it was
so minimally regulated. Luxembourg and the Cayman Islands are

known tax havens with extremely obliging bank supervisors. The

BCCI corporate structure was specifically designed to circumvent

the proper regulatory oversight of its activities. No central

bank was involved. There were no consolidated examinations or

audits.

Abedi's grand ambitions for his bank included establishing a

foothold in the United States. In 1975, an attempt by BCCI to

purchase Chelsea National Bank in New York was rejected by the

regulators. BCCI was turned down because of perceived weaknesses

in management and in their regulatory structure. Abedi, however,

was undaunted and was quoted in 1978 as saying that Financial

General Bankshares (FGB) would be an ideal place to establish

operations in the U.S. (FGB was a multibank holding company with

subsidiary banks in Washington, O.C., Maryland, New York,

Tennessee and Virginia.) In the early 1980' s, a senior BCCI

official was informed by counsel that BCCI could not obtain

Federal Reserve Board approval to acquire U.S. banks. Until

1990, Federal bank regulators assumed that BCCI was not involved

in the ownership or operations of any American banks.

Unfortunately, recent revelations have shown that BCCI has

controlled a number of institutions in this country since at

least 1982.
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BCCI's Expansion into the 0.8.

BCCI Acquisition of FGB

On November 9, 1977, at the suggestion of Bert Lance, Abdus

Sami, a senior BCCI official, met with Jackson Stephens, an
investment banker from Arkansas, to discuss the BCCI purchase of

the National Bank of Georgia (NGB) . Lance owned 12% of NBG. At

that meeting, Stephens suggested to Sami that Financial General

Bankshares might be a good investment for BCCI. From December of

1977 through February of 1978, four Middle Eastern investors,

acting through Abedi and Sami, purchased almost 20% of the voting

shares of FGB. The investors were Kamal Adham, a former Saudi

intelligence chief, Faisal Saud Al-Fulai j , a Kuwaiti businessman,

Abdullah Darwaish (as a representative of Sheikh Mohammed bin

Zayed al Nahyan) , and Sheikh Sultan bin Zayed al Nahyan (both

Mohammed and Sultan are in the Abu Dhabi royal family) .

On January 30, 1978, Sami sent a telex to Abedi regarding

the acquisition of FGB. Sami referred to "BCCI's intention to

acquire control" of FGB.1 He states that "we have to be careful

that our name does not appear as financier to most of them for

this acquisition." Sami noted the need to keep each individual

shareholder's stake under 5%, presumably in order to avoid SEC

Federal Reserve document. Telex to Abedi in Karachi,
Pakistan.
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filing requirements and Bank Holding Company Act requirements.
He also mentioned that, at the suggestion of Lance, he had

retained Clark Clifford. "I met with Mr. Clark Clifford and

explained to him our strategy and our goal.... He was happy to

know the details and has blessed the acquisition."2

On February 17, 1978, Financial General filed suit in •

federal court against BCCI, Abedi, Lance and others, alleging

violations of the Securities and Exchange Act by failing to make

the required filings. On March 17, 1978 the SEC filed a separate

suit against the same defendants. On that same day each

defendant agreed to a consent judgement that included an

injunction prohibiting any further SEC violations. As part of

the consent order the four investors and ICIC Overseas (a BCCI

subsidiary in the Cayman Islands) agreed to make a tender offer

for all FGB shares, subject to regulatory approval.

On April 27, 1978 the federal district court in the FGB

action issued a preliminary injunction against BCCI, Abedi and

the other defendants. The court ordered the defendants, before

buying any additional FGB shares, to rescind the prior purchases.

2 Ibid.
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The court made the following findings:

1) The four BCCI clients relied heavily, if not
exclusively, on the recommendations of Abedi and

BCCI in deciding to purchase FGB shares ;

2) Abedi, Sami, and other BCCI agents were actively

involved in the purchase of FGB shares from

existing shareholders;

3) In December 1977, BCCI's agents sought to purchase

a percentage of FGB shares substantially in excess

of any amount for which they had purchasers;

4) Abedi and BCCI recommended the purchase of FGB

shares only to the four clients who later made

purchases ;

5) Two clients, Adham and Darwaish, gave BCCI broad

authority, including the right to vote the shares;

and,

6) Abedi, BCCI, their agents and the BCCI clients

agreed to pool the voting power of the shares

owned by the four BCCI clients with the voting

power of FGB shares controlled by BCCI's agents to

exert significant influence on the management of

FGB.

In July and August of 1978, Credit and Commerce American

Holdings (CCAH) , Netherland Antilles, and Credit and Commerce

American Investments (CCAI) , Netherlands, were established as
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vehicles for acquiring shares in Financial General. CCAH and

CCAI are essentially shell holding companies established to

purchase FGB and to minimize taxes. In SEC filings, BCCI, Abedi

and the four investors stated that BCCI would have no interest in

CCAH. However, ICIC would own less than 5% of CCAH shares.

Also in July of 1978, Robert Altman, the attorney

representing BCCI, Abedi and the investors, in a key maneuver

effectively blocked opposing counsel in the FGB suit from gaining

possession of Bank of America documents relating to BCCI. These

records indicated that the relationships between BCCI and the

four investors involved substantial existing loans to two of the

investors and BCCI stock ownership by all of the investors.
Additionally, one of the investors, Adham, was suspected of

receiving large payments from the Boeing Corporation in order to

obtain contracts in the Middle East.3 This type of behavior led

to the passage of the Foreign Corrupt Trade Practices Act.

On October 19, 1978 CCAH and CCAI filed an application with

the Federal Reserve Board for prior approval under the BHC Act to

purchase all of the voting shares of FGB. The 1978 application

stated that approximately $70 million would be required to make

the tender offer. That money was to be obtained from a limited

number of investors in return for shares of CCAH. The

3 Affidavit filed by Douglas M. Kraus, attorney for
Financial Can*ral, FGB v Lanca.'BCCI at al
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application stated that the proposed individual investors have

"substantial personal funds... the funds to be used by each of

them to purchase the equity interest in CCAH will be provided

from their personal funds and possibly personal borrowings. . .

from one or more financial institutions (which would be

unaffiliated with BCCI or any of its affiliates) ... if personal
borrowings are made, FGB shares will not serve as collateral for

such borrowings." Robert Altman, as counsel, in a letter to the

Federal Reserve stated that "neither BCCI nor any other

organization related to BCCI contemplates owning any equity

interest in CCAH." The CCAH shareholders were to be ICIC

Overseas (4.5%), Adham (24%), Darwaish (24%), Fulaij (24%) and

several other Middle Eastern entities.4

On February 16, 1979 the Federal Reserve Board rejected the

application on the grounds that the hostile acquisition of FGB's

Maryland subsidiary bank would violate Maryland law. The

Maryland Attorney General issued an opinion stating that it was
unlawful for a Maryland bank to have an affiliation to which the

bank had not consented.

In April of 1980, Adham solicited proxies from FGB

shareholders for the 1980 shareholders' meeting urging support

for a resolution favoring a proposed tender offer by CCAH. The

proposal was narrowly defeated. However, shortly thereafter,

4 Federal Reserve Board Notice of Charges, p. 18.
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FGB management resolved its differences with the BCCI backed
group and on July 25, 1980 an agreement was reached permitting a

tender offer at $25 per share. Thus clearing the way for the

group to buy FGB.

On November 25, 1980 CCAH again filed an application

with the Federal Reserve Board. It stated that the $180 million
needed to complete the acquisition would come from three sources:

1) Equity contributions to CCAH from Adham, Fulaij

and Darwaish;

2) The sale of CCAH shares to three BCCI clients and

other investors; and,

3) A $50 million loan from an institution not related

to BCCI.5

The application stated that "no [CCAH] principal will retain

any personal indebtedness in connection with this transaction . . .

funds to purchase their equity interest in CCAH will be provided

from their personal funds." All applicants assured the Federal

Reserve that there was no relationship between CCAH and BCCI,

other than BCCI acting as investment advisor to Adham and Fulaij .

Altman wrote to the Board stating: "[w]ith regard to the

stockholders of CCAH, all holdings constitute personal

5 Ibid, p. 20.
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investments. None are held as an unidentified agent for another

individual or organization."6

In a March 12, 1981 letter from the Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency, the OCC cited the representation of

applicant's counsel that BCCI would not be involved in the

financing or management of Financial General. The OCC letter

said: " [t]his commitment is critical, both now and in the
future, since such relationship with another financial

institution would be a significant factor in appraising this

application ... [A]ny enhanced direct or indirect affiliation or
relationship between BCCI and Financial General would take on

even greater significance in light of the fact that BCCI is not

subject to regulation or supervision on a consolidated basis by a

single bank supervisory authority."

On April 23, 1981 a hearing was held at the Federal Reserve.

Adham stated: "There is ... no understanding or arrangement
regarding any future relationship or proposed transactions

between Financial General and BCCI ... I would like to assure you
that each one [investor] on his own rights will not accept in any

way to be a cover for somebody else ... We are doing it for
ourselves." Altman said: "there- is no connection between those

entities [CCAH and CCAI] and BCCI in terms of ownership or other

relationship." Clifford added: "There is no function of any

6 Ibid, p. 20.
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kind on the part of BCCI ... I know of no present relationship, I
know of no planned future relationships that exist ... "7

On August 25, 1981, the Federal Reserve, based on the

representations of the applicants and their shareholders, issued

an order approving the acquisition of FGB. On March 2, 1982, the

New York State Banking Board approved CCAH's application to

acquire FGB after CCAH agreed to divest FGB's New York

subsidiary, the Bank of Commerce. On March 2, 1982 a CCAH tender

offer of $33.80 per share was accepted. The purchase was final

on April 16, 1982. Clifford became a managing director of CCAH

and Chairman of the renamed First American Bank (FAB) . Altman

was also named a director of First American Bank and president of

its direct parent company, First American Corporation (FAC) .

Clifford and Altman continued to act as attorneys for First

American, FAC, CCAI, CCAH and BCCI.

The only regulator to urge that the CCAH application be

denied was Sidney Bailey, Commissioner of Financial Institutions

for Virginia. _On December 31, 1980, Bailey sent a letter to the

Federal Reserve stating that "[T]he application generates but

leaves unanswered a number of concerns and questions including

but not limited to, the ultimate source and nature of policies

controlling the activity and operation of the banks involved, the

7 Transcript of Federal Reserve Board hearing, April 23,
1981.
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soundness of such policies, and their consequences upon the

continued soundness of the bank and the accessibility and

responsibility of those finally responsible for making

policy." 8

BCCI's Nominee Arrangements

In December 1990, the Federal Reserve discovered that BCCI

had controlled shares in CCAH since as early as 1982. The

documents reflecting BCCI's control had been concealed from U.S.

regulatory authorities and were maintained in BCCI's overseas

offices, sometimes in the private offices of Abedi and Naqvi. At

the time of the 1982 acquisition of FGB, BCCI controlled, by

means of nominee arrangements, 25% or more of the voting shares

of CCAH. The failure to disclose this ownership is a violation

of the Bank Holding Company Act. BCCI had started financing

these stock purchases in late 1977. BCCI's arrangements with the

nominees included the following: loans to the individuals to

purchase CCAH shares, in which the nominees were not liable for

servicing or repayment of the loans; presigned, blank share

transfer deeds; agreements with the nominees under which BCCI was

authorized to sell shares and retain the profits for itself;

agreements by BCCI to indemnify the nominees against any loss

they might sustain in their investments; memoranda of deposit

granting BCCI the power to vote the pledged shares; and,

Virginia Commissioner of Financial Institutions letter
to Federal Reserve, December 31", 19&0.
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agreements to provide the payment of fixed profits and fees to

shareholders for their services. After 1982, BCCI made a number

of additional acquisitions through arrangements with the

nominees. BCCI currently controls 60% of CCAH shares.

The transactions involving Sheikh Adham provide a good

example of a nominee arrangement. On March 2, 1982, Adham

acquired 19,050 shares of the new entity, CCAH, by trading in his

existing FGB shares and paying an additional $13,110,118 in cash.

Despite his prior representation before the Federal Reserve about

the use of his own funds, Adham borrowed the $13,110,118 from

BCCI.

On December 21, 1982, BCCI acquired 15,050 shares from Adham

for $27,090,000, but kept them registered in Adham' s name. The

15,050 shares were available to be sold by BCCI to selected

buyers. BCCI booked the $27,090,000 as a loan to Adham from ICIC

overseas and used the proceeds to discharge Adham' s loan accounts

at BCCI. In June of 1983, BCCI extended two loans to Adham to

discharge the $27,090,000 loan from ICIC Overseas. These loans

have never been serviced or repaid.

In 1983, BCCI purchased additional CCAH shares in the n?me

of Adham in rights offerings and related transactions. At the

end of 1983, BCCI controlled 26,319 CCAH shares in the name of

Adham, 16.86% of CCAH shares. In 1986, BCCI acquired an
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additional 8,544 shares in a rights offering through Adham. BCCI

(Caymans) advanced the $18,933,504 purchase price for the

acquisition of the shares and pledged the shares to secure the

loan. On August 2, 1987, ICIC wrote to Adham assuring him that

his loans would be repaid from the sale of the pledged shares and

that Adham would carry no personal liability for the loans.9

In 1987 and 1989 rights offerings, BCCI again acquired more

shares in Adham' s name. BCCI made the loans and the loans were

collateralized with the shares themselves. In April of 1988,

Adham granted ICIC full authority to obtain additional shares of

CCAH in Adham' s name. In return, ICIC agreed to indemnify Adham

for any claims relating to outstanding loans and agreed that its

only source of repayment would be the sale of the shares. None

of the loans extended to purchase shares in the name of Adham has

been repaid or serviced except through other loans from BCCI or

ICIC.

A condition of the original approval of the sale of FGB was

the injection of additional capital to be obtained from an

institution not related to BCCI. An Arab-owned French investment

bank, Banque Arabe et Internationale d ' Investissement (BAII) ,

loaned $50 million to CCAH, secured by a deposit from Adham.

Adham concealed from the Federal Reserve the fact that BCCI was

indirectly funding his deposit and thereby the BAII loan. In

9 Federal Reserve Notice of Charges, p. 30.
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addition to the profit Adham realized in the 1982 sale of his

shares to BCCI, he was paid $200,000 by BCCI for acting as its
nominee. Through the use of Adham as a nominee, BCCI was able to

control between 12% and 19% of CCAH shares. BCCI used similar

nominee arrangements with Faisal Saud Al-Fulai j , A.R. Khalil,

Sayed Jawhary and several companies controlled by the ruling

families of the United Arab Emirates.

BCCI Involvement in First American Management

In 1983, in order to expand its banking presence in New
York, First American acquired two branches from Bankers Trust in

Manhattan that were added to the recently acquired bank, renamed

the First American Bank, New York (FABNY) . BCCI participated in

the purchase of these branches.10 Khusro Elley was in charge of

the BCCI representative office in New York. He initially met

with Bankers Trust representatives to purchase the branches for

BCCI. He then negotiated on behalf of First American while still
working as a BCCI employee. During the course of the

negotiations, Elley told the Bankers Trust representative that if
a higher bid price was required, his management in London might

reconsider whether to bid at all.11 At the time of his

statement, First American had no office or representatives in

London.

Federal Reserve Notice of Charges.
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It is also apparent that BCCI, in violation of
representations made in the Fed-approved application,

participated in the selection of FABNY officers. Elley was hired

in 1983 as FABNY' s senior vice president. Prior to contacting

Elley, Altman had discussed the position with BCCI President

Naqvi who suggested that Elley be hired by FABNY.12 Federal

investigators allege Elley continued to receive financial

benefit from BCCI while employed at FABNY. Federal Reserve

investigators found that Elley was still on the BCCI pay roll.
Aijaz Afridi, a long-time BCCI employee, was also hired by FABNY

as executive vice president. During his tenure at FABNY, from

July 1983 through May 1987, Afridi kept in close contact with

BCCI, speaking almost daily with BCCI's London office. Afridi

left FABNY when Abedi asked him to manage BCCI 1s operations in

Spain. Additionally, Afridi and Elley, while working for FABNY,

attended several of BCCI ' s annual conferences where BCCI senior

management were brought together from all over the world. A

number of other individuals who were seeking jobs or who were

placed in FABNY had to be approved by Abedi and Nagyi.

BCCI monitored the operations of First American and other

banks through its "Americas Coordinating Committee." Abedi

ordered the establishment of the Committee in 1985 and its first

meeting was held in New York on April 24, 1985. This meeting was

attended by Afridi and Elley, FABNY employees. Afridi chaired

12 Ibid.
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the first meeting and described the Committee's purpose as

"coordinate ing] the efforts of different locations of BCCI and

other institutions so that the President's [Abedi's] desire to

have a totality in approach is achieved."13 Officials

representing each BCCI office participating gave summaries of

their banks' business; Elley did so with respect to FABNY. Elley

told the participants that "in America we are sitting on $7

billion dollars in assets and this is just the beginning."14

Robert Altman also attended this meeting. At that time BCCI's

U.S. agencies only held $800 million in assets. The inclusion of

the assets of First American and National Bank of Georgia would

have totaled $7 billion.

The second meeting of BCCI's "Americas Coordinating

Committee" occurred in Miami on June 2, 1985. Afridi and Elley

again attended. Mansoor Shafi, FABNY vice president, was

designated as the contact person for any BCCI managers wanting to

contact First American. In response to a request from the head

of BCCI's Latin American region, Afredi said he would have two

latin officers at FABNY forward the list of their contacts.

Additionally, Abedi acknowledged control of First American

in April of 1987 in an address to BCCI's Far East Region Senior

13 Federal Reserve enforcement proceeding, p. 64.

Ibid, p. 65.
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Executives in Hong Kong. He stated that " [y]ou are now within

the First American Group of banks...."15

BCCI Accounts and Other Transactions at First American

A total of 47 branches, subsidiaries and affiliates of BCCI
maintained U.S. dollar accounts at First American Bank of New

York. FABNY also advised, confirmed and negotiated letters of

credit originated by BCCI banks. An internal First American

document dated August 9, 1990 revealed that the First American

Banks, excluding New York and Georgia, showed hundreds of wire

transfers to and from BCCI entities over the five year period

from 1985 through 1990. A June 20, 1990, First American

memorandum reviewing wire transfer activity from Panama during

the period from February 1986 through February 1990 revealed that

there were 687 incoming transfers totalling $46,126,971.00 and

361 outgoing transfers totalling $31,901,23.00. Seventy one

percent of the incoming transfers were from BCCI-Panama. BCCI

was indicted in Florida in October of 1988 for using the Panama

branch and a number of other branches to facilitate the

laundering of drug money. BCCI pleaded guilty to money

laundering in February of 1990.

Additionally, the Minority staff uncovered the existence of

an account by the code name "Gloria" in Argentina. According to

internal bank documents, the account was allegedly for a foreign

15 Ibid, p. 66.
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exchange house in Argentina. However, an internal audit showed

that the mailing address for Gloria was in Montevideo, Uruguay

and was not a legally registered entity in Argentina. The First

American audit indicated that "Gloria" was used to cash U.S.

checks for U.S. dollars in Argentina. The checks were then sent

to the FABNY for deposit in the "Gloria" account, and then funds

were subsequently wired to other U.S. banks and foreign banks.

Significantly, unexplained wire transfers came from Panama into

the "Gloria" account. Although the internal auditor concluded

that "Gloria" was not being used to launder money, the minority

staff will continue to investigate the true nature of the

"Gloria" enterprise.

Clark Clifford and Robert Altmant

Knowledge of and Involvement in the BCCI Control of First
American Bank

Despite Clifford and Altman's insistence they were duped

along with the regulators, an examination of the documentary

evidence available to the Committee strongly suggests that these

two sophisticated Washington attornies should have known about

BCCI's involvement in First American:

1) Saai Telex - Abdus Sami, a BCCI senior executive in

1977 and 1978, indicated in a telex to Abedi that each

shareholder's stake must be kept under 5% to avoid

reporting requirements and that BCCI must not appear as

financier in the acquisition. He also mentioned that
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Clark Clifford had been hired to represent BCCI

shareholders. "I met with Mr. Clark Clifford and

explained to him our strategy and our goal.... He was

happy to know the details and has blessed the

acquisition." The 1978 application failed, but,

Clifford and Altman remained counsels for the second

attempt in 1980, when the attorneys assured the Federal

Reserve that BCCI was not the financier and would play

no role in the future operations of the bank.

Information on the Middle Eastern Investors - In July

of 1978, Altman, as BCCI counsel blocked opposing

counsel in the case of FGB v Lance. BCCI. et al from

obtaining documents in London in the possession of Bank

of America. Bank of America held a 30% interest in

BCCI and was involved in its management up until 1980

when B of A sold its interest. The B of A records show

that BCCI was involved with the Middle Eastern FGB

investors in a manner that indicated that BCCI was far

more than an investment advisor. Two investors, Adham

and Fulai j , had substantial loans outstanding to BCCI .

Additionally, Adham was suspected of receiving large

payments from the Boeing Corporation in order to

expedite contracts in the Middle East. It has been
reported that Fulaij also received $300,000 from Boeing

for obtaining a contract with the government of

Kuwait.) These allegations did not deter Clifford from
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stating at the April 1981 hearing at the Federal

Reserve: "I have the deepest respect for Sheikh

Adham's character, reputation, honor and integrity. I
am proud to be an associate of his... [tjhese men (the

investors) because of the reputation they have in their

business careers have already demonstrated a

willingness to abide by U.S. law."16

3) Legal Strategy to Avoid FED Scrutiny - On May 8, 1986

Altman sent a letter to Naqvi along with a legal

memorandum concerning the potential acquisition of

National Bank of Georgia. In the memo, one particular

option is discouraged because the application process

might disclose the relationship between CCAH (First

American's holding company) and BCCI. Also in the same

letter, despite representations made in 1980 and 1981

by Clifford, Altman and the applicants that BCCI would

not be a lender, Altman suggests that " [l]t would be
appropriate if BCCI itself wished to consider being a
lender" [so that First American could acquire NBG.]17

On June 17, 1986, it appears that Clifford sent the
same legal memorandum to Abedi.

4) Legal Fees - BCCI paid all of the Clifford and Warnke
billings for First American, CCAH, CCAI and BCCI. In

Transcript of Federal Reserve Board hearing.
17 Federal Reserve records, letter from Altman to Naqvi,

May 8, 1986.

46-783 - 92 - 30
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response to a November 1981 letter from Clifford to

Abedi, BCC1 sent a check for $485,000 for legal fees

related to the purchase of Financial General [March 19,

1981 to August 30, 1981]. In a February 5, 1986 letter

from Altman to Nagyi, the legal bill owed for 1985
regarding First American and BCCI matters totaled

$324,613.77. BCCI sent a check for that amount.

Americas Coordinating Committee - As part of the 1985

billings, BCCI was charged for legal preparation for

and Altman ' s attendance at an international BCCI

managers' conference in New York, on April 24, 1985.

At that meeting, called the Americas Coordinating

Committee, the acting chair was Afridi, at that time

FABNY's executive vice president. Afridi described the

purpose of the meeting as "coordinating the efforts of

different locations of BCCI and other institutions so

that the President's [Abedi' s] desire to have a

totality of approach is achieved." Afridi said that

"our major task in the U.S. should be to build market

share" for BCCI. An official representing each BCCI

office gave a summary of that office's business. Elley

did so regarding FABNY.

Also at the April 24, 1985 meeting, Elley told the BCCI

managers that "in America we are sitting on $7 billion

dollar assets and this is just the beginning." In
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April of 1985 BCCI's U.S. agencies held $800 million in

assets. The assets of First American and National Bank

of Georgia would have had to be added to reach the $7

billion figure. Statements by BCCI officers describing

the relationship between BCCI and First American were

also made at a number of other BCCI conferences and

meetings which were attended by Altman. As First

American officers and BCCI counsel, it would have been
difficult for Clifford and Altman not to have been
aware of these representations.

6) Employment Practices - It appears that Clifford and
Altman were aware that BCCI violated representations

made in 1980 and 1981 that BCCI would have no

relationship with CCAH other than as an investment

advisor to certain shareholders. BCCI, with Altman 's

knowledge, participated in the selection of officers

for First American Bank of New York. El ley, a long

time BCCI employee, was hired to be FABNY senior vice

president. Elley was hired at Nagyi's suggestion. In

1983 j Afridi, the executive vice president and also a
long term BCCI employee, was hired by Abedi during Fed

interviews with former FABNY employees reveal that

Afridi 's tenure at FABNY, from 1983 through 1987, he

was in contact with BCCI (London) almost daily. Before

other senior officers were hired they had to go through

two sets of interviews, one with Elley and Altman, and
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the other in London with Abedi, Afridi and Naqvi.

7) Ryback Lattars - On December 13, 1989, William A.

Ryback of the Federal Reserve Board wrote to Altman and

asked him to "provide information on any loans extended

to the original or subsequent investors [in Financial

General/First American], either directly or indirectly,

by BCCI or any of its affiliated organizations."

Documents retained by BCCI in Abu Dhabi indicate that

the Ryback correspondence was actively discussed by

senior BCCI officials.

Altman responded on February 5, 1990 and stated that

"we do not have access here to information regarding

any financial arrangements that might exist between

shareholders of [CCAH] and other financial

institutions, including [BCCI]." What Altman failed to

disclose and what is arguably a misrepresentation of a

material fact was that Altman and Clifford borrowed $15

million from BCCI (Caymans) in 1986 and purchased 6742

shares of CCAH. In 1987 Clifford and Altman borrowed

$3.45 million, again from BCCI (Caymans), and purchased

another 1426 shares. The shares were purchased at book

value in a rights offering. In 1988 they sold 4800 of

the shares to another nominee shareholder for

$32,640,000, a profit of $9.8 million after deducting
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interest and commission expenses.18 Federal Reserve

officials informed the Committee that Altman
"unequivocally" should have reported all BCCI-f inanced
CCAH purchases, including those of Clifford and Altman.

Altman wrote a second letter to Ryback on December 20,

1990, indicating that N.M. Hammoud may have pledged his

CCAH stock to BCCI as collateral for BCCI loans.

Altman again neglected to inform the Fed that he and

Clifford obtained non-recourse loans from BCCI to

purchase CCAH stock. Their stock was also pledged as

collateral for their loans.

8) Stock purchases - The facts surrounding the Clifford-
Altman stock purchases indicate that factors other than

"arms length transactions" and "market prices" may have

been involved. The loans from BCCI were at the LIBOR

rate, over two percentage points below prime. Altman

and Clifford purchased their shares pursuant to the

1986 rights offerings at book value, approximately

$2,200 per share, which was substantially below what

the shares had been selling for. For a non-shareholder

to purchase shares in a rights offering, existing

shareholders have to waive their rights to participate.

In the 1986 purchase, Clifford and Altman took the

18 Federal Reserve records, Price Waterhouse audits, Hill
and Knowlton report.
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rights offering of a shareholder that had purchased

stock at the full price the day before. For that

shareholder not to take advantage of the rights

offering just does not make sense. Finally, the stock

was sold by Clifford and Altman at a price of $6,800

per share after 18 months. According to the Federal

Reserve this is the highest price per share ever paid

for a bank stock. A Price Waterhouse audit

subsequently valued the shares at less than half of the

value paid to Clifford and Altman. 19

9) Investments with BCCI - In the mid-1980s BCCI began
experiencing cash flow problems due to poor

underwriting and non-payments. In 1986, the bank

experienced a $150 million trading loss in government

securities. Some believe that this loss may have been

as high as $450 million. Yet, in 1986 and 1987, First

American and CCAH, under the direction of Clifford and

Altman, purchased at least $74 million of CDs from

BCCI's Cayman Islands affiliates. These CDs were

uninsured and BCCI was not protected by the safety net

of a central bank.

Even after BCCI was convicted of money laundering in

February of 1990, First American and CCAH continued

purchasing CDs from BCCI's Cayman Islands affiliates.

Federal Reserve Records ^ Price Waterhouse audit.
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In April of 1990, CCAH invested $444,000 in BCCI CDs

and rolled over $2.5 million, in maturing CDs.

Similarly, in July of 1990, CCAH invested $447,000 with

BCCI and rolled over an additional $1.75 million.

BCCI Financial Review - A memo obtained by Federal

investigators from BCCI's Abu Dhabi office indicates

that BCCI reviewed FAB's financial performance on a

periodic basis. A memo from Shamid Jamil to S. Naqvi

and K. Shoaib is entitled "Half Yearly Review of FAB."

The memo begins, "Please find enclosed a review of

First American Bank shares for the half year ended June

1984. The Bank has achieved the budgeted figure for

deposits and exceeded that for loans." The memo then

discusses certain financial information and closes by

stating, "It is, therefore, apparent that First

American Bank shares have failed to achieve their

budget for the half year ended 30th June 1984, by US$

1.56M. Perhaps Mr. Altman may require some assistance

and guidance in enabling him to reach the budgeted

income figures in the second half of 1984..." At the

bottom of the memo is a hand written note, "Aoha Saheb

[Abedi] - I have since discussed the half-yearly result
of FAB, with Mr. Altman to draw his attention to the

area in which the group's income is falling behind

budget, on a pre-tax income basis." Correspondence

files held in Abu Dhabi indicate that Altman regularly
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submitted financial information to BCCI in order to

evaluate FAB performance. This form of review by BCCI

appears to demonstrate the level of control that they

exercised over FAB and Altman. Also, it appears that
Clifford and/or Altman were flying to London on a

frequent basis to confer with BCCI officials on FAB

operations.

11) BCCI Oversight of Operations - Memoranda retained in

BCCI's Abu Dhabi office indicate that BCCI was

intimately involved in directing Mr. Altman on many of

the details concerning FAB's ongoing business. A memo

dated July 7, 1982 from Shahid Jamil to Agha Hasan

Abedi memorializes "Meeting with Mr. R. Altman and

other tax lawyers in New York - 24-27 June 1982." The

memo describes Jamil and Altman' s meeting concerning

BCCI ' s requirements for independent audits of CCAH and

CCAI. It describes discussions concerning a wide
variety of topics including litigation, office leasing,

problem real estate and accounting matters. The memo

states, "I discussed the budget of FGB with Mr. Altman

and pointed out that the budget for the year 1982 of

$31.8 million barely exceeded the results for the

previous year of $30.6 million. After discussing the

need for leadership and vision in the operation and the

need for FGB to earn enough profits to service its
debt, Mr. Altman agreed that he would set about
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motivating the management of FGB . . . " Jamil concludes

the memo by indicating that he was "developing a simple

system for monitoring monthly financial performance of

the main FGB banks so that I can keep you informed of
their progress." Other memoranda found in Abu Dhabi

indicate that for U.S. planing purposes BCCI officials
considered FAB as a BCCI affiliate.

12) Ernst and Whinney Relationship - Based presumably on

Jamil's meeting with Altman discussed above, Ernst and

Whinney was retained to audit CCAH and CCAI. However,

Ernst & Whinney sent an engagement letter dated August

13, 1982 concerning the independent audit to BCCI

directly and not to CCAH. The engagement letter

references recent phone conversations with BCCI and

appears to imply that the auditors considered that BCCI

was the client as CCAH's parent. Additionally, several

communications were reveiwed from CCAH files indicating

that BCCI directly supervised the payments to E&W as

well as to other professionals related to CCAH's Dutch

registry.

13) Clifford Latter to Abedi - Clifford sent a letter dated

March 4, 1983 to BCCI head Aga Hasan Abedi after back

surgery indicating a desire to "again resume our joint

efforts." This further evidences the close

relationship between BCCI and FAB officials.

14) Conflicts of Interests - Clifford and Altman regularly
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represented all parties in transactions involving First

American. The law firm of Clifford & Warnke were

counsel to BCCI, CCAH, CCAI, FAC, FAB, and each

individual shareholder of CCAH. Also, Clifford and

Altman were on the boards of all of these entities,

except BCCI. It is questionable whether independent
legal judgement could have been exercised in these

transactions. It should be noted that one of the more
interesting documents reviewed during the Committee's

investigation was a letter dated June 9, 1989 from

Robert Altman, CCAH Managing Director to Robert Altman,

shareholder! Moreover, inquiry should be made as to

whether certain knowledge could be imputed to Clifford

and Altman about their clients through this multiple

representation and whether as directors of CCAH and FAB

they had a duty to investigate the role of BCCI.

BAIX Loan Applications - Federal investigators have

been permitted to review certain files of BAII related

to BCCI and its affiliates. One file reviewed entitled

"lst^American 1985" contained "Memo re loan to Clifford

& Altman 12/29/85." The Investigator noted the

contents of the file as:
"Other details requested bv BCCI;"

1. No external lawyers in preparation of
documentation .
2. Transfer of one borrower's debt to
surviving borrower on death of the former.
3. No syndication of the loan.
4. No participation by BCCI in loan.
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5. No put available from other shareholders.

Notes that security is illiquid but that market
value if buyer found is twice book. Presumably
the borrowers anticipate sale within 5 years.

Clifford and Altman initially went to BAII to finance

their purchases of CCAH stock and this memo would seem

to reflect this request. BAII never granted the loan

to Clifford and Altman and the financing was instead

provided by BCCI. This document appears to indicate

that BCCI was acting as an agent for Clifford and

Altman in obtaining these loans.

16) 1983 CCAH Share Subscription - A telex contained in

BCCI's Abu Dhabi files dated November 1, 1983 from

Imran Iman of BCCI to Mr. K.K. Elley of FABNY seems to

indicate that BCCI was directly supplying $75 million

in capital to CCAH. The text of the telex indicates

that BCCI was going to provide the $75 million directly

to CCAH and details regarding how these funds would be

attributed to nominee shareholders would be worked out

later by Altman. The telex states:

REFERENCE OUR TELEPHONE CONVERSATION OF YESTERDAY (.)

Amount totalling US$75,009,375.- is being credited
value today to your account no 01020071 with State
Bank of Albany ABA No. 0213-0001-9

I have discussed the matter at length with Mr Lesher ( . )
Mr Altman is concerned that the injection of capital
should not take place prior to his discussion relating
to change, if any, in the shareholders of CCAH(.)
It is, therefore, suggested that the above funds may
kindly be received in an account to be called "CCAH"
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Page 34 of the report as originally distributed to Members
erroneously characterized loans to Mr. Altman as interest-free,
non-recourse loans. The loans were non-recourse, but interest
was due upon repayment of principal. The attached page 34
deletes the term "interest-free" in the two places it occurred in
the original.
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share subscription account" to accrue interest as on
call deposits (.) At a later date of 10th or 15th
November (to be determined by you and Mr Altman the
funds may then be transferred into the account of
CCAH(.) During the interim period (prior to the
injection of capital into CCAH) Mr Altman will be able
to resolve various matters relating to the
shareholders ( . )

You may like to discuss the above matter with Mr
Naqvi( . )

17) Roundtrip of Funds - To finance his acquisition of CCAH

shares, Altman personally borrowed approximately $6M

from BCCI in 1986 and 1987 through non-recourse loans.

In 1988, Altman sold his stock in CCAH to an Arab

investor who funded the transaction through a BCCI loan

wired to Altman from a BCCI Grand Cayman account.

Altman immediately repaid these personal loans from

BCCI with interest and commissions to a BCCI Grand

Cayman account. Federal investigators have called this

a "roundtrip" of funds and indicate that the

transaction may be considered a sham transaction to

extinguish Altman' s indebtedness to BCCI on his stock

loans. Federal officials believe that Altman 's

non-recourse loans from BCCI and the roundtrip of funds

enabled Altman to acquire the profits of his stock deal

with no risk.

18) Loan from Adhaa - Beginning in 1983, Sheik Kamal Adham

loaned First American $20 million. However, internal

BCCI documents indicate that CCAH had requested the
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loan directly and BCCI structured the loan through

Adham as a nominee. A memo retained at BCCI's Abu

Dhabi office states "Under the arrangement with his

excellency Sheikh Kamal Adham, a major shareholder of

CCAH, a short term loan of US$ 2 0 million was disbursed

to CCAH by BCCI (Overseas) ltd, Grand Cayman." It
would appear that Clifford and Altman should have had

direct knowledge of any CCAH loan request.

19) Investigative Interviews - Pursuant to its order of

investigation, Federal Reserve investigators have

conducted a wide variety of interviews. One of the

most telling may have been with a former FGB insider

who was intimately involved with the 1982 takeover of

FGB by CCAH. The memorandum of interview completed by

Federal Reserve Board investigators stated, "When we

discussed the FED's theory that BCCI took control of FG

through nominees he (the interviewee) said 'you're

right ... but how are you going to prove it.'"
20) Subordinated Debt - Telephone messages retained in

BCCIJs Abu Dhabi offices indicate that in mid 1988 the

Federal Reserve was requiring that between $15 and $20

million of capital be injected into FAB. A May 10,

1988 phone message states: "Mr. Altman suggests that

CCAH borrows the above amount ($15-$20M) from its

shareholder (s) or from BCCI " Further a June 20,

1988 phone message to Naqvi states: "Mr. Robert Altman
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telephoned, he has to raise $15M before 30th June 1988,

he wishes to speak to you, today if possible." Several
days later Imran Iman of BCCI responds with a fax which

states: "Reference our recent telephone conversation.

The mode suggested is along the following lines: CCAH

could issue floating rate notes (FRN) for 10 years, for

an initial amount of US$ 15 million. The coupon rate

is to be 2% above three months Libor (SIC) . Initially,

the entire issue would be purchased by Credit and

Finance Corporation (one of our subsidiaries) for a

period of one year." On June 28, 1988, CCAH issued $20

million in subordinated debt the entire issue of which

was bought by Credit and Finance Corporation.

21) Management Direction from BCCI to CCAH — Contrary to

assertions from Altman and Clifford that BCCI did not

direct board members of CCAH, staff discovered

documents which indicate that BCCI officials were

involved with the affairs of CCAH even to the extent

that BCCI would draft letters from CCAH to independent

auditors. A January 22, 1987 memo from Imran Imam (of

BCCI's central office) to Mr. J.G. Lesher (of Clifford

and Warnke) stated, "Enclosed are copies of the letter

received from ADIA [Abu Dab i Investment Authority], and
a draft reply to the letter. I shall appreciate if you
would have the draft typed on CCAH letter-head after

consulting Mr. Altman, and courier the letter to me to
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be sent by hand to ADIA."

The draft letter referenced above was dated "January,

1987," and it was addressed to Ernst & Whinney, Abu
Dhabi, U.A.E. The final copy of a virtually identical

letter was later sent on CCAH letterhead to Ernst and

Whinney (Abu Dhabi), dated January 27, 1987, and it was
signed by Robert Altman.

Several documents show BCCI's direction of CCAH

affairs. For example, on September 21, 1984 Imran Imam

sent a telex from London to Mr. G. Lesher, representing

CCAI, stating, "Kindly arrange for CCAI to pay the sum

of USDLRS 25,573.- to the investors and advise Mr. De

Raaff to pass the appropriate entry in the sundry

creditors account of CCAI."

Also, on April 30, 1984 Mr. Imran Imam sent a letter to

Mr. Kees DeRaaff, Equity Trust Company, The

Netherlands, stating, "I refer to my telex of 27th

April and request you to forward all future invoices to

Mr. G. Lesher of Clifford and Warnke in Washington,

with relevant copies to the undersigned. I would be
thankful if future invoices carry complete narration of
the expenses that are incurred by the two Companies,

irrespective of whether the invoices [SIC] from Ernst &

Whinney or Equity Trust." A copy of the letter was
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sent to Mr. Lesher with a handwritten note from Mr.

Imam: "This has reference to our conversation.

Regards, Imran Imam." This appears to demonstrate

direct BCCI control over CCAH's affairs.

22) Historical statements - Clifford and Altman as well as

the Arab investors made a variety of statements

pursuant to CCAH's 1980 application to acquire

Financial General concerning the commitment that the

Mid-east investors would be passive investors.

Regulators are re-examining these statements to

determine if they involved intentional
misrepresentations. Such statements include:

a. Board hearing of April 23, 1981; statement of Clark
Clifford:

"This investment on the part of these gentlemen can
best be described as a passive investment. They do not
intend to interfere with the operation of this
property. They do not intend to sit on the Board of
Directors. They do not intend to instruct the managers
of Financial General or of the bank, how to conduct
their business. They think it is an excellent
investment. These investors are not bankers. They are
businessmen. They do not feel qualified to operate
banks or to give instructions as to how banks are to be
operated. What they do wish to do, and what their plan
is, to get the right people in to operate the
property. "
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Board hearing of April 23, 1981; statement of Kamal
Adham:

"I am aware that the staff of the Federal Reserve has
generally questioned what managerial philosophy and
approach we envision for Financial General and its
subsidiaries if our tender offer is successful. Let me
be clear on this point. The other members of the
investor group and I have no intention of operating
Financial General ourselves, setting policy for the
company, or sitting on its Board of Directors. We

consider this company to offer an attractive investment
opportunity, but it is regarded entirely as a passive
investment . "

Board hearing of April 23, 1981; statement of Abdul
Khalil:

"As Mr. Clifford and Sheikh Adham have advised you, I
have no intention of taking any active part in
operating this property, setting banking policies, or
becoming a member of Financial General 1s Board of
Directors. "

Board hearing of April 23, 1981; statement of SayedJawhary :
"As Sheikh Adham has made clear about the intentions of
our investor group, I do not intend to be involved in
the affairs of Financial General personally. Instead,
I shall rely on the expertise and judgment of the new
management team and the new Board."

Board hearing of April 23, 1981; colloquy between
Mannion and Clifford:

"Mr. Mannion: You do not envision Senator Symington
being subject to opposing pressures by the individual
investors whereby 50 percent would ask that he vote one
way and 50 percent ask that he vote another way or some
other proportional holding?"

"Mr. Clifford: It is inconceivable to me because of
the understanding and even commitment that we have with
the shareholders as to the manner in which they intend
to treat the investment. They have informed us. We
have proceeded on that assumption. They have abided by
it. But [sic] they remain the passive investor, and
that we will continue on with our task, replacing
certain persons on the Board."

Letter of May 1, 1981 from Altman to Mannion,
responding to questions submitted by Sidney Bailey,
Virginia Commissioner of Financial Institutions:
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"Question No. 21: It is assumed that the investors
will retain control, directly or indirectly, over major
policy-making functions. Should such policies as may
be adopted prove detrimental in some respect to FGB and
its subsidiaries, under what circumstances and to what
extent will the sources of policy be accessible and
amenable to regulatory agencies?"

"Answer No. 21: The question proceeds from an
erroneous assumption. The Investors do not intend to
direct policymaking or to establish major policies
within Financial General, or its subsidiaries, after
the acquisition has been completed. The sources of
bank policy are to be the Boards of Directors and the
management of each of the subsidiary banks with
supervision by the management and the Board of
Financial General."

Letter of May 11, 1981 from Altman to Mannion,
responding to questions submitted by New York State
Senator Manfred Ohrenstein:

"Question No. 7: What guarantees do the depositors and
borrowers of Financial General Bankshares' two New York
banks (Bank of Commerce and Community State Bank) have
that this foreign cartel will exercise the same sound
fiduciary judgment they have been accustomed to in
dealing with these banks?"

"Answer No. 7: There is no 'foreign cartel' involved
in this transaction. There is merely a group of
investors who believe that the acquisition of Financial
General is a sound investment. They do not intend to
sit of the Board of Directors of Financial General or
its subsidiaries, or to establish bank policies, or
otherwise to operate the Company. The Financial
General Board of Directors is to consist of able and
distinguished Americans, and the new President and
Chief Executive Officer of Financial General will be an
outstanding and experienced commercial banker."

UtiflMi MllE ft Georgia
BCCI orchestrated the purchase of the National Bank of

Georgia by a BCCI nominee from Bert Lance and arranged for its
subsequent sale to CCAH/First American through a complex
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transaction designed to hide BCCI's interest from Federal Reserve

scrutiny.

In 1977 due to severe financial problems Bert Lance sought

to sell his interest in NBG. BCCI President Aga Hasan Abedi

arranged for Lance to be bought out of NBG by BCCI shareholder

and nominee Ghaith R. Pharaon. Pharaon paid double the market

price for the stock and bought 60% of Lance's shares.20 Abedi

also arranged a $3.5 million credit line for Lance to repay other

Lance debts. The affairs of NBG became completely dominated by

BCCI over the next several years.

In 1986, Pharaon himself was experiencing financial

difficulties. Federal investigators believe that BCCI made a

decision that NBG had to be taken out of Pharaon 's hands so that

the franchise would not be attached by Pharaon' s creditors. At

this time FAB expressed interest in purchasing NBG.

Because Georgia interstate banking laws would not have

legally permitted FAB's acquisition of NBG, it was necessary to
structure a complex series of financial arrangements in order to

complete the sale. As discussed above, Clifford and Altman both

sent memos to BCCI indicating that the transaction should be

structured so as not to invite unwarranted federal scrutiny of

the link between BCCI and CCAH. The transaction began with a

CCAH rights offering which was funded by loans to the investors

20 Regardies, May, 1990.
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from BCCI. CCAH ended up with $154 million which was then

transferred to an account at BCCI's Grand Cayman branch.

An agreement was then reached whereby Pharaon would receive

$220 million for the sale of NBG. [This money would presumably

be used to pay off Pharaon' s creditors, including BCCI] The $220

million was funded through a series of complicated transactions.

On December 18, 1986 CCAH paid Pharaon $80 million for an

option to buy NBG that expired June 20, 1988. [CCAH could not

directly acquire NBG due to Georgia law] Later on January 19,

1987, BCCI granted Pharaon a $140 million loan presumably to

provide the remaining portion of the $220 million purchase price.

The loan matured on the date that CCAH exercised its option at a
price of $140 million. Pharaon secured the BCCI loan and the

CCAH option agreement by pledging his NBG shares. BCCI held the

shares as pledge agent.

BCCI documents retained in Abu Dhabi indicate that concerns

were raised that the transaction could cause Federal Reserve

scrutiny if it "were presented as an "integrated" transaction.
It appears that Altman wanted the NBG shares pledged to both BCCI
and CCAH as a device to evade Federal Reserve review. A December

4, 1986 memo from S. Malik, BCCI legal division to S. Nagyi

states:

The reason for having two Pledge Agreements is that Mr.
R. Altman feels that In the previous Pledge Agreement,
the references to 'Loan Agreement' would have given the
Federal Reserve cause to see the 'Loan Agreement ' and
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possibly decide that an ■intergrated transaction" was
being entered into. Whereas now, with the two Pledge
Agreements, the Federal Reserve will only see the
Option Pledge, which contains no references to the Loan
Agreement .

Further, a memo dated December 23, 1986 from Saleem Malik

of the BCCI Legal Division to Swaleh Naqvi states that: "After

consultation with Mr. Altman and Millbank Tweed, they advised

that the Loan agreement be signed and dated in mid-January or

early February 1987, as by then a reasonable period will have

elapsed since signing the Option and the "integrated transaction"

argument would not be successful. Accordingly, I hope to return
to New York next year and have the Loan and Pledge Agreements

executed ..."

Subsequently, the documents were executed, as described in

the December 23, 1986 Malik memo, and Georgia law was modified

through the efforts of lobbyists on the NBG payroll to permit

CCAH to acquire NBG. CCAH used the monies obtained from the

BCCI-funded 1986 subscription to purchase NBG in August, 1987.

Pharaon paid off his loans to BCCI and NBG was safe from his

creditors.

BCCI's Links with Centrust Savings

BCCI had significant Centrust ties through the relationship

of BCCI front man Ghaith Pharaon and David Paul. Pharaon in 1986

sought to purchase securities of Centrust that would have given

him a 28% ownership interest in the thrift. However, Pharaon

reduced his purchase to slightly under 25% so as to avoid a
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presumption of control. Documents discovered in London by BCCI

auditors indicate that BCCI financed this acquisition of Centrust

shares.

Paul and Pharaon began a business and personal relationship

some time in the mid-1980' s and records indicate that the two

acted as virtual partners. Examples of Pharaon 's links to

Centrust include:

1 . ) Intervention with the Federal Home Loan bank Board on
Centrust' s behalf. Pharaon had meetings with the
Chairman of the FHLBB as well as senior regulatory
officials in Washington concerning Centrust. Pharaon
was seeking favorable treatment for the thrift from the
regulators. Additionally, Pharaon or his attorney,
Charles Jones had at least four meetings with
regulatory staff of the Federal Home loan Bank of
Atlanta. Also, Charles Jones attended meetings with
Atlanta officials to discuss Centrust examination
findings. This appears to be highly unusual behavior
for an individual that is supposed to be a passive
shareholder. Moreover, in one meeting with Atlanta
officials Pharaon gave the 1986 National Bank of
Georgia sale to FAB as an example of how he had the
resources to recapitalize an institution. The
implication appears to have been that Pharaon either
had the personal resources or the ability to find a
buyer for Centrust to bring fresh capital to the
institution. It should be noted that regulators now
believe that BCCI provided the capital to FAB for the
NBG acquisition.

2 . ) Pharaon in conjunction with BCCI participated in a
scheme with Centrust whereby $25 million of Centrust
junk bonds were "parked" with BCCI subject to a buy-
back arrangement. The junk bonds were part of a $150
million offering underwritten by Drexel Burnham
Lambert. This transaction permitted Centrust to
present a more favorable capital position to regulators
during the 1988 examination. This "parking" scheme has
been referred by the regulators to the Department of
Justice for possible criminal prosecution.
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3. ) Documents indicate that at one time Paul and Pharaon
had an agreement where Centrust would acquire 50% of
Pharaon' s insurance company. Paul and Pharaon appear
to have had a definitive signed agreement but
ultimately had to withdraw from the deal because
regulators would not approve the transaction. It is
interesting to note that certain correspondance between
Pharaon and Paul are copied to BCCI. It is unclear why
this was done.

4. ) Paul and Pharaon jointly looked at several Florida and
Georgia based banks and thrifts. Pharaon had
additional meetings with regulatory officials in
Atlanta concerning these acquisitions. This was over a
time period that documents recovered from Abu Dhabi
indicate that BCCI was actively looking for
acquisitions in Florida.

5 . ) Based on CenTrust records , Paul and Pharaon appear to
have been in personal or phone contact on an almost
daily basis beginning in 1986. The amount of contact
involved appears highly unusual for a "passive"
shareholder. The two businessmen regularly vacationed
with each other and were jointly pursuing several
business deals around the world.

6. ) The FHLBB examiners also believed that Pharaon had
submitted phony offers on certain real estate held by
Centrust with the intent of reducing the accounting
losses that Centrust faced on the properties.
Correspondence also indicates that at one time Pharaon
was negotiating for the Centrust Tower, although it
remains unclear if these negotiations were serious.

7. ) A joint real estate project that Paul and Pharaon were
considering that they called the "LA Soap Company land
deal" indicates potential Centrust ties with BCCI
affiliate Independence Bank. A February 9, 1988 memo
from Pharaon employee Farid Djouhri to David Paul
discussing the real estate project closes with the
sentence, "Please note that Independence Bank said it
wants to participate in this transaction.1*

Additionally, links exist between CenTrust and First

American. Documents indicate that David Paul and Ghaith Pharaon

met with Robert Altman at First American Bank directly before

meeting with the FHLBB Chairman on June 24, 1988. Paul and

Pharaon met with the FHLBB Chairman to seek regulatory
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forbearance for CenTrust. Paul had previously met with NBG

personnel who continued working for the bank after it became FAB
of Georgia. Interestingly, it appears that either Paul hired
certain FAB employees or Centrust was using FAB to conduct a due

diligence investigation of Charles Keating 's Lincoln Savings.

Pursuant to the due diligence, a decision was made that Lincoln

was not an attractive acquisition candidate.

Finally, documents retained at BCCI's Abu Dhabi office

reflect minutes of a meeting that occurred October 2, 1989

between BCCI personnel and members of the law firm of Clifford &

Warnke including Clifford and Altman. The minutes indicate that

Clifford listed Centrust as one of several institutions "who have

expressed their interest in the merger with FAB." No indication

exists that FAB went any further in this interest, but it should
be noted that documents indicate that FAB and BCCI had been

looking for Florida acquisitions since 1986.

BCCI acquisition of Independence Bank

The Fed alleges that BCCI, through Ghaith Pharaon, a major

shareholder and" customer, secretly acquired the $400 million

Independence Bank of Encino, California. In 1985, Pharaon

purchased the California bank for $23 million. Based on telexes,

regulators believe that BCCI funded the acquisition and then went

to considerable length to conceal its involvement. One telex

46-783 - 92 - 31
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reveals that BCCI transferred $8 million for the acquisition to

Pharaon's account in Lamarche's BAIL21

Once the bank was acquired, BCCI took an active role in

selecting Independence Bank's new management. Kemal Shoaib, a

longtime BCCI employee, was appointed Chairman. While serving as

Chairman, Shoaib continued to receive pension benefits and a

subsidized mortgage from BCCI. Under his direction, deposits

increased from $250 million to $1 billion. This growth was

fueled by a heavy reliance on brokered deposits. The bank, in

turn, invested heavily in real estate development. After

receiving approval from California regulators, Independence Bank

undertook numerous direct investment projects. Regulators now

believe that the bank's investments went well beyond its legal

limits.

Also, it is apparent that BCCI believed that Indpendence
Bank was part of its banking family. In a letter to Abedi from

Louis E. Saubolle, a BCCI employee in BCCI's California office,

Saubolle discusses the potential acquisition of American Asian

Bank. The letter states that "this bank (American Asian) and its
network is a perfect compliment to the Independence Bank and the

two will give us a base for future expansion throughout

California as well as into Western American states."22

Federal Reserve Notice of Charges.
22 Letter from Louis E. Saubolle to Agha Hasan Abedi,

October 22, 1985.
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BCCI Money Laundering in Florida

In 1987, during the course of an undercover operation

investigating narcotics trafficking and money laundering, Customs

agents were directed to three BCCI offices in Florida: Tampa,

Boca Raton and Miami. These BCCI offices laundered millions of

dollars for the agents up until arrests were made and indictments

were handed down in October of 1988. In September of 1988 in a

taped conversation between Amjad Awan, a BCCI-Miami bank officer,

and an undercover Customs agent, Awan made the following

statements :

"Last Friday, I was told that, ah, our lawyers, Mr. Altman
was there, and he suggested to the bank that I should be
immediately transferred from the U.S. to Paris. So, they

duly transferred me on Friday to Paris." [In response to an

attempt by a Senate Committee to subpoena Awan]

"Our attorneys, are, they're heavyweights, I mean Clark
Clifford is, is sort of the Godfather to the Democratic

Party. Uh, you know, he's been the Secretary of State

[sic], he's been Secretary of Defense. He's been in the

White House since the time of Truman. He was Truman's legal

counsel. He's like 80 years old, but he's all there.

That's a very heavyweight firm."

"We own a bank in Washington, its called First American.

The holding company is in Washington, and there are 5 banks

actually. First American of New York, D.C., Virginia,
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Maryland, Tennessee and Georgia. There's 6 banks, 6 large

banks, they are $10 billion dollar banks. Bought out by

BCCI about 8 years ago. Ostensibly in the name of some

Arabs, who also happen to be our chairmen. And, BCCI was

acting as our advisor to them, but truth of the matter is

that the bank belongs to BCCI. Those guys are just nominee

shareholders." 23

The indictments in the BCCI case led to the conviction of

five BCCI employees in Florida and two in the U.K. One

individual has been extradited from England and is awaiting trial

in Florida. BCCI also had to forfeit $14 million seized in

Florida. To date, this is the largest forfeiture or fine

obtained against a financial institution.

All of the legal fees for the defense of BCCI and its

employees were paid out of a Clifford & Warnke firm account at

First American Bank. Wire transfer and account records from FAB

indicate that over $22 million was sent to the Clifford & Warnke

account to pay for BCCI 1s legal defense in the money laundering

case. It is estimated that over $30 million was spent by BCCI to
defend the bank and its employees. Altman flew to Paris in 1990

to inform the BCCI Board of Directors about the BCCI (Florida)

plea bargain and a cease and desist order included in that

agreement .

23 Justice Department transcript of conversation between
Robert Musella, Customs undercover agent, and Amjad Awan, BCCI
employee employee, September 9, 1988, Miami, Florida.
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Political/Charitable Activities of BCCI

BCCI's practice of gaining legitimacy through political

contacts and charitable contributions was also applied in the

United States. Shortly after leaving his post as U.S. Ambassador

to the U.N., Andrew Young was approached by BCCI to provide names

of potential customers in southern Africa and Central America.

In return, BCCI promised to give Young's trading company, Andrew

Young Associates, an annual retainer of $50,000. In the early

1980' s, the firm took out a $74,000 term loan and a $125,000 line

of credit with NBG. An October 1983 internal loan review of the

two credits reveals:

Andrew Young Associates, Inc. is a small illiquid,
unprofitable, infinitely leveraged company which has
not yet achieved the revenues levels [sic] that it had
expected. As a result of the aforementioned and NBG's
under-collateral ized position, the analyst believes
that unwarranted credit risk may have been undertaken
in extending credit to the company.

In August of 1985, the credits were put on NBG's past due

list. Shortly after this, BCCI took over the firm's line of
credit and increased it to $175,000. In early 1989, the
outstanding balance of $160,000 was forgiven by BCCI. Mr.

Young's partner, Stoney Cooks, contends that BCCI had not paid

the trading company its annual retainer and that forgiving the

loan was payment for past services.

state politicians also benefitted from BCCI's largesse. In

1987, BCCI wanted to purchase the National Bank of Georgia from

Pharaon. The acquisition was prohibited by a Georgia reciprocal

banking law that did not include Maryland and Washington D.C.,
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where First American operated. BCCI paid two Georgia lobbyists,

one being Pharoan's lawyer, $1.25 million to get the state law

changed. The legislature subsequently voted to include Maryland

and D.C. The U.S. Attorney in Atlanta is currently investigating

allegations that Georgia legislators accepted favors in return

for voting for the bill.

In 1982, Bert Lance introduced Abedi to former President

Jimmy Carter. After this meeting, Carter's world charity

organization, Global 2000, would receive $8 million from BCCI and

$2.5 million from the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority which

controls BCCI. The Carter Center at Emory University also

received $800,000 from Abedi. In 1986, Carter and Young traveled

on Abedi' s personal 727 on a five day tour of Africa.

Furthermore, Carter and Young knew Abedi personally and were

invited to his elaborate parties on his estate outside of

Savannah.

Involvement of the Federal Agencies

BCCI was able to circumvent Federal Reserve Board

restrictions involving the purchase of a number of American

banks and was able to disguise its ownership for over 10 years.

The bank fraudulently hid huge losses and even outwitted a

multinational group of regulators that was organized several

years ago to try to get a clearer picture of the bank's

activities. BCCI was not shut down until July 5, 1991. At the

time of the bank's closing, the Bank of England stated that "the
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culture of the bank is criminal." Questions arise as to why U.S.

regulatory and law enforcement agencies did not act sooner.

The Federal Reserve

The 1978 application and the subsequent litigation involving

the purchase of Financial General revealed that the investors

owned BCCI stock, relied on Agha Hason Abedi for guidance and had

outstanding loans to BCCI . Internal Bank of America documents

entered into evidence in the 1978 SEC case alleged that BCCI made

millions of dollars in high risk loans to insiders. The SEC was

also aware that Adham and Fulaij had received bribes to

facilitate aircraft purchases in the Middle East. A Pakistani

government document from the 1978 SEC case detailed cash payments

by Abedi of more than $2 million to Pakistan's Prime Minister.

BCCI's reputation was sufficiently tarnished by the late 1970s

such that B of A sold its 30% share in the bank and most major

European banks refused to do business with BCCI. Also in the

late 1970s, the Bank of England refused to grant BCCI a full-
service banking license (because the bank officials would not

produce records justifying rapid growth) and the New York bank

superintendent blocked efforts to acquire the Chelsea bank.

The Fed approved the Arab investor group's second

application in 1981 after an extensive investigation and a

hearing. It had not changed markedly from the 1978 application
except for the promise that BCCI would not be the financier for

any Financial General shares and the personal assurances of
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Clifford and Altman that the investors were men of high integrity

and were not fronts for BCCI. Federal Reserve officials maintain
that there was nothing concrete that would have justified denying

the application. They maintain that although there was not a

requirement that the investors had to be certified as persons of

good character, the standard was that they had to find that the

applicants were not disreputable. A major factor in the approval

of the application appears to be the assertions of Clifford and

Altman that BCCI would have no role in the financing or the

management of the bank.

The first time that the Federal Reserve became aware of
possible illegal activity in BCCI was on April 22, 1987 during an
examination by the Atlanta Reserve Bank of BCCI's Miami agency.

On May 15, 1987, the Atlanta Reserve Bank made a criminal

referral to the U.S. Attorney in Tampa and the FBI concerning

money laundering at BCCI's Florida agencies. On June 5, 1987,

the Federal Reserve Board staff sent the May 15 criminal referal

to the IRS.

In September of 1988, the Board staff was asked to provide

assistance to a Tampa IRS agent investigating money laundering in

BCCI's agencies. The agent declined to do the paperwork to

obtain a detailed Fed employee because of the workload associated

with the planned arrest and indictment of the BCCI suspects in

early October. After the BCCI indictment on October 9, 1988,

Federal Reserve and State authorities coordinated the examination
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of all of BCCI's U.S. agencies. The Atlanta and New York Reserve

Banks found evidence of money laundering in BCCI ' s New York and

Boca Raton agencies.

On October 19, 1988 the Fed staff discussed the BCCI

indictment with the Bank of England. Regulators in Hong Kong and

the Cayman Islands were also contacted. Fed staff also met with

BCCI representatives regarding the asset seizure and the

indictment on October 20. On October 2 5 the Atlanta Reserve Bank

discovered additional evidence of money laundering in the Boca

Raton agency and made a criminal referral to the U.S. Attorney

for Miami. On October 31, 1988, the New York Reserve Bank and

the New York State banking regulator made criminal referrals

regarding BCCI to the U.S. Attorney in New York and Tampa.

In November of 1988 the New York Reserve Bank sent a letter

to the Miami U.S. Attorney regarding money laundering in BCCI's

Boca Raton office. The New York Reserve Bank also briefed

Assistant U.S. Attorneys, FBI agents and IRS agents in the

Southern District of New York concerning BCCI money laundering.

The Reserve Banks subsequently reported the findings of the

coordinated examinations to the Federal Reserve Board staff,

which then began drafting cease and desist orders against BCCI

for violations of the Bank Secrecy Act.

During the late 1980s, because of perceived irregularities

in the European branches of BCCI, a "college of supervisors" was
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created to try to gain a more accurate picture of BCCI

operations. The college consisted of bank regulators from

England, the Cayman Islands, Luxembourg and several other

European countries. The college attempted to create a

consolidated picture of BCCI. Because BCCI's American

operations were thought to be limited to several non-deposit-

taking agencies, the Federal Reserve did not participate in the

college.

The question of the possible control of First American by

BCCI was first raised on December 27, 1988. An IRS agent in
Tampa, David Burris, contacted a Fed staff member, William

Ryback, for information on the 1980 CCAH application and hearing.

Burris also asked Ryback a hypothetical question as to what the

Fed would do if four or five witnesses would testify that they
heard from BCCI officials that BCCI owned First American Bank.
Ryback responded that documentary evidence would probably be

needed before the Fed could act. On December, 29, 1988, a

Richmond Federal Reserve staff member received a call from a

reporter inquiring about the ownership of First American. The

reporter referred to an affidavit filed by an FBI agent that

quoted a BCCI employee.

In January of 1989, the Richmond Reserve Bank conducted a

special investigation of BCCI and CCAH. All of the First

American Banks were asked to report on transactions with BCCI.

CCAH management was also questioned on BCCI links. The Richmond
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Reserve Bank filed a report one month later stating that no

evidence was found of irregular or significant contacts between

BCCI and First American. The report also found no evidence that

CCAH failed to adhere to its commitments.

On May 2, 1989, the Tampa U.S. Attorney subpoenaed the

records relating to BCCI and CCAH. On May 31, Board staff met

with Tampa prosecutors. The prosecutors did not divulge any of

the content of the transcripts involved in the then pending BCCI

prosecution. The Fed staff agreed to return to Tampa when the

criminal investigation was completed.

On June 2, 1989 the Federal Reserve Board asked the Reserve

Banks to conduct coordinated safety and soundness examinations of

all BCCI offices.

On June 12, 1989, the Tampa U.S. Attorney subpoenaed records

involving BCCI, CCAH, NBG, First American and Independence Bank

from the Reserve Banks at Richmond, Atlanta and San Francisco.

On August" 17, 1989, an Assistant District Attorney from New

York County told the New York Reserve Bank about an unnamed

informant's report that BCCI controlled First American and that

BCCI was inadequately capitalized. The Assistant D.A. did not

provide any further information. In August and September, the

New York Reserve Bank investigated the allegations involving

First American and BCCI.
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On October 5, 1989 at a meeting in Switzerland, a Fed staff

member asked the Luxembourg bank regulator about BCCI and CCAH.

The Luxembourg supervisor responded that there had been BCCI

loans to CCAH shareholders since 1985. Following upon this, on

December 13, 1989, William Ryback wrote to Altman and requested

information on any BCCI loans to the original or subsequent

investors in CCAH. Altman responded on February 5, 1990, stating

that he did not have access to the requested information and

attached a Naqvi letter stating that no CCAH shareholder had

borrowed from BCCI or used CCAH stock as collateral.

On January 16, 1990 the Tampa prosecutors sent a copy of the

BCCI plea bargain to the Federal Reserve. The Fed was not sent

earlier drafts or given an opportunity to comment. BCCI pleaded

guilty in Tampa on February 5, 1990.

On February 7, 1990, Fed staff and New York Reserve Bank

staff met with IRS investigators in Tampa. The IRS agents state

that they believed that CCAH and BCCI were part of the same

corporate family. The agents also stated that the BCCI employees

that supplied this evidence may be of questionable veracity.

During March and April of 1990 Fed staff attempted to contact an

IRS informant but was unsuccessful.

First American continued to maintain its independence from

BCCI. On March 15, 1990, a letter from Kamal Adham to Altman is
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forwarded to the Fed. The letter states that Adham's shares were

not financed by BCCI. On May 8, 1990, Fed staff met with Altman.

Altman again denied any tie between BCCI and CCAH. Continuing

the investigation, on May 11th the Cayman Islands regulator was

contacted about BCCI and CCAH shareholders. The Cayman

supervisor stated that he did not have any records indicating a

relationship between CCAH and BCCI.

On June 6, 1990, the Fed received Price Waterhouse BCCI

audits from the Bank of England. This is the first credible
source that indicates that nominee arrangements might exist.

On June 11, 1990, BCCI sent a letter to the Federal Reserve

Board stating that it intended to close all U.S. BCCI offices
except New York. On June 12th the New York Reserve Bank

suggested BCCI cease all operations in the U.S. On July 11th

BCCI was instructed not to shift any assets to the New York

agency without prior notice.

On June 27, 1990, the Federal Reserve and the New York

County DA's office reached an agreement on the sharing of

information regarding BCCI. From August 1990 until the present

Federal Reserve staff has been meeting with New York State

prosecutors. (The New York D.A. indicted BCCI on July 29, 1991,

and also charged Abedi and Nagyi . )

From August 1990 through November 1990, the Federal Reserve
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continued its efforts to obtain documents from BCCI and from
Luxembourg regarding CCAH shareholders. In late October, the Fed

was told by the New York D.A. that a confidential Price

Waterhouse report confirmed BCCI control of First American. On

November 26, 1990, during a meeting with the Fed, BCCI counsel

objected to the sharing of the Price Waterhouse report.

However, on December 10, 1990, a Fed staff member was able

to review the Price Waterhouse report in London. The report

indicated that there were a number of outstanding, non-performing

loans made to CCAH shareholders. The report also stated that

BCCI held the CCAH stock as collateral. On December 21, 1990,

Fed staff met with BCCI counsel. The Fed was informed that

investors in Abu Dhabi had purchased 77% of CCAH stock and that

BCCI counsel discovered that substantial amounts of CCAH stock

have been pledged to BCCI as collateral for non-performing loans.

Also on December 21, the Fed received a letter from Altman

clarifying his response to the December 13, 1989 letter from

Ryback. Altman stated that he became aware that in 1986 M.

Hammoud used CCAH shares as collateral for BCCI borrowings.

Altman again neglected to mention his and Clifford's borrowings

from BCCI.

In early January of 1991, the Fed obtained information from

BCCI counsel that eight CCAH shareholders had outstanding loans

of $1.7 billion, secured by the CCAH stock. The Federal Reserve

Board ordered a formal investigation on January 2, 1991. On
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January 10 the Fed staff met with Justice Department officials
concerning BCCI. On January 14, all CCAH records in the U.S.

were subpoenaed by the Fed. BCCI counsel met with the Fed staff

to describe documentary material in BCCI's files relevant to the

nominee arrangements. On January 22nd, the Fed sent a proposed

cease and desist order to BCCI and made criminal referrals to the

Justice Department.

During late January of 1991 the Fed staff met with the ■

Justice Department and the federal and state bank regulators to

brief them on the BCCI. During February and March witnesses were

interviewed and deposed. On March 4, 1991 the Fed and the New

York Banking Department issued an order requiring BCCI to divest

its interest in CCAH.

From March 14 - 21, 1991, Fed staff interviewed witnesses

and obtained documents in Abu Dhabi. On March 27, the Richmond

Reserve Bank notified First American Bank of New York that its

relationship with BCCI must be terminated by the end of 1991.

On April 3, 1991, the Fed sent a proposed cease and desist

order to Independence Bank. Discussions were held with the FDIC

San Francisco office regarding relationships between Independence

Bank and BCCI. On May 7, 1991, the Fed and the California

Banking Superintendent issued an order requiring the divestiture

of Independence Bank. The Fed also made criminal referrals to

the Justice Department regarding the National Bank of Georgia and
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Independence Bank.

On July 5, 1991, all BCCI offices in the U.S. were seized.
On July 12th, the Fed issued a notice against four individuals

associated with the acquisition of Independence Bank by Pharoan.

The D.C. U.S. Attorney requested a deferral of civil money
penalty action against the individuals. On July 25, 1991 the Fed

staff met with Justice officials and the D.C. U.S. Attorney. On

July 29, 1991, the Fed issued a notice against BCCI and nine

individuals to prohibit them from engaging in the practice of

banking in the U.S.

The Federal Reserve appears to have acted in a timely manner

to investigate suspicious activity starting in 1987. Could the

Fed have done a better job ten years ago investigating the

investors in Financial General? Did it simply rely on the
assurances of Clifford and Altman? The circumstances surrounding

the 1980 application indicate that the Fed examined the financial

statements of the investors, but did not consider other relevant

information. One of the weaknesses of the application process is

that the Fed does not have the direct access to certain

information, especially intelligence data, that is routinely

available to other federal agencies. It should be noted that the
nominee arrangements for the ownership of First American were

kept hidden by Abedi and Naqvi until the records were seized

pursuant to a search warrant by the Bank of England. Still, a
retrospective analysis of the 1980 application indicates that the

Fed may have placed too much reliance on the assertions of
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Clifford and Altman.

The Treasury Department/Customs Service

The former Customs Commissioner, William von Raab, has

alleged that the BCCI plea bargain was too weak and that BCCI

escaped further scrutiny after the 1988 Florida money laundering

indictment because if its "influence team working up and down the
Eastern seaboard." Robert Mazur, the former Customs agent who

taped conversations with Amjad Awan, is said to have urged his

superiors in Customs to pursue the allegations of BCCI control of

First American. Mazur has since left Customs and joined the DEA.

A Minority staff investigation in Tampa, Florida, did not

uncover any evidence to substantiate these allegations. The

Assistant U.S. Attorney that handled the BCCI plea bargain

appeared to have obtained the best possible deal for the

government. Because of the court in which the case was pending,

if the case had gone to trial a much smaller fine than $14.7
million was likely. Additionally, the first count in the
indictment, the conspiracy to traffic in narcotics, was likely to

be dismissed by the judge because the only evidence to prove that

count was money laundering. (In the later trials of the six BCCI

employees, the same conspiracy counts were dismissed by the

court.) Officials in Florida stated that there was no evidence

of influence peddling and that Clifford and Altman were not part

of the plea negations or the court appearances. Furthermore,

Customs officials deny that Mazur ever requested an additional
investigation of BCCI or that there were inadequate resources to

46-783 - 92 - 32
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investigate BCCI. Customs officials indicated that the First
American ownership question was referred to the Federal Reserve

as the proper federal authority to conduct the investigation.

One dissenting voice found in Tampa was the former U.S. Attorney,

Robert W. Merkle. Merkle had left office prior to the BCCI

indictment but he indicated that he would have pursued BCCI more

aggressively, possibly indicting the bank under RICO.

Conclusion

This preliminary report summarizes BCCI's activities in the

United States, and specifically focuses on the actions of Mr.

Clifford and Mr. Altman vis a vis First American Bank and BCCI.

Having reviewed thousands of documents related to First American

and BCCI, the minority staff is dismayed that Mr. Clifford and

Mr. Altman were unable to discern BCCI's ownership of First

American. The report notes BCCI was clearly a bank which engaged

in massive deception of U.S. regulatory authorities in a number

of areas, such as ownership, money laundering, etc. Yet many

questions during this investigation remain unanswered.

Unquestionably7 future hearings and further investigation of BCCI

are warranted.
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THE SITUATION OF ACQUISITION OF FGB IS AS FOLLOWSl-

1. BY TODAY WE WOULD HAVE ACQUIRED OR CONTRACTED TO ACQU

1/2 (SEVENTEEN AND ONE HALF) PER CENT SHARES, THIS
SHARES OF GEN. OLHSTEAD'S FAMILY ABOUT ».5 PERCENT.
AVERAGE COST FOR 13 l/2 PERCENT SHARES AS ABOUT 12.7
THE GOS SHARES IS 15. 1Q

:. BESIDES MR. JACK STEPHENS AND MR. METZGER HAVE ABOuV lS "PERCENT
SHARES, WHICH WE CAN BUY NOWOR LATER. IN ANY EVEN.TCTHeJ' L\ LL
GO WITH US. FOR THIS PURPOSE THE STEPHENS GROUP I sStOW^OKEN
UP, THE MEMBERS. HAVING EITHER SOLO THE SHARES OR BEING

NON COMMITTED.

. THIS BRINGS OUR ACTUAL STRENGTH TODAY TO ABOUT 23/2* PERCENT.

. MR. CASEY 'HAS A BLOCK OF 8.6 PERCENT ABOUT SALE OF WHICH
HE IS STILL UNDECIDED, OF THIS HE HAS GIVEN A CONTINUING
PROXY OF: SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER OF SHARES TO MR MIDDENDORF.
OUR FREIND HAD A TALK WITH HIM AND CAME BACK WITH A FEELING

THAT MR CASEY WILL NOT GO TO THE OTHER SIDE. HOWEVER
THIS BEINGCRITICALLY IMPORTANT TO US, I HAVE REQUESTED OUR

FRIEND. JT0 CONFIRM IT IN OUR FAVOUR BY A PROXY OR
ON TO PURCHASE AT A PRICE.

THE CONTESTING GROUP OF SAUL AND MIDDENDORF AND FRIENDS

HAVE CLOSE TO 17.5 PERCENT. BESIDES THEY HAVE MANAGEMENT
CONTROL. AS OF NOW THEY ARE IN A CONTEST INS,M06)D AND HENCE

CASEY'S IMPORTANCE FOR US. 4 <0 <
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7. IF THIS MEETING IS FRUITFUL OUR FRIEND WOULD IMMEDIATELY
THEREAFTER TALK TO MIDDENDORF- INFORMING HIM OF OUR STRENGTH

AND ALSO,.OUR!DEsiRE' THAT THEY GO ALONG WITH US EITHER'

BY SALE OF^/SHARES TO US OR ALTERNATIVELY COOPERATE IN OUR

DESIRE TO 'MAKE-'A 'PUBLIC TENDER AND THE ANTECEDENT ARRANGEMENTS

FOR PASSING 'on 'CONTROL TO US.
;'• ;t

8. IF MIDDENDORF AND SAUL AGREE TO SELL (AND THIS MAY BE AT
A PRICE) WE NEED NOT GO FOR TENDER OFFER AND ACQUIRE
MAJORITY BY BUYING SOME MORE SHARES FROM THE MARKET.

9. IF ON THE OTHER HAND SAUL AND MIDDENDORF DO NOT SEttS ANjg^LSO
DO NOT GO WITH US THEY WOULDCONTEST ANY POSSIBLE A§N£Ef
OFFER OR OUR ATTEMPT TO TAKE OVER MANAGEMENT CONTjia£,C
THIS THEY CAN DO BY CONTESTING THE DESIRABILITY Qtiy

""

QUI SIT I ON BY FOREIGNERS FROM THE POINT OF V lEw/efeffiiNCI AL

jg OR MANAGERIAL ABILITY AND OR LOCAL SSNTIHENy <Gftjj?3T
TiPASSING ON CONTROL TO A FOREIGN GROUP.

10.

VIEW OF THE POS

THIS WOULD BE APPARENT IF AND WHEN THEY TAKE

BY GOING THROUGH APPOINTMENT OF NEW DIRECTORS

MEETING OF FEB. 23RD NOTWITHSTANDING OURNjWTCE THAT THIS

BE POSTPONED. NO DOUBT OUR ATTORNI^STlLL ATTEND THE MEETING
AND ASSERT OUR RIGHTS - AS

OF THIS CONTEST AND ALSO FOR

PRESENTATION ^jpfTHE HOLDING COMPANY APPLICATION TO FED

OUR FR|ENP)"ADVISED THAT WE MAY RETAIN MR CLIFFORD AS CHIEF

COUNSEL, THE PREPARATORY FUNCTIONS BEING HANDLED BY MR

METZGER'SFIRMM ]
ACCORDINGLY' I MET MR CLARK CLIFFORD AND EXPLAINED TO HIM OUR

STRATEGY' AND OUR GOAL. HE WAS HAPPY TO KNOW THE DETAILS

AND HAS BLESSED THE ACQUISITION.

IN THE NEXT FEW DAYS WE WOULDSTART PUTTING TOGETHER MATERIAL

•R A TENDER OFFER.
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iH VIEW OF OUR■ACQUISITION OF 17.7 PERCENT AND OUR DESIRE
TO KEEP INDIVIDUAL-OWNERSHIP TO BELOW 5 PERCENT 'WE HAVE TO

DlSTRIBUTE^THE OWNERSHIP TO k PERSONS OF SUBSTANCE. WE HAVE

ALREADY; GIVEN THE NAMES OF SHEIKH KAMAL ADHAH AND MR,.

FULAIG., rfwsj WANT!TWO OTHER NAMES IMMEHI ATFLY. 'iInDFR-

SECURIT|Es;;anD 'EXCHANGE REGULATIONS WE ARE ALSO OBLIGED TO

REPORT TOICOMMISSION AS WELL AS FINANCI AL GENERAL DETAILS

OF PURCHASERS. --WE REQUIRE THEIR BIODATA AND POWERS OF ATTORNEY

FROM THEM. WE MUST HAVE THIS EARLY THIS WEEK TO AVOID
POSSIBLE. UAB IUTY ON MR METZGER AND PURCHASERS. WE HAVE TO
BE CAREFUL THAT OUR NAME DOES NOT APPEAR ASFINANCIEF
MOST OF THEM FOR*-tIh^ACQuTsi IT I ON.

THE NECESSITY OF^'gjLlftG/
this return has arisen on account of concentration <jfct

anWour
/ tT{I I .V

/*
I AM SORRY I THE TIME SCHEDULE IS TIGHT AND MAY E

VISIT OR OTHERWISE CONTACTING SHEIKH KAMAL AND
HO A FEW OTHERS.

5 PERCENT IN THE; HANDS OF METZGER, HIS KNOWLEDGE

INTENTION TO ACQUIRE CONTROL.

I AM AWARE IT WOULD BE INCONVENIENT TO RUSH YOU BUT COULD THIS BE
DONE DUR

5*3, 3/5 3A DAYS AS THE MATTER IS OF SOME CONSEQUENCE TO US
IN WASHINGTON.

REGARDS

ABDUS SAMI

a4^

CORRECTIONS PLEASE READ FOR THE LAST TWO BOTTOM LINES AS...
»l >^

DONE DURING THE; NEXT 3/4 DAYS AS THE MATTER IS OF SOME CONSEQUENCE
TO US IN WASHINGTON....

REGARDS

BA' *OM LONDON

386500 BCCILH G»

23750 AHA PK'.

»cuy.

3 &
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sources of Payments to Clifford, Altman & Related Parties
The BCCI Connection

Law Firm of Clifford & Warnke

1. Pays Clifford as managing partner;
2. Pays Altman as partner;
3. Receives fee income from representing Bert Lance during
confirmation hearing in 1977;

4. Receives fee income from representing Bert Lance in sale of
National Bank of Georgia;

5. Receives fee income from representing Credit and Commerce
Holdings, Netherlands Antilles, (CCAH, N.V.) a foreign bank
holding company that owns Credit and Commerce Investments
(CCAI) ;

6. Receives fee income from representing CCAI, a Netherlands
foreign bank holding company that owns First American Corp. ;

7. Receives fee income from First American Corp., a bank holding
company that owns First American Bankshares;

8. earns fee income from representing Adham, Al-Fulai j , Mohammad
in takeover of Financial General Bankshares in 1978-1982.

First American
1. Pays the law firm of Clifford & Warnke (C&W) as main outside
legal counsel for FAB;

2. Pays Clifford as Chairman of FAB;
3. Pays Altman as Director and President of First American Corp.,
the holding company for First American Bankshares;

4. Pays Altman as Director of FAB-NY, FAB-Metro Corp, FAB-
Georgia.

Bank of Credit and commerce International (BCCI)

1. Pays C&W as main U.S. lawyer, including head of BCCI legal
defense fund after BCCI indictment in Tampa in 1988;

2. Grants loans to Clifford for purchase of CCAH shares in 1986
& 1987:
a. sale of a portion of these shares results in a gross gain
to Clifford of $11,333,143;

b. Clifford still owns remaining shares in CCAH that were
made possible with BCCI loans.

3. Grants Loans to Altman for purchase of CCAH shares in 1986 &
1987:
a. sale of a portion of these shares results in a gross gain
to Altman of $5,664,310;

b. Altman still owns remaining shares in CCAH that were made
possible with BCCI loans.

4. Gives C&W the power to appoint other attorney's for BCCI. For
example, C&W frequently uses Milbank, Tweed as attorney for
many BCCI transactions.

5. paid Bert Lance to assist with BCCI with U.S. investments.
6. pays nominee shareholders to purchase CCAH which in turn owns
First American.
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The attached paper will highlight the followi.:? facts relevant to
the foundation and operation of the Bank of Commerce and Credit
International (BCCI):
- BCCI was structured along the lines of many Near Eastern

intelligence and security services, with an emphasis on providing
"special services" to important clients. Indications are that
this was intentional given the presence of large numbers of
former intelligence and terrorist officials in its management
positions .

- BCCI became involved in shielding the financial assets of
top corrupt officials and in aiding them in "skimming off" funds
from Western aid programs, as well as convincing those officials
that he could protect then from the CIA by courting good
relations with former Western leaders, including Jimmy Carter.

- BCCI slowly began infiltrating major foreign banks through
a series of "shell game" transactions which allowed it to siphon
off financial resources and manipulate foreign officials.
- BCCI controlled foreign officials, in part, by its use of

the so-called "Black Network," which was created as the result of
Abedi's close relationship to Abu Nidal and other terrorists, who
the bank help to finance.

- BCCI's involvement in arms sales peaked with its
facilitating the delivery of strategic weapons, including
ballistic missiles, from China to such key clients as Saudi
Arabia.

- The reaction to the collapse of BCCI in the Third World,
has been one of blaming the West for its failure. Given the long
history of nepotism, favoritism, and corruption in the Third
World, particularly in the Middle East, as an accepted part of
normal business practice, BCCI was therefore viewed as a
legitimate business organization. This helped to lend credence
to the idea that the West conspired to ruin BCCI as its power and
influence became more apparent.
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The Bank of Commerce and Credit International (ECCI) was to be a
prototype of the "big business" that would reassert the
prominence of the Muslim and Third Worlds in the international
coraiaur.ity and contribute to the solution of the profound crisis
facing them. Consequently, a strong anti-imperialist profile was
an important part of BCCI's identity, while inwardly, BCCI was to
establish Islamic Banking as the financial system for the Third
World.

Thus, although BCCI operated in the West, (indeed its main
financial "irregularities" were

cocLm^tted
in the UK and the US) ,it was always a quintessential Muslim Third World institution. As

such, it was driven and motivated by a certain ideological
commitment and a religious sense of purpose. This ideological
background provides the key to understanding the logic behind the
criminal activities of BCCI, its principals and its main clients.

The source of the philosophy of BCCI was the ideology of its
founder, Agha Hassan Abedi and many of his close associates,
including the Gokal brothers. All are Indian-born Shi'ites and
believers in Sufi mysticism. The roots of their families are in
the same tight Shi'ite community as Khomeyni's forefathers. In
addition, Abu-Dhabi's ruler, Shaykh Zayid al-Nahyan, an
illiterate but devout Muslim, is also a believer in mysticism as
well as in the divine destiny of his family. In the 1960s,
Al-Nayhan used to hunt in Pakistani Baluchistan under the
protection of a senior official of Pakistan's intelligence named
A. 3. Awan, who also took him to several darwishes and mystics in
Pakistan. It was through these contacts that Abedi met Shaykh
al-Nahyan and established the friendship and ultimately the
partnership that became BCCI. (Abedi and al-Nahyan later
reciprocated A.B. Awan's services by nominating his son, Amjad
Awan, to a lucrative and sensitive position in BCCI — Noriega's
banker.) Indeed, all the principals of BCCI operated, at leastinitially, within the culture of the Near East elite.

As of the early-1980s, when BCCI's "specialized operations"
expanded and became the bank's primary source of revenues, it was
structured more like Near Eastern intelligence and security
services than the international banking conglomerate it claimed

1
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to be. This was not by accident in view of the distinct and
strong presence of former and active senior intelligence-security
and terrorist officials in leading positions of BCCI. One of
these officials was the Saudi Shaykh Kamal Adham, "the godfather
of Middle Eastern intelligence," (officially) a small investor in
BCCI, who made a lot of money from bringing in other investors,
mainly from Saudi Arabia and the Persian Gulf, and commissions
from lucrative deals. Adham was instrumental in the structuring
of BCCI as it was spreading into the Third World and allowed BCCI
to maintain a very close relationship with the intelligence and
security institutions of most of the Third World states where it
operated.

* * *

When Abedi established BCCI, he was consumed with a commitment to
the reassertion and reawakening of the Third World under the
banner of revivalist Islam. His goal was not only to demonstrate
that the Third World could create businesses comparable to the
best the West had to offer but to pursue "a mission to build the
world's biggest bank by the turn of the century." Moreover, he
wanted the bank and its related financial empire to serve as the
cornerstone for the "de-linking" of tn* Third World from the
Western economic system and facilitate the "rejection" of the
Western value system. He saw in the return to an economy based on
the morality of revivalist Islam the only key to the salvation of
the Third World.

In the meantime, the Iranian Revolution rejuvenated the Muslim
World and incited both leaders and the masses to consider the
politicized revival of Islam as a practical goal. The ideological
blend of Third Worldism and revivalist Islam that Abedi believed
in was becoming more popular as a result of the reverberations
of the Iranian Revolution and Abedi was beginning to see himself
as the champion and savior of the cause. A family friend of
Abedi explained: "He wanted to be bigger than the bank, he wanted
to control countries and heads of state, obliging them with jobs
for relations, balances of payment help, gifts." Abedi became
preoccupied with establishing relationships with Third World
leaders and soon developed a solid and intricate network with the
elite of the Near East and Africa. "They knew how to get to the
top in Third World countries," explained a former customer.
Later, Abedi would explain that he established the BCCI's
financial empire on the basis of a belief in "goodness" and "that
all religions and peoples are basically the same."
"I created the philosophy and the bank grew by itself," he
recently rationalized. However, for this empire to function and
accumulate profits and power, it was totally dependent on the
will and whim of the Third World's absolute leaders and
strongmen. Abedi was all too aware of this reality and quickly-
transformed the BCCI into an instrument optimized to serve them.

2
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This meant establishing a financial system based on striving,
corruption, and coercion.

"Force and favors, as determined among individuals through
corruption," are the fundamentals of Arab and inter-Arab
politics, explained David Price-Jones. "Corruption among Arabs is
nothing more nor less than a daily functioning among everyone of
the power-challenge dialectic, and it is registering individual
advances and retreats everywhere and at all times. Corruption
plays a role approximating to competition in a democracy. At the
top of the social scale, corruption represents the power of the
strong over the weak; at the bottom, however, it may soften the
caprices of power and so promote tolerance." The financial empire
built by Abedi and financed by Shaykh al-Nahyan was
correspondingly structured to accommodate this reality.
Thus, in the early-1980s, BCCI began expanding into the Third
World as the need for the unique services it was willing to offer
to leaders and strongmen grew.

In the meantime, since the mid-1970s, rampant corruption had been
intensified by the oil glut that created the Golden Triangle: The
West sought to make profits from "recycling" petro-dollars by "
selling everything possible to the Thfcrd World. Meanwhile, Third
World leaders sought to keep national and personal funds in the
West. Consequently, the drive to ensure the mere flow of cash to
the West developed a life of its own. Western governments,
notably Washington, encouraged banks to assist this financial
process by pumping additional money into the Third World in the
form of additional loans not to further development, but simply
to assure their liquidity as the flow of funds to the West was
rapidly accelerating. Ultimately, the real role of the Western
banks was "to save the funds that the Third World leaders had
stolen from their governments and reloan them anew in order to
make profits from both sides simultaneously."

In this situation, it did not take long for the Third World
economy to begin collapsing. With the beginning of the debt
crisis, Western, mainly US, banks hastily withdrew, but
corruption remained. Consequently, a void was created at a time
of growing need, (stimulated in part because of IMF supervision
of Third World economies in return for new loans) , for "special
financial services" for Third World leaders to shelter and
smuggle their fortunes. In this atmosphere, BCCI was born with
services optimized for the leaders' needs. As a direct result of
the simplification of the smuggling of money, the rates of
skimming off the top reached new heights. BCCI also offered new
sources of personal fortunes such as easier methods to steal from
Western humanitarian and international assistance funds
channelled via BCCI.

Little wonder that Third World corruption continued to expand to
the point of political rationalization. African leaders blamed
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the industrialized West for the phenomena. They argued that in
its desire to sell, the West purposefully refused to develop
indigenous industries in the Third World. Lacking proper
industrial and economic systems, explained a Nigerian
intellectual, local educated elites "are essentially pushed into
the role of intermediaries between the foreign industrialists and
investors and their governments. The 10% or 20% taken in the
process are the salaries demanded by the bourgeois elite at the
expense of the industrialized states" that continue to exploit
the South. By the time the deal completes its transfer through
the layers of officials and intermediaries, the bulk of the money
has been skimmed off.

For example, in early-1983, Mabi Milumba, then the new Prime
Minister of Zaire, pointed to the true extent of corruption: A
foreign industrialization project was expected to make 200m
francs in 1987 of which the Zairian Government was to get 100m
francs. Ultimately, the government collected only 5m francs 1 The
rest was skimmed off by several layers of officials, President
Mobuto included, and smuggled out of the country.

* * *

Since the early-1980s, in his drive to expand and consolidate his
power position in the Third World, Abedi has become more and more
infatuated with local leaders and the establishment of some form
of hold over them. Consequently, by the late-1980s, BCCI provided
the following financial "services" for leaders (and their
countries / businesses) :
1. Access to easy development loans for favorite projects which
financing was organized and documented so that it would be easy
and safe to skim off the top at the source.

2. Place of hiding for excess cash, for both personal and for
funds skimmed from IMF allocations.

3. "Imaginative accounting" of Western assistance money to
conceal bribery, over-pricing, etc.

4. Simplified smuggling of excess cash from the Third World to
the West for shelters ("rainy day funds") especially from
countries where such transactions are illegal.

5. Production of deniable and/or false financial reports for
international bodies such as the IMF on budget management,
especially via local banks and institutions BCCI partially owned.

6. Deniable and concealed transfer of funds for major national
transactions, especially weapons and intelligence deals, in
return for massive profits.
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7. Laundering funds for personal use of leaders (from drugs,
stealing, bribery, etc.) and their transfer to legal shelters in
the West.

8. The "protection" of leaders from the CIA through good
relations with notables in Washington such as former President
Carter. (In a society where everything is arranged through
informal contacts with the all-powerful, just being seen in the
company of President Carter signalled to the Third World leaders
that Abedi could "deliver" Washington.)

The pattern of the corruption that would lead to the bank's
collapse was to exploit the unique nature of the source of
deposits available to BCCI to virtually empty the bank's
holdings. BCCI operated off of major large-sum dirty deals that
involved the quiet shifting of large sums around the world so
that delays were acceptable. Consequently, BCCI could shift the
funds in transition through the bank at any given time through an
elaborate web of "shell game transactions" instead of cashing
no-longer-existing deposits or holdings. By taking over,
directly and through front-men, banks in various Third World
countries, BCCI could then not only use them to expedite the
snuggling of funds, but also use funcfi* from legitimate deposits
as a source of money for the shell game rotation.

Abedi fully exploited the illegality of the vast majority of the
bank's businesses to further push his audacious schemes. He knew
that most of his clients and victims could not afford to complain
openly and/or were incapable of doing so. The local banks
partially owned, but totally controlled, by BCCI held large
segments of various Third World state's foreign reserves which
were deposited and then used as collateral for the "behavior" of
governments and leaders. Moreover, these leaders were in no
position to threaten BCCI because of its access to, and use of,
terrorism and the Black Network.

Meanwhile, the early-1980s saw a growing intimate relationship
between international terrorism, especially Syrian controlled
Lebanon-based networks-, and the main channels for the handling
of petro-dollars from the Persian Gulf. Former French internal
security officer Daniel Burdan considers the mixture of money and
politics, characterized by corruption and convoluted business
deals, as "the engine of terrorism." This relationship grew
particularly out of the ability of Lebanese businesses to adapt
to the needs of different clients without losing their identity.

For example, for quite sometime a single French banker in Beirut
was handling and overseeing the bank accounts of most of
Lebanon's diversified and rival groups (Maronites, PLO, Druze,
etc.). These groups knew that trust and good management of money
was essential and therefore preferred to work with a trusted
individual of proven quality irrespective of his politics. "Money
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is the nerve center of the war," explained the French banker.

Daniel Burdan explains the symbiotic relationship between radical
terrorists and conservative Gulf Shaykhs in a common financial
interest. The unbelievable income of the terrorist leaders and
their supporting governments (mainly Syrian leaders) are
laundered by businessmen in circuitous deals where the dirty
money is mixed-up with petro-dollars and then invested in
Western Europe and the US in legitimate businesses and frequently
in real estate. This cooperation is sustained despite Syria's
known involvement in, and support for, various radical subversive
groups seeking to overthrow the regimes in the Persian Gulf.

Thus, BCCI stepped into the "booming" business of handling and
laundering terrorist and drug money because of its close and
unique relations with the Gulf Shaykhs and Emirs. BCCI had a
special advantage over European banks that served as a special
attraction to the terrorists, namely its impeccable Islamic
credentials and relations with Iran. Shaykh Zayid al-Nahyan
sought to consolidate these relations by establishing ADIA
(Abu-Dhabi Investment Authority) , as a joint company with the
Libyan Treasury Secretariat and the Kuwaiti Ministry of Finance.
Libya soon assumed financial prominence, being a major source of
both terrorist and petro-dollar funds.

The management of ADIA was handled as a partially owned
subsidiary of BCCI. This aspect is extremely important, as Iran,
Syria, and Libya have been tightly controlling the emerging new
system of international terrorism while several terrorist leaders
were claiming and insisting on Islamic legitimacy.

Thus, despite the seeming diversity of its world-wide operations,
as well as those of BCCI's subsidiary and "related"
organizations, the truly important operations were conducted in
a highly centralized manner under the tight control of Abedi,
Naqvi and a few close friends, the vast majority of them Shi'ites
based in Pakistan. Moreover, although the bulk of the capital
came from Abu-Dhabi and other Gulf sources, the BCCI center in
Pakistan was the dominant center of the entire BCCI network.

Thus, underneath the tight centralized control hub, the BCCI web
of operations was organized in 5 main arms:

1. BCC(E) — a relatively clean bank and financial institution
established primarily to shield money of Shaykh Zayid al-Nahyan
and his important friends in the Persian Gulf states, as well as
the financial instrument to transfer to them the money stolen
and/or skimmed off on their behalf from the holdings and assets
of the BCCI.

2. A myriad of investment companies in the Netherlands and Dutch
Antilles to be used by, and in cooperation with, several Arab

6
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"investors" (many of them only fronting for BCCI's capital) as an
instrument of "legal" penetration into the US banking system.
Initially, the BCCI "legal" banking activities in the US, and
especially Washington D.C., were aimed at generating political
relationships and powerful contacts with leaders and dignitaries
to be exploited in the Third World. (Other Abedi designs such as
the channeling of laundered money into the US were at a very
early stage of implementation, if at all, at the time of
scandal . )

3. BCCI (Holdings) S.A. registered in Luxembourg with
headquarters in London — a relatively respectable international
banking institution with companies and branches in New York,
London, and other European financial centers as well as the Third
World. It served as a formal front for BCCI as well as the
primary outlet, and instrument for extraction, dispersal, and
investment of already laundered money.

4. BCCI(O) registered in the Cayman Islands — the "dirty bank"
component of BCCI. It was a functional myriad of banking
institutions primarily in the Third World (and Florida) as well
as the instrument of control over foreign banks partially owned
by BCCI. BCCI(O) was optimized for dealing with the "dirty money"
and other special financial needs of its primary clients, leaders
and notables. The financial relations with foreign intelligence
services, including the CIA, were conducted through BCCI(O).

5. BCCI(P), a.k.a. the Black Network — the heart of Abedi's
empire building drive. It was the center of coordination with
terrorists, companies with specialized services (such as the
Gokal shipping empire, the Chinese weapons industries, etc.),
companies co-owned with other countries (such as Iran, Libya,
etc.), weapons and technology suppliers and buyers, the supplies
of drugs, alcohol and prostitutes to favorite clients and objects
of extortion (Rif'at Assad and the Bhutto brothers provided these
services to BCCI) , and other illegal activities. The meaningful
relations with foreign intelligence services, mainly Arab and in
the Third World, were conducted via BCCI(P).

The importance and centrality of the special services (ranging
from embezzlement, to money smuggling, to weapons delivery, and
to the supply of special requests) to Abedi can be deduced from
the extent to which the BCCI financial empire was organized to
meet the needs of its "special activities." Thus, relations
between BCCI were branches organized to fit the primary flow of
funds. For example, in the case of handling drug money, the
Florida branch was made subservient to the Panama branch, and
the Bahamas branch was subservient to the Colombia branch.

Similarly, for the 3CCI-owned banks in Third World countries,
BCCI(O) has a functional organization where the flow of authority
(and funds) is determined by Islamic political considerations and

7
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not mere economic realities. In Nigeria, for example, the
channelling of funds was handled in an indirect way to assist the
Muslim north of the country to increase its power by enabling it
to artificially control large amounts of foreign currency and
the major flow of illegal funds. The local BCCI(N) was
established in 1979 by Hajj Ibrahim Dasuki, a Muslim leader who
has since become the Sultan of Sokoto, the leader of Nigeria's
Muslim community. BCCI(H) S.A. owned 40% of BCC(N) .

The underlining objective was to elevate the economic power and
influence of the Muslim community in the backward and
discriminated against northern provinces. Every means were
justified. Thus, a few years later, using connections provided by
BCCI(O), BCCI(N) was serving as the financial and organizational
center for Nigeria's booming smuggling and drug-trafficking
business that soon became one of the world's largest. The safety
of the illegal funds and the ease of their laundering with
petro-dollars , services provided largely by BCCI, were among the
primary factors in the rise of Nigeria as a center for drug
smuggling.

Meanwhile, BCCI(O), directly and through BCCI(N), intensified" its
relentless campaign to Islamicize NigHria. In 1989, BCCI poured
Si. Ob into Nigeria, ostensibly as a "development loan," in order
to bolster the economic and political power of the Muslims after
anti-Muslim riots. However, a closer examination of the
BCCI-supported projects shows that they were politically
dominated rather than aimed at the betterment of the dire
conditions of the local Muslims. The majority of the funds (not
spent of bribery etc.) were spent on the building of Nigeria's
National Mosque, one of Africa's largest and richest, and a host
of Islamic Centers in Abuja, Nigeria's new federal capital. The
completion of the mosque was celebrated in a huge conference on _
Islam in Africa in late-November 1989 where tens of thousands of
participants were brought in from all over Africa to demand power
and recognition.

The impact of this on Nigeria's politics and power distribution
was immense. Nigerian Muslim activist Bilkisu Yusuf emphasized
that as a result of this effort, "the Northernization and
Islanization of Abuja have been apparent" throughout Nigeria. She
pointed out that, as a consequence, "Islamic influence may erode
... the 'secular' capital city" and transform the character of
Nigeria .

The leaders of Nigeria, largely Christian Yorubas from the
south-west, know very well what is happening. However, in return
for allowing these Muslim activities, BCCI(O), directly and via
BCCI(N), has assisted them in transferring illegal funds to safe
accounts in London. The funds smuggled from Nigeria were both the
fruit of personal corruption and national funds taken in
violation of IMF guidelines to be used to buy weapons and other

3
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forbidden goods, many with the help of BCCI(P). Little wonder,
therefore, that despite the BCCI crisis, BCCI(N) continues to
function in Nigeria, but now under the name of the African
International Bank. BCCI(N) general manager Abdullahi Hahmud, a
Dasuki loyalist, retains his position with the AIB. Money is
collected from other Nigerian banks and from fund raising among
Muslims in order to replace the BCCI funds.

Thus, the key to the success and durability of the BCCI financial
empire (actually amazing considering that the bank's principals
alone embezzled some 515.0b from its assets) can be attributed to
the workings of its inner core of "special services." Although
these special services constituted the vast majority of the
business of BCCI, they were concealed in a myriad of seemingly
legal and proper financial activities. The level of
inter-relationship between the various arms of BCCI and the
extent of compartmentalization of the special activities of
BCCI(P) protected the bank for a long time. Most, if not all, of
the managers and high level officials in the various branches did
not really know much about what was going on, especially about
the nature of the relationship with the "special" accounts,
"creative paperwork", the Black Network, etc.

Throughout the BCCI empire there were a few representatives of
BCCI(P) concealed in each major branch dealing with major and
special clients. A knowledgeable Pakistani compared these BCCI(P)
representatives to the brain, skeleton and nerve system of the
body combined. These representatives were authorized to deal with
"real business," but not to make decisions. Their primary tasks
were to keep in touch with the clients, promptly report to
Karachi and London any request or development, and subsequently
promptly participate in the implementation of the decisions from
above. Key decisions were reached in personal meetings between
the client (his representatives/ agents) and key BCCI officials,
all of them Pakistanis and Arabs, that took place in London,
Geneva and other West European centers. Meetings rarely took
place in the client's home country for safety reasons. Additional
steps were handled and/or facilitated and expedited by the
BCCI(P) representatives in the countries in question as needed,
and as agreed upon in high level meetings.

Abedi personally supervised the workings of his network and saw
to the satisfaction of his special clients in his frequent trips
throughout the Third World. In order to remove suspicion and add
to the respectability and honor of BCCI, and its local clients,
Abedi brought with him VIPs such as former President Carter and
several Gulf Shaykhs on almost all his trips.

* * *

At the heart of Atedi's empire building effort was the so-called
"Black Network," a cover name for a myriad of illegal
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activities on behalf of BCCI's most favorite regimes and rulers
ranging from illegal arms acquisition and transfer to support
for, and use of, international terrorism. As Abedi was developing
closer relations with many Third World leaders, he learned of
their "special needs" beyond flexible financing. These primary
customers had other activities that involved large sums of money
such as arms deals, recovery and handling of drug money, handling
and transfer of cash and valuables overseas, personal need for
drugs and prostitutes, etc. Many leaders were eager and willing
to pay handsomely for the satisfaction of these needs.

Meanwhile, Abedi was making his first contacts with radical
Palestinian terrorists. Gulf rulers who were supporting
terrorists urged BCCI to help finance the terrorists in the name
of Muslim solidarity. Needless to say, it did not take Abedi long
to learn of the other, profitable, side of radical Palestinian
terrorism. By the early-1980s, Sabri Al-Banna (Abu-Nidal) was
extorting money from rich Arabs in Europe, and many diplomats,
especially representatives of Kuwait and the United Arab
Emirates, had bought his "protection." BCCI enjoyed the fruits of
these operations by handling Abu-Nidal 's extortion money.

As the scope of "services" BCCI was providing its clients
expanded, it asked terrorists for assistance in operating
against "uncooperative clients" or the enemies of good clients in
such issues as blackmail, "settle accounts" for leaders, and
collect financial debts, etc. BCCI(P)'s relations with terrorist
organizations were institutionalized in the early-1980s when
Abedi established relations with Sabri al-Banna through the
mediation and recommendation of Libya and Pakistan. Abu-Nidal
was essentially "contracted" to provide specific services. Atif
Abu-Bakr, Abu-Nidal 's ex-deputy, explained that the Fatah
Revolutionary Council got a major boost in 1982 and soon began
recruiting candidates for its expert-terrorist cadres (intended
to work in the West) in several countries, primarily Pakistan.
Simultaneously, the organization was becoming a for-hire
enterprise.

From this, there expanded cooperation between BCCI(P) and
Abu-Nidal, who was now contracted to be available for special
tasks for BCCI's key customers on a regular basis as an integral
part of the favors and special services provided by Abedi in
return for business, access, contacts, etc. These favors were
also used as a reminder to the clients of BCCI's long reach.
Before long, these activities became a major activity of the
Fatah Revolutionary council. "Behind the soldier there is a
businessman," explained Atif Abu-Bakr. "Abu-Nidal opened up
commercial branches in London, Athens, and Cyprus." Atif Abu-Bakr
explained that as of the mid-1980s, Abu-Nidal "just works for the
highest bidder."

Meanwhile, BCCI assisted the terrorists with their financial
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needs. Ghassam Ahmad Qassim, the manager of BCCI's Sloan Street
branch in London, explained that "the terrorist accounts had been
set up with the knowledge of senior officials within BCCI."
Abu-Nidal had several accounts used to retrieve extortion funds,
transfer funds as well as manage various arms procurement and
transfer projects with radical Arab countries. Significantly, in
November 1989, Abu-Nidal 's rivals accused him of taking on
"contracts" for non-Palestinian issues at the expense of their
struggle.

With the effectiveness of BCCI's "special services" growing,
regimes and leaders wanted their own operatives to take part in
these operations to ensure that their vested interests were being
protected. Not having operatives of their own, Gulf Shaykhs and
Emirs asked the Government of Pakistan, with whom they already
had security arrangements, to send representatives to BCCI.
Abedi, long a confidant and admirer of Zia ul-Haq, was overjoyed
with this development. Consequently, operatives and experts from
Pakistan's ISI (both seconded active service and recently
retired) as well as other Arab experts contracted by Shaykh
Adham, joined the special activities of BCCI(P) and vastly
expanded the scope of expertise available to its special
clients. From this, the Black Network emerged.

Thus, in the mid-1980s, BCCI became an important instrument for
facilitating major arms deals throughout the Third World. Again,
BCCI's leading role has grown from a series of favors Abedi did
to some of his favorite clients and friends into a major
enterprise. BCCI shielded the transfer of funds from countries to
sources of weapons in order to conceal certain deals and
acquisitions, Abu-Dhabi provided false end user certificates to
many of Abedi 's clients to facilitate otherwise forbidden sales,
and Abedi arranged for the Gokal brothers to provide discrete
shipping. Clients were very happy with the BCCI(P) handling of
these deals, even though the bank was officially charging a large
overhead fee in addition to special payments extracted from the
producers and sellers as well as the usual in-house skimming off
the top accomplished through "creative documentation" during the
deniable handling of the money.

For example, BCCI(P) established itself as a "representative" of
several Italian weapons manufacturers in the Third World. With
the help of ISI and Saudi Intelligence, BCCI(P) established
relations with Italian arms manufacturers to facilitate the
financial aspects of the supply of land mines and other military
equipment to the Afghan mujahideen via Pakistan. BCCI(P)
exploited this exposure to build a wider arrangement whereupon
BCCI(P) was representing Italian companies in several Third World
countries, including facilitating deniable "forbidden"
transactions (for example with Iran and Libya) , as well as
"roughing up" competitors to clear the way for "official" deals
for the Italian companies that would then be financed via BCCI.

11
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Similarly, by providing tempting financial conditions, BCCI was
instrumental in enabling Abedi's close friend Asaf Ali to
establish a firm hold over the Third World market for Dassault
Mirages (both new and used) and other aircraft. BCCI made
exorbitant profits from overhead on overpriced spares and
munitions, refurbishment and upgrading of used Mirages in
Pakistan, and, in Arab and African countries, the providing of
ex-Pakistani Air Force personnel as advisers.

The involvement of BCCI in weapons deals peaked with its
comprehensive service for the covert delivery of strategic
weapons. For example, BCCI(P) was responsible for the secret
delivery of ballistic and anti-shipping missiles from the PRC to
key clients such as Saudi Arabia. In this case, the deal was
reached between senior Saudi and Chinese officials through the
mediation of Pakistan. After that, the Saudis "buried" the
required funds in a host of accounts in BCC(E) and BCCI-related
companies that were ultimately delivered to the PRC through
several BCCI accounts in Hong Kong.

Soon afterward, BCCI(P) arranged for the delivery of the missiles
along with several Chinese and Pakistani experts in indirect ways
on several ships owned by the Gokal brothers. BCCI(?) made hugeprofits through high overhead, as well as unofficial skimming, in
each and every step of the transaction. The PRC preferred to
conduct its export arms deals via BCCI(P) because the bank
looked the other way when, according to some Pakistanis, the
Chinese over-priced their weapons. Thus, the BCCI(P) involvement
in discrete weapons acquisition had evolved by the mid-1980s into
a major role in the financing and handling of the acquisition of
nuclear technology by Pakistan and later also by Iran.

Although BCCI kept the specifics of most of its weapons deals
highly confidential, Abedi established an aura as the guardian of
the Third World. He spread enough rumors and hints about his key
contribution to such issues as the "Islamic bomb" or the
overcoming of the Western refusal to provide high quality weapons
to the developing world. This image of Abedi and. BCCI as the
champions of Third World 'revival and honor, and not the dire
economic implication of BCCI's collapse, dominated the reaction
in the Third World tc the BCCI scandal.

The drive on BCCI is part of "a fierce campaign gaining momentum
these days and aiming to besiege elements of Islamic potential,"
according to Hassan Turabi, the Sudanese secretary general of the
Arab and Islamic Peoples' Conference. "The bank had been
flourishing and, from the view of the superpowers, had surpassed
the limits they have set" for Muslim institutions, Turabi said.
"It is a huge Jewish conspiracy," argued a Pakistani official.
"The Jews backed by Americans don't want to see a Muslim bank
flourish. "

12
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For the US, and the West, the ramifications of this reaction in
the Third World are grave because not only is imperialism (the
OS) being blamed for a major economic crisis in an already
devastated part of the world, but BCCI's association with Islam
as the motive for Third World revivalism would serve to further
enhance the influence of activist anti-Western Islam as the
dominant ideology of the Third World and, consequently, would
incite more youth to join the anti-US terrorist organizations
that openly identified with BCCI.

- by Yossef Bodansky
& Vaughn S. Forrest

(This paper may not necessarily reflect the views of all of the
Members of the Republican Task Force on Terrorism and
Unconventional Warfare. It is intended to provoke discussion and
debate. )
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Executive Summary
BCCX - BETWEEN PERU AND WASHINGTON, D.C.
September 10, 1991

The attached paper will highlight the following facts relevant to
Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) operations in
Peru and their connection to the United States:

-Since the mid-1980's, the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (BCCI) has played a crucial, if primarily
supportive role, in the expansion and consolidation of Peruvian-
narcoterrorism and in solidifying its Connections to
international terrorism as a whole.
-During the administration of Peruvian President Allan

Garcia, BCCI's banking procedures formed the core of Peruvian
economic policy, with as much as 25% of the country's hard
currency reserves being deposited with the bank.
-The Peruvian Government was instrumental in helping

facilitate BCCI involvement in international arms deals, with
Peruvian brokers often providing bank officials with false end
user certificates for several major arms transactions.
-Despite its otherwise puritanical ideology, the Sendero

Luminoso (Shining Path) guerrillas organization formed an
alliance with Peruvian drug lords in order to facilitate the
"demoralization of the 'Yankee imperialists.'"
-With the assistance of the Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path)

organization, Peru's coca growing regions - "liberated areas" -
have developed into states within a state, thereby facilitating
their evolution into the world's primary source of cocaine.
-With BCCI financial assistance, and with the tactical help

of the Abu-Nidal Organization, the Shining Path organization has
expanded its operations to include urban warfare and terrorism.
-Operating through the Peruvian "liberated areas," and at

the urging of terrorist supporting states like Syria and Iran,
the Abu-Nidal Organization has established new access routes into
the United States to help facilitate its setting up of a
terrorist infrastructure on American soil.

The implications of the points outlined extend beyond the
immediate issue of BCCI for they point to the failure of the
United States Government to deal with the rise of de facto
"states within states" and the need to confront them as states
as well as simply criminal organizations.
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Executive Summary cont.
BCCI - BETWEEN PERU AMD WASHINGTON, D.C.
September 10, 1991

Each component of the "state within a state;" narcotics
traffickers, international terrorists and native Marxist
insurgencies, is a threat with which American foreign policy has
failed to come grips because it neglects to approach them in a
comprehensive manner. The failure to treat the three components
of the "state within a state" as a single "mega-state" has led to
a consistent underestimation of the threat to Western interests.
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Beginning in the late 1970s, it became imperative for Agha
Hassan Abedi, BCCI's head and founder, to have a whole banking
system and financial infrastructure through which he could
rotate money inside the US for the support of his clients,
allies and proteges. In this situation, the acquisition of 1st
American, the 1st American of Georgia (National Bank of Georgia) ,
the Independence Bank (Encino CA) , and the rapid rush to buy .
interest in additional banks was intended primarily to expand "the
financial support network of the BCCI global empire. Moreover,
the availability of secure local sources of money, it was
expected, would significantly help in expediting major terrorist
operations inside the US by providing easy access to cash, the
sources of which would be well concealed by BCCI's convoluted
paperwork.

In this context, Peru has rapidly become a major springboard for
the infiltration of key terrorist personnel and equipment into
the US. Consequently, a terrorist infrastructure has been joined
onto a rapidly growing narcoterrorist system. In fact, since the
mid-1980s, BCCI has played a crucial role, albeit a supportive
one, in the consolidation and expansion of Peruvian
narcoterrorism and in its cooperation with international
terrorist operations, especially the Abu-Nidal Organization. In
the process, BCCI has contributed to the subversion of Peru as a
fledgling democracy.

* * *

The role and involvement of BCCI in Peruvian narcoterrorism was
most significant in several distinct areas ranging from
Presidential policies to educating terrorists. Indeed, BCCI's
banking procedures constituted an integral factor in the economic
policies of President Alan Garcia (1985-1990) during his term of
office. In return, President Garcia has been able to maintain a
standard of living way beyond what his official annual salary of
$18,000 would normally permit. Indeed, on 16 August 1991, the
Peruvian House of Representatives officially accused President

1
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Garcia of "looting the country of as much as $50 million and
moving that money through Bank of Credit offices into foreign
bank accounts . "

This sum is cited merely because, to-date, the transfer of some
$50m in personal funds from Lima to an assortment of Panamanian
bank accounts in the name of the President's wife via BCCI has
been traced. The full extent of Garcia 's personal fortune is
still unclear, but the source of his wealth is mainly plundered
assets of the national treasury, especially skimmed off funds
deposited in BCCI, pay-back interest on Peruvian official
deposits, and payment for "special services" rendered to BCCI and
its special customers.

The most overt involvement of BCCI in the Peruvian economy
centered around the deposit of around 25% of the national hard
currency reserves in BCCI during 1985-87. In order to expedite
the execution of the deal, BCCI paid $3m to two officials to
carry out the transfer, (ignoring legal prohibitions on the
depositing of more than 10% of those reserves in one bank, ) as
well as overlook the shipping of these funds to BCCI's Panama
branches. Garcia knew about both the illegal deposits and the" -
bribe paid to his senior officials. «
Using these funds as collateral, BCCI then assisted Garcia in
"taking on" the IMF with "favorable loans" totalling about half
the deposits. In reality, these loans were made at extremely high
rates (average of 1.5% above standing rates), especially in view
of the huge collateral. Moreover, when Garcia announced that Peru
would not abide by the debt repayment schedule mandated by the
IMF, BCCI concealed Peruvian assets overseas in a web of
artificial and bogus companies and accounts to prevent their
seizure by creditors. Reportedly, Garcia received a share of all
of these transactions. Subsequently, in 1987, Peru withdrew its
national reserves from BCCI accounts after a political storm
resulted from public accusations of pay-offs to high officials.

Also of significance were the "special services" provided by Peru
to BCCI, which were crucial to the success of BCCI's involvement
in international arms deals. For example, Peru provided the arms
brokers of BCCI(P) with false end user certificates for several
major weapons deals. In one case, Asaf Air, a friend of Abedi and
a major arms dealer in the Third World, frequently used Peruvian
end user certificates in his acquisition of Dassault Mirage
combat aircraft and related equipment for his major customers,
including the Gulf States, Libya and Pakistan.

Most important and indicative of BCCI's impact on Peru's state
policies was its facilitation of the subversion from above of
Peru's national anti-drug policy. Indeed, the primary reason that
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Peru is rapidly becoming the world's primary source of cocaine is
that the narcoterrorists have been able to, since the Garcia
Presidency in the mid-1980's, transform the country's coca
growing regions into a state within a state.

Former Peruvian official Gabriela Tarazona-Sevillano argues that
Peru's ability to prevent the expansion of the narcoterrorist's
power "is further aggravated by the state's refusal to
acknowledge and address narcoterrorism as a single social,
military, and political entity." In 1988, she points out,
government officials "realized that the fight against
narcoterrorism was being lost, largely because there was no
comprehensive program to counter it." These observations are
highly significant because the formulation of Peru's drug policy,
the declaration of a state of emergency in certain regions, and
the allocation of forces and assets to the war on narcoterrorism
were all concentrated in, and handled from, the office of the
president. Thus, Garcia was instrumental, if not decisive, in
preventing the consolidation of a cohesive and effective
anti-drug policy and anti-terrorist strategy in the crucial years
of the consolidation and entrenchment of the narcoterrorist
infrastructure.

♦
Thus, the magnitude of Peruvian drug exports has significantly
increased since the late-198 0s as a direct result of the close
alliance between the drug lords and the Sendero Luminoso
(Shining Path or SL; full name Partido Comunista del Peru por el
Sendero Luminoso del Pensamiento de Jose Carlos Mariategui -
Communist Part of Peru on the Shining Path of the Thought of Jose
Carlos Mariategui) , a guasi-Maoist terrorist organization under
the absolute control and ideological guidance of Abimael Guzman
(a.Jc.a. President Gonzalo) . In the mid-1980s, Guzman justified
to his followers the close alliance with Peru's drug mafia on the
basis of support for Peru's oppressed peasants. The result has
been that Peru's drug industry has expanded tremendously, via the
combination of a criminal network underpinned by ideological
commitment.

* * *

With this criminal-ideological basis in place, Guzman's closest
aide, Osman Morote, began opening Sendero "Luminoso (SL)
operations into northeastern Peru, and especially the drug
heartland of the Upper Huallaga Valley, in 1984. In 1985, the SL
established a permanent armed presence on the fringes of other
populated areas. Soon afterward the SL assaulted the government
presence in these areas and began winning over the hearts and
minds of the impoverished peasant population. Subsequently, in
1986-87, Guzman declared the valley a "liberated area," having
expelled the police, army, and other government facilities.
In due course, the Upper Huallaga Valley became the heart of
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Peru's cocaine-paste manuf acturing and drug trafficking. Upon
penetrating the valley, SL established a close alliance with the
local drug lords. Juan Pablo Rosas Mesias, a mid-level
electronics expert who defected from SL in mid-1989, highlighted
the centrality of the alliance between the drug mafia and the SL:
"One of Sendero's principal centers of operation is the Huallaga
area where it receives the narcotraf f ickers ' orders," he said.
"While narcotraf ficking exists, Sendero will not disappear."

Although the SL's ideology insists on a spartan puritanical life
style, the SL leaders were convinced, to some extent by foreign
ideological influences, that their support for the drug lords
would significantly contribute to "the corrosion and
demoralization of the Yankee imperialists." By the late-1980s,
Gabriela Tarazona-Sevillano points out, "the Upper Huallaga
Valley, in effect, had virtually become a state-within-a-state,
governed by Sendero and supported economically by the cocaine
producers."

Thus, at present, SL provides the drug mafia with vital services.
As part of their anti-establishment struggle, SL forces
repeatedly attacked and virtually disarmed the local security- and
law enforcement forces. Consequently, the SL revolutionary
assault on the Peruvian government has been transformed into
direct assistance to the drug mafia by relentless attacks on
police and other authority installations involved in anti-drug
operations, as well as through the assassination of government
officials, the blowing up of bridges and the blocking of roads,
thus isolating the mafia "liberated zones" from the threat of
attacks by government security forces while regulating commercial
traffic into and out of those zones.

Meanwhile, the Sendero Luminoso . having started as protectors of
the peasants, that is the coca growers, from the abuses of the
drug mafia's strong men and gangs, as well as from the occasional
anti-drug campaigns of the government, evolved into the
representative of the population vis-a-vis the drug lords.
Indeed, SL leaders have reached agreements on cooperation with
the drug mafia that include assuring higher prices for the
peasant's produce -and facilitating the removal of most abusive
gangs .

In return, SL became responsible for the uninterrupted and
growing flow of coca leaves. Indeed, as an integral part of SL's
education and agitation campaign to win the hearts and minds of
the peasants, the SL organized the peasants and imposed a strict
work regime and puritanical life style, more than doubling the
production rates of coca leaves the Upper Huallaga Valley in the
process. The massive education and indoctrination effort also
reduced migration, crime rates and indiscipline among the
peasants.
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Indeed, once a liberated area was established, it became
imperative for the SL to ensure itself sole access to the local
population, which in turn made the organization responsible for
its welfare and for its crop. Indeed, SL forces now provide
guards for coca processing facilities and local airstrips,
safety from police raids, and assistance in all phases of coca
processing and delivery. Consequently, by 1989, the Upper
Huallaga Valley was the world's primary coca cultivation area and
simultaneously it became the Sendero Luminoso's greatest base of
popular support.

Thus, at present, the drug trade is at the heart of the SL's
activities. "Narcotics trafficking has become the financier of
the so-called 'armed struggle' which the Sendero Luminoso
movement is carrying on," wrote £1 Coraercio on 28 June 1990.
Toward that end, "Sendero Luminoso has practically established
total control of this 'business' in the Upper Huallaga Valley."
The SL has also increased their cooperation and trade with
"international drug mafias and hired assassins." The drug money
and the safe havens have enabled the SL to increase the size of
its armed force from 2,000-3,000 in 1983-4 to close to 10,000 by
mid-1987, as well as improve the training of its professional
units, and support expensive urban operations.

Its growing fortunes have also enabled Sendero Luminoso to expand
its hold over the drug trade in Peru. The SL acquired
sophisticated radio equipment for communications, monitoring and
jamming of government communications and SL spies provided access
to government codes and used the data they obtained to warn the
drug mafias of impending government raids. Further, in 1991,
there has been a further expansion of SL involvement in support
of drug trafficking by guiding Colombian and local planes to
isolated jungle strips. (Evidence of this became available when
Peruvian security authorities recently exposed a network of
mobile high-powered beacons used to guide planes to sites of
choice. )

The SL has also introduced fixed payments for services provided
to the drug planes. Each plane is charged $10,000 per landing
with security provided by SL detachments. Permits for purchase of
drugs from local facilities cost an additional $15,000, with the
SL providing guidance and security to the drug trafficking crews.
The money collected is used to further expand the drug
trafficking support system with it estimated that 50% of the
money goes to the SL's national budget, 40% to expand local SL
infrastructure, and another 10% for local forces and the
population. [El Comercio . 28 June 1990]

* * *

It is within the context of the emerging "liberated areas" in the
Upper Huallaga Valley that the SL, BCCI and the drug lords have
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established a tripartite alliance. The estimated distribution of
gains in 1983, for example, in itself explains BCCI's interest in
Peru and its willingness to subvert the Garcia government to, in
effect, self-paralyze its anti-drug policy.

In 1988, total income of the Peruvian drug lords was around $28b.
Of this, the growers were paid $0.24b (0.86%), the local
traffickers $7. 236b (25.84%), and the international traffickers
$20. 524b (73.30%). BCCI handled most of these funds and SL was
paid by the traffickers at least 1% of their gross income, thus
totalling at least $0.25-0. 30b a year. The money collected by the
SL itself in the Upper Huallaga Valley comes atop this sum.
The vast majority of the money paid to locals, in excess of
$7. 0b a year, is returned to Peru. In order to fully exploit
this asset, SL entered into money handling operations in Peru on
behalf of the drug lords and in cooperation with BCCI in 1986-87.
To handle these funds, Guzman established a separate "Department
of Economic Works in the Armed Struggle" which is "in charge of
all money transactions for the various areas of subversive
activity." SL insists that "all business must be conducted in OS
dollars or in Intis [the Peruvian currency], but must be
calculated at the daily exchange rate*" [El Comercio. 28 June
1990]

To facilitate this, SL forces first drove the national banks
virtually out of the Upper Huallaga Valley and assumed
responsibility for the financial services of the local
population, and ultimately, the drug mafias. For example, in the
town of Xion, SL is in charge of currency exchange. SL militants
supervise the arrival of intermediaries with US Dollars in cash
and the "fairness" of exchanges to Peruvian Intis. SL also
supervises the payment, mainly in Intis, of the peasants and the
bulk of the local traffickers (reportedly, except for their
leaders) and then designates the money changers and agents with
whom business can be done.

Consequently, SL has in effect assumed control over the bulk of
the hard currency fuelling the local economy and commerce inside
Peru. Because foreign exchange earnings from normal exports
largely disappeared in Peru by the late-1980s, the bulk of Lima's
economic establishment must rely on "narco'-dollars" (Ocona
dollars) to sustain operations, ensure imports, etc. These
"narco-dollars" are acquired via SL and its agents. Currently, it
is estimated that the "narco-dollars" constitute around 20% of
Peru's legitimate GNP, compared to the 1.4% of the GNP that the
legal exports constitute.

From its center in Panama, BCCI handled the other side of these
financial arrangements beyond the mere laundering of drug money
in the US. BCCI regulated the out-of-country flow of currency,
the laundering and arrangements of "narco-dollar" accounts in
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Peru, etc., all for sizable fees. As these SL-BCCI arrangements
were further institutionalized, the cash factor was reduced with
Sendero Luminoso's agents collecting Intis from interested
parties in Lima and using them to pay the peasants and the local
traffickers. BCCI then unfroze dollars from the drug lords'
accounts in Panama for the purchase of imported goods. The
exchange rates in these deals were extreme, thus maximizing the
profits of the tripartite alliance. Needless to say, these
arrangements have had a growing impact on Peru's economy since
the national reserves were frozen as collateral for a BCCI loan
and the local economy was starved for hard currency.

BCCI also contributed to the increase in the guality of weapons
available to the SL by its handling of money transfers between
Brazil and Peru. At first, these arrangement were used to ship
chemicals and other equipment. For example, in early-1990, for
the first time, police captured imported weapons, most notably
Brazilian made Uru M-l submachine guns, from the SL's urban
units. The police believe that 300 Uru M-ls had already been
smuggled into Peru by the Spring of 1990.

Further, intelligence data from Brazil suggests that some 3,000
machine guns were sold to the SL and ttrug barons. There are
fundamental ideological ramifications to this development since
the importation of weapons contradicts a revolutionary tenet of
Mao and Guzman that guerillas only seize and capture their
weapons from their enemies. Thus, the imports of the Brazilian
submachine guns is a clear indication that the availability of
easy drug money has caused cracks in the ideological purity of
the SL.

The major impact of BCCI on the SL's military capabilities was in
expediting the SL's adoption of urban warfare tactics and
terrorism as of 1987. Indeed, urban operations have become so
important to the SL that it has established an urban command.
Further, in mid-1990, Peruvian police discovered that in
1939/1990, Guzman divided the SL into two equal branches: the
Revolutionary Movement of the People's Defense, responsible for
all terrorist activities in urban areas, and the veteran
Revolutionary Front of the People's Defense, which is responsible
for all activities in the rural area.

In any case, urban operations could not have taken place without
the massive infusion of terrorist expertise and knowledge from
veteran international terrorist organizations. Indeed, in
early-1988, BCCI arranged for the Abu-Nidal Organization to begin
helping the SL to consolidate their urban operations as well as
provide training in advance techniques of sabotage. BCCI
remained the connecting agency, and handled the funds for
Abu-Nidal. Atif Abu-Bakr, Abu-Nidal 's ex-deputy, explained: "In
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1989, for example, he [Abu-Nidal] made more than $4 million in
Peru. Cocaine money, to be sure." This money was shipped via the
London branches of BCCI. In all of this, the Abu-Nidal touch was
immediately apparent with the SL's urban assassination techniques
and tactics being virtually identical to those used by
Palestinians and the West European terrorists trained by them.

The Abu-Nidal Organization was also involved in terrorist
operations in Peru. A senior Abu-Nidal operative, Hussein
Bouzidi, and two aides were arrested in Lima in the summer of
1988 following a bombing attempt on the US embassy. In April
1990, they were released after an intense campaign by the local
PLO office and allowed to remain in country. Then, on 24 July
1990, there was an assassination attempt on Yaacov Hasson Ichab,
the executive director of human relations for the Jewish
community in Peru. The evidence collected, and the examination of
method, tactics, and weapons used, suggested that the attack was
carried out by "a Shining Path death squad" with the
"participation of a clandestine cell of the radical Palestinian
Abu Nidal group." Indeed, when arrested, Bouzidi had a hit list
in his possession that included Hasson 's name.

Urban operations have thus become integral to the SL strategy.
The SL terrorist campaign in Lima and other towns in connection
with the 1990 elections, while straining the organization's
assets nearly to the breaking point, and while ultimately
incapable of preventing the elections, did expose a solid and
fairly well organized urban infrastructure with a growth
potential given the allocation of the right assets.

This infrastructure was revitalized, on behalf of Arab causes, in
connection with the Gulf Crisis. As of mid-January 1991, the SL
led anti-US pro-Saddam Hussein demonstrations, complete with the
burning in effigy of President Bush. In the following months,
there were several bombing attacks on US diplomatic facilities,
but no specific perpetrator among Peru's several urban communist
terrorist movements emerged. On the basis of bomb technologies
and techniques, SL operatives are nevertheless believed to have
been responsible for some- of these bombings.

In the meantime, under Alberto Fujimori, there has been a
rejuvenation of the Peruvian war on the SL; but despite some
localized initial success, the effort is still far from breaking
the backbone of the narcoterrorism alliance, especially in the
countryside. Indeed, in September 1990, there was a marked
escalation in SL attacks on security forces. The SL did have some
military problems because the organization seems to have
overstretched its assets. Nevertheless, the SL is rapidly
expanding its hold over the drug producing valleys and is
intensifying its intimate alliance with the drug mafia.

It is in the valleys that the interests of international
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terrorism such as those of the Abu-Nidal Organization really are.
This stems, in part, from their modus operandi . In Islamist
international terrorism, sophisticated operations are conducted
by expert terrorists who infiltrate into a target country for the
execution of specific operations. If needed, they also smuggle
in the specialized equipment they might require.

However, by the mid 1980's, there was apprehension among the key
terrorist states, mainly Libya, Syria, and Iran, that the United
States might launch massive retaliatory action if they were
discovered by American intelligence to have been involved in any
act of terrorism on US soil. These states therefore began to
assist their terrorist clients in an effort to establish access
routes into the US outside of the normal diplomatic channels. Of
these, Peru became a favorite access route, particularly for Abu-
Nidal 's group.

Thus, the "liberated areas" in Peru constitute safe havens with
proven means of illegal transportation into the US. They serve
all of BCCI's main interests; not just as instruments of vast
financial gain but also as places for anti-imperialist activism.
In this context, BCCI provides the narcoterrorists with vital-
services such as the laundering and handling of funds overseas.
Moreover, ideologically at least, even the Sendero Luminoso has a
commitment to terrorism in the US because it is a member in the
International Revolutionary Movement, a union of 19
radical-Maoist revolutionary organizations that includes the US
Revolutionary Communist Party. The IRM's charter calls for mutual
assistance in the pursuit of world revolution. Thus, with the
SL's increasing funds and power, it seems increasingly likely
that Guzman might now be tempted to assist those who are
committed to the cause of America's destruction.

- by Yossef Bodansky
& Vaughn S. Forrest

(This paper may not necessarily reflect the views of all of the
Members of the Republican Task Force on Terrorism and
Unconventional Warfare. It is intended to provoke discussion and
debate. )
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